
INTO THE SUNDERED COUNTRY 
 

Book One:  Among the Tribes of Man 
  
 Civilization, it has been said, is the story of War punctuated by Catastrophe.  The 
Former has been with us from the Beginning, when the Nations of Irsus rose up like 
Hez’s gluttonous Children, furious and hungering, eager to get fat off their Brothers’ 
blood.  From Lewland to Punjir, Inner Khamuth to Bet’Hurrabet, the tramp of Soldiery 
has sounded on every Shore, the smoke of Battle blackened every Sky.  Whether scorched 
flat or merely singed, Civilization cannot help but be marked by the passing of the War-
Fires.  Take continental Arthestria, whose Northern Reaches are home to the famously 
cruel Urkadians.  How many times has the Country south of the Steeps run red with their 
Invasions?  How many Nations have been crippled and desecrated, their Histories 
forever mangled out of shape?  The Sum can be reckoned as appalling, taking just the 
Sixth Century for an example:  Five times the Urkadians lit the War-Fires against the 
People of Arthestria, whose Nations either burned or warped or melted away altogether.  
Even now Hex Tyranis Corlams sits the Throne in Damszalliane, the Heads of his 
Enemies piled in Mountains around him, the course of Arthestrian History already 
twisting in new Directions. 
 But what of the Second in this story of Civilization?  What of Catastrophe, which 
strikes without warning or sentiment, beyond Understanding?  For all its savagery and 
horror, War at least is a Human Endeavor of conscious Intent, while Catastrophe 
descends suddenly and unbidden, without even the illusion of Purpose.  The invisible 
Plague, the merciless Storm, the inexorable Famine, each a hammer blow reshaping 
Civilization as surely as the heat of the War-Fires.  Consider that day Seventeen 
Centuries ago, when a burning Star dropped out of the Sky and altered the very Face of 
Irsus, an Ember from the Cosmic Furnace that left the Civilizations of Humankind 
arranged anew in Its passing.  The Sunderage marks the partition between That Time and 
This Time, between Old World and New, and History has been measured from that 
calamitous Event ever since. 

A Nation can raise up Glories in multitude, but they are so much Chaff beneath 
the twin millstones of War and Catastrophe.  Monuments fall to the Conqueror; Epidemic 
claims the Philosopher.  Civilization convulses and reforms.  Some hold Catastrophe as 
the greater Horror in this Story (For who can defend against the Violence of Nature?) 
but it’s precisely the intentionality of War which makes it the more monstrous.  With 
Catastrophe looming forever overhead, what need have we for the deliberate slaughter of 
War?  Surely it’s hard enough to arm ourselves against the Gods and Nature, merciless 
and arbitrary Foes that they are, without also having to fight one another. 

-from LiCárumet Vançeroff (The Pamphlet on Civilization) 
by Lamersilke, pub. 1697 

 
Five weeks and the rain has fallen unceasingly, shifting from drizzle to downpour 

and back again, working its inexorable way through the cabin’s thatched roof to dribble 
onto the warped floorboards.  Pennathorne and the doctor have long ago given up trying 
to staunch the leaks, choosing instead to simply move when a new one appears overhead.  
Depending on the severity of the weather the arrangement of the cabin might change a 
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dozen times in a day, as the chairs and settee move across the floor in an endless slow-
motion dance. 

At the moment the two chairs are positioned near the fireplace, supporting 
Pennathorne’s disheveled carcass.  He stares glumly through the rain-streaked window 
across from him, his face barely visible beneath a thicket of graying auburn hair and 
unkempt beard.  His clothes—a brown linen shirt and black woolen breeches—bear the 
stink and stain of prolonged wear.  Somewhere outside a lone widow-of-the-woods 
begins its sorrowful song and Pennathorne slumps lower in his seat. 

On the nearby settee reclines the doctor, peering over the tops of his spectacles at 
a well-worn copy of Lamersilke’s Zein Erstlinker.   The very opposite of his disheveled 
companion, Dr. Melvinus Honeyman is neat and clean-shaven, long black hair 
meticulously center-parted and gathered at the nape of his neck in a clasp decorated with 
ebony and nacre.  His green velvet frockcoat is edged in arabesques of gold brocade, a 
fashionable hint of lacey shirt cuff showing at his wrists, and an aroma of sandalwood 
hangs in the air around him.  His olive complexion stands in stark contrast to his rough 
companion’s pale one, but both men bear scars in abundance, a testament to their shared 
history of conflict and injury.  “Why don’t you work on your memoirs?” suggests the 
doctor, without looking up from his book.  “There’s paper in my pack.” 

“Damn the memoirs,” Pennathorne retorts.  “Damn this clatterdown shack.  Damn 
the miserable pissing rain.”  He raises his head and glares over at his lounging 
companion.  “And double-damn you, Melvin, for bringing us to this dismal shit-hole.  I 
should stomp your guts out.” 

“You’re the one who used to live in this dismal shit-hole,” Dr. Honeyman says 
mildly, turning a page in his book.  “I merely suggested it as a quiet spot to work on your 
memoirs.  That’s what you wanted, wasn’t it?” 

“It was a dead stupid idea,” grouses Pennathorne.  “If pen were pistol, and paper 
an Ikthy pirate, then perhaps I’d make a passable scribe.  As it is I’m bored senseless.” 

“It seemed a peculiar notion,” mumbles Dr. Honeyman, still focused on the book 
in his hands.  “Intellectual matters aren’t really your specialty.” 

“Aye, well, you’re right about that.  Clashing swords and hot blood, those are my 
bread and butter.” 

Dr. Honeyman flips another page and makes no response. 
Pennathorne turns back to the window.  “Maybe we should go back to Ul Hurra,” 

he says, tugging idly at his beard.  “A beautiful place, if you’ll remember.  Lush and hot 
and positively seething with hostiles.  We could search for lost Phnaranar again.  It would 
be a grand time.” 

Dr. Honeyman looks up from Zein Erstlinker and fixes Pennathorne with his gray 
eyes.  “You must be joking,” he says incredulously.  “I still have nightmares about the 
week we spent as captives of the Chauhn.” 
 Pennathorne flashes a fierce grin.  “Oh, aye, I remember those vicious rascals 
well.”  He holds up his left hand, a wide veiny slab bereft of its littlest finger.  “I fully 
intend to get the old nose-picker back from them one of these days.” 
 Dr. Honeyman arches a slender black eyebrow at Pennathorne, then turns back to 
his book.  “The ‘old nose-picker’, as you call it, will have to remain unrecovered for a 
while longer.  The witches of Tembriatis couldn’t force me back to Ul Hurra right now.” 
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 “What about Muth-Khumir?” Pennathorne suggests hopefully.  “They’re still 
fighting their bloody war with the Punjirans.  We could lend a hand.  I’m sure the lovely 
Khumir lasses would be very grateful.” 
 “A break from adventuring, that’s what you said.  A time to rest and record your 
exploits, remember?”  Dr. Honeyman waves him away in irritation.  “So get to it and stop 
bothering me.” 
 Pennathorne heaves a great sigh and shakes his head.  “Melvin, you disappointing 
bucket of shit.  To think that once upon a time you scaled the heights of Greater 
Blackhorn with me for no good reason whatsoever.  Or the weeks we spent searching for 
Jema’s Eye in the depths of the Salted Blight.” 
 The doctor grunts absently. 
 “Is this the same man who fought by my side at Golgachev?” Pennathorne 
laments.  “Who faced Vax Lono’s rampaging host with such steely calm?  Who dug an 
inch of Urkadian steel out of my arse afterwards?” 
 Clapping his book shut in exasperation, Dr. Honeyman snaps, “So help me, 
Pennathorne, one more interruption and I’ll put that inch of steel back in your ugly prat, 
along with another eight in your heart.” 
 Pennathorne finally desists, dropping back into the chair by the window and 
lapsing into a sullen silence.  The widow-of-the-woods’ lonesome song finally burbles to 
an end, leaving only the crackling fire and the soft shushing of the rain. 
 A moment later there’s a sudden knock at the door and both men, startled, turn to 
look in its direction.  “Who could that be?” wonders Dr. Honeyman.  “Who even knows 
we’re here?” 
 “Perhaps it’s some enemy come to settle old scores.  Maybe Exard the Philosian, 
or that crook-eyed bastard Black Ginchy.” Rubbing his hands excitedly, Pennathorne 
goes to the mantel and fetches down an ornate Urkadian cavalry pistol. 

“Maybe it’s that one-armed blacksmith coming to collect the five crowns you owe 
him,” suggests Dr. Honeyman. 
 “That bet was crooked,” growls Pennathorne.  “I was so drunk I could barely 
stand up, much less win an arm-wrestling contest.”  He checks the powder in the flash 
pan and cocks the pistol with one thick hairy finger.  “Ah, well, it’ll just be nice to have 
company for a change.”  Whistling cheerfully, he steps across to the door. 
 The knock comes again.  In a single swift motion, Pennathorne yanks the door 
open to reveal a boy of perhaps fourteen wrapped in a dripping brown oilskin.  A ragged 
curtain of blonde hair hangs across his eyes, which widen fearfully at the sight of the 
wild-looking fellow standing on the threshold, and especially at the heavy flintlock by his 
side. 

“A pure puny little assassin aren’t you, lad?” Pennathorne says disappointedly. 
 The boy blinks in surprise.  “Eh?” 
 Sighing, Pennathorne scratches at the back of his ear with the pistol barrel.  “I’ll 
give you first bang,” he says.  “Shooter or steel—whatever you’ve got hidden under that 
rag.  Take your best crack at me.” 
 The boy takes a step back, his face contorted into a complex expression of fear 
and confusion.  “I…er…” 
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 “I warn you, though, I’m tough as an old boot.  A bandit once shot me in the face 
with an antique scattergun and I still managed to beat him senseless.  You’ll not have an 
easy time of it.” 
 The boy takes another step back, tensing for a hasty getaway. 
 “Pay no attention to him,” says Dr. Honeyman, coming up behind Pennathorne.  
“Boredom brings out his sadistic sense of humor.” 
 Somewhat reassured by this more civilized figure, the boy pauses.  “I’m looking 
for Young Pennathorne, sir.  Are you him?” 
 “That’s me, lad,” Pennathorne says.  “What can I do for you?  Something exciting 
I hope.  It’s been damnably dull around here lately.” 
 “You’re the famous Pennathorne?”  The boy looks skeptical.  “No offense 
intended, sir, but I expected something…grander.  You look a bit like me old da.” 
 “Then your father must be a handsome fellow indeed,” Pennathorne says.  He 
steps aside and gestures into the cabin with the pistol.  “The weather’s pure piss out there, 
little assassin.  Come in and warm yourself by the fire while you tell me what you want.” 
 The boy hesitates a moment longer, then passes over the threshold.  “Name’s 
Tooker, sir,” he says, shaking the rain off of his cloak.  “I’m from Erlinbegg, some 
distance southwest of here.” 
 “Aye, I know the place,” says Pennathorne.  “We landed there near a month ago, 
before making our way out to this bescumbered hovel.”  He waggles the pistol at his 
dapper companion.  “That spindly critter there is my associate, Dr. Melvinus Honeyman.” 
 Tooker nods in greeting.  “I’ve been four days on the road,” he says, edging over 
to the fire.  “A man named LiBale sent me to find you.” 
 Pennathorne exchanges a look with Dr. Honeyman.  “Eduarte LiBale?” he asks.  
“Hugely fat?  Wheezes with a Weiklanter accent?” 
 Tooker nods, unfastening the heavy pin on the shoulder of his cloak.  “Aye, that’s 
him.”  He lets the oilskin flap open, revealing a jerkin and trousers of roughspun brown 
wool.  A small leather satchel hangs across his narrow torso. 
 “What does that bloated draffsack want exactly?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “And how, pray tell, did you find us?” adds Dr. Honeyman, perching himself 
back on the settee. 
 “As to the first…”  Tooker rummages through his satchel and produces a piece of 
folded abortive which he hands over to Pennathorne.  “As to the second:  word travels 
fast through the Islands, especially when someone as famous as Young Pennathorne 
arrives.  It wasn’t too hard to find you.”  He hunkers down on the hearth and raises his 
chapped pink hands towards the fire.  “I would have been here sooner, but the dogmen 
tribes are out reaving.” 
 “Milk-livered brutes, little assassin, every one of them,” says Pennathorne, 
examining the letter in his hand.  “I was waylaid by one of their wilding bands in my 
youth, far up in the high country.  Two I brained with a log, and the rest scattered like 
wind-blown leaves, shitting themselves with fear.”  He peers closely at the blob of green 
wax holding the letter closed.  “The Weikerlov royal seal,” he says, flashing it towards 
Dr. Honeyman.  Breaking it open, he takes a moment to scan the crisp calligraphy written 
inside. 
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Pennathorne- 
I trust this message will find its way to you with all speed; the boy appointed to 

the task seems capable enough, if somewhat lackwitted.  I must implore you to make your 
way to Erlinbegg immediately, as I have a matter of supreme importance to discuss with 
you.  Empress Agrend herself has dispatched me on this errand.  You will find me at the 
Brystling Inn, near the center of town.  The boy will direct you, if he’s managed to retain 
the information. 

You must not delay.  Your decision on this matter may very well influence the 
course of events throughout Arthestria—indeed the whole of Irsus —for generations to 
come. 
 
Eduarte LiBale 
Her Majesty’s Most Humble Servant 
3rd Fifenday, Week of Rasps 
Bristaria of 2359 
 
By the way:  Do not let the boy extract any funds from you.  He has been generously 
compensated for his services and deserves not a sliver more. 
 
 Pennathorne grins and shakes the note at Dr. Honeyman.  “Salvation, Melvin!  
The possibility of adventure presents itself and we must seize it with both hands!” 
 The doctor leans up and plucks the communication away from Pennathorne.  He 
looks it over and shrugs, unconvinced.  “LiBale is an overblown fellow, tending towards 
the theatrical.  Who knows how serious this actually is?” 
 “Salvation!” Pennathorne bellows, unperturbed.  “Salvation from this tedium, 
however brief it might be.”  He claps his hands resolutely and fetches a ginger-colored 
frockcoat from the floor.  “And if it turns out LiBale is just fiddling with us, I’ll flense 
him right down to the bone.  Either way, I have something to look forward to.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sighs and drums his fingers against the cover of Zein Erstlinker.  
“Do you know I’ve never made it all the way through this book?” he asks peevishly.  “A 
dozen times I’ve tried, only to be interrupted by yet another of your lunatic outings.” 
 “Five weeks you’ve had, Melvin,” Pennathorne retorts, jamming one arm into his 
crumpled coat.  “Plenty of time to make it through backwards and forwards.  You’ve got 
no one to blame but yourself.” 
 “I was saving it.  A little treat after Goguette and Amden.”  Dr. Honeyman draws 
out the bit of string serving as his bookmark and tosses it on the floor.  “I came within 
thirty pages once, you know, before that ill-advised trip to Hepkkaram.” 
 “Your mewling complaints fall on deaf ears, Melvin,” says Pennathorne.  Then, 
turning to Tooker, he barks, “Up, little assassin, up!  We leave for Erlinbegg 
immediately!” 
 The boy blinks in surprise.  “What, now?”  He rises uncertainly from his seat, an 
imploring look on his face.  “But…well…it’s been a hard walk, sir.  I thought to have a 
moment’s rest, maybe a little something to eat.” 
 Pennathorne crosses to a cabinet by the window.  “Never let it be said that I was 
an uncaring bastard.”  He flings a loaf of dense black bread at the boy, followed by a 
stoppered clay jug.  “You can nap in the saddle, if you’re able.” 
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 “We’ll be riding, sir?” 
 “In the stable are a pair of well-rested mounts,” says Pennathorne, gesturing 
towards the rear of the house.  “Fleet-footed arda that carried us from Erlinbegg to here in 
less than two days.” 
 Tooker uncorks the jug, recoiling from the caustic vapors emanating from it.  
“Pardie, is it?” 

“Drink up, lad,” commands Pennathorne.  “It’ll fortify you for the coming 
journey.” 

Tooker takes the barest sip, frowning in disgust, then sets the jug aside and bites 
off a hunk of bread.  “The day’s half over, sir.  Perhaps better to wait until tomorrow?” 
 Pennathorne goes over to a bulky iron-bound chest by the wall.  “Nonsense!” he 
barks, throwing open the lid.  “I’ve stewed long enough in this dreary shack.”  He casts 
an appraising eye over the chest’s contents, then begins to remove an astonishing variety 
of weapons and assemble them on a nearby table:  daggers and bayonets, pistols of 
assorted calibers, a pair of small war axes, a skull-shaped mace.  “Besides,” says 
Pennathorne, lifting out two heavy steel gauntlets, each as spiny as a shreed urchin, 
“LiBale made it sound like a matter of some urgency.” 
 

Half an hour later they’re assembled in the stable, distributing their equipment 
between a pair of brindled arda, the long-limbed beasts chewing their cuds inscrutably 
while Pennathorne straps the last of his arsenal to their flanks.  Motioning Tooker over, 
he shoves him unceremoniously up into one of the high-backed saddles.  Dr. Honeyman, 
ensconced in a heavy black cape and a wide-brimmed duck-feather hat, climbs nimbly up 
behind the boy. 
 Pennathorne leads the arda out into the stable yard and opens the gate before 
climbing his own mount.  “We’ll head north to the Gethenlire Road,” he says, adjusting 
the olive-green oilskin cloak on his shoulders.  “Then west into the mountains and the 
High Walks.” 

“Madness, sir,” says Tooker.  “The dogmen are thick as wasps up in the high 
country right now.  Better to follow the valley south to the Umberway.” 
 “An unacceptable delay, you milk-livered wretch,” Pennathorne scolds.  “We’ll 
follow the straightest course, lest poor Eduarte LiBale fret himself skinny waiting for us.”  
He lifts the reins from where they hang draped over his mount’s small antlers.  “Hold on 
tight, little assassin,” he advises.  “The brothers here haven’t been out in a week.  The 
ride is apt to be a breathless one.” 
 His words prove prophetic.  The arda start forward at a staccato trot, bouncing 
stiff-legged across the turf, before breaking into a long loping stride that propels them at 
fantastic speed up the valley.  Perched high atop their humped backs, the riders get a 
dizzying view of the fog-shrouded forest as it careens past. 
 An hour later they arrive at a wide slow-moving river and turn left along a well-
trodden path.  The western mountains rise up through the mist ahead of them, waterfalls 
hanging like wooly white threads against the cliffs.  After another hour they come upon a 
collection of ancient megaliths encrusted with green and black lichen.  The arda slow to a 
walk as they navigate between the enormous stones, some still standing upright, some 
lurching drunkenly against their neighbors, some laying full on the ground and nearly 
overgrown with moss. 
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 Tooker leans forward over the pommel and hisses at Pennathorne, “The shadows 
lengthen, sir, and me da says these old rocks are haunted.  We should hurry.” 
 Pennathorne doesn’t seem to hear.  “I’m reminded of the terrain along the 
Ethemwr Gap,” he remarks, guiding his mount around a house-sized boulder.  “Twenty 
years ago, right before the war ended, Melvin and I were beset by a troop of Kabberstegn 
warriors in territory very much like this.”  He ducks his head under a low dolmen, his 
voice echoing crazily through the forest of brooding stones.  “They were wearing these 
huge wooden helmets carved into the shapes of fearsome beasts.  What a sight!  All of 
them chanting the same barbarous battle-cry, waving cudgels and bone-tipped lances.  
They fought like absolute devils.”  He gives the slightest twitch to the reins and his 
mount trots stiffly forward.  
 “This part of the path appears rarely traveled,” Dr. Honeyman says to Tooker. 
 “The locals avoid it at all costs, sir doctor.  Dogmen and worse skulk these giants’ 
bones.”  The boy glances around nervously. 
 “Be easy, lad.  Pennathorne and I have traveled through far worse than a jumble 
of haunted stones.” 
 Tooker relaxes ever so slightly and Dr. Honeyman urges their arda forward, trying 
to catch up with Pennathorne, who has outdistanced them now by some twenty yards.  
His booming voice can still be heard describing the gruesome particulars of the battle 
with the Kabberstegn.  “…severed both legs just below the knees…damn near squinting 
down the barrel when it went off…head swollen up like a ripe mush melon…pure 
horrible, honestly…”  He’s interrupted by the unmistakable crack of gunfire, a single 
sharp report that reverberates wildly through the rocks. 

Quick as a flash, Dr. Honeyman leans forward over Tooker and spurs their mount 
to full speed.  He keeps one hand on the reins and reaches down with the other to 
unsheathe a razor-edged sword at his hip.  Within the space of a breath they’ve pulled up 
even with Pennathorne, who’s sitting calmly in his high-backed saddle, a smoking 
flintlock in his fist.  Some distance away, draped over the top of one of the megaliths, 
slumps the shaggy corpse of a rangy sloth-like creature, its claws as long as a man’s 
fingers.  It lies in a position of sleepy repose, turned partly on its side, black eyes half-
closed.  A glossy ribbon of blood seeps down the face of the stone beneath it. 
 “Damned ox-skinner,” says Pennathorne, setting to the task of reloading his 
pistol.  “Thought he could sneak up on us in the tumble.” 
 Dr. Honeyman returns his sword to its scabbard and adjusts the hat on his head.  
“Skillfully executed.  Your senses remain as sharp as ever.” 
 “Eyes like an eagle, ears like a fox,” says Pennathorne, holstering the pistol next 
to its mate on the front of his saddle.  “Villainous creatures are wise to slink away and 
hide at my approach.” 
 “We’ll be lucky if that ox-skinner is the worst we encounter,” says Tooker, 
huddling deeper in his cloak.  “No offense intended, sir, but I wouldn’t put an onion on 
the dogmen being cowards.” 
 Pennathorne gives the boy a despairing look and trots away, leaving Dr. 
Honeyman and his anxious passenger to follow behind.  Just beyond the edge of the 
megaliths, the land begins to rise abruptly.  Quick and sure-footed, the arda follow the 
steepening path towards the dense pine forest above the valley, the drizzling rain 
gradually replaced by clinging fog. 
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 The trail is easy enough to follow, an ancient stair cut into the rocky 
mountainside, blunt steps shaggy with lithophytes.  Trees loom up through the mist like 
shadowy towers, their branches festooned with streamers of moss, the surrounding 
ground carpeted in low-lying ferns. 
 “The day is almost done, sir doctor,” Tooker points out.  “There are dangers 
aplenty in these hills, especially after dark.  Perhaps we’d best make camp for the night.”  
He glances around at the ghostly fog and hunches lower in the saddle. 
 “There’s no stopping him, lad,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “He’ll go until he decides to 
go no further.  You’d have an easier time convincing the trees to uproot themselves and 
dance the Peppervale Stomp.” 
 By the time they reach the top of the stair, the fog has petered out and they can 
see clouds blowing off in long streaks towards the east.  The sun’s last feeble rays fade 
behind the mountains, and darkness descends like a curtain.  Overhead, the sky turns 
bright with stars.  The path up here is narrow, bordered on each side by low rounded 
stones.  Tooker jumps at every sound, searching the night-black forest around them with 
wild eyes. 
 “All right,” says Pennathorne at last, “I guess we might as well have a few hours’ 
sleep.”  He ducks his head and guides his arda off the road and into the trees, finally 
dismounting in a small clearing bounded on one side by the titanic stump of an ancient 
fallen evergreen.  Its center has almost entirely rotted away, forming a convenient alcove 
in which to set up their camp.  While Pennathorne lightens the load on the arda, Dr. 
Honeyman manages to kindle a modest blaze from damp branches and a liberal dose of 
lamp-oil. 
 Tooker hunkers down next to the fire, huffing into his cold hands.  “Should we set 
watches, sir?  The dogmen often go roaming by night.” 
 “Aye,” says Pennathorne, settling down onto his bedroll.  “You can have the 
first.”  He places one of the big cavalry pistols by his side, slips a dagger beneath his 
pillow, and finally lays down with his back to the fire, facing out into the starlit clearing.  
“Wake me in a couple of hours.” 
 The doctor, likewise, crawls into his own bedroll, which is positioned scorchingly 
close to the fire.  “A word of caution, lad,” he says, yawning.  “Don’t lay a hand on him 
while he’s sleeping.  Pennathorne can nap through incoming artillery but jumps like a 
frightened hare at the slightest touch.” 
 “I broke two of Melvin’s fingers once,” Pennathorne mumbles over his shoulder.  
“Felt dead horrible about it, I can tell you.” 
 “Just call out until he wakes up,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “It’s the safest method.”  
Setting his spectacles aside, he’s asleep almost immediately.  A minute later 
Pennathorne’s soft growling snores can be heard from across the fire and Tooker, feeling 
suddenly vulnerable, reaches beneath his cloak for the knife he keeps in his belt.  He 
brandishes it defensively in front of him, searching the darkness beyond the clearing.  Off 
to the left the two arda are huddled together on the ground, their long legs folded neatly 
beneath them.  They hold their small heads straight up in the air, eyes closed, as 
peacefully asleep as their masters by all appearances.  Tooker sighs and feeds a handful 
of damp kindling into the fire, resolving himself to the long hours ahead. 
 Weariness steals up on him by degrees.  Overhead the stars track their measured 
paths through the heavens, though to Tooker they appear appallingly motionless, as if 
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time itself had stopped in its tracks.  He shakes his head, swings his arms, even smacks 
himself in the face until his cheeks sting.  It’s no use.  Sleep finally overtakes him and his 
head nods forward onto his chest. 
 
 GIRD YOURSELF AGAINST THE ENEMY, WHO DECLARES THE DEATH OF 
MAGNATHERIUS, GOD OF THE UNIVERSE AND KING OVER ALL!  They will tell 
you that HE was struck dead by an Ancient Thirsting Darkness, HIS GLORIOUS 
CORPSE divided, HIS GLARING EYE cast down like a Burning Star to smite the World’s 
Face.  DO NOT BE DECEIVED!  Theirs is a Lie and a Blasphemy, that applies such 
Mortal Limits to HIS DIVINE LIMITLESSNESS!  For how can GOD HIMSELF be slain, 
and butchered like a Goat, since Death as All Things lies within HIS DOMAIN? 

Herein lies the TRUTH, communicated to this Humble Servant by Máned, of the 
First Rank of Divine Spirits, who came to Irsus in HIS NAME and under HIS 
COMMAND.  As Máned spoke:  MAGNATHERIUS LIVES!  GOD OF THE UNIVERSE 
AND KING OVER ALL, HE CANNOT BE SLAIN!  PAY CLOSE HEED TO THESE 
WORDS, FOR THEY COME FROM THE MOUTH OF THE INFINITE PRIME 
HIMSELF! 

-from the Theriodictum, Book One, Lesson One 
by Arcant Ebram, comp. circa 26 

 
 Tooker comes awake abruptly, badly disoriented, his heart pounding.  The fire has 
died into a jumble of dim embers and he discovers the supply of kindling exhausted.  
Gripping the knife tightly to steady his nerves, he climbs to his feet, trying to get his 
bearings in the murk.  He searches the starlit clearing for any sign of danger, strains his 
ears for the slightest threatening sound.  All is still and silent. 

Stepping carefully around his slumbering companions, Tooker makes his way out 
of the alcove and heads towards the humped silhouettes of the arda, near where he’d seen 
a tangle of fallen branches when they first made camp.  He tries to move quickly and 
quietly, the dagger held out in front of him.  
 The deadfall lies just where he remembered.  He begins to quickly gather an 
armful of the least rotten pieces, trying to ignore the foreboding forest that looms just a 
few feet away.  It seems to take forever.  Finally, arms laden with kindling, Tooker heads 
back towards the alcove, desperate for its safety but loathe to turn his back on the 
darksome wood. 
 As he passes the sleeping mounts there’s a sudden skin-prickling screech from 
somewhere up in the trees.  The arda are awake in an instant, chattering anxiously, their 
panicked eyes showing white at the edges.  Tooker leaps back in surprise, the firewood 
spilling out of his arms.  The awful screech sounds a second time and a kite-shaped form, 
etched black against the starry sky, flies over the clearing.  Tooker ducks instinctively, 
and it disappears off to the west. 
 Heart hammering in his chest, Tooker crouches down and begins collecting the 
dropped wood.  The arda snuffle the air and stamp nervously at the ground.  Monstrous 
shapes congeal in every shadow.  Tooker stiffens, certain that he sees something move 
just beyond the edge of the clearing, and the arda nicker quietly and tug at their tethers.  
He holds his breath, trying to sort out the dark muddle. 
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 There!  A figure creeps forward, hunched and indistinct.  Dropping the firewood 
for the second time, Tooker dashes back to the alcove in a panic.  He dives to the turf, the 
knife twisting out of his grasp, and crawls forward on hands and knees towards his 
slumbering companions.  “Dogmen!” he hisses breathlessly.  “In the forest!”  He reaches 
over to shake Pennathorne awake, the doctor’s warning momentarily forgotten. 

In a flash there’s a hard fist snarled in his hair, forcing his head back, a blade 
pressed against his quivering throat.  Tooker makes a faint squeaking noise and 
Pennathorne squints at him through sleep-rimmed eyes.  “You’re pure piss as a slithery 
rib-sticker, little assassin,” he scolds groggily, lowering the dirk. 

Tooker swallows spasmodically.  “Dogmen,” he croaks.  “In the forest near the 
mounts.” 

Pennathorne grunts and rises to a crouch, tucking the dirk into his belt.  Nearby, 
Dr. Honeyman sits up, clutching for his spectacles and peering across the puddle of 
embers.  “What’s happening?” he asks mildly, smoothing his hair with a slender hand. 

“The boy’s hysterical again,” sighs Pennathorne, lifting the pistol from beside 
him.  He stands and scans the starlit clearing, then marches over towards the agitated 
arda.  Dr. Honeyman, a carbine already in his hands, follows after him, leaving Tooker 
crouched by the dying embers. 

Pennathorne moves up next to their mounts, cooing at them softly.  He thumps 
their broad sides and peers into the forest, the pistol held loosely at his hip. 

“Do you see anything?” asks Dr. Honeyman in a low voice. 
“Aye,” Pennathorne says after a moment.  “There’s something out there.”  He 

takes another step towards the shrubby edge of the clearing.  A lean shadow slinks 
between two trees up ahead and Pennathorne raises the flintlock out in front of him.  The 
gunshot comes a second later, an ear-piercing blast that leaves a yawning silence in its 
wake. 
 The space of a heartbeat passes, then another.  Suddenly something begins 
crashing through the undergrowth, plunging headlong towards the clearing.  Pennathorne 
casts his pistol aside and snatches the dirk from his belt, just as a shaggy figure bursts 
from the undergrowth, talons outthrust, black eyes blank and bulging. 
 There’s a second gunshot as Dr. Honeyman fires his carbine.  The shaggy figure 
gnashes its teeth and barrels into Pennathorne, who drives his dirk up to the hilt in its 
gristly ribs.  Wrenching the blade free, he stabs again, lower this time, aiming for kidney 
and liver.  The creature’s struggles are violent but brief, its strength ebbing quickly away 
as its dark crimson blood spills onto the ground. 
 “Guess I didn’t plug him good enough this afternoon,” pants Pennathorne.  “Been 
following us all day, I’d wager.  Just waiting for us to bed down for the night.”  He squats 
and quickly severs the ox-skinner’s blunt head from its body.  “There,” he says, wiping 
his blade clean on its mossy brown pelt.  “Dead as dead can be.”  He hefts the gory 
corpse and drags it back into the woods, then reemerges a second later and chucks the 
dripping head after it. 
 The arda have quieted down, snuffling softly at the air and twitching their tufted 
ears.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman wander back to the alcove, blowing out the pans 
on their guns. 
 “Another ox-skinner, was it?” asks Tooker, still crouched among the bedrolls. 
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 “The same ox-skinner,” clarifies Dr. Honeyman.  “They’re remarkably durable 
creatures.”  He crouches down to reload his carbine. 
 “I should have known better,” says Pennathorne.  “Mams Heagh was terrorized 
for the better part of a year by an especially stubborn old gnasher, despite it having been 
shot, stabbed, poisoned, and twice set on fire.  I finally managed to crush it dead under a 
boulder.  The townspeople still burned its corpse to ashes, just to be sure.” 
 “The fire’s gone out,” Dr. Honeyman interjects.  “I can hardly see what I’m 
doing.” 
 Tooker goes to gather the spilled kindling, which he heaps over the barely 
smoldering coals.  He manages to coax forth a shallow flame and huddles, yawning, in its 
comforting light. 
 Pennathorne waggles the big cavalry pistol at the boy.  “I’ll take the watch now, 
little assassin.  Go rest that tender head of yours.” 
 Tooker collapses on his bedroll without a word.  Dr. Honeyman, his carbine 
reloaded, sets his spectacles aside and again lays himself near the fire.  Both are quickly 
asleep. 

Across the clearing the arda lower themselves once more to the ground and close 
their eyes, while Pennathorne situates himself at the opening of the alcove.  Humming an 
old bawdy tune, he goes about meticulously cleaning his pistols, trying to ignore the 
bruises already arising in the wake of the ox-skinner’s attack. 
 
 They break camp at dawn, just as the eastern sky is beginning to lighten.  
Breakfast is black bread and leathery strips of saltmeat, followed by thin slices of sweet 
biscuit and swigs of pardaquan.  They set off again to the west, following the high road 
deeper into the mountains.  The arda, as energetic and sure-footed as ever, trace a swift 
and effortless path between the huge trees. 
 At midday they stop to water the mounts at a small pool by the roadside.  They fill 
their waterskins, eat a few mouthfuls of bread, then continue onward as the path begins to 
rise into steeper, rockier country. 
 “I’m pure disappointed in the local dogmen,” Pennathorne grumbles, leading his 
arda around a jumble of fallen stones.  “Certainly not living up to their fearsome 
reputation.” 

“You’re incorrigible,” remarks Dr. Honeyman, adjusting his hat.  “Always so 
eager for blood.  It’s a wonder you’re not hanging on someone’s wall.” 
 “Oh, it’ll happen eventually,” says Pennathorne.  “Uhl would have no company at 
the Solar Hearth if old heroes never died.” 

“Whatever kills you will be calamitous indeed,” says Tooker.  “Me old da told me 
a story about you wrestling the Midgeland Serpent.  Says you strangled the monster bare-
handed, then carried it all the way to the Thanehall in Anverstap.” 

“Aye, that was many a year ago now.  I was but a raw youngling then—fourteen 
or fifteen, I think—living with a clan of Lebriad nomads.  A wild, free-spirited bunch 
they were.  Absolute fanatics for drinking games.”  Pennathorne tug at his beard, 
grinning.  “I woke up early one miserable cold morning, in pure agony after a hard night 
of it with the Lebriads.  We were camped on the banks of the Midgeland Sound and I 
thought a quick dunk might soothe my head.  Soon enough I’m out in deep water, 
grappling with this monstrous pissing eel.  Broad as a door, slimy as a slug’s arse, with 
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teeth like poniards.  Once I finally managed to get my arms around the great slippery 
bastard, I just squeezed and squeezed until its back broke.  Took me a week to walk to 
Anverstap, but I’d heard there was a bounty on the monster’s head and I meant to claim 
it.” 

“I turned fourteen last month,” says Tooker.  “This is as close to adventure as I’ve 
ever come.” 

“Don’t despair, little assassin.  A life of reckless abandon might yet await you.” 
A bird swoops low overhead and Tooker cowers over the pommel.  “I’d be ill-

suited for it, I’m afraid.”  He sighs and straightens back up in the saddle.  “Doomed to 
farm and family, as my fathers before me.” 

“Pray tell why you undertook this errand, then,” says Dr. Honeyman. 
“Sir LiBale was offering good coin for the task, sir,” Tooker explains simply.  

“And it gave me the chance to meet the famous Young Pennathorne.” 
“Money can sometimes breed courage in the least of us, it’s true,” Pennathorne 

observes sagely.  “Though it tends to be of an unreliable sort.” 
Up ahead, the road winds around a rocky outcropping crowned by an enormous 

lightning-scarred tree, and a troupe of tiny plethneria, peeping like frogs, scurry out along 
its shaggy limbs as they pass beneath it.  Tooker twists a pinecone off a low-hanging 
branch and scatters the little moss-colored rodents with a well-placed throw.  “Noisy 
vermin,” he hisses.  “Announcing us to every murderous thing within earshot.” 

“I should kick your head in for discouraging them,” growls Pennathorne, shifting 
listlessly in the saddle.  “It promises to be a damnably dull day.” 

By evening the sky is again choked with clouds and a light drizzle begins to fall. 
The road turns southward, dropping gradually back into dense woodland.  Mist rises out 
of the ground and swirls like water around the arda’s hooves. 

The dogmen attack without warning, emerging out of the shadows along both 
sides of the road with an awful clamor of shrieks and coughs and bellowed gibberish.  
Sinewy and diminutive, skin and hair blackened with ash, they rush forward to hem in the 
arda behind a wall of jabbing spears. 

With a joyous hoot, Pennathorne snatches both pistols from the front of his saddle 
and empties them into the throng.  Two of the dogmen’s number crumple to the ground, 
the rest quickly crowding in to take their place.  Reholstering his pistols with practiced 
speed, Pennathorne snatches away one of the spears thrusting at him and hurls it back 
into the savage mob, then kicks a snarling face to mush.  Behind him, Dr. Honeyman 
hacks left and right with his sword, lopping off limbs and heads indiscriminately, while 
Tooker cowers over the pommel.  Drawing a saber from one of the many scabbards 
hanging from his saddle, Pennathorne brings it down in a blow that splits one of the 
dogmen open from shoulder to hip.  As if on cue, the rest break and run, disappearing 
into the misty forest like ghosts. 

A dozen corpses are strewn along the road in various states of dismemberment, 
blood collecting in puddles around them.  Pennathorne jumps down and wipes his saber 
clean on one of the dogmen’s pelt shirts, then repeats the favor for Dr. Honeyman’s 
blade.  He also retrieves the doctor’s hat, which has fallen off in the fray.  They take a 
moment to reload and resheathe their weapons, before guiding the arda through the 
carnage and on down the road. 
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“Will they follow us?” Tooker asks quietly, scanning both sides of the forest as 
they pass.  “Attack us when we make camp for the night?” 

Pennathorne shrugs.  “They just lost a good many warriors.  They’ll likely give us 
a wide berth for a while.” 

The boy relaxes by a fraction.  “Aye, well, it was a damn good thrashing you two 
gave them, sir.”  He eyes the weapons harnessed to the saddle around him; the sweat-
darkened pommel of Dr. Honeyman’s sword, the carbine’s blunt stock inlaid with 
engraved bone and staghorn.  “You’re a rare bloodthirsty leech,” he says to his saddle-
mate.  “Near as deadly as the mighty Pennathorne himself.” 

“A knowledge of anatomy has proven useful in all sorts of ways,” Dr. Honeyman 
remarks flatly. 

“Doesn’t that violate some sort of physician’s oath?” asks Tooker, but the doctor 
merely smirks and makes no response. 

They travel on for another couple of miles until full smothering darkness settles 
in, then make camp a little ways off the road in the meager shelter of a huge lichen-
stained boulder.  The three of them share another meal of bread and saltmeat, their fire 
sputtering and hissing in the drizzle.  Tooker again gets the first watch, while 
Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman lay down on their bedrolls and pull oilskins up over their 
heads. 

The drizzle strengthens to a steady rain during the night, and morning arrives as a 
bleak sunless affair.  The three travelers repack their sodden gear and trudge back to the 
road.  Just after midday they head down out of the high country, following another 
ancient stairway cut into the mountainside.  The misty montane forest gradually gives 
way to rolling grassland, and the path they’re following soon widens into a well-trodden 
roadway bearing steadily to the southwest.  Modest farmholds begin to appear:  small 
herds of shaggy brown goats grazing under hammer-gray skies, a smattering of well-
armed peasants working in the fields.  The few other travelers they encounter along the 
road eye them warily and quicken their pace, hands poised near their weapons. 

“Everyone seems dead nervous, like the last chicken in the henhouse,” remarks 
Pennathorne.  “Are the dogmen raiding so far into the low country?” 

“Aye,” replies Tooker, “they’ve come down uncommon far lately, attacking the 
farmholds.”  He tugs his hood lower over his head and a rivulet of rainwater dribbles into 
his lap.  “Worse, though, are the rumors of Hwn agents at work across the Islands, 
preparing for the Cazer’s grand invasion.” 

Pennathorne sighs in exasperation.  “The Thanes should have banded together 
years ago to settle the Oonies.  Land a thousand ships at Lwcaryll and fustigate those 
swaggering bastards once and for all.” 

“The Thanes are too busy squabbling among themselves,” says Tooker.  
“Preoccupied with feuds so old that no one remembers how they started.” 

Pennathorne frowns thoughtfully.  “Perhaps after we take care of LiBale’s errand, 
we can nip over to the Alabaster Palace and stomp the Cazer’s guts out.  What do you 
say, Melvin?” 

“I demand a week for completion of books interrupted,” says Dr. Honeyman.  
“Let me actually finish Zein Erstlinker and I might even follow you back to Ul Hurra.” 
 “I make no promises,” says Pennathorne.  “If you’re lucky, though, I’ll need to 
recover from some injury or other.” 
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Dr. Honeyman adjusts his spectacles and nods.  “I’ll shoot you myself, then, if it 
comes to that.” 

Eventually they come to a crossroads situated on the eastern shore of a broad 
river, its waters flowing slowly beneath the arches of an old stone bridge.  The road 
they’re following continues on southwards along the bank, while the intersecting road—a 
broad avenue paved in dark brown bricks, each as big as a man’s torso—leads over the 
bridge and straight off to the west. 
 “There’s the Umberway,” says Tooker.  “We can make Erlinbegg by evening time 
if we ride hard.” 
 As they cross the bridge the rain strengthens into a violent deluge that beats the 
river’s surface to white froth, then abates to the barest drizzle a minute later.  Traffic 
along the Umberway proves to be just as sparse as on the road out of the high country, 
and they’re greeted with the same silence and mistrustful looks.  Here the farmholds are 
vast town-like affairs, entire clans living in sprawling complexes of low wooden 
buildings.  Goats blanket the hillsides. 
 As predicted, they reach their destination just as daylight begins to fade.  Built 
around a narrow inlet protected by a natural breakwater, Erlinbegg serves as the main 
stopover between Lewland and Arthestria, a key point of trade between the Sweethaven 
League, the Island Thanes, and the vast Weikerlov Empire.  As a result the population is 
remarkably cosmopolitan, local peasantry commingling with sailors, traders, mercenaries, 
and fortune-seekers from a dozen different nations.  The Thane’s Men are visible 
everywhere, unmistakable in their bearskin capes and peaked leather helmets, stalking the 
cobbled streets with bared weapons and grim expressions. 
 With the last glimmer of daylight they find the Brystling Inn, a stately old two-
story structure facing a nearly deserted market square.  Reining the arda up beneath its 
overhanging roof, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman swing themselves down out of their 
saddles.  “Stay here with our gear, little assassin,” says Pennathorne.  “Keep it all safe 
and unstolen and I’ll give you a crown for your efforts.”  He straps the saber and dirk 
about his waist and rearranges his cloak around them.  “Well, come on, Melvin.  Tie a 
bow around that bird’s arse on your head and let’s go find LiBale.” 
 The common room of the Brystling Inn reflects its august exterior, everything 
made of dark wood polished smooth and glossy from long years of use.  Several large oil 
lamps, each artfully crafted of silver and brass and panes of pale yellow calcspar, dangle 
from the ceiling.  The clientele is noticeably affluent:  well-dressed merchants examining 
ledgers and speaking in low urgent tones; a group of Lewlander naval officers, their long 
frilled coats unbuttoned and unbelted, playing cards; a trio of veiled women sharing a 
carafe of turquoise liqueur; even a Syrindine money-changer sitting beside a tall armored 
wheelsafe, his bodyguard a glowering thug incongruously dressed in tangerine-colored 
leather and silk. 

Pennathorne and the doctor pause on the threshold, scanning the crowd for their 
summoner.  He’s easy enough to find; a corpulent mountain of a man wedged into the far 
corner of the room.  Catching sight of the two men coming towards him, he dabs at his 
wide ranine mouth with a napkin.  “Ah,” he says, his voice faint and breathless, “so the 
boy didn’t make off with my coin after all.  How wonderful.  Spares me the expense of 
having him killed.”  His enormous clothes are finely tailored—ephemeral Ormalian lace 
showing at the cuffs of a sumptuous blue velvet frockcoat—and immaculate, despite the 
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vast half-eaten feast littering the table in front of him.  A wig of delicate indigo curls 
frames his giant turnip-shaped head and ruffled white lace cascades from beneath his 
jowls.  A cloying miasma of lilac perfume, overpowering even at a distance, surrounds 
him. 
 “Eduarte.”  Pennathorne draws up a chair and retrieves a drumstick from the 
carnage on the table.  “You’re looking monstrous as ever.”  He takes a bite and licks 
grease from his bushy overhanging mustache. 
 “I’m cursed with weak lungs and watery blood,” LiBale sighs.  “The flesh collects 
endlessly on my bones, no matter what I do.  It’s the burden of my life.”  His accent is 
heavy and angular. 
 “You’re cursed with sloth and intemperance,” Dr. Honeyman says flatly. 
 “Such cruelty from old friends.”  LiBale pops a grape into his mouth and chews 
on it sadly.  “Have you come so far just to insult me?” 
 “Unbearable boredom compels me into your company, Eduarte,” says 
Pennathorne.  “You’re still interrupting my holiday, though, so hurry up and tell me what 
you want.” 
 “Always so brusque, my friend.  So coarse and vulgar.  Such discourtesy may one 
day be the death of you.” 

Pennathorne sighs in exasperation.  “Get on with it, you blubberous 
blowmaunger, lest I fetch axe and shovel and carve your gigantic heart out.” 
 LiBale again presses the napkin against his mouth and gives a soft phlegmy 
cough.  “I have a room upstairs where we may speak more freely.”  From the chair beside 
him he lifts a broad-brimmed hat covered entirely in glossy black fur and settles it 
carefully over his luxurious wig.  Watching him stand and extricate himself from behind 
the table is an incredible sight, like witnessing an avalanche in reverse.  He lumbers 
across the floor with a slow and deliberate tread, pausing at the bottom of the staircase to 
catch his breath before wedging himself between banister and wall.  LiBale’s quarters 
consist of a parlor and bedroom heated by low stone fireplaces and equipped with sturdy 
oversized furniture upholstered in maroon leather. 
 “Forgive the poor accommodations,” LiBale huffs.  “These are the least offensive 
lodgings I could find.”  He doffs his hat and drops it onto a small table by the door.  “The 
cook is capable enough, at least.” 
 “And possessed of inhuman endurance, to keep your bottomless gorge full,” says 
Pennathorne, unpinning his dripping cloak and hanging it on the corner of the mantel.  
Dr. Honeyman does the same with his cape before sprawling loosely across a high-
backed loveseat. 

“You Islanders do have the most acerbic wit,” sighs LiBale.  “No wonder the 
Hwn want to exterminate the lot of you.”  He collapses into an armchair, which groans in 
distress beneath him. 
 “The Oonies are a nation of arrogant licktwats,” Pennathorne retorts.  “The 
Ferlyngers will kick shit out of them, the Uspergers will finish them off, and the 
Mondragers will bugger the leftovers.  Is there anything to drink in here or have you 
gulped this place dry?” 
 LiBale stirs a lilac-scented breeze with a wave of his hand.  “There’s a crate of 
Schandaszelkë in the bedroom.  I simply can’t abide that pardaquan swill.”  He settles 
back in his chair and unbuttons the lower half of his frockcoat while Pennathorne goes to 
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retrieve a bottle.  “I would not put so much faith in the Island Nations, my friend,” LiBale 
says when he returns.  “Rumor has it that some of the Thanes have already pledged their 
swords to the Cazer, either for coin or in alliance against their foes.  And you know as 
well as I do that the Mondrager tribes are too savage and discordant to ever unite in 
common cause.  The Hwns will be spitting on the eastern shore of Lewland by this time 
next year, mark my words.” 
 Pennathorne wrenches the cork out of the bottle and tosses it into the fire.  
“Enough of your grim predictions, you bloated viper.  Get to the matter at hand; my 
patience is wearing dangerously thin.”  He takes a swig from the bottle and grimaces 
horribly.  “Uhl’s yard!  It’s like curdled piss!” 
 LiBale fixes him with a despondent look.  “That vintage is from the Empress’ 
own cellars.  Your palate has surely been corrupted by a lifetime of sour beer and boiled 
goat.”  He heaves a great gasping sigh and twines his thick fingers across his belly.  “As 
to why I’ve asked you here…I assume that what I’m about to tell you will be kept in 
strictest confidence?  Good.”  He nods his massive head.  “You’re doubtless aware that 
the Urkadian war machine is again rumbling to life.” 
 “So I’ve heard.”  Pennathorne drops into a chair and takes another unhappy sip 
from the bottle.  “The Urks get restless without regular doses of bloody carnage.  It’s 
been twenty years since the last war ended.” 
 “A more belligerent race did hardly exist,” Dr. Honeyman intones from the 
loveseat.  “Violence is bred in their bones.” 
 “Urkadian patrols have been spotted along the Grönnerpat,” says LiBale, “and our 
spies report troops gathering in large numbers around Capit Torrum and Salutras.”  He 
sighs and shakes his huge head.  “Their timing couldn’t be worse; the Weikerlov Empire 
is riven with dissent.  The Ostrovian Houses are growing in power, pressing the Empress 
for greater autonomy, while the rebel Gyres Chouever spreads his doctrine of revolution 
throughout Tamberles and Mauxterone.” 
 “Aye,” says Pennathorne, nodding.  “We were in Polis Ágrila recently.  All 
anyone talked about was the Eagle of Larzeis and his growing peasant army.” 
 “He’s a scourge on the Empire,” LiBale grumbles, “and remarkably adept at 
evading our best trackers.”  He makes a nonchalant gesture.  “No matter.  Last week 
Undershaun DaKrantz raised the bounty on his head to eight hundred marks.  Someone 
will betray him eventually.”  He tugs the wig down farther on his head and again clasps 
his hands across his belly.  “The greatest concern, though, is the Urkadians.  The defenses 
at Flütgart, Neirgart, and Oel Suoreil are frantically being refortified, and a full ten 
legions are marching northwards even as we speak.” 
 “Prepare yourself for a bloody fight,” says Pennathorne.  “Hex Tyranis 
Borelium—that black-brained old bastard—is determined to conquer Arthestria once and 
for all.  And you can bet that two decades stewing over this last defeat will have made 
him all the more determined.” 
 “Such is our fear,” LiBale says grimly.  “With things as they are, the Urkadians 
could sweep south out of the Steeps in a great conquering wave.  If Weikerlov falls, the 
remaining Arthestrian nations will topple like mown hay and the Horned Empire will 
stretch unbroken from the Northern Marches to the Sea of Blades.” 
 “So what do you want of me?” asks Pennathorne. 
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 LiBale unbuttons the remainder of his frockcoat and withdraws a piece of folded 
parchment from an interior pocket.  “An errand,” he says. 
 “One of several I’ve done for your Empress.” 
 “All in defense of Weikerlov, my friend,” says LiBale.  “To ensure peace 
throughout Arthestria.  Tip the balance of power even a little and the fires of war might 
erupt and consume us.”  He leans laboriously forward, holding the parchment out in front 
of him.  “And remember, Young Pennathorne, that you’d still be rotting in the Pentocal if 
it wasn’t for Her Majesty’s intervention.”  Pennathorne scowls and snatches the 
parchment out of LiBale’s enormous fingers.  “That was confiscated a month and a half 
ago,” says LiBale, settling back into his chair, “from an Oblus Scalpa agent captured in 
Késarôs.” 
 Pennathorne unfolds the parchment across his lap.  “A map,” he observes, “but of 
a land unfamiliar even to me.”  He passes it back to Dr. Honeyman.  “What do you think, 
Melvin?  Your Imperial Aurish is better than mine.” 
 Dr. Honeyman adjusts his spectacles and examines the parchment for a moment.  
“It’s Ingtar.”  He turns it towards Pennathorne.  “This is the Sea of Tombs, and here’s the 
Poisonous League.  This spit of land in between is the Crescent of Axsha.” 

“The Urkadian was apprehended in Fenthólarés,” says LiBale, “trying to book 
passage with a crew brave enough to cross the Tombs.” 
 Pennathorne frowns.  “Why would the Urks want to go to Ingtar?  What could 
they possibly want in that haunted wasteland?” 
 Dr. Honeyman holds the map up close to his face.  “Besides major geographical 
features, there are three locations labeled:  ‘The Sorcerer’s Garden’, ‘Seven Stars 
Falling’, and ‘The Uncountable Host’.” 
 “What did your interrogators get out of the Urk?” asks Pennathorne. 
 LiBale clears his throat and shifts tectonically in his chair.  “He escaped, as a 
matter of fact, in transit to the Lancer Citadel.  Killed two Guardsmen and slipped away 
into Archblack Forest.”  He makes a dismissive gesture.  “The wolves have surely gotten 
him by now.” 
 “And how does this concern me, exactly?” asks Pennathorne.  “Though I suspect I 
can guess the answer.” 
 LiBale smiles thinly.  “Go, Young Pennathorne,” he says.  “Go to Ingtar and 
uncover the Urkadians’ interest.” 
 Pennathorne takes another sip from the bottle, frowning gruesomely.  “And why 
should I?  Whatever favors your Empress has done me, I consider them amply repaid by 
now.” 
 “You’ll be handsomely rewarded for your efforts, rest assured.” 
 “I have wealth aplenty, you slimy muscod.  Gold’s no temptation.” 
 LiBale drums his fingers against his belly.  “It’s a fact that the Cazer has fixed his 
pitiless gaze on the Island Nations.  The Empress’ gold could do much towards providing 
for their defense.  Arms, ships, mercenaries.  Otherwise…”  He shrugs ponderously.  
“Two millennia of proud goat-herding traditions might well be lost forever.” 
 “Too bad the map-bearer wriggled out of your grasp,” Pennathorne grumbles.  
“Your capable interrogators might’ve already wrung the truth out of him by now.” 
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 “Ingtar is strewn with pre-Sunderage ruins,” says Dr. Honeyman, “supposedly full 
of powerful relics left over from the Hirocene Empire.  A vast storehouse of potent Old 
World magic, or so it’s rumored.” 
 LiBale nods.  “Things which, if they exist, must never fall into the hands of the 
bellicose Urkadians.” 
 “Things which your Empress Agrend would surrender her precious maidenhead 
for, I’d wager,” says Pennathorne, snorting derisively. 
 “Things which could perhaps eradicate the menacing Hwns in one fell blow,” 
retorts LiBale.  “Burn them to cinders and blow the ashes out to sea.  Never more a threat 
to your great island civilization.” 
 They fall silent for a moment and Pennathorne swallows another mouthful of 
wine, his expression sour.  “What’s your proposal?” he asks, spitting into the fire. 
 “Get yourselves to Lewland,” says LiBale.  “Bayside Wells is the likeliest place 
to find a crew willing to travel to Ingtar.” 
 “Few captains are eager to visit the Sundered Country,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “It 
will take a lot of convincing.” 
 “Have no fear,” wheezes LiBale, shifting in his seat again.  “Her Majesty has 
provided ample funds for such expenses.  And conditions on the Oarbad Ocean should 
remain favorable throughout the month of Haliors.  Someone will make the crossing.”  
He reaches up and pulls the wig down lower over his brow.  “There should even be 
enough coin left over to persuade them to bring you back to Lewland afterwards.” 
 “That’s five months, give or take,” says Pennathorne.  “A narrow timetable for 
such an expedition.” 
 “The sooner, the better,” says LiBale.  “Remember the last time the Horned 
Empire cast a conquering eye across the Steeps, my friends, and know how urgent our 
situation is.  Make your way back here if you can; I’ll return through the month of 
Haliors to wait for you.  Otherwise get to Arthestria.  It will be easy enough to find aid 
and guidance once you’re inside Her Majesty’s borders.” 
 Pennathorne shrugs and throws up his hand.  “Well, Melvin?  How do you feel 
about a visit to cursed Ingtar?” 
 “The mysteries of the long-vanished Hirocenes are an intriguing temptation,” 
muses Dr. Honeyman, refolding the map.  “I’m not likely to get a better opportunity to 
examine the great mystery of the Sundered Country in person.  Besides, I expect the 
Empress would be obscenely extravagant in her gratitude for such a mission.” 

LiBale simply nods his huge head. 
 “All right, Eduarte, you monstrous heap,” growls Pennathorne.  “You’ve just 
hired yourself a pair of first-rate mercenaries.”  He downs the last few inches of wine and 
pitches the bottle into the fireplace.  “Tomorrow morning we’ll head down to the docks 
and book passage to Lewland.” 
 “Navigator’s Garland,” says LiBale.  “A trader out of Bayside Wells, returning 
home sometime tomorrow.  Berth 176, north-side docks.  The harbormaster was a most 
accommodating fellow.”  He gestures towards the bedroom again.  “Your funds are in a 
money chest hidden under the Schandaszelkë.  Go and enjoy the evening, my friends.  
Eat, drink, sleep in a warm bed.  It may be a while until you enjoy such comforts again.” 

* * * 
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 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman emerge from the Brystling Inn into a cold and 
drizzly night.  Halos of blurry yellow light hang in the mist where lanterns have been lit 
around the square.  Tooker crouches against the wall near the arda, arms tightly folded 
beneath his cloak, a purple bruise congealing beneath his left eye.  “Aye, well, you’ve 
missed all the commotion,” he says when he catches sight of the two men.  “Not a quarter 
hour after you’d gone inside a pair of stumbling tosspots came by and decided to take 
your riding deer for a trot.  I shouted and tried to pull them away, but they were both dead 
spewing drunk and it was no use.  One of them put a knee in my face as he was trying to 
climb up into the saddle.”  Tooker raises a hand to his left eye and winces.  “The bear-
capes finally showed up and gave them the ribroasting of a lifetime, then dragged them 
off through the square.  It was a bloody spectacle.”  He lowers his hand, gesturing 
towards a yellowish pebble by the wall.  “That’s a tooth there, I think.”  Clenching his 
jaw, he nods at the arda.  “Everything’s safe and accounted for, though, you can be sure.” 
 Pennathorne hefts a small iron-bound chest onto the larger arda’s back and 
secures it behind the saddle.  “A fine job, little assassin,” he says, “but I suspect the 
adventuring life just isn’t for you.”  He tosses a leather pouch at Tooker, who catches it 
awkwardly against his chest.  “Here, go buy a ten-score of fat woolly goats.  The life of a 
shepherd is a respectable alternative.” 
 The boy weighs the pouch in his hand, mouth agape.  “Many thanks, sir,” he says 
in astonishment.  “Many thanks indeed.  You’re doing me and mine a rare favor, sir.  I’ve 
done nothing to earn such generosity.” 
 “Nonsense,” says Pennathorne.  “You saved me from composing my memoirs.”  
He clambers up onto his mount and adjusts his sword belt.  “Now go and tend your herds 
in peace, little assassin.  Get old and fat and tell your grandchildren about the time you 
spent with the famous Young Pennathorne.”  He guides his arda towards the square, Dr. 
Honeyman following behind on the other. 
 “Good luck on your adventures,” Tooker says as they pass him.  “May Uhl always 
favor you so well.” 
 “He will, lad,” calls Pennathorne over his shoulder.  “For a little longer, at least.  I 
have a few more drinking companions to send his way.”  He and the doctor leave the 
shelter of the overhanging roof and head out across the square.  On the other side they 
turn down a narrow lane, and Tooker and the Brystling Inn disappear behind them. 
 They trot along in the drizzling dark, hemmed between sheer windowless walls.  
“So where shall we be passing the night?” asks Dr. Honeyman after a moment.  “There 
looked to be good accommodations at the Brystling Inn.” 
 “LiBale taints any lodging he inhabits,” says Pennathorne, “from roof to cellar, 
like a pestilent spirit.  They’ll never get the smell out of those rooms.  No, tonight we stay 
at the Haggard Meet.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sighs but says nothing.  The two of them continue along the dark 
claustrophobic lane for a few minutes more, before finally emerging onto a wide 
boulevard that runs up into the steeper terrain of the outlying city.  The road is nearly 
deserted and the two men ride side by side, tilting their heads down against the rain. 
 “The Urkadians will be after us eventually,” says Dr. Honeyman in a low voice, 
glancing at a rickety dray rattling past them.  “They’ll want to know what happened to 
their map.  The Oblus Scalpa especially.  Its loss will gall them.” 
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 “I’ve had dealings with the Oblus Scalpa before,” says Pennathorne, “and I’m still 
alive and relatively intact.  Besides, it won’t be the bastard Urks that get me, mark my 
words.  I refuse to give Borelium the satisfaction.” 
 “He’ll spit blood when he discovers you’re meddling in the affairs of the Horned 
Empire again.” 
 Pennathorne grins.  “Maybe his old black brain will burst and he’ll go arse-up 
once and for all.  Oh, what I’d give to see that…” 
 The road rises gently ahead of them, bearing off to the right in a wide easterly 
curve.  The houses here are large and opulent, two or three stories of stone and smooth 
red timber surrounded by terraced gardens gone fallow until the onset of spring.  A few 
minutes later the two men come to an intersection and Pennathorne leads them north 
along a series of steepening switchbacks, the houses becoming smaller and more 
dilapidated as they go. 

They finally arrive at a huge ramshackle structure situated at the end of the road, 
built flush against a sheer cliff face.  A crudely lettered sign declares, ‘Room for Rent!  
Drink and Eat!  ‘Tis the End of the Road where the Haggard Meet!’  The roof is a single 
slope of warped shingles rising up to meet the rock wall, making it appear as thought the 
building has been cut in half by the mountain.  A wide veranda rambles along its 
slouching façade, the railing crowded with arda and spiral-horned goats, some hitched to 
carts, some saddled for riding. 

A gangly yardboy trots forward through the rain as the two men ride up.  “We’ve 
rooms aplenty, sirs,” he says, nodding in greeting.  “And food and drink enough to satisfy 
any man.”  He gestures at the arda.  “That’s a pair of fine riding deer, sirs, if I may say so.  
You’ll want them stabled, I imagine?” 
 “Aye,” says Pennathorne, “you imagine correctly.”  He drops to the ground and 
retrieves a number of coins from beneath his cloak.  “Here, give the brothers a night of 
luxury.  I’ll double that amount if they look properly pleased come morning.”  Dr. 
Honeyman alights beside Pennathorne and the two of them head towards the tar-patched 
front door.  “Commit even the slightest pilfery,” Pennathorne calls over his shoulder, 
“and earn a beating that’s like to kill you.”  He marches up to the door and hauls it open, 
noise and light and warmth spilling out into the cold wet night. 
 A raucous throng crowds the common room of the Haggard Meet, an ocean of 
peasants and farmers, rough fighting men and hardscrabble traders, all laughing and 
shouting and singing under a thick haze of smoke.  The long tables are awash in beer and 
pardaquan.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman navigate their way across the crowded floor, 
past a yawning stone fireplace, before finally arriving at a bar topped with lacquered 
tortiphant shell.  They wedge themselves in among the mob and Pennathorne slaps the 
bar with his four-fingered hand.  “Barwench!  Meat and drink!  I’m dead famished!  Get 
your sweet arse down here!” 
 From the other end of the bar marches an impressively tall and broad-shouldered 
woman, wiping her hands on the front of her burgundy kirtle.  An ominous expression 
darkens her pale freckled face.  “Oh, it’s you, Young Pennathorne,” she says, her 
expression softening into a smile.  “I was all ready to mash some geezer’s turnip.” 
 “Ah, Breggin,” says Pennathorne.  “A pleasure as always.  Bring us a hogshead of 
beer and a slab of whatever beast is on the fire tonight.” 
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 Breggin rests her brawny forearms on the bar.  “I heard you’d come back through 
here recently.  Polline said she saw you in the Bleeding Hart last month.  Said you kicked 
shit out of some potvaliant sailors what were picking fights.” 
 “I detest rudeness, it’s true.” 
 “She said you got up her skirt when she bent over to clear table.  What’s that but 
rudeness?” 
 “I was in high spirits,” explains Pennathorne, “and unprepared to resist such a 
temptation.” 
 “You’re old as her father, you filthy rascal.” 
 “With the heart and loins of a boy in spring,” Pennathorne says.  “Which I’ll be 
happy to prove, if you’re willing.” 
 Breggin snorts.  “You’ve whored around with every fireship from here to 
Hepkkaram.  There’s probably naught but a festering crater where your yard ought to be.” 
 Pennathorne scoffs.  “The miracle is fully intact, I assure you.  ‘A column of gold, 
a sight to behold,’ as the old song says.  Now, fetch the meat and beer if you would, dear 
Breggin.  I’m terrifically hungry and Melvin’s nothing but gristle.” 
 She smirks and marches away, pausing long enough to shake her fist in the face of 
a quarrelsome old drunkard, then disappears through a door at the far end of the bar.  
Pennathorne watches her go with a wistful look on his face.  “The things I would do to 
that woman, Melvin—they’d make the gods blush!” 
 Dr. Honeyman grimaces.  “Keep them to yourself.”  He moves towards a pair of 
chairs sitting unoccupied at the end of a row of boisterous Leethmen, all of them long-
haired and profusely bearded, clad in a motley collection of leather and furs.  Across the 
table sit a couple of raw-boned old men in shapeless woolen caps, one of them peering 
hard at Pennathorne as he gives a wordless nod and drops into the outermost seat.  The 
other cocks an eyebrow at Dr. Honeyman, who shrugs off his cape and drapes it over the 
back of his chair, prudently keeping its bottom edge up off the floor.  The wide-brimmed 
hat stays on his head, tilted forward to shade his placid gray eyes. 

“It’s a tremendous undertaking you’ve committed us to,” the doctor says, turning 
to Pennathorne.  “We’ll need at least a bull’s weight of hardcake, perhaps half a dozen 
barrels of drinking water, weapons and tools and rope aplenty, and a wagon to carry it 
all.”  He adjusts the lace at his wrists.  “And robuster mounts; I doubt those arda would 
last a day in Ingtar.” 
 “We’ll leave them with Breggin,” says Pennathorne.  “To keep or sell, as she sees 
fit.” 
 Dr. Honeyman slouches back in his chair and nods thoughtfully.  “The wagon and 
provisions can be gotten in Bayside Wells easily enough, and a team of orothines if we’re 
lucky.  Maintaining our water supply will be the main problem.  Supposedly there are 
still unpolluted cisterns hidden deep inside some of the ruins.”  He shrugs.  “Even still, 
the odds are stacked firmly against us.  This expedition is liable to be our last.” 
 Breggin appears by their table bearing a platter heaped with bread and meat in one 
hand, and a pair of brimming tankards in the other.  She unloads her burden and waves 
away the money that Pennathorne extends to her.  “A famous man eats for free,” she 
says, “so long as he’s an infrequent guest.” 
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 “At least take the two riding deer we’ve stabled with your yardboy,” says 
Pennathorne.  “We depart for distant shores tomorrow and they can’t come with us, I’m 
afraid.” 
 Before Breggin can answer, the Leethmen give a sudden boisterous yell and start 
slamming their tankards against the table.  One begins a barbarous chant which the others 
quickly take up, all of them laughing and shouting like a great demonic choir.  The 
hulking brute next to Dr. Honeyman pumps his arms wildly to the rhythm, flinging the 
contents of his mug into the air.  “Here now!” the doctor snaps, wiping at his spectacles 
with the lace at his wrist  “Watch yourself, dammit!” 
 The offending Leethman turns in his seat, his compatriots still chanting and 
banging the table around him.  Half-blind with drink, he fixes his gaze with some 
difficulty on the doctor.  “Wot wump’s dat gaddy me, eh?  Ee’s pon get slat in’e gutsack, 
right!” 
 Dr. Honeyman frowns at the drunken brute in bewilderment.  “Well,” he says, 
looking over at Pennathorne, “it’s a threat of some sort, I’m sure of that.” 
 Pennathorne laughs, nodding his shaggy head.  “Aye, it’s a threat of some sort, 
though I wouldn’t give that jug-bitten hylden good odds against you.  He’s unlikely to 
know which of you to aim for.” 
 Breggin raises her fist and barks something at the Leethmen, who just laugh and 
bark back.  The chant redoubles and two of the barbarians smash their tankards to 
smithereens against the table.  Nearby patrons have turned to watch the growing 
disturbance with their hands near their weapons, conversation fading away into tense 
silence. 
 “What do you think?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “How will this end?” 
 Pennathorne takes a swig from the tankard in front of him and sucks foam off his 
bushy mustache.  “The outcome is bound to be bloody.” 
 “Dat’s purtsey fringewristle, yee noncey womp,” the Leethman says from behind 
the doctor.  “Right purtsey topper apent ya nog, a’well.”  The duck-feather hat is 
suddenly lifted off of Dr. Honeyman’s head, and the entire savage bunch bellows with 
laughter. 
 Pennathorne motions with his tankard.  “Well, get on with it.  I’ve been itching to 
suggilate these bastards since we got here.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sighs and turns in his seat.  The Leethman has the doctor’s hat 
perched atop his filthy mane of hair, mugging idiotically, the others guffawing and 
pounding on the table. 

Quick as a snake, the doctor’s left hand shoots out towards the platter by his 
elbow, snatching up a long wood-handled fork jutting aslant from a hunk of meat.  A split 
second later it’s poised at the bloodshot gelatin of the Leethman’s right eye.  Blind fear 
cuts through the brute’s drunken stupor and he freezes stock-still, blinking in surprise, the 
tips of his eyelashes brushing the fork’s tines.  His companions fall abruptly silent and 
slowly lower their tankards to the table. 
 “That hat was made for me by Robard Hjamelle,” Dr. Honeyman says quietly, 
“easily the most gifted hatter of his generation.  It was obscenely expensive.” 
 Pennathorne takes another sip of his beer, then suddenly hollers, “Back dat 
topper, yee dakky shitbag!  Noncey womp slat ya blinkers, right!” 
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The other Leethmen exchange crosswise looks and mutter between themselves, 
apparently debating the merit of Pennathorne’s words.  Those closest to their imperiled 
comrade speak to him in low voices. 

“You know their language?” Dr. Honeyman asks incredulously. 
 Pennathorne shrugs.  “I’m as surprised as you are.” 
 Leaning slowly away from the fork at his eye, the sotted Leethman reaches up 
with huge scar-mottled hands and takes the doctor’s hat from off his matted head.  He 
hangs it gently over the menacing utensil, his expression slack.  Then, without warning 
he snarls and lunges clumsily forward, one hand flying up to block the doctor’s weapon, 
the other clutching for his throat.  His comrades start up from their chairs in a fury, the 
curses dying in their throats as Dr. Honeyman drives the fork through the top of the hat 
and into his attacker’s eye.  The hulking brute collapses like a felled tree, sending a 
tankard careening across the table and onto the floor.  The Haggard Meet falls silent, the 
smoky air taut and ominous. 
 Pennathorne thumps the tabletop with his even-fingered hand, shouting, “Zip 
agarn, yee arse-ponting fanikins!  Noncey womp slat ya gutsack like flash!  Ya ploppies 
langing flat, right!” 
 The Leethmen grumble among themselves.  After a long minute, they rise slowly 
to their feet.  One of them wrenches the fork out of the dead man’s head and tosses it, hat 
and all, onto the table.  He grabs the corpse’s ankles and hauls it bodily onto the floor, 
then starts off towards the door.  The rest turn and stagger after him, following their 
fallen comrade as he slides over the threshold and into the cold wet night beyond.  The 
last in line pauses long enough to snarl a curse at the crowd and spit on the floor before 
stalking away into the darkness. 
 “Skillfully handled, Pennathorne,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Your style of diplomacy 
usually involves more bloodshed than that.” 
 “Most of the credit is yours,” Pennathorne responds.  “The Leethmen are tough 
old scabs, but superstitious as children.  Dispatching their big friend with such casual 
ease made quite an impression, you can be sure.  I told them to depart peaceably or you’d 
scramble all their brains just the same.” 
 “My hat’s ruined,” Dr. Honeyman says unhappily, turning it by the brim to 
examine the bloody hole punched through its crown.  “It’s a black life I’ve led,” he 
murmurs a second later, “that leaves me more distressed about ruining a good hat than I 
am about murdering a man.” 
 Pennathorne drains the last of his beer and belches contentedly.  “Good hats are 
hard to come by,” he points out.  “Despicable bastards are common as rats.” 
 “Don’t worry, doctor,” says Breggin.  “You’ve done the Haggard Meet a rare 
favor getting rid of those barlichood thugs with such little trouble.  And if the bear-capes 
show up, they’ll surely judge the act fairly done.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head.  “I’m not concerned with the law.  It’s more an 
issue of personal morality, of how a man lives his life.” 
 “Have no fear, Melvin,” says Pennathorne, waggling his empty tankard at 
Breggin.  “There’s a place of honor reserved for us both at the Solar Hearth, you can be 
sure of that.” 
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 “You’re as superstitious as the Leethmen,” chides Dr. Honeyman.  “All I know is 
that I’ve left a trail of corpses in my wake, yet I sleep soundly through the night.  Surely 
that’s not a sign of a moral man.” 
 Pennathorne waves a hand dismissively.  “We’ve spent our lives in hostile lands, 
among hostile people.  We’ve been years at war, away from any redeeming trace of 
civilization.”  He clacks the tankard against the table and thrusts it back towards Breggin.  
“We’re not evil men, just the products of unsettled times.” 
 “You’re on the right side as far as I’m concerned,” Breggin says, finally taking 
Pennathorne’s empty tankard and thumping it firmly back down onto the table in front of 
him.  “I’ll bring a pitcher, and clear out a room for you upstairs.  All on the house, with 
our thanks.  I’ll even give your riding deer a good home.”  She marches away towards the 
bar. 

Pennathorne retrieves a bit of meat from the platter and tucks it under his 
mustache.  “Don’t be so damned gloomy, Melvin.  This’ll likely be our last night of feast 
and comfort for the next several months.  You ought to enjoy it.” 
 Dr. Honeyman looks over at the fork perforating his hat and shrugs.  “We all end 
up the same, I suppose.” Leaning forward, he picks up his tankard.  “It probably makes 
no difference at all, whatever sort of lives we lead.” 
 Pennathorne nods sagely, stuffing another morsel of meat past his mustache.  
“Everything tends towards shit and madness and there’s little we can do about it, I’m 
afraid.  So let’s stuff our gorges and get cockeyed drunk, then sleep it off in a deep 
feather bed.”  He sucks grease off his mustache and sighs contentedly.  “If this is to be 
our last great adventure then I, for one, would see it started with a full belly and a sound 
hangover.” 
 “Very well,” says Dr. Honeyman, raising his tankard.  “To the memory of a 
superb hat.” 

The drama at an end, the other patrons have turned back to their meat and drink, 
the mood in the room still uneasy.  The two old men are debating something quietly 
between themselves, squinting hard at Pennathorne and the doctor across from them.  A 
moment later Breggin reappears with an enormous earthenware pitcher, a platter of bread, 
and a pot of fragrant stew.  Freshening their tankards, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman 
settle into their repast with gusto. 
 The old men appear to reach some sort of consensus on the other side of the table.  
One of them leans forward, clearing his throat self-consciously.  “Beg pardon, sir, but are 
you Young Pennathorne?” 
 Pennathorne picks a shred of meat from between his teeth with a jagged 
fingernail.  “The one and only.” 
 “Ha!  I knew it.  That fancy Lewie fellow clinched it for me.”  The man jerks a 
thumb at his companion.  “Wilby here didn’t believe me.  Said you might be some tough 
old soldier, sure, but not the famous man himself.”  He grins and waggles his finger at 
Pennathorne.  “I knew it was you, though.  ’Tis commonly known you travel with some 
fancy Lewie fellow, so I figured it out quick when I heard this one’s accent.”  He nods at 
Dr. Honeyman.  “You’re a deadly hand, sir, in spite of your tender appearance.” 
 “Don’t make too much of it,” Pennathorne cautions.  “I fear he’s about to grow a 
remorseful conscience.”  Next to him, Dr. Honeyman sips from his tankard and says 
nothing, an inscrutable expression on his lean face. 
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The old man clicks his tongue.  “The Leeth are verminous cumberworlds, friend 
Lewie.  Feel no more regret than you would over pinching a flea.”  His grin broadens, 
exposing a mouthful of crooked and discolored teeth.  “’Tis the greatest honor to meet 
you, sir Pennathorne.  Your deeds are celebrated in all civilized lands.  Slayer of the 
Midgeland Serpent, savior of Mams Heagh, destroyer of Ashmore’s Wall.”  He turns in 
his seat and prods the fellow behind him.  “Look here, friend.  Young Pennathorne 
himself, hero of the Urkadian War, dining right now among us.” 

Word circulates quickly and the table is soon surrounded by a motley crowd of 
admirers.  Pennathorne happily relates a seemingly endless series of anecdotes—some 
bloody, some obscene, all exceptionally graphic—while Dr. Honeyman sips from his 
tankard and offers the occasional clarification.  Breggin brings out more pardaquan and 
the mood begins to relax, the smoky air clamorous with laughter.  The hours tick by, the 
crowd waxing and waning, until finally, well past midnight, Pennathorne and the doctor 
push themselves away from the table and climb the stairs to their rooms, mirth and music 
and enthusiastic farewells marking their departure. 
 

A word on Superstition, which the Philosopher Goguette has rightly called the 
Fruit of Ignorance.  Some Nations are richer in its Bounty than others, but all of them 
know its stupefying Nectar, whose Potency grows and ferments among those most 
primitive, those most unlearned in the ways of Science, and among those who have 
imposed Ignorance as Doctrine, as the Sacradex Armrophere has done.  These last are 
the greatest Villains of all, who seek to stop Knowledge in its tracks for fear that their 
Primacy, revealed as untenable, will rightfully fall into Nothingness.  The Ebramites 
condemn as Blasphemy any World-System which does not put their Star-King 
Magnatherius at its center—since to question his Supremacy is to question theirs as 
well—and the Sacradex Ebramites routinely impose Death for such contravention.  So it 
is with every Religion, whose Followers will defend even unto Torture and Oblivion their 
God’s Power over All, since it is by extension their own Power also. 

Science is the triumph of Knowledge over Superstition, which is why Priests and 
Prophets name it chief among their Enemies.  Most point to the ancient Hirocenes, those 
Masters of the Old World, whose Empire stretched across the whole of Ingtar and into 
Arthestria and Bet’Hurrabet, and who are remembered not only as indomitable 
Conquerors but as Scientists whose Knowledge has never been equaled.  Mathematics 
and Astronomy were reckoned to be their Specialties, and they were renowned as Star-
Mappers and Designers of marvelous Geometries.  Among the Chronicles that survived 
the Sunderage are hints that the Hirocenes had even mastered Motionless Travel and 
conquered Death Itself.  Should we take it as mere Coincidence, argue the Priests and 
Prophets, that Ingtar bore the brunt of the Sunderage?  The Hirocenes in their arrogance 
claimed the Powers of the Gods themselves, and as punishment the Gods smote their 
Homeland and drew a Dark Veil over the Face of Irsus, as a Sign to all People.  With 
such strident Declarations, is it any wonder that the Survivors rose up to slay the 
Scientists, terrified as they were to again tempt the Wrath of the Stars? 

Seventeen Centuries have passed since the Sunderage.  Seventeen Centuries since 
the Ebramites rose up to declare Superstition the new Law of the Land, just as the Riij 
did in Inner Khamuth, and the Centipede Kings did in Punjir, and a hundred other 
Cultures did in a hundred other Countries across Irsus.  Civilization has been kept on its 
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knees ever since.  It was only a Decade ago that Grand Obros Argrops execrated 
Mançerade for formulating his Theory of Ground-Pull, which dared hypothesize that a 
natural Phenomenon keeps Objects from flying off into Space.  His Head still hangs on 
the Sufferer’s Wall outside Politam Magnatherius, a testament to the Power of 
Superstition and a Warning to those who would seek Answers beyond Ebramite Dicta.  
How much longer will we let the Enemies of Truth persevere?  How much longer must 
Civilization grope along in the Ignorant Dark, vulgar and stagnating, before we rekindle 
the Lamp of Knowledge? 

-from LiCárumet Sarceis Menatus (The Pamphlet in Praise of Reason) 
by Lamersilke, pub. 1701 

 
 The next day dawns bright and clear, shafts of dusty light glowing through the 
Haggard Meet’s discolored windows.  Pennathorne clomps down the stairs just after 
sunrise, his oilskin cloak already fastened around his shoulders.  He seats himself at a 
table in the common room, which is deserted except for a sour-faced barman.  Dr. 
Honeyman appears a few minutes later, looking clean and refreshed, his hair glistening 
with a sheen of scented oil. 
 “We’ll have a bite of breakfast,” Pennathorne says as the doctor drapes his cape 
over a chair and sits, “then ride the arda down to the docks to book passage with the 
Navigator’s Garland.  We can pay some boy to bring them back here to Breggin.”  He 
motions for the barman, who grunts and slouches over to them.  Breakfast is ham and 
porridge washed down with more beer and pardaquan.  When they’re finished 
Pennathorne wipes his mouth with the back of his sleeve and leaves a stack of coins on 
the table. 
 “How much was in that chest LiBale gave us?” Dr. Honeyman asks as they head 
for the door. 
 Pennathorne shrugs.  “Five thousand marks, maybe?  Enough to buy a ship, if we 
have to.”  They step out into bright early morning sunshine, Erlinbegg fanning out 
beneath them, the harbor shining like a wedge of beaten silver far below.  After much 
searching they find the yardboy asleep on a pallet in a far corner of the stables.  
Pennathorne frowns and aims a gentle kick at the dozing figure.  “Wake up, you useless 
naffin!  We have a ship to catch!”  The boy is panicked and disoriented, clawing at his 
blanket and blinking in horror at the bellowing face above him.  He manages to get to his 
feet and blunders off among the stalls, croaking apologies as he goes.  “Laziness is a 
contemptible quality,” growls Pennathorne, as he and Dr. Honeyman make their way 
back out to the stable yard.  It’s not long before the boy appears with their mounts, each 
animal brushed and fed and contentedly chewing its cud. 
 “You were prompt, at least,” says Pennathorne.  “And the gear looks all proper 
and intact.”  He pitches a heavy coin at the boy, who grabs it wildly out of the air, then 
hauls himself up into the saddle and rearranges his sword belt.  “Strive to correct your 
shortcomings, lad,” he advises, “before someone kicks shit out of you for them.”  With a 
parting glare, he and Dr. Honeyman guide their mounts past the Haggard Meet’s sagging 
façade and back down the steep switchbacks towards the town below. 
 “You didn’t bother to check the money chest,” Dr. Honeyman observes mildly.  
“The boy might have robbed us blind.” 
 “He seemed lazy,” says Pennathorne, “not suicidal.” 
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 The road becomes steadily more crowded as they go, full of traders heading to 
market with cartloads of firewood or brown goat’s wool, rustic homemade crockery or 
late winter melons.  A trio of grim-looking women ride by, each of them dressed in a 
mismatched assortment of leathers and armor, their saddles bristling with weaponry.  The 
flanks of their riding deer are draped with countless dogmen scalps, all rhythmically 
jangling with beads and bells and bone ornaments. 

Pennathorne frowns in disgust as they trot past.  “There’s no sport in collecting on 
the dogmen anymore, not now that everyone goes out in groups, armed to the teeth with 
pistols and rifles and scatterguns.  I’m not proud of my time as a dog-hunter for the 
Thane, but at least I had principles—man alone, hand-to-hand weapons only.  These new 
hunters butcher whole tribes, not just the warriors and raiding parties.”  He spits into the 
street.  “Shameful.” 

Turning down a narrow lane, they eventually emerge across from the Brystling 
Inn.  A crowd has gathered in front of its stately façade and a pair of glowering bear-
capes blocks the front door.  Pennathorne and the doctor exchange glances.  “Maybe 
LiBale ate one of the other guests,” suggests Pennathorne, steering towards a couple of 
old street-cleaners leaning against their offal cart nearby.  “What’s going on, eh?” he 
asks, reining up beside them. 

“Some geezer got himself murdered is what I hear,” one of the men replies.  
“Some fat foreign geezer, carved up like a banquet hog.” 

“I heard it was an Ostrovian royal,” the other says.  “A feud between the Houses 
gone bloody.” 

The first man shakes his head, unconvinced.  “It’s something to do with the 
Oonies, mark my words.”  He squints and jabs a knobby thumb at the Brystling Inn.  “An 
assassination, trying to turn Weikerlov against us.  We’ll have the Empress knocking on 
our front door while the Cazer sneaks around to get us from behind.” 

“Best keep that to yourself, Pike,” scolds his companion.  “You’ll have panic in 
the streets you go saying such things.” 

“Wise advice,” says Pennathorne.  “A careless word and the next thing you know 
the gutters are brimming with blood.”  He turns and starts back down the street, Dr. 
Honeyman falling into step beside him.  “It would appear the Oblus Scalpa have settled 
Eduarte LiBale,” Pennathorne grumbles.  “Robbing me of the pleasure.” 

Dr. Honeyman makes no response as he shades his eyes and peers up at the tops 
of the buildings around them.  “The Urkadians are closer than I’d have expected.” 

“We’ll get aboard the Navigator’s Garland and put some water between us and 
Erlinbegg.  Force them to play catch-up.” 

“And if they’re posing as crew members?” 
Pennathorne shrugs.  “It’s impossible to defend against every possibility, Melvin.  

There’ll always be another snag in the line.  We just do the best we can.” 
 They continue on westward towards the docks.  The town has begun to wake up 
in earnest; shopkeepers unlocking their doors, street merchants hawking their wares from 
pushcarts and stalls, beggars and urchins plucking at hem and sleeve.  Crowds armed 
with bowls and spoons have already gathered around the big boiling pots in Stewman’s 
Alley, and it takes Pennathorne and the doctor nearly half an hour to navigate its length. 
 The north-side docks are huge, rambling off east and west in a broad expanse of 
salt-stained timber.  Most of the berths are occupied by mid-sized merchantmen from a 
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dozen different countries.  Sailors and stevedores rush back and forth between the ships, 
unloading cargo and restocking supplies beneath a webwork of ropes and chains. 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman take a moment to orient themselves before 
turning west towards the mouth of the harbor.  Dodging traffic and fording rivers of 
milling livestock, it takes almost an hour to reach their destination.  Docked in berth 176 
is a big three-masted galleon flying the colors of Lewland—a bull elk against a verdant 
field, flanked on the left by nine crossed spears and on the right by a flaming crown—
below which is another flag bearing the image of a ship’s wheel hung with a wreath of 
autumnal heartsblood leaves.  A buzz of activity surrounds the vessel as her crew goes 
about hoisting spars and securing lines, some battening hatches and others climbing 
monkey-like through the rigging overhead. 
 “We made it just in time, I’d say,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “The Navigator’s 
Garland looks about to weigh anchor.” 
 “Let’s make our arrangements with all haste, then,” says Pennathorne, trotting off 
towards a leathery old salt dozing on a barrel by the gangplank.  “Pardon me, friend.  I 
hear that you and your mates are returning home to Lewland today.” 
 The man grunts and shifts on his perch.  “Straight on to Bayside Wells,” he says 
without opening his eyes.  “Back to hearth and home by midweek, if the Queen of Winds 
is so kind.” 
 “We’d like to book passage across,” says Pennathorne.  “Just me and my 
associate and our scant belongings.  The arda are staying behind.” 
 “No room for you, I’m afraid,” the man replies, still not opening his eyes.  “She’s 
got a packed hold and a full crew.  You’ll have to find another ship.” 
 “We can sleep on the deck,” says Pennathorne, “and stow our gear in the launch.  
And I’m sure your captain will like our gold well enough.” 
 “Aye, you’re right about that.  Cappy’s a greedy sort, eager to line his pockets 
however he can.” 
 “Well, that’s perfect, then.”  Pennathorne swings down from the saddle and 
adjusts his sword belt.  “Run and fetch him and let’s be on our way.” 
 “Can’t do that, sir.  Not in good conscience.  The moon was low and green last 
night and the constellation Clathegon sat high up in the eastern sky.  All signs point 
towards unexpected trouble this morning.  It’s nothing personal.” 
 “Sailors are worse than priests, I think, with all their talk of portents and 
prophecy,” Pennathorne grumbles. 
 “Sky-reading is a science,” retorts the old salt.  “And one that’s seldom wrong, if 
you’ve got a knack for it, which I do.  So move along; you’ll find no welcome here.” 

Pennathorne gnashes his teeth and starts towards the gangplank.  “Uhl’s yard!” he 
growls.  “I’ll be damned if I let myself be hindered by some useless pissing astrologer!”  
The old salt finally opens his eyes, blinking in surprise as Pennathorne shoves him 
backwards off the barrel.  “Stay with our gear,” Pennathorne barks over his shoulder at 
the doctor.  “I’m off to find the captain and get this voyage underway.”  He stomps up the 
gangplank and out of sight. 
 The captain of the Navigator’s Garland proves to be a swaggering fop of a man, 
outlandish in an enormous peaked hat and tall buckled boots.  His burgundy frockcoat 
hangs open, revealing a ruby-studded sword belt equipped with rapier and pistol, both 
weapons lavished with engraved bone and mother-of-pearl.  Stroking his voluminous 
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black beard like a cat, he introduces himself as Arginald Lambshead and happily accepts 
the fistful of gold that Pennathorne offers in exchange for passage to Bayside Wells.  
Their business complete, Pennathorne marches back down to the dock to fetch his 
companion and their gear.  The old astrologer has regained his perch at the bottom of the 
gangplank, glaring balefully as he rubs the back of his head. 

The ship is filled to bursting with cargo and crew.  Pennathorne and the doctor 
store their gear in the launch and camp out on the forecastle as promised.  They send the 
arda back to the Haggard Meet in the care of a girl who gives her name, cryptically, as 
Six Toes, leaving them to wonder if that’s per foot or in total.  She seems delighted with 
her new charges, hugging their necks and cooing at them softly before swinging herself 
expertly into the saddle and leading them away. 
 By midmorning the Navigator’s Garland has weighed anchor and pulled away 
from the dock, bound for the deeper water near the center of the inlet.  Captain 
Lambshead patrols the deck with the casual air of a man on an evening stroll, stroking his 
beard and using his garish sword as a walking stick.  He issues orders as though 
commenting on the weather.  The crewmen, however, are quick and efficient, trimming 
sail and deftly bringing the ship around to the west, towards the mouth of the inlet.  An 
hour later they maneuver between the sheer headlands and bear south around the 
submerged breakwater beyond.  The Haraldéan Sea extends off to the horizon, a hard 
southerly wind chopping its gray-green waters into jagged white peaks. Captain 
Lambshead meanders back to the aftercastle and takes a position beside the helmsman, 
hands clasped behind his back, coat and breeches snapping in the bluster.  Overhead the 
sky is porcelain blue, sparsely populated by small bright clouds.  Pennathorne stands out 
on the foredeck, squinting into the distance, his cloak flapping out behind him, while Dr. 
Honeyman sits with their gear, trying to find his place in the wind-whipped pages of Zein 
Erstlinker. 
 By evening they’ve passed the northern tip of Gyrn and the helmsman turns their 
heading slightly to the west.  The wind weakens towards nightfall but they continue to 
make good progress across the unusually docile Haraldéan.  Just after sundown a boyish 
young sailor approaches Pennathorne and the doctor, extending an invitation from 
Captain Lambshead to join him for dinner.  Dr. Honeyman applies a fresh coat of scented 
oil to his hair and carefully fastens the double row of cameo buttons on the front of his 
green velvet frockcoat.  Pennathorne straps a smallsword to his waist and makes a 
desultory attempt at smoothing his rumpled clothes. 

In short order the two of them are assembled in the Captain’s quarters below the 
afterdeck, a luxurious space filled with furniture made of crimson-colored heartsblood 
wood and sumptuous black leather.  Tapestries in a dozen different styles hang on the 
walls, some depicting stylized maritime scenes, others panoramas of various far-flung 
cities—sunny Ul Heshir; steep-walled Baloook; the spear-shaped spires of Politam 
Magnatherius rising up over the green waters of the Arovina River—while others portray 
scenes from Lewlander folklore.  Half a dozen oil lamps are fixed in sconces along the 
walls, and the windows have been swung open and attached to hooks in the ceiling.  A 
cool briny breeze blows through the room. 
 Captain Lambshead steps forward and extends a hand gloved in black lambskin.  
“It’s a pleasure to have guests for a change.”  He’s shed his frockcoat and hat, and his 
bejeweled sword belt hangs over the back of one of the chairs.  Gesturing towards a table 
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set with an array of toothsome-looking morsels, he says, “Please, have a seat.  Take care, 
though; all the furniture is braced against the floor so it won’t tip over in rough seas.”  He 
sits himself at the head of the table, tucking his long lace cuffs into his shirt sleeves and 
spreading a napkin across the frilly front of his shirt.  “Our culinary resources are meager, 
but we do the best we can.  Belson isn’t much for conversation but he’s a decent enough 
cook.”  As if on cue, a pudgy little man with a ruddy complexion waddles through the 
door, the neck of a dusty bottle clenched in his fist.  “Isn’t that right, Belson?  Couldn’t 
talk your way under a deaf whore’s skirts, could you?” 
 Belson makes no response, just bangs the bottle down on the table and plops 
himself into a chair by one of the windows.  He produces a pipe from his pocket and 
begins packing it from a pouch made of sharkskin. 
 “I used to think he was mute,” Captain Lambshead says as Pennathorne and the 
doctor situate themselves at the table.  “But then he got into an fight with Adderlink and 
used the most shocking vulgarity.  Remember that, Belson?  Right before you stabbed 
him in the guts?”  The captain plucks the dusty bottle from the table and fills three 
glasses with dark pink wine, shaking his head forlornly.  “A damned shame that was.  
Adderlink smelled like the stern-end of an orothine, but he played a beautiful flute.  I had 
Belson flogged, of course.  Hasn’t said another word since.”  He raises his glass in salute 
and takes a shallow sip.  “Haven’t said another word, have you, Belson?  Honestly, it’s 
like having a cat around.” 
 “Ha!” barks Pennathorne, thumping the table with his four-fingered hand.  “A 
right blustery fellow, aren’t you?  A ship that supplies its own wind—what a thing!” 
 “Your taste in décor is impressive,” interjects Dr. Honeyman.  “The Navigator’s 
Garland must travel some lucrative trade routes.” 
 “I recognize opportunity, sir, nothing more,” says Captain Lambshead.  “Like the 
two of you, for instance.  Who would pass up the opportunity to accommodate the 
legendary Young Pennathorne and his mysterious Lewlander attendant?  Why, it’s an 
honor!  Isn’t that right, Belson?  Isn’t it an honor to have them?”  The captain brandishes 
his fork and glances over at the inscrutable Belson, muttering, “Struck dumb with awe,” 
before spearing a hunk of mutton from a nearby platter. 
 Pennathorne flashes a smirks.  “You’d have welcomed the prince of pirates 
aboard for the stack of gold we gave you.” 
 “You wouldn’t believe the expenses involved in my line of work,” says the 
captain.  “Docking fees, tariffs, bribes, supplies, maintenance…”  He punctuates each 
expense with a flourish of his fork.  “And, of course, I try to keep my crew comfortable.  
The lot of most sailing men today is generally quite miserable.” 
 “Very considerate of you,” Pennathorne says around a mouthful of bread.  He 
waggles a finger at the glass of wine beside his plate.  “I don’t suppose there’s anything 
stronger to be had, eh?  I never had much of a taste for the grape.” 
 “Belson,” says Captain Lambshead, “go fetch a cask of pardaquan, if you’d be so 
kind.”  Without a word, Belson stands and tromps out of the room, a wisp of pipe smoke 
trailing after him.  “Some of the crewmen are from the Islands,” says the captain.  
“They’re quite adamant that an ample supply of red liquor be kept on board.” 
 “A taste of home can be a comfort,” says Pennathorne, leaning forward to retrieve 
a piece of mutton from the platter near the captain.  “Thankfully, I can make do with just 
about anything, so long as it’s more or less edible.  Melvin and I lived with a family of 
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Riij ascetics on Lhar a few years ago; nothing but mushrooms and marrow jelly.”  
Pennathorne takes a bite of the mutton and nods with pleasure  “This chop here, though, 
is pure tasty.  Tender as pudding.  Your man Belson is to be commended.” 
 “Try the sweetbreads,” says Captain Lambshead, waggling the his fork at a dish 
near the center of the table.  “He sautés them in a sauce of honey and duck fat.  
Exquisite.”  The captain takes a sip of wine and dabs at his mouth with a napkin.  “What 
part of Lewland do you hail from, sir doctor?  Somewhere in the south, I’d say, but your 
accent is muddled.  I can’t quite place it.” 
 “I was born in the Goodacre,” replies the doctor, “on my family’s estate in the 
Barony of Leaping Stars, but I also spent several years in Suthdoor with my paternal 
grandfather, who was himself originally from the Uplands territory in Tamberles.  After 
that came years of travel and study, all over Irsus.”  He takes a sip of wine and adjusts his 
spectacles.  “My accent reflects this mongrel heritage, I suppose.” 
 “Ah, up from meager beginnings,” says Captain Lambshead.  “Born in the 
wretched beggarly Southlands, educated at the finest Arthestrian schools, now a war hero 
and man of renown.  It’s positively poetic.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shrugs.  “I didn’t find the Southlands particularly wretched or 
beggarly.  The landscape is austere, yes, but beautiful, and the Ojgodirans are a proud 
race, generous in the extreme to those who deserve it.” 
 “They need to learn to stay below the Riverman’s Belt where they belong,” the 
captain complains.  “Berryheads showing up in Greenside and Leatherwood—can you 
imagine!” 
 Just then Belson reappears in the doorway carrying a small cask on one shoulder.  
He clomps it down onto the floor and wrenches out the stopper, then tips it towards a 
large earthenware stein retrieved from a nearby cabinet.  Pennathorne accepts the 
brimming mug gratefully, lifting it in salute before taking a hefty swig.  “Aye, that’s dead 
on,” he says, belching in contentment. 
 “You have a fascinating collection here, Captain,” says Dr. Honeyman, casting an 
appraising eye over the room’s eclectic decorations.  He points at a gilded skull affixed to 
the wall, vaguely canine in appearance but with five contorted horns sprouting from its 
cranium.  “A daodont spirit guardian, if I’m not mistaken.  I’ve never seen one outside 
the Twenty-Three Cadeesh.” 
 Captain Lambshead nods and strokes his beard.  “An old Ormalian fellow traded 
it to me for passage out of Bet’Hurrabet.  The Cadeeshim raise the pups in secret temples, 
as I understand it, where they’re fed a special diet that stimulates the growth of their 
horns.  More being better, apparently.  When they die their skulls are treated as sacred 
objects.” 
 “What about that fancy little box there?” asks Pennathorne, indicating a polished 
cube sitting among some books in a glass-fronted cabinet.  “It has a peculiar look about 
it, like it’s made of metallic wood or somesuch.” 
 Captain Lambshead smiles and draws the napkin out of his collar.  Retrieving the 
box from the cabinet, he sets it on the table and resumes his seat.  “One of my most 
prized possessions,” he says, draining the last of his wine.  “Obtained under very special 
circumstances.” 
 “Special circumstances, eh?”  Pennathorne waggles his eyebrows theatrically.  
“You cagey old pirate.” 
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Captain Lambshead frowns but says nothing. 
 Leaning forward, Dr. Honeyman peers closely at the curious little box.  It’s 
perhaps eight inches square, constructed of a lustrous silvery-blue substance, both 
metallic and glassy, with a fine grain like the whorls of a fingerprint.  “What is this 
material?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “I’ve never seen its like.” 
 Captain Lambshead shakes his head and refills his glass with wine.  “I have no 
idea.  Some kind of ancient Hirocene technology.” 
 “Hirocene?”  The doctor runs his fingertips over each face of the cube.  “You’re 
certain?” 
 Captain Lambshead nods and strokes his beard.  “Right out of Ingtar.  Besides, 
how else can you explain its fantastic construction?  The Hirocenes were master artisans, 
as well as powerful sorcerers, and that little box there is the proof.  It’s all but 
indestructible.” 
 Without a word, Pennathorne leans forward and stabs one of the table knives into 
the box’s lid with savage force.  The blade snaps at the hilt and ricochets off to the side, a 
flashing length of serrated steel that embeds itself in the wall.  “Damned impressive,” 
says Pennathorne, dropping the broken knife onto the table and settling back in his chair.  
“Not a mark on it, and that strike would’ve tacked a tortiphant’s arse to the table.” 
 “A very effective demonstration,” says Captain Lambshead, arching an eyebrow 
at Pennathorne. 
 “How, pray tell, do you open it?” the doctor asks.  “I can’t discern a lid or latch of 
any sort.” 
 With splayed fingers, Captain Lambshead clasps the box along the top and one 
side.  “It’s a matter of applying pressure in the right places, in the correct sequence,” he 
says, and a second later there’s a faint click as the top two inches of the cube rise up by a 
scant millimeter.  Lifting off the lid, he sets it aside to reveal an interior lined with pale 
blonde fur.  Nestled inside is an ovoid object covered with tiny heart-shaped feathers, 
each one glossy black at the base and bright yellow at the tip, all lying flat against the 
egg-shaped body beneath. 
 “Looks like the arse-end of some monstrous wasp,” remarks Pennathorne.  “Any 
idea what it is?” 
 “None whatsoever, I’m afraid.”  Captain Lambshead gestures at the doctor.  “Feel 
free to pick it up.  You’ll be quite surprised, I think.” 
 Dr. Honeyman reaches into the box with one long hand, gently sinking his 
fingertips into the luxurious fur surrounding the feather-covered egg.  “I’ll be damned,” 
he exclaims, his usual offhand manner temporarily supplanted by genuine astonishment.    
“The lining’s warm.  It squirmed beneath my fingers.” 
 Captain Lambshead laughs and drains half of his wine.  “The egg, the egg!” he 
says, gesturing insistently.  “You’ve never seen anything like it.” 
 Dr. Honeyman lifts the egg gently out of the box and holds it in his cupped palm, 
peering at it intently through his spectacles.  He rolls it from one hand to the other, 
saying, “The feathers flex against my touch.”  Raising the egg into the light, he runs a 
fingertip along its top side.  The tiny yellow points rise up one after the other as his finger 
passes over them, lowering a second later until the egg is once again sleek and smooth.  
“It’s generating its own heat,” he says, cupping it between his hands.  “If anything, it’s 
even warmer than the box.” 
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 “So it’s alive?” asks Pennathorne. 
 Captain Lambshead shrugs and strokes his beard.  “It seems to need neither food 
nor drink, and has no orifices or sensory organs that I can detect.  For all I know it’s been 
locked inside that little box ever since the Sunderage put an end to the Hirocene Empire.” 
 “That’s been almost twenty-four hundred years,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Magic, then,” says Pennathorne, picking a sliver of meat off his plate and tossing 
it into his mouth.  “Does it do anything else?”  He wipes his fingers against the front of 
his crumpled frockcoat and takes a swig of pardaquan. 
 “Not that I can tell,” says Captain Lambshead.  He drains his wine and takes the 
egg gently from Dr. Honeyman.  “It’s a wondrous thing, though, isn’t it?  A marvelous 
relic from a long-vanished civilization.”  He returns the egg to its box and clicks the lid 
shut.  “Few people can boast of owning something so unique.” 
 Pennathorne takes a gulp of pardaquan.  “I’ve got one of the Hex Tyranis’ teeth.” 
 Captain Lambshead turns and regards him with raised eyebrows.  “I’m sorry?” 
 “It was right after the final retreat from Bloody Hill,” explains Pennathorne, 
standing up and carrying his stein over to the cask on the floor.  “A few of us had escaped 
west, following the Oash River towards Hwnwzel.  I was scouting ahead and ended up 
stumbling across a party of heavily armed Urks all dressed in black and gold.  Turned out 
they were the Maulash Saber—the Hex Tyranis’ own personal bodyguard—and, sure 
enough, there was old Borelium himself, easy enough to spot in his gilded mail and white 
bull-skins.  I figured he was on his way to survey the carnage at Bloody Hill, but at the 
moment he was dead pissing furious about something, slashing his sword through the air 
and cursing fit to strike your granny deaf.  My Aurish has never been that good, so I 
couldn’t quite figure out what had gotten him so creased.  Something about the elk he 
was riding.  I think it had spit on him…or maybe shit on him.  One or the other, anyway.”  
Shaking his head, Pennathorne bends over and refills his stein.  “The Maulashi just kept 
their distance, wary looks on their faces; it sounded like Borelium was heaping as much 
abuse on them as he was on the elk.  He eventually rampaged off around this great heap 
of stone standing nearby—part of some old ruin, I think—and I snuck around the other 
side, quiet as an owl on the hunt.  The only weapon I had with me was my empty pistol, 
so I grabbed it by the barrel and raised it up like a club.  Here comes Borelium around the 
corner, so mad he can hardly see straight, and I step right up in his face.”  Pennathorne 
barks with laughter and stomps a boot on the floor.  “Ha!  That black-brained bastard was 
so surprised he damn near fell flat back onto his arse.  He managed to get out a single 
astonished yelp before I bashed him square in the gobbler.  Dropped him like a sack of 
shit.”  Pennathorne takes another sip of pardaquan and returns to his chair, saying, “The 
Maulashi got their ears up and I took off through the woods as fast as I could go.  I was 
finally able to lose them and work my way back to my comrades, but it was quite a chase, 
I can tell you.  It wasn’t even until the next day that I discovered I had a souvenir left 
over from my meeting with Borelium.”  Pulling a small circular locket from the pocket of 
his frockcoat, he opens it to reveal a silvery tooth, broken off so that only a single root 
remains, resting on a pad of purple velvet.  “I found it lodged in the pistol butt, so deep I 
had to cut it out of the wood.”  He snaps the locket shut and rattles it, grinning proudly. 
 Captain Lambshead curls his lip in disgust.  “What a revolting keepsake.”  He 
refills his wineglass and immediately tilts half of its contents past his meticulously oiled 
mustache.  “Are all your anecdotes so appalling?” 
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 “They are, I assure you,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Empress Agrend once called him 
the most offensive man she’d ever met.” 
 “The Empress is a sour sort,” says Pennathorne.  “A lifetime of keeping her virtue 
clenched tight shut has curdled whatever humor she once had.” 
 The captain swallows another mouthful of wine and raises a hand towards Dr. 
Honeyman.  “How on Irsus did a dignified Lewlander like yourself end up with such a 
savage?” 
 Pennathorne wags a finger reproachfully.  “Best go easy on the potations there, 
captain, lest your tongue get too loose in your head.” 
 “We met in Damszalliane, actually,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “at Duchess Válserin’s 
annual Ribboners Day fete.  She always made a point of inviting a number of eccentric 
and exotic guests to her functions.  Even though Pennathorne hadn’t been in the city for 
very long by that point, he’d already gained considerable notoriety for his colorful stories 
and frankly outrageous behavior, so he was a natural choice.” 

Pennathorne laughs suddenly and thumps the table with his fist.  “Remember 
when I bet that uppity youngling noble that I could get his wig off without touching him, 
so I pissed on his head?  Uhl’s yard, we were drunk!” 

“Despite certain obvious differences,” Dr. Honeyman continues, “we struck up a 
quick friendship.  I was enthralled by his anecdotes of the Island Nations—his youth 
spent among the wild highland tribes, his bloody confrontations with both men and 
beasts—and I came to admire his total contempt for any sort of social convention.  His 
sledgehammer honesty is a refreshing alternative to the duplicitous nature of most people, 
though it causes no end of trouble.” 

“For my part,” interjects Pennathorne, nodding towards the doctor, “I was 
impressed at what a self-possessed fellow Melvin seemed to be, even at so young an age.  
When the Duchess introduced us I pegged him as a mincey fop, ripe for a bit of fun, so I 
tried to ding him at one point—you know, give him the hard shoulder, get the blood up in 
his cheeks.  Without missing a beat, he stepped around me like I wasn’t even there.  Ha!  
Completely threw me off-balance!  I stumbled forward and fell flat face down in some 
noblewoman’s tits.”  Pennathorne closes his eyes and snorts deeply.  “Ah!  I can still 
smell her powder!” 

Captain Lambshead frowns in revulsion, though this time it’s more at the doctor 
than at Pennathorne.  “I’m nearly beyond words.” 

Dr. Honeyman shrugs.  “We are much of the same mind, however different we 
might appear.  After the Duchess’ party, he stayed on in Damszalliane while I finished 
out my year at the university.  By then he’d gone half-mad with boredom, so the two of 
us decided to undertake a grand tour of Arthestria.  We crossed the whole of Weikerlov, 
then traveled down through Philos and Syrind, across the Esterling Wastes, and into 
Késarôs.  Finally we crossed the Smaragdine Spur and landed in Politam Magnatherius.” 
 Captain Lambshead nods over at one of the tapestries on the wall.  “The City of 
the Astral King is a miraculous thing, don’t you think?” 
 Dr. Honeyman makes a dismissive gesture.  “My impression was of a huge well-
ordered asylum, with no way to discern between inmate and warden.” 
 Captain Lambshead narrows his eyes and gulps down the rest of his wine.  
“You’re not an Ebramite?” 
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 “One superstition is largely the same as another,” Dr. Honeyman says flatly.  
“The fruits of fear and ignorance, to paraphrase Goguette.” 
 The captain scowls and pours the last bit of wine from the bottle into his glass.  
“You’d do well to watch your insulting tone, doctor.  There are good Lewlander men on 
board who would take profound offense at such blasphemy.”  He pitches the empty bottle 
through one of the open windows and barks at Belson to fetch another. 
 “Melvin’s a profane and faithless critter, it’s true,” says Pennathorne.  “Uhl 
himself could appear astride a two-headed ram, spitting fire and pissing lightning, and 
Melvin would just shrug and call it swamp glow.” 
 “Magic and superstition cannot stand against the light of science,” asserts Dr. 
Honeyman.  “Centuries ago the heavens appeared to us as a two-dimensional system, 
merely points on a flat cosmic map.  Then it was discovered that the system is in fact 
three-dimensional, with some points closer than others.  Now Willum of Three Hills has 
begun work on a universal mathematic that predicts the motion of this cosmic map.  What 
was once attributed to divine whim is now revealed to follow logical principles.”  He 
pauses and sips at his wine.  “If the universe is ever laid bare to us in its entirety, every 
cog in the machine labeled and explained, it will be obvious that all phenomena arise 
from natural sources.” 
 “Magnatherius rules the universe and all that happens in it,” says Captain 
Lambshead.  “Nature can only be parsed down so far; beyond that is the domain of the 
gods.” 
 “Irrational dogma,” retorts Dr. Honeyman. 

After this the conversation shrivels away like fruit left too long on the vine.  
Outside it’s full dark, a swath of starry sky visible above the black ocean, briny wind 
blowing in through the open windows.  Belson returns with a fresh bottle of wine, from 
which Captain Lambshead promptly refills his half-empty glass.  Pennathorne finishes his 
pardaquan and stuffs a final mouthful of mutton past his overhanging mustache.  A 
moment later he and the doctor excuse themselves, dropping their napkins on the table 
and taking their leave of Captain Lambshead and the stony-faced Belson. 

“A damnably arrogant fellow,” observes Pennathorne, as they make their way 
back to their impromptu camp atop the forecastle.  “A common privateer with the airs of 
a king!” 

Dr. Honeyman lays out his bedroll and sets to the task of unbuttoning his 
frockcoat.  “He didn’t care for that tooth story at all.” 

“The man thinks too much of himself,” growls Pennathorne.  “Petting that 
perfumed chin-pelt like it was the head of his own true beloved!  I should’ve snatched it 
off his face so he could have put his yard to it proper.” 

Dr. Honeyman sits down at the end of his bedroll, loosening the cravat at his 
throat and unbuckling his boots.  “You really are the most inexcusable fellow sometimes, 
Pennathorne.” 

“And you’re an obstinate heathen,” Pennathorne snaps.  “Lambshead disapproves 
of us both, you can be sure of that, and no amount of gold’s going to buy his loyalty.”  
Kicking out his own bedroll, he arranges a pistol and dagger so they’re near at hand and 
lays down with his back to the wall.  “A man can’t sell what he hasn’t got, after all.” 
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At sunrise the wind begins to pick back up, and the Navigator’s Garland resumes 
its rapid charge across the waves.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman take breakfast with 
the crew, a glowering and taciturn lot who hunch over their food like suspicious dogs.  
The astrologer from the previous morning sits off with a group of hard-eyed sailors, and 
they all turn to glare pointedly at the two intruders. 

Pennathorne and the doctor manage to finish their meal without incident, before 
returning to the forecastle where Dr. Honeyman once again turns his back to the wind and 
begins thumbing through Zein Erstlinker.  Pennathorne takes the opportunity to sort 
through their arsenal; checking ammunition, cleaning the firearms, and putting fresh 
edges on all the blades. 

Around midmorning, Captain Lambshead emerges from his quarters, flashy as a 
peacock in a bright blue frockcoat and matching breeches, both decorated with crashing 
waves picked out in pearl and sapphire.  The overhanging brim of his enormous hat is 
pinned back with a shreed urchin’s long mottled quill, gilded at the tip.  He greets his two 
passengers courteously enough, before strolling away along the deck and taking up his 
position beside the helmsman. 

A pair of rubbery black eelbirds cavort through the air ahead of the ship, gnashing 
their needle-like teeth and diving into the water to seize fish stirred up by the bow wave.  
The sky remains bright and clear throughout midday, after which the horizon begins to 
darken.  By nightfall the sky is heaped with massive clouds, their edges limned in 
starlight and moonbeam. 

“We’ll be in Bayside Wells in another three days if this weather keeps up,” says 
Pennathorne, peering up at the taut belly of the sail overhead.  “Provided the captain or 
crew don’t slit our throats and rob our corpses.” 

“I checked the launch this afternoon,” says the doctor.  “All of our gear was 
present and accounted for.” 

Pennathorne looks past the sail to focus on the towering cloudbanks.  “We’re long 
overdue for a storm, I’d say.  Old Harald has been uncharacteristically calm lately.” 

Dr. Honeyman lays back on his bedroll and makes no response.  The moon, 
glowing and ghostly, emerges in a gap between the clouds overhead.  As he watches, a 
small object appears at the edge of the moon’s pale bluish disc, its silhouette like a tiny 
spinning flower.  Following a straight and steady course against the wind, it crosses in 
front of the billowing sail and is soon lost in the darkness beyond the ship.  “What on 
Irsus?” mutters the doctor.  “Did you see that?”  Pennathorne has already dozed off, 
though, and doesn’t hear him. 

By morning, the clouds are low and threatening and the wind has shifted fiercely 
to the northwest.  The crew swarms over the deck, manning windlasses and trimming 
sail, while the sea beats itself to froth against the ship’s hull.  Pennathorne and the doctor 
are last in the chow line, the bitter dregs of a thick greasy stew scooped into wooden 
bowls and served to them with chunks of crusty bread.  “Tastes like something might’ve 
turned,” says Pennathorne, grimacing.  “So much for improving the lot of most sailing 
men.” 

Breakfast complete, they retreat back to the forecastle, doing their best to dodge 
the sailors hustling across their path.  Captain Lambshead, his enormous hat secured to 
his head with a length of tatted black ribbon, stands out by the helmsman with his 
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polished boots planted wide apart on the lurching deck.  A few scattered raindrops patter 
against the sails. 

Pennathorne hunkers down by the gunwale and pulls the hood of his cloak up 
over his head.  “That stew is sitting rough in the old pudding-leather,” he grumbles, 
blowing a sour belch away from his face.  “I’m starting to feel pure queasy.” 

Dr. Honeyman slumps down next to him, his black cape askew across his 
shoulders.  “I don’t feel too well, either, now that you mention it.”  He reaches up and 
tugs at his collar. 

“Have you noticed how Captain Lambshead keeps turning around to look at us?” 
asks Pennathorne.  “What an infuriatingly smug expression…”  He suddenly scowls and 
gnashes his teeth.  “Damn me for a shit-brained fool!  It’s poison, Melvin!  We’ve been 
betrayed!”  He grunts and tries to rise, but his legs give way beneath him and he pitches 
forward onto the deck.  Reciting a litany of furious obscenities, he can do little more than 
flail his limbs in a sort of clumsy swimming motion. 

“I can’t lift my arms,” Dr. Honeyman observes coolly, when Pennathorne pauses 
to catch his breath. 

“Nor can I.  Otherwise I’d be feeding that double-crossing louse his own entrails.”  
Pennathorne tries again to push himself upright, but it’s no use.  “So this is how it ends, 
eh?” he growls.  “Dosed like troublesome vermin.” 

“Lambshead is coming this way,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman, his speech slow and 
slurred.  “Smug doesn’t begin to describe his expression.” 
 A pair of shiny black boots steps into Pennathorne’s view.  He does his best to 
spit on them, but succeeds only in drooling copiously onto the deck.  “I really must scold 
Belson about his stew,” the captain says from somewhere above him.  “He puts too much 
spotted jellycap in it, I think.” 
 “Paralyshish,” Dr. Honeyman slurs. 
 Pennathorne manages to snarl, “I’ll eat your…bastard…heart,” before his jaw 
stops working. 
 Captain Lambshead stabs the tip of his sword into the deck just in front of 
Pennathorne’s eyes.  “You’re a shockingly bold fellow, sir Pennathorne.  Frankly, I’d like 
nothing more than to just kill the both of you, but I’m a gentleman and your friend is a 
fellow countryman.”  Drawing back one square-toed boot, he drives it into Pennathorne’s 
ribs.  The poison, though, has done its work; he might as well have kicked a corpse.  
“However, you’re both unregenerate heathens and I have no qualms at all about selling 
you to the Khythanese.  I understand they have a particular hatred for you, sir 
Pennathorne.”  At a signal from Captain Lambshead, a quartet of burly sailors march over 
and take hold of the two motionless figures.  “Lock them in the bilge,” he says.  “Make 
sure they’re tied up out of the water.”  The sailors heft the prisoners and begin dragging 
them across the deck, pausing just long enough for the affronted astrologer to step 
forward and cosh them both into oblivion. 
 
 On the Eighth of Marcetum we came upon a considerable Urkadian force, 
arrayed for battle along a narrow plain directly ahead of us.  They’d managed to catch 
us at a disadvantage, as the rear portion of the massive Expeditionary Force hadn’t yet 
caught up with the main body.  As it was, our fighting force of seventy thousand was 
roughly halved, and a good percentage of these couldn’t get into proper formation 
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because of the restricted ground on which we were fighting.  The enemy’s leftmost wing 
was made up of archers and infantry, while at the center stood the formidable Urkadian 
cavalry.  The right wing was composed of infantry only, massed against the western 
shore of the River Embler.  Their weapons and armor were daubed with blood, and their 
champions wore white urbull skins across their shoulders. 
 Commander Alivandes placed the strength of our army on the right, intending to 
smash through the weakest portion of the Urkadian line and take their cavalry in the 
flank.  Some of his Captains advised greater focus on their mounted archers, who had 
proved so troublesome in the past, but Alivandes would not be swayed from his course.  
Captain Pennathorne, in particular, was relentless in his criticism, and the Commander 
very nearly threw him in irons for his importunate abuse. 
 At length our forces were deployed and the war-drums began to beat.  Ahead of 
us the Urkadians made some slight adjustments to their line but otherwise held ground, 
maintaining a steadiness in the face of our advance that was remarkable to behold.  Their 
first volley of arrows fell down on us like rain, and Commander Alivandes gave the order 
to charge. 

Before we had even closed to hand-strokes the Urkadian infantry broke and ran, 
fleeing north along the river.  Caught up in the fever of battle we pursued them, realizing 
too late that the remainder of the Urkadian army had shifted its lines in anticipation of 
our maneuver.  Their fleeing infantry suddenly turned to face us, while their mounted 
archers swung south to continue the assault on our rearmost flank.  The main body of our 
force found itself trapped between the ferocious Urkadian cavalry on the one side and the 
River Embler on the other.  The slaughter that followed was ghastly and even now I 
wonder that any of us came through it alive. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 

by Phildred Mowles, pub. 2342 
 
 Some time later Pennathorne abruptly regains consciousness, gasping for breath 
as water sloshes over his face.  His arms, pinioned over his head, are stiff and throbbing, 
his hands two numb lumps bound at the wrists.  For a minute he thinks he’s back in the 
Pentocal, once more subject to the torments of the avrocites and their enthusiastic 
inquisitors.  Ominous creaking noises emanate from the darkness all around him.  
Another gout of water rushes over his head, and he blinks and sputters, trying to clear the 
fog from his brain.  Captain Lambshead’s parting words finally return to him, and he 
realizes that he’s hanging in the ship’s innards, the bilge water nearly drowning him 
every time the Navigator’s Garland crests a wave. 

Something bumps him in the darkness, and he calls Dr. Honeyman’s name, 
receiving a weak groan in response.  “The things I’m going to do,” Pennathorne pants, 
flexing himself up out of the water, “to that putrid…fork-tongued…cockalorum.” 
 The ship rises up over another wave, the bilge draining back towards the stern, 
and Pennathorne swings his legs up and plant his boots on either side of the iron ring 
from which he’s hanging.  Gritting his teeth, he strains mightily against his bonds, pain 
lancing through his hands and arms.  The ship tilts forward again, so that he finds himself 
submerged head-down in foul bilge water, but he resolutely maintains his position.  A 
second later, with a final mighty heave, the ring wrenches loose.  He rises out of the 
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stinking water with a snarl, slinging wet hair out of his face, then braces himself against 
the bulkhead and begins gnawing at the soggy rope around his wrists. 
 By now, Dr. Honeyman has started groaning quietly.  “We’re a tougher pair than 
that slithering fop gives us credit for,” says Pennathorne, as he finally frees his bloodless 
hands.  He locates the thin flexible blade the doctor keeps hidden in the lining of his boot 
and quickly cuts him down as well, though he’s still weak and unsteady from the effects 
of the spotted jellycap.  Pennathorne hefts his old friend onto his back and staggers 
forward against the lurching bilge, quickly discovering a length of heavy knotted rope 
leading up to a hatch in the ceiling.  It takes several minutes and no inconsiderable effort, 
but soon enough both of them are inside the hold, a large dark space packed with barrels 
and crates lashed down with webs of rope. 
 “Wait here a minute,” says Pennathorne.  He heads off into the blackness, leaving 
the doctor propped against a row of hogsheads.  The ship groans, the wind roaring in the 
background, as waves boom thunderously against the hull. 
 Pennathorne returns several minutes later.  “Old Harald is throwing a fit,” he says.  
“There’s a Khythanese ship foundering off to starboard, but Lambshead’s in no position 
to lend a hand.  His crew’s having a fit just trying to keep the Navigator’s Garland 
plumb.”  He helps Dr. Honeyman into a sitting position.  “We might be able to get to the 
launch without even being noticed.” 
 “My spectacles…” mutters Dr. Honeyman, lifting a hand clumsily to his face. 
 “I’m afraid they’re gone.  Here, I found this.”  Pennathorne presses an old-
fashioned snaphance pistol into the doctor’s hand, then hauls him to his feet. 
 Their progress is very slow.  Dr. Honeyman’s legs are unsteady beneath him and 
he threatens to collapse with every precipitous drop over the waves.  Pennathorne keeps 
one arm wrapped around the doctor’s waist, the other extended out ahead of them to find 
their way through the dark maze of cargo. 

After several minutes they come to a narrow stairway leading up to another hatch, 
which opens into a small but comfortably appointed berth in the ship’s bow, presently 
occupied by overflow from the cargo hold.  Pennathorne lowers the doctor onto the top of 
a barrel and crouches down beside him.  “Getting your strength back?” he asks, cocking 
the pistol in Dr. Honeyman’s hand.  “Think you could raise this iron high enough to shoot 
a man?” 

“In the foot, perhaps,” replies Dr. Honeyman.  “If I were able to see.” 
Leaving the berth, they enter the crew’s quarters, a low-ceilinged expanse of 

swinging hammocks dimly illuminated by a couple of open ports.  Outside they glimpse 
tilting sea and boiling black sky.  Another ship careens into view as the Navigator’s 
Garland rises up over a wave, a sleek two-masted vessel listing hard to port, startlingly 
close.  Its foremast lies collapsed across the deck, a length of shattered timber snarled 
with rope and trailing a shroud of shredded sail.  The crippled ship disappears a second 
later as the Navigator’s Garland plunges into the wave’s trough. 

Pennathorne staggers forward, half dragging the doctor to a door just ahead of 
them.  It blows out of his hand when he turns the handle, and the storm beats in on them 
with howling fury.  They steady themselves and step over the threshold, passing into a 
chaos of water and wind.  Waves as big as hillsides rise up and topple across the deck, 
while the crew desperately cling to rope and railing, some frantically doing what they can 
to keep the ship level, others merely trying not to be swept out to sea.  The crippled 
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Khythanese vessel reappears off to starboard, closer this time, embellished here and there 
with glints of fire. 
 Pennathorne and the doctor start slowly forward, following the wall off to the 
right.  Every minute or so they’re forced to hunker down and brace themselves against 
another crashing wave, but eventually they arrive at the launch, a small sixteen-man boat 
secured between a pair of heavy wooden davits. 
 Dr. Honeyman hugs one of the struts while Pennathorne begins unfastening the 
oilskin tarp stretched over the top of the launch.  On the other side of the ship rises an 
enormous wave, its seething crown outlined against the flashing black sky.  “This is 
suicide!” shouts the doctor, but his words are snatched away by the storm.  The wave hits 
a moment later, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman hanging on for dear life as the 
Navigator’s Garland lurches hard to starboard.  An unfortunate sailor—dislodged and 
carried off by the raging torrent—tumbles towards them, clawing wildly at air and water.  
His headlong rush into the sea is halted by the launch, which he manages to seize at a 
point between Pennathorne and the doctor. 
 The wave finally passes and the Navigator’s Garland begins to right itself.  The 
sailor hauls himself up against launch, suddenly recognizing the two other men huddled 
on either side of him.  Snarling, he yanks a dagger from his belt and lunges at 
Pennathorne, who’s turned away, sputtering and pushing wet hair out of his eyes.  Dr. 
Honeyman shouts a warning and stumbles forward, raising the waterlogged pistol like a 
cudgel.  Still clumsy from the poisoned stew, his blow strikes the sailor against the right 
ear, hard enough at least to foul his attack and send him staggering against Pennathorne. 
 Listing to starboard, the Navigator’s Garland crests another wave and plunges 
forward into the trough.  The Khythanese ship, now trailing ribbons of flame from its 
upper deck, appears below them.  For a moment it looks as though the two vessels might 
miss each other, if only by the narrowest of margins.  Then the wind shifts and the 
Khythanese ship’s smoking bow smashes into the stern of the Navigator’s Garland, 
cleaving through her rear galleries and into the captain’s cabin.  Wrenched from their 
handholds by the impact, men plunge screaming into the ravenous Haraldéan.  
Pennathorne, Dr. Honeyman, and the sailor tumble head over heels across the deck as 
both ships groan in distress, timbers splitting with a sound like cannon fire. 
 Pennathorne coughs raggedly and drags himself to his feet, limping over to where 
the doctor is lying near the mainmast.  The sailor sprawls lifelessly some distance away, 
his head twisted grotesquely over one shoulder.  Just as Pennathorne reaches his 
comrade, a massive explosion erupts from the far side of the Khythanese ship, a good 
portion of its starboard deck disappearing in a roaring bloom of fire and smoke.  
Loosened by the blast, its remaining mast tips towards the Navigator’s Garland and 
collapses across the rigging, which stretches ominously taut overhead. 
 Pennathorne grabs the doctor by his lapels and hauls him up, and the two of them 
stagger back to the launch.  Yanking off the tarp, Pennathorne dumps the doctor 
unceremoniously in next to their gear, unfastens the series of clamps keeping the launch 
fixed to the deck, then turns to a windlass mounted on the right-hand davit.  The 
mechanism is smooth and well-oiled, and the launch rises up from the deck with 
impressive speed. 
 “Pennathorne!”  Dr. Honeyman leans over the gunwale, gesturing vigorously back 
towards the stern, where several figures are loping towards them across the tilting deck.  
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A second later the pirate ship’s mast tears through the rigging overhead and lands in their 
midst with a spectacular crash, the two vessels shrieking and moaning like living things 
as they being to break apart. 

Pennathorne steps back to give the launch—now hanging just above the level of 
the rail—a mighty push.  Rolling out to the end of the davits, it swings wildly over the 
roiling sea.  He turns and kicks the pawl out of the windlass, then vaults over the rail as 
the launch begins to drop, landing heavily next to Dr. Honeyman as it hits the water.  The 
furious Haraldéan seizes the little boat in its teeth, jerking it back and forth against the 
chains that still tether it to the Navigator’s Garland. 

“Unhook her!” Pennathorne bellows, stumbling into the prow.  “We’ll be 
smashed to pieces against the ship!”  As he’s struggling with the chain, something falls 
into the boat behind him.  Turning, he discovers a compact young woman wearing a 
badly singed suit of pumpkin-colored rayskin, her black hair tied into the complex bow-
shaped topknot typical of the Khythanese pirates.  At the moment, though, it’s half-
undone, one side burned to within an inch of her scalp, the other hanging across her dark 
hooded eyes.  She looks dazed—either from the fall into the launch, or the explosion on 
her ship—but still manages rolls to her feet, already grasping the hilt of a dagger tucked 
into the sash around her waist. 

“Get up and help me!” Pennathorne barks in Khythanese, before turning away to 
resume his struggle with the chain.  Behind him, the pirate woman blinks in surprise.  
Another wave crashes over the gunwales, driving the little boat perilously close to the 
hull of the Navigator’s Garland, and she clambers forward into the prow, wedging 
herself next to Pennathorne as the two of them fight to unhook slippery chain.  A moment 
later it slips free, and the launch whips around to starboard, bucking fiercely against its 
remaining tether.  There’s a jarring thud as it’s hurled broadside against the Navigator’s 
Garland, then the last hook slips loose and the launch is snatched away by the raging 
Haraldéan.  The ships’ flaming wreckage disappears behind the mountainous waves with 
startling speed. 

It seems certain that they’ll capsize at any moment.  The sea batters them 
mercilessly, while overhead the clouds erupt with white light and thunder.  Totally at the 
mercy of the elements, the little boat careens wildly across the waves, its three passengers 
able to do little else but hunker down and hang on.  Crouching against the gunwale, the 
pirate woman glares at Pennathorne through the blowing rain.  “It’s your death today, 
Bearded-In-Blood!” she yells in the sinuous tongue of Khythan.  “Today your hearts get 
eaten by King-Under-The-Sea!” 

Unable to understand her, Dr. Honeyman merely shrugs and looks away, while 
Pennathorne shouts, “Go overboard!  Spare yourself regret!” in his crude Khythanese.  
The woman retorts with an imprecation which is swallowed up by the wind, and the 
conversation lapses while they wait for the storm to pass. 

Half an hour later the tempest’s fury is largely spent, although rain continues to 
fall intermittently from the charcoal gray skies.  Despite riding low from the several 
inches of water it now contains, the launch has emerged upright and apparently 
undamaged.  “Well, woman,” says Pennathorne, “it looks like your stupid god is to be 
hungry today.  I told you to go overboard.”  Winking at her, he retrieves an iron pot from 
their sodden gear and starts bailing water over the side. 
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“Maybe I’ll cut your heart out myself,” the pirate woman snarls, “and throw it to 
the stinking eelbirds.”  Putting a hand on the hilt of her dagger, she glowers at him 
ferociously. 
 “You really do bring out the best in people, Pennathorne,” remarks Dr. 
Honeyman, perched on a crossbeam.  His finely tailored clothes are dripping and 
disheveled, the top buckles of his boots just visible above the waterline.  An old pair of 
spectacles, discovered at the bottom of his satchel, sits crookedly across his nose, the left 
lens cracked. 
 Pennathorne pitches a potful of water into the sea.  “I didn’t know you spoke 
Khythanese.” 
 “I don’t,” replies Dr. Honeyman, “but hostility is easy enough to recognize.  Pray 
tell how you learned it.  I’d have thought you were too busy trying to kill them to pick up 
much of their language.” 
 “There were several Ikthies in the employ of the Thanes,” says Pennathorne.  
“Former pirates who helped us route out their old associates.  I understand it far better 
than I speak it, actually.” 
 The pirate woman scowls and mutters something under her breath, to which 
Pennathorne gives a halting reply.  They spend the next few minutes in clumsy 
conversation, the woman at one point snatching the dagger from her belt and shaking it 
furiously at him.  Pennathorne, unperturbed, hardly glances at her as he dumps more 
water back into the sea. 
 “An old friend, is she?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “There’s apparently still has a price on my head,” Pennathorne tells him, with 
obvious satisfaction.  “Can’t tell you how flattered I am.  It’s been thirty-five years since 
I helped fight the pirate fleet.” 
 The doctor frowns, not seeming to hear.  “How on Irsus did Lambshead let them 
know he had us?  They couldn’t have set it up in advance, since we didn’t become 
passengers on the Navigator’s Garland until just before it departed.” 
 Pennathorne asks something in Khythanese and receives a scathing reply from the 
pirate woman.  He repeats his question good-naturedly, adding a coda that elicits a 
grudging nod and a few growled sentences.  They go back and forth for another minute, 
before Pennathorne finally shrugs and turns back to the doctor.  “She says that Peacock-
On-The-Water—Lambshead, presumably—sent a flower to find them.  She says it flew 
down out of the sky, speaking in a loud buzzing voice, reciting coordinates.  After a 
while it landed in their captain’s hand and turned into an egg.  Honestly, that’s what she 
said.” 
 “The Hirocene relic,” mutters Dr. Honeyman.  “It would seem that Lambshead 
knew more about it than he let on.” 
 “Aye, he was a pure shifty bastard,” growls Pennathorne.  “I guess Old Harald’s 
probably swallowed him up by now.  A shame I didn’t get to carve my name in his heart 
beforehand.” 
 Dr. Honeyman gestures towards the scowling pirate.  “What’s our new friend here 
called?” 
 “Caspida’Adjutheth,” says Pennathorne, and the woman looks at him sharply.  “It 
means ‘Stream-Between-Cedars’, I think.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman motions at their pile of sodden gear.  “Everything’s still there.  All 
the weapons, all my good clothes, all the money.  We’re fortunate that the storm hit 
before Lambshead had a chance to plunder our luggage.” 
 “It’s good we took the time to pack everything in oil cloth and parchment wax, 
too,” says Pennathorne.  “Hopefully, it’s all still neat and dry.”  He bails for a few 
minutes more, until there’s only a couple of inches of water left in the bottom of the boat, 
and discovers a slow dribbling leak between two of the strakes.  Lacking any oakum, he’s 
forced to plug it with one of the doctor’s lacey cravats.  “Don’t fret, Melvin,” he says.  
“You’re still the prettiest thing in this boat.”  Guffawing, he begins to untie the short mast 
that’s lashed down across the middle of the crossbeams.  “Let’s get the sail up and get 
ourselves pointed towards Lewland with all speed.  We’re probably too far south by now 
to make Bayside Wells, but we ought to at least be able to hit the coast somewhere north 
of Fiddlebine.” 
 “Let’s only hope that we avoid another storm,” remarks Dr. Honeyman, rising to 
his feet.  “I’m astounded we made it through that last one.” 
 “It’s a testament to Lewie shipbuilding,” says Pennathorne.  “Maybe we should 
just forget Bayside Wells altogether and continue on to Ingtar.  I bet this little boat could 
make it across the Tombs.” 
 The pirate woman glowers at them while they secure the mast and hoist the small 
sail.  “Your efforts are for nothing,” she says matter-of-factly.  “King-Under-The-Sea will 
be picking his teeth with your bones before the day is out.” 
 “Uhl’s yard!” sighs Pennathorne in exasperation.  “What a tiresome wench!”  
Moving back to the tiller, he swings them around to the west.  At the mast, Dr. 
Honeyman trims and turns the sail, which catches the wind and tightens like the skin of a 
drum.  The launch races forward across the choppy waves. 
 They make good progress throughout the day, though without charts or a sextant 
they have no way of knowing their exact location.  Exhausted by their escape from the 
Navigator’s Garland, the three of them speak very little, excepting the occasional 
growled threat from Stream-Between-Cedars and poorly translated rejoinder from 
Pennathorne.  In the evening the wind begins to fail, and by nightfall the little sail droops 
loosely against the mast.  In every direction stretches the interminable starlit sea, lapping 
gently at the becalmed boat.  Everything else is limitless silence. 
 “Old Harald must have worn himself out this morning,” remarks Pennathorne, his 
voice startlingly loud.  “Blew himself breathless, then had to lay down for a nap 
afterwards.”  He yawns, scratching at his snarled beard.  “Not a bad idea, now that you 
mention it.”  Neither the doctor nor the pirate woman makes any reply, and silence once 
again settles over the little boat.  One by one, despite their individual efforts to resist, the 
three of them nod off to sleep; Pennathorne slumped over the tiller, Dr. Honeyman and 
Stream-Between-Cedars slouched against the gunwales.  Their slumber is deep and 
dreamless and still as death, watched over by the pale implacable moon. 
 

Since the Death of MAGNATHERIUS is a lie, vomited forth by Blasphemers and 
Heretics, what then can be the cause of that GREAT SUNDERING which not three 
decades ago shook the very Guts of the World?  Hearken to the Words of Máned:  LOOK 
TO THE EAST, TO A COUNTRY FILLED WITH SORCERERS, WHERE AN EMPEROR 
IN GREEN RULES WITH POWER STOLEN FROM THE GODS!  USING PAGAN 
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MAGIC AND ACCURSED GEOMETRIES, THEY GRASPED AT THE FUNDAMENT 
OF ALL THINGS, SEEKING KNOWLEDGE RIGHTFULLY DENIED TO THOSE OF 
MORTAL BLOOD.  SEE, THEN, WHAT SUCH GREED HAS WROUGHT?  THE 
RETRIBUTION OF MAGNATHERIUS IS SWIFT AND TERRIBLE!  LET THE 
DESTRUCTION OF THE ARROGANT STAND AS A WARNING TO ALL THE NATIONS 
OF IRSUS! 

-from the Theriodictum, Book One, Lesson Two 
by Arcant Ebram, comp. circa 26 

 
 Dr. Honeyman comes awake first, roused by the sudden pitching of the boat 
beneath him.  Still surrounded by the black depths of night, he fumbles at his spectacles 
with one hand and clutches at the gunwale with the other.  He finds a hump of dark water 
sweeping past the starboard side of the launch, trailing garlands of luminous green 
plankton in its wake.  Moving quickly, it soon vanishes into the murk beyond the prow. 
 Dr. Honeyman turns to rouse Pennathorne and finds him already awake, sitting by 
the tiller and squinting off into the distance.  “Tortiphant,” he mutters thoughtfully. 
 “What’s on your mind?” asks the doctor. 
 Pennathorne props the steering oar up out of the water and steps forward to where 
their packs lie piled around the mast.  “A trick I learned from an old Usperger shell-
hunter,” he says, producing a coil of stout rope and a three-pronged grappling hook.  
“The biggest beasts they’d rope and try to ride a while, instead of just landing them 
outright.  You know, to show how dead pissing brave they were.” 
 Dr. Honeyman raises a single slender brow in consternation.  “That sounds 
absurdly dangerous.  Even juvenile tortiphants can smash a boat to pieces or drag it under 
altogether.” 
 “The trick is to wait until they raise their heads up to breathe.  If you can hook 
them in the tender parts around their face, they won’t dive.” 
 “You’ve actually done it?” 
 Pennathorne shakes his head.  “Tried once, but the big bastard shifted at the last 
second and I caught him up under the front edge of his shell.  Tore the bow clean off the 
ship when he went down.”  He starts tying one end of the rope to the grappling hook. 
 “Perhaps it would be safer to wait until the wind returns,” says Dr. Honeyman.  
“The Haraldéan is never calm for long.” 
 Pennathorne shakes his head again.  “These doldrums can last for days, especially 
at this time of year.  We’re on a tight schedule, remember?” 

“I don’t know why even I bother,” sighs Dr. Honeyman, making a small gesture 
of defeat. 
 “What foolishness are you up to, Bearded-In-Blood?” The pirate woman, awake 
now, scowls blearily at the two of them.  “Are you going to try and climb up to moon, so 
great is your fear of King-Under-The-Sea?” 
 “It’s a damned frustrating thing,” sighs Pennathorne, testing the knot he’s made, 
“not to be able to take a proper shit on someone, conversationally speaking.”  Moving 
into the prow, he ties the other end of the rope to the iron ring mounted in the stempost, 
then sits down and hangs the grappling hook over the gunwale.  With nothing left to do 
but wait, he leans back and fixes Stream-Between-Cedars with a critical eye.  “Those 
marks,”  he says, waggling a finger at her tunic.  “Of the Fleet-That-Went-North?” 
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 Stream-Between-Cedars glances down at her singed and sooty tunic.  The bottom 
third is covered by narrow strips of chocolate-colored leather, stitched onto the rayskin in 
a complex calligraphy of arcs and angles and delicate curlicues.  “Most of you milk-
drinkers don’t bother to understand our symbols,” she grumbles. 
 “The ships wearing that mark were hard fighters,” says Pennathorne.  “Hungry 
for blood.  Be proud.” 
 Stream-Between-Cedars gives him a penetrating look, then turns away without 
another word.  Pennathorne shrugs and returns to his vigil, peering off across the 
tenebrous sea, while Dr. Honeyman has already leaned his head back and closed his eyes 
again.  Hardly five minutes go by before there arises a shushing noise from somewhere 
behind them, like the sound of a distant rushing river.  “What’s that?” asks the doctor, 
raising his head and blinking behind his cracked spectacles.  “Another one already?” 

“They tend to travel in groups,” says Pennathorne, lifting the grappling hook from 
the gunwale.  “Chances were good that more would be along soon.”  He stands up as a 
dark hump appears against the starry horizon, its leading edge marked by a crescent of 
luminous froth.  “Looks like good-sized beast.  I’d say we’re in for quite a ride.”  
Flashing a grin through his overgrown beard, he begins to swing the hook in a slow circle 
above his head. 

Having guessed at his plan, Stream-Between-Cedars regards Pennathorne with a 
wry smile.  “Island-That-Swims won’t carry you to safety, Bearded-In-Blood.  No man 
can escape his own death.” 

A moment later the creature is upon them, its armored back rising up like a 
hillock.  A high horny arch projects from the front of its shell and from under this 
protrudes the creature’s massive blunt head, indistinct against the inky water.  It draws 
even with them and emits a sudden explosive hiss, exhaling silvery spume into the air. 

Pennathorne plants his feet and flings the grapple out over the water, aiming at a 
spot just in front of the creature’s dissipating breath.  There’s a dull clunk as the hook 
catches—exactly where is hard to determine—and the tortiphant makes a deep 
thrumming sound and sweeps past them.  The rope coiled at Pennathorne’s feet begins to 
rapidly unspool. 

Pennathorne sits back and takes hold of the gunwale with both hands.  “Hang on, 
Melvin!” he calls out.  “There’s a right hard jolt coming!”  He barks a similar warning at 
the pirate woman and a second later the last loop of rope snakes over the side.  The 
launch leaps forward, yanking them back against their handholds, and for several anxious 
minutes they watch the great dark shape at the other end of the taut rope, waiting to see if 
it’s going to suddenly plunge beneath the surface and drag them to their deaths.  “Ha!” 
Pennathorne shouts at last, pounding the gunwale with his four-fingered hand.  “Guess I 
snagged him in the right place!” 

“What happens when he changes direction?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Can you steer 
him at all?” 

Pennathorne shakes his head.  “Once hooked they tend to stick to a straight line.  
Thankfully, he’s heading more or less in the right direction.  We’ll be in sight of Lewland 
by Sigsday.”  Grinning, he turns towards Stream-Between-Cedars and bellows, “I don’t 
think King-Under-The-Sea is able to catch me now!”  She curls her lip and spits at him, 
but the wind snatches it away. 
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The boat bumps across the waves at a steady clip, nearly as fast as they’d made 
under sail.  Galaxies of sparkling plankton burst and fade in the water all around them, 
miniature reflections of the starry sky above.  The tortiphant emits a whining trill, as 
though complaining about the task suddenly forced upon it, and a school of small silver 
fish leap from the water in its wake. 

Morning comes upon them quickly, the sun peeking up over the horizon and 
chasing the stars from the sky.  Pennathorne and Stream-Between-Cedars have both 
fallen asleep again, while Dr. Honeyman carefully unpacks his copy of Zein Erstlinker 
from its wrapping of parchment wax and begins searching for his place.  Around midday 
they all rouse themselves and make a meager meal of saltmeat and bread, whetting their 
thirst with sips from a bulging waterskin.  The tortiphant, apparently resigned now to its 
situation, has slowed to a more leisurely pace, though still making good speed across the 
tranquil sea.  A quartet of eelbirds flap down out of the limpid blue sky to scramble bat-
like across its high humped shell, picking off any barnacles and parasites they find.  Dr. 
Honeyman passes the time reading, while Pennathorne finds a hook and some line in 
their packs and tries his hand, unsuccessfully, at fishing.  Stream-Between-Cedars, a 
brooding expression on her face, stares off into the distance, hour after hour, searching 
the horizon for the familiar angles of a Khythanese ship. 

In the evening, the wind gusts briefly as the sun drops into the sea, but the 
moment passes and the sail once again droops limply against mast.  Stars begin to appear 
in the darkling sky overhead.  Stream-Between-Cedars continues her vigil as 
Pennathorne, then the doctor, drops off to sleep.  Long black hours pass, the waning 
moon plotting its slow course across the sky, and every now and then she glances towards 
the two men, her hand drifting to the hilt of her dagger.  The first faint glimmerings of 
dawn find her still awake, still searching the crepuscular horizon for signs of a ship.  
There’s nothing but empty ocean in every direction.  Clenching her jaw resolutely, she 
fixes Pennathorne with a grim look.  Slowly, quietly, she stands and draws her dagger 
from its scabbard. 

Pearls of nervous sweat stand out along her forehead as she takes a single careful 
step forward.  Up ahead of them, the tortiphant makes a low-pitched thrum that vibrates 
the bottom of the boat.  Pennathorne stirs restlessly and his would-be assassin pauses, 
waiting with held breath for him to slip back into deep senseless sleep.  A minute later 
and she takes another step, raising her blade for the killing stroke. 

The fateful blow never falls, though, since the tortiphant suddenly emits a horrible 
roar and lunges forward, dragging the little boat behind it like a toy.  The eelbirds, having 
passed the night clinging to its shell, leap into the air, hissing with agitation.  Pennathorne 
rolls heavily off his perch and Stream-Between-Cedars collapses across him, while 
behind them Dr. Honeyman grunts in surprise as he drops into the bottom of the boat.  
The launch bucks wildly beneath them as they try to regain their feet, the frenzied 
tortiphant veering to and fro across the waves.  Small dark shapes are swarming up out of 
the sea and over its shell, and the maddened beast abruptly changes direction again, 
sending the launch’s occupants sprawling. 

Stream-Between-Cedars seizes her chance.  Teeth bared, she lunges at 
Pennathorne, who’s half-turned away, pushing himself to his feet.  Out of the corner of 
his eye he glimpses a flurry of movement and throws his left arm up protectively, 
recoiling away from the attack.  The pirate woman’s blade traces a bloody furrow across 
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the belly of his frockcoat.  Pennathorne curses and seizes her wrist in his right hand, 
lashing out with his left to strike at her wild-eyed face. 

The tortiphant suddenly tries to dive, yanking fiercely against the line still 
tethering it to the surface.  The boat’s timbers crack as its prow dips into the sea.  A 
second later the little vessel snaps back plumb, and Pennathorne and his foe once again 
tumble to the deck. 

Stream-Between-Cedars wriggles free and hauls herself upright against the 
gunwale.  She turns, slashing the air with her dagger, snarling like a beast enraged.  
There’s a faint pop of gunfire—barely audible over the tortiphant’s roaring—and her 
head jerks back, disappearing into a mist of blood as she tumbles into the sea. 

Pennathorne looks behind him and finds Dr. Honeyman propped across their piled 
gear, a long-barreled pistol extended out in front of him.  The tortiphant tries again to 
dive, the small dark shapes burrowing into its shell like relentless ticks, and Pennathorne 
snatches the dagger from his belt and stumbles towards the prow.  A moment’s work with 
his blade and the rope whips away into the water, following the wounded tortiphant into 
the depths.  The launch scoots over the waves for another minute before it finally comes 
to a halt.  The sail, half-collapsed and twisted around the mast, flutters in the breeze. 

Pennathorne sits down heavily.  “You were too quick with that shooter, Melvin,” 
he calls out.  “I was going to chop her into bait and catch our dinner.”  He puts a hand to 
his stomach and finds everything below his navel wet with blood.  “Now come here and 
stitch my belly closed, if you’d be so kind.  I’m leaking all over.” 

“Keep your hand on it,” says Dr. Honeyman, searching among their gear for his 
satchel of supplies.  He helps Pennathorne strip off his coat and shirt, revealing a thick 
hairy torso marked with a handful of crude and fading tattoos—collected mostly during 
his youth among the wild Islander tribes—and collaged all over with scars.  “You should 
be thankful for all that idle time spent in the cabin,” the doctor remarks as he swabs off 
Pennathorne’s gory midsection.  “A little less fat on you and she’d have spilled your 
guts.” 

“Aye, well, sew it up tight,” says Pennathorne.  “Hopefully the wind will start 
blowing again soon.  We might still make Lewland by Sigsday.”  He winces as Dr. 
Honeyman pushes the first stitch through.  Half an hour later the wound is sutured, 
smeared with unguent, and wrapped in bandages. 

Once he’s mended, Pennathorne and the doctor spend a few minutes untangling 
the sail and repositioning it on the mast, where it stirs listlessly in the faint breeze.  
Pitching his blood-drenched clothes overboard, Pennathorne finds another pair of pants 
and a shirt among their gear, as worn and discolored as their predecessors.  Clouds creep 
into the eastern sky, a haze of rain just visible against the horizon.  The wind finally picks 
back up and gusts for perhaps an hour, filling the sail and driving them steadily 
westward, before dying off abruptly and leaving them once again languishing in the 
doldrums. 

“If those blasted water-wasps hadn’t driven off our escort,” grouses Pennathorne, 
“we’d probably be in sight of Greentooth by now.”  He slings his cloak across his 
shoulders and hunches unhappily in the prow. 

Dr. Honeyman flips a page in Zein Erstlinker and makes no response.  Off ahead 
of them, the sun sinks slowly towards the sea as the day darkens into evening.  Stars 
come out overhead and the two men share another spare meal of bread and saltmeat.  
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Pennathorne washes his food down with great swigs of pardaquan and soon enough he’s 
slumped back in the prow, happily singing snatches of old songs. 

The wind returns again with the coming dawn, blowing strongly from the 
northeast, and the launch skims across the Haraldéan like a skipped stone.  Dr. 
Honeyman changes Pennathorne’s dressings after their meager breakfast, then settles 
down in the stern with his book.  For his part, Pennathorne resumes work on depleting 
their stock of red liquor.  Mountainous clouds race across the wide azure sky, towering 
above a sea corrugated with whitecaps. 

Just after midday, Pennathorne sits up in the prow and points off to the northwest, 
where a dark spindle-shaped object is just visible on the horizon.  “There’s Greentooth 
now,” he says, shading his eyes with his four-fingered hand.  “We’re much farther south 
than I thought.  Probably land in Leatherwood somewhere.”  He sighs and drains the last 
mouthful of pardaquan from the bottle.  “It’ll take us four weeks to hike to Bayside 
Wells, maybe half that if we can secure decent mounts.” 

“What about catching a ship from Thedan’s Harbor?” suggests Dr. Honeyman.  
“That might save us a few days, depending on where we make landfall.” 

Pennathorne belches and pitches the empty bottle overboard.  “I’ve had my fill of 
ships for the moment.  A few extra days on solid ground will be a pleasure.” 

The clouds multiply as evening descends, their dark bellies gradually blotting out 
the emerging stars.  The wind wanes and disappears as the sun sets, only to return with 
sudden ferocity around midnight.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman cling to the gunwales 
as the launch pitches over the heaving sea, rain lashing at them, flashes of purple 
lightning exploding overhead.  They sail close to the wind, setting as straight a course 
west as they can.  The Haraldéan rumbles and blows without ever exploding into full 
devastating fury, and the little boat makes good time during the night.  Just before dawn 
the weather begins to settle, and by midday the clouds have vanished and the sky is bright 
with sunshine. 

“Old Harald is fickle, to be sure,” remarks Pennathorne, squinting against the 
glaring sea.  “A raging bastard one moment, gentle as a kitten the next.”  He leans out 
over the prow and shades his eyes, searching the horizon ahead of them.  A moment later 
he stomps a boot against the deck and hoots gleefully.  “Ha!  All his pissing and bluster 
sent us in the right direction at least.  That’s the coast of Lewland up ahead there, unless 
I’m much mistaken.” 
 

Know This:  The Purity of Blood is a Fallacy, Tribe and Nation ultimately 
meaningless.  History shows that the Lineages of Humankind have become irrevocably 
muddled over the Millennia, as Empires ebb and flow, Nations fracture and reform, and 
the Conquered mingle with their Conquerors.  Take as an example the Fandélissites in 
southern Lewland, who were birthed in pre-Sunderage times when the whole of that 
Country was occupied by the Punjiran Empire.  The Punjirans in turn were supplanted 
by Reavers from the Island Nations, though the process took several Generations to 
accomplish.  Later, the Centipede Kings reclaimed the Fandéliss Plain, only to be once 
more driven out by the Islanders.  And so it went, back and forth through the Centuries, 
until a new People gradually emerged in Lewland, their Cultures a blend, to one degree 
or another, of the Punjirans and Islanders from whom they had originated.   
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Today it is easy to make out the Consequences of that blending:  North of the 
Riverman’s Belt exist the self-appointed True Lewlanders, more reflective of the Island 
Nations in their Appearance and Habits, while the Southlands are home to the 
Fandélissites, whose Culture is more Punjiran in its details.  Despite their shared 
History, though, the northern and southern Lewlanders have constructed Myths of 
Separation between them.  (As indeed do all the Tribes of Humankind, who focus more on 
their Differences than on their Similarities.)  The Northlanders look on the Fandélissites 
as subhuman Brutes, to be murdered or enslaved with impunity, while the Fandélissites 
look on the Northlanders as foreign Invaders to be exterminated—or at least expelled—
from the Country they see as rightfully theirs. 

Bensgruelle wrote that History has bred among us a Commonality of Blood, 
making Man brother to Man, of the same Form and Function from Urkadia to the 
Southern Edge.  Imagine the Wonders that might be achieved if Humankind came 
together in peaceful Purpose!  Imagine Irsus as a single great Nation, its People united 
by their own tangled Histories! 

-from LiCárumet Vançeroff (The Pamphlet on Civilization) 
by Lamersilke, pub. 1697 

 
The day’s light is lengthening into evening by the time they finally put ashore on 

a narrow swath of rocky beach.  A hundred yards farther on rises a low dark woodland, 
blue-black conifers stunted and misshapen by years of punishing storms.  Pennathorne 
and the doctor drag the boat far up out of the water, flushing a flock of gladwings from 
the brush at the forest’s edge, their weird laughing call ringing out over the grumbling 
surf. 

“What are we going to do with all this baggage?” asks Dr. Honeyman, standing 
on the beach and surveying the contents of the launch. 

“We can get most of it, I think.  The important bits, anyway.”  Pennathorne peers 
up and down the beach, then gazes for a while at the darkening forest ahead of them.  
“We might as well camp here for the night.  Sort through the gear and rest up for the 
march to Bayside Wells.” 

They bed down beside the boat as night falls, kindling a cheery fire from wood 
gathered along the forest’s edge.  Pennathorne finds a small square gridiron in one of 
their packs and places it over the glowing coals, then takes the doctor’s carbine and sets 
off towards the trees, saying, “I’m sick to damned death of saltmeat and hardcake.” He 
manages to shoot a cat-sized muntjac foraging in the undergrowth, and the scent of 
roasting meat is soon wafting along the shore.  While their dinner cooks, he and the 
doctor go about redistributing their equipment, culling the unwieldy and unnecessary.  
Afterwards, they pluck the sizzling meat off the gridiron and settle back on their bedrolls 
to eat. 

“So where do you think we are?” asks Pennathorne. 
“Leatherwood, certainly,” replies Dr. Honeyman.  “Somewhere south of 

Ospodell’s Point, I’d say.” 
 Pennathorne sighs in exasperation.  “Damnation!  A trip that should have taken a 
week is now more likely to take a month!” 
 “We should head west until we find the Sutherling Rush,” says the doctor.  “We 
can follow it north all the way through Tallhearth.  I’m sure mounts and supplies can be 
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gotten in one of the villages along the river.  We’ll be in Bayside Wells before you know 
it.” 
 “Nothing ever goes so smoothly,” Pennathorne grumbles.  “Trouble and 
misfortune seem to stalk us at every turn.” 
 “Much of it caused by your loose tongue and quick temper.” 
 Pennathorne snorts and peels a strip of meat from the spit in his hand.  “People 
need thicker skins and fewer objectionable habits.” Shoving the morsel past his bushy 
mustache, he chews on it noisily.  “So what do you know about our destination?” 
 “Bayside Wells?” 
 “Ingtar, you hopeless globcock.” 
 “Precious little, actually,” admits the doctor.  “It hasn’t been a very popular 
destination since the Sunderage, and those who make the trip rarely make it back.”  He 
picks something from between his teeth and flicks it into the darkness.  “Skeplureo the 
Fourth led an expedition almost immediately after the disaster happened, intent on 
finding the remnants of whatever it was that had fallen out of the sky; a decade later, 
Skeplureo the Fifth set out after him.  Neither one ever returned.” 
 “That’s hardly useful information, Melvin.  Didn’t some of the Arcants lead 
crusades to the Sundered Country?  What do they have to say about it?” 
 Dr. Honeyman nods.  “The Sacradex Armrophere believes that Ingtar is the Fifth 
Kingdom of Magnatherius.  I won’t bore you with the dogmatic particulars but, needless 
to say, it’s imperative to them that Ingtar be conquered and converted just like every 
other country on Irsus.  It’s proved to be an exceedingly difficult thing to do, though.  
Eddard Ossalok, Grand Obros Malphranc, Arcant Ellerine…each one struck out across 
the Tombs and was never heard from again.” 
 Pennathorne retrieves their last bottle of pardaquan from a pack lying at his feet.  
“Surely someone’s made it back?  Or is it up to us to set the precedent?” 
 “Prince Barcu of Philos, I believe, was the first to set the precedent, sometime 
during the 11th century.  Of course, he’d been driven completely out of his mind by the 
time he showed back up in Arthestria, so maybe that shouldn’t count.”  Dr. Honeyman 
shrugs.  “The best report on post-Sunderage Ingtar is usually attributed to Arcant 
Samûlus, who traveled there in the late 1400s and returned relatively intact.” 
 “What was his impression?” 
 “His descriptions have been the subject of much debate.  Some are so bizarre that 
many have chosen to regard them as allegorical, rather than factual.”  The doctor 
wrenches a tiny joint from the spit in his hand and strips it in two bites.  “He was accused 
in his own lifetime of having made the whole thing up.” 
 “Just how bizarre are we talking about?” 
 “Ambulatory plants, haunted fungal forests, buildings made of flesh and blood 
that wandered aimlessly across the land.  He claimed that some of his men were devoured 
by a pyramid covered in scaly green skin, when they went inside to make prayers to 
Magnatherius.” 
 Pennathorne takes a gulp of pardaquan and passes the bottle to Dr. Honeyman.  
“Are there still people living in Ingtar?  Hirocenes who somehow managed to survive 
having a star dropped on them?” 
 “Samûlus talks about encountering a band of blue-skinned devils who lived 
underground and practiced cannibalism.  Recent theorists—with whom I happen to 
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agree—have proposed that these are the degenerate remnants of the Old World 
Hirocenes.  Of course, he also tells of meeting with a race of immortal white-haired 
spirit-beings, for which I’ve heard no convincing theories.” 
 “Does he offer any advice for returning home whole and sane?” asks 
Pennathorne. 
 Dr. Honeyman takes a draught from the bottle before handing it back across the 
fire.  “It’s hard to say, given just how confusing most of the Magnocactadictum is.  Since 
Samûlus was the only survivor of the journey, his advice should probably be approached 
with a certain amount of trepidation.” 
 “A steep bit of work to make it out of Ingtar alone and unaided,” says 
Pennathorne, taking another gulp of pardaquan. 
 “‘A gate with guts of night-black water,’” the doctor quotes, “‘through which I 
did pass from that place to this one, as easily as I might cross from outside the 
armrophere to in.  A single step encompassing oceans, from the Fifth Kingdom back to 
the First, all praises to the Astral King in his power and mercy.’  I found such nonsense 
irresistible during my university days.” 
 “Meaning he was magically transported out of Ingtar?” 
 “So it would seem.  It’s worth noting that the philosopher Lamersilke confirmed 
Samûlus’ story, after a fashion.  He was in Caunlurél when the Arcant was discovered 
wandering the foothills north of the city, claiming to have just appeared at the bottom of a 
nearby river.”  The doctor shrugs.  “All in all, a fantastically strange and improbable tale, 
of little practical value, I’m afraid.” 
 Pennathorne bites off a mouthful of steaming muntjac and chews on it 
meditatively.  “The point being that the odds—whatever form they might take—are 
stacked firmly against us.” 
 “I believe I’ve already said as much.” 
 Pennathorne grunts and the two of them turn their attention from conversation to 
dinner.  After the reducing the muntjac to bare bones, they lie down on their bedrolls with 
their faces pointed up at the crystalline stars, listening to the surf fizz against the sand.  A 
breeze rustles the scrubby needles on the trees, carrying with it the scent of brine and 
faraway storms. 
 “Is this a good thing we’re doing?” asks Dr. Honeyman after a while.  “This 
expedition, I mean.  Who knows what sort of awful Old World weapon we might find.” 
 “It would be better to let the Urks get it?” Pennathorne murmurs drowsily. 
 “Of course not,” responds the doctor, “but is Weikerlov the better choice?  Do 
you really believe that Agrend would show restraint if she had the fabled power of the 
Hirocenes at her disposal?” 
 “The Empress has only ever been concerned with maintaining the Empire,” 
replies Pennathorne, “not with expanding its borders.  As opposed to Borelium and the 
Urks, who look on the whole of Irsus as theirs by right.” 
 “The Empress is aligned with the Sacradex,” says Dr. Honeyman, “whose central 
animating principle is their drive towards global conquest.  Besides, as the philosophers 
say, ‘the sharpest sword corrupts the purest heart.’  And what about Agrend’s successors?  
Who can speak to their wisdom and restraint?” 
 From across the fire comes Pennathorne’s exasperated sigh.  “You spend far too 
much time fretting over maybes, Melvin.  It’s exhausting.” 
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 “If this expedition of ours is successful—and I have no great confidence that it 
will be—then careful thought must be given to whatever we happen to discover.  Think 
of the claims made about the Hirocene in the years before the Sunderage; they’re credited 
with knowledge and technologies surpassing anything ever seen on Irsus before or since.    
I find it distressing that you’re so unconcerned.” 
 “You’re concerned enough for the both of us,” mumbles Pennathorne.  “Now rest 
that frothing brain of yours and get some sleep.” 
 “We’ve spent most of our lives as pawns in the bloody game of empire,” sighs Dr. 
Honeyman.  “It’s begun weighing on my mind of late.” 
 “You liked the color of LiBale’s gold well enough.” 
 “I was more interested in the opportunity,” the doctor asserts.  “It’s not every day 
that I’m asked to mount an expedition to Ingtar with the backing of the Weikerlov 
Empress.  Now that I’ve had time to think on it, I find myself troubled by the mission’s 
purpose, like we’re arming the wolf against the ox-skinner.” 
 “So you don’t want to go?” 
 “It’s not that,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “I’m still committed to the journey, if only to 
satisfy my own curiosity.  But if we do actually find some kind of fantastic Hirocene 
technology out there, then we need to give serious consideration to who benefits.” 

Pennathorne grumbles something unintelligible and a moment later begins to 
snore.  Dr. Honeyman remains awake for a while longer, watching the sky, trying to 
measure the imperceptible motion of the stars as he wonders at their distance, their 
composition, their hotness or coldness.  The three brightest stars in the constellation 
Elkior hang almost directly overhead, burning points on the cosmic map.  The Sorcerer’s 
Garden, Seven Stars Falling, The Uncountable Host.  To what use would the nations of 
Irsus put the fabled technology of the Hirocenes?  The question eventually becomes 
irrelevant as fatigue finally overwhelms the doctor and he joins his companion in sleep. 

The next morning they awaken to sunshine and birdsong.  Ahead of them the sea 
spreads out in a rippling silvery sheet, while a steady wind shakes the needles on the 
contorted trees behind them.  After a breakfast of saltmeat and pardaquan, the doctor 
rebandages Pennathorne’s wound; this complete, they each shoulder a portion of the gear 
and head off towards the forest’s edge. 
 Sunlight trickles down through the gnarled trees onto a floor of brown pine 
needles, over which spread leathery-leaved bushes dappled with tiny white flowers.  By 
midday the temperature has risen significantly and the air hums with bees and butterflies 
jostling for space among the blossoms.  Shucking their jackets, Pennathorne and the 
doctor take a gulp from their waterskins before continuing on, following a rough 
northwesterly course.  Pennathorne breaks trail with swipes of his dagger, taking up a 
half-remembered sailing shanty as he hacks through the tangled bracken.  “So what are 
the natives like hereabouts?” he asks, before launching into another verse. 
 “Ignorant and superstitious,” Dr. Honeyman replies simply. 

The shanty trails off.  “Bad enough to cause problems in terms of obtaining 
mounts and supplies?  Most everyone likes money well enough.” 
 “They’re dangerously mistrustful of outsiders,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “We must 
be diplomatic.” 
 “You’ve had dealings with them, then?” 
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 “Twenty years ago, just after the war.  I decided to return to my family’s estate in 
the Goodacre after you and Will Mobrey took off south for Hepkkaram.” 
 “Oh, aye, I remember,” says Pennathorne.  “The Cadeeshy mercenaries told us all 
these stories about jungle temples crammed with treasure, and Will and I were wild to go 
once we’d finally done with the Urks.”  He spits off into the brush and presses his sweaty 
face into the crook of his elbow.  “It was all great fun until Will got himself chopped up 
by the natives.”  He spits again, before adding, “And we never did find any treasure—not 
a single gilded monkey turd.” 
 “I told you it wouldn’t turn out well,” Dr. Honeyman comments mildly.  “At any 
rate, after we parted ways, I landed at Thedan’s Harbor and decided to take a riverboat 
down the Sutherling Rush and across the Riverman’s Belt.  We had to stop in a couple of 
the villages along the way to resupply.  There were a great number of corpses on 
display.” 
 “Corpses?” 
 “The villagers hereabouts practice an especially virulent form of Sacradex 
Ebramism.  It seems to revolve largely around spitting nonbelievers on spears.” 
 “No debates on faith and science with the locals, eh?” 
 The doctor snorts.  “It would have been a short and bloody exchange.  Just watch 
your tongue, I beseech you.” 

The terrain gradually becomes steeper and rockier, oaks and maples and 
heartsblood trees appearing among the spruces and pines.  Pennathorne leads them along 
an overgrown game trail, swiping sporadically at the halo of gnats buzzing around his 
head and cursing about the heat.  By late afternoon they’ve climbed into a lush temperate 
forest, everything—trees and ground alike—swaddled in ferns and moss.  Water flows all 
around them, dripping from the greenery, pooling among the rocks, gathering into 
rivulets and streams that leap away towards the distant sea.  Sunlit mist glows between 
the treetops. 

“It’s going to be a pissing miserable night,” grumbles Pennathorne, clambering 
over a log slimy with fungus.  “Damp as a whore’s underskirts—” he pauses to smack at 
the back of his neck, sneering in disgust at the bug crushed on his fingertips “—and just 
as infested!” 

Reaching the top of a narrow ridge, they follow it north until they discover a path 
down its precipitous opposite side.  After an hour of careful descent, they finally arrive 
beside a narrow river, its swift clear waters racing southward between steep wooded 
banks.  Crouching by the shallows, the two men take a moment to slake their thirst and 
refill their waterskins. 

“Do you hear that?” asks Pennathorne, wringing water out of his beard and tilting 
his head this way and that. 

The doctor listens, then nods.  “Howling,” he mutters.  “Wolves?” 
“Sounds more like hunting dogs to me,” says Pennathorne, frowning thoughtfully. 
Turning north, they march away along a thin strip of rocky beach, daylight 

beginning to fade as the sun slips behind the river’s opposite bank.  The murk of evening 
settles over them with sudden speed and the waning moon appears in the sky like the 
shattered rind of some fantastic crystal. 

From somewhere ahead of them comes the baying of hounds, unmistakable now, 
punctuated by shouting voices.  Pennathorne and the Dr. Honeyman proceed forward 
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cautiously, following the river as it curves around to the west in a wide oxbow.  They 
keep near the trees and arrive on the other side cloaked in the shadow of an enormous 
overhanging oak. 

Ahead of them the beach widens and continues on for another five hundred feet 
before turning north again.  At perhaps half that distance a small torch-lit mob is gathered 
by the water’s edge, congregated around something Pennathorne and the doctor can’t 
make out from their vantage point.  Four or five of the figures restrain brutish 
hunchbacked dogs, which lunge against their leads and raise an awful clamor of yelps 
and barks and baleful howling. 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman emerge from the shadows and continue forward 
at a leisurely pace, trying to appear neither too threatening nor too vulnerable.  The 
figures by the shore take no notice of them, focused as they are on whatever’s happening 
by the riverside.  Pennathorne clicks his tongue reproachfully.  “Pissing oblivious, aren’t 
they?  We could snuff the whole bunch before they even had time to shit themselves.”  
He kicks a rock off towards the mob and one of the dogs finally swings around to face 
them, nearly toppling its handler in the process. 
 In a moment Pennathorne and the doctor find themselves confronted by a dozen 
scowling men, as brutish and ferocious-looking as their dogs.  They’re arrayed in a 
motley assortment of gear—a boiled leather cuirass embossed with the arms of a 
Ferlynger Thane; a low conical helmet such as Tamberlese mercenaries wear; shirts in 
the style of northern Weiklant, blousy sleeves tattered and badly repaired, their vivid 
colors dulled beneath layers of grime—and armed with an equally random collection of 
pistols, rifles, and blades. 
 “Who’s ‘at?” bellows one of the men, a tall blonde-bearded creature disfigured by 
a puckered burn scar along the right side of his face and neck.  “Wotcher business here?  
You a’them berryheads?”  He takes a step forward to peer more closely at the 
newcomers, and Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman are able to see past him to the water’s 
edge.  The flickering torchlight reveals three men gathered in the shallows, methodically 
beating a fourth who sags limply between them.  They pause to drown the poor wretch 
for a minute, barking threats and questions which are impossible to make out. 
 “Yer na berryheads,” says the scarred man, paying no attention to the brutal scene 
behind him.  “Just a’twain gally-white botchers come blundering through the dark.” 
 “A right bitch-crossed pair, eh, Dogmilk?” calls one of the other brutes.  “To 
come ‘pon all this badness.” 
 “Bitch-crossed gally-white botchers, truly,” says the scarred man, as he takes 
another step forward to squint at Dr. Honeyman.  “Though this’n bears a right muddied 
color to my eye.  Got the stain a’berryhead blood in him, I’d say.” 
 “Some scum-grubbing swampie half-breed,” snarls another of the men, spitting in 
disgust. 
 The man called Dogmilk sighs.  “Yer na just ugly, Helgutte, but blind stupid as 
well.  Think some scum-grubbing swampie’d be togged so fine?”  He waggles a long 
knobby finger at Dr. Honeyman.  “This’n here’s gooey t’the core, else I’m the Wikkie 
Empress.  Prob’ly has a purse where his danglers should be.” 
 The doctor furrows his brow in an expression of mild vexation.  “My name is Dr. 
Melvinus Honeyman.  This man here is Young Pennathorne.” 
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 Dogmilk snorts derisively.  “Famous tags fer a’twain bitch-crossed botchers.  
Doubt even Helgutte’d swallow that.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shrugs.  “I recognize your name anyway.  You’re the bandit Robb 
Dogmilk.  Last I heard you’d been hanged by Baron Riddley.” 
 “’At’s a rumor long past, smutch-blood,” says Dogmilk.  “I fear you’ve been 
misled, much t’yer sorrow.” 
 “I’ve been away for a while,” the doctor admits. 
 “Shoulda stayed there, swampie!” cries Helgutte.  “Split’im open, Dogmilk, and 
let’s see what falls out!  Bet there’s bare an eight-bit’s worth a’coin in his shriv’ly little 
purse!”  He guffaws raucously, showing off a mouthful of potato-brown teeth. 
 Pennathorne, standing just to the right of Dr. Honeyman, gives an exasperated 
sigh, yanks a pistol out of his belt, and unceremoniously shoots Helgutte in the left knee.  
The brute’s snorting laughter strangles in his throat as he collapses to the ground, and the 
rest of Dogmilk’s gang start forward, weapons raised, only to brought up short by a 
command from their ghastly captain. 
 “I’d have preferred to shoot out his tongue,” Pennathorne remarks in the 
momentary lull, “but that was like to kill him.” 
 Dogmilk smirks and opens his mouth to speak, managing only a startled grunt as 
the feathered shaft of an arrow suddenly sprouts from the right side of his chest.  Behind 
him two other men cry out and collapse to the ground, then everything erupts into 
pandemonium.  Hounds in a frenzy, Dogmilk’s gang spreads out along the beach, half of 
them tossing away their torches and unholstering their guns, the other half shouting and 
firing wildly into the darkness. 
 Pennathorne and the doctor start in surprise, crouching uncertainly amidst the 
chaos.  “In the forest,” Pennathorne hisses, jamming the empty pistol back into his belt 
and snatching out his sword.  He blinks in surprise as an arrow whistles past his head 
 “I don’t think they’re aiming for us,” says Dr. Honeyman, his own sword already 
in his hand.  Near them lie the sprawled forms of five or six men and two of the hounds, 
backlit by the guttering flames of dropped torches.  The rest of the mob is scattering in all 
directions, a few even wading into the river to make their escape. Dogmilk lies a few 
feet away, gasping raggedly, streaks of blood discoloring his pale beard.  “Sneaky…yard-
gobbing…berryheads…”  He coughs weakly and tries to sit up, and Pennathorne and the 
doctor see a second arrow protruding from his belly.  “Bitch-
twisted…sneaking…botchers, ” he spits, then falls back groaning. 
 Off to the right, beyond the trees bordering the beach, comes the sound of 
movement.  Without a word, Dr. Honeyman unslings the carbine from off his shoulder, 
turns towards the gurgling Dogmilk, and kills him with a single well-placed shot.  “I’m 
all too familiar with the Ojgodirans’ treatment of prisoners,” he says to Pennathorne 
quietly. 
 “You’d better snuff Helgutte back there, too, then,” replies Pennathorne.  “I think 
he’s still sucking breath.” 
 “Too late,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, nodding off towards the edge of the forest.  
Four tall figures have emerged from the dense shadows, conversing in a soft hissing 
language, like lisping snakes.  They wear loose dark clothes, forearms and calves 
wrapped tight, waists encircled by bone white sashes.  Each of them carries a longbow 
and wears a quiver of arrows high up on one shoulder. 
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 They halt a few feet away, revealing heads and faces completely devoid of hair.  
Each of them has stained this hairless skin in various vivid shades—one a rich jade 
spotted all over with scarlet dots; two colored up to the corners of their eyes in bright 
canary yellow, and above that in a purple so dark it’s almost black; while the last bears a 
solid coat of carrot orange from scalp to collar.  Between their total lack of hair and the 
loose tunics they wear, it’s nearly impossible to determine their genders. 
 “You were not friends to these people?” asks the orange-headed figure—a man by 
the sound of his voice—in heavily accented Lewlander.  The other three begin searching 
among the corpses, turning each body so that its face is visible in the torchlight. 
 “They were no friends of ours,” says Pennathorne.  “We just ran across them a 
minute ago.” 
 The orange-headed man peers hard at the two of them but says nothing.  From off 
to the right comes a whimpering moan as one of the Ojgodirans rolls Helgutte over, and 
the orange-headed man turns to look in his direction.  A lacquered wooden tube some two 
inches around protrudes through his earlobe, its flared rim decorated in a motif of black 
and yellow flowers. 
 “The colors of your safthi,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “You’re a Knifewinner, yes?” 
 The orange-headed man turns back and cocks his head at the doctor, his 
expression suspicious.  A second later one of his companions, crouched at the river’s 
edge, gives a sudden anguished cry, and he lifts his bow and trots away, cursing 
incoherently under his breath. 
 “That’s that poor bastard Dogmilk’s men were fustigating,” says Pennathorne, 
nodding at the lifeless body upon which the four Ojgodirans are converging.  Two of 
them start up a wailing lament as the other two begin hissing urgently between 
themselves.  “You figure he was a friend of theirs?”  
 Dr. Honeyman nods but says nothing, the empty carbine held loosely across his 
hips.  After a moment the orange-headed man stalks over to them, a terrible scowl on his 
face.  “What happened here?!” he hisses.  “He was one of ours!  The outrage must be 
answered!” 
 “That pack of shardborn jackals was already kicking shit out of him by the time 
we arrived,” says Pennathorne.  “Sounded like they wanted something, but I couldn’t say 
what.” 
 “You did nothing?!” spits the orange-headed man, his carrot-colored face flushing 
darkly.  Behind him one of the wailing Ojgodirans—a woman, from her keening pitch—
abruptly ceases her lamentations and marches over to where Helgutte is slowly dragging 
himself towards the trees.  She snatches a crescent-shaped dagger from her belt and rolls 
him onto his back, his whimpering cry rising into a shrill panicked scream as she 
descends on him. 
 “You’ve been repaid with blood aplenty,” says Pennathorne, gesturing with his 
sword at the bodies scattered around them.  “Helgutte’s paying right now.  Consider the 
debt settled.” 
 “You did nothing!”  The orange-headed man raises his bow, thrusting it 
accusingly at Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman, his undyed hand gripped knuckle-white 
around its haft.  “You did nothing, and the outrage must be answered!”  His other hand 
rises up to clasp the hilt of his dagger. 
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 Pennathorne levels a menacing stare at the Ojgodiran.  “Be right sure in the next 
decision you make, friend.  A man so bloodthirsty is liable to choke eventually.” 
 Dr. Honeyman steps forward, raising his hand in a pacifying gesture.  “I know 
your colors, Knifewinner, because I’m a friend to your people.  I’ve been named Ular 
Ketferíj at the Serpent Glass Table.  Your hetman himself stood for me during the 
ceremony.” 
 The orange-headed man seems to struggle with this information, his expression 
caught somewhere between fury and disbelief.  In the background Helgutte shrieks and 
babbles, apparently tongueless now, a gibbering animal agony that’s awful to hear. 
 Pennathorne scowls.  “Put that man down,” he commands.  “Such cruelty serves 
no purpose.” 
 The orange-headed man snorts contemptuously.  “Not even Ular Ketferíj can save 
that one now.  His suffering will answer for our own.”  He turns on his heel and begins to 
walk away, unsheathing his dagger as he goes.  “Hide your face if you must,” he calls 
over his shoulder, “but we will have what is owed to us.” 
 Pennathorne starts forward, but Dr. Honeyman brings him up short with a hand on 
his arm.  “We should go,” the doctor says quietly.  “I know it galls you, but just listen to 
me and do what I say.”  Without waiting for a response, the doctor shoulders his carbine 
and heads away along the beach, glancing only briefly at Helgutte and his torturers. 
 Behind him, Pennathorne stands and gnashes his teeth in frustration.  “Blood and 
fire!” he snarls, then shoves his sword back into its scabbard and stalks after the doctor.  
Off to his right the four Ojgodirans are all hunched around their gurgling victim like 
buzzards at a carcass, and Pennathorne spits on the ground as he passes.  The orange-
headed man glances up, long enough to fix Pennathorne with a murderous glare, before 
setting once more to his horrific task. 
 Striding purposefully along the river’s edge, Dr. Honeyman has already gained 
considerable distance from the site of the slaughter.  Pennathorne catches up with him 
just as he reaches the bend in the river, barking, “Well, that was pissing shameful!  I 
thought you were growing a conscience!” 
 “You don’t understand,” responds the doctor without slowing.  “The Ojgodirans 
view everything in terms of debt and credit.  Generosity is expected to be repaid in kind, 
cruelty likewise.  They see it as keeping the universe in balance.” 
 “The equation was damned uneven from what I saw,” spits Pennathorne.  “They 
lost one man and took six in exchange.  Not to mention Helgutte.” 
 “The scale is relative,” admits Dr. Honeyman.  “Especially considering the 
generations of enslavement and persecution the Ojgodirans have suffered at the hands of 
the Northlanders.” 

“Damnation, Melvin!” snaps Pennathorne, reaching out with his four-fingered 
hand to grab hold of Dr. Honeyman’s elbow.  “You had us walk away while they settled 
down to torture a man to death!” 

The doctor pointedly wrenches his arm free.  “Revenge is a cultural pastime for 
the Ojgodirans.  We were lucky to escape with our lives.” 

Pennathorne looks dumbfounded.  “Those four hairless lizards?  We would’ve 
ground them to paste!” 
 “There were more in the trees, you can be sure,” says the doctor.  “Arrows trained 
on our hearts.  It wouldn’t have turned out well.” 
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 “You were scared of them?!” 
 “I lived with them, fought with them.  I earned their trust, enough that they 
granted me a name and position.”  Dr. Honeyman stops suddenly and turns to face 
Pennathorne.  “Frankly, I would rather maintain that respect than intervene on behalf of 
some detestable bandit.  Dogmilk and his band more than earned their fate.” 
 Pennathorne’s retort is cut short by a sudden gunshot from the trees on their right.  
In front of him, Dr. Honeyman topples backwards with a pained grunt, his long hair 
whipping through the air like tattered black ribbon.  “Melvin!”  Shrugging the packs off 
his shoulder, Pennathorne dives down next to his fallen comrade, pistol and dagger 
already in his hands. 
 “My shoulder,” mumbles Dr. Honeyman, a bloodstain seeping into the left armpit 
of his shirt.  “I’m all right.  Watch yourself, dammit!” 
 Pennathorne cocks the pistol and presses it into the doctor’s hand, then draws his 
sword and moves off towards the edge of the forest.  A faint rustling ahead of him reveals 
a man crouched among the brush, half hidden behind a tree, apparently struggling to 
reload his weapon.  “Best hurry up with that, you slithery bastard!” Pennathorne snarls.  
“I’m coming to get you!” Brandishing his blades, he breaks into a low run. 
 The ambusher gets off a single wild shot before Pennathorne barrels into him, and 
for a moment they appear to be embracing.  Clutching at Pennathorne with hooked 
fingers, the man stiffens convulsively as the smallsword and dagger find his vitals.  He 
manages a single strange cry—a sort of high-pitched cough—before sliding off of 
Pennathorne’s blades, dead. 
 “It was one of Dogmilk's thugs,” says Pennathorne, crashing back through the 
brush.  “One of them who was thrashing that azzardly Ojo in the river.” 
 “And you would have pity for such a man?” asks Dr. Honeyman, setting the pistol 
aside and trying to extricate himself from his portion of the gear. 
 “I would see him put down quick and clean,” responds Pennathorne.  “As much as 
I would do for any beast.” 
 “I’ve seen you beat a man’s brains out with your bare hands,” says Dr. 
Honeyman.  “I’m not sure I’d call that quick or clean.”  He finally disentangles himself 
from the packs and begins the laborious process of unfastening the tiny nacre buttons 
along his shirtfront. 
 Pennathorne frowns and stalks away towards the river, crouching down in the 
shallows to rinse the gore from his weapons.  The full dark of night has settled over them, 
a narrow swath of starry sky visible between the river’s steep banks.  Pennathorne dries 
the cleaned blades on his pants, then takes a moment to reload his empty pistol. 
 “I need you to get the ball out,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “It’s just under the 
collarbone, up near my shoulder.”  He gestures behind him at one of the packs he’s 
leaning against.  “There’s a medical kit in my satchel.  And we’ll need a fire.” 
 “Maybe I’ll just dig it out with my fingers,” says Pennathorne, without moving.  
“Give you a taste of what Helgutte’s enjoying back there.” 
 “I’ll keep that in mind while I’m stitching your belly back together,” retorts the 
doctor, nodding at Pennathorne’s midsection.  A sodden red band stretches across the 
front of his shirt, marking where the wound beneath has reopened and leaked through the 
bandages. 
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 Pennathorne spits on the ground and shakes his head.  “Consider me 
disappointed,” he growls, then heads back towards the forest to gather what kindling he 
can find.  Once the fire is lit he drags the dead man’s corpse out across the beach and into 
the water, where it’s borne away by the swift current. 
 “The bullet’s in deep,” the doctor says as Pennathorne returns to the fire, “but you 
should be able to get up behind it with that scoop-shaped probe.  Once it’s out take the 
iron from the fire there and seal the wound.” 
 Pennathorne crouches down and examines the instruments arrayed beside Dr. 
Honeyman, an assortment of scalpels and forceps and probes laid out along an unrolled 
leather case.  “Wouldn’t you rather be drunk for this?” 
 Dr. Honeyman smiles thinly and shakes his head.  “Consider it penance.”  He 
clenches his jaw as Pennathorne begins exploring the wound, sweat bathing his lean torso 
despite the chill in the air.  Only twice does a groan of pain escape him;  first when the 
bullet finally pops free, and again a moment later when Pennathorne thrusts the glowing 
iron into the wound. 

“We’re running out of bandages,” Pennathorne observes, as he cleans and dresses 
the doctor’s shoulder.  “Probably be best if we didn’t get seriously damaged again before 
Bayside Wells.” 

“It’s possible we’re getting too old for this kind of life,” suggests Dr. Honeyman, 
his face pallid and sweating.  “Maybe it’s time to retire and enjoy what time we have left 
to us in peace and quiet.” 

“I’m not even fifty-five yet,” Pennathorne scoffs, “and you’re near a decade 
younger.  You should be ashamed of yourself.”  He ties off the bandage and begins 
searching through their gear for one of the doctor’s spare shirts. 

“A man can’t keep up like this forever, Pennathorne.  At some point we’ll have to 
stop.  And I’m only six years younger than you are, not ten.” 

Pennathorne blows a contemptuous raspberry.  “I’d prefer to die with a sword in 
my hand, Melvin, not a codger’s cane.  There’ll be plenty of time to rest at Uhl’s 
tableside.”  He finally locates a plum-colored shirt with cuffs fringed in golden lace.  
“Found your ball gown, madam.” 

The doctor waves him off.  “There should be another white-cloth shirt in there 
somewhere.  That one’s a little fancy for hiking.” 

Pennathorne sighs and turns back to the packs, grumbling, “They’re all a little 
fancy for hiking.”  Eventually he finds a modest cream-colored affair, its scalloped cuffs 
unadorned with either lace or embroidery.  The doctor winces as Pennathorne helps him 
into the shirt, but insists on fastening both rows of ivory buttons himself.  After this, Dr. 
Honeyman returns the favor by seeing to Pennathorne’s reopened wound.  Once it’s been 
freshly stitched and dressed again, Pennathorne sets out one of the bedrolls, telling the 
doctor, “Get some rest.  I’ll stay up and sit watch.” 

“Keep a close eye out,” Dr. Honeyman advises.  “More of Dogmilk’s gang are 
liable to be lurking around.” 

“What about those bloodthirsty friends of yours?” asks Pennathorne as he piles 
more branches on the fire. 

Dr. Honeyman sets his spectacles aside and lays back on the bedroll.  “They’ll 
leave us be, have no fear.  The name Ular Ketferíj carries a good deal of influence among 
certain of the Ojgodiran tribes.” 
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“What are they doing this far north, do you suppose?” 
Eyes closed, Dr. Honeyman doesn’t immediately respond, and Pennathorne 

assumes that he’s fallen asleep.  A moment later, though, the doctor sighs and makes a 
small desultory gesture with his right hand.  “They’re trying to balance the universe, in 
the only way they know how.  Trapped in the same cycles of revenge and persecution as 
everyone else.” 

“A world awash in blood,” murmurs Pennathorne, jabbing at the flames with a 
stick.  A cloud of sparks swirls into the air, riding the column of firelight up into the sky, 
higher and higher, until they disappear between the stars overhead. 
 
 Morning dawns misty and cold.  Pennathorne spends a few minutes redistributing 
their equipment, while Dr. Honeyman gingerly stretches his wounded shoulder.  They 
breakfast on saltmeat and hardcake, washed down with a few swigs of the rapidly 
vanishing pardaquan.  Once more they take up their gear—Pennathorne now carrying the 
majority, a back-breaking load of packs and satchels and munitions that appears to barely 
faze him—and set off upriver. 
 “So how’d you get in so good with the Ojos?” asks Pennathorne after a while.  
“That orange-headed fellow looked about to spit blood when you spoke his own 
gibberish at him.” 
 Dr. Honeyman doesn’t immediately respond.  “The first man I ever killed was an 
Ojgodiran,” he says at last.  “I’m sure I’ve told you this story.  My brother and I were 
camping in the backlands near our parents’ estate when we were attacked by a kenjoal, a 
‘lone hunter’.  We never even knew he was there until he appeared out of the shadows 
and slit Fredd’s throat.”  The doctor furrows his brow and squints up at the sky.  “I 
managed to shoot him in the arm, but he slipped away into the night.  He was a Scarcoat, 
I found out, so I ingratiated myself with that tribe’s enemies and won their trust as best I 
could.  Eventually I gained a certain amount of prominence with some of them, especially 
the Knifewinners and the Blacktongues.” 
 “You found him, didn’t you?” asks Pennathorne.  “The man who killed your 
brother?” 
 Dr. Honeyman gives a single brief nod.  “I did.” 
 They continue on in silence, until Pennathorne asks, “So are you a half-breed?” 
 Dr. Honeyman smiles thinly.  “Close enough.  It’s part of the reason why my 
family has had generally peaceable relations with the surrounding tribes.  And why they 
didn’t just kill me outright when I first started searching for Fredd’s murderer.  Will this 
spell the end of our association?” 
 Pennathorne snorts.  “A man’s worth lies in his actions, not in his bloodline.”  He 
laughs and shrugs his shoulders under the mound of packs.  “I’ve even known some half-
decent Urks.” 
 By midday the mist has burned away, exposing a hazy white sun in a hazy gray 
sky.  The river gradually begins to widen, the steep wooded banks retreating, until the 
two men find themselves traveling through a narrow valley, perhaps half a mile wide.  
The ground becomes marshier, blanketed in moss and scrubby yellow grass, dotted here 
and there with a few tenacious old swamp oaks. 
 They slog along resolutely throughout the day, following the river as it meanders 
towards the northwest.  Despite the wilting humidity, they both wear their cloaks pulled 
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up over their heads, desperately trying to protect themselves against the clouds of gnats 
and biting flies that descend on them.  As evening descends, swarms of mosquitoes rise 
up to renew the onslaught.  Pennathorne and the doctor make camp on a small rocky 
hillock some distance from the river, both of them so tired and miserable that they don’t 
even bother to eat or set watches; they simply draw their blankets up over their faces and 
collapse into fitful sleep. 
 The hours just before dawn offer some relief, as the blood-sucking hordes are 
finally driven off by night’s clammy chill.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman awake at 
sunrise, ravenous from the day before.  Along with the usual hardcake and saltmeat, they 
treat themselves to a few pieces of sweet biscuit and the barest swallow of red liquor.  
The doctor takes a minute to check their dressings before they pack up the bedrolls and 
resume their march up the narrow marshy valley. 
 This day proceeds much as the previous one had, save that they’re spared some of 
the blood-suckers’ ferocity thanks to the periodic rains that drain out of the hazy sky.  
Just before sunset, Pennathorne spots a long-legged colklaroon tiptoeing through the 
shallows at the river’s edge, sweeping its spoon-shaped bill back and forth through the 
water.  By the time he gets his pistol out it’s already taken off across the fenland, flapping 
its stubby wings ineffectually as it races away.  Dinner, then, is still more hardcake and 
saltmeat, after which they wrap themselves against the mosquitoes and wait for dawn. 
 The next morning they continue onwards under a pall of constant rain.  Inspecting 
their injuries, the doctor finds the gash across Pennathorne’s belly healing relatively well, 
while his own wound has become a scabby black plug surrounded by swollen purple 
flesh.  “I think there’s some infection,” he observes mildly.  He drains it as best he can, 
then smears it with ointment from a tiny clay jar, repeating the process at midday, and 
when they stop for the night, and again the next morning.  His ministrations prove 
beneficial, and the inflammation starts to diminish. 
 The rain peters out just before noon, though the day remains overcast and 
miserably humid as they proceed up the valley.  Pausing to slake their thirst and have a 
portion of the rations, Pennathorne snuffles at the air like a grizzled hound and says, “I 
smell smoke.  Coming from somewhere upstream.” 
 The doctor sniffs, too, and nods.  “A village, hopefully.  Somewhere we can find 
mounts to carry us out of this festering sludge.” 
 They finish their humble repast and resume their journey, scenting more wafts of 
smoke as they go.  This part of the valley looks to be utterly devoid of trees, stretching 
out ahead of them in a bleak expanse of sluggish river and barren marsh.  After a while, 
though, the ground beneath their feet becomes slightly firmer, and soon they find 
themselves on a narrow footpath tramped through the scrubby yellow grass. 
 A few minutes later, Pennathorne stops and points at something in the distance.  
“There’s your village, such as it is.” 
 Perhaps three-quarters of a mile away, built on a low table of rocky ground 
between the river and a lake of stagnant black water, rises an immense wooden palisade.  
Dark smoke smudges the sky above its serrated silhouette. 
 “A grim-looking place,” Pennathorne observes. 
 “Some zealot warlord’s stronghold,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, scratching at the 
dense black beard that’s grown up over his chin during the past few days.  “We’re 
unlikely to receive a very warm reception there.” 
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 “You said we weren’t likely to receive a warm reception anywhere in this 
forsaken hinterland,” Pennathorne points out.  He checks the loads in each of his pistols 
and hefts the mass of packs higher on his shoulders, before starting off towards the 
ominous fortification.  “Now come on, you milk-livered mollycoddle.  I thought you 
were tired of slogging through this muck.” 
 The doctor sighs and follows along, repositioning his carbine so it’s within easy 
reach.  “I’ll remind you again to watch your tongue.” 
 By the time they close the distance to their destination by half, the more gruesome 
details of the palisade have become visible.  It’s encircled by a moat fed from the 
stagnant black lake, whose fetid reek overpowers even the stink of the surrounding 
marsh.  Buttressed by a sloping pile of stone, the wall facing them looms up nearly thirty 
feet, a massive iron-banded gate in its center the only visible opening.  Its tar-painted 
exterior bristles with hundreds of outward-facing spears and sharpened wooden pikes, 
many of which support impaled corpses or portions thereof.  Swarms of carrion birds 
screech and squabble as they gorge at the grisly feast. 
 “Uhl’s yard,” mutters Pennathorne, halting along the path and frowning at the 
repellent monument before them.  “Smells like death on a dung hill.  Are all the villages 
hereabouts so pissing awful?” 
 “Not usually,” says Dr. Honeyman, wincing as he stretches out his shoulder.  
“This is likely some lunatic faction, isolated even from the other lunatic factions.  I’d 
suggest again that we pass this place by.” 
 “We may not be able to,” remarks Pennathorne, gesturing towards the gate.  The 
clatter of heavy chains comes faintly across the marsh as the imposing slab of iron and 
timber begins to drop slowly open, its edge coming to rest on a short stone jetty 
projecting from the opposite shore.  “Looks like they’re sending an envoy to welcome 
us.” 
 Five riders have set out across the lowered gate, moving at a good clip towards 
Pennathorne and the doctor.  As they close the distance they begin brandishing long black 
spears, and the leader shouts some threat or command that’s impossible to make out. 
 Pennathorne sighs and unholsters the two big cavalry pistols in his belt.  “I’d like 
to point out that so far none of this has been my fault.”  He cocks both weapons and spits 
onto the path ahead of him. 
 “Hold your fire,” Dr. Honeyman tells him.  “We may yet be able to deal with 
them peaceably.”  He stretches his shoulder again and flexes his long fingers.  “Keep a 
finger near the trigger, though, just in case.  Zealots are notoriously unreasonable.” 
 A second later the glaring riders are upon them, each man bald and bearded, 
mounted atop a fawn-colored elk that continue to pace and snort and toss its horns after 
its been reined to a halt.  “Stand where you are!” bellows one of the riders, who, like his 
companions, wears a suit of hardened red leather studded with skull-shaped rivets, a thick 
iron gorget protecting his neck.  “What brings you to this holy place?” 
 Pennathorne casts an incredulous eye over their surroundings.  “This midden 
heap? You must be joking.” 
 “You’ve come upon the Redoubt of Arcant Haliors,” the man replies icily.  “A 
bastion of the righteous, set in defense of the true faith.  Are you pilgrims, come here to 
lend your arms to the fight?” 
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 “Merely travelers,” replies Dr. Honeyman, “shipwrecked four days ago some 
distance farther south.” 
 “Do you know the Arcant’s story?” the man asks, as though the doctor hadn’t 
spoken.  “Do you know his struggles and triumphs?” 
 “He’s got a month on the calendar named after him,” offers Pennathorne. 
 “He was one of Ebram’s disciples,” Dr. Honeyman interjects, “before founding 
the Vuldranaut armrophere sometime in the early 1st century.  He supposedly defended it 
single-handedly against hordes of marauding barbarians.” 
 “Your words bespeak doubt, traveler,” the man growls, “and doubt can be a 
dangerous thing.  Nametes sulgrat olvonem.  ‘The worm that spoils the fruit,’ as the 
Arcant taught.” 
 “Bralvus armrotactem axi panagnoros,” the doctor says.  “‘Let your faith be a 
shield against all uncertainty.’  Vuldradictum, Book Four, Lesson Twenty.” 
 This seems to pacify the man somewhat.  “Your journey hasn’t been without 
injury,” he says, “or so it would seem from the blood on your clothes.” 
 “Wounds sustained in the shipwreck,” the doctor explains. 
 “You met no enemies along the road?  The gutter races of the south have lately 
been making their way across the Riverman’s Belt in great numbers.  There are even 
whispers of Bullhead spies at work in the area.” 
 “You’re the first people we’ve seen since we washed ashore.” 
 The man’s face darkens.  “‘Like a nest of vipers is the liar’s heart.  Cut it out, that 
its poison is no longer a peril.’”  His hand tightens around the haft of his spear. 
 “Book Six, if I’m not mistaken,” Dr. Honeyman says mildly, glancing at each of 
the riders in turn. 
 “Lies and blasphemy!” the man spits, suddenly enraged.  “Your sins are known to 
us!  Conspiracy!  Ambush!  The blood of good and faithful men spilled!”  He thrusts an 
accusatory finger at Pennathorne and the doctor.  “An Islander and a half-breed, in league 
with berryhead assassins!” 
 Even Pennathorne starts in surprise when Dr. Honeyman shoots the apoplectic 
fellow out of his saddle, having managed to cock and unholster his pistol without anyone 
noticing.  The other four elk jump backwards, eyes rolling in panic, their riders cursing 
and drawing hard on the reins.  Pennathorne, regaining his composure, fires both of his 
own weapons, bloodily vacating two more of the saddles.  The remaining pair of riders 
wheel their elk around and spur them forward, spears held out like lances.  Jamming the 
empty pistols back into his belt, Pennathorne snatches out his dirk and squares off against 
the one bearing down on him, lunging aside at the last moment and burying his blade hilt-
deep in the elk’s chest as it passes him.  The unfortunate beast emits a strangled groan 
and tumbles forward mid-run, dragging Pennathorne off his feet.  Vaulted out of the 
saddle, its rider lands face-first on the path with a sickening crunch and lies still.  
Pennathorne, snarling, pushes himself upright, triumphantly brandishing the bloody dirk. 
 A few yards away, Dr. Honeyman eludes a second pass by the lone surviving 
rider, who yanks his mount around so sharply that the poor animal nearly topples over.  
Before he can properly line up for a third charge, the doctor springs forward and drives 
the tip of his sword between the man’s ribs, the razor-edged blade punching cleanly 
through his red leather cuirass.  The man grunts and drops the reins, clapping one hand 
over the welling gash while keeping hold of his spear with the other.  Unrestrained, his 
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mount whips around, antlers flailing, launching him out of the saddle altogether.  He 
lands in a groaning heap at Dr. Honeyman’s feet, the spear still stubbornly clenched in 
his hand. 
 “Melvin!”  Off to the left, Pennathorne has corralled one of the riderless elks and 
clambered up into the saddle.  “Stop fiddling around, dammit!  There are more coming!”  
In the distance a flurry of activity can be seen at the gate’s shadowy mouth, like agitated 
hornets gathering in defense of their hive. 
 Dr. Honeyman snatches at the reins of the most recently vacated elk, bringing the 
beast under control long enough to swing himself up onto its back.  “There looks to be a 
path around the left side!” he shouts, swatting his unruly mount on the rump with the flat 
of his sword.  “Do you think we can outrun them?” 
 “Let’s find out!”  Pennathorne puts heels to his elk and gives a single sharp curse 
as it rears up and nearly spills him onto the ground.  A second later it springs forward and 
bolts wildly towards the river, Pennathorne whooping in jubilation.  Close behind him 
comes Dr. Honeyman, hunched low in the saddle, black hair streaming over his 
shoulders. 
 A second contingent of riders—at least a dozen strong this time—has crossed the 
moat in pursuit.  Spears raised, they turn sharply off the main path, bent on an intercept 
course with the fleeing pair.  Pennathorne and the doctor carve a wide curving turn away 
from the river, mud and marsh grass spraying up behind their frantic mounts.  In the span 
of a breathless moment they’re nearly to the corner of the palisade, its black bristling 
walls etched in stark relief against the surrounding blur of swamp and sky.  The pursuing 
riders are scant yards away, beards mashed flat against their furious faces, some 
bellowing curses or snatches of bloodthirsty dogma.  Then they’re gone, swept out of 
sight as Pennathorne and the doctor hurtle past the corner of the palisade. 
 The two of them race along a narrow path beside the moat, the riders close on 
their heels.  “Put your head down, Melvin!” Pennathorne shouts, lifting a pack off his 
shoulder and lobbing it behind him in a steep parabola.  Dr. Honeyman hunches 
reflexively as the pack sails over him and lands in the midst of their pursuers, its strap 
snagging on one of the elk’s antlers.  The startled animal stops short, whipping its head 
around in a panic, the pack swinging up like a mace to smash its rider in the face.  Two 
more of the tightly bunched mob barrel into their stalled comrade, an impingement of 
antlers and kicking hooves which abruptly reduces the number of pursuers by a quarter. 
 Avoiding the collision, the remaining riders charge after Pennathorne and the 
doctor, just now passing the rear corner of the palisade.  Beyond the gruesome Redoubt 
the path continues on up the valley, pinched between the river on one side and a great 
swath of hummock-dotted swampland on the other.  Strewn across this narrow neck of 
ground is a vast flock of rutting colklaroon, the males clacking their beaks and flashing 
tall saffron-colored crests at the females.  Pennathorne, his wooly brows set in a 
determined expression, gallops into their midst without slackening his speed by even a 
fraction, and the horrified birds bolt this way and that in a mad dash to escape, raising an 
ear-splitting commotion of honks as he wends between them.  Dr. Honeyman follows 
close behind, hemmed in on both sides by the frenzied creatures, their reptilian yellow 
eyes nearly even with his own. 
 The pursuing riders have little room to spread out before they hit the edge of the 
flock like a wall.  Only four of the elk emerge from the ensuing carnage, and only three 
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of the men.  Ahead of them, Pennathorne and the doctor are already emerging unscathed 
from the far edge of the flock, and the chase is quickly abandoned. 
 “I think they’ve given up!” Dr. Honeyman shouts at Pennathorne, who’s still 
hunched low, spurring his elk at breakneck speed up the valley.  “Slow down, you 
damned fool!” 
 They slow to a steady gallop, bent on putting some distance between themselves 
and the Redoubt of Arcant Haliors.  After a couple of miles they finally slow the elk to a 
trot, though both beasts continue to snort and shake their heads in agitation.  Pennathorne 
claps one hand against his knee and hoots gleefully.  “What a ride!  A real arse-clencher!  
Those skin-hats won’t soon forget the two of us!” 
 “One of Dogmilk’s men must have made it to their doorstep,” says Dr. 
Honeyman, reaching up to smooth his disarrayed hair, “bearing news of the slaughter by 
the river.” 
 “We should turn back around and burn that festering boil to the ground!” declares 
Pennathorne, suddenly incensed.  “I hardly had a worse welcome at the Pentocal.” 
 “A dozen men at least lie dead or maimed behind us,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Let 
that satisfy you for the moment.  Time is pressing on us, after all.” 
 Pennathorne grumbles unhappily and settles back down in the saddle.  “Make 
note of it anyway.  To be done on our return from Ingtar.” 
 “Is that before or after you overthrow Hwnwzel?” 
 “Depends on where we land.”  Pennathorne curses suddenly as his mount rears up 
and gallops forward a few steps, shaking its antlers frantically.  “Damnation, but this 
critter is excitable!  I think he’d run himself to death if I gave him the chance.” 
 “Probably feagued with some stimulant or other,” the doctor conjectures.  
“They’ll likely calm down as the day goes on.” 
 Pennathorne’s elk bucks again and he draws hard on the reins, unleashing a 
torrent of invectives that ring out across the valley in a series of vile and offensive 
echoes.  “I’ll feague him with a pistol ball if he keeps this up!” he barks, while the elk 
snorts and tosses its head.  “I mean it, you addle-brained bastard!  A shooter up the arse, 
so help me!” 
 Dr. Honeyman adjusts his spectacles and waits for Pennathorne to finish his 
tirade.  “Did you note the mention of Bullhead spies,” he asks, “just before that grisly lot 
descended on us?” 
 “Urkadians,” says Pennathorne, nodding.  “I can’t imagine what they’d be doing 
here.” 
 “Nor can I,” murmurs the doctor.  “I know Borelium made overtures to the 
Sweethaven League before his last invasion, but the Barons valued their trading rights 
with Weikerlov more than anything the Urkadians could possibly offer.  Why he would 
send agents into this remote hinterland is beyond me.” 
 “Maybe they’re looking for us,” suggests Pennathorne. 
 Dr. Honeyman considers this.  “I suppose it’s possible.  The whole thing could 
also just be pure fiction, a baseless product of the local rumor mill.”  He surveys the 
jaundiced swamp surrounding them.  “Either way, we’d do well to keep regular watches 
from now on.” 
 They resume their journey up the valley, the river gradually becoming deeper and 
swifter, the swampland giving way to firmer ground.  It turns out that the pack 
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Pennathorne hurled at their pursuers contained the majority of the rations, as well as the 
last of the pardaquan.  Despondent, Pennathorne refuses what little bread and meat they 
have left and passes the night sulking by the fire.  “An adventure without pardie,” he 
laments, “is hardly an adventure worth taking.” 
 
 And then Máned spoke of the KINGDOMS OF MAGNATHERIUS:  First among 
them is ASPARTEMET, HOME OF THE IMMORTALS, wherein HE makes HIS Summer 
House, and which exists as a Plain of Fire and Light.  Second is TUTHREAS, PARADISE 
OF THE RIGHTEOUS, wherein HE makes HIS Spring House, and whose Sweet Waters 
run like a River.  Third is YAHRON, LAND OF MORTAL MAN, wherein HE makes HIS 
Autumn House, and which is like a Rootless Mountain.  Fourth is PANEXOS, called the 
OCEAN OF DEATH, wherein HE makes HIS Winter House, and which is as a Void of 
Air and Darkness.  And These are the FOUR KINGDOMS over which MAGNATHERIUS 
THE INFINITE PRIME was given Dominion, as was ordered by the SPLENDID WORD 
at the Beginning of All Things. 
 But then Máned spoke of a FIFTH KINGDOM, saying:  The Pieces are the 
Whole, as with the Nations of Man.  In Union beneath the SOLAR CROWN, each a 
Banner writ with HIS BRIGHTLY BURNING NAME, a NEW KINGDOM shall arise!  
Even now the Choice stares You in the Face!  Will You drink from the CUP OF PEACE 
or the CUP OF WAR?  HIS Command is clear:  RAISE THE SPEAR AGAINST THE 
UNBELIEVER AND SOUND THE TRUMPET WHEN THE LAST OF THEM HAS 
FALLEN!  BEAR WITNESS TO THE RISE OF HIS GREAT GOLDEN KINGDOM, 
POPULATED BY THE BLOOD-MINGLED FAITHFUL!  SET YOUR FEET UPON THE 
RIGHTEOUS PATH AND YOUR PLACE IN ETERNITY IS ASSURED!  THIS IS HIS 
PROMISE TO ALL NATIONS! 

-from the Theriodictum, Book Two, Lesson Three 
by Arcant Ebram, comp. circa 26 

 
 The next day—the first of Jonarius—trees once again appear in the valley, and by 
that afternoon the two companions are moving through a thick forestland which grows 
right up to the edge of the river.  Summer’s fury is in full force and everything green 
hangs limp in the stifling air.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman stop a half-dozen times to 
replenish their waterskins and let the elks drink their fill.  The doctor’s predictions turn 
out to be true; both beasts have assumed a far more docile and relaxed attitude, and they 
make good time throughout the day. 
 The following afternoon they finally come upon the Sutherling Rush, which 
announces itself with a distant roar long before they ever actually see it.  The ground 
starts to rise, and within an hour they’re standing on a rocky outcrop overlooking an 
enormous frothing cataract, partly redirected by a low wedge-shaped headland into the 
river they’ve been following.  Pausing for only a moment, they turn north along a broad 
ridge which runs parallel to the raging torrent below them. 
 For the next three days they break trail through the humid upland forest.  Game is 
plentiful and every night they lie down with full bellies.  On Sigsday the sky clouds over 
and growls with thunder, just before dumping a shocking amount of rain onto the 
surrounding countryside.  In its wake, steam rises between the trees and sweat streams 
from man and beast alike. 
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 “Uhl’s yard!” pants Pennathorne, peeling off his sodden shirt and using it to swab 
his face and chest.  A waxy pink line marks the path of the pirate woman’s dagger across 
his belly.  “Muth-Khumir wasn’t even this bad.” 
 “Muth-Khumir was unspeakable,” says Dr. Honeyman, scratching at his beard.  
“Mold grew on everything—including us—if you’ll remember.” 
 “Well, this is still pissing awful.  It’s sapping my will to live.” 
 “We’re making good time at least,” Dr. Honeyman points out, “especially 
considering the rough country we’re in.  At this rate we could make Bayside Wells within 
a week.” 
 That evening they spy a collection of ramshackle hovels squatting around a small 
inlet across the river.  A dozen canoes are tied up to a weather-beaten jetty, at either end 
of a long raft laden with bulging oilcloth sacks.  The whole place has the air of some 
dismal bandits’ hideaway, an impression strengthened by the sudden unmistakable sound 
of gunfire from one of the shacks.  A second later its door flies open, followed by a naked 
man so huge and hairy that both Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman initially mistake him for 
a bear.  Displaying impressive speed for someone of his size, the man charges across the 
jetty and launches himself over the raft, landing with a mighty splash several feet beyond 
it.  Three other men have emerged from the shack in his wake, two with pistols in their 
hands, the last carrying a stout bludgeon.  They rush out to the jetty and clamber onto the 
raft, searching the inlet for signs of their quarry.  Just past its sheltered edge, the river 
races through a treacherous sieve of rocks and driftwood snags, difficult enough to 
navigate in a canoe and surely fatal for an unaided swimmer.  The wild-looking fellow 
never reappears and his hunters eventually return to the shack. 
 On the other side of the river, Pennathorne and the doctor resume their journey, 
debating the likelihood that the man survived his escape into the Sutherling Rush.  
“Impossible,” asserts Dr. Honeyman.  “He’d never have the strength to fight that current.  
The rapids would break him to pieces.” 
 Pennathorne snorts contemptuously.  “A man in top condition could do it with 
ease.  I once crossed Hollow Wood Falls on a bet, and that was twice the snarl as this 
puny trickle.”  He laughs and spits into the brush.  “I made Inkspot Tom pay me double 
after I realized I had to cross back to get my money.” 
 “You’re an uncommon specimen,” says Dr. Honeyman dryly.  “Most mortals 
would be sucked under and ground to meal.” 
 “Did you see him leap over that raft?  Like an arda!  I’d put a fistful of LiBale’s 
gold on him making it across.” 
 The doctor shakes his head, unconvinced.  An hour later they camp at the foot of 
an ancient heartsblood tree, whose dense canopy provides good shelter from the rain that 
starts to fall during the night.  By midmorning the next day the clouds have all burned 
away and a tropical heat again descends on the forest.  Shiny green cicadas hang on the 
trees like thousands of unripe pine cones, their oscillating drone drowning out all other 
sound.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman slog doggedly ahead, drenched in sweat, their 
heads enveloped in clouds of gnats so thick and relentless that neither man even bothers 
trying to swat them away. 
 Cresting a gentle rise beside the river, whose flashing waters are just visible 
between the trees, they start down towards a deep broad-bottomed hollow.  Almost 
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simultaneously, they both point out a low rounded hut hidden between a trio of oaks, 
wisps of nearly colorless smoke trickling from a hole in its roof. 
 “Mmm,” says Pennathorne, snuffling at the air.  “Somebody’s making good in the 
kitchen.”  They descend into the cool shadows at the bottom of the hollow, circling 
around the little hut until they discover a low door.  A tuneless whistling starts up inside, 
and Pennathorne grins, musing, “Maybe they’d let us bed down under their roof tonight.  
It would be nice to have a break from these damned bloodthirsty flies.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shrugs noncommittally.  “Or we could just continue on our way, 
like we should have done at the Redoubt of Arcant Haliors.” 
 Their debate is cut short by a shout from beyond the thatched hovel.  “You there!  
What’s your business!”  On the other side of the hollow a man has emerged from a stand 
of smooth-barked saplings, a longbow in one hand and the trussed carcass of a good-
sized muntjac in the other. 
 Pennathorne raises his four-fingered hand in greeting.  “We mean no harm, friend.  
Just a couple of travelers, shipwrecked two weeks ago on our way to Bayside Wells.”  He 
swats at the cloud of gnats around his head.  “This is your humble home, I take it?” 
 “Ours,” comes another voice from the low doorway.  “You’ll have to forgive 
Dannick; we don’t get many guests out this way.”  The speaker ducks out of the hut and 
emerges into view, revealing himself to be a man of average build, dressed in leather and 
roughspun, his close-cropped hair and beard more gray than black.  “My name’s Roystin.  
You say you were shipwrecked?” 
 “Beset by pirates, as a matter of fact,” replies Pennathorne.  “All while Old 
Harald threw as bad a fit as I’ve ever seen.  We managed to get away in the ship’s launch 
before finally landing just beyond Greentooth.” 
 “You got past the Haliorites?” asks Dannick, who’s come down into the hollow to 
take up a position a few feet away, eyeing Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman warily.  He’s 
slightly taller than his companion Roystin, and somewhat younger, with long straw-
yellow hair and a stubbly beard so blonde that it appears almost colorless.  “You’re either 
tough as an old boot or lying about something.” 
 “Dannick!”  Roystin shoots him a reproachful glare, then points at the carcass 
hanging from his hand.  “Get that skinned and butchered so I can put it in the stew.” 
 Dannick sucks his teeth and scowls at Roystin for a long minute, before finally 
hefting the muntjac and starting off towards the other side of the hut.  Pausing in front of 
Pennathorne and the doctor, he says, “He’s not my father, just so you know,” then tromps 
out of sight. 
 Roystin watches him go and shakes his head.  “He didn’t want me to light the fire.  
He said the smoke would just draw attention to us.” 
 “We didn’t even notice your little homestead until we’d come over the ridge,” 
Pennathorne tells him.  “It’s well hidden here among the trees.  I’d be surprised if 
anybody found you except by accident, as we did.” 
 “Let’s hope you’re right,” says Roystin.  “These are dangerous times, between the 
berryheads and the Haliorites and the feuding Baronies.”  He fixes the two men with a 
searching look.  “So, friends, now that I’ve done you the courtesy of an introduction, 
maybe you’d  like to do the same?” 
 “Young Pennathorne, and this is Dr. Melvinus Honeyman.” 
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 “Pennathorne?”  Roystin blinks in surprise.  “Captain Pennathorne, of the Ruby 
Crown Dragoons?” 
 “Once upon a time,” Pennathorne replies.  “Back before I decided I’d had a 
bellyful of military life.” 
 “I was in the Sapphire Crest,” says Roystin, “under Manbert.” 
 Pennathorne snorts.  “Manbert was an shit-brained naffin, worse even than 
Commander Alivandes.  I remember breaking his nose once, though I can’t quite 
remember why.” 
 “You were both roaring drunk,” says Dr. Honeyman. 
 Roystin nods, a smile creasing his face.  “That was a real treat, seeing him 
goggled with bruises, bloody cotton stuffed in his beak.  He’d become a right bastard by 
then, like Alivandes and the rest of them.  Honestly, we weren’t too terribly grieved when 
he was blown up at Bloody Hill, though we still made the Bullheads pay for the doing of 
it.” 
 “If they hadn’t done it, I would’ve,” remarks Pennathorne.  “So what finds you 
secluded out here in the back country, with a fellow who’s not your son?” 
 Roystin’s smile fades.  “Why don’t you come in and share a bowl with us?” he 
offers.  “It’s been an age since I’ve talked to anyone from the Expedition.” 
 “Much appreciated,” says Pennathorne, summarily dismounting from his elk.  
“Maybe we could impose on you to let us pass the night under your roof?  The bugs 
hereabouts are pissing dreadful.” 
 “It’d be an honor,” says Roystin, his smile returning.  He leads them around to the 
left side of the little hut, where they tether the elk among a stand of orange-blossomed 
firebush.  Returning to the front of the hut, they meet Dannick coming around from the 
other side, a bowl of freshly butchered muntjac held between his hands.  He glowers 
suspiciously at Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman as they duck through the low door. 
 The interior of the hut is surprisingly roomy, and even Dr. Honeyman is able to 
stand upright without difficulty.  A big-bellied iron pot hangs above a small firepit dug 
into the dirt floor, and a toothsome aroma filling the air.  Stomachs growling, 
Pennathorne and the doctor lick their lips and wipe the sweat from their brows. 
 Roystin invites his guests to seat themselves atop a pair of logs upturned for 
stools, then takes the bowl of meat and scoops its contents into the stewpot.  Dannick 
turns and sits with his back against the wall, chewing the inside of his lip and eyeing the 
other three men in turn.  “Ah, yes,” says Roystin, as he inhales the steam rising from the 
pot.  “That little springer was just what we needed. 
 Eyeing the stew hungrily, Pennathorne nods. “Aye, indeed.  A far cry from the 
tack we had on the Expedition, eh?  Five months of hardcake followed by five months of 
roots and grubs.  I couldn’t believe how little game there was to be had, even in those 
desolate crags.” 
 “The Bullheads tried as hard as they could to hunt out the countryside ahead of 
us,” says Roystin.  “Borelium wanted to starve us to death before we’d even got out of 
the Steeps.” 
 Dannick thrusts his chin at the men perched on the logs across from him.  “You 
two were in the war with Roy?” 
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 “This is Young Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman,” says Roystin.  “They helped to 
break the siege of Damszalliane.  Pennathorne was a Captain in the Embler Valley 
Expeditionary Force.  They’re heroes.” 
 Dannick smirks.  “Old comrades, hmm?  This is funny.” 
 “Funny?”  Pennathorne frowns in puzzlement. 
 “You said you were on your way to Bayside Wells when you were shipwrecked,” 
interjects Roystin, shooting Dannick a black look.  “If you intend on following the 
Sutherling Rush north, you should know that the way is cursed, beset by devils.” 
 Dr. Honeyman raises his slender black brows in an expression of placid 
incredulity.  “Oh, yes?” 
 “It can’t be any worse than what we’ve already come through,” remarks 
Pennathorne. 
 “He’s not blowing smoke,” says Dannick.  “An evil spell’s been laid over the 
town of Ferncliff, at the headwaters of the river.  People gone missing, monsters sighted 
in the fields.”  He scrubs his knuckles against the colorless stubble on his chin.  “Most 
people think it’s the Bullheads doing, since they murdered the mayor a couple of months 
ago.” 
 Dr. Honeyman, frowning, holds up a hand to interrupt.  “Urkadians murdered the 
mayor of Ferncliff?” 
 Dannick nods.  “Stuck one of their big bone-handled knives through his neck.” 
 “What would the Urks even be doing out here?” wonders Pennathorne. 
 “That’s always been my question, too,” says Roystin.  “I don’t think it was the 
Bullheads what laid the curse on Ferncliff, but I’ll bet they’re looking for whoever did.  
They’re as obsessed with magic as they are with fighting, and the horror that’s befallen 
Ferncliff would make an awful weapon indeed.  Somehow, in the course of sniffing 
around Ferncliff, they crossed paths with Mayor Gunridge, and murder was the result.” 
 The doctor cocks an eyebrow, asking, “How did you come by this information, 
pray tell?  I can’t imagine you get many visitors out this way.” 
 Roystin clears his throat and draws a ladle through the burbling stewpot.  “We 
both lived in Ferncliff until just recently, as a matter of fact.  Things turned very bad after 
the mayor was murdered.  A couple of fishermen disappeared, then a group of children 
playing off in the fields.  The hullam flocks would go out in the morning and not come 
back.  It got so no one would go beyond the inner field wall.”  He makes a gesture 
encompassing the hut and its contents.  “I thought this would be a better spot to bide our 
time while the problems in town sorted themselves out.” 
  “How did the two of you manage to escape?” Pennathorne inquires. 
 Roystin and Dannick exchange looks.  “Luck,” says Roystin.  “Our pack-deer 
panicked and broke loose as we were leaving the valley, a second before the devils 
appeared.  They went after it instead of us.” 
 “Devils,” Dr. Honeyman repeats skeptically. 
 Dannick nods.  “Like armored snakes, covered all over with long spines.  We 
didn’t spend much time trying to get a good look.” 
 “Why even risk leaving town in the first place?” asks Pennathorne. 
 Another look passes between Roystin and Dannick.  “A suffocating kind of dread 
had settled over the whole village,” says Roystin, “like everyone was just waiting for 
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their turn to die.  People started turning against each other.  Old feuds bubbled back to the 
surface.  Old suspicions.” 
 “Eyebrows raised over your unnatural affection, eh?” remarks Pennathorne.  
Roystin gives him a sudden anxious look, as though caught in the middle of some 
shameful act, but Pennathorne simply laughs and jabs a thumb into Dr. Honeyman’s ribs.  
“We’ve had such insinuations made about us as well, if you can believe it.  I’ve plowed a 
furrow across nearly every continent on Irsus, with lasses of every exotic description; I 
can’t imagine how arse-hungry I’d have to be to take a run at this gristly scrag.”  He 
guffaws and claps the doctor on the back.  “You’d best be glad I’m so devoted to the 
wenches, you perfumed mollycoddle.” 
 Dr. Honeyman adjusts his spectacles, remarking dryly, “You’re surely 
compensating for something, you whoremongering old goat.” 
 Roystin relaxes by a fraction.  “Obros Arnaldos said the curse was the 
townspeople’s fault, that our disobedience and dissolution had brought the Astral King’s 
wrath down on our heads.  That’s exactly what he said.  ‘Disobedience and dissolution.’  
People started blaming each other, making all sorts of wild accusations.” 
 Dr. Honeyman snorts contemptuously.  “Manipulation through religious hysteria.  
How grotesque.  I applaud you for escaping such a benighted place.  Especially 
considering the—ahem—devils that stood in your way.” 
 Dannick narrows his eyes at the doctor’s sarcastic tone.  “There are precious few 
sensible people in the world these days.” 
 “Aye, well, you’re right about that,” says Pennathorne.  “Those shitting mad 
Haliorites stand as a prime example.” 
 Roystin nods.  “Some swampie warlord came up out of the Riverman’s Belt about 
a year ago and declared himself ‘Defender of the Faith in Central Lewland’, or some such 
nonsense.  Built that butcher’s monument to Arcant Haliors and set himself to ridding the 
countryside of the enemies of Ebramism.  He’s been especially keen on routing out 
berryhead interlopers.  Supposedly he’s even recruited some of the local bandit gangs to 
his cause.” 
 “Robber Dogmilk can be scratched off that list,” Dr. Honeyman says offhandedly. 
 Roystin grunts, clearly impressed.  “Congratulations.  You did what three dozen 
Barons over twenty-five years never could.” 
 “Truth be told, we had very little to do with it,” admits Pennathorne.  “Most of the 
actual chop-work was done by a group of vicious sneaking Ojos.”  He glowers at the 
doctor from under his wooly brows, telling his hosts, “I’d advise you to keep your eyes 
open and your irons handy; those slithery lizards are liable to be creeping across the roof 
even as we speak.” 
 Dannick glances up at the smoke hole.  “You made it past the Haliorites and a 
band of berryhead raiders?” 
 “We’re hard men,” says Pennathorne, “who’ve earned Uhl’s blessings for all the 
souls we’ve sent to his tableside.  And I aim to send him a few more before my time’s 
done.”  He grins and claps his hands together.  “Now, tell me you’ve got a bottle of 
white-eye stowed in here somewhere.  I don’t care what it is; I’m desperate enough to 
drink curdled piss at the moment.” 
 Roystin fetches a stoppered crock from a trunk against the wall.  “Take care, it 
kicks like a colklaroon.” 
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 Pennathorne accepts the crock gratefully and takes a peremptory swig.  “Ha!” he 
barks, stomping one boot against the dirt floor and handing the crock to Dr. Honeyman.  
“Fair warning!”  The crock makes several circuits around the room before Roystin, 
grinning loosely, begins to scoop portions of the stew into wooden bowls. 
 Pennathorne takes one of the bowls and swallows a mouthful of its contents with 
obvious relish.  “Aye, indeed!” he exclaims, broth dribbling through his beard.  “Tasty as 
I’ve ever had.  I’d take you for my own, Roy, if I thought Melvin wouldn’t kill you out of 
jealousy.”  He barks with laughter and takes another swig from the crock of white-eye. 
 Dannick cocks an eyebrow as he examines their guests.  “So both of you were in 
the Expedition?” 
 “I was,” says Pennathorne, around a mouthful of stew.  “Melvin was in the Black 
Feathers.” 
 Roystin, seated on the floor near Dannick, stops mid-chew and fixes Dr. 
Honeyman with a searching gaze.  “I’ll have to keep both eyes on you from now on,” he 
remarks, his tone only half-joking. 
 “Black Feathers?” asks Dannick.  “I’ve never heard of them.” 
 “The Knights of the Ebony Plume,” Dr. Honeyman clarifies.  “We were sent 
ahead of the Expeditionary Force to reconnoiter.” 
 “Ah,” says Dannick.  “Spies.” 
 “And assassins,” mutters Roystin. 
 Dr. Honeyman purses his lips in irritation.  “The stories surrounding the Black 
Feathers are gross exaggerations at best and slanderous lies at worst.” 
 “Aye, it’s true,” says Pennathorne.  “The Black Feathers may be spies and 
assassins, but they definitely do not bugger their victims’ corpses, or cut bits off 
afterwards to devour in black magic rituals.  And their initiation rites certainly don’t 
involve deflowering virgins both human and animal.”  He raises his eyebrows and looks 
askance at the doctor, as though fearful of his corrupting influence 
 “Since most of their duties require secrecy and subterfuge,” Dr. Honeyman says 
curtly, “the Black Feathers have developed a certain negative reputation.”  He gives 
Roystin a pointed look over the top of his cracked spectacles, adding, “As with most 
prejudices, it’s wholly undeserved.” 
 Roystin nods in apology.  “No offense intended.  Here, have some more stew; 
there’s plenty still left in the pot.” 
 “No offense taken,” the doctor tells him.  “Pennathorne has said far worse to me 
on more occasions than I could count.” 
 Roystin leans forward to ladle more stew into his bowl.  “So how did the two of 
you manage get out of Urkadia and back down to Damszalliane?  Hardly anyone made it 
out after the disaster at Bloody Hill.” 
 “I headed west,” says Pennathorne, “along with about forty other survivors.  The 
Urks pursued us along the Oash River, whittling down our number by half, until we 
finally managed to lose them in the forestland between Gradia and Orgolon.  Soon after 
that we came across a train of prisoners being driven north towards the slave markets in 
Mars Arkus, escorted by three dozen guards.  What a fight that was!  Five bullet wounds 
and a bayonet hole in my side—as close to death as I’ve ever come—but we finally 
managed to drive the Urks off and free their captives.”  He reaches over and claps his 
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four-fingered hand against Dr. Honeyman’s shoulder.  “Imagine my surprise when I 
found Melvin locked inside an iron coffin.” 
 “Torqtorascul,” clarifies the doctor.  “‘Swallowing box.’  The Urkadians reserve 
it for their most troublesome prisoners.” 
 “So you’d been captured,” says Dannick. 
 “Ambushed,” replies the doctor, nodding, “in Spans Tebbex.  All the Black 
Feathers working inside Urkadia were either captured or killed just before Bloody Hill.”  
He purses his lips and scratches at his dense black beard.  “Someone betrayed us, there’s 
no doubt about that.” 
 “At any rate,” says Pennathorne, gulping down the last of his soup before 
belching explosively, “Melvin gathered up my bloody carcass and the two of us 
continued westward towards Hwnwzel.  Took us nearly four months to reach Scyrgallwn, 
and another week to convince the blasted Warden to let us inside.” 
 “The Gate of Clouds sounds like an amazing thing,” says Dannick.  “Doors a 
hundred feet high, made of solid gold, blocking the entire span of the Ethemwr Gap.” 
 “The doors are actually about fifty feet high,” says the doctor, “and made mostly 
of iron and wood, though their exteriors are covered in a layer of beaten gold.  They’re 
mounted inside an enormous rampart built across the narrowest portion of the Ethemwr.  
Still, an awe-inspiring sight.” 
 “I can’t believe the Hwns let you in,” says Roystin, “especially with a war going 
on just outside their door.” 
 Pennathorne grins and sips from the crock.  “Ah, but Melvin had a tidbit that the 
Cazer would’ve buggered his own mother to hear.” 
 “Before I was captured,” explains Dr. Honeyman, “the Black Feathers uncovered 
evidence that Borelium intended to breach the Gate of Clouds with explosives and invade 
Hwnwzel.  I managed to convince the Warden to hear me out.” 
 “I have to admit,” interjects Pennathorne, “the Oonies might be a nation of high-
handed licktwats but they treated us fair.  We spent a few days in Scyrgallwn talking to 
some government square-head, before the Warden—true to his word—had us escorted to 
Bynna and shipped across the Gulf of Bears to Molangres.” 
 “Just in time to break the siege of Damszalliane,” says Roystin. 
 “What about you?” asks the doctor.  “How did you escape the carnage at Bloody 
Hill?” 
 “I was part of the main retreat back towards the Embler River,” answers Roystin.  
“After that it was a two month dash back into Ostrov, chased the entire way by the 
Bullheads.  Racing past the graves we’d dug on the way in.”  Roystin sets his bowl aside 
and fetches the crock from beside Pennathorne’s boots.  “I was the only survivor out of 
my entire unit.  Captain Manbert, Renác, Alferd, Bill Butterloaf…all either dead or 
captured.”  He swallows a gulp of white-eye and sucks his teeth.  “I hardly got a scratch.  
Isn’t that funny?”  
 “You’d rather have been killed?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “An honorable end on 
war’s bloody field?” 
 Roystin begins to respond, then glances over at Dannick and claps his mouth shut.  
“No,” he says at last.  “No, I’m glad I lived.” 
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 “Aye, indeed,” says Pennathorne.  “Our turn on this rock is woefully short.  Best 
enjoy it while you can.”  He takes the crock back from Roystin and frowns unhappily as 
he weighs it in his hand. 
 Dannick jerks his thumb towards the wall.  “There’s another in the trunk.” 
 Within an hour, both crocks of white-eye have been consumed and the stewpot 
hangs empty.  All four men laze on the floor around the barely glowing firepit, dozing in 
the deepening shade of late afternoon.  For the first time in many days, Pennathorne and 
Dr. Honeyman sleep soundly, bellies full, stupefied by Roystin’s liquor.  Their dreams 
are peaceful, untroubled for the moment by any memory of war. 
 
 Early the next morning, gathered by the stand of firebush where the elk are 
happily breakfasting on its orange blossoms, the four men part as friends.  Lifting up the 
oilskin covering LiBale’s money chest, Pennathorne digs out a fistful of heavy gold 
marks and presses it into Roystin’s hand.  “For food and lodging,” he says, swinging 
himself up into his saddle.  “Keep your eyes out for those slithery Ojos.  With any luck, 
they won’t come this way.” 
 Roystin nods.  “I’ll keep both rifles loaded.” 
 “And no more fires,” vows Dannick, in a tone that will brook no argument. 
 Dr. Honeyman, already mounted, adjusts his spectacles. “Remember the name 
Ular Ketferíj.  It may offer you some protection.”  He makes them repeat it a few times, 
then turns his mount towards the far side of the hollow.  Pennathorne follows after him, 
while Roystin and Dannick call out their farewells from beside their well-hidden refuge.  
Up out of the hollow’s cool shadowy depths, Pennathorne and the doctor emerge into the 
first bright rays of dawn trickling down through the treetops.  The plump green cicadas 
are stirring among the leaves, already tuning up for the day’s droning serenade. 
 Pennathorne tugs at his beard, which has grown wild and thick as the snarled 
undergrowth around them.  “So what do you make of the Urks sniffing around this town 
of Ferncliff?” 
 “Hard to say,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, considering.  “We might as well try to find 
out what’s caught their attention while we’re here.  Ferncliff sits at the headwaters of the 
Sutherling Rush; it would be the natural place to stop and resupply on our way to Bayside 
Wells anyway.” 
 “A fine idea,” says Pennathorne.  “The ammunition needs replenishing, as does 
our supply of intoxicants.”  He grins wolfishly.  “Perhaps I can even persuade some 
moon-faced young bonny to let me warm her bed for a while.” 
 “I have no doubt.” 
 They make steady progress throughout the day, despite the increasingly rugged 
terrain and the rising heat.  Off to the left, the Sutherling Rush, invisible from their 
vantage point, declares its presence with a constant quiet roar.  Raucous bird calls 
punctuate the cicada drone, along with the chattering of plethneria and the occasional 
faint yawl from a wildcat hunting far off in the distance.  They continue roughly 
northwards, the ground rising up steeply, then falling away into narrow wooded gullies, 
and then rising again. 
 Two days later, the terrain abruptly opens up and Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman 
find themselves standing at the mouth of a great bowl-shaped valley, its steep walls 
cloaked in trees, a vast lake occupying its western half.  This, then, is the source of the 
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Sutherling Rush, whose waters taper off from the lake’s nearest edge and tumble away 
into the rugged country to the south.  On the eastern side of the valley lies a stretch of 
verdant grassland, dotted here and there with copses of trees. 
 “That must be Ferncliff,” says Pennathorne, squinting into the distance where a 
modest-sized village sits clustered along the northwestern shore of the lake.  Urging their 
mounts forward, he and the doctor begin to pick their way down to the floor of the valley. 
 Near the bottom of the slope they discover an overgrown path edged with blocks 
of stone, meandering through the fields on its way towards the distant village.  A strange 
stillness hangs in the air; the only sounds are the river racing away through the mouth of 
the valley and the rustling of the grass against the elks’ bellies.  There are no birds 
singing, no frogs calling on the lakeshore.  Even the insects have gone mute. 
 The two men proceed at a measured pace, keeping their hands near their weapons, 
each of them acutely aware of the conspicuous silence.  The elk toss their heads and 
chatter uneasily. 
 “Roystin and Dannick were right,” says Dr. Honeyman, his voice sounding 
unnaturally loud.  “When I passed this way twenty years ago, the hullam flocks were 
thick in these fields.  I don’t even see any boats on the lake.” 
 “There’s a derelict off the shore up ahead,” says Pennathorne, shading his eyes 
with his hand.  “A real monster.  Turned arse-up on a submerged rock, it looks like.” 
 Scanning the surrounding terrain, the doctor makes no response.  The tread of the 
elk, their anxious chuffing, the jangle of the weapons and packs—all resonate with 
jarring clarity in the unnatural quiet.  The path becomes somewhat less overgrown as they 
proceed, until they’re eventually passing along a wide weedy trail between high walls of 
grass. 
 A sudden rustling in the grass off to their left sends both men reaching 
instinctively for their guns, and they rein their mounts to a halt just as a rabbit breaks into 
view a dozen feet ahead of them.  It flashes away in the blink of an eye, a trail of swaying 
stalks marking its escape through the high grass on their right, every indication 
suggesting an animal in blind fear.  Indeed, even before the grass has stopped swaying in 
its wake, the cause of the rabbit’s terror creeps onto the path, a creature of such grotesque 
and alien proportions that both men recoil in their saddles.  Thick as a man’s arm, it looks 
something like an enormous millipede, with two rows of spindly spiderleg appendages 
protruding from its glossy brown back.  Each of these probes the ground and foliage 
around it, presumably tracking the course of its prey, since no other sort of sensory organ 
is apparent along its monstrous body, which trails away into the underbrush. 
 The elk are near to panic, tossing their antlers and edging backwards along the 
path.  The spidery appendages on the creature’s right side strain towards them and then, 
with surprising speed, it turns and begins crawling in their direction.  Pennathorne 
grimaces with revulsion and draws one of his pistols, blasting the creature’s blind blunt 
head to smithereens.  A shudder runs along its segmented body, spiderlegs flexing 
convulsively, and it retreats backwards into the undergrowth, trailing a foul green 
muculence. 
 A stretch of ominous silence passes which does little to calm the elk’s jangled 
nerves.  Then, further rustlings from the grass on their left and four more of the of the 
millipede creatures emerge onto the path.  The elk shriek and rear up as the blasphemous 
things snake unerringly towards them, both men struggling to keep the terrified beasts 
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under control.  Pennathorne manages to holster his spent pistol and draw its mate, 
blowing one of the creatures nearly in half with a well-placed shot.  The other three 
continue on inexorably, even as five more appear out of the underbrush. 
 “Follow the rabbit!” bellows Pennathorne, hauling his mount around and driving 
it into the grass.  Dr. Honeyman digs heels into his own mount just as one of the monsters 
reaches it, scrabbling up its right hind leg in the blink of an eye.  The elk springs forward, 
dragging the atrocious thing behind it, spiderlegs clutching at buff-colored fur.  In one 
smooth movement the doctor draws his sword, turns in the saddle, and separates the first 
yard of the creature from the rest of its body. 
 The elk stumbles ahead on three legs, kicking the fourth wildly as it tries to 
dislodge the clinging remainder of the millipede-thing.  A moment later the poor beast 
collapses altogether, disappearing into the tall grass like it had fallen into a hole.  Dr. 
Honeyman manages to tumble clear of its body, which thrashes about for a brief moment 
before stiffening in death, its eyes already fixed and staring. 
 Springing to his feet, the doctor brandishes his sword as he searches the grass 
around him.  The millipede creatures are already closing in, some following the trampled 
track of the dead elk, some scurrying around to come at him from the sides.  
“Pennathorne!”  Dr. Honeyman’s tone is more annoyed than fearful, but he does cast a 
quick glance over his shoulder, searching for any sign of his companion.  He whirls, 
carving a swath in the grass behind him.  The severed end of one of the creatures flops 
down among the stalks, even as half a dozen more slither out from the surrounding 
underbrush. 
 The doctor’s sword sings around him, streaking the air with green slime.  
Chitinous appendages scuttle against one of his boots; he yanks it free and shatters the 
offending creature’s back with its heavy square heel.  Slashing left and right, he does his 
best to beat back the monsters as they edge in towards him, but he might as well be 
fighting the sea.  Something brushes his hair and he turns to find one of the millipede-
things supported on a slender sapling, spidery legs reaching towards his face.  A split 
second later it flies apart in a burst of shell and slime, Pennathorne appearing through the 
grass with a snub-nosed pistol smoking in his fist.  Dr. Honeyman gets a hand on 
Pennathorne’s saddle as his elk charges past, drawing his boots up off the ground as they 
follow a course roughly parallel to the stone-edged pathway. 
 For a moment it looks as though the unbalanced beast might topple over, until  
Pennathorne reaches down and hauls Dr. Honeyman up by his belt.  Re-stabilized and 
spurred on by its barely contained panic, the elk rapidly gains speed.  It careens back onto 
the path, slowing down just long enough for the doctor to sheathe his sword and actually 
sit upright behind the saddle, before resuming its breakneck flight.  A glance behind 
shows a muddle of dark cables squirming across the path, a sight which quickly vanishes 
as they put some distance between themselves and the millipede creatures. 
 “Go back!” shouts Dr. Honeyman, one hand clenched around Pennathorne’s 
waist, the other keeping hold of his spectacles.  “My pack was on that elk!” 
 “Whatever’s lost can be replaced!” bellows Pennathorne in reply, the wind 
mashing his hair and beard back against his skull. 
 “My book, dammit!  Zein Erstlinker!” 
 Pennathorne hunkers down and spurs the elk on faster, paying no attention to the 
doctor’s commands to stop.  After a few minutes the surrounding terrain opens up, the 
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grasses showing signs of recent mowing, and ahead of them they can make out a low 
stone wall.  A group of men are at work strengthening this modest fortification, and they 
call out in surprise as the elk and its two riders race past them, nearly colliding head on 
with a dray loaded with mortar and flagstones. 
 In a moment Pennathorne and the doctor are confronted by a half-dozen 
suspicious faces, while the cart driver struggles to soothe his agitated orothine.  The 
hulking beast swings its broad beady-eyed head from side to side, thrumming unhappily 
and jabbing at the air with the stubs of its sawn-off tusks.  Great patches of its shaggy 
brown fur have molted in the heat, revealing velvety blonde hide underneath. 
 “Blood and fire!” Pennathorne roars furiously, glowering at the men standing 
along the path.  “Why hasn’t someone dealt with the ghastly pissing vermin you have in 
these parts?” 
 The men murmur anxiously to each other and gaze off into the fields with looks 
of consternation.  “You’re not the avrocite from Polit Katrine, are you?” asks a 
mustachioed fellow, stripped to the waist and streaming sweat.  It’s less a question than a 
statement of fact, for no one could possibly confuse the bedraggled pair and their wild-
eyed mount with an official envoy of the Sacradex Armrophere. 
 “Uhl strike me dead if I am,” spits Pennathorne, yanking on the reins as the elk 
continues to pace in agitation.  “Is he coming to deal with your infestation?” 
 “Arcants willing,” the man replies.  “We sent a rider out near a month ago, 
begging for help against this curse that’s fallen on us.” 
 “How close are they?” asks another man, standing near the wall.  He drops the 
block of stone he’s carrying and edges towards the road.  “The monsters—how close are 
they?” 
 “I couldn’t say when we lost them exactly,” admits Pennathorne.  “We’ve 
probably come a mile or two, at least, from where we first ran across them.” 
 “What’s happened here?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Where did those creatures come 
from?” 
 A pinch-faced man steps forward to jab a finger at the doctor.  “And just who are 
the two of you?  So full of questions and riding like newlyweds on the same mount.” 
 “Young Pennathorne and Dr. Melvinus Honeyman,” says Pennathorne.  “On our 
way to Bayside Wells before we were shipwrecked far south of here.” 
 “Pennathorne and Honeyman?” asks the pinch-faced man.  “The war heroes?” 
 Pennathorne shrugs.  “Depends on which side you were on.” 
 The workers murmur among themselves, regarding Pennathorne and the doctor 
with expressions at once hopeful and calculating.  “You’d best see the Baron,” says the 
mustachioed man after a moment.  “He can answer your questions.”  He waves over a 
burly youth standing near the wall.  “Garred, take them to Owlberk Hall.” 
 The boy hesitates, scratching at the sparse red beard covering his chin.  “What if 
the Baron’s…indisposed?” 
 “Then take them to see Arnaldos.  Just get going.  These two both look like they 
could use what little comfort we can offer.” 
 Garred drops his hand and starts forward, muttering for Pennathorne and the 
doctor to follow him.  Dr. Honeyman swings himself down off the elk, while 
Pennathorne follows along at a leisurely pace beside him, the elk having regained its 
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tenuous calm.  The workers converse to each other in low voices as they go, until the 
mustachioed fellow grunts at them back to their task along the wall. 
 As they follow behind their unspeaking guide, Dr. Honeyman draws close to the 
elk and says to Pennathorne in a low voice, “LiBale’s map was in my pack; we have to 
go back for it.” 
 “Let me have a bite to eat and a swallow of white-eye,” Pennathorne replies just 
as quietly, “then we’ll go fetch it.  I don’t imagine those bugs will have much use for it in 
the meantime.” 
 Dr. Honeyman falls silent, staring absently at the road ahead of them.  “Roystin 
and Dannick weren’t exaggerating,” he murmurs.  “I can’t tell you how surprised I am.” 
 They continue onwards, both of them silently contemplating a return to the 
infested grasslands and wondering if their luck will carry them through a second 
confrontation with the millipede-things.  On either side of the path they can see flocks of 
tall fat-bodied birds, each at least seven feet tall and covered in fine wheat-colored 
feathers, like strutting haystacks.  They’re tended by small groups of heavily armed 
herdsman, who pause to watch the trio pass by with curious looks on their faces. 
 “The creatures haven’t come down this far, I take it,” observes Dr. Honeyman. 
 Garred ties his long red hair back with a length of black ribbon.  “Not yet.” 
 “Who’s this Baron of yours?” asks Pennathorne.  “What Court are we in?” 
 “Hanged Rogues,” Garred replies.  “Administered by Baron Markum 
Motherspaw.” 
 “Does the Baron usually abide in Ferncliff?” inquires Dr. Honeyman.  “Seems 
like a fairly isolated place to make one’s high seat.” 
 Garred sucks his teeth and casts a sidelong glance at the doctor, but says nothing. 
 “Our arrival looks to be drawing some attention,” observes Pennathorne, nodding 
towards the crowd that’s started to gather at the edge of town. 
 “You’re the first people to make it through by the south road in weeks,” Garred 
explains.  “They probably think you’re the avrocite from Polit Katrine.” 
 “I’d have thought he’d be here by now,” remarks Pennathorne.  “It’s a trip that 
shouldn’t take more than four weeks, especially if you went by river on the outgoing 
leg.” 
 “They left on deerback,” says Garred.  “The lake’s as infested as the land.” 
 A few minutes later the three of them arrive at the outskirts of Ferncliff proper.  
The crowd keeps its distance, muttering and anxious.  Squat wooden buildings line the 
road into town, their conical thatched roofs festooned with prayer flags, inquisitive faces 
pressed against the insides of their windows.  Off to the left Pennathorne and the doctor 
catch glimpses of a lakefront crowded with boats. 
 Eventually they arrive at a modest armrophere near the center of town, standing 
by itself on a square of grassy turf.  Forgoing the lavish embellishments of most Sacradex 
temples, its low dome, topped by a squat chimney, is covered in smooth crimson-colored 
plaster, decorated with Old Aurish prayers and ritual designs.  Like all armropheres, its 
doorway—the so-called Solar Gate—opens to the east, its projecting edge, rubbed with 
gold dust and sacramental blood, flaring outwards like the mouth of a trumpet.  The 
ground surrounding it bristles with offertory spears, each one bearing impaled sacrifices 
of gourds and fruit and loaves of bread, melons and bundles of herbs and cuts of meat, 
these latter, unlike the ones hung on the grisly walls of the Redoubt of Arcant Haliors, 
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appearing to be wholly animal in origin.  Despite flowers in abundance and a haze of 
incense fumes, the stench of putrefaction is unmistakable. 
 Garred leads them past the armrophere towards a long double-roofed building, its 
eaves hung with a profusion of pennants:  spears and flaming crowns, vipers and beetles 
crushed beneath sabatons, swords clenched in severed hands.  “You can tie up there,” he 
says, motioning at a Y-shaped post near the corner of the building.  Pushing between a 
pair of flags that reach almost to the ground, he bangs on the front door with an open 
hand.  A minute passes while Dr. Honeyman secures the elk and Pennathorne 
surreptitiously reloads his pistols, but eventually the door opens and Garred has a hushed 
exchange with someone inside.  He turns and starts back the way he came, nodding 
wordlessly at Pennathorne and the doctor as he passes. 
 In the open doorway stands a middle-aged man dressed in the robes of a Sacradex 
priest, red velvet embellished with cloth-of-gold.  An enormous starburst medallion 
hangs around his neck and he supports a ceremonial spear, its broad gilt blade fashioned 
into an undulating flame, in his right hand. 
 Pennathorne cocks an eyebrow and frowns quizzically.  “You’re the Baron?” 
 The man smiles and shakes his head.  “Obros Arnaldos,” he says, touching his 
amulet and forehead in turn.  His hair has been shaved down to coarse dark stubble and a 
thick waxy ring of scar tissue encircles the top of his head.  “And you’re the heroes 
Pennathorne and Honeyman, or so I’ve been told.  Please, come in.” 
 They’re ushered into a large room appointed in simple well-made furniture, its 
walls hung with weapons and tapestries and more ubiquitous flags.  A pair of closed 
doors lead through the wall across from them.  The windows are all shuttered, leaving the 
room in almost total darkness, save for a row of candles flickering along the stone 
mantel.  The atmosphere is stifling. 
 “Forgive the inhospitable surroundings,” says Arnaldos.  “The Baron’s condition 
makes him particularly sensitive to both light and cold.” 
 “Just what is the Baron’s condition?” asks Pennathorne, as he wrings sweat out of 
his beard. 
 The obros purses his lips.  “Weakness of character.” 
 “I’d have guessed whitestar addiction,” says Dr. Honeyman, adjusting his cracked 
spectacles. 
 “Ah,” says Arnaldos, “I forget that you are a physician.” 
 The doctor waves a hand dismissively.  “It’s a diagnosis based less on medical 
expertise and more on personal experience.  I myself spent nearly two years ‘in the milk’, 
as the saying goes.” 
 Arnaldos raises his eyebrows in exaggerated surprise, then smiles beatifically.  
“Ah, well, the flesh is weak and easily bent.  Praise to the Astral King for lifting your 
affliction.” 
 “I assure you,” says Dr. Honeyman, “it had less to do with the Astral King and 
more to do with my own strength of will.” 
 “And me keeping you under lock and key for two weeks,” adds Pennathorne. 
 Arnaldos makes a chiding gesture.  “A man ought not to spit at the sun, sir 
doctor,” he says.  “Otherwise you’ll end up right back ‘in the milk’ with the Baron.” 
 Dr. Honeyman’s normally placid demeanor falters.  “It’s the groveling servility of 
the Ebramites that most appalls me,” he says with uncommon irritation.  “Indoctrinated to 
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believe in their own insignificance.  Why so many embrace such nonsense—and so 
willingly—is beyond my understanding.” 
 Arnaldos’ face darkens.  “War hero or no, blasphemy will still get a man executed 
in this country, sir doctor.” 
 “Bold talk for a fellow in a dress,” growls Pennathorne.  “Especially with us 
armed to the teeth and you with nothing but that fancy fruit-picker.” 
 Before the situation can escalate, there’s a sudden disturbance from somewhere in 
the back of the house, a commotion of crashing and incoherent cursing.  Arnaldos steps 
aside as the leftmost door comes flying open and a gaunt wild-eyed figure storms into the 
room. 
 “Arnaldos!”  Baron Motherspaw—for surely it must be him—seems at once 
furious and disoriented, like a man suddenly roused from a violent dream.  “Imagine my 
surprise,” he rasps, squinting against the candles’ feeble glow.  “Imagine my 
surprise…when I awoke to find my medicine chest missing!”  Despite the appearance of 
having been slept in for several days, his clothes are expensive and finely tailored:  a 
custard yellow shirt dripping with alabaster lace, and coffee-colored breeches tucked into 
knee-high boots. 
 “Let your soul be as steel forged in the fire of suffering,” says Arnaldos, raising a 
palm at the disheveled figure.  “Where others melt, yours grows ever in strength and 
purity.” 
 The Baron lunges forward and grabs the heavy braided chain around Arnaldos’ 
neck.  “Don’t presume!” he hisses, shaking a finger in the startled obros’ face.  “Don’t 
presume…to stand higher than you are…”  The words get away from him until he’s left 
quivering in mute fury. 
 Arnaldos quickly regains his composure.  “Your medicine chest stands on the 
table there,” he says, pointedly wrenching his medallion from the Baron’s grasp and 
gesturing towards a shadowy corner.  “Just where you left it.”  Without waiting for a 
response, he motions at the two visitors waiting inside the door.  “These gentlemen are 
here to see you, Your Eminence.  Dr. Melvinus Honeyman and Young Pennathorne, 
whose courage against the Urkadians has become the stuff of legend.” 
 The Baron turns to regard the pair through bleary eyes, murmuring “Pennathorne 
and Honeyman” over and over again.  Finally, he rubs a hand over his sallow unshaven 
face and dismisses the obros with a wave.  “Get out, Arnaldos.” 
 The obros hesitates, then gives a shallow bow.  “I shall return to my duties at the 
armrophere; it’s nearly time for the Litany of the Waning Sphere.”  He turns to regard 
Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman with a hard stare, saying, “Know that the avrocite, when 
he arrives, won’t hesitate to flay you both alive for your blasphemies.  Pray that you 
might still serve as tools of the Astral King and earn whatever mercy you may.”  Then 
he’s gone, swallowed by a flash of sunlight as the door quickly opens and closes. 
 “Pardon the outburst,” says Baron Motherspaw, smoothing his lank brown hair 
and bowing slightly.  “I suffer from a nervous agitation…and only the most…potent 
calmatives...”  He trails off as he turns and totters over to the medicine chest, a lacquered 
wooden box perched atop a small octagonal game table. 
 “Where’s the mayor?” asks Dr. Honeyman, curious to see how the Baron’s 
response compares to Roystin’s version of events in Ferncliff.  “This is his house, or so 
I’d guess from the heraldry on the walls.” 
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 The Baron doesn’t answer for a long minute, occupied as he is with taking an 
inventory of each of the medicine chest’s numerous drawers and compartments.  “Off 
riding a raven,” he murmurs at last.  “Off riding a raven…into the Fourth Kingdom…” 
 “Dead, then,” says the doctor.  “Is that what brought you here?” 
 This time the Baron makes no response at all.  From one of the chest’s 
compartments he produces a short ivory baton and a small vessel made of a translucent 
crystalline material.  From another comes a tiny glass vial, corked and sealed with wax, 
which the Baron attempts to open with increasing aggravation.  He finally wrenches the 
cork out with his teeth and pours the vial’s contents into the crystal cup, then does the 
same again with a second vial.  A moment’s stirring with the baton turns the liquid milky 
white, and the Baron drains it in a single greedy gulp.  He gasps, nearly swooning, then 
claps a hand over his nose and mouth like a man trying desperately not to vomit. 
 “I’ve rarely seen someone take such a dose,” remarks Dr. Honeyman.  “Your 
constitution must be heroic.” 
 “The first upon waking is necessarily the largest,” croaks the Baron once the fit 
has subsided.  “The night stretches on and on and on and on and on.  By morning my 
condition has reached a terrible crescendo.”  He blinks his brimming eyes, and wipes his 
face with a lacey sleeve. 
 “How long have you been taking whitestar?” asks the doctor. 
 “Six months?  Six years?  I can’t remember anymore.”  The Baron sniffs and 
draws himself up, straightening and restraightening his disarrayed clothes.  “I can’t even 
remember why I started now, if I ever had a reason.”  He gets lost for a minute arranging 
the profusion of lace on the front of his shirt, then shakes himself and looks around as 
though seeing the room and its occupants for the first time.  “I know the two of you,” he 
says abruptly.  “You broke the siege at Damszalliane.  You sabotaged the Urkadian 
cannon and assassinated the butcher Vax Lono.” 
 “We owed him for Bloody Hill,” Pennathorne says simply. 
 The Baron gives a wet hacking cough and spits towards the ashes in the fireplace.  
“I was in the city during the siege.  Trapped for eight months at the University, eventually 
eating leather and dog meat and what rats could be caught.”  He begins shivering 
violently, unable even to speak, and finally claws a tapestry down off the wall to wrap 
around himself.  Once the fit has passed, he heaves a deep lingering sigh.  “So…after all 
these years…thank you.  You saved me…to become the superlative specimen you see 
here before you here.”  For the first time since his sudden arrival, Baron Motherspaw 
seems to relax.  Wrapped in the tapestry, he slouches over to a carved wooden chair by 
one of the shuttered windows and collapses into it with a contented sigh. 
 Outside, a low booming horn blast erupts from the armrophere, rattling the vials 
in the Baron’s medicine chest.  Another follows just after it, and then another, until nine 
in all have thundered across the valley.  The scent of ginger and pine seeps through the 
Hall’s shuttered windows as orange smoke begins pouring from the armrophere’s 
chimney. 
 When the Litany of the Waning Sphere is complete, Pennathorne pushes a strip of 
sweat-drenched hair off his forehead and asks, “So what’s going on here?  What 
happened to the mayor?  Where on Irsus did that fearsome swarm come from?”  
Narrowing his eyes, he jabs a threatening finger at the Baron.  “And make your answers 
to the point, you addled honey-sucker.  I’d like to limit my time in this stifling hole.” 
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 The Baron, gazing emptily into the middle distance, draws the tapestry more 
tightly around himself.  “I was third in line to inherit the title, you know.  The least 
likely…the least suited.  Then both of my brothers were killed in Arthestria and my father 
burned to death with fever.” 
 “The point, man!” barks Pennathorne, wiping his four-fingered hand over his face 
and slinging sweat onto the floor.  “Get to the point!” 
 “The point…requires certain facts to be told…certain explanations made...”  The 
Baron starts to trail off again, but shakes himself and hunches still deeper into the 
tapestry.  “I’m going to be perfectly frank, gentlemen.  Expect no obfuscation, no 
prevarication.  Only the truth…however unflattering it may be.  What difference does it 
make to me now?”  He giggles for a second, before lapsing into a brief fit of coughing.  
“Keep in mind, I have nothing in particular against the berryheads.  But then they come 
creeping across the Riverman’s Belt…raiding the farms…slaughtering the flocks…”  He 
blinks and shakes himself again.  “Five months ago they murdered a family in Greenside.  
Sir and madam and all four of their brood.  Grandparents, a spinster aunt, all the cats and 
dogs.  That was the last straw.  The Sweethaven League was enraged, ready to raise an 
army and drown the Southlands in berryhead blood.” 
 “And risk war with Punjir,” says Dr. Honeyman, “whose people look on the 
Ojgodirans as kinsmen.” 
 The Baron makes a lazily dismissive gesture.  “Cooperation is short-lived.  The 
League members were soon enough back to arguing with each other, quibbling over how 
many of their own mercenaries to send.  Threats of bloodshed and…threats of 
bloodshed…” 
 Pennathorne makes a strangling noise and stomps furiously on the floor with his 
trail-worn boots.  “What does this have to do with the dead mayor or those damned 
bugs?!” 
 “The point requires certain establishments…certain details…that must be 
established…”  Baron Motherspaw blinks strenuously, then actually reaches up and holds 
his eyes open with his fingertips.  “I can never be sure of what I’m looking at.  How can 
anyone ever trust what they see?”  He gives a pathetic whimper, his eyeballs swiveling 
this way and that in their stretched sockets. 
 “Melvin,” Pennathorne growls ominously, sweat coursing down his face, “if I’m 
overcome, promise me you’ll kill this jabbering naffin.” 
 The Baron harrumphs in irritation and wags a bony finger at Pennathorne.  “Forge 
your steel in the soul of suffering…”  He stares dreamily at his fingertip, then sighs and 
draws his hands back under the tapestry.  “A man named Redlock approached someone 
in the League—” 
 “Redlock?”  Dr. Honeyman interjects.  “Bersalard Redlock?” 
 The Baron nods loosely.  “An animal…a carnivore…” 
 “You know the man?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “He was a privateer during the war,” says Dr. Honeyman, “raiding Urkadian 
supply ships passing between the Isle of Bilaugh and northern Weiklant.  Some of what 
he seized went to his Lewlander patrons, the rest he sold right back to the Urkadians.  
After the war he spent time as a slaver, then as a dog-hunter for the Usperger Thanes.  
He’s a man utterly without scruples.” 
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 “Blood and profit, profit and blood,” murmurs Baron Motherspaw.  “He 
disappeared completely five or six years ago…presumed dead…then he came back 
claiming he’d been in Hepkkaram and Ingtar.”  The Baron shrugs.  “He said he’d found 
something…a weapon to be used against the berryheads.  The price was astronomical.”  
The Baron laughs bitterly.  “No matter.  The sum was raised and a plan laid…a plan was 
laid for the weapon’s use.  It would be taken down the Sutherling Rush and across the 
Riverman’s Belt…transported deep into the Fandéliss Plain…a knife in the belly of the 
Ojgodiran territory…” 
 “So what happened?” snaps Pennathorne in exasperation, when it becomes clear 
that the Baron has once again drifted off. 
 “Complications,” sighs the Baron.  “Inevitable, inescapable.  I won’t bore you 
with the details…”  He shivers, his stubbly cheeks sunken and pale, a slack unfocused 
grin on his face.  “I arrived here a little more than a month ago, just after the mayor was 
killed.  Ferncliff is part of my Court, after all…” 
 “How did he meet his end?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 The Baron gnashes his teeth.  “Redlock!  That animal!  Weeks ago he had a ship 
sent over from Ospodell’s Point—” 
 “A ship?” repeats Pennathorne, certain he’s misheard. 
 “A galley or a merchantman or…something.  Some big ocean-going vessel…with 
two-masts.  I wasn’t here…yet…when it arrived.  Arnaldos said they brought it down the 
northern road…mounted on a huge sledge.  Plopped it in the lake and started…refitting 
it…for its new…for its new environs.  Redlock sent his underlings ahead…to make sure 
everything was…progressing.”  He sighs and slumps back in his chair.  “A disagreement 
with the mayor turns bloody and I’m sent to mop it up.  The League speaks and I obey.  
Who am I to say no?  The puniest branch on a withering tree…” 
 “So it was Redlock’s men who killed the mayor?” asks Pennathorne in confusion.  
“Word is that the Urks did it.” 
 “A convenient rumor…not to be discouraged,” says the Baron, then suddenly 
looks uncertain.  “Or maybe it was the Bullheads…I can’t remember now…” 
 “So there are Urks lurking about, then?”  Pennathorne’s tone turns hopeful. 
 Baron Motherspaw shrugs.  “Who knows?  Probably.” 
 Dr. Honeyman looks perplexed, frowning behind his cracked spectacles.  “But 
why would Redlock’s men kill the mayor?” 
 The Baron flutters his fingers above the edge of the tapestry.  “Money, I assume.  
I can’t say…I wasn’t here.  A shroud of secrecy surrounds…the whole affair.  The 
League speaks and I obey…”  This last he mutters over and over again, until Pennathorne 
stomps on the floor and dislodges him from his mental hiccup.  “Whatever way it went,” 
the Baron continues.  “I arrived here just before Redlock.  Enough time, at least, to 
smooth the turbulence that had arisen…that had arisen in the wake…in the wake of his 
coming.”  The Baron pauses for a moment, apparently confused by his own words, before 
resuming the tale.  “He came down the northern road hauling an enormous 
cart…maybe…thirty foot square?  Dozens of porters and slaves and orothines…like the 
ship he sent…though guarded by an army of mercenaries.  It took them nearly three 
months…to make the distance between here and Sweethaven.” 
 “What was in the cart, pray tell?” Dr. Honeyman inquires. 
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 “Something huge,” the Baron responds vaguely.  “Brought in under cover of 
darkness…draped in oilcloth and lashed down with ropes…hay bales packed around its 
base to keep it steady.  At least half again as tall as it was wide.  There was an odd…an 
odd sort of glow coming from under the tarp…sort of reddish…” 
 “A reddish glow?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Like a fire?” 
 “A fire?”  The Baron ruminates on the question for a minute, then shrugs and 
shakes his head.  “It was quickly hidden away…out of sight of the villagers.  I had the 
sense of…what?…a column?…a fountain?  I can’t remember now.  Something huge and 
heavy…” 
 Pennathorne frowns in puzzlement.  “Why didn’t he just load the thing onto a ship 
in Sweethaven and sail down the coast?” 
 “He feared…something,” says the Baron, furrowing his brow.  “Storms?  Pirates?  
Sea monsters?  Redlock’s explanations for anything were rare in coming and obscure 
when they did.  He was quite obviously insane…” 
 “I’ll take that assessment for what it’s worth,” remarks Pennathorne, “considering 
the source.” 
 “It makes no difference at all,” says the Baron.  “What’s done is done, the spheres 
have turned and won’t turn back.  All we can do is worry endlessly about the future.  But 
no matter…Redlock found the biggest ship he could find and set to work refitting it for 
the journey.  He had everything finished and loaded by the beginning of Bristaria…then 
left in secret…before the sun had even risen…” 
 Pennathorne squeezes sweat out of his beard.  “Must be that derelict I saw as we 
came into the valley.” 
 “They made it nearly halfway across the lake,” says the Baron dreamily, “before 
there was any sign of trouble.  Muffled gunfire…then the ship began listing…listing and 
drifting towards the shore.  A little while later it ran into a submerged spire…we could 
hear the timbers staving in, even from here…like someone breaking a huge stick…but 
from very, very far away…crack...crack…crrrr-ack!” 
 Pennathorne gives the Baron a despairing look.  “He’s worse than you ever were, 
Melvin.  And you were a useless bucket of shit.” 
 “I beg your pardon, sir!” exclaims Baron Motherspaw with unexpected vigor.  
“I’m doing my best…to recall the facts and relate their happening…as best I can recall.  
Redlock arrived…then a shipwreck…then the creatures appeared.  Each related to the 
other, wouldn’t you think?  The weapon…activated too soon…then this unholy 
infestation.”  He shakes his head and sighs.  “Things are grim, is the essence of the tale.  
Darkness at noon…no hope in sight.” 
 “You’ve sent for help, though?” asks the doctor, wiping sweat from off his 
spectacles. 
 “Monsters to the south, warring Baronies to the north…”  The Baron shrugs 
feebly.  “Messengers sent out, but no word yet.  You’re the first people to arrive from 
either direction in a month.”  He brightens suddenly and waggles a finger at the two men 
standing before him.  “Pennathorne and Honeyman!  Delivered as a blessing from the 
Astral King himself!  Heroes manifested…in our hour of greatest need…”  He giggles 
and slumps back, then closes his eyes and coughs weakly.  “It’s coincidence enough to 
make me almost believe in Arnaldos’ drivel…” 
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 Pennathorne raises his eyebrows.  “Such talk is enough to get you executed in this 
country, or so we’ve been warned.” 
 The Baron makes a dismissive gesture, ludicrously slow in its execution.  “My 
Court pays its tributes to the Sacradex, a sum considerable enough to grant me a certain 
amount of latitude…whether or not I believe in their drivel…” 
 “The Armrophere is nothing if not pragmatic,” Dr. Honeyman remarks dryly.  
“Pray your fortunes never sour.” 
 Baron Motherspaw gives a hacking laugh.  “They curdle in my hands,” he 
murmurs, wiping his mouth with the edge of the tapestry.  “Berryheads rising from the 
south…blood on the borders…famine and plague and the desperate masses.  The 
Sweethaven League has started hiring mercenaries by the thousands…”  The Baron pulls 
the tapestry up over his head so that only his pallid hollow-eyed face is visible.  “Can’t 
you smell it?  Trouble stinks in the air like burning offal.  The Barony of Hanged Rogues 
stands unallied…my father’s legacy squandered…the coffers draining slowly away.  
Decline and ruin, the triumph of chaos…the method is unknown but the outcome 
is…inevitable.” 
 “Uhl’s yard!” Pennathorne groans.  “I’m about to go arse-up here, you blithering 
honey-sucker!”  He blows sweat out of his mustache and glowers at the Baron hunched 
beneath the tapestry.  “Listen carefully:  we need mounts and supplies, chief among them 
ammunition and white-eye.  Find us a soft place to sleep and a wench with no morals on 
top of that and we’ll snuff whatever needs snuffing.”  His demands thus articulated, 
Pennathorne turns and marches across the room, bellowing, “Melvin!  We’re done here!”  
Without waiting for a response, he wrenches the door open—cursing furiously at the 
sudden blinding glare of daylight—and stomps outside. 
 The Baron extends an arm from beneath his improvised cloak and beckons for Dr. 
Honeyman as he turns to leave.  “A favor, I beg of you…before you go.”  He motions 
towards the lacquered medicine chest.  “Another dose, if you would.  Please…I can feel 
the black clouds gathering…” 
 The doctor hesitates, then nods once and steps over to the medicine chest, still 
surrounded by the accoutrements of the Baron’s addiction.  A narrow drawer hangs open, 
revealing a bed of black velvet lined with vials, each full of glittering amber liquid. 
 “Add the syrup to the crystal…stir with the ivory,” the Baron explains faintly.  
“Feel free to mix a dose for yourself.  Its effects are…highly therapeutic.” 
 Dr. Honeyman retrieves one of the vials from the drawer and rolls it between his 
fingers, a deliberately casual expression on his face.  After a brief internal debate, he  
breaks the sealing wax, plucks out the cork, and dumps its contents into the crystalline 
goblet.  He gives a cursory stir with the baton, then swallows the resulting emulsion in a 
single swift mouthful.  The taste is immediately familiar—a throat-closing astringency, 
subtly sweet, like a mixture of molasses and lye—and the doctor steels himself against its 
initial choking rush, closing his eyes and clenching his jaw until it gradually fades into a 
diffuse coolness. 
 “Taken like a man with some experience,” comments the Baron, his voice a small 
thin sound in Dr. Honeyman’s ears. 
 “Esleres Lespetherine,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman, eyes still closed behind his 
cracked spectacles.  “The white star of Lespethera.”  He draws a deep breath through his 
nose, the hot air doing little to melt the ice he feels forming in his chest.  “A flower 
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whose poisonous nectar, when consumed by certain golden-furred bees, becomes a 
scintillant honey, only slightly less poisonous…than the nectar.”  He blinks a few times, 
very slowly, his vision strangely disjointed, with some things in crisp focus and others 
nothing but shadow and mist.  Along the mantel the candles burn white-hot. 
 “Thus the sacred vessel,” says the Baron, “whose magic protects us…”  His 
giggling trickles through the air. 
 “It’s carved from salt crystal,” says the doctor, “which releases mineral 
compounds that neutralize the poison.  Science…the logical machine of nature…merely.”  
He reaches out to retrieve another vial from the medicine chest, an effort that proves 
especially difficult as the drawer swims away from him.  “I find myself wondering, 
though…how someone figured it out.  What impelled the discovery of such…such 
complex things?  Was it accidental?  Or was it…something…deliberate?”  His thoughts 
wriggle away from him, quick and slippery as minnows, and he finally decides to let go 
of them altogether, concentrating instead on mixing a second dose of the Baron’s 
calmative.  Objects pass into and out of his hands—vial, goblet, ivory baton—seemingly 
without conscious effort.  Each moment warps into an eternity, so that opening, or 
pouring, or stirring is all he’s ever done.  A thousand years later, the task at last complete, 
Dr. Honeyman carries the milky concoction over to the Baron.  A brain-piercing radiance 
pours through the open door and the Baron, from under his tapestry, suggests quietly that 
it be closed. 
 “Yes,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman.  “And I should see…what’s become of my 
companion.”  The goblet disappears from his hand, and he turns to make his way across 
the undulating floorboards, squinting at the slab of white light ahead of him.  He pauses 
when he catches sight of the prayer flags slithering in the breeze beyond the doorway, 
momentarily convinced that the millipede-things have overrun the village.  His sword is 
already halfway out of its scabbard by the time he realizes his mistake.  Chiding himself, 
he leans out over the threshold and looks towards the hitching post, nearly blinded by the 
riot of light and color outside.  There’s no sign of Pennathorne or the elk.  “Always so 
damned impatient,” the doctor mumbles, retreating back into Owlberk Hall and banging 
the door shut behind him. 
 Baron Motherspaw, his third dose of whitestar honey already consumed, sits 
huddled under the tapestry with the empty goblet clutched against the lacey froth on his 
shirtfront.  “What takes you to Bayside Wells?” he asks, peering over at the doctor as he 
struggles into a chair against the opposite wall.  “What takes two men as you…men of 
such renown…to Bayside Wells?” 
 “Rumors and innuendo,” replies Dr. Honeyman, shivering slightly as the ice in his 
chest begins to seep into his limbs.  “A final adventure, at the whim of desperate 
nations…and Pennathorne’s incurable boredom.  I expect it will be…it will be our last.” 
 “So you’re heading off to die?” 
 “Not…intentionally.”  The doctor reaches up to adjust his spectacles, but pauses 
halfway to watch a luminous vapor emanating from his hand.  “But I’m nothing if not 
realistic.”  He wiggles his long fingers, wondering if the vapor might somehow be caused 
by the sweat drying on his skin.  “In the Southlands they call whitestar Mehddan 
Obju…‘Its Wisdom Blinds’.” 
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 “An interesting tidbit,” remarks the Baron, “considering how…just how viciously 
the berryheads guard their secrets.”  He gives a sudden hysterical laugh and thrusts the 
goblet out towards the doctor.  “Honeyman!  That’s funny!” 
 “The irony is not entirely…it’s not entirely coincidental,” mutters the doctor, still 
examining his vaporous hand.  “My mother’s family were beekeepers.  Pennathorne says 
I never had any choice…but to develop a taste for whitestar.”  He finally looks away 
from his hand and tries to find the Baron in the throbbing darkness across from him.  “So 
what will the League do now?  Their secret weapon loosed against their own people…the 
Ojgodirans uncowed.” 
 The Baron shrugs, but the gesture is largely lost beneath the tapestry.  “It’s a 
question…to be honest…that doesn’t weigh much on my mind.  I have a sense that 
this…that this is where I’m going to die.…” 
 “Lewland will lose a true patriot,” says Dr. Honeyman, unsure himself whether 
he’s being facetious. 
 The Baron seems not to have heard.  “How would you measure your 
odds…against Redlock’s creatures?” 
 Dr. Honeyman considers the question for a long minute.  “Who can say?  
Pennathorne and I have come through some…close scrapes.  Szandros Field…Bloody 
Hill…Golgachev and Janspraux’s Grave…” 
 “My brother was killed at Janspraux’s Grave,” the Baron says.  “He joined the 
Victuran Guard just in time…just in time to be blown apart by the Urkadian artillery.” 
 “They led the charge,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Right into the jaws of death…as the 
poets say.  Not a man survived.  What of your…other brother?” 
 “Lukas…”  Baron Motherspaw’s expression, barely visible beneath the 
overhanging edge of the tapestry, is distant.  “He went to Politam Magnatherius to ‘put 
on the fire’ and…and ended up…he ended up among a group of Sacradex partisans, 
fighting rebels in Mauxterone.  I think he was captured and executed 
near…Taphresís…or was it Caungritte?  The details were never exact…” 
 “He’d intended to join the priesthood?” 
 “Warrior and celebrant…warrior and celebrant,” murmurs the Baron.  “Where 
does that leave the third son?”  He looks up suddenly, his attention apparently caught by 
something in the corner of the room.  “What are you seeing…just now?” 
 The doctor reaches up to adjust his spectacles but misses by a wide margin, 
pushing rubbery fingers into his beard.  “Ghosts…and stars…around your head… a 
crown of smoke and fireflies...”  Enthralled by his own hallucinations, the Baron makes 
no response, and Dr. Honeyman oozes lower in his chair.  The ice water in his veins has 
finally reached his fingertips, and his heart beats out a sluggish tattoo in his cold hollow 
chest.  For the moment, he finds the chill a welcome contrast to the stifling heat of recent 
days. 
 Time adopts strange dimensions.  Each planet a grain in the cosmic hourglass, 
marking the inevitable eons that pass as a blink in the eye of Eternity.  The words of 
Lamersilke—that hoary old philosopher—percolate out of some deep mental recess and 
ring in Dr. Honeyman’s ears like a clarion call.  His mind seethes, thoughts blossoming 
into colors, each one a thread in the grand tapestry of his existence, the pattern of which 
would be discernable, understandable, predictable, if only he could back up enough to see 
it in its entirety.  Across the room the Baron’s humped silhouette takes on the aspect of a 
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mountain, a black peak outlined in stars, and the row of candles on the mantel blaze like 
distant bonfires.  There’s a sensation of wind, of clouds where the ceiling should be, of a 
faint and incomprehensible chanting that rises between his heart’s slow thudding 
tympani, and then the doctor can no longer tell whether he’s asleep or awake, dreaming 
or hallucinating.  A parade of visions marches past him, one blending into another 
blending into another.  The bonfires rise into pillars of light, branching like trees, like 
bolts of lighting turned upside down, a starlit forest that overlooks the Baron’s 
mountainous shadow, which itself swells and twists into an inky black hand, then into a 
slinking black wolf, then into a looming black bird that blots out the forest and the 
crackling stars overhead, before zooming towards him, its wingtips curved like grasping 
fingers at the far edges of his sight, which is soon swallowed all in darkness. 
 
 By the time the Expeditionary Force limped out of the Steeps into Urkadia, it was 
at a fraction of its former strength.  We’d been harried remorselessly during our trek 
through the Embler Valley—by starvation and disease as much as by the enemy—so that 
only slightly more than half of the seventy thousand men who had set out from the 
rallying grounds at Flütgart actually emerged onto the barren plateau of Urkadia 
proper.  Even those who did invariably suffered from some wound or illness acquired 
along that ill-fated route; I myself still keenly felt the gash in my side that I’d earned as a 
souvenir of the battle by the river nearly a month earlier. 
 Many of the men had begun to speak openly about abandoning the Expedition and 
returning to Ostrov.  Commander Alivandes, who had recently displayed a troubling 
barbarity towards both ally and enemy alike, ordered thirty of the instigators flogged to 
within an inch of their lives and then forbidden food and water for a full day afterwards.  
Captain Pennathorne attempted to intervene after the first man had suffered ten strokes 
of the lash, calling it punishment enough for the crime committed, and when his demands 
went unheard he actually shot the flogger in the arm.  Enraged, Commander Alivandes 
ordered the Captain executed on the spot.  His advisors urged him to reconsider, citing 
Captain Pennathorne’s indisputable bravery and his popularity among the men, and 
eventually the Commander agreed to have him flogged along with the mutineers.  He was 
the only man among them who neither cried out nor fainted during the ordeal, though 
blood covered his back like a cape. 
 Such was Commander Alivandes’ preoccupation with the meting out of this 
punishment that for several minutes he failed to notice a runner bearing word that the 
Urkadians were approaching our position.  The Commander ordered us ranked up for 
battle while he had Captain Pennathorne and the mutineers armed and mounted on their 
war-elk.  He dubbed them the ‘Penitent Dragoons’ and sent them out to meet the enemy, 
relying on the Urkadians to dispense the final measure of his harsh judgment. 
 Nearly an hour later, Captain Pennathorne and a majority of the Penitents 
returned to the Expedition.  Flinging down the severed head of an Urkadian warrior, he 
declared the approaching force defeated.  The details surrounding this incredible rout 
were never exact, as each man told a different version of the story, but it immediately 
elevated those involved to the status of heroes.  Commander Alivandes had no choice but 
to welcome them back and see to their injuries. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 
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 At some point the doctor’s dreams give way to reality, with an abruptness that’s 
almost nauseating.  One moment a symphony of color is exploding across his mind’s eye 
and the next he’s blinking and disoriented, the dark room reassembling unexpectedly 
around him.  The candles gutter along the mantel, their feeble light burning more brightly 
than it should, and the edges of his vision swim with faint ghosts.  He rubs his eyes and 
adjusts his spectacles, neither of which changes anything.  Across from him Baron 
Motherspaw sits snoring in his chair, wrapped so completely in the tapestry that only his 
boots are visible. 
 Suddenly aware of the stifling heat, Dr. Honeyman gets unsteadily to his feet.  
The whitestar has left him feeling hollow as a gourd.  The door looks an eternity away 
but he plods doggedly forward, eventually emerging on the threshold outside of Owlberk 
Hall, surrounded on all sides by night’s deep darkness.  How many hours has it been 
since he took the Baron’s calmative?  A gentle breeze stirs the prayer flags hanging from 
the eaves, and he pushes them aside as he steps into the yard, drawing deep draughts of 
cool air into his lungs. 
 Cupped beneath a star-spangled sky, the village lies dark and quiet around him.  
Up ahead squats the armrophere’s humped silhouette, a pair of braziers smoldering on 
either side of the Solar Gate, and he blinks, convinced for a moment that he sees a bear 
strolling upright among the offertory spears.  He takes a few slow steps, until the bear 
resolves itself into a huge hairy man—the very same man he’d seen escaping from the 
river pirates’ hideaway two days earlier—and he decides that the whitestar must still be 
affecting him more strongly that he’d thought.  Expecting at any moment that the giant 
will either disappear or transform into something else entirely, Dr. Honeyman continues 
forward.  Instead, the ursine fellow carefully selects a few choice morsels from the 
offertory spears, then sits on the ground to enjoy his repast. 
 Dr. Honeyman stops at the edge of the forest of the spears.  “You’ve made a liar 
out of me,” he remarks, still not convinced that the scene before him is entirely real. 
 The giant looks up, bearded cheeks bulging with a mouthful of bread.  “You’d not 
be the first,” he says in a gut-rattlingly deep voice.  He twists an apple off a garland of 
fruit by his feet and tosses it to the doctor.  “There’s plenty here for two.  Tell me what it 
was I done to make such an arse-hat out of you.” 
 “By sheer coincidence,” says Dr. Honeyman, scrubbing the apple against his shirt, 
“my friend and I happened to witness your escape from a certain rough-looking bunch by 
the Sutherling Rush the other day.  You were entirely naked, as a matter of fact.”  He 
notes that the giant now wears a pair of ill-fitting breeches and a woolen cloak, both of 
which are far too small for him. 
 “Oh, aye,” the giant chuckles, a sound like distant thunder.  “I fell in with a black-
hearted lot.  Lost all my kit and every stitch of clothing to ‘em in a game of hard twenties 
that was crooked as a banker’s tooth, let me tell you.  I took my revenge by drinking up 
every drop of beer and heads-down they had in camp.  Made ‘em so mad they decided to 
fetch it out of my spilled innards.”  He grins and winks at the doctor.  “Didn’t count on 
me being sober enough to get up and running.  Shwoot!—out the door I went, into the 
water and down the chute.” 
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 “I was convinced you’d be killed once you got into the river proper,” Dr. 
Honeyman tells him.  “How on Irsus did you make it through those rapids?” 
 The giant shrugs and takes another bite from the loaf of bread in his huge hand.  
“I was near as drunk as I’ve ever been, what with depriving the black-hearts of their 
liquid stores.  I woke up the next morning on the opposite shore, beaten sore as a whore, 
nearly two miles downriver from their camp.” 
 Their conversation is interrupted by a sudden cry from the armrophere.  Obros 
Arnaldos stands in the Solar Gate, light glinting off the sunburst medallion around his 
neck, the ceremonial spear thrust out in front of him.  “Who’s there?  Who comes 
slinking upon this holy place?” 
 “Corsar,” rumbles the giant, a sound which Dr. Honeyman initially mistakes for a 
belch rather than an introduction.  “Corsar Yargoh, and some skinny poog gobbing an 
apple.” 
 Arnaldos moves in among the forest of offertory spears, his expression twisting 
with rage as he takes in the scene before him.  “Blasphemy!” he hisses.  “You defile the 
sacrifice!  You sully this holy ground!  You’ve blackened your souls forever in the Astral 
King’s sight!”  He levels his stabbing gaze at the doctor and sneers, “I can read your 
hollow eyes, weakling sinner.  You’ve been wallowing in the muck with the Baron; the 
stink of corruption seeps from your pores.” 
 “It’s my fault, Sunbeam,” says Corsar.  “I’ve had a hard few days and was bad in 
need of a nosh.  Figured the High Holy wouldn’t mind if I fed from His bounty, since He 
wasn’t making any use of it that I could see.  Nourish the body, nourish the soul, like old 
Ebram said, eh?”  He winks at the red-faced obros and takes another bite from the loaf in 
his hand. 
 “Stop eating the offerings!” 
 “It’s a valid question, obros,” says Dr. Honeyman, raising his free hand in a 
placating gesture.  “Would Magnatherius expect his subjects to starve in the midst of 
plenty?  Isn’t that just a waste of his glorious creation?” 
 “The spirit takes precedence over the flesh!” snarls Arnaldos, shaking his spear 
furiously.  “The mortifications of the physical are nothing in service to the soul!  ‘To be 
scourged for righteousness is a great blessing,’ taught Arcant Elistor, ‘especially if 
comfort is but an easy word away.’” 
 “I’d compensate you for the tack,” offers Corsar, “but my recent hard times have 
left me without a wooden plug to call my own.”  He reaches around and draws a leather 
satchel from behind him.  “There are a twain or three books in here, if you’re interested.  
Can’t read a single letter myself, so they’re not much use to me.” 
 Dr. Honeyman thrusts a single long finger at the satchel.  “Where did you get 
that?” 
 “Found it on a dead rooker up the valley,” replies Corsar.  “Just before a bunch of 
great slithery spiders crawlt out of the grass and put me to the hard press.  Never seen the 
like in all my days.”  He looks over at the obros accusingly.  “What’s the meaning of all 
that then, eh?  What part does the High Holy have in such monsters?” 
 “Exat comnovecum!” Arnaldos hisses. 
 The giant looks at him blankly. 
 “‘It’s not for us to question’,” translates Dr. Honeyman.  “Meaning he has no 
answers to give you, other than to ascribe all events to powers beyond his understanding.  
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It’s merely the machinations of the Astral King and the Ancient Dark, forever warring 
over the universe, twisting our tiny insignificant lives to their own purposes, and we’re 
expected never to ask why or to what ends.”  He lifts the apple and takes a slow 
deliberate bite.  “Is that a fair summation of your theology, obros?” 
 Eyes bulging, Obros Arnaldos takes hold of his spear with both hands.  For a 
moment it seems certain that he’s going to lunge at Dr. Honeyman, who stands coolly 
chewing the apple, one hand resting on the pommel of his sword, his gray eyes as hard as 
steel. 
 The moment stretches nearly to the breaking point, until the gigantic Corsar 
finally sighs and gets to his feet, leaving all of his purloined feast at his feet.  “Normally 
I’d prop you up on your own pointy nonsense, Sunbeam,” he rumbles, “but I’m feeling 
uncommon generous tonight.”  He reaches down to pluck the half-eaten loaf from the 
ground, adding, “Tell the High Holy I meant no offense, but I’m keeping this, to make 
even on my tiny insignificant life.” 
 Arnaldos quivers with fury, knuckles white around the haft of his ceremonial 
spear.  “Your souls are forfeit,” he sputters, “just as your lives will be when the avrocite 
arrives.”  He spits on the ground at Dr. Honeyman’s feet, the scar around his flushed 
scalp standing out like a band of pale wax.  “The Baron may offer you some protection 
for now, war hero, but it won’t last long.  His own blasphemy and corruption have earned 
him a place beneath the inquisitors’ blades as surely as yours have.  Your time is short, 
make no mistake.”  The obros turns to jab a finger up at the towering Corsar Yargoh.  “I 
suggest you return to the fields and Hez’s ravening serpents; they’ll be far more merciful 
than the avrocite, I can assure you.  Now scuttle away from here, both of you, before I 
declare you volgus máblimus before the whole town.  Whatever your reputation, they’d 
tear you apart in a heartbeat, if I told them the Astral King ordered it.” 
 The giant suppresses a grin, nodding.  “Duly noted and acted on,” he says, then 
turns and sets off through the forest of offertory spears.  Behind him, Dr. Honeyman 
finally breaks his steely stare and leaves Arnaldos standing alone on the armrophere’s 
threshold.  “Devils curse and crush you!” the obros calls after them. 
 Dr. Honeyman ignores the parting threat and hastens to catch up with the 
retreating giant.  “A word, sir Yargoh, about that satchel you found.” 
 Corsar stops on the cobbled path separating the armrophere’s bristling yard from 
that of Owlberk Hall.  “What claim do you have to it?” 
 “Well, it’s mine,” the doctor explains flatly.  “I lost it yesterday when those 
creatures you encountered killed my mount out from under me.” 
 Corsar looks at him dubiously.  “You’ll have to do better than that.” 
 “There are only three items I’m really concerned about,” says the doctor, “a map 
drawn on yellow parchment, a set of medical instruments, and a book called Zein 
Erstlinker.  You can keep everything else—the papers, pens, and ink, even the spyglass, 
compass, and silver tinderbox I got in Spans Tebbex.  There should be a Tamberlese silk 
scarf in there, too, though I’m not sure it will suit you.” 
 The giant wrinkles his nose.  “Try again, arse-hat.” 
 “What’s your price, then?” snaps Dr. Honeyman, his patience for this game 
quickly running out. 
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 Corsar digs at the tangled beard covering his chin.  “How about a bottle of heads-
down and a decent nosh to start with?  You know, while I put my mind to figuring what 
it’s worth to part with the only thing I can call my own at the moment.” 
 Dr. Honeyman’s eyes narrow behind his cracked spectacles.  “I’m sure I can find 
something.”  He turns on his heel and crosses the yard in front of Owlberk Hall, pushing 
between the dangling pennants and disappearing through the door.  Corsar grins and 
follows after him, moving the satchel around to the front of his body as he ducks under 
the low eaves. 
 Inside, Baron Motherspaw still sits snoring under the tapestry, now and then 
murmuring incoherently through his honey-soaked dreams.  The doctor leaves the door 
open to air out the room, which swims with the peculiar reek of whitestar-tinged sweat.  
“Don’t mind him,” he says, motioning to the Baron.  “He’ll be out for a while longer, you 
can be sure.” 
 “You mollycoddles had yourself a real hair-burner, eh?” Corsar sniggers.  “Did 
you kick shit out of him or just spank him pink and sleepy?” 
 Dr. Honeyman arches a slender black eyebrow at the giant.  “Are you an Islander, 
by any chance?” 
 “Mondrager, as a matter of fact,” replies Corsar, nodding. 
 “I’m Dr. Melvinus Honeyman, traveling with Young Pennathorne, who also 
happens to be from the Island Nations.  Your vernacular shares much of the 
same…style.” 
 “I’ve heard the name Pennathorne,” Corsar snorts, “from one end of the Islands to 
the other; even here, in the arse-end of Lewland.  What a hero!  What a charming rogue!”  
He taps the satchel and shakes his head.  “You’re not like to impress me with that 
monkey-shit.” 
 “I have money, don’t worry.”  The doctor gestures at one of the chairs by the 
wall.  “Take a seat and I’ll see what I can find to drink.”  He breaks the tallest remaining 
candle from the mantel and sets off to explore the back of the house, discovering through 
the left-hand door a squalid and disarrayed bedroom, and through the right a good-sized 
kitchen showing signs of long disuse.  The larder contains more cobwebs than food, but 
Dr. Honeyman manages to find half a loaf of bread, a jar of pickled cabbage, a portion of 
smoked hullam meat, and an unopened bottle of Highcrown whiskey.  One of the 
cabinets holds a baffling variety of leaded glassware—tumblers, chalices, fluted carafes, 
goblets, snifters, ornately etched steins—and the doctor selects the two largest vessels he 
can find.  He assembles the motley repast on a dusty charger and bears it back to the front 
room. 
 Corsar is sitting cross-legged on the floor, leafing through the doctor’s copy of 
Zein Erstlinker.  “What is this?  Ostrovian?” 
 “Tamberlese,” says Dr. Honeyman, placing the charger beside the Baron’s 
medicine chest. 
 “What’s so pissing special about it?  Secret codes?  Directions to a treasure 
hoard?” 
 “It’s a pleasure to read,” says the doctor.  “Beautifully written and thought-
provoking.  Nothing more than that.”  He wrenches the stopper out of the bottle and pours 
a goodly portion of whiskey into each of the over-sized glasses.  “I’d just like to finish 
the damned thing, to be honest.  I know the first half nearly by heart, while the second 
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half remains a mystery.”  Positioning himself between Corsar and the medicine chest, he 
begins to surreptitiously prepare four doses of the Baron’s potent calmative. 
 “What about this map then, eh?” asks Corsar, thumping the book shut and 
plucking the folded parchment out of the satchel.  “More than just beautiful and thought-
poking, I bet.”  He opens the map across his lap and squints at it in the dim flickering 
light.  “Looks like three treasure hoards marked down here, though I don’t recognize the 
country.  Is this some kind of Ebramite gibberish?” 
 “It’s a version of the same language, though the one would be largely 
incomprehensible to speakers of the other.”  The doctor whisks the ivory baton through 
the brimming measure of whitestar honey in the crystal goblet, then dumps it quickly into 
one of the glasses of whiskey.  “And I couldn’t tell you what those points are marking.  
It’s all a great mystery.”  For a moment he nearly mixes himself a batch, his senses still 
tender from last night’s dose, his brain itching with that old familiar craving, but he 
forces himself away from the Baron’s medicine chest and carries both glasses over to the 
gigantic Corsar.  “Here’s your drink.” 
 Corsar tucks the map back into the satchel, then reaches up and takes the 
proffered glass, nodding at the doctor appreciatively.  “Presented like a gentleman.”  Half 
of the whiskey immediately disappears down his capacious gullet. 
 “Careful,” warns Dr. Honeyman.  “It kicks like a colklaroon.” 
 Corsar blinks water from his eyes and gives a single thunderous cough.  “Uhl’s 
bones and balls!  That’d choke a Weiklanter whore!”  He holds the glass up to the feeble 
light and squints at it appraisingly.  “There’s a queer taste I can’t place,” he says, 
smacking his lips.  “Like brambles and molasses.” 
 “It’s a special batch,” says Dr. Honeyman, sipping from his own glass.  “Brewed 
with honey and soured rye.  We managed to finish off two other bottles before my friend 
there finally succumbed.”  He nods at the snoring tapestry and takes another sip from his 
glass. 
 Corsar Yargoh snorts contemptuously and gulps down the rest of his whiskey.  
“Up to the brim, arse-hat,” he says, thrusting the empty glass at Dr. Honeyman.  “And 
how about some of that tack you brought in?”  The doctor takes the glass without a word 
and waits, watching Corsar closely.  “I’m not going to pucker up for you,” the giant 
growls, “if that’s what you’re waiting for.”  He tries to scowl at Dr. Honeyman, but 
seems to have trouble focusing.  “Uhl’s…blood,” he mumbles, blinking and rubbing his 
eyes.  “Hits fast and hard, doesn’t it?” 
 Dr. Honeyman smiles thinly.  “It does indeed.”  He sets the glasses back down on 
the table and goes back into the kitchen in search of more candles, returning to find 
Corsar staring into space and trying hard to suppress his shivering.  The giant seems to 
take no notice of the doctor as he replaces the candles along the mantel, though he does 
squint uncomfortably once they’re lit. 
 “A very strange…sort…of drunk,” rumbles Corsar, folding his arms around his 
broad torso and shuddering.  “I’m not sure…I can hardly keep…keep my brains straight.  
Whoot!”  He sighs explosively and tries to raise a hand to rub his face.   “How about 
closing that…uhrm…that door?  It’s horrible drafty in here.” 
 Dr. Honeyman walks around behind Corsar but doesn’t actually touch the door.  
“Pray tell where you came by your present wardrobe, Yargoh.  Those aren’t any of my 
clothes.” 
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 Corsar chuckles.  “Met a twain of funny poogs along the way…cuddled up 
together…in a little hidey hole.”  He guffaws before lapsing in shivers.  “Oh…ha 
ha…they were real…sweethearts.” 
 The doctor narrows his eyes.  “Did you harm them?” 
 Corsar shakes his massive head.  “Just enough to…shake loose a…a sack of 
coins.  Weikerlov marks.  Figured the sweethearts…wouldn’t have any use for ‘em…out 
there at the arse-end of nothing.” 
 “How did you find them in the first place?” 
 “Sniffed out their cooking fire,” replies Corsar, closing his eyes and emitting a 
deep rumbling sigh.  “Mmm…that older coosh made a beautiful pot of fish…” 
 Dr. Honeyman frowns, irritated at Roystin’s carelessness as much as Corsar’s 
thievery.  Sitting in front of him, the giant sighs again, head bowed, eyes still closed, the 
back of his ox-broad neck visible through his matted hair.  The doctor raises a hand to the 
pommel of his sword.  “What’s your price for the satchel, Yargoh?” 
 “Mmm…how much…do you have?”  The floorboards rattle with the giant’s 
laughter.  “How much gold…stowed arseward?  Ha ha…how’re you…ha ha!…how’re 
you able…oh, hahaha!…how are you able to…squeeze shit past all that coin?!”  This last 
he very nearly shrieks, so overcome with hysterics is he.  Clapping one hand over his 
face, he sobs with laughter. 
 Dr. Honeyman curls his fingers around the hilt of his sword.  The blade is razor 
sharp, the stroke would be almost effortless.  What possible purpose does a creature like 
Corsar Yargoh serve?  A thief, a predator, a barbarous thug—surely it would be a benefit 
to society to do away with him.  He eyes the giant’s exposed neck. 
 “Did you…did you close that pissing door?” asks Corsar, his laughter giving way 
to another fit of shivering.  He blinks again and rubs his eyes, head still bowed.  “You’ve 
pulled an…uhrm…an awful slippery trick…haven’t you?  Double-crosser…good and 
proper.  What…what sort of poison…is it, eh?  How much longer…do…do I have left?” 
 “Give me the satchel,” Dr. Honeyman says flatly, a single inch of edged steel 
showing above his scabbard.  “Give me the satchel and all will be well.” 
 Corsar squirms, his senses overloaded with cold and color and blinding 
candlelight.  “Damn you…sneaky slippery bastard…”  He shakes his huge head and tries 
to rise, but immediately falls backwards and sprawls onto the floor.  “Give me the…give 
me some coin…at least,” he says, staring glassily at the ceiling.  “I brought you…your 
slippery bastard pack…I brought it back to you…after all.” 
 Still gripping his sword, impassive expression betraying nothing of his thoughts, 
Dr. Honeyman regards the giant for a long moment.  “I’ll let you keep a single mark from 
your ill-gotten loot,” he says at last, “seeing as Roystin and Dannick foolishly ignored 
every warning given to them.  Consider yourself lucky that I find myself in something of 
a philosophical dilemma lately; not too long ago I’d have separated your head from your 
neck without a second thought.”  He returns the sword fully to its scabbard and drops his 
hand, turning towards— 
 There’s a sudden gunshot from outside, followed a moment later by a shout that 
the doctor recognizes as Pennathorne.  “Did I just…hear something?” murmurs Corsar in 
his sepulchral tone.  Dr. Honeyman ignores him and steps towards the open door, brought 
up short as Pennathorne himself appears on the threshold. 
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 “Melvin!”  He’s breathless and wild-eyed, dressed only in his undershorts, both 
cavalry pistols clenched in his fists.  “Is he here?  Did you see him?” 
 “Who?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “What’s wrong?” 
 “Oblus Scalpa!”  hisses Pennathorne, shutting the door behind him.  “I was dead 
asleep when he snuck in and started poking through our gear.  I didn’t even know he was 
there until Miralund woke up and saw him.” 
 “What?  Who’s Miralund?” 
 “A friend I made earlier tonight,” says Pennathorne, grinning in spite of himself.  
“We split a bottle of pardie, romped for a while, then fell asleep in her room above the 
livery.  Next thing I know she’s shrieking and clambering all over me—startled me so 
bad I very nearly bashed her head in—and some slimy shardborn Urk is leaping out the 
window.” 
 “You’re sure he was Urkadian?” 
 “Sure as shit and sunshine,” replies Pennathorne, going to the window and 
throwing the shutters open so he can scan the front yard.  “I could’ve sworn he came this 
way.”  He turns back around and for the first time notices the enormous shivering form 
sprawled on the floor.  “Damn my eyes, is that the fellow we saw lighting out from the 
shack by the river?  Ha!  It is!”  He stomps his foot on the floor and hoots with glee.  
“Arse out, Melvin!  You’ve earned a sound booting, make no mistake!” 
 “Gah!”  Under the tapestry, Baron Motherspaw stirs, cursing incoherently.  “A 
man needs…a man needs his…SLEEP!”  Exhausted by this final exclamation, he lapses 
back into restless snoring. 
 Dr. Honeyman nods grudgingly at the stupefied Corsar.  “Consider me humbled.  
Against all odds, he managed to come out of the Sutherling Rush alive and unhurt, 
though I can’t say he handles his whitestar very well.” 
 “Is that what’s wrong with him?”  Pennathorne pokes the giant with his toe, 
eliciting a subterranean groan and a feeble swipe from one monstrous hand.  “Why’s he 
wearing your pack?” 
 “By a fortunate coincidence,” says the doctor, crouching down to sever the 
satchel’s strap with a quick stroke of his dagger, “he came across my dead mount on his 
way into the valley.  He managed to get the pack off of it before more of those creatures 
appeared and he was forced to flee.”  Dr. Honeyman stands and checks the satchel’s 
contents, discovering at the bottom a small leather purse filled with LiBale’s gold.  
“Roystin and Dannick apparently didn’t heed our warnings.” 
 “Eh?” 
 “He caught the scent of their cooking fire.  Made off with those clothes he’s 
wearing and the coin you gave to them when we parted.  He claims he did them no real 
harm.” 
 Pennathorne frowns disapprovingly at the lolling giant.  “Why haven’t you spilled 
his guts yet?” 
 “I told you,” says the doctor, “I’m trying to be a more peaceable man.” 
 Pennathorne snorts, tucking the one empty pistol down into the crotch of his 
undershorts.  “Uhl will be disappointed.  You’ve kept a steady stream of souls marching 
to his tableside.”  He uncocks the other pistol and scratches the back of his ear with the 
barrel, a contemplative look on his face.  “We’ve landed dead center of weirdness and 
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trouble, that much seems certain.  Crawling monsters, Urkadian spies, a mush-brained 
Baron and a hot-tempered obros.  It’s like some horrible penny novel.” 
 “There’s a decision to be made,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Do we continue on to 
Bayside Wells and Ingtar, or tarry here and investigate Redlock’s weapon ourselves?” 
 “It warrants the delay, I think, to stay a bit longer.  Especially if Borelium and the 
bastard Urks are interested.” 
 “It seems the sensible choice,” agrees the doctor, “considering our mission.  We 
should get out to that wreck and discover exactly what Redlock was trying to smuggle 
into the Southlands.  I’ll admit, though, that I don’t look forward to a second 
confrontation with those creatures.  They must be exceptionally venomous; my elk was 
dead within seconds of being attacked.” 
 “If they’re indeed connected to Redlock’s weapon, then that derelict is sure to be 
swarming.”  Pennathorne furrows his wooly brows.  “A couple sets of field plate would 
be just the thing; put the visors down and chop our way through the scuttling horde.  
Maybe there’s some old veteran in town who’s got a warboot left over from the 
invasion.” 
 Dr. Honeyman nods absently, his gaze resting on the insensible Corsar.  “We 
could use an extra set of hands, too.”  Drawing a single gold mark from the leather purse, 
the doctor leans over and holds it close to the giant’s unfocused eyes.  “I’ll give you the 
rest of your ill-gotten gains, and more besides, if you pledge your help to me and my 
friend here.  A day’s work and enough gold to choke a Weiklanter whore.  What do you 
say?” 
 Corsar’s eyes have managed to find the sun-bright coin hovering in the air above 
him, but it’s impossible to tell whether he recognizes what it is.  Dr. Honeyman repeats 
his offer, managing finally to extract a grunt and a clumsy grab for the mark.  “I’ll take 
that as a yes,” he says, dropping the coin onto Corsar’s chest.  “Now, let’s try and get 
some sleep.  We should set out tomorrow as early as we can; the Oarbad’s navigable 
season grows ever shorter.” 
 
 Pennathorne returns to Miralund’s room above the livery, slyly insinuating that he 
needs to atone for nearly braining her earlier, while Dr. Honeyman and Corsar Yargoh 
pass the remainder of the night inside Owlberk Hall.  At some point Baron Motherspaw 
extricates himself from the tapestry and prepares another dose of whitestar, taking no 
notice of either the doctor or the giant.  He begins to reorganize his disarrayed medicine 
chest, apparently unfazed by the four additional empty vials, before abruptly losing 
interest and disappearing into the bedroom. 
 At first light, both Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman are awakened as Obros 
Arnaldos commences the Litany of the Rising Infinite.  Five horn blasts erupt from the 
armrophere, rolling out from the Solar Gate like peals of thunder.  Smoke rises from the 
chimney as the sacrificial fire is lit inside, and a sweetish meaty smell spreads through the 
village. 
 Above the livery, Pennathorne curses every Arcant he can think of—eliciting a 
look of horror from Miralund—while he pulls on his clothes.  The morning is clear and 
bright, a steady breeze blowing in off the lake.  Ferncliff’s streets are empty and 
unnaturally quiet, and as Pennathorne departs the livery, he’s reminded of Roystin’s 
comment about a creeping dread taking hold across the village.  Like everyone was just 
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waiting for their turn to die.  He imagines the townspeople all sitting huddled and silent 
in their homes, straining for the first sound of impending doom. 
 Emerging across from the armrophere, Pennathorne can see Obros Arnaldos 
stoking the braziers on either side of the Solar Gate, calling out prayers and invocations 
as he goes about his duties.  Pennathorne skirts the forest of offertory spears, resisting the 
temptation to impale the obros for the morning’s rude awakening, and enters Owlberk 
Hall without knocking. 
 Inside, the windows have all been opened, chasing out the stifling shadows with 
sunlight and fresh air.  Corsar’s ursine bulk hasn’t moved from its position in the middle 
of the floor, save to drape one thick hairy arm over his face.  Across the room, Dr. 
Honeyman, stripped to the waist, stands over a leaded glass punchbowl, scraping off the 
last of his beard with a pearl-handled razor.  “I’d forgotten my shaving kit was in that 
satchel,” he remarks, swishing the blade through the water in the punchbowl.  He rubs his 
fingertips over his face and neck, feeling for any spot he might have missed, before 
refolding the razor and setting it aside.  “Ah, yes,” he says, nodding approvingly.  “Much 
better.  Much more civilized.” 
 “Like a woman,” says Pennathorne, shaking his shaggy head in disappointment.  
“Uhl’s only command was that a man ought to grow a beard on his face.”  He converges 
on the tray of food sitting near Dr. Honeyman’s shaving basin, showing particular interest 
in the half-empty bottle of whiskey.  “I’m going to see what I can find in the way of 
armor.  We’re also running low on powder and ammunition, if you’re of a mind to see to 
that.” 
 Dr. Honeyman starts to respond but is interrupted by a rising groan from Corsar’s 
direction.  “Uhl’s beard and balls…urgh…I’ve been dealt some filthy underhanded 
trickery.” 
 “That’s Corsar Yargoh,” the doctor tells Pennathorne.  “A fellow Islander, as it 
turns out.” 
 “Oh, aye?”  Pennathorne tilts his head so he can get a better look at the bleary-
eyed giant.  “Whereabouts?” 
 “Pega Bryn,” croaks Corsar, sitting up with some difficulty.  The gold coin slides 
off his chest and plunks onto the floor. 
 “Mondrager,” says Pennathorne, with some distaste.  “No wonder you filched that 
money from Roystin and Dannick.  I’m surprised you didn’t slit their throats, bugger the 
corpses, and set fire to the cottage afterwards.” 
 Squinting painfully against the light pouring through the open windows, Corsar 
plucks the coin off the floor and rubs his red-rimmed eyes.  “Spoken like a driveling 
Usperger licktwat.” 
 “Driveling Ferlynger licktwat, you hairy savage,” Pennathorne retorts.  “Now get 
up and put your head on straight; we’re bound for the lake as soon as we get resupplied.  
Don’t make me dunk you in the rain barrel.” 
 “Ram it arseward,” suggests Corsar.  He fixes the doctor with a withering glare.  
“You poisoned me, you smatchety poog.  Gave me tainted whiskey, then sneaked that 
satchel right out from under me.” 
 “I could’ve killed you instead,” Dr. Honeyman points out, before tossing the 
leather purse to him.  “With the promise of more to come.” 
 Corsar weighs the purse in his hand.  “What’re the terms?” 
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 “There’s a wreck off the eastern shore of the lake,” says the doctor.  “We need to 
find out what’s on it.” 
 “This have anything to do with that map of yours?” asks Corsar. 
 “Not at all,” replies the doctor, adjusting his spectacles.  “We have reason to think 
that those creatures—those ‘slithery spiders’, I think you called them—are originating 
from the wreck.  The risk is undeniable.  What do you say?” 
 “Why on Irsus would you want to go out there, then?” 
 “That’s not your concern,” replies Dr. Honeyman.  “The creatures are quick and 
numerous and lethally venomous.  Will you face them for a great deal of gold, or will you 
not?”  
 Corsar throws his hands up in defeat.  “You catch me in lean times, arse-hat, 
stripped to nothing by circumstance and underhanded trickery.”  He pauses to glower 
threateningly at the doctor, then growls, “So, aye and indeed, I’ll go with you out to that 
wreck.  Not many other options available to me, are there?” 
 “Did he just call you ‘arse-hat’?” Pennathorne asks quizzically. 
 Dr. Honeyman fixes the other two men with a serious look.  “I recommend the 
three of us give Obros Arnaldos a wide berth today.  As much as I enjoy goading him, I 
think he’s likely to cause us serious trouble if we push him much farther.” 
 “Might be too late for that,” says Corsar, “considering that you and I made dinner 
of the offerings last night.” 
 “What?  Ha ha!”  Pennathorne cackles with glee and claps Dr. Honeyman on the 
back.  “Just can’t help yourself, can you?  Oh, what I’d have given to see the look on that 
sour naffin’s face!” 
 “It was a treat, let me tell you,” says Corsar, grinning through his snarled beard.  
“I thought that little scar-head was going to blow his knobs off.” 
 “Precisely,” says the doctor.  “Stay away from him.  Now let’s get about our 
business and return here with all speed.” 
 “As I’ve got no money,” Corsar says peevishly, “nor anything to barter, I think 
I’ll just stay here.”  He catches sight of the tray across the room and inclines his huge 
hairy head in its direction.  “Think I’ll have me a nip of breakfast and try to get my nog 
on straight.  I hope whatever filth you slipped me last night has done no lasting harm.” 
 “You’ll be well enough in a few hours,” the doctor assures him.  “Be mindful:  
there’s a certain Baron Markum Motherspaw in here somewhere, presumably sleeping off 
his most recent dose of whitestar.  His addiction makes him rather volatile; I’d suggest 
confining yourself to this room until Pennathorne and I get back.”  Without waiting for a 
reply, Dr. Honeyman turns and disappears through the front door, followed a moment 
later by Pennathorne. 
 The doctor returns to the hall just as the Litany of the Crown Ascendant is 
commencing at the armrophere, the sun sitting high up in the sky above its smoking 
chimney.  He hustles past the reeking offertory grounds carrying a battered leather-bound 
case in each hand and a small wooden crate under one arm.  Just then, Pennathorne 
appears on the other side of the armrophere, a nearly deranged expression of glee on his 
face, dragging behind him a trunk nearly as big as he is.  They rendezvous in front of 
Owlberk Hall, where Pennathorne drops his burden and tells the doctor, “See what you 
and that hylden Mondrager can use out of this.  I’ve got one more errand to run and then 
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we’re off.”  With that, he turns and tromps away again, disappearing around the far side 
of the armrophere. 
 The trunk contains an assortment of mismatched armor, sufficient perhaps to 
outfit a single man whose feet happen to be much smaller than his hands.  In addition to 
some leathern greaves, a small conical helm, and a pair of heavy Ospralete bracers 
marked all over with Sacradex holy symbols, the doctor discovers a battered cuirass 
bearing the Urkadian urbull, a badly rusted pistol, and a chain shirt and single ornate 
pauldron big enough to fit even the gigantic Corsar. 
 Pennathorne doesn’t return until the Litany of the Waning Sphere has 
commenced, this time hauling a rough wooden barrow covered by an oilskin tarp.  
“Success!” he cries, pulling the barrow up to the front of Owlberk Hall and kicking at the 
door until Dr. Honeyman appears on the threshold.  Pennathorne whips the tarp off the 
barrow like a roadside huckster, revealing a jumble of plate armor piled inside.  “I 
tracked down a fellow named Hackburr who still had his warboot from when he rode 
with the Ivory Scepters.  He wouldn’t even take any money when he realized who I was.” 
 “Does it fit you?” 
 “Near enough,” says Pennathorne.  “It’s a little tight in the crotch.” 
 “I’m sure.”  Dr. Honeyman goes back inside the Hall, where Corsar Yargoh is 
once again asleep on the floor.  “I also managed to dig up a little something left over 
from the war,” the doctor says, fetching from under the table the longer of the wooden 
cases he’d brought in earlier.  “I bought this off a cross-eyed old drunk at the tavern who 
claimed to have been a grenadier in one of the Philosian mercenary companies.”  He sets 
the case on the end of the table, unlatches a set of clasps along three of its sides, and 
presents it for examination. 
 Opening it up, Pennathorne starts grinning immediately.  “Ammunition?” 
 The doctor gestures towards the other case under the table.  “A dozen shells and 
the pack and powder to launch them.  It’s all twenty years old, though, so there’s no 
telling if it’s still ‘live’, as I believe the proper terminology goes.” 
 Beaming, Pennathorne reaches into the case and withdraws what appears to be a 
miniature cannon, eight inches long and six around, cast out of thick bronze.  It’s affixed 
to a heavy stock inlaid with staghorn and ebony, and equipped with an ornate wheellock 
mechanism.  Pennathorne hefts the whole burly assemblage and nods approvingly.  
“You’ve made me a very happy man, Melvin.” 
 Dr. Honeyman adjusts his spectacles and smiles thinly.  “I also replenished the 
ammunition for our guns as best I could.  Frankly, under the circumstances, we’re far 
better outfitted than I would have expected.” 
 “Enough gold can buy just about anything, just about anywhere,” says 
Pennathorne, setting the hand-cannon atop its case and clapping his palms together.  “I 
propose we set out at first light, as soon as that damned horn starts blowing.  Beg, buy, or 
steal a boat and make our way out to that wreck to see what all the fuss is about.” 
 They scrounge what they can from the Hall’s bare kitchen, then bed down on the 
floor in the front room.  Sometime in the small hours of the night a sudden commotion 
arises from Baron Motherspaw’s quarters and he appears in the doorway, disheveled and 
wild-eyed, an empty wine bottle wielded by the neck in one of his sallow hands.  
“Assassins!” he screeches, launching himself at Corsar in a frenzy.  He manages to land a 
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single solid blow against the side of the giant’s head before being swept aside by a 
massive hairy arm. 
 Dr. Honeyman and Pennathorne both pounce on the Baron, wrestling the bottle 
away and barking at him to calm down.  He finally goes limp, babbling about assassins in 
his room, but a quick search of the premises turns up nothing.  It takes three full doses of 
whitestar honey to soothe the Baron’s agitated nerves. 
 Returning to their pallets, Pennathorne and Corsar are both soon snoring again.  
Dr. Honeyman, though, finds himself unable to sleep, preoccupied with thoughts of 
tomorrow’s assault on the derelict.  Two aging veterans and an amoral brute, outfitted 
with scraps of armor and a handful of twenty-year-old explosives, against the monstrous 
horde.  Defeat—death—seems all but certain. 
 Silently rising from his bedroll, Dr. Honeyman makes his way into the Baron’s 
room.  The medicine chest sits atop a bureau near the door, and the doctor mixes a dose 
of whitestar with quick efficiency, careful not to click the baton against the sides of the 
crystal goblet.  On the bed behind him Baron Motherspaw twists and mutters in the 
sheets, and Dr. Honeyman downs the milky emulsion in one quick swallow. 
 The rest of the night passes in a restless dream.  A procession of old friends and 
enemies emerge from the fog of the doctor’s memory—his brother Fredd and the 
Scarcoat kenjoa who killed him; the Knifewinner hetman who vouched for him at the 
Serpent Glass Table; Professor Erzzok from the University; Vax Lono and Lávinus Tusk; 
even Robb Dogmilk and the Haliorites and Obros Arnaldos—none of them speaking, all 
merely passing him by with a nod and a wave and a glance back at those marching 
behind them.  Here come the victims of his time in the Black Feathers—Urkadian nobles 
and military commanders, a famous Philosian gunsmith, half a dozen rebellious 
Ostrovian conspirators, and scores of Khythanese slavers, Punjiran traders, and Hwn 
mercenaries—mixed among all those others who’ve died at his hands.  There are women 
among their number, as well as a few children barely into their teens, whose faces, 
though expressionless, pierce Dr. Honeyman with a shame that’s nearly unendurable.  
The procession marches on in silence for hours, for days, for weeks, until a horn sounds 
in the distance and they melt away like mist into the floor of Owlberk Hall. 
 Pale gray light filters through the shutters, striping the humped forms of 
Pennathorne and Corsar lying nearby.  The floorboards vibrate with a second lowing horn 
blast and Pennathorne tosses on his pallet, groaning an imprecation that all obrum 
everywhere have their lips sewn to their arseholes.  By the fifth tolling of the horn they 
are all three awake, knuckling sleep from their eyes and peering groggily around at the 
murky room. 
 “We ought to plug up that damned bugle before we leave,” says Corsar.  
“Preferably with the corpse of him that’s blowing it.” 
 “It’s no wonder the Ebramites are all such high-tempered bastards,” growls 
Pennathorne.  “They never get a good night’s sleep.” 
 Dr. Honeyman coughs raggedly, his mouth gummy and sour, his head throbbing 
in time with his pulse.  He goes about securing his bedroll, trying to blink away the 
lingering faces from his dream, and croaks, “Let’s get our gear together and head to the 
docks with all speed.  We need to use every minute of daylight we’ve got; I don’t fancy 
facing those creatures at night.” 
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 They gather up their weapons and armor and pile them in the barrow, along with a 
bundle of torches and enough powder and ammunition to blow Owlberk Hall off its 
foundations.  Despite the promise of another withering summer day, Pennathorne dons a 
padded jerkin and thick woolen breeches as necessary cushioning beneath the warboot.  
Dr. Honeyman puts on his last clean white-cloth shirt and knots the severed ends of his 
satchel’s strap together, meeting Corsar’s scowl with a steely glare as he hooks it over his 
shoulder. 
 Leaving Baron Motherspaw to his honey-addled dreams, the three of them set out 
for the lakefront, circumnavigating the armrophere’s offertory grounds just as Obros 
Arnaldos emerges to call out the morning’s invocations.  He glowers at the trio as they 
pass, his expression writ with both contempt and suspicion. 
 Ferncliff’s lakefront, like the rest of the town, is largely empty.  A handful of 
fishing boats and flat-bottomed barges bob alongside a single-masted cog, modest by 
maritime standards but looking absurdly huge in its current setting.  A lone windburned 
fisherman sits half-heartedly mending his nets on the deck of a sorry-looking skiff.  
When asked about hiring his vessel, he proves to be so drunk he can barely speak. 
 “Let’s just take one of them,” rumbles Corsar, nodding at the vessels on either 
side of them. 
 “I’m inclined to agree,” says Dr. Honeyman. 
 Pennathorne looks askance at him.  “I thought you were growing a conscience.” 
 “He’s got no problem with theft and underhanded sneakery,” interjects Corsar.  “I 
can vouch for that.” 
 The doctor ignores them and sets off down the wharf, searching for a vessel that 
will suit their needs.  They finally settle on a small single-masted fishing boat, whose 
cargo of nets and floats and sinkers and buckets they leave piled on the wharf, along with 
two dozen gold coins and a hastily scrawled note:  In payment for your boat, if we don’t 
make it back. 
 Within a few minutes they’re underway, mooring lines cast off, sail hoisted into 
the wind.  For the time being, no one speaks.  Corsar wriggles into the voluminous chain 
shirt and clamps the Ospralete bracers around his forearms, deciding to forgo the single 
huge pauldron for now.  Dr. Honeyman, his recently shaved face already gone dark with 
stubble, fastens the battered Urkadian cuirass across his chest and ties leathern greaves to 
his legs.  He loads his carbine, as well as a brace of dueling pistols he’d long since 
forgotten about, rediscovered just this morning as he was preparing for the voyage. 
 Pennathorne, meanwhile, ties back his hair and steps into the warboot’s pointy-
toed sabatons.  With considerable help from the doctor, he assembles the remaining 
pieces around himself, until finally only his hirsute head remains exposed.  Short spikes 
protrude from his toes, knees, elbows, and shoulders, and an engraved Sacradex death’s 
head—a jawless skull beneath a flaming five-pointed crown, poised above three crossed 
spears—spreads across his barrel-chested breastplate.  Despite being covered in nicks and 
dents, the warboot is in remarkably good condition, with joints and leathers still oiled and 
supple, and barely a fleck of rust to be seen. Pennathorne flexes the spiny gauntlets on his 
hands and grins. 
 The boat drifts steadily forward over the dark lake, propelled by a gentle wind out 
of the northwest.  Guns cocked and at the ready, Pennathorne and the doctor strain their 
eyes against the morning’s half-light, searching for any sign of incoming monsters.  
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Having reluctantly armed himself with a crossbow discovered in the same trunk as his 
mismatched armor, Corsar Yargoh warns, “I’m pure shit with shooters.  I’ve been known 
to miss men sitting not ten feet away from me.” 
 Dr. Honeyman raises his carbine and fires at something off to port, though by the 
time Pennathorne and Corsar locate the spot there’s naught but fading ripples.  “A turtle, 
perhaps,” the doctor murmurs, then sets about reloading his weapon. 
 The morning is eerily silent, disturbed only by the sounds of lapping waves and 
flapping sail.  Some distance ahead of them, perhaps five hundred yards from the eastern 
shore, they can see Redlock’s wrecked ship jutting up from the waterline like a crooked 
tooth.  Pennathorne and the doctor step forward as they approach, raising their guns 
periodically at shadows among the waves, only to lower them again a moment later. 
 Corsar suddenly bellows a curse from behind them.  Whirling, Pennathorne and 
Dr. Honeyman catch sight of an elongate black form scuttling over the gunwale, its blind 
blunt end brought up short as the giant transfixes it with a well-placed crossbow bolt.  He 
has no time to even smile over his uncommonly good aim before a half-dozen more of 
the loathsome creatures emerge slither up over the sides of the boat, spiderleg appendages 
already straining towards the men on board. 
 A trio of gunshots echo across the lake as Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman open 
fire; three of the creatures, shattered and dribbling green slime, slip back into the water.  
Dr. Honeyman, the empty carbine already dropped, snatches the dueling pistols from his 
belt and sends two more into retreat, before drawing his sword and sweeping its razor-
sharp edge through the rearing body of another.  Even more are appearing over the 
gunwales, and the doctor’s flashing sword litters the deck with severed lengths of their 
monstrous bodies.  Beside him, Pennathorne hacks at the scuttling horde with his saber, 
or crushes them under his heavy sabatons when they get close enough. 
 In the stern, Corsar Yargoh, armed now with a skull-headed mace and 
Pennathorne’s smallsword, batters and slashes at the advancing millipede-things like a 
man gone mad with rage.  A berserk wordless hollering issues from his throat, his face 
flushed red and spattered with putrescent slime.  Once he nearly slips in the rank gore 
collecting at his feet, but manages to arrest his fall by driving the tip of the smallsword 
through the back of one of the creatures and into the deck.  The thing’s blunt eyeless head 
curls back towards the source of its hurt, spiderlegs clutching spasmodically at the air, 
and one of these finds the soft flesh between Corsar’s thumb and forefinger, its sting like 
the bite of a horsefly.  He roars and yanks his hand back, crushing the writhing bug into 
oblivion with a single savage blow of the mace.  Snarling, he pulverizes another, then 
another, his hand already starting to swell. 
 Pennathorne suddenly barrels past him, wading straight into the midst of the 
creeping horror.  Carapaces shatter like eggshells beneath his stomping sabatons, the 
mangled remnants slithering backwards into the lake.  No further reinforcements appear, 
and the three men find themselves once again alone on the boat. 
 “How long have I got?” pants Corsar, holding up his grotesquely swollen right 
hand.  “It hurts like a pure pissing bastard.” 
 “Keep it below your heart,” orders Dr. Honeyman, locating his medical kit among 
their gear.  “We may yet be able to drain some of the poison from it.  Take hold of him, 
Pennathorne; he’s going to jump like a scalded cat.” 
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 Mindful of his spiky armor, Pennathorne clutches Corsar in a cold steel bearhug, 
the top of his head barely reaching the giant’s shoulder.  The doctor selects a lancet from 
his kit and searches Corsar’s misshapen hand for the site of the sting.  It’s easy enough to 
find—an angry chancre pushed outward by the fluid beneath—and Dr. Honeyman takes a 
firm grip on the giant’s bracer, saying, “Make sure to keep breathing, Yargoh.  I’ll be 
crushed like a bug if you pass out and fall on me.” 
 A second later, Corsar’s agonized bellow explodes across the lake.  Blood and pus 
boil out of the incised chancre, and the maddened giant jerks his arm so violently that he 
nearly tosses Dr. Honeyman off the boat.  “Keep your hand down, dammit!” the doctor 
snaps, pressing on Corsar’s hand as he tries to milk the corruption out of it.  “Luckily, 
your bracer seems to have slowed the progress of the poison.”  The giant groans as Dr. 
Honeyman keeps up his relentless ministrations, only releasing him to prepare a crude 
compress from the few supplies he has available. 
 “Am I snuffed?” asks Corsar, grimacing as Dr. Honeyman applies the compress 
and begins to swaddle his hand in bandages. 
 “I couldn’t tell you honestly,” admits the doctor.  “My elk was dead within 
seconds of being attacked.  It’s possible the venom has a cumulative effect; being stung 
only once, perhaps you simply didn’t receive a lethal dose.  Other than your hand, how 
do you feel?” 
 “Ready to shit fire.” 
 Dr. Honeyman raises an eyebrow.  “I have no idea how to take that.” 
 “Take it to mean I’m well enough to crush a few bugs more,” retorts Corsar.  “So 
let’s up and on; I’d like to be back in town before sunset, head-down drunk off my 
reward money.” 
 By now the derelict, a fat-bellied trader outfitted with a pair of collapsed sails, sits 
just a hundred feet ahead of them.  It rests low in the water, canted onto its starboard side, 
its bow partly submerged.  A great iron-banded hatch is chained shut in the center of the 
deck.  Farther back, near the stern, slump a pair of bruise-colored corpses, their clothes 
greasy with putrescence. 
 “I’m not sure how Redlock expected to navigate this tub all the way down the 
Sutherling Rush,” observes Dr. Honeyman.  “It would have been smashed to bits.” 
 “You made the same prediction about our friend Corsar, too,” remarks 
Pennathorne, stepping over to their pile of gear and uncovering the hand-cannon.  “If you 
wouldn’t mind,” he says, holding it out towards the doctor.  “I don’t think I can load this 
with these mittens on.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shrugs and carries the weapon over to the case of ammunition.  He 
packs it with powder and wadding, before carefully loading one of the grenades—a small 
iron spheroid equipped with a crude impact fuse—and passing it back to Pennathorne.  
“I’d put your helmet on,” he advises, edging away from his heavily armored companion. 
 Pennathorne snorts contemptuously and takes aim at the iron-banded hatch.  
There’s a snap as he pulls the trigger, then a hiss, a faint whiff of saltpeter, and the hand-
cannon belches out the grenade with throaty boom.  The hatch disintegrates into splinters 
and shredded metal. 
 “Ha!”  Pennathorne gives a gleeful clanking hop and hands the smoking weapon 
to Dr. Honeyman.  “Load that beast up one more time, will you?  You know, just in 
case.” 
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 “I wouldn’t recommend firing it inside,” says Dr. Honeyman, “especially below 
the waterline.”  Still, he returns to the ammunition crate and obligingly begins to reload 
the grenade gun. 
 “Is it possible we’ve stomped them all out?” asks Corsar, scowling 
apprehensively at the gaping hole where the hatch used to be. 
 “I can’t imagine,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Here.”  He presses the grenade gun into 
Corsar’s good hand and goes to the tiller, maneuvering the boat alongside the wreck.  A 
nauseating stench—rotten flesh combined with a strange reptilian musk—emanates from 
the shattered hatchway and the three men scramble to fix scarves around their faces. 
 “Uhl’s yard!” gasps Pennathorne.  “Never thought I’d smell anything worse than 
the sewers underneath Damszalliane!” 
 “What about the Redoubt of Arcant Haliors?” asks Dr. Honeyman, reloading their 
other guns. 
 “Oh, aye, that was pure pissing awful.”  Pennathorne grimaces and straps his 
sword belt around his waist, arming it with the reloaded cavalry pistols, a pair of dirks, 
and his smallsword, which he discovers still sticking up out of the crushed remains of the 
creature that had stung Corsar.  “The slaughtering grounds outside the Chauhn village in 
Ul Hurra were gut-churning, too, if you’ll remember.” 
 “Which is why I find it so peculiar you’d want to return there,” says Dr. 
Honeyman. 
 “I mean to get my finger back from them,” growls Pennathorne, deadly serious.  
Clambering onto the gunwale, he nearly falls in the lake as he hauls himself up and over 
the derelict’s rail.  “Probably should’ve tied a line around my waist,” he grunts, regaining 
his footing atop the steeply pitched deck.  “In this warboot, I’d sink straight to the bottom 
quick as a blink.” 
 “Shhh!” Corsar hisses suddenly, holding up his bandaged hand.  “Do you hear 
that?” 
 From somewhere inside the wreck they can hear a faint whooshing sound, as of 
water rushing deep underground.  Then, another noise, barely perceptible but all too 
familiar:  the quiet scuttling of thousands of chitinous appendages. 
 “Uhl’s blood and balls,” breathes Corsar, stepping back and raising the hand-
cannon towards the gaping hatch.  “They’re coming!” 
 Dr. Honeyman claps his hand over the weapon’s wheellock.  “Watch it, you 
damned fool!  At this distance, you’d kill Pennathorne for sure!” 
 Barking at them to be quiet, Pennathorne draws the cavalry pistols from his belt.  
“I can hear them moving just inside the hatch.” 
 A moment later a single millipede-thing does finally appear, creeping almost 
timidly over the edge of the destroyed hatchway.  Hands tight around their weapons, the 
three men stand stock still as it slinks forward over the steeply slanted deck.  It gets to 
within six feet of Pennathorne before he blasts it to pieces, the shattered stump wriggling 
backwards and disappearing in the blink of an eye.  Out of sight there’s a scurry of 
movement, and they brace for the writhing onslaught.  As the seconds tick by, though, no 
more of the creatures emerge.  Instead, the scuttling actually grows quieter, retreating 
deeper into the ship, until at last the faint sound of rushing water is all that remains. 
 Pennathorne blows out his spent pistol.  “Must’ve scared them off.” 
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 “They’re waiting for us,” growls Corsar, glowering balefully at the ominous hole 
in the deck.  “Coiled up in the dark, just waiting for us to come inside.” 
 “Awfully devious for a swarm of insects,” observes Dr. Honeyman, as he 
crouches beside their gear and lights a pair of torches with practiced efficiency, “however 
monstrous they might be.”  He passes one to Pennathorne, then hauls himself up one-
handed onto the derelict.  “After you,” he says, making a motion to proceed. 
 Pennathorne edges up to the ruined hatch, the whooshing sound growing louder, 
and leans precariously into the darkness, casting the torchlight this way and that over the 
skewed internal geometry of the ship.  To his right rises a massive cylinder of strange 
silvery-blue metal, perhaps ten feet across and twelve high, protruding from the midst of 
an enormous pulpy mass surrounded by black water and more rancid corpses.  Holding 
the torch lower, Pennathorne can see that the mass is honeycombed with openings, most 
squirming with half-hidden movement. 
 Behind him, the doctor edges closer.  “What do you see?” 
 “A huge stinking nest,” replies Pennathorne, scowling in disgust, “like an 
oversized termite mound.  I can see those damned bugs moving around inside it.” 
 Still in the fishing boat, Corsar frowns unhappily.  “Best just to leave,” he 
rumbles.  “Burn this hulk to the waterline and be done with it.” 
 The other two men ignore him.  “There’s a big tube or something sticking out of 
it,” says Pennathorne, moving aside to make room for Dr. Honeyman at the edge of the 
shattered hatch.  “Sounds like it’s sucking water.” 
 Dr. Honeyman thrusts out his torch and surveys the scene inside the hold.  “What 
on Irsus could it be?” he mutters, squinting through his cracked spectacles at the massive 
cylinder.  “It looks to be covered in some kind of writing, though it’s hard to tell from 
this distance.” 
 “So what do we do now?” 
 “A good question,” murmurs the doctor, adjusting the scarf tied around his face.  
“It would be helpful to make a closer inspection of that cylindrical structure, but I’m 
guessing that would provoke another attack from the lurking swarm.” 
 “Why not just blast them with the hand-cannon?” suggests Pennathorne.  “Put a 
shell dead flat center in that putrid shit-pile.” 
 Dr. Honeyman looks dubious.  “The nest is huge; I doubt you’d do more than 
merely enrage them, like pitching a stone at a hive of wasps.  It’s possible, too, that the 
explosion might compound the existing damage to the ship and send it to the bottom for 
good.” 
 Pennathorne rolls his eyes.  “Then what do you recommend?” 
 The doctor furrows his brow, head bowed, his brains still throbbing from the 
whitestar.  He finds himself at a complete loss as to how to proceed.  Now that they’ve 
found Redlock’s weapon—or whatever it is—what do they do with it?  What should they 
do with it?  Pennathorne, for his part, leans back into the hatch to examine the obscene 
growth clogging the hold, still convinced that a well-placed grenade would help the 
situation. 
 “Burn it,” Corsar suggests again from the fishing boat.  Neither Pennathorne nor 
the doctor even glances in his direction, so he takes a step forward and raises his voice.  
“Burn it and let’s get on our way.  I’d like to collect my money before midday.”  The 
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boat rocks as he shifts his weight, water slapping against the hull.  All else is creeping 
silence. 
 “Yargoh, behind you!”  Having finally looked back towards the fishing boat, Dr. 
Honeyman catches sight of a single sinuous form draped over the gunwale, its blunt head 
slinking slowly, quietly, towards the giant.  The doctor whips his carbine up, but it’s too 
late.  Corsar turns, cursing in surprise as the creature lunges at him, and in the blink of an 
eye the abominable thing has scuttled up to his chest, finding easy purchase on his 
chainmail shirt.  Hooting in panic, he beats at the creature with his bandaged hand and the 
butt of the grenade gun, his cries rising abruptly in pitch as it clambers over his beard and 
onto his face.  Arms flailing, he staggers drunkenly across the deck, the millipede-thing 
clamped to him like some blasphemous parasitic vine, stinging him over and over again 
with its slender spidery appendages. 
 “Look out!” Pennathorne shouts as Corsar backs into the mast, his limbs 
stiffening and akimbo, the screams gurgling away in his throat.  In his convulsing hand 
the grenade gun sparks, coughing smoke, and Pennathorne manages to interpose himself 
between the doctor and the incoming shell just before it strikes the deck below them.  The 
planks splinter and fly apart under their feet, a gust of fire propelling the two of them into 
the reeking and infested hold. 
 They land heavily, Pennathorne almost fully on top of Dr. Honeyman, the nest-
mass collapsing beneath them by a couple of inches.  “Melvin!”  Struggling to rise, 
Pennathorne discovers with horror that the spike on his left poleyn has pierced the 
doctor’s right side, passing just under the lower edge of his cuirass. 
 “Dammit…Pennathorne.”  Dr. Honeyman coughs painfully, his hands going 
automatically to his wounded side. 
 Pennathorne’s relief at hearing his friend’s voice is short-lived; already a familiar 
scuttling sound has begun to emanate from the mound around them.  “Sorry, Melvin,” 
Pennathorne mutters, “but I’ve got no time to be gentle.”  He quickly draws his knee back 
and the poleyn’s bloody spine emerges from Dr. Honeyman’s hip.  Cursing through 
clenched teeth, the doctor pulls the scarf from around his face and stuffs it under the edge 
of his cuirass. 
 Standing atop the crumbling mound, Pennathorne catches sight of movement in 
the burrows on all sides of them.  “Up, Melvin, up!” he barks, reaching down and hauling 
the doctor bodily to his feet.  “Make for the silver tube; maybe it leads out through the 
bottom of the ship!”  They stagger forward, dozens of millipede-things sprouting as if by 
magic from the mound around them. 
 “Watch yourself!” cries Dr. Honeyman, swinging his carbine up and pivoting on 
his wounded hip so quickly he nearly collapses.  The report of the gunshot is deafening 
inside the hold, and one of the creatures, emerging from a burrow by Pennathorne’s foot, 
explodes into slime and shattered chitin. 
 Yanking the doctor back around, Pennathorne drags him to the foot of the silvery-
blue cylinder in the space of half a dozen heartbeats.  They have little time to marvel over 
the strange material it’s made of—lustrous blue-gray in color and finely grained like the 
whorls of a fingerprint—or its apparently seamless construction.  Nor do they linger to 
examine the complex engravings covering its surface, using them only as convenient 
handholds for their desperate ascent towards the cylinder’s mouth. 
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 Although slowed by wounds and armor, they make swift progress, impelled by 
the base animal instinct to survive.  The millipede creatures follow on relentlessly, 
flowing up the outside of the cylinder in a seething tide, spiderleg appendages straining 
towards their prey. 
 In another second, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman feel the lip of the cylinder 
beneath their fingertips, even as the monsters below them are scrabbling at their boots.  
With a mighty heave, each man hauls himself up and over, plunging headlong into 
darkness, the sound of rushing water growing louder and louder as they fall.  They seem 
to fall for longer than they should, finally landing with shocking suddenness in a vortex 
of sucking water.  It swallows them like a ravening maw, tossing them head over heels 
and battering them against the sides of the cylinder as it draws them down into darkness.  
Separated from each other, from light and air, even from a sense of up and down, the two 
men can do nothing but surrender themselves to the maelstrom, lungs bursting, thoughts 
of death blackening their minds. 
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Book Two:  Into the Sundered Country 
 
 In those three Weeks I did suffer most dreadfully.  Horrors heaped upon Horrors, 
given Form out of Nightmare and sent by the Ancient Dark to either slay me or drive me 
off from my Holy Purpose.  The other Pilgrims who had made the Voyage from Politam 
Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) with me were all either dead or vanished; I 
have told that Part of the Story and do not wish to speak of it again.  The Fifth Kingdom 
sought to ravage me both Body and Soul, to break my Faith like a Reed and scatter it to 
the Winds, but I would not be swayed from my Course.  Lashed with Storms, beset by 
Monsters, deprived of any Friend or Ally, I continued ever forward, focused only on the 
Burning Star of my Conviction.  Even as the Maw of H** closed around me and tore my 
Physical Shell to Pieces, my Soul remained untouched and untouchable, hardened to 
Diamond by the Strength of Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!). 
 Those first three Weeks passed as a Trial of Blood and Spirit, but there was worse 
yet to come.  A Day after the Incident at the Devouring Tree, which claimed the Life of 
young Calaphor and left me at last alone in that Sundered Country, the Ancient Dark sent 
a new Breed of Devil to destroy me.  I was passing through an arid Landscape of scrubby 
rolling Hills, following a Road nearly obliterated with Age, when I was suddenly set upon 
by a Trio of howling Fiends.  Unlike the Monsters which had come before them, these 
were in Form similar to Men, with two Arms, two Legs, and a Head of normal 
Proportion.  Their Skin, though, was of an unnatural bluish Color and their Mouths were 
filled with Fangs, thus making plain their demonic Origins. 
 Though nearly crippled with Hunger and Exhaustion, I brandished my Sword and 
spoke Words of Holy Power at them, but to no Avail.  In a Moment I was disarmed and 
on the Ground, my Soul consumed with Shame at my Failure.  Crying out a final Prayer 
to Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!), I awaited the killing Stroke.  Instead, 
shaken by my Faith’s flaring Ember, the blue-skinned Devils fell back, speaking to each 
other in an unwholesome Language the likes of which I’d never heard.  Again I called out 
to Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) and again the Devils rolled their Eyes 
and gnashed their awful Teeth.  On the third Invocation of those burning Syllables, the 
Devils approached me as Supplicants, offering me Water and a grayish flavorless Pap to 
eat.  Thus was I delivered from Death by the Agents of H** Itself. 
 Assured now of my own Power, I accompanied the three Devils to their Fortress, 
which was hidden beneath the Ground and marked by a colossal Obelisk of black Stone.  
In Arrogance I descended, the chosen Conqueror of the Fifth Kingdom, my Heel on the 
Backs of Fiends, and in Humility I did return, having seen the Horrors of the Pit and 
tasted my own bitter Helplessness. 

-from the Magnocactadictum 
by Arcant Samûlus, comp. 1475 

 
 For an excruciating eternity they tumble through the maelstrom.  Their lungs 
scream for air, black oblivion clawing at the edges of their consciousness.  They lose all 
sense of direction, of orientation; up and down become impenetrable concepts.  The 
cylinder, impossibly, still surrounds them on all sides. 
 Then, just as fatal darkness begins to close over them, the vortex abates and their 
heads break the surface.  Pennathorne, weighed down by the warboot, immediately 
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begins to sink again, though he’s slowed by an incredibly strong upwelling current that 
churns the water into froth around them.  He and Dr. Honeyman both manage to find 
purchase along the walls, which are covered in the same sort of complex carvings as the 
outside of the cylinder.  For a long minute all they can do is clutch at their precarious 
handholds and gulp down great draughts of air. 
 “We’ve come back up inside the ship,” gasps the doctor.  “I don’t know how; 
there must be some strange currents at work where the tube emerges into the lake.” 
 Pennathorne coughs, belches, then spits into the roiling water.  “What now?” 
 Dr. Honeyman pushes his sodden hair out of his face and shakes his head.  “I 
don’t know.”  His carbine and one of the dueling pistols have vanished into the 
maelstrom, as have his cracked spectacles.  He squints upward, expecting to find the 
space overhead crowded with a blurry scuttling mass.  Instead, the cylinder extends 
above them for another forty feet, unobstructed and unoccupied, ending in a disc of lurid 
red light.  “Impossible…” 
 “What’s that?”  Pennathorne spits again and looks up.  “Uhl’s yard!  The ship’s 
on fire!” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head.  “I don’t think so.  There’s no smell of smoke, 
and that light doesn’t fluctuate as firelight would.  See how steady it is?”  He cranes his 
neck around, searching the deeply inscribed walls surrounding them.  “We’re far too deep 
to still be inside the ship, and we’re certainly below the surface of the lake.” 
 “How’s that possible?” 
 The doctor opens his mouth to respond, then claps it shut and gives an exhausted 
shrug. 
 “So what now?” asks Pennathorne.  “We could try again to swim down out of the 
tube.” 
 “I wouldn’t risk it a second time, not against this current.” 
 “Then we’d better start climbing.”  Heaving himself out of the water, Pennathorne 
begins the laborious ascent towards the red glare overhead.  The doctor follows after him 
slowly, trying to keep the weight off of his wounded hip.  As they climb, they become 
aware of a melodious chanting coming from above them, its language and inflection 
utterly foreign to their ears. 
 “I don’t think we’re in the ship anymore,” Pennathorne hisses down at the doctor.  
He pauses near the opening of the cylinder to check his sword belt, cursing softly when 
he discovers one of the Urkadian cavalry pistols missing. 
 Hoisting himself even with Pennathorne, Dr. Honeyman squints up through the 
cylinder’s mouth, his dark brows tightly knit.  Perhaps twenty feet overhead there appears 
to be a lumpy and irregular ceiling, its entire surface emitting a strong red glow.  “Maybe 
I’m unconscious,” the doctor mutters.  “Maybe I’m drowning and these are my last 
flickering thoughts.” 
 “Maybe you’re dead,” says Pennathorne, “and this is what comes after.”  
Grinning, he places one of his dirks between his teeth, then creeps upwards to peek over 
the lip of the cylinder. 
 His assessment turns out to be true; they’re most certainly not still aboard 
Redlock’s derelict ship.  From his limited vantage point he’s able make out what appear 
to be misshapen columns rising up from the unseen floor, some reaching to the ceiling, 
some broken off at various abbreviated lengths.  Their exact nature is hard to assess, as 
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everything is covered by an impenetrable layer of luminous fungus, every square inch of 
ceiling and column encrusted in toadstools and tumid puffballs, ruffled polypores and 
formless gelatinous blobs, all crowded together and phosphorescing redly. 
 “I’ll be damned,” breathes Dr. Honeyman, as he draws himself up next to 
Pennathorne.  “What on Irsus is going on?” 
 Before Pennathorne can respond, the chant outside abruptly ceases.  They 
exchange uncertain looks, each motioning for the other to proceed.  Finally, they both 
grasp the lip of the cylinder and inch themselves cautiously up into the open air. 
 The smoldering fungal forest extends off in all directions, though they find that 
the cylinder itself stands in the center of a clearing among the lumpish columns.  
Luminescent red growth coats the uneven floor as thickly as the ceiling, both of which 
are dotted by innumerable small dark openings.  “Like the nest on the ship,” murmurs the 
doctor, eyeing the ominous burrows. 
 Off to the left, near the edge of the clearing, they spot a curious platform, 
pentagonal in shape, perched on five spindly stilts some six or eight feet above the 
ground.  Seated cross-legged atop the platform is a young man of savage appearance, 
clothed only in a loincloth and draped with ornaments of bone and teeth.  His pitch black 
hair—almost bluish in the weird red light—is long and intricately braided, looped loosely 
around his head and neck.  He wears an expression of wide-eyed astonishment on his 
smooth beardless face, which bears a certain resemblance to the dark-skinned, high-
cheeked Cadeeshim of northern Bet’Hurrabet. 
 For a long motionless second they regard each other—Pennathorne and the doctor 
protruding head and shoulders from the massive silver cylinder, and the young savage 
perched atop his strange little platform—before the latter snatches up a long silver staff at 
his feet and springs down to the ground with the nimbleness of a monkey.  He races away 
between the columns with remarkable speed, especially impressive given the singular 
sandals he wears, which raise him above the fungal carpet on tall narrow spindles.  His 
tracks show up as clusters of small bruises in the glowing floor. 
 “I think I’m having a profound philosophical crisis, Pennathorne,” Dr. Honeyman 
says with deliberate calm. 
 “How’s that?” mumbles Pennathorne, resheathing his dirk and peering off in the 
direction of the young man’s flight. 
 The doctor’s relaxed demeanor crumbles.  “Where on Irsus are we?!  How on 
Irsus did we get here?!”  He encompasses their surroundings with a sweeping gesture.  
“This is all impossible!” 
 Pennathorne hoists himself onto the cylinder’s wide lip and shrugs, unfazed.  
“What would you have us do about it?  Wherever we are, however we got here, it’s done, 
and we’re not like to unmuddle it hanging in this tube.  Seems the sensible thing would 
be to follow after that fellow and see if we can’t get some answers to our questions.” 
 “It must be a dream,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, though even as he says it he knows 
it’s not true.  The clinging reptilian humidity in the air, the forest of misshapen columns, 
the insidious phosphorescent growth all around them—it’s all inescapably, undeniably 
real, despite what logic and experience might suggest.  “It must be a dream,” he repeats, 
forcefully. 
 Pennathorne claps an open gauntlet against the top of Dr. Honeyman’s head.  
“Feels real enough, eh?  Now drag your sorry arse over and let’s get going.” 
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 The doctor rubs his scalp, cursing, then hauls himself up next to Pennathorne.  
“It’s a miracle that damned warboot missed all my bones and organs,” he says, grimacing 
in pain as he probes at his hip.  “I can nearly stick a finger in the wound.”  He searches 
through the sodden contents of his satchel, pulling out a dripping handkerchief and a roll 
of bandage linen. 
 “Aye, well, I’m sorry about that, though this damned warboot, as you call it, did 
save us both from being blown to smithereens.” 
 Dr. Honeyman grunts absently as he dresses the bloody puncture in his side, his 
lean face looking pale and tired in the hideous red glare.  “What do you make of that 
fellow’s odd footwear?” he asks.  “Perhaps the fungi is poisonous?” 
 “He was scantly protected if it is,” remarks Pennathorne.  “That little scrap he was 
wearing over his yard isn’t like to help him much if he takes a tumble.  Frankly, I’m 
wondering more about these burrows all around us; I’d have thought we’d be chin-deep 
in squirming horror by now.” 
 “I couldn’t possibly venture a guess as to why we’re not,” the doctor says 
peevishly, fastening the bandage around his waist.  “One moment we’re on board a wreck 
in the Lewlander back country, the next we’re in some other place entirely, one which I 
can barely even begin to process.  There are no rules anymore.  I’m still not convinced 
that any of this is actually happening.” 
 Pennathorne raises his gauntleted fist.  “Another demonstration?” 
 Dr. Honeyman ignores him and leans painfully forward to get a better view of 
their surroundings.  Some ten or twelve feet below them the silvery-blue cylinder 
emerges from a narrow ring of bare ground.  Beyond this, unbroken in every direction, 
extends the lambent fungal mat; ceiling, floor, and columns alike pockmarked with 
countless dark burrow openings.  “It’s all a huge nest,” the doctor mumbles.  “We’re 
inside a single gigantic nest.” 
 Pennathorne follows his gaze, frowning.  “No sign of the scuttling inhabitants, at 
least.” 
 “It must be dormant,” says Dr. Honeyman, tilting the water out of his satchel.  
“The creatures all dead or hibernating.” 
 Pennathorne raps his gauntleted knuckles against the cylinder.  “This metal bears 
a striking resemblance to that little box Captain Lambshead showed to us.” 
 “Yes,” says Dr. Honeyman, “It looks to be exactly the same material.” 
 “What do you make of it?” 
 The doctor purses his lips but says nothing. 
 “Well, come on, then,” says Pennathorne, as he lowers himself over the edge of 
the cylinder.  “Whatever this place is, we’re here without food or water or any idea of 
how to get out.  That half-naked high-stepper might be our best chance of not going arse-
up in this weird wilderness.” 
 Dr. Honeyman accedes with a shrug, and a minute later the two of them are 
standing at the base of the cylinder.  This monstrous nest proves to be much sturdier than 
the one on board Redlock’s derelict, firm as hard-packed earth beneath their feet.  From 
the depths of his satchel the doctor fetches out his ivory-cased compass, but its needle 
spins wildly, directionless.  Pennathorne presses a steel-clad toe into the glowing fungi, 
smooshing it into a gelatinous goo that rapidly loses its phosphorescence.  He shrugs.  
“Seems safe enough.” 
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 The doctor eyes Pennathorne’s sabaton where a dusting of scintillant spores has 
collected.  “I’m not so sure,” he mutters. 
 “Well, I’m not going to just stand here with my yard in the wind,” growls 
Pennathorne.  He hefts his swordbelt and tromps forward, leaving a path of fading 
splotches in the fungal growth.  “Best hurry up, Melvin,” he calls over his shoulder.  “The 
high-stepper’s trail is already starting to fade.” 
 By the time Dr. Honeyman reaches Pennathorne’s side, his own high buckled 
boots and leathern greaves are slathered in spores.  Their quarry’s tracks are already 
starting to fill with glowing red slime, and the doctor limps along behind Pennathorne as 
they follow them off between the blobular columns.  The sultry air teems with an array of 
strange-looking beetles—some like tiny flitting jewels, some nearly as big as a man’s fist, 
borne clumsily aloft on huge thrumming wings—all of which appear to be feeding on the 
glowing fungus.  Some of the beetles themselves are phosphorescent, blotched here and 
there with blinking patches of yellow and cyan. 
 “Maybe we’re not on Irsus anymore,” suggests Pennathorne.  “I’ve been to nearly 
every continent on the globe and I’ve never seen anything like this.” 
 They discover even stranger creatures preying upon the profusion of beetles.  
From out of the fungi sprout things like overgrown barnacles, bi- or trivalve shells 
extruding feathery tendrils, or gooey-looking paddles, or long rubbery proboscides.  
Some are tall and narrow, like undersea tubeworms, while others cluster together like 
colonies of clams.  Many of them are adorned with fleshy glowing protuberances, or 
exude exotic perfumes, which lure the beetles into easy range of cilia, sap, and hooked 
barb. 
 The barnacle creatures recoil as Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman pass them, a few 
lashing out defensively before retreating into their shells.  Besides the bombinating of the 
beetles and the rustling and snapping of their predators, there’s little other noise.  They 
occasionally hear a far-off keening tone, and once a booming roar that erupts from 
somewhere close behind them.  Drawing their swords, they both quicken their pace and 
cast furtive glances over their shoulders, but the sound does not repeat itself. 
 For almost half a mile they follow the tracks left by the young savage, which 
come to an abrupt end at the edge of a roadway made of glossy black stone, bounded by 
curbs of silvery-blue metal.  The whole avenue is perhaps fifteen feet across, untouched 
by any of the surrounding fungal growth.  Drawing closer, they notice another, mirror-
image roadway on the ceiling, following the same broadly curving path as its twin below. 
 “Riddles upon riddles,” mutters Dr. Honeyman.  Their quarry’s tracks end at the 
edge of the mysterious road, which is spectacularly clean, without a trace of the spores 
that so thickly coat both men’s lower legs.  “Left, I think,” he says, bending down to get a 
better look.  “See how the prints turn in that direction?” 
 Up close, they discover the silvery-blue curbs are covered in a baffling 
arrangement of serpentine calligraphy and intricate geometric designs, some of which 
look to the doctor’s eye like astronomical charts, or like the circles of power he’s seen 
illustrated in occult tomes.  Some parts are raised up in high relief, depicting animals and 
monsters with an incredible level of detail; dogs, bears, bats, winged lizards, a thing like 
a crab with tentacles instead of claws.  Here, a deer with the head of a man converses 
with a snake-armed woman.  The beetles, they notice, fly over this fantastical highway 
without apparent hesitation, though they never land upon its surface. 
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 “Well, let’s get going,” says Pennathorne, clambering over the curb even as Dr. 
Honeyman calls out a warning for him to tread carefully.  Clomping across the glossy 
black stone, he turns around and says, “It’s warm; I can feel it through the soles of my 
boots.” 
 Dr. Honeyman follows after him, immediately aware of a radiant heat rising from 
the road’s surface.  “Must be the source of this damned humidity,” he mutters, suddenly 
exhausted, his hip throbbing, the Urkadian cuirass weighing him down like an anchor.  
Their lack of water begins to alarm him; all too well he remembers their travels through 
the Salted Blight a decade ago, those grinding days of heat and hunger and maddening 
thirst.  He takes out his compass again, finds the needle flipping back and forth along a 
course paralleling the road beneath them. 
 Standing atop the pitch black stone is like floating vertiginously above a section 
of yawning void, while the mirror-span in the ceiling looms emptily overhead.  They 
suddenly notice that the spores on their legs are withering and dropping off, dissolving 
into nothingness before they even reach the simmering black surface of the roadway.  
Resuming their march, Pennathorne and the doctor follow this uncanny path as it curves 
steadily to the left, suggesting a circle some miles in circumference, with the cylinder at 
its center.  At certain points they pass courtyards of various shapes and sizes, situated on 
both sides and at differing distances from the main roadway, to which they are connected 
by decorated paths of silvery-blue metal.  Notwithstanding the peculiarities of color in the 
red fungal glow, it’s clear that each one of these courtyards is comprised of a different 
material; this one a circular slab of greenish marble, that one a square of lustrous 
diamond shot through with a tracery of golden filaments.  Similar courtyards appear 
along the duplicate roadway overhead, though not always in the same place or 
configuration as those below. 
 They travel for nearly another half-mile before their course is interrupted by a 
deep crater at least twenty yards across.  Protruding over empty space for a few feet, the 
road abruptly terminates in a shattered and blackened stump, before reappearing across 
the crater and continuing its journey through the fungal forest.  Overhead, the ceiling 
shows similar but less significant damage, and the mirror-image pathway above them 
looks to be wholly intact. 
 Pennathorne edges forward along the projecting span of road.  “Do you hear 
that?”  The sides of the crater slope precipitously downwards, partially lit by the 
phosphorescent growth which has crept into its depths.  Below the red glow there’s 
nothing but darkness, out of which issues a faint but unmistakable scuttling noise. 
 “So the nest is active after all,” says Dr. Honeyman, moving up beside 
Pennathorne and peering into the menacing pit. 
 “Somewhere deep down inside there, anyway.”  Pennathorne leans forward to 
hawk a gobbet of phlegm into the darkness.  “Wish I had one of those Philosian grenades 
right now.” 
 They discover a set of faint tracks pressed into the fungal mat near the edge of the 
crater, bearing off to the right between a pair of tall mounds.  Following these, they find a 
second roadway, its destroyed terminus jutting like a rigid tongue over the crater, which 
at one time must have formed an intersection with the first.  This road runs straight away 
from the crater, though with no mirror-image counterpart on the ceiling.  Again, the 
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tracks disappear at the curb, and Pennathorne and the doctor resume their pursuit along 
this new path. 
 They keep on at a steady pace, passing more courtyards, as well as a group of 
ornate golden pipes which protrude from the ceiling and reach nearly halfway to the 
ground.  Beneath them the fungi grow with particular luxuriance. 
 “The air smells fresher here,” observes Dr. Honeyman, inhaling deeply.  “Those 
tubes must emerge somewhere outside the nest.” 
 “I’m starting to think we’re underground,” says Pennathorne.  “There’s something 
very cavern-like about our present surroundings, a certain weight to the atmosphere.” 
 “It’s occurred to me, too,” says the doctor, then shrugs.  “None of this makes any 
sense, though, so there’s no telling where those tubes might go.” 
 Leaving the golden pipes behind, they press on.  Sapped by the heat pouring up 
from the glossy black roadway, they resort to slogging through the glowing fungus until 
the spores grow too thick on their legs.  Once, off to the right, they spot a massive grub-
like creature, fully as large as a bull orothine.  Small citreous lights ring the lower edge of 
its spiny banded carapace, underneath which they can see dozens of short stumpy legs.  It 
grazes slowly over the fungal carpet, leaving a flickering swath of destruction in its wake, 
and seems to take no notice of the two men as they pass by. 
 They continue on for another half an hour until Dr. Honeyman, his hip throbbing 
from their forced march, pauses to unfasten the Urkadian cuirass across his chest.  “I’ll 
take my chances,” he huffs, dropping it onto the ground. 
 Pennathorne doesn’t seem to hear.  “Look there,” he murmurs, nodding down the 
road ahead of them.  In the distance they can make out several figures, all balanced on 
tall spindly sandals.  Their approach is more tentative than aggressive, and for the 
moment Pennathorne and the doctor keep their weapons holstered, hands hooked over 
their sword belts.  As the group draws closer, they recognize the young savage in the 
lead, his silver staff held defensively out in front of him.  Behind him crowd seven or 
eight other similarly clad men, armed with cudgels and spears made of a dark chitinous 
material.  The leader stops some distance away and calls to them in a mellifluous 
language thoroughly alien to their ears, only to be cut short by a gruff curse in Lewlander 
from somewhere behind him. 
 “Don’t bother with that monkey-shit, you damned useless idiot!”  A new figure 
appears, shoving his way through the group with such fury that he nearly knocks a couple 
of them to the ground.  In jarring contrast to his loincloth-clad companions, this fellow is 
dressed more in the style of a wealthy gentleman, in a sleeveless silver and green doublet 
and black velvet breeches tucked into high buckled boots, all of it sweat-stained and 
filthy.  Short and sinewy, bald scalp ringed by lank darkish hair, his bare arms are marked 
with scars and a pair of faded tattoos, though it’s impossible to say what they originally 
depicted. 
 “I’ll be damned,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, taking a step forward as he squints 
towards the glowering figure.  “I think that’s Bersalard Redlock.” 
 Stalking out into the center of the road, the disheveled figure regards the two men 
in front of him with a frown on his hawkish features.  “If you’ve come to kill me, you’d 
best know that these inbred savages will spill their own guts in my defense.”  He puts a 
hand on the butt of an elaborate over-and-under pistol tucked into his belt, and asks, 
“Now who are you and what brings you to Redlock’s Kingdom?” 
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 Pennathorne raises a wooly eyebrow.  “Are you the king, then?” 
 “Damn right,” retorts Redlock.  “So cough up your names afore I have your heads 
parted from your necks.” 
 “Honeyman and Pennathorne,” says the doctor.  “We’ve got questions for you.  I 
hardly know where to begin.” 
 “I know those names,” Redlock growls, narrowing his eyes suspiciously.  “The 
saviors of Damszalliane, right?  Has the Empress sent you to make me pay for plundering 
her ships all those years ago?  That withered old scadge can hold a grudge like a 
berryhead.” 
 “We’re not here as assassins,” Dr. Honeyman assures him.  “We arrived by 
accident, trying to escape from the monstrous swarm you brought to Ferncliff.” 
 “Sucked through the silver well?” asks Redlock, still suspicious. 
 The doctor nods.  “What is this place, pray tell?  How exactly did we get here?” 
 “This place is Redlock’s Kingdom,” comes the sneering response, “and how you 
got here is the Astral King’s secret.” 
 Dr. Honeyman resists the urge to snatch Redlock’ pistol from his belt and beat an 
answer out of him with it.  “What country is your kingdom in?  What continent?  Who 
are these people?”  He inclines his head at Redlock’s escort. 
 “My adoring subjects,” replies Redlock.  He sucks at his teeth as he regards the 
two men.  “Mayhaps we should get back to my high seat; it’s just down the road a bit.  If 
there’s questions to be asked, that would be the place for the answering.”  He steps aside 
and gestures at them to go ahead of him.  “I’ll not turn my back on a pair of the Empress’ 
thralls, assassins or not.  Mind that you keep your hands easy at your sides, friends; my 
adoring subjects are quick as foxes and shit-eating crazy when their rage is up.  Let’s 
keep this civilized, eh?” 
 Pennathorne rolls his eyes and clomps forward, but Dr. Honeyman hangs 
stubbornly back, vowing, “I’ll not take another step until you tell me where we are.” 
 Redlock sighs furiously.  “Somewhere deep in the guts of Ingtar, though more 
specifically than that I couldn’t say.  Now get moving!  I’m roasting alive on this damned 
griddle!” 
 
 Redlock’s high seat turns out to be a large village situated on and around a 
particularly huge octagonal courtyard, five hundred yards across and connected to the 
main road by a long S-shaped pathway of silvery-blue metal.  The courtyard looks to be a 
single unbroken slab of pale turquoise stone, which, unlike the glossy black roadway, 
emanates a refreshing coolness, as though it were an incongruously frozen lake in the 
midst of the steaming red wilderness.  The village buildings are squat and conical, 
constructed of overlapping plates of spiny chitin affixed to a framework of curved ribs.  
Those on the courtyard itself tend to be larger, more highly decorated, and rest flat 
against the stone, while those outside it are smaller, plainer, and raised up above the 
insidious fungus on short insect-leg stilts. 
 A small crowd of Redlock’s subjects have gathered near the entrance to the 
courtyard, which is flanked by a pair of massive copper-colored cubes marked on each 
face with diagrams of elegant complexity.  Both are crowned with piles of skulls, some 
brown with age, others clearly of more recent provenance.  Around these grim 
monuments the fungi has grown up into lush disquieting lumps. 
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 The crowd, both men and women alike, are clad in knee-length skirts of carved 
scale, embellished with ornaments of shell and chitin.  Bare-chested, draped in bracelets 
and baubles and necklaces, all of them wear elaborately braided hairstyles atop their 
heads, held in place by long quills and dusted with phosphorescent powders.  Some have 
noses and ears pierced with spines and claws and iridescent beetle wings.  Perched atop 
sandals of various heights, the shortest among them still rises a full head taller the lanky 
Dr. Honeyman. 
 Despite their ferocious appearance, the crowd shrinks back as the new arrivals 
approach them.  A few of the men make a brave show of retreating last and slowly, 
glowering as much at their ostensible king as they do at Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman.  
The leader of their escort pauses, raising his silver staff and addressing the villagers in his 
melodious language. 
 Redlock whirls and snarls something in the man’s own tongue, his halting 
pronunciation and guttural tone thoroughly mangling whatever beauty it might possess.  
A terse exchange follows, Redlock growing more and more frustrated as he struggles 
with the unfamiliar words.  Finally, fed up with the debate, he draws the over-and-under 
pistol from his belt and discharges its top barrel at one of the warriors standing nearby.  
The shot blows a ghastly hole in the man’s chest and sends him sprawling to the ground, 
stone dead.  The villagers scatter, clicking across the courtyard on their spindly sandals, 
leaving Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman alone with Redlock and the trembling remainder 
of their escort. 
 Cocking the bottom barrel of his pistol, Redlock barks something at the wide-
eyed leader, who immediately prostrates himself on the ground and holds out his staff in 
supplication.  The seven remaining warriors quickly follow suit, offering up their 
weapons as they lay face-down on the pale blue stone.  Redlock glowers over them for a 
minute more, pointing his pistol at each of them in turn, before spitting out a final 
imprecation and stalking away.  He motions for Pennathorne and the doctor to follow 
him. 
 “They’re all despicable cowards, deep down,” Redlock snorts, jerking a thumb 
back at his prone subjects.  “Fire a pistol over their heads and they’ll shit themselves in 
fear; actually blow a hole in one of them and they’ll try to appease you like you’re an 
avenging devil.” 
 Dr. Honeyman curls his lip in disgust.  “You exploit these people’s ignorance and 
superstition with base brutality.” 
 “No more than you, sir doctor,” Redlock retorts.  “Your family’s wealth is well-
known in Lewland, wealth built on berryhead land, on the backs of berryhead slaves.  Not 
that I’m dinging what they accomplished, mind you; the berryheads are a scourge to be 
eradicated by rape and fire.” 
 The doctor swallows a sharp reply.  “Whatever sins were committed by my family 
took place long before I—or even my grandparents—were born.  These days we have an 
excellent reputation among the Ojgodiran clans.” 
 “Some of them, no doubt,” says Redlock.  “Alliances forged against other clans 
less willing to treat with your people.  Clans broken to the whip and sent to plunder the 
wealth of the Southlands, scoop it right up into your family coffers.  You’re a shit-
brained fool if you can’t see the blood on your hands.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman stops, suddenly infuriated.  “Look, what on Irsus is going on here?  
What exactly happened in Ferncliff?  Who are these people?  What is this place?  Talk, 
dammit!” 
 Redlock turns to face him, grinning wickedly.  “You’re in a poor position to make 
demands of me, a king in the heart of his kingdom.  Go on, get out, brave the wilderness 
if you dare.  There’s far worse than beetles and barnacles out there, believe me.” 
 “Maybe we’ll have a look at your guts before we go,” remarks Pennathorne. 
 Redlock waggles the heavy pistol at his side.  “Not before I get one of you and my 
guards get the other.” 
 “We’re packing iron as well,” Pennathorne points out.  “I bet they’d keep well 
away from us, if what you’ve said is true.” 
 “It took me two days to get my shooters and ammunition dried out after I came 
through the Endless Well,” says Redlock.  “I bet those pistols wouldn’t even fizzle if you 
pulled the trigger.  Now, why don’t you both clap it shut afore I lose my royal 
temperament.  Let’s get on to the palace and have a chat between us, eh?” 
 The palace turns out to be a large hut in the center of the courtyard, decorated 
with garlands of skulls and the armored heads of monstrous ant-like insects.  A pair of 
glowering warriors stand on either side of a door made of more spiny carapace; they 
immediately bow low before Redlock and haul the door open for the three men to pass. 
 The transition from the red-lit cavern to the interior of the royal hut is like 
stepping from deep shade into full blazing daylight.  Wincing, Pennathorne and the 
doctor eventually identify the source of the radiance as a deep, waist-high brazier 
standing in the center of the floor, emitting a steady white light similar to bright sunshine.  
Once their eyes have adjusted, they realize they’re not alone inside the hut; a trio of 
young girls, nude but for their bangles and beads, huddle together on a pile of striped 
gray skins, while a rangy, brutish-looking warrior sprawls nearby on a low couch, a 
mummified human head hanging around his scarred chest.  Wordlessly, he regards the 
newcomers with a predatory indifference, much as a panther, sated from a recent kill, 
might regard a fawn blundering into its den. 
 “That’s Gordu,” says Redlock, “my faithful retainer.  The most feared fighter in 
the village.  He’d gouge his own mother’s eyes out if I asked him to.”  He motions at 
another set of couches near his trembling concubines.  “Have a sit.” 
 Pennathorne eyes the thuggish Gordu and the spiny cudgel resting by his hand.  
“Looks a little like this old Cadeeshy naffin whose nose I bit off some years ago,” he 
remarks, hitching up his sword belt and sitting stiffly down in the warboot. 
 Dr. Honeyman, meanwhile, has moved in to examine the remarkable brazier.  The 
exteriors are made from more of the silvery-blue metal, marked with serpentine glyphs 
and pictograms of stars and pyramids.  Squinting, he tries to get a better view of the 
interior, but all detail is lost in the blinding glare.  “It’s giving off almost no heat,” he 
says in disbelief, holding his hand just above the brazier’s mouth. 
 “There are about two dozen of those in the village,” says Redlock, reloading his 
pistol from an ammo pouch on his belt, “though this one is the largest by far.” 
 “How does it work, pray tell?” asks the doctor. 
 Redlock shrugs.  “Some variety of Hirocene magic, like the Night-Roads and the 
Endless Well.”  Seating himself in a barbaric throne of leather and bone and black chitin, 
he gnashes a halting command at his concubines.  They scramble to fetch refreshments:  
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platters heaped with something like pale pink crab meat, bowls filled with a flavorless 
gray curd, and skins of cool—if stale—water.  These last are gratefully snatched up by 
Pennathorne and the doctor, who’ve begun to keenly feel their thirst after the trek through 
the sweltering alien jungle. 
 “Where do you get your supply of water?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Is there rain in 
such a place as this?” 
 “After a fashion,” says Redlock, “but you wouldn’t want to drink what falls out of 
the sky here.  There are a few aquifers scattered about, though their level is unreliable at 
best.  There’s the Endless Well that you came through, but the savages who live down 
here are too terrified of the thing to ever drink its waters.”  He shrugs.  “Usually we just 
raid one of the other tribes and procure their stores.” 
 “There are other tribes?” asks the doctor. 
 Redlock nods.  “At least three, though one of them is apparently very far away, or 
cursed, or something.  Their damned tongue-tying language is hardly worth learning, so 
certain details are still largely unknown to me.”  He scowls at the two of them, suddenly 
suspicious again.  “What’re your details, anyway?  How is it that you came upon the 
Endless Well in the first place, accident or no?” 
 “We’d been shipwrecked in Leatherwood,” explains the doctor, “and were 
following the Sutherling Rush north on our way towards Bayside Wells.  By the time we 
arrived in Ferncliff, the town was in the grips of a diabolical infestation, apparently of 
your making.” 
 “An accident,” retorts Redlock, “and not of my making.  If all had gone as 
planned, those shit-eating berryheads would be praying to their heathen gods for death 
and deliverance.” 
 “What happened?” asks Pennathorne, scooping up a mouthful of curd with his 
fingertips.  “Baron Motherspaw was a bit vague on some of the particulars.” 
 Redlock narrows his eyes.  “You talked to Motherspaw, did you?  What did that 
mush-brained honey-sucker have to say?” 
 “He told us of the plan to terrorize the Ojgodirans,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “How 
you approached the Sweethaven League and proposed transporting your mysterious 
weapon into the Southlands.” 
 “I merely brought said weapon to their attention,” asserts Redlock.  “It was Baron 
Irontop’s idea to use it against the berryheads.  I didn’t much care what they did with it, 
so long as they paid the price I was asking.”  His face darkens and he pounds the arm of 
the throne with his fist, snarling, “A fortune I’ll never get to spend…” 
 “Where did you get it?” asks the doctor.  “Word has it you were in Hepkkaram 
and Ingtar.” 
 Redlock’s expression blackens further.  “Why are you here?!” he hisses with 
sudden fury.  The concubines shrink back in terror and even the brutish Gordu casts a 
hooded glance in his direction.  “You show up in the very heart of my kingdom and tell 
me it’s a coincidence?!  I haven’t lived this long by believing such shit-pile lies!” 
 “We were investigating rumors of Urkadian spies around Ferncliff,” Dr. 
Honeyman assures him.  “They killed the mayor, or so we were told.” 
 Redlock nods.  “Some weeks before I arrived.  That useless idiot Motherspaw was 
sent to meet me in his absence.  I’d rather have dealt with the mayor’s corpse, frankly.” 
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 “We decided to venture onto the lake and take a peep inside your wrecked ship,” 
says Pennathorne.  “Honestly, we assumed you were dead.  By the by, you owe us a 
riding elk and one overgrown Mondrager mercenary for the those that your bugs 
snuffed.” 
 “Watch what demands you make of me,” growls Redlock.  “My patience hangs 
by a thread.” 
 Gazing at the savagely decorated space around him, Pennathorne seems not to 
have heard.  “Surely it’s not just your shooter that makes these people lavish you with 
such luxury.” 
 “It helps that I was the first person to come out of the Endless Well in 
generations,” admits Redlock, before frowning at them darkly.  “Your appearance 
complicates things.” 
 “Then let us be on our way,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Give us a few days’ rations, 
point us towards the surface, and we’ll leave you in peace.” 
 Redlock laughs, calling out something to Gordu.  The thuggish retainer smirks 
disdainfully at Pennathorne and the doctor, as though they were easily two of the 
stupidest people he’d ever seen.  “The way out is impossible,” says Redlock.  “Far 
beyond the Night-Roads, the path stalked by monsters and haunted by ghosts.” 
 “You’ve tried it?” asks Pennathorne. 
 Redlock encompasses his surroundings with a sweeping gesture.  “And leave my 
kingdom without a king?  Abandon my devoted subjects?”  He leers at the three girls 
huddled together in their miserable nakedness.  “Don’t be absurd.” 
 “Give us water,” says the doctor, swallowing his revulsion.  “We can hunt our 
own game; I assume the local wildlife is edible?” 
 “Some of it,” Redlock replies cagily, “if you boil it long enough.” 
 The doctor purses his lips in irritation.  “How many days’ travel to the surface?” 
 Redlock shrugs.  “The Night-Road outside the village runs on for another two 
miles.  After that comes more burning red jungle, then a door made out of black metal 
that’s guarded by walking corpses, or so I’ve been told.  Beyond the door is a labyrinth of 
pitch dark tunnels, guarded by monsters of all kinds.  The march to the surface takes 
weeks, and that’s if you know what route to take.  No one’s tried it in recent memory.” 
 “How can you be sure this is Ingtar, then?” asks the doctor. 
 Pushing himself out of his barbaric throne, Redlock steps over to a table bearing a 
gilt skull and an oblong case made of silvery-blue metal, like a much larger version of 
Captain Lambshead’s magical box.  From this he retrieves a tube of the same material, 
which he tosses to Dr. Honeyman.  “Just twist it,” he says, returning to his seat. 
 Doing as instructed, Dr. Honeyman unscrews the end of the tube, discovering 
inside a roll of soft cream-colored cloth.  It turns out to be an exquisitely rendered map, 
of a continent at once wholly unknown and vaguely familiar to the doctor, densely 
labeled with serpentine calligraphy.  It takes him a moment to recognize it as pre-
Sunderage Ingtar, its western shore extending a third again as far as it does on modern 
maps.  “Magnificent,” breathes the doctor, holding up the cloth to get a better look. 
 “Two and a half thousand years old,” enunciates Redlock.  “The price I could get 
for such a thing!  Almost makes me consider a trip beyond the black metal door myself.”  
He casts another glance at his concubines.  “No matter.  Out there I’m a wanted man; 
here I rule as king.” 
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 “And a fine job you seem to be doing,” Pennathorne says wryly.  “You said there 
was worse than beetles and barnacles out in the wilderness.  Maybe Your Majesty would 
care to elaborate?” 
 Scowling, Redlock mutters something at Gordu, who glares malevolently at their 
visitors.  “The barnacles are mostly harmless,” says the so-called king, “unless you 
blunder too close to them.  Same for those big maggot-things with the spiky armor.”  He 
snaps his fingers and grunts a command at one of the concubines, who hurries to fetch 
him the gilt skull from off the table.  “The beetles, too, are mostly harmless, except for 
the big striped ones that hunt along the ground.  Quick, vicious bastards.  Then there are 
the giant fleas, awful hunchbacked things about the size of a cat.  They usually hunt in 
big swarms, like water-wasps, but on dry land.”  He lifts off the top of the skull and sets it 
aside, then takes a deep draught from its empty cranium. 
 “What about the fungus?” asks the doctor, looking up from the map.  “It seems 
remarkably regenerative.” 
 Redlock laughs and takes another gulp from the skull.  “Don’t lay down for a nap, 
that’s for certain.  The bugs down here are immune to the spores, or at least their shells 
are.  Anything softish gets eaten up by the fungus in no time.” 
 “A week’s worth of water,” says Dr. Honeyman, “and permission to rest here a 
while.  Grant us that and we’ll leave your realm in peace.  You’ll never see us again.” 
 “And what would you offer me in return?” asks Redlock petulantly.  “Why 
shouldn’t I just cast you both out into the wilderness, naked and unarmed?  Let the bugs 
and mushrooms have you.” 
 “Why not let your cross-eyed hylden do it?” growls Pennathorne, nodding at 
Gordu eagerly. 
 Redlock shakes his head.  “I wouldn’t have such famous men—and white-skins, 
too—butchered by these animals.  Unless I have to, of course.”  He sips contemplatively 
from the gilt skull, then says, “I offer you safety within my borders, and three days of 
water for your journey to the black door.  I’d give you more, but I doubt you’ll live that 
long.”  Calling to one of the other concubines, he hands her the skull and waves her 
towards his guests.  “Now let’s share a drink to seal our friendship.”  He barks out a few 
halting words and the girl drops down and approaches Pennathorne on her knees. 
 Pennathorne frowns as he takes the skull from her, catching hold of her wrist in 
one gauntleted hand and trying to draw her to her feet.  She resists fiercely, wide-eyed, 
until he lets her go and she scurries backwards away from him.  Shooting Redlock a 
contemptuous look, Pennathorne raises the gilt skull in mock salute.  “May Your 
Majesty’s reign be as short as his yard.”  Swallowing a mouthful of something stagnant 
and bitter, he exclaims, “Damnation, what is this putrid swill?” before spitting on the 
floor and passing the macabre vessel to Dr. Honeyman. 
 “It’s a special liquor,” says Redlock, “made from the milk of the dreaded hunting 
beetles, and then mixed with the blood of an enemy warrior.”  He grins at Pennathorne’s 
revulsion.  “This batch was brewed to commemorate my ascension to the throne.  Only 
those given royal permission are allowed to drink it.  To refuse is death.”  He taps the butt 
of his pistol and fixes his gaze on Dr. Honeyman. 
 The doctor smirks thinly.  “I spent years as a whitestar addict, and years more as a 
Knight of the Ebony Plume.  I’ve swallowed plenty of blood and bug juice in my time.”  
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Without hesitation he takes a gulp from the vile concoction in the skull, then licks his lips 
pointedly. 
 Redlock frowns, his eyes narrowing suspiciously at the doctor’s mention of the 
Black Feathers.  He barks at the concubine again and she fetches the gilt skull back to 
him on her knees.  “Gordu will take you to a place where you can rest.  Tomorrow you 
will leave my kingdom, or face the consequences.” 
 “Why should we trust you?” asks Pennathorne. 
 Redlock shrugs.  “I’m the king.”  He grunts a few words at Gordu, who nods and 
rises from the couch, standing nearly seven and a half feet tall atop his spindled sandals.  
His club, Pennathorne and the doctor realize, is in actuality the leg of some monstrous 
insect, reinforced and bound with leather, its knobby end bristling with chitinous spurs 
and protrusions.  “You’ll have to excuse me, gentlemen,” says the king, looking askance 
at his trio of concubines, “but I have pressing matters to attend to.”  He reaches down to 
shamelessly adjust his crotch, telling Pennathorne and the doctor, “Sleep soundly, but not 
too long, else your blood gets spilled on the killing blocks tomorrow.  Just leave the map 
there on the couch, doctor.”  He dismisses the two of them with a wave of his hand. 
 Gordu herds Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman back into the lurid red glare outside, 
stooping almost double to fit through the door himself.  He says something to the guards 
outside, then pauses to regard his two charges with a look of calculated malevolence.  
The grisly trophy around his scarred chest hangs nearly level with the doctor’s gaze, its 
desiccated face fixed in a grotesque tooth-bearing rictus. 
 “This ugglesome bastard’s starting to scrape my last nerve,” mutters Pennathorne, 
fixing their thuggish escort with a baleful stare.  “I’d like to kick a trench through your 
arse, you filthy lurching licktwat,” he tells Gordu, carefully enunciating each syllable. 
 Gordu scowls and shakes his head, grunting something unintelligible.  Turning, he 
leads them around to a large hut near the palace, then motions for them to wait as he 
pounds on the door and calls out a few harsh words.  Without waiting for a response he 
yanks the door open and disappears inside.  After a brief but heated exchange, a family of 
richly adorned villagers emerges, their expressions a mixture of confusion, fury, and fear.  
Gordu comes out just behind them, holding the door open as he gestures impatiently for 
Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman to enter. 
 Frowning, Pennathorne hesitates.  “We really ought to dethrone King Redlock.  A 
man so flush with his own power is no good to anyone.” 
 “We’re at the disadvantage here,” Dr. Honeyman reminds him.  “Without water 
we’ll not last long in this strange place.  We must bide our time until we’ve gotten what 
he’s pledged to give, then try to make our way out of here.”  He turns and ducks inside 
the commandeered hut.  Making an apologetic gesture to their displaced hosts, 
Pennathorne reluctantly follows. 
 Gordu comes in behind them and claps the carapace door firmly shut.  A brazier 
perhaps two-thirds the size of Redlock’s rests in the center of the room, emitting the same 
strong clear light.  Gordu lifts a decorative lid from the floor next to it and demonstrates 
how the brazier can be darkened for sleep, then turns to a table supporting yet another 
box made of silvery-blue metal, highly decorated with figures in low relief.  Its hinged lid 
lies open, a lush patch of glowing red fungus visible inside.  Flipping it closed, Gordu 
depresses a small lever fashioned into the shape of a rearing serpent; opening it back up 
reveals that the contents have been pulverized into a layer of phosphorescent sludge.  
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Gordu says something in his gruff tone, pointing in turn to the box, the two men before 
him, and the rear wall of the hut.  He repeats his gesticulations several times, while Dr. 
Honeyman leans forward to examine the curious artifact on the table.  “I think it’s a sort 
of clock,” the doctor says at last.  “We can remain here for as long as it takes the fungi to 
regrow.” 
 “And how long is that do you figure?” asks Pennathorne. 
 The doctor shrugs.  “One of us should keep watch, both on the clock and on the 
door; I wouldn’t put it past Redlock to send his thugs in after us while he thinks we’re 
asleep.  He’s clearly not to be trusted.  We must be on our guard.” 
 Pennathorne nods, which Gordu takes as his cue to leave.  Giving them both a 
departing glower, he ducks out through the door and disappears.  A search of their 
accommodations turns up a number of trophy heads, weapons made of chitin and bone, as 
well as a pair of capacious waterskins and another shell-and-hide container of flavorless 
gray curd. 
 “Perhaps we should just set out on our journey now,” suggests Dr. Honeyman.  
“These supplies might be the best we get.” 
 “I still say we go back to the palace and settle Redlock once and for all,” says 
Pennathorne.  “Raid his stores, enjoy the hospitality of the grateful locals, then move on 
at our leisure.” 
 The doctor looks dubious.  “He’s been among these people for over a month now, 
establishing his position not just through ruthlessness and brutality, but also with the aid 
of a technology which is to them like magic.  Science guised in sorcery, exploiting base 
ignorance and superstition.  To them he’s not merely a man, he’s a supernatural being.” 
 “I would think you’d want to disprove them of that notion.  You know, being such 
a stickler for truth and all.” 
 “It’s a dangerous proposition, and liable to blow up in our faces,” says Dr. 
Honeyman, lifting his shirt to examine the bloody dressing around his hip.  “Especially 
considering that we don’t even speak the language.”  He rearranges the bandage so that 
an unbloodied portion covers the wound, adding, “Redlock’s cruelty, perhaps, will spur 
his subjects to challenge their own superstitions.  I expect his reign will be a short one, 
even without our help.” 
 Pennathorne frowns darkly.  “I make no promises.” 
 Dr. Honeyman makes a conciliatory gesture, then seats himself on a couch near 
the door.  “Go on and try to get some sleep,” he says, opening his satchel to retrieve 
LiBale’s map, still dry in its sleeve of parchment wax.  “I’m going to make some notes 
while they’re still fresh in my mind.”  Fetching out his pen box and a stoppered jar of ink, 
he begins to reconstruct the drowned western shore of Ingtar, as well as noting all the 
cities and physical features that he can remember from Redlock’s ancient map. 
 “Happy to oblige,” says Pennathorne, sitting on the edge of a sleeping platform 
built against the wall.  “Lend me a hand, will you?  I need to get some of this armor off.”  
With the doctor’s help, he removes everything but the cuirass and vambraces, leaving his 
arms and chest encased in steel.  “Keep an eye on that door,” he says, as the doctor 
returns to his work on LiBale’s map.  “Either for them getting in or me getting out.  One 
or the other will lead to trouble, make no mistake.”  He lies back and tucks a rumpled 
hide underneath his head.  “Just give me a jab when you want to switch.” 
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 The doctor grunts absently, absorbed in his task.  “It looks like at least two of the 
three locations marked here by the Urkadians were also marked on Redlock’s map.  
‘Seven Stars Falling’ and ‘The Sorcerer’s Garden.’  I guess we can be relatively certain 
there’s something there, then.” 
 “So you’re willing to admit we’re in Ingtar?” 
 Dr. Honeyman dunks the tip of his quill into the ink.  “It’s as good a theory as any 
at the moment.”  Scratching at the yellowed parchment, he marks down a series of spots 
he recalls running along the northeastern coast, earnestly wishing that he had some 
understanding of the serpentine language so prevalent in this place.  A moment later 
Pennathorne begins to snore, his legs hooked over the edge of the sleeping platform, 
hands folded across his armored chest. 
 Dr. Honeyman elaborates on the map for the better part of an hour, then replaces 
it in his satchel and inspects the fungal clock.  The phosphorescent sludge has congealed 
like cooling fat, its surface already bumpy with new growth.  He returns to his seat and 
retrieves his copy of Zein Erstlinker.  Inside the clock, tiny glowing mushrooms and 
polypores begin to form. 
 He makes it nearly a quarter of the way through the book before he’s interrupted.  
Somewhere, distantly, he hears a gunshot, followed by cries of alarm.  Sighing, he places 
Zein Erstlinker back into its protective envelope of parchment wax and stows it inside his 
satchel.  “Pennathorne,” he calls out, receiving a faint grunt in response.  “Pennathorne, 
wake up.  I suspect our stay in Redlock’s Kingdom is about to be cut short.” 
 Pennathorne groans in irritation.  “Rouse me again when the trouble’s actually 
here. ” 
 Dr. Honeyman goes to the carapace door and pushes it open a crack.  From 
beyond the palace come angry shouts and the sounds of combat.  “There might still be 
time to avoid the trouble,” says the doctor, turning back to collect his satchel and one of 
the sloshing waterskins.  “Provided we don’t delay a moment longer.” 
 Pennathorne sighs and pushes himself to his feet, stretching as well as he’s able in 
the warboot.  He procures the other waterskin and the container of curd, hanging them 
both across his chest, then draws his sword and one of the dirks.  “All right,” he says, 
waggling the blades at Dr. Honeyman, “let’s get going.” 
 By the time they exit the hut, the disturbance sounds significantly closer.  Circling 
around towards the front of the palace, they find Redlock’s subjects retreating before a 
band of warriors clearly from another tribe.  Instead of elaborate braids, these men wear 
their hair long and straight, their faces ritually scarred, teeth blackened with some kind of 
dark-colored stain.  A few of their wicked chitin-and-bone weapons drip with blood, but 
at the moment outright combat seems to have been suspended. 
 The most ferocious-looking of the invaders—bedecked in ornaments made of 
human teeth—strides ahead of the pack, all of them bellowing unintelligibly as they 
converge on Redlock’s savage palace.  The villagers mill uncertainly about, a handful of 
warriors brandishing their arms and glowering ominously, but they make no move to 
engage the interlopers.  The guards which had been posted on either side of the palace 
door are nowhere to be seen. 
 “Look there,” whispers Pennathorne, nodding his head towards the leader of the 
invading warriors.  “That’s an old Ostrovian rifle he’s carrying, or I’m the Grand Obros.  
See the narrow buttstock and the decoration around the lock?” 
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 “Where could it have come from?” Dr. Honeyman wonders quietly.  “Could 
someone else came through the cylinder with Redlock?  Someone he didn’t mention?” 
 Pennathorne shrugs.  “Maybe.  He wasn’t terribly forthcoming.” 
 The raiders are nearly to the palace door when it comes flying open and Gordu 
appears, naked but for his high spindled sandals and the shrunken head hanging across 
his chest.  He raises his jagged cudgel and snarls something at the invaders, who reply in 
kind.  Gordu hoots and growls, clacking back and forth on his sandals as he brandishes 
his weapon and slaps his chest with his free hand.  So, too, do the black-toothed raiders, 
each howling their rage and bombast more loudly than the last. 
 After some minutes of this ritualized display, the leader of the invading warriors 
finally raises his rifle and intones a terminal word.  The shot strikes Gordu just below the 
point of his sternum, and the onlooking villagers cower in fear.  Redlock’s brutish 
retainer collapses with a ragged gasp and writhes for a moment on the ground before 
lying still. 
 “Looks like the king’s executioners have come to call,” Pennathorne says quietly.  
“Saving us the trouble.”  There’s a note of disappointment in his voice. 
 Dr. Honeyman nods.  “We should make our escape while everyone is otherwise 
distracted.”  Backing away from the bloody drama unfolding in front of the palace, he 
and Pennathorne begin to wend their way between the spiny huts, heading for the edge of 
the courtyard.  Behind them they hear more shouting, more muffled gunshots. 
 A few times they come upon other villagers hastening between the huts, all of 
whom shrink away from the two men as though they were plague-bearers.  Some trace 
signs in the air and mutter words of protection, others simply turn back the way they’d 
come and retreat without a word.  It takes several minutes for them to navigate their way 
to the edge of the courtyard.  Passing a small hut near the ornate metal curb, its door 
standing open, Pennathorne peeks inside and finds it momentarily abandoned, the small 
fireless brazier lidded, the inhabitants presumably interrupted from their rest.  Ducking 
inside, he procures another couple of waterskins, a sack full of dried meat, and a blanket 
made of striped hide.  Reemerging a moment later, he motions for the doctor to hastily 
proceed. 
 Beyond the courtyard the huts are more widely spaced, each of them raised up 
above the glowing red fungus on stilts made of insect legs.  In another minute they’ve 
passed out of the village altogether, following a wide leftward course back towards the 
Night-Road.  Dr. Honeyman discovers the needle of his compass still swinging wildly, 
but they manage to find the road with little trouble, some half a mile beyond Redlock’s 
high seat.  “Let’s just call this north,” the doctor declares, gesturing up the road ahead of 
them, “and that south.”  He points back towards the village. 
 “North, then,” says Pennathorne, setting a steady pace along the simmering 
roadway.  They stay on it long enough to slough the spores from their boots, then return 
to the relative cool of the fungal carpet. 
 “So we’re bound for the mysterious black door and the lightless labyrinth 
beyond?” asks Dr. Honeyman, glancing over his shoulder for any sign of pursuit. 
 “You have another suggestion?” 
 The doctor shakes his head, sweat dripping from his nose in the sweltering air.  
“None at all, but I feel it necessary to point out the precariousness of our situation.  
Redlock’s description of the way out was vague at best.” 
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 Pennathorne opens his arms to encompass their bizarre surroundings.  “Uhl’s 
guided us right into the cellar of Ingtar itself, Melvin.  We got away from mad King 
Redlock with a few supplies, some helpful advice, and a direction to follow.  I figure 
we’ll make it to the surface eventually.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sighs in irritation.  “You seriously believe that we were whisked 
here on the whim of some pagan god?  Why didn’t he just plop us down on the surface to 
begin with?  That would’ve been far more helpful.” 
 “He just pointed us towards a convenient door,” explains Pennathorne.  “It was 
our choice to go through it or not.” 
 The doctor groans but makes no reply, and they continue their march in silence.  
At one point they catch sight of a pair of huts built on a square patio of pale pinkish 
stone.  Though apparently uninhabited, Pennathorne and the doctor still give the outpost a 
wide berth as they progress steadily ‘north’.  Almost a mile further on they come to an 
intersecting Night-Road, and again nearly two miles beyond that, but they leave both 
behind as they continue on towards the mysterious black door. 
 Finally, some thirteen miles from the silver cylinder by Dr. Honeyman’s 
estimation, they find themselves at the end of the Night-Road, on a vast square slab of 
creamy yellow stone, twice again as big as the one upon which Redlock’s palace was 
built.  The northwestern corner has been thoroughly destroyed, an enormous gaping 
crater gouged out of the ground where it used to be.  Up from its murky depths comes the 
faint scuttling sound of the nest’s abominable inhabitants, and the doctor points out 
evidence of offerings laid along the shattered rim of yellow stone.  “I guess I have my 
answer,” he says sarcastically.  “The millipede creatures are kept at bay by piles of bones 
and shiny bits of shell.”  He shoots Pennathorne a withering look.  “Or maybe Uhl keeps 
them down there with his magic.” 
 Pennathorne grins infuriatingly and kicks a skull into the void.  “You have a 
better explanation?” 
 Dr. Honeyman scowls, then abruptly drops his the waterskins he’s carrying.  
“Let’s tarry here for a while, shall we?  This might be the last convenient resting spot we 
have for some time.”  He yanks the satchel up over his head and deposits it on top of the 
waterskins.  “If I’m lucky the millipede-things will scuttle up out of that hole and prove 
you a fool once and for all.” 
 Pennathorne shrugs, still grinning.  “I’ll take first watch as soon as I have a piss.”  
He edges up to the jagged ledge and loosens his breeches.  “Next best thing to a Philosian 
grenade,” he quips, aiming his stream into the crater. 
 The doctor arranges the hide blanket on the ground, furrowing his brow as he rubs 
a hand over its coarse pelt.  “I haven’t seen anything even vaguely mammalian down 
here, much less something that might have fur like this.  I wonder where it came from?” 
 “Looks like an ox-skinner,” says Pennathorne, tilting his head to get a better view.  
“We saw that pattern on the gnashers in the Steeps, remember?” 
 “Ostrovian rifles and Urkadian ox-skinner pelts.”  Dr. Honeyman shakes his head 
in bafflement.  “There have apparently been more visitors to the Sundered Country than I 
thought.” 
 “Who knows how many others have passed through Redlock’s door,” says 
Pennathorne.  “It’s been floating around for twenty-four hundred years, sucking away 
anybody brave or stupid enough to jump inside.” 
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 The doctor sighs, furrowing his slender black brows.  “You know what this 
means, don’t you?” 
 Pennathorne stares at him blankly. 
 “It proves one of Arcant Samûlus’ central claims in the Magnocactadictum, 
namely that he was instantaneously transported from Ingtar to Caunlurél.  And if that’s 
true, then it’s possible the rest of his narrative is also true.  A narrative so surreal and 
horrifying, I should mention, that I shudder to think of it actually existing.” 
 Pennathorne shrugs and gestures at their bizarre surroundings.  “Eh, this isn’t so 
bad.  Better than most of the parts of Urkadia I saw.” 
 “Granted, but Samûlus’ descriptions get much worse than this.  Depraved 
cannibals, a huge fleshy tree that killed and ate one of his fellow pilgrims, monsters and 
devils by the score.  This is but a taste of what’s to come.” 
 “Maybe he exaggerated.” 
 The doctor looks skeptical.  “Look around us; there’s no such thing as 
exaggeration anymore.”  Without another word, he lays down on the ox-skinner pelt and 
drops into an exhausted sleep. 
 Sweltering, Pennathorne finally removes the last of the warboot, the padded jerkin 
beneath sodden with sweat.  He strips this off as well, his square hairy torso streaming in 
the sultry air, then begins to gather what little powder and ammunition they have left, 
spreading it out on sheets of parchment wax to dry.  A few errant beetles thrum lazily 
over the courtyard, and the occasional faint scuttling can be heard from the nearby crater, 
but otherwise everything is still and quiet.  An hour passes, then two.  Searching the 
forest of glowing blobular columns for any sign of danger, Pennathorne finds none.  For 
the time being, a peculiar sort of peace seems to have settled over this strange savage 
place. 
 
 The Penitent Dragoons’ impossible victory over the Urkadian war band provided 
a momentary boost to the flagging morale of the Expeditionary Force.  Despite his shock 
and fury at their triumphant return, Commander Alivandes was above all a pragmatic 
man, and he ordered a day and a night of respite from our grueling march.  Extra rations 
of spirits were distributed among the soldiery, so that the sound of laughter and singing 
soon filled the air.  The turning of the year was but a few days away, and a fresh and 
hopeful attitude began to spread through the ranks for the first time in many months. 
 Captain Pennathorne was seen by the Commander’s own physician—one Dr. 
Ermond Harlew, whose name would become well known as the man who saved the 
Syrindine crown prince some years later—and that very night was back among the men, 
drinking and carousing as they celebrated his growing legend.  Swaddled in bandages, 
he roamed the camp in nothing but his boots and a pair of undershorts, swilling red 
liquor from a wineskin painted to look like a woman’s tit.  When asked about the Penitent 
Dragoon’s victory over the Urkadians, he would tell some new and comically absurd 
version of the battle, each one more outlandish than the last.  The surviving Penitents 
supported his ridiculous claims with all seriousness, so that even now the true story is 
unknown except to those few who were actually there. 
 For a day and a night the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force rested and reveled, 
forgetting for a while the blackness of recent days.  Our high spirits, alas, were not to last 
for long.  Though we did not know it at the time, the horrors of Bloody Hill were less than 
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two weeks away.  Scores of those who were even now looking to the future with newfound 
resolve would shortly be corpses on the slaughtering ground. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 

by Phildred Mowles, pub. 2342 
 
 For several hours the two men remain undisturbed, Dr. Honeyman insensible to 
the waking world while Pennathorne keeps dutiful watch over their alien surroundings.  
Eventually, though, there arises a doleful high-pitched chanting, coming from somewhere 
beyond the courtyard’s distant eastern edge.  Leaving the doctor asleep for the moment, 
Pennathorne stands and takes a step towards the sound, maneuvering to get a better view 
between the glowing columns across from them.  The dirge grows steadily louder, and 
Pennathorne puts a hand on his sword belt, idly scratching at the scar on his belly with 
the other. 
 Soon, a train of mournful figures wends its way out of the glowing forest, led by a 
small palanquin borne along on the shoulders of two shaven-headed men—slaves, to 
judge by their scars—who are themselves naked but for a pair of knee-high wrappings 
around their legs, heavily coated in scintillant spores.  It’s impossible to make out the 
occupant of the palanquin, which appears to be a solid dome of dark spiny chitin, 
polished to a high sheen and lavished with a complex tracery of golden lines. 
 Behind the palanquin comes a fearsome-looking woman balanced atop a pair 
exceptionally tall sandals.  She wears an elaborate skirt of overlapping beetle wings, and 
her bare breasts are all but hidden behind a bulky necklace of skulls.  A mask made of 
hardened leather and a gleaming human mandible obscures her face, giving her the 
appearance of some hideous, beak-nosed devil with a bare bony jaw.  She punctuates her 
eerie chanting with flourishes of a curious tubular fetish she carries in one hand. 
 Trailing after the high priestess—for Pennathorne immediately begins to think of 
her as such—comes a line of eleven women, heads bowed in silence as they march in 
single-file, their own sandals little more than five or six inches tall.  They appear to 
belong to the same tribe as the warriors who’d invaded Redlock’s village, with long 
straight hair and ritual scars, though these women have blackened their faces as well as 
their teeth.  Each cradles a small crimson-colored bundle in her arms, and almost all of 
them wear expressions of heartbreak on their smudged countenances.  At the rear of the 
grim column come two more priestess-types, their masks fanged and skull-like, both 
armed with primitive war-picks of sharpened bone and chitin. 
 This ominous procession makes its way steadily towards the scuttling crater, 
seeming to take no notice of Pennathorne or the doctor until they’ve traveled nearly a 
third of the way across the courtyard.  The high priestess chanting dies away as she 
catches sight of them, her eyes widening behind the frightful mask.  In the next instant 
the two warrior-priestesses have taken up positions on either side of the palanquin, their 
weapons at the ready, while behind them the melancholy women huddle together with 
their bundles and cast furtive glances towards the two men by the crater. 
 Raising his four-fingered hand in greeting, Pennathorne gives them all a friendly 
grin.  He glances over his shoulder to find Dr. Honeyman already awake and kneeling on 
the ox-skinner pelt, one hand on the hilt of his sword. 
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 The high priestess comes strutting out from behind the spiny palanquin, 
approaching the bare-chested Pennathorne with only the slightest hesitancy, like he was 
some exotic animal she wished to get a better look at.  She’s swift and agile on her 
outlandish sandals, which, tightly bound to her legs with leather strips, raise her up some 
two feet above the ground.  All told she stands nearly seven feet tall, not counting the 
headdress of serrated mantid legs which sprouts from the top of her mask.  Halting a 
couple of yards away from Pennathorne, her demeanor more curious than threatening, she 
trills something at him in her mellifluous language. 
 Pennathorne shrugs uncomprehendingly, still smiling at her.  “Sorry, lass, but I 
can’t understand a word.  Which is a shame, since you look to be a finely proportioned 
wench behind those skulls there.”  He points at her bare chest, nodding approvingly. 
 The high priestess leans towards him, her eyes glassy and blood-shot behind the 
grimacing mask.  The fetish she carries proves to be a cylindrical black baton ornamented 
with gold filigree, its end capped by a tiny silver hand fashioned into a loose fist.  She 
slowly reaches out one braceleted arm, recoiling when she touches her fingertips to 
Pennathorne’s bushy beard.  She trills something else at him, receives another bemused 
shrug in response.  Clearly confused, she backs away, motioning at him with her baton. 
 “You don’t know what you’re missing,” Pennathorne calls after her, waggling his 
eyebrows.  “What do you make of all this, Melvin?”. 
 “I think we’ll soon find out,” replies the doctor, getting to his feet. 
 Across from them the high priestess appears to be in conversation with the sealed 
palanquin.  A moment later the procession resumes, bound for a spot along the 
courtyard’s blasted edge, just a few yards away from the two men’s impromptu campsite.  
The mournful women file up to the ledge with their bundles, while the palanquin stops 
and a small hatch opens in its side.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman can see someone 
looking out at them from the palanquin’s murky interior, their features obscured by 
shadow.  The doctor raises his empty hands, palms out, saying, “We mean you no harm.” 
 A guttural whisper gurgles out of the palanquin, to which the high priestess 
responds with a snippet of doleful chanting.  Another whispered response from the 
hidden watcher, and the priestess breaks suddenly into a convulsive sort of dance, 
moving away from the two men as she takes up her chant again.  The palanquin follows 
along, turning so the open hatch faces the proceedings along the crater’s edge.  The 
warrior women hang back, eyeing Pennathorne and the doctor from behind their savage 
masks. 
 The high priestess struts and gesticulates along the courtyard’s shattered edge, her 
movements growing wilder, her incantation louder and more urgent.  She dances down 
into the glowing fungus that covers the rim of the crater and calls out to the scuttling 
black depths.  Finally, she raises her fetish up in front of her and slowly, reverently, 
removes the fist-shaped cap.  A beam of sickly yellowish light emerges from the baton, 
spreading through the red-tinted atmosphere like a stain.  A beetle flying over the crater 
blunders into it and abruptly drops out of the air.  Aiming the baton at the ground around 
her, the priestess starts to methodically wither and blacken the fungi at her feet.  Along 
the broken edge of the courtyard the mournful women rock back and forth as they chant 
over their bundles, a few of which have begun to squirm and mewl faintly. 
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 “There’s some black business afoot here,” Pennathorne mutters darkly.  He puts a 
hand on the hilt of his sword and sizes up the warrior-priestesses, who glare at him in 
return. 
 “We are the visitors here,” the doctor reminds him.  “Ignorant of their customs 
and taboos.  Keep your sword in its scabbard unless we’re forced to defend ourselves.” 
 The high priestess darkens a broad swath along the crater’s rim, the malevolent 
scuttling growing steadily louder as she backs towards the courtyard.  One of the women 
behind her suddenly gives a choking sob and turns to flee from the menacing crater, her 
bundle clutched tight to her bosom.  The warriors cry out and move to intercept her, but 
the high priestess is quicker, taking two quick strides and training the baton’s foul 
yellowish beam over her back.  The woman stumbles and collapses to the ground, 
vomiting convulsively.  Her bundle spills onto the courtyard, folds of red cloth falling 
open to reveal a small limp corpse, so horribly malformed as to barely be considered 
human. 
 Capping the baton, the high priestess squats down on her tall sandals and scoops 
up the pitiful body, wrapping it once more in its crimson shroud as she intones a few 
syllables over the woman twitching at her feet.  Turning, she makes her way back to the 
courtyard’s shattered edge. 
 A wide path of blighted ground now leads down into the crater, and from their 
vantage point Pennathorne and the doctor can make out a writhing mass of serpentine 
bodies.  The two of them back away from the crater apprehensively, even as the chanting 
women maintain their positions along the ledge.  The high priestess calls out to the rising 
tide of millipede-things, whose insidious scuttling grows ever louder as they creep closer.  
Pronouncing a few words over the bundle in her hands, she gently places it on the bare 
ground at the top of the crater.  Each of the other ten women does the same, afterwards 
lining up to follow one of the warriors slowly back across the courtyard, a couple of them 
pausing to collect their fallen companion. 
 Inside the crater the millipede-things are within fifteen feet of the courtyard’s 
edge, bunched between the banks of luminous fungus on either side of them.  They 
proceed slowly, almost sluggishly, up the steep slope, arriving at the row of tiny bundled 
bodies just as the high priestess turns away and steps back onto the ledge.  One or two of 
the bundles make the smallest noise as the dreadful tide clambers over them; otherwise 
the only sound is a brittle chitinous chattering. 
 “Uhl’s yard,” Pennathorne mutters, aghast.  Even Dr. Honeyman wears a scowl of 
repugnance on his face, though he makes no comment on the grisly scene. 
 The high priestess approaches the palanquin and confers for a time with its unseen 
occupant, occasionally peering over at the two men and gesturing at them with her baton.  
Behind her the millipede-things have crept nearly to the ledge itself, but seem reluctant to 
fully emerge from the shadowy crater. 
 “It must be the fungi that keeps the creatures at bay,” says the doctor, trying not to 
think of the misshapen infants swallowed beneath the monstrous tide.  “Its spores or 
phosphorescence, perhaps some vapor we’re unable to detect.”  He raises his brows, an 
idea suddenly occurring to him.  “Remember when Baron Motherspaw was telling us of 
Redlock’s arrival in Ferncliff?  He mentioned seeing a red glow coming from under the 
tarp that covered the wagon.  That could have been the phosphorescence from this very 
sort of fungi, keeping the creatures safely in their holes while the silver cylinder was 
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being transported.  Some accident must have destroyed it, thus freeing the damnable 
things to wreak havoc on the valley.  Perhaps it was even sabotage.” 
 “Pure pissing fascination,” growls Pennathorne, spitting at one of the millipede-
things as it creeps out ahead of the others. 
 The naked slaves have begun to move the palanquin away from the crater, turning 
it around so the mysterious occupant can get one last look at the two men.  The high 
priestess chants a few parting words at them, then departs, followed by the remaining 
warrior.  In another minute the whole strange procession has vanished once more 
between the glowing columns beyond the courtyard. 
 Pennathorne and the doctor stand in grim silence as they watch the unspeakable 
mass squirm and seethe at the rim of the crater.  Frantic to emerge from the shadowy pit 
but clearly loathe to expose themselves to the full glare of the fungi’s phosphorescence, 
the millipede-things begin to retreat as the inexorable growth starts re-congealing around 
them. 
 “A right awful place this is,” mutters Pennathorne. 
 “The eradication of the most defective,” says Dr. Honeyman, examining the patch 
of ground where the bundles had been laid, “those least likely to survive.”  Already the 
glowing muck is thickening and turning bumpy; soon it would be as though nothing had 
happened.  “Troughsan documented similar practices among tribes in Muth-Khumir and 
Hepkkaram.  The sickly, the deformed, those whose lives were expected to be little more 
than suffering and burden, were done away with, using whatever method was deemed 
appropriate by local customs.  A barbaric practice, it would seem, but surely a mercy in 
the long run.” 
 Pennathorne says nothing, merely turns away from the crater and begins gathering 
up their ammunition and powder, which is dry enough now to be loaded into the pistols.  
“Let’s take our leave of this wretched hole,” he says, snapping out his sweat-damp jerkin 
and putting it back on again.  He straps the warboot’s cuirass once more across his chest, 
fixes the vambraces once more around his arms. 
 Taking a few modest sips from their supply of water, the two men cross the 
damaged courtyard and set off into the burning red jungle.  For the time being neither of 
them speaks, each concentrating instead on the soft squish of their tread across the fungal 
carpet, the thrum of the beetles in the air around them, the snap and rustle of the freakish 
barnacles.  Their boots begin to disappear beneath a layer of luminescent spores. 
 For two or three more miles they slog across the glowing fungi, trying to maintain 
a steadily “northwards” course between the nest’s lumpish columns.  Several times they 
come upon small herds of giant armored grubs, grazing placidly over the ground and 
registering no reaction to the men as they pass by.  Once they surprise a tall spidery 
creature feeding on the carcass of a fist-sized beetle, its jaws and mantis-like pincers 
smeared with phosphorescent fluids.  Dropping its prey, the beast springs forward, claws 
splayed, only to be blasted to pieces by a shot from Pennathorne’s cavalry pistol.  “Looks 
like the powder’s dry,” he remarks, stepping over the thing’s shattered remains. 
 “We’d best be as sparing with it as we can,” Dr. Honeyman reminds him. 
 Pennathorne snorts and begins to reload his pistol.  “We made our escape from 
Urkadia with nothing but two swords, a bayonet, and an empty musket.  I think we’ll do 
fine.” 
 “Did Uhl have a hand in that as well?” the doctor asks dryly. 
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 Pennathorne doesn’t take the bait; he simply shoots the doctor a black look and 
tucks the reloaded pistol back into his sword belt.  They lapse once more into silence, 
traveling for the next hour through the glowing fungal forest until they come to a small 
heptagonal courtyard situated in a clearing among the columns.  Made of the same glossy 
ebon stone as the Night-Roads, they discover the same steady heat pouring from its 
surface.  Stepping over its ornate silvery curb, the thick encrustation of spores on their 
lower legs begins to wither and slough off. 
 They discover a new Night-Road running east and west along the ceiling above 
them, and Dr. Honeyman shakes his head in wonderment.  “I can’t begin to imagine the 
process by which this place was built.  Just consider the sheer scale of the thing!  All of it 
constructed without visible joints, out of materials which even now, thousands of years 
after the collapse of the Hirocene Empire, still course with strange energies.  Assuming, 
of course, that it was in fact the Hirocenes who built this place.” 
 “Theirs would seem the likeliest hands behind such a wonder,” says Pennathorne.  
“Their magic has already transported us thousands of miles in the blink of an eye; all of 
this—” he waves a hand at the courtyard and the road overhead “—seems perfectly 
within their capabilities.” 
 “It’s not magic,” the doctor reiterates through clenched teeth.  “It’s not the work 
of gods or devils or Uhl or Magnatherius.  It may seem so to those of us who don’t 
understand, but I assure you there’s always a logical explanation behind so-called 
supernatural events.” 
 “What if we can’t understand the explanation?” 
 “Then that’s our own shortcoming,” retorts Dr. Honeyman.  “It doesn’t mean we 
get to make up some convenient nonsense to plug the gap in our own understanding.  The 
universe doesn’t run on superstition; it follows logical rules, however difficult they might 
be for us to grasp.” 
 “What if we’re not supposed to understand?” asks Pennathorne, sipping from one 
of the waterskins. 
 “What does that even mean?” Dr. Honeyman asks exasperatedly.  “Knowledge 
isn’t good or bad, it’s what we do with it that matters.  Mankind is the problem, my 
friend, not the knowledge he possesses.  Mankind wages war and enslaves his neighbor 
and ravages the countryside, not his mere knowing of gunpowder, or navigation, or 
mining.” 
 “Maybe there’s some knowledge we shouldn’t have, then.  Without gunpowder 
we couldn’t shoot each other, after all.” 
 “Man’s impulse to murder has nothing to do with gunpowder.  Strip two men 
naked and they’ll still beat each other to death with their fists.  Besides, gunpowder and 
firearms have helped us as much as they’ve hurt, when you consider how much easier 
hunting became with their invention.” 
 Pennathorne doesn’t seem to hear, focused as he is on a spot beyond the doctor’s 
left shoulder.  “There’s something out there,” he mutters, squinting and leaning over to 
peer between the nest’s blobular extrusions.  “It’s coming this way.” 
 Dr. Honeyman turns, picking up a faint disturbance as of something heavy 
lumbering across the ground.  A booming roar erupts through the air and both men draw 
their pistols, edging back towards the courtyard’s farthest curb.  “The animals down here 
seems reluctant to touch these artificial constructs,” the doctor says quietly.  “Perhaps 
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we’ll be safe enough where we are.”  There comes another roar, closer this time, and he 
raises an eyebrow in concern.  “Then again, flight might be the most prudent choice.” 
 Pennathorne shoots him a disgusted look.  “There’s not a beast on Irsus I haven’t 
yet been able to kill and—usually—eat.  I expect this’ll be more of the same.” 
 As if to answer his challenge, another roar bursts across the clearing.  A moment 
later one the armored grubs emerges from the between the columns, hunching across the 
ground like a massive caterpillar, the small citreous lights around its lower edge 
flickering wildly.  It roars again, the unlikely noise apparently emanating from a pair of 
membranes high up on its spiky back.  It gets to within a scant few feet of the 
courtyard—close enough that Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman both take a step back and 
raise their pistols hesitantly, unsure of where they should place their shots—before 
veering suddenly to the left as it circles around towards the far side of the clearing. 
 Hot on its trail comes a pack of fierce-looking insectoid creatures, seven in all, 
each as big as a mastiff.  They’re borne swiftly over the ground on sets of long spindly 
legs, much like a spider, and their smooth carapaces are striped with irregular bands of 
black and crimson.  Their heads, superficially ant-like in proportion, sport bulging black 
eyes and fearsome jaws, fully as long and curved as two scimitars.  These, then, must be 
the hunting beetles of which Redlock had warned, though their resemblance to actual 
beetles is cursory at best.  Chattering their bladed mandibles, they fan out towards their 
prey with all the single-minded purpose of ravening wolves. 
 They quickly surround the panicked grub-thing, darting in to nip at its legs.  Four 
of the pack seize hold of the spines high up on its left-hand side, while the other three 
hook their jaws under its carapace on the right.  Dragged down on the one side, levered 
up on the other, the grub tilts awkwardly over, giving one last explosive roar before its 
attackers descend and excise its resonating membranes with surgical precision.  The 
hunting beetles scrabble over one another to scoop gobbets of gelatinous flesh from the 
wounds. 
 “Uhl’s yard,” mutters Pennathorne, grimacing, “that’s dead gut-churning.” 
 “No question,” the doctor replies quietly.  “I suggest we make haste away from 
here while they’re preoccupied.” 
 “You don’t think we’re safe on this slab?” 
 Dr. Honeyman eyes the span of stone beneath them, perhaps ten feet from side to 
side.  Just five yards beyond this the hunting beetles clamber across the grub-thing’s 
mutilated bulk.  The doctor gives a slight shake of his head.  “It’s not a gamble I’m 
especially eager to take.” 
 The two men back slowly away, for the moment drawing no notice from the 
gluttonous beetles.  As they step over the courtyard’s ornate curb, though, one of the 
creatures catches sight of them and begins to move in their direction.  As if on some 
silent order, the rest abruptly abandon the grub’s oozing carcass and follow after their 
fellow, all of them chittering malevolently. 
 “Run,” Dr. Honeyman says with quiet urgency.  He increases his pace towards the 
edge of the clearing, as do their insectoid pursuers.  “Run!” 
 Pennathorne hangs back long enough to put a bullet through the leader’s 
monstrous head, dropping it in its tracks, before turning and charging after the doctor, 
who’s already disappeared between the lumpish columns.  The six remaining hunting 
beetles continue after them, unfazed. 
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 Blindly, the two men race through the phosphorescent forest, neither of them 
making very good time and both starkly aware of it.  Pain lances through the doctor’s hip 
with every jarring step; the remaining pieces of the warboot hang like a crushing yoke 
across Pennathorne’s shoulders.  The hunting beetles follow along steadily, but 
hesitantly, unwilling for the moment to press the attack. 
 “We’ll never outrun them,” Pennathorne pants.  “We’ve got to stand and fight.” 
 In response, Dr. Honeyman abruptly turns and fires his pistol at the closest of 
their pursuers.  One of its eyes shatters, spurting slime, and the beast spins in place, 
shrieking like an infuriated cat.  The other five spread out, quickly encircling the two men 
as their wounded comrade finally collapses to the turf, limbs thrashing spasmodically. 
 With practiced calm, Dr. Honeyman reloads both their pistols, trying to ignore the 
blood he can feel seeping down his wounded hip.  Pennathorne stands at his back, sword 
drawn, doing his best to keep sight of the circling predators. 
 The attack comes abruptly, from all sides, on some signal undetectable to either of 
them.  Dr. Honeyman fires both pistols in rapid succession, but the beetles are so fast and 
agile that neither shot finds its mark, and in another second the damnable things are upon 
them, scissoring their mandibles at the men’s legs.  They both hack at the creatures with 
their swords, to little effect against their tough carapaces. 
 The doctor is the first to fall, crying out as one of the beetles seizes his lower leg 
and drags him to the ground.  Another takes hold of his left arm—still injured from their 
fight with Dogmilk’s band barely two weeks ago—and begins to pull in the opposite 
direction, so that for a moment the voracious creatures struggle over him like dogs on 
either end of a bone.  Furiously, he stabs at the one grasping his arm, driving the tip of his 
sword into its soft underbelly until it finally lets go of him and retreats. 
 Pennathorne has managed to stay on his feet, though the relentless beasts drive 
him back into a jutting hump of ground.  Fungi squishes beneath his armor, exhaling a 
cloud of spores all around him, and a feathery barnacle rakes his cheek as it darts into its 
shell.  Again and again, the hunting beetles lunge at him, jaws agape, slashing at his legs.  
He curses and hews at their bulbous black eyes, but one of them manages to get its 
scimitar jaws around his knee, cleaving through his breeches and into his flesh.  Snarling, 
Pennathorne drops his sword and thrusts his bare hands between the creature’s 
mandibles, striving to keep them apart as blood flows from his gashed palms.  The other 
beetles dart forward, nipping at him remorselessly as they try to bring him to the ground. 
 For what seems like an eternity the two men struggle against their unrelenting 
foes, which are proving as deadly as anything, human or animal, that they’ve face over 
the years.  Both recognize their situation as dire, the blood coursing from their many 
wounds, but this only makes them fight more desperately.  With a great heave, 
Pennathorne wrenches open the mandibles imprisoning his leg, only to have it buckle 
beneath him as he reaches for his sword.  Across from him, Dr. Honeyman has also 
managed to break free of his attackers, which circle his prone form like buzzards.  Blood 
covers his left arm, and his right leg is mangled to the bone. 
 The two old friends lock eyes for an instant across the glowing floor, both grimly 
certain that their end is imminent.  With wild swipes of their blades, they manage to keep 
the beetles at bay, though not for much longer.  The fungi lies crushed and flickering 
beneath them, the ground slick with blood, scintillant spores clinging to every inch of 
their gory forms. 
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 “Have no fear, Melvin,” Pennathorne says weakly.  “We’ll soon be sharing a 
drink at Uhl’s tableside.  I can’t wait to see the look on your face when you realize I’ve 
been right all along.” 
 The doctor’s only retort is a pained grunt as he hefts his leaden sword through the 
air.  He can feel his strength draining away with each passing second; his life, he realizes, 
must surely be measured in heartbeats now.  The hunting beetles have begun closing in 
again, their jaws smeared with blood, their bulging eyes registering nothing but malice.  
Exhausted, defeated, Dr. Honeyman slumps back onto the floor of the gigantic nest and 
closes his eyes. 
 “Melvin!”  Pennathorne’s tone is panicked, almost pleading.  On either side of 
him, the doctor can hear his slayers darting in for the kill, though it’s nearly drowned out 
by the slow thudding of his own heart. 
 The fatal moment never comes.  Instead, he hears a sudden rush of footfalls, the 
unmistakable grunt and clash of combat.  Dr. Honeyman lifts his heavy head and sees six 
figures, crudely armored in plates of spiny chitin, attacking the beetles with picks and 
barbed cudgels.  Their movements show peculiar clumsiness, their faces an odd lack of 
expression, but their blows are savage and powerful, and in their initial rush they swiftly 
dispatch two of the monsters outright.  The remaining three quickly give ground before 
these new foes, chattering their mandibles furiously as they’re forced away from their 
prey. 
 “Melvin!”  Dr. Honeyman rolls his head over, finds Pennathorne a few feet away, 
reaching out to him with one mutilated hand.  “See there, Melvin?  Another of Uhl’s 
miracles.”  He tries to smile reassuringly through the gore in his beard. 
 The doctor coughs, his face drawn and pallid, the lifeblood pumping out of his 
gravely wounded body onto the fungal slime beneath him.  Their saviors have come too 
late.  He wants to point this out to Pennathorne, mention it as one more of Uhl’s critical 
failures, but his tongue feels like clay in his mouth.  A numbing cold has crept into his 
limbs—nothing like the familiar oblivion offered by whitestar honey—and darkness 
hems the edges of his vision. 
 Their rescuers return from routing the hunting beetles, only to mill idly about, 
seemingly oblivious to the two men at their feet.  “Help us, you bastards!” roars 
Pennathorne.  “This man is dying!”  He crawls over to the doctor, fumbling with one of 
the waterskins taken from Redlock’s village.  The armored figures barely glance in their 
direction. 
 Dr. Honeyman chokes on the stale water and Pennathorne tosses the skin away, 
his expression caught somewhere between grief and fury.  “Dammit, Melvin,” he says 
gruffly, “I’ll not have you going to the Solar Hearth ahead of me, telling Uhl all sorts of 
humiliating stories.”  He cradles the doctor’s head in his bloody hands. 
 Over Pennathorne’s shoulder, Dr. Honeyman glimpses two new figures, dressed 
in robes and pieces of scalloped black armor very different from that worn by the other 
six.  Their faces, framed by a great profusion of pale shimmering hair, are possessed of a 
certain soft androgynous beauty, and they turn to regard Pennathorne and the doctor 
benevolently. 
 Anything more remains a mystery, as the Ocean of Death finally sucks the doctor 
beneath its black waves. 
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 For all the Horrors I beheld and did suffer during that Pilgrimage, there were 
Wonders, too.  After my Escape from the Pit of Fiends, in whose Depths I had learnt the 
Lesson of Humility, I spent a Day and a Night in grateful Prayer.  Only by the Power of 
Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) had I managed to flee that dreadful Place, 
and so it was to Him that I dedicated my crude Sacrifices. 
 This Ritual complete, I turned my Course southwards, still in search of the 
Golden Prime which Arcant Bristar had cryptically named as the Heart of the Fifth 
Kingdom and a Key to Its Unlocking.  After several more Days I found myself among the 
Monuments of the Fallen Hirocene, which took the Shape of Ziggurats and Spires and 
faceted Domes, such as might be fashioned by the Lapidary’s Art.  Most of these were 
built of a fine-grained green Marble that had been sorely corroded by the passing Ages, 
while others were constructed of pitch black Obsidian and a silvery Matter which was 
neither Metal nor Glass.  These few appeared untouched by the pulverizing March of 
Years, and their fantastic Ornamentation showed as crisply as it must have on the Day of 
its Making, though the Message contained therein was impenetrable to me. 
 Beyond these Ruins I discovered a deep and narrow Valley, as of a mighty Axe-
Cleft in the Ground, all but unseen until I was practically standing upon its Edge.  Unlike 
the blighted Landscape through which I had just passed, this was a Place of lush 
Verdure.   The Clime inside the Valley was surprisingly temperate, and perfumed by 
many curious Flowers which sprang in great Profusion from the Turf.  Among the 
Blossoms flitted a Multitude of tiny Creatures, which were neither Insects nor Birds, but 
rather like gossamer-winged Tadpoles clad in various brilliant Colors.  Altogether the 
Scene was One of strange and especial Beauty, and I found myself in awe of the Gods’ 
Handiwork. 
 At the Valley’s lowermost Point lay a Pond of crystalline Liquid, not at all like the 
festering poisonous Pools I’d thus far encountered.  A cautious Taste confirmed it as 
unpolluted Water, as pure and sweet as anything I’d ever tasted, and I fell to my Knees in 
thanks to Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!).  Once I had drunk my fill I laid 
back among the Flowers, exhausted by the Ordeal of recent Days and lulled by the 
Atmosphere of that peaceful Place. 
 I would not be allowed to rest for long.  Soon enough there were new Spirits sent 
to guide my Path, in Form and Voice of particular Loveliness, who knew the Speech of all 
Nations, but who spoke to one another in the Tongue of the Old World.  Out from the Pit 
of Fiends had Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) delivered me, up into Hands 
of Ancient and Ageless Holiness, under whose Direction I would behold Miracles such as 
hadn’t been seen since the Days of Hesker. 

-from the Magnocactadictum 
by Arcant Samûlus, comp. 1475 

 
 At some point Dr. Honeyman realizes that he’s alive.  Not still alive, but alive 
once again, a revelation ironically conveyed through a nightmare about drowning.  Even 
as he desperately claws at the ink-black water surrounding him, he begins to sense the 
surreality of the experience—a suspension of time, visions of the event from outside 
himself—such as anyone has occasionally had in the midst of a dream.  Forcing himself 
to relax, he finds that he’s able to breathe the waters, now warm and dark as a mother’s 
womb.  His body, most recently the source of so much pain, is ethereal, nearly insensate.  
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He feels suspended, floating bodiless, his awareness a flickering thing at best.  Perhaps 
this is death after all, an eternal corpse-dream, but some tiny part of him recoils at the 
idea.  Born out of organic processes, consciousness must by logic cease when those same 
processes are brought to an end.  Words without context, as though he had selected a 
random passage from a book he’d never read before, but their logic—felt more than 
understood—resonates inside him like a gong.  Certainly, he must be alive. 
 Relief floods over him.  He wants to weep for joy.  A hungering void looms just 
beyond his rekindled consciousness, but he knows now that he’s moving away from it, 
rather than towards. 
 Somehow, impossibly, Melvinus Honeyman has been resurrected. 
 
 He dreams a lifetime.  Dreams of his childhood, of his youth in the Southlands, of 
Damszalliane and the University.  Dreams of Pennathorne, of their trek across Arthestria, 
that great adventure, those carefree days.  Then the slaughter of war, smoke in the sky 
and blood on the ground, mountains of skulls and everywhere packs of corpse-fattened 
dogs.  Golgachev, Szandros Field, Janspraux’s Grave, Spans Tebbex.  He dreams himself 
as dragoon, as knight, as assassin; Ruby Crown, Iron Swan, Ebony Plume. 
 A vision of Pennathorne as he opens the lid of the torqtorascul, blood-smeared 
and wild-eyed and riven with wounds, an echo of the most recent memory the doctor has 
of his perennial friend, sprawled in gore, surrounded by glowing red fungus.  Afterwards 
comes their flight out of Urkadia, through the Ethemwr Gap and into Hwnwzel, and then 
to Damszalliane again, the city encircled, beset, the Lady of Towers brought to her knees 
and crowned in soot.  Heartbreak.  Fury.  A tent of white urbull skins, a cloudy night 
robbed of moon and stars.  The Butcher of Bloody Hill caught sleeping and the feel of the 
knife as the doctor drives it into his throat.  The Urkadians in retreat, the Lady unchained, 
jubilation in the ruins. 
 He dreams onwards, of the years after the war, when he parted from Pennathorne 
and returned home to the Goodacre, medals aplenty around his neck and a rotten 
blackness in his heart.  Flashes of the strange brutal voyage down through Lewland’s 
dissolute backwater, intermixed with flashes of that similar journey most recently taken 
with Pennathorne, just as strange and brutal.  Villages seething with degeneracy, in thrall 
to mad priests and a blood-hungry god, bodies dismembered, impaled, displayed as 
testament and tribute.  The Sutherling Rush a great ravenous serpent striving to swallow 
him. 
 Those years in the Southlands pass as shadows.  His mother’s death from fever, 
his uncle’s at the hands of the Greentongue Ojgodirans, his father wretched and 
despairing.  He, however, sheds no tears, sings no sorrowful songs.  His withered heart 
barely stirs.  All he feels is hopeless sucking rage, motivated towards nothing but his own 
destruction.  He drinks and brawls and kills nearly thirty men in four years.  Liquor and 
whitestar and blood, blood, blood, blood.  Family and friends horrified at what he’s 
become. 
 He finds himself back in Damszalliane, just ahead of the anniversary of the 
breaking of Vax Lono’s siege.  The Lady of Towers still battered, but resplendent.  Flags 
by the thousands rippling in the air, candles and bonfires enough to challenge sun for its 
brilliance, a generation of cripples hooting in the streets.  No one recognizes him, nor 
does he find a single familiar face in the throng, though he knows that Pennathorne is 
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somewhere among them.  He crisscrosses the crowded tangle of avenues and alleyways, 
alert for the slightest glimpse of his old comrade’s wild auburn hair, the sound of his 
booming laughter.  The celebrants look right through him, their expressions grotesque, 
almost imbecilic.  He searches Garsalte Square, visits each of the Arcants’ Spires in turn, 
rushes with growing panic around the Fountains of Lanxsiolle.  The Castle of the Iron 
Swan lies eerily empty, an endless series of parlors leading eternally back to the echoing 
throne room, Agrend’s throne a looming buzzard-shaped thing that fills him with dread.  
Unseen enemies stalk him just out of sight. 
 Escaping that cursed place, he emerges not in Damszalliane but in Spans Tebbex 
again, the hammer-gray Urkadian sky frowning down on him.  Buildings of carven black 
basalt line the abandoned streets, skulls leering from the masonry.  Malevolent shadows 
lurk in every corner.  The grim-faced idols along the Apteran Way glare at him as he 
races past, his invisible enemies close on his heels.  Nothing but shadows and skulls and 
hammer-gray sky.  The ambush is imminent, inevitable, the Swallowing Box waiting 
patiently to consume him.  Onwards he runs, frantic to escape, knowing that it will make 
no difference. 
 
 I beseech you:  Throw off the Shackles of Tradition, of Religion, of the Slough of 
your Forefathers who knew no better.  Unlearn what you have been taught, the Lessons 
are a Poison designed to cripple your Thinking.  Your Mind should be as a Wild Animal, 
hungry and untamed, not hobbled like a Beast at the Wheel, broken to the Will of its 
Master.  Hearth and Altar are the Whipping Grounds whereon the Generations are 
Cowed to the Customs of Clan and Creed, the one so often inseparable from the other.  
Customs founded in bygone Ages by Peoples whose Base Ignorance was even more 
staggering than our own, yet which are Today approached with the same primitive and 
bloodthirsty Zeal as they were all those Millennia ago.  Customs whose obscure Origins 
and absurd Tenets are never closely questioned by their Followers, since to Question is 
to Doubt, and Doubt is the Worm that spoils the Fruit. 
 Hear me when I tell you that the Fruit of Society is rotten anyway.  Look close, 
see how flimsy the Rind holding its rancid Pulp in place?  Do not take another bite; cast 
it aside as a Corruption!  Priests and Kings have penned you in like Hogs before the 
slaughter, marking the Limits of Belief and Behavior with the blood of those who dare to 
test them.  The Temples are a Trough, their Teachings a Slop of petty and impossible 
standards, Obros and Empress the vigilant Swineherds.  Know that their so-called Faith 
and Tradition stand as bloody Barriers between the Nations of Irsus, whose Boundaries 
on the Map mark Custom as much as Territory.  Whole regions dominated by Ebramite, 
or Riij, or Alabardist, or the Sovereign Multitude; all others marginalized and driven out, 
their alien Ways and foreign Traditions finding no home among the Hostile Masses, for 
whom the Purity of Clan and Creed are ranked foremost.  How many Atrocities have 
been committed over matters of Religion, over perceived offenses to the Sacred Customs 
of Ancestors long dead?  How much Blood spilt in defense of a World-Vision so narrow 
as to clip the wings of a Gnat? 
 I tell you that your Benighted Forefathers are dead and gone; they shall never be 
any deader!  What use are their obsolete Ideas, their ignorant Superstitions?  Turn your 
eyes away from the Vaporous Obscurity of the Past and look ahead with Vision 
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Unclouded!  Consider whether you are Human or Hog, a Thinking Creature or a 
Devourer of your Master’s offal.  Rise up from the Muck and walk! 

-from Zein Erstlinker (The Outcast) 
by Lamersilke, pub. 1683 

 
 Dr. Honeyman awakens by degrees, consciousness returning like grains of sand  
slowly filling the bottom of an hourglass.  Gradually, he becomes aware of his physical 
self as more than mere ephemera, though for the moment it lies numb and unresponsive 
around him.  Through his reviving brain flows a torrent of disjointed memories, 
unordered, out of context, jumbled among bits of dreams and nightmares.  The sensation 
of drowning suddenly returns to him, though this time it’s madness that threatens to 
swallow him up, rather than death. 
 “Melvin!”  Pennathorne’s voice, low and urgent, drops like an anchor through the 
suffocating tide.  The doctor forces his eyes open, finds nothing but shadows and stinging 
brightness.  He blinks and tries to raise a clumsy hand to his face.  “Melvin?  Have you 
come back at last?”  Pennathorne’s voice, growling and gravelly and never sweeter to Dr. 
Honeyman’s ears.  “So help me, Melvin, if you told Uhl about the time I sucked poison 
out of your backside, I’ll send you right back to him.” 
 The doctor’s laugh is little more than a weak croak, but it’s enough to elicit a 
joyful hoot from Pennathorne.  “Ha!  There’s not many who return from the Solar Hearth, 
you tough old Lewie!  Uhl must really want to see how this little adventure turns out for 
us!” 
 Dr. Honeyman coughs in response, takes a few slow deep breaths.  His vision has 
begun to adjust and he’s able to make out a low vaulted ceiling overhead, a half-dozen 
small lights hanging in the air near its peak.  Each one emits a soft bluish glow, and as he 
watches he realizes that they are in fact floating slowly through space, with no sort of 
tether or other support that he can see.  On a low bench beside him sits Pennathorne, 
looking so hale and hearty that for a moment the doctor thinks he must still be dreaming.  
He tries to identify the most recent memory he has of his old friend, summons fragments 
of their bloody battle with the hunting beetles.  Now Pennathorne appears fit and 
healthy—vigorous, even—his hair and beard trimmed short and tinged with less gray 
than Dr. Honeyman remembers.  “What happened?” asks the doctor.  “Where are we?”  
 “You were dead, Melvin,” says Pennathorne, his tone a mixture of disbelief and 
lingering grief.  “I watched you die, right there on the ground next to me, after those 
damned beetles were finally run off.”  He furrows his brow.  “I half hoped they would 
come back and send me on after you; I hated to think what stories you were telling 
around Uhl’s tableside.  Instead, these two white-haired lasses came along—” 
 “I saw them,” interjects Dr. Honeyman.  “Just before…”  He trails off, shakes his 
head.  “Is this their home, I presume?” 
 “It is,” replies Pennathorne, nodding.  “We were practically on their doorstep 
when the beetles got us, and our gunshots attracted their attention right quick.  They 
gathered up what was left of us and brought it here, through the black metal door that 
Redlock told us about.  I’d gone pretty well aflunters by that point, what with all the 
blood I’d lost and you being dead and everything, so I don’t remember much about the 
journey.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman stares up at the lights floating lazily overhead.  “I was dead, 
Pennathorne.  I was dead, and now I’m not.  How can that possibly be?” 
 “The Yubians brought you back with their magic,” Pennathorne replies with all 
seriousness. 
 “I take it the Yubians are our hosts?” 
 Pennathorne nods.  “Hosts and saviors.  We’d both be dead and covered over with 
fungus now if it weren’t for them, you can be sure of that.” 
 “How long have we been here?” 
 “Two months, near as I can figure.  It apparently takes some time to bring a man 
back to life.” 
 Dr. Honeyman raises a hand to his forehead, momentarily struck dumb by the 
thought.  “Twelve weeks,” he murmurs in disbelief.  “The new year must have begun, 
then.” 
 “Welcome to 2360,” says Pennathorne, clapping the doctor on the shoulder.  “I 
think I turned fifty-five while you were resting—fifty-five or fifty-six, anyway—though I 
feel half that, let me tell you.” 
 “Happy birthday,” says Dr. Honeyman, then suddenly reaches up to probe at his 
shoulder, where he finds no evidence of the wound caused by the bandit’s bullet all those 
weeks ago.  He checks the other shoulder to be sure he hasn’t mixed them up, but finds 
no hurt on either, not even a scar.  Sitting up, naked beneath a blanket of soft green 
fabric, he runs his hands experimentally over his limbs and torso.  His shoulder, his hip, 
all the various aches and pains he’s accrued over the long bloody years seem to have 
disappeared.  Even his spectacles are gone, though he’s able to clearly see his satchel 
sitting on a table across from him. 
 “Magic and alchemy,” says Pennathorne, reading the doctor’s stunned expression.  
“The Yubians can raise the dead, restore a man’s faded vigor, extend life past its natural 
limits.  All of them claim to be at least three hundred years old.”  Then, with an almost 
maniacal gleam in his eye, he raises his hands and clenches ten fully formed fingers into 
a pair of rock-hard fists.  “Look here, they regrew the old nose-picker.  I tell you, Melvin, 
I’m like a man reborn.” 
 The doctor wraps the blanket around his waist and springs lightly to his feet.  “I’m 
beginning to see what you mean,” he mutters, flexing his lean muscles experimentally, 
stunned by the strength and vitality he feels coursing through his veins.  It’s the vigor of 
his youth, yet untouched by the lingering injuries of war, the ravages of his own 
deleterious habits.  His heart beats strong and steady in his chest, the blood singing 
through his supple thews. 
 Looking around with his restored vision, he sees that they’re inside a chamber of 
modest proportions, its ceiling, walls, and floor seamlessly constructed of russet brown 
stone.  The furniture consists of a table and two small benches of simple design, carved 
out of a dense black wood unfamiliar to the doctor’s eye.  Most peculiar of all is the bed 
on which he’d been lying, which is a single solid form, oblong and squarish, like a 
gigantic loaf of bread.  Upholstered in the same velvety green fabric that he has tied 
around his waist, Dr. Honeyman pushes on it experimentally, recoiling in surprise as it 
presses gently back against his hand, its surface warm to the touch. 
 “That’s just the least of it,” says Pennathorne.  “The wonders in this place are like 
to turn your brains wrongside-out.  The Yubians know secrets not spoken of since before 
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the Sunderage.  They’re more like gods than people, though they claim to be as human as 
you or I.” 
 Dr. Honeyman looks at him quizzically.  “You’ve become quite a convert during 
my recuperation.” 
 Pennathorne raises his eyebrows and frowns thoughtfully.  “The Yubians brought 
you back to life, Melvin.  They grew me a fine new finger and made me feel spry as a cat 
in springtime.  Their ways are as pure pissing strange as any I’ve come across, but 
they’ve treated me fair and kept me well fed, so for the time being they’ll get nothing but 
praise from me.” 
 “So how have you spent your time without me?” asks Dr. Honeyman, stepping 
around so he can get a better view of the curious lights floating near the ceiling. 
 “When we first arrived I went into the healing vats just as you did, though only 
for a fraction of the time, since I wasn’t nearly as dead as you.  After that they spent a 
few days teaching me their language, which I picked up with an amazing quickness.  I tell 
you, Melvin, I’ve never felt so vigorous, in mind or in body.” 
 “You were never what I would have called ‘vigorous in mind’,” remarks Dr. 
Honeyman.  “Now, pray tell how these fairy lights work.”  He draws one of the benches 
into the center of the room and steps up onto it, startled to discover that the lights, each as 
big as a child’s fist, are actually small jellyfish-like creatures, drifting slowly through the 
air.  Their luminous blue bells and short tentacles appear to be composed of a delicate 
gelatinous substance, gauzily translucent.  The doctor reaches out as one drifts near and it 
springs suddenly to life, pulsating wildly as it tries to get away from him, its color 
shifting from blue to green to bright yellow.  Apparently agitated by their fellow’s panic, 
the other creatures quickly follow suit, lurching this way and that beneath the peaked 
ceiling, their combined glare nearly as strong as sunlight. 
 “That’s one way to make it brighter,” says Pennathorne, fetching from around his 
neck a small metal pipe on a slender chain.  He blows a single low tone, holding it for 
several seconds while the floating jellies gradually slow their clumsy dash around the 
ceiling, their panic cooling from yellow to green to blue once again. 
 Shaking his head, Dr. Honeyman alights from the bench.  “Wonders upon 
wonders,” he says quietly, then turns to look at Pennathorne.  “I’d like to meet with our 
hosts, to at least thank them for the incredible thing they’ve done for me and find out how 
on Irsus they did it.” 
 “Oh, aye, they want to meet with you, too,” says Pennathorne.  “They’ve been 
hinting at how they’ve got some errand or other for us.” 
 “An errand?” 
 Pennathorne shrugs.  “It’s only right that we try to make even on all the help 
they’ve given us.  There’s not much I wouldn’t do for those who raised you back up from 
the dead.”  He grins and claps his hands down on Dr. Honeyman’s shoulders, shaking 
him affectionately.  “Ah, it’s good to have you back, Melvin!  The Yubians are generous 
souls, but they’re pure shit at conversation.” 
 The doctor smiles, placing a hand on Pennathorne’s shoulder in turn.  “It’s good 
to be back, though I’m finding the fact rather difficult to accept.” 
 “What was the Solar Hearth like?” asks Pennathorne with all earnestness.  “My 
old dead da told me it looks like the Thanehall in Anverstap, only a thousand times 
bigger, covered all over with the shields of the slain heroes inside.  They hang up their 
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weapons and sit side by side at Uhl’s table, drinking and singing and telling tales of their 
mortal exploits.” 
 “There was no Solar Hearth,” Dr. Honeyman says flatly.  “There was…nothing.  
At some point I began to dream again, but before that all was void.  It’s only from the 
unlikely vantage point of being returned to life that I’m able to look back and recognize 
death for what it was.”  He fixes Pennathorne with his gray eyes.  “It was nothing.  
Just…nothing.” 
 Pennathorne frowns.  “You must not have made it all the way there yet.  The 
Solar Hearth is exceptionally far away, after all.  Some warriors’ spirits wander forever 
without finding it.” 
 “I wasn’t wandering,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “I was dead.” 
 “Your constant slander surely set Uhl to making your trip a difficult one.  Best be 
more respectful this time around.”  Ignoring the doctor’s scathing look, Pennathorne 
gestures at a set of clothes lying folded next to his satchel.  “They fitted you for some 
new togs; your old ones were nothing but bloody rags.” 
 Stepping over to the table, Dr. Honeyman unfolds a pair of pants and a long tunic, 
both of them made from a soft but durable black fabric.  Serpentine patterns of orange 
and gold encircle the cuffs at wrist and ankle.  There’s also a set of close-fitting 
undergarments made of the same material, as well as a broad belt equipped with 
numerous loops and hooks, its copper-colored buckle cleverly fashioned into the shape of 
two clasping hands.  Casting the green blanket aside, the doctor dons his new attire and 
straps the belt around his waist, each item a perfect fit. 
 Pennathorne nods appraisingly.  “That cloth is tough as leather, despite how light 
it feels.”  His own outfit is essentially identical, save that several weapons and other 
accoutrements are hanging from his belt, among them the doctor’s sword and dueling 
pistol.  “I’ve kept them safe for you, have no fear,” says Pennathorne, following the 
doctor’s gaze. 
 Dr. Honeyman waits expectantly.  “Am I to have them back?” 
 “Aye, well…”  Pennathorne chews his lip, a conflicted expression on his face.  “I 
was specifically told to take you to Shultho before I return your arms.”  He coughs and 
looks away at something on the other side of the room. 
 “I see,” the doctor says at last, not knowing what to make of this strange denial.  
Adjusting the empty belt around his waist, he steps into a pair of soft black boots lying 
beside the table.  “All right, then.  Take me to meet these Yubians.  It’s about time we 
continued this lunatic adventure.” 
 
 Exiting the chamber, the two of them emerge into a low arched hallway lit by 
more lazy blue jellyfish.  Pennathorne blows a high-pitched tone on his small pipe and for 
several yards in both directions the jellies suddenly stir, brightening into a vivid green 
that lights up the hallway like leaf-filtered sunshine. 
 “So many questions,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman, peering up at the strange creatures 
pulsing through the empty air. 
 “Don’t expect a lot of answers,” says Pennathorne, turning left down the hall.  
“The Yubians can be a cagey and confusing lot, spouting all manner of mystical monkey-
shit when asked the simplest questions.  Best prepare yourself for frustration.”  He blows 
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another note on his pipe, lighting up the way as they go.  Turning a corner, he approaches 
a set of double doors at the end of the hall. 
 The doors opens into a vast chamber lit by scores more of the glowing jellies—
most of them in their quiescent blue state—as well as several small braziers like the ones 
they’d seen in Redlock’s village.  Alcoves and antechambers line the walls around them, 
and the whole space is crowded with thousands upon thousands of different objects, 
nearly overwhelming in their number and variety.  Some are recognizable enough—
textiles and pottery, sculptures in a myriad of forms, various weapons, pieces of armor, 
and everywhere piles of parchment, mounds of bundled scrolls, books in teetering 
columns—while others defy categorization, like the huge bronze arm standing alone in a 
nearby alcove and which Dr. Honeyman realizes is slowly flexing its fingers. 
 “Stay away from that,” warns Pennathorne, following the doctor’s gaze.  He leads 
them along a poorly defined path through the surrounding chaos, most of which, coated 
thickly in dust, exudes an air of age and neglect.  They pass an enormous glass terrarium 
containing plants and fungi of several weirdly unfamiliar species, and as Dr. Honeyman 
tarries he’s certain that he glimpses a miniature village nestled back among the foliage, 
tiny simian figures moving between the huts.  It’s nearly more than he can process, this 
madman’s collection hemming them in on all sides, and he follows along after 
Pennathorne with an expression of dumb amazement on his lean bearded face. 
 Pausing near a roughhewn stele covered in faded inscriptions and rudimentary 
phallic carvings, Pennathorne calls out in a lilting tongue similar to what they’d heard 
spoken by Redlock’s subjects, receiving a faint reply from somewhere off to their right.  
“That’ll be Shultho, master of this collection,” Pennathorne tells the doctor.  “He’s been 
responsible for my education since I came out of the healing vats.  Prepare yourself; he’s 
a right strange fellow.” 
 They come to a large alcove crammed with books and stacks of parchment, 
mostly taken up by a motionless clockwork orrery positioned against the rear wall.  A 
swarm of brightly agitated jellies swims along the ceiling, while at a table beneath them 
sits a figure dressed in loose vermillion robes.  Shultho, like the two women who saved 
them from the hunting beetles, possesses in his beardless face a soft androgyny that also 
gives him a certain agelessness; he could be anywhere from sixty to eighty.  More 
startling, though, is the bizarre helmet atop his bald pate, which is made of dull black 
enamel and shaped something like an oversized artichoke.  It clutches his scalp with what 
appear to be stubby crustacean legs, and Dr. Honeyman’s eyes widen in shock as it 
abruptly adjusts its position, nestling more snuggly against its wearer’s head. 
 Shultho seems to take no notice.  Mounted on the table in front of him is a 
complex array of lenses, presently deployed above a dish of purplish moss, which he’s 
examining with the utmost concentration.  He meticulously records his observations on 
two pieces of parchment, one on either side of him, each of his hands gripping a stylus 
and moving independently of the other.  Pennathorne coughs deferentially and Shultho 
looks up from the lenses, even as his hands continue their busy scribbling.  Fixing 
Pennathorne with a pair of milky green eyes, his small lipless mouth flexing into 
something like a smile, the collections master greets him in a quiet, nearly genteel, tone.  
Then, turning to the doctor, he says, in Lewlander, “Welcome back at last, Melvinus 
Honeyman.”  His accent is strange and lilting, his pronunciation somewhat skewed, but 
his words are unmistakable. 
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  “You speak my language?” the doctor asks in surprise. 
 “Ours is the tongue of all nations,” replies Shultho.  “Seven from the lands of 
Altreng have passed this way in our time; you will make the eighth.  Will you take your 
place with the four who gave of their service freely, or will you join those three who 
proved of little value and were sent back into Lowest Gelm to suffer and perish among 
the subhumans?”  His hands continue their work on the pieces of parchment, one 
recreating an enlarged diagram of the moss in the dish, the other jotting notes in an 
indecipherable script. 
 “Altreng is what they call Lewland and the Islands,” explains Pennathorne.  
“Lowest Gelm is that fungal forest they rescued us out of.” 
 Dr. Honeyman blinks.  “I’ll be as helpful as I’m able to, of course.  Your people 
brought me back from the dead.” 
 Shultho stares at the doctor with disquieting intensity.  “Though Belhet the Many-
Headed has seen fit to lift you out of shadow, your worth is yet to be tested.  Know that a 
life restored is a life enslaved, and a blessing is as often a curse in disguise.  Nothing is 
given freely, Melvinus Honeyman, and a debt such as yours demands rare devotion.” 
 “How is it done?” the doctor asks urgently.  “How can you possibly return a dead 
man to life?  Such a thing should surely be impossible.” 
 “Your impossibilities are as nothing to the Ancient Knowledge, which was passed 
down to Hesker the Magnificent from Belhet Itself, and which gave his followers mastery 
over the Second Phase of the world.  Much was lost in the transition to the Third Phase, 
but the secret alchemy of life was eventually recovered by Yub the Mendler, who spat in 
the face of death and strove to pass beyond eternity itself.  Even now he dwells alone in 
Mrrmoc, the only inhabitant of the Murdered City, awaiting Hesker’s return from—” 
 “Stop a moment, I beg you,” interjects Dr. Honeyman, holding up his hands.  
“You deluge me with too much all at once.  Give me a moment to breathe.” 
 Shultho’s eyes finally blink, slowly, as the weird artichoke-shaped helmet again 
shifts its position on his head.  “We will grant you some laxity, since you have been out 
of the healing vats for barely a day’s time.  For all its power, Yub’s process has been 
reassembled from fragments, and thus remains imperfect; often the body is healed while 
the mind is destroyed.  Be grateful that Belhet has chosen for you a worthier fate, since 
such creatures are the lowest form of humanity, without spirit or purpose, and are fit only 
for a life of base servitude.”  His left hand inscribes a final detail on the diagram and 
comes to rest on the table, while the right continues with its extensive notes. 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head.  “You mention Hesker, whose name I recognize 
as the legendary ‘Eternal Emperor’ of the ancient Hirocenes, and Belhet, which was 
mentioned by the historian Bensgruelle as one of their major deities.  But Yub, Mrrmoc, 
Third Phase?  You’re passing into waters too deep for me.” 
 “They divide history into phases,” says Pennathorne.  “This is the Third Phase 
we’re in; the Old World was the Second.  The Sunderage was the transition between the 
two.”  He scratches at his beard and shrugs.  “Yub was a kind of holy man, the founder of 
their order, who rediscovered a portion of the Hirocenes’ lost magic and became an 
immortal, or something.”  He frowns and cocks his head at Shultho.  “Mrrmoc’s a subject 
they tend to avoid, now that I think about it…” 
 “The Murdered City is not a subject for your ears, at least not yet,” says Shultho, 
then turns his gaze back to the doctor.  “Already you surpass the other seven of your 
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countrymen who came this way.  None of them knew the name of Hesker—a testament to 
the degeneracy of the Third Phase—nor even Belhet the Many-Headed, whose star beats 
at the heart of the universe.”  He sighs, the helmet shifting again on his head.  “No matter.  
Your education must begin forthwith.”  His right hand finally ceases its note-taking and 
motions at Pennathorne.  “Find Verzahl’s attendant and tell him that his master’s skills 
are needed.” 
 Pennathorne nods obediently.  “A full box?” 
 Shultho nods.  “The time of trials fast approaches.  The teachings must be 
condensed, the training abbreviated.  Verzahl must quicken his elixirs to this end.” 
 Pennathorne nods again, then claps Dr. Honeyman on the shoulder and flashes 
him a grin.  “It’s good to have you back, Melvin.”  He turns and heads out of the alcove, 
disappearing the way they’d come. 
 Dr. Honeyman watches him go, his mind reeling.  This place, these people—even 
Pennathorne seems different, more subdued and docile than the doctor remembers.  He 
finds himself nearly convinced that none of it’s actually real, that he’s still dreaming.  
Pushing the question from his mind, he turns back to Shultho.  “What’s your purpose for 
us, if I might ask?” 
 Overhead, the jellies’ bright yellow light begins to fade into mellow green, 
prompting Shultho blow a single piercing note on a pipe hung around his neck.  “First,” 
he says, once they’ve flared back up again, “certain knowledge must be imparted, certain 
foundational matters established.  Language, history, geography…all of it must be 
decanted into your mental reservoirs.  Such lessons will ease your way along the 
treacherous path you must soon tread.” 
 “What path?  What are your intentions for Pennathorne and me?” 
 “The one you call Pennathorne has proven his value in blood,” replies Shultho.  
“Without complaint he has returned four times to Lowest Gelm, doing what has been 
asked of him by the disciples of Yub, since it was them who saved him and raised his 
comrade out of shadow.  Gratitude and love demonstrated through devotion, so much that 
he was given the name Emnac, which means ‘Unbreakable Fist’.”  His milky green eyes 
finally blink a second time and the black artichoke hunkers down tighter against his 
scalp.  “What shall you be called, Melvinus Honeyman?  How will you express your 
thankfulness for a life restored?” 
 The doctor furrows his brow.  “I can offer you nothing but my most profound 
gratitude.  Tell me what it is you want and I’ll give of my services accordingly; until 
then, I can make no commitment.” 
 Shultho says nothing for a long minute.  With his steady, unblinking gaze, he 
studies Dr. Honeyman as though he were a specimen under his lenses.  “We can only 
hope,” he says at last, “that you will soon realize the full measure of your debt.”  With 
that he turns back to the dish of moss and his hands resume their scribbling. 
 Dr. Honeyman watches him in silence for a moment, a thousand questions racing 
through his mind.  “What am I to do now?” 
 “Have a seat,” replies Shultho, without looking up.  “It will take Verzahl some 
time to prepare his elixirs.  Ask what questions you’d like; your education has already 
begun.” 
 Against one wall of the alcove the doctor finds a short bench mostly hidden 
beneath piles of parchment.  Moving these aside, he’s startled to find that they’re 
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comprised of stacks of duplicate maps, or painstaking copies of the same biological 
illustration, or pages and pages of identical text.  Those at the bottom of the pile are 
yellow and brittle with age, some little more than dust and crumbling scraps.  “What is all 
this?” asks the doctor, gesturing first at the parchments, then at the vast disordered 
collection around them.  “Let my education begin here, with this madman’s library.” 
 “This work was started by Yub the Mendler, in the 387th year of the Third 
Phase—“ 
 Dr. Honeyman holds up his hand to interrupt.  “And what, pray tell, is a 
Mendler?” 
 “The Mendler is the mercy of the Many-Headed, sent to instruct us in the Ancient 
Knowledge and thus guide us back to the throne of Hesker.  Yub is the first and the last, 
Yub waits alone in Mrrmoc.” 
 Dr. Honeyman closes his eyes, trying again to fight off that dreadful doubt that 
rises to choke him, the feeling that none of this is real, that he can’t trust his own senses 
anymore.  Ever since he’d arrived in Ferncliff, things had adopted increasingly surreal 
dimensions, as though he’d taken the Baron’s whitestar and never fully recovered.  
Millipede monsters, instantaneous travel, an entire fantastic world hidden below the 
surface of a shattered continent.  Resurrection.  Surely this is madness, or a dream.  
Perhaps he’s still lying in the phosphorescent forest, his consciousness fading into 
hallucination as the lifeblood pumps out of his body.  “Tell me how you brought me back 
from the dead,” the doctor says quietly, a note of desperation in his voice.  “Convince me 
that I’m actually alive, that this isn’t—”  He breaks off for a moment, looking around at 
the monstrous chaotic trove with wide eyes.  “That this isn’t what lies beyond death’s 
farther shore.” 
 Shultho looks up from the lenses, his hands keeping steadily at their work, and 
gives the doctor a small lipless smile.  “Be assured, Melvinus Honeyman, you are alive.  
Yub’s science rekindled your body’s vital spark, while Belhet saw fit to restore your 
soul.” 
 “I find it impossible to accept,” says the doctor.  “Perhaps I was yet alive when 
we were rescued from the hunting beetles.  Perhaps your ministrations merely nurtured 
the slightest flicker of life that still remained in my breast.” 
 “The spirit was well departed from your body by the time you were brought out of 
Lowest Gelm,” asserts the collections master.  “Your heart knows that it was dead, even 
if your brain refuses to believe it.” 
 “You speak of Belhet, and suggest some kind existence beyond this mortal 
one…”  Dr. Honeyman trails off, shakes his head.  “There was nothing beyond this life.  
Only void.  Surely others have undergone the resurrection process and come back to 
describe death as utter oblivion.” 
 “Such is the land of shadow, where spirits wait in judgment, each one bereft of 
sense or memory, all unknowing of their past lives or present circumstances.  Some will 
return to a mortal existence, either as men or beasts, while others will continue on to the 
universal center, to be united with the illimitable energy of Belhet the Many-Headed.  
Others will be banished from existence altogether, cast beyond the land of shadow to that 
place which has no name, or at least none that humankind remembers.  You, Melvinus 
Honeyman, are that rare creature returned to its previous life, in its previous form.  Very 
few ever earn such a blessing; yours is indeed a purpose of special consequence.” 
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 The doctor snorts.  “My life has largely been spent shedding the blood of others, 
and rarely in the curative role for which I was trained.  I’ve been the willing pawn of 
empire, a soldier and assassin, a mercenary.  I’ve killed for revenge, for money, for 
misguided patriotism.  Not three months ago I slew a man over a hat.  There have been 
women as well men among my victims, young and old alike.  So many that I’ve lost 
count, but it surely must be in the hundreds.  Unless Belhet is the god of murder, what 
possible blessing could I have earned?” 
 A smile squirms across Shultho’s tiny mouth.  “Belhet is all things, and all things 
have their uses to Belhet.  You and Emnac are tools honed by blood and brutality, and as 
such are well-suited to the task which lies ahead of you.  Your physical selves have been 
knit back together through the power of the Ancient Knowledge, your bodies revitalized 
in the healing vats, the strength and vigor of youth restored.  From the land of shadow 
your spirit was plucked and to this renewed vessel returned, your mind undamaged by the 
imperfections in Yub’s technique.  Belhet’s purpose is writ upon you with lines of fire.” 
 “So our task is to be a bloody one?” 
 “As all things live, so too must all things die.  For now, think not on the future; 
your education begins here, in the present.”  Shultho turns back to the dish of moss. 
 “What if I refuse to take part in any of this?” Dr. Honeyman asks defiantly.  
“What happens if I choose to turn my back on Belhet’s purpose?” 
 Shultho’s hands stop their scribbling and the black artichoke helmet shudders on 
his head.  He looks up from the lenses, his expression inscrutable.  “Then, like those three 
of your countrymen who proved similarly intractable, you will be sent back into Lowest 
Gelm, to squander Belhet’s blessing among the subhuman filth.  Know, too, that from 
that wretched place there are but two paths of escape, one of which will be closed to you 
forever.  The other will be granted when at last you return to the land of shadow, and 
thence surely into that nameless and horrible country which is as far from the universal 
center as the east is from the west.  Such is the fate of those who spit in the face of 
generosity.”  Shultho sighs regretfully.  “We grieve at such a thought, Melvinus 
Honeyman, for your true fate seems a glowing thing, etched by the very hand of the 
Many-Headed.  Now is no time for pride and petulance; surrender yourself to a greater 
purpose.  Emnac portrayed you as a man of letters, with a sharp and inquisitive mind.  
Why not allow yourself this chance to learn secrets all but forgotten in the degeneracy of 
the Third Phase?  Do not spurn the chance you’ve been given, Melvinus Honeyman.  You 
would doom more than just your own future.” 
 The doctor fixes Shultho with a hard stare.  “Maybe I am alive after all, but I’m 
not convinced that this isn’t madness.  What if Yub’s process did in fact damage my 
mind and none of this is actually happening?  Perhaps I’m still in Ferncliff, drowning in 
the milk with Baron Motherspaw, and this is all just an elaborate drug-fantasy.  How can 
I be sure of my own sanity?” 
 “How can anyone?” replies Shultho, smiling ever so slightly.  “Most rely on the 
assurance of others, who may themselves be mad, or possibly even the products of 
madness.  What does it matter that this might be a dream?  If you awaken from it, then 
nothing is lost.  For now, though, would it not be better to see where the dream goes, 
rather than risk a return to the nightmare of Lowest Gelm?” 
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 Dr. Honeyman falls silent, jaw clenched, staring into the middle distance as he 
tries again to comprehend the past hour of his life, the first hour of this surreal resurrected 
existence.  “So who is Verzahl?  What is it that you’ve sent Pennathorne to fetch?” 
 “Verzahl is eldest among the disciples.  He learned at the foot of the Mendler 
himself, centuries ago, in the years before the catastrophe at Mrrmoc.  Every word of 
Yub’s teachings are burned into Verzahl’s brains, every recovered scrap of the Ancient 
Knowledge.  The elixirs he brews are infused with the spirit of Hesker himself, and so 
manifest in those who drink of them some small semblance of his power.  Brain and body 
become charged, thoughts combustible, the spirit expands and burns like white-hot fire.  
Physical and mental limits increase exponentially.  Feats of the most extraordinary 
endurance become possible, even effortless, and volumes of information may be learned 
in hours or days, rather than months or years.” 
 “Pennathorne has been taking these elixirs since we arrived?” asks Dr. 
Honeyman. 
 “With ever-increasing gratitude, since he has by now enjoyed their benefits for 
several weeks.”  Shultho gestures at the doctor with the barest twitch of a finger.  “That 
vigor you feel, that easy strength of youth long past?  All recovered and maintained 
through Verzahl’s art.”  He raises his small soft hands.  “For five centuries I have toiled 
here among these stacks, striving to maintain and propagate this trove of knowledge, and 
for five centuries Verzahl’s preparations have sustained me.” 
 “The Yubians are immortal, then?” 
 Shultho shakes his head.  “Only Belhet the Many-Headed exists beyond time, 
since time as all things is part of Belhet.  Hesker himself had to pass on to the land of 
shadow, though he’s destined to return to oversee the end of the Third Phase and the 
beginning of the Fourth.  Even Yub, whose lifespan has stretched to nearly twice that of 
Hesker—some two thousand years now—will one day be summoned out of this world by 
death’s clarion call.  We are no different, and neither shall you be, once your mortal 
journey is done.” 
 “So can Pennathorne and I expect greatly extended lifespans?” 
 Again Shultho shakes his head.  “Such benefits may only be realized through the 
constant application of Yub’s teachings.  Each day the appropriate alchemical sequence 
must be observed, the invocations recited without fail.  Long intervals must be spent in 
the healing vats to revitalize failing tissue.  We are, in effect, trapped by our own 
imperfect science, our elongated lives bound to a process of crippling complexity.  This 
sweet slavery will not be yours to endure, however, since soon you’ll be leaving this 
place, with no further access to Verzahl’s expertise.” 
 Dr. Honeyman rubs his knuckles against his cropped black beard, a suspicion 
forming in his mind.  “These potions,” he says after a moment.  “In addition to their 
stimulative effects, are they also intended to pacify us, make us more obedient to your 
direction?  Pennathorne seems far more deferential than I remember.” 
 “Perhaps your memory is at fault,” suggests Shultho, another lipless smile playing 
across his face.  “Emnac’s deference is born out of gratitude, since we restored his fading 
vitality and returned his fallen brother to him.  His love for you is strong, Melvinus 
Honeyman, and this love has manifested itself as a deep devotion, both to you and to 
those who brought you back.  Question him about it when he returns.  Convince yourself 
that he is the friend you remember, at least enough that we might proceed towards your 
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destiny.”  His smile fades.  “Know that without Verzahl’s potions, though, your purpose 
is doomed.  In sixteen days you must leave this place and venture into Upper Gelm, 
where you will find dangers aplenty, some of which make the horrors of Lowest Gelm 
look trifling by comparison.  You must be steeled for the journey in both body and mind, 
able to quickly judge the hazards you encounter and react as necessary.  An entirely new 
tongue must be imparted to you, since devils roam at large in Upper Gelm and it is best to 
know what devious words they speak.  There’s much to learn, Melvinus Honeyman, and 
very little time for you to do so.  However formidable your intellect, it’s simply not equal 
to the task which now faces you.  Verzahl’s potions are the key; without them, you are 
doomed to failure.” 
 “Has Pennathorne told you how we came to be in Lowest Gelm in the first 
place?” asks the doctor. 
 Shultho nods.  “Dispatched by powers of the Outer World to seek weapons among 
the ruins of the Second Phase, though it was by chance that you discovered the Calru 
Door and arrived in Lowest Gelm.  We know of your errand, Melvinus Honeyman; 
copies of your map have already been archived.”  He smiles again, an expression which 
has steadily begun to infuriate the doctor, and says, “Interesting that you should so 
willingly enslave yourself to one purpose—base and petty in its aims—while balking at 
another, which is to be more sacred and significant by far.” 
 “You seek to cast judgment on our expedition,” the doctor says acidly, “and 
convince me that yours is the morally superior, but this has nothing to do with my 
hesitation.  I came here to Ingtar knowing full well what my errand was, while you ask 
me to surrender myself to your whims with no idea of what they may be.  Gratitude is all 
well and good, sir Shultho, but it’s not enough to buy my blind loyalty.” 
 Shultho hesitates, blinking slowly, the artichoke squirming on his head.  “Without 
context, ultimate meaning is lost.  First you must learn the relevant facts surrounding the 
history and circumstances of Gelm in the Third Phase.  Only then will you fully 
understand the significance of the task you will be given.” 
 “Only then will I be fully indoctrinated to your cause,” retorts Dr. Honeyman, 
shaking his head.  “It’s not enough.  I must have the core of matter, no matter how 
impenetrable it might be.  This resurrected existence begins to lose its luster; perhaps I’ll 
just return myself to the land of shadow and spit in Belhet’s eye when he comes for me.” 
 For the first time, Shultho’s tiny lipless mouth drops into a frown.  “You tempt 
fate, Melvinus Honeyman, and not just your own.  We fear that a taint has infected your 
soul during its return from darkness.  Unfortunately, there is no time to question the 
signs.”  He hesitates again, staring at the doctor with his piercing gaze.  “You and Emnac 
are to be sent against an enemy of all humankind,” he says at last, “a pretender to the 
throne of Hesker whose existence makes his return from the land of shadow an 
impossibility.  An invader from the Outer World, who has pillaged the secrets of the 
Second Phase and used them for her own ignoble purposes.” 
 Dr. Honeyman scowls.  “Are we to be assassins, then?” 
 The helmet shifts on Shultho’s bald head.  “Know that her villainy supersedes that 
of any since the collapse of the Second Phase.  Seven centuries ago she stole Hesker’s 
viridicine battlegear from its resting place and declared herself Empress of Gelm, an 
abomination that cannot be allowed to stand.  Until she is dethroned and the battlegear 
restored, Hesker may not return to usher in the glorious Fourth Phase of the world.” 
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 The doctor looks dubious.  “Why would you employ two aging foreigners—one 
of them just recently dead—to commit this murder for you?  Why not just do it 
yourselves?  You have warriors of a sort, if my disjointed memory serves.” 
 Shultho sighs.  “Here is the trouble, made plain:  the disciples of Yub no longer 
venture into Upper Gelm, held captive as we are by the evils of the False Empress.  Our 
duty for now must be to guard the Ancient Knowledge and pray to the Many-Headed for 
salvation.” 
 “Forcing others to do your bloody work for you,” mutters the doctor.  “So who is 
she exactly, this False Empress?  What’s her name?” 
 “She has a multitude of names,” replies Shultho, “worshipped as she is by the 
many fractious devil tribes of Upper Gelm.  To the Corax and Rexpagu she is Nascucal, 
the Bloody-Handed, while the vile Pâcosh call her Zahm Undying.  Most of them 
acknowledge her as the Tobravirid, the Wearer of the Green, marking her as the rightful 
ruler of Gelm and all its inhabitants, but this is a despicable blasphemy.  The disciples of 
Yub call her by her original name, which they judiciously recorded all those centuries 
ago so that her crimes would not be forgotten.  Ellerine.”  He spits, the black artichoke 
shuddering against his scalp.  “The word is like vomit in the throat.” 
 Dr. Honeyman blinks.  “Ellerine?  Arcant Ellerine?” 
 “Arcant?”  Shultho furrows his hairless brow.  “Unrath the Ghol recorded her 
arrival in Gelm around the 1,595h year of the Second Phase.  She was accompanied by a 
small retinue of spear-bearers, all of them wearing the sign of the Sacradex raiders, which 
has come to be hated and feared even among the deepest devil hives.  Somehow they 
discovered the trove beneath the halls of Seven Stars Falling, though how they made it 
past Hesker’s guardians is the greater mystery.” 
 “Seven Stars Falling,” interjects Dr. Honeyman.  “What is that, pray tell?” 
 “A point on your map, isn’t it?”  Shultho smiles almost mischievously.  “You get 
ahead of yourself, Melvinus Honeyman; already we speak of too much, out of all 
prescribed order.”  He glances past the doctor’s shoulder.  “Look, Emnac returns with 
Verzahl’s blessing.” 
 Dr. Honeyman turns to find Pennathorne approaching them through the clutter, an 
oblong case held by his side.  Behind him come two shambling men clad only in simple 
white loincloths, their eyes devoid of all intelligence, bearing between them a large cube 
made of a dark greenish mineral like malachite.  Nearly three feet on a side, its contents 
must be ponderous, considering how the mindless porters stagger along under its weight.  
Pennathorne says something to them in his newly acquired tongue, and they push past the 
doctor to set their burden on the bench by the wall. 
 “Explain these wretched slaves,” demands Dr. Honeyman, recoiling from their 
imbecilic stares. 
 “A few are born out of the deficiencies in Yub’s process,” explains Shultho, “their 
minds destroyed by its inherent imperfections.  Most, however, are created from the 
subhumans of Lowest Gelm, whose crude intelligences are easily suppressed, the 
worthless mental chaff separated and cast off from what few useful characteristics they 
possess.” 
 “So you kidnap the inhabitants of the fungal forest and systematically destroy 
their minds?”  Dr. Honeyman curls his lip in disgust.  “What a loathsome application of 
your venerated Ancient Knowledge.” 
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 “Some come to us willingly,” says Shultho, “sent out as sacrifices by their 
superstitious tribesmen, while some roam too close to the Obsidian Gate and must not be 
allowed to take away what they see there.  The inhabitants of Lowest Gelm have become 
little more than animals, and so Belhet sees fit to let them serve the disciples of Yub, 
whose purpose it is to raise humanity up from its debased state.  Do not concern yourself 
with their condition; we have far more important matters to discuss.”  He dismisses the 
two slaves with a word, and they shuffle obediently away, faces slack and stupefied.  Left 
alone with Pennathorne and the doctor, Shultho asks, “Are we to proceed with your 
education, Melvinus Honeyman, or do you seek further delay?” 
 “I wish to speak with Pennathorne first,” replies the doctor.  “In private.” 
 Shultho inclines his head slightly.  “Return to your chamber, then, and speak your 
doubts.  Press Emnac on his authenticity.”  He turns back to the dish of moss on the table, 
slightly modifying the arrangement of lenses above it.  “We have thought of a name for 
you,” he remarks, taking up his styli and setting to work on his notes again.  “Teshiad.” 
 “What does it mean?” asks the doctor. 
 “‘Ever Doubtful’,” responds Shultho.  “Do not tarry too long over things you 
don’t yet understand, Teshiad.  Let your heart and mind be open to Belhet’s purpose for 
you, since it is meant to help save this crumbling world.” 
 
 Back in the chamber where Dr. Honeyman had first awoken, the two men stand 
together in awkward silence.  The doctor paces slowly back and forth, frowning 
thoughtfully, while Pennathorne faces him from the other side of the loaf-like bed, his 
expression caught somewhere between concern and irritation.  “What’s gnawing you 
exactly, Melvin?” 
 Dr. Honeyman halts mid-stride and fixes Pennathorne with a look of disbelief.  
“Where do I begin?”  He glances from the bizarre organic bed to the glowing yellow 
jellyfish pulsating along the ceiling.  “Have the Yubians told you anything about the 
errand they have planned for us?” 
 “A bit of chop work, if I gather correctly.  An enemy of the people, responsible 
for much mischief over the years.  They’ve been pure cagey about the whole thing, 
always saying they wanted to talk it over with the both of us when the time came.” 
 “You have no objection to becoming their assassin?” 
 “The Yubians saved our lives,” retorts Pennathorne, a note of exasperation in his 
voice.  “They rescued us from the festering shit-hole of Lowest Gelm.  They brought you 
back from the dead.  There’s not much I wouldn’t do to repay such a debt.” 
 The doctor levels a stony gaze at his old comrade.  “I worry that the gratitude you 
feel is not wholly your own.  You’ve been taking their potions for weeks; what if their 
alchemy has enslaved you?” 
 “My will is still my own, I promise you,” Pennathorne replies sourly.  “The 
Yubians have done nothing but help us so far, Melvin.  I trust them, as you should, too.  
How can you not be grateful for the miracles they’ve performed on us?  You yourself 
described death as utter nothingness; I’d have thought you’d be happy to be back among 
the living.” 
 “Shultho said you’d gone back to Lowest Gelm four times.  Why?” 
 “They initially asked me to return to Redlock’s Kingdom,” says Pennathorne, “to 
discover whether he’d been overthrown or not.  They were most interested in the 
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outcome.  The question was answered easily enough, once I saw the former king’s head 
on display outside the village.” 
 “He couldn’t have posed much of a threat to them.” 
 “It wasn’t fear that motivated them, it was curiosity.  Shultho wants nothing more 
than to gather and record every shred of information he can get his hands on, no matter 
how piddling it might be.  That’s what that thing on his head is, a kind of second brain to 
help him make sense of it all.” 
 “Is he merely a dedicated encyclopedist, or is there a greater purpose behind his 
obsession?” 
 “Knowledge is the Yubians’ supreme virtue,” replies Pennathorne, “its acquisition 
their greatest purpose.  More than that, though, is their belief that everything that 
happens—especially here in Gelm—somehow affects the coming of the Fourth Phase.” 
 “Which I’ve gathered is something they’d like very much.” 
 Pennathorne nods.  “It all hinges on Hesker’s return, which can’t happen until 
certain conditions are met.  The biggest obstacle, as I understand it, is that his armor’s 
been nabbed from its resting place.” 
 “That’s to be our task, apparently,” Dr. Honeyman tells him.  “We’re to kill the 
one who wears it, and return it whither it was stolen.” 
 “I figured it was something like that,” says Pennathorne.  “Shultho’s been talking 
a lot about what’s-her-name lately, the one who did the stealing.  The False Empress.” 
 “Ellerine.” 
 “That’s her.”  Pennathorne laughs and stomps one of his soft boots against the 
floor, seeming more himself in that moment than in the last few hours of the doctor’s 
resurrected existence.  “Shultho barely registers a pulse most times, but mention the False 
Empress around him and he’ll spit blood.  The Yubians despise her for putting off the 
glories to come in the Fourth Phase.” 
 “They’re mad,” Dr. Honeyman says flatly.  “The lot of them.  To have all this 
incredible knowledge at their command and yet still be such slaves to superstition.”  He 
shakes his head in dismay.  “It must be inherent to the human species, this pathological 
need for fantasy.” 
 “What if it’s not superstition, Melvin?  What if snuffing the False Empress really 
did trigger some amazing almighty change in the world?” 
 “That makes no sense, dammit!” 
 Pennathorne gnashes his teeth and jabs a finger at the doctor.  “You came back 
from the dead, you stubborn shit-brained fool!  You’ve been transported a thousand miles 
in the blink of an eye, through a tube of water!  You slogged through the wilds of Lowest 
Gelm, saw men and beasts right out of a honey-sucker’s nightmare, and yet still you 
hunker down like a sour-tempered old orothine, refusing to budge even when you’re 
clubbed over the head.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sighs, suddenly deflated.  “I feel as though I’ve been uprooted, cut 
off with startling abruptness from everything I knew, or thought I did.  Born again into 
this restored body, I find myself separated, somehow, from my old life.  I don’t know 
how to properly explain it.” 
 “Let this be your new life, then,” suggests Pennathorne, his wrath dying away in 
the face of his friend’s distress.  “A new life, with a new logic to muddle out.  I’d think 
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you’d want to seize the chance with both hands.  The greatest adventure of our lives 
stares us in the face, Melvin.  Let’s take advantage of the aid the Yubians are offering.” 
 “Though we commit ourselves to a murder in the process?” 
 “For your life restored?  Aye, and indeed.”  Pennathorne nods evenly, then breaks 
into a grin.  “I’d have gutted the Grand Obros himself just for the return of the old nose-
picker.” 
 “What of LiBale’s errand?” asks the doctor, thinking of Shultho’s mention of 
‘Seven Stars Falling’.  “What of the Urkadians and their cryptic map?” 
 “All the more reason to hasten our business here with the Yubians.” 
 “You still expect to come through this alive and return to the ‘Outer World’, as it 
were?” 
 “With the Yubians aiding us?”  Pennathorne nods again.  “Whether it’s Uhl or 
Hesker or the Arsehole King of the Ebramites, we’ve been touched for great things, 
Melvin.  We’ll be back in Damszalliane with Agrend hanging another medal around our 
necks before you can sneeze.  Do you really think it’s pure luck that’s brought us through 
so many close scrapes?  Uhl’s yard, man!  Even death itself couldn’t stop this adventure!”  
He steps forward and claps his hands down on Dr. Honeyman’s shoulders, shaking him 
gently.  “We were meant to do this thing, Melvin.  Together.” 
 Knitting his slender black brows, the doctor searches Pennathorne’s face.  “Give 
me back my weapons,” he says after a moment.  “As a sign of our friendship.” 
 Without hesitation, Pennathorne steps back and unhooks the doctor’s sword and 
pistol from his belt.  “Just don’t lop off Shultho’s head in a fit of frustration,” he says, 
holding them out in front of him. 
 Dr. Honeyman takes his weapons with deliberate slowness, wondering at the 
peculiar twinge he feels as he fastens them to his own belt.  “I fear my sanity has 
abandoned me, Pennathorne, but I’ll put my faith in you.  If you say the Yubians are to be 
trusted, then I’ll cooperate and drink their elixirs without complaint.”  His gray eyes 
hardening, he adds, “The future, though, is yet to be determined, and I make the last 
decision on my own course.” 
 Pennathorne grins, clearly relieved.  “I’d expect nothing less.” 
 
 Herein find a brief history of the Three Phases of this World, and a vision of the 
Fourth to come, gleaned from fragments and ashes, since that is all Belhet the Many-
Headed has seen fit to leave us.  Thus is the First Phase a nebulous thing, separated as it 
is by a distance of some six thousand years from this time.  The veil of ages is especially 
hard to pierce, but it is known that the World in that Phase had been mastered by the 
God-King Ceraphod, whose arms and legs straddled the globe from end to end.  For 
three millennia, every tribe on every continent knew his name and called him Lord-Over-
All, until he vanished like a star at morning and the World convulsed with his passing.  
The reason for his departure has not survived the eons, though the Ancient Knowledge 
hints that he sought more than was his due and so was banished for his arrogance. 
 The passing of the Ceraphod marks the end of the First Phase of this World.  For 
centuries afterwards the tribes of Man were consumed by chaos, since there was no more 
a Lord-Over-All to control them.  Everywhere the battle-flags were raised and the fires of 
war filled the air with their smoke, until at last a people arose in the East whom Belhet 
saw fit to grant dominion over the Second Phase.  This was the tribe of the Hyross, who 
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worshipped the Head of Mysteries, called Ish, with unrivaled devotion, and bent 
themselves to decoding the movements of the universe.  Thus they earned Belhet’s 
blessings and were guided into secret knowledge, which granted them supremacy over 
their enemies.  All the lands of the East came under their sway, and they gave much 
thanks to Belhet and made many sacrifices to the Head of Mysteries. 
 In those years the tribe of Hyross achieved great things, though greater still were 
yet to come.  They plotted the course of the heavens and drew maps of wondrous 
accuracy, and their priest-scientists were reckoned as the wisest scholars in all the 
World.  Their ships crossed the gray oceans and discovered yet more lands offered up to 
them by the Many-Headed; the lush lowlands of Skeron, which lay like a green maid in 
the western mists, and the flowering meadows of Ahb to the south.  Driven always by that 
insatiable brain-hunger which is both the blessing and the curse of the Head of 
Mysteries, Hyross explorers ranged far and wide across the face of the globe, finding 
many strange and hidden places in the World.  Among these was a mountain whose name 
is long forgotten, but which grew like a great horn from the ocean’s black depths; at its 
top stood a city not built by human hands, that indeed existed before Man ever trod upon 
the ground.  All who visited the city fled in terror from its empty primeval streets, and for 
a time it was shunned and forgotten, since not even the priest-scientists could abide to go 
there. 
 Until it was that one came along whose birth was heralded by seven falling stars, 
which marked him as a doer of great things.  This one was Hesker, called the 
Magnificent, king of the Hyross and beloved of Ish.  Gifted with strength in both body and 
mind, he was a fierce and indomitable warrior, and even the most learned among the 
priest-scientists could not match him at wits.  While still a boy he slew Kalázu, the prince 
of hagbirds, and fashioned a flying-cape from his feathers, which allowed him to travel 
the length and breadth of his immense kingdom with the swiftness of the wind.  At Sarmon 
he made his capital, a place of orchards and temple-gardens where wickedness feared to 
tread.  He sought adventure and wisdom with equal zeal, and soon came to learn of the 
empty city atop the nameless mountain.  Alone and fearless, he strode into its mysterious 
heart, and so disappeared from this World for a time, with no sign as to where he had 
gone.  His court at Sarmon was taken over by pretenders and magicians, all striving at 
power as they quibbled about signs and omens.  Sacrifices to Ish, the Head of Mysteries, 
became fewer, and the once-mighty Hyross fell into dissolution. 
 The span of three centuries passed, until finally Hesker returned to the nameless 
mountain on a ship which floated over both land and sea.  He came armed all in 
viridicine—that magical jadeite which is as clay one moment and steel the next—and 
arrived at his court to find it in thrall to hucksters and charlatans.  Reclaiming the throne 
as Emperor, he purged the degenerating element at his capital like an ill humor from the 
body, and so brought health again to his ailing realm.  He told of his journey into the city 
atop the nameless mountain, and from there across the black depths of space to a star 
made all of burning air, where a voice without body taught him knowledge of the Many-
Headed Itself.  For a hundred years he had listened and learned, until at last Belhet saw 
fit to return him once more to the World of his birth.  And so it was that the Emperor 
Hesker, blessed with the secrets of the universe, rose up in greatness above all others. 

-from Noctomalc Arvo (Recovered Knowledge, Part One) 
by Yub the Mendler, comp. 463 
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 Dr. Honeyman progresses in his education at an impressive speed.  Within a week 
he’s mastered the basics of the native tongue, which is apparently spoken with certain 
variations across the entire length and breadth of Ingtar, or rather ‘Gelm’.  There’s much 
time also devoted to geography, with Shultho proffering an endless series of maps and 
charts for the doctor’s perusal, a few of which date from before the Sunderage itself.  
These show a country nearly a third again as large as it is now, almost a million 
additional square miles of low-lying plains riddled with rivers and lakes.  Some are 
written in a language that even Shultho doesn’t know, a tangle of roads and locations 
meticulously labeled with strings of complex pictograms.  By contrast, the post-
Sunderage maps are much more imprecise, with certain areas on the most recent ones all 
but blank.  “The inevitable decay of knowledge in the Third Phase,” is Shultho’s only 
explanation. 
 The doctor spends hours studying materials culled from the numerous Sacradex 
crusaders and pilgrims who’ve visited Ingtar over the centuries, most of whom he’s never 
heard of, presumably because they never made it back to the Outer World.  Written in 
Aurish, Lewlander, Weiklanter, Ormalian, Ostrovian, they attempt to describe the 
Sundered Country and its inhabitants with mixed results; some make the 
Magnocactadictum look positively lucid.  Even more time is devoted to the body of 
writings attributed to Yub the Mendler, tens of thousands of pages bound together in 
hundreds of massive volumes, each encased in black metal and stacked floor to ceiling 
along one wall of the museum. 
 He sleeps very little, spending almost every waking moment among Shultho’s 
chaotic collection, his mind perpetually starving and insatiable.  Verzahl’s potions have 
infused him with a new and desperate addiction—surpassing even that of whitestar—
which can only be sated by brain-numbing amounts of information.  They keep him alert 
and focused even as his mind runs itself to exhaustion like a feagued elk, until another 
preparation allows him a few fitful hours of rest. 
 Dr. Honeyman finds a certain frenzied, hallucinatory pleasure in the experience, 
though obtaining Verzahl’s potions never ceases to be unsettling.  A regular supply of 
malachite boxes arrives at the museum, each of them containing a set of artificially 
grown organic glands that secrete various specialized chemicals, their effects and potency 
a product of Verzahl’s expertise.  Small portholes spaced evenly around the faces of the 
box allow access to these glands, which are covered in a thin gelatinous skin, veined and 
warm to the touch.  The secretions are drawn out by way of a large cannula made of 
silvery-blue metal—a material called argose glass, he learns—the resultant puncture 
quickly sealing itself and healing over in a matter of hours.  Each dose consists of a 
mouthful of thin tea-colored liquid, bitter and metallic to the taste, which the doctor 
swallows with practiced swiftness, dumping it past his tongue and down his throat like a 
measure of whitestar honey.  If tapped repeatedly, a single box of Verzahl’s concoctions 
lasts no more than two days, as the glands within quickly become exhausted and die, but 
Shultho explains that when allowed to recover between cannulations, they might live for 
weeks or even months.  The whole thing leaves the doctor with a feeling of revulsion, 
though he revels in the relentless mental vigor it provides him. 
 As the days go on, the pace quickens and Shultho drives him from subject to 
subject with ever greater rapidity.  Deluged with information, half-crazed from the drugs 
percolating through his brains, Dr. Honeyman anticipates total collapse.  He has little 
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time to fully process what’s being taught anymore, though the answers still come to him 
with little effort during Shultho’s frequent examinations. 
 “What are the levels of Gelm?” 
 “Upper, Middle, Lower, and Lowest,” the doctor replies automatically. 
 “What are their attributes?” 
 “Upper Gelm lies naked beneath the sky,” says the doctor, “its skin turned to 
desert and thorn.  Middle Gelm is a country of caverns, wherein the Hyross built many of 
their wondrous underground cities.  Lower Gelm is a secret place, deeply hidden, the 
repository for much of the lost technology of the Second Phase.  This place here, the 
home of the Yubians, is somewhere in Lower Gelm, as I understand it.”  Receiving no 
response from Shultho, he continues.  “Lowest Gelm is the nesting site of the monster 
Bathrovan, though Yub asserts that this world is not its original home.  Shining Calru, 
one of Hesker’s most gifted grand viziers, discovered it during his experiments in 
motionless travel.” 
 “And how came Lowest Gelm to its present form?” 
 “It provided an ideal setting for Shining Calru’s most monumental project, 
affording both space and secrecy aplenty, as well as being well-guarded by the horrible 
Bathrovan.  He either discovered or created certain kinds of fungi which proved repellent 
to the monster, and used them to create protected areas of Lowest Gelm where he could 
go about building the first of his gateways.  Employing methods that have yet to be 
rediscovered, he achieved essentially instantaneous travel across vast distances, though it 
required fantastic amounts of energy to accomplish.  Thus the system of black stone 
roads and their accompanying courtyards, all part of the vast esoteric generator which he 
created to provide the necessary power.” 
 “Just so,” says Shultho, nodding.  “Go on.” 
 “After the Sunderage—the transition to the Third Phase—Lowest Gelm was 
invaded by devils seeking to destroy all vestiges of the Hyross’ fabulous technology, 
though they only succeeded in damaging Shining Calru’s creation so that it was ‘stuck’, 
so to speak, in one direction.  This also allowed the fungi to spread out of its cultivated 
patches and completely infest Bathrovan’s nest, keeping the monster effectively in check.  
Some time later came the degenerated survivors of the Second Phase, who drove the 
devils out of Lowest Gelm and claimed it for their own, since they feared anymore to live 
on the surface.  Having lost all memory of their Hyross forebears, they were awestruck 
by the ruins and broken remnants they found, and even made a god out of Bathrovan.” 
 “Such is their ignorance and degeneracy,” interjects Shultho, his normally placid 
tone tinged with disgust.  “They are the lowest of all, to have fallen so far from glory that 
they would make monsters into gods.  So it was that Yub the Mendler saw fit to seal the 
Obsidian Gate forever against the subhumans, and to make what use of them he could, 
since they were already lost in Belhet’s sight.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sighs, constantly at odds with what he should take as fact and 
fiction in this surreal education.  “Why should they be damned as subhuman slaves, 
simply because their beliefs are not your own?  I don’t believe in Belhet, and I can 
promise you that Pennathorne remains as devoted as ever to that pagan god of his, Uhl.  
Where do we fall within your philosophical system?” 
 “Belhet’s tools are many, Its ways mysterious,” replies Shultho.  “You and Emnac 
are eminently suited for the task that lies ahead.  You were raised up out of shadow and 
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returned, whole in mind and body, so that you might serve the glorious purpose appointed 
for you.  It is not for the disciples of Yub to question the signs, nor should you.” 
 Shultho proves similarly intractable on the subject of the Gelmish devil tribes, 
which he teaches with particular emphasis on their corruption and depravity.  “To the 
west dwell the Corax, who move about only by night, since they fear to have their 
wickedness seen in the light of day.  The central hills are home to the Pâcosh, known by 
their blue skin and sharp teeth, which they use to devour the flesh of their living victims.  
Far to the north are the mysterious Zarzoal, who jealously guard a great repository of the 
Ancient Knowledge though they can make no sense of it themselves.  Theirs is the 
greatest villainy by far, since they seek to keep a secret of that to which they have no 
right, and thus impede the advance of the Third Phase to its resolution.” 
 “You call them devils,” says Dr. Honeyman, “but then tell me they look human.  
Their customs—degenerate as they may be—seem human enough, and you assure me 
that they can be slain in the manner of men.  Aren’t they more probably the surviving 
remnants of the fallen Hyross, like the subhumans of Lowest Gelm?” 
 “They are descended from the monster Aukurmandros, whose evil helped destroy 
Hesker and the Hyross at the end of the Second Phase.  Though they look outwardly 
human, they are soulless creatures, in thrall to vile gods and the False Empress.  Most are 
cannibals, or eat of the numerous unclean creatures that creep across Gelm, and they 
indulge in every sort of carnal offense, coupling with beasts and corpses alike.  Do not be 
deceived by their lies, or any pleasing words they might say to you; they seek only to rob 
and murder, or worse.  Know, too, that they are cursed in Belhet’s sight, so you should 
feel no compunction at their slaughter.” 
 “Devils or not, I’ll judge their actions for myself and react in kind,” retorts Dr. 
Honeyman.  “I’ll not meet them with violence from the outset.  You’ve bought only one 
murder from me.”  These sorts of disagreements arise with more and more frequency as 
time goes on, much to Shultho’s irritation, but serve to prove to the doctor that his 
thoughts are still his own.  The Yubians’ alchemy has inflamed his intellect, helped him 
learn and retain boggling amounts of information, but his opinions, as far as he can 
ascertain, remain essentially unchanged.  Even still, he finds himself constantly second-
guessing every impulse and decision, trying to analyze every incoming thought for signs 
of Shultho’s influence. 
 “You are an uncommonly frustrating creature, Teshiad,” the collections master 
complains on more than one occasion.  “You are easily the most gifted son of Altreng 
that has ever passed this way, with as great a mental capacity as any we’ve ever seen 
among those unaided by the cap of learning.”  He reaches up to touch the chitinous black 
mass sprouting from his bald scalp, and it shifts slightly beneath his fingers.  “You’ve 
been blessed by the Many-Headed Itself, whose glorious purpose for you could not be 
impeded even by death.  You’ve experienced wonders unknown to all but the disciples of 
Yub and the long-dead Hyross.  The salvation of the world lies within your grasp, yet still 
you balk and quarrel and refuse to believe.” 
 “You ask me to believe the unbelievable.  You speak of science and magic in the 
same breath.”  Dr. Honeyman shakes his head, trying to ignore the continuous dull ache 
which has taken up residence behind his eyes in recent days.  “I must endeavor to make 
sense of the contradictions, sir Shultho; it’s not possible for me to do otherwise.  I fear 
you’ll just have to bear with my questions for now.”  After a moment’s thought, he asks, 
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“Why is it that you don’t merely drug me into compliance, as I originally suspected you’d 
do?  It would certainly make things easier for you.” 
 “The Ancient Knowledge remains imperfect,” Shultho admits, “and the mind is 
invariably destroyed during such attempts.  You and Emnac would be rendered little 
better than subhuman slaves, of no more use to Belhet the Many-Headed.” 
 “Ah,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Well, lucky for us.” 
 Time begins to blur.  Day after day, hour after hour, the doctor’s every moment is 
spent either in Shultho’s museum or in his own modest quarters, feverishly studying 
some yellowed map or dusty tome, the bitter taste of Verzahl’s potions in his mouth.  
Recognize that the Scions of Hesker, being descended from the blood of the Hyross 
themselves, are by nature fully human and therefore the true inheritors of the legacy of 
the Second Phase.  All others are devils, cursed in Belhet’s sight, spewed from the 
polluted loins of Aukurmandros the Whore-Thing, to whom they dedicate their worship 
instead of the Many-Headed.  Divided tribe by tribe—Corax, Rexpagu, Orlac, Yolac, 
Pâcosh, Zarzoal, Uco, Ghol—all are united by their devotion to the powers of darkness, 
though they squabble among themselves like starving rats.  The information comes in a 
roaring flood and he gulps it down as fast as he can, pushed to exhaustion by the effort.  
Even as he crams new and ever more bizarre knowledge into his brain, he begins to 
worry that he’s forgetting things from his ‘old life’.  He finds himself consciously trying 
to recall dates and names from his long years of adventure, only to be deeply rattled when 
he can’t recall a scant handful.  In addition to the devils, the Whore-Thing Aukurmandros 
has given birth to monsters beyond reckoning.  Some of these have multiplied and spread 
across the countryside, while others have mercifully remained as the sole representatives 
of their horrible kind.  Depending on the tribe, these latter are often venerated by the 
devils as minor deities, or feared as incarnations of divine retribution, or despised as 
creatures cursed by the Whore-Thing for some despicable crime.  Hour after hour after 
hour, gorging on words by the thousands, until finally he chokes down Verzahl’s 
soporific preparation and lapses into a restive sleep.  He can never bring himself to lie in 
the strange loaf-like bed again and chooses instead to sleep on the floor.  Like the glands 
in the malachite boxes or the ubiquitous jellyfish creatures, it’s a brainless thing, 
artificially created by the Yubians to fulfill a specific function, but he finds its squirming 
self-generated warmth too unsettling by half. 
 Pennathorne occupies a chamber next to his, though they actually see very little of 
each other during Dr. Honeyman’s education.  Having had a good deal longer to learn the 
same material, he spends most of his time in Lowest Gelm, patrolling the area around the 
Obsidian Gate. 
 “What form do these patrols take?” the doctor asks one day as they meet in his 
chamber for one of their infrequent meals together.  These invariably consist of a sort of 
yellowish pap, sweet to the taste and supremely nourishing, and slices of a strange 
flavorless meat, which Shultho explains is grown in great malachite tubs according to 
techniques revealed by the Ancient Knowledge. 
 “I usually go out with one of those two lasses who came to our aid against the 
hunting beetles,” Pennathorne replies, “along with a half-dozen slave warriors.  It takes 
the better part of two days to reach Lowest Gelm, following a series of winding black 
tunnels which I’d be loathe to navigate without an experienced guide or an especially 
good map.  We carry these strange sorts of torches made from a length of wood dipped in 
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glowing jelly.  Smokeless fire, they call it.”  He takes a gulp of water from a tall fluted 
vessel on the table between them, its contents drawn from a nearby aquifer whose precise 
location is a closely-guarded secret among the Yubians.  “At the bottom we have to pass 
through the Obsidian Gate, this massive circular doorway of shiny black stone, maybe 
thirty feet around, made on the outside to look like a leering face with a mouthful of 
skulls.  Dead pissing ominous.  On the other side there’s a courtyard where we set up 
camp, usually for three or four days at a time, while we patrol the area between the gate 
and the end of the road, a swath maybe ten miles square.” 
 “What are you patrolling for, exactly?” 
 “Anything unusual.  Trespassers, mostly.” 
 “And if you find any?” 
 Cramming a piece of meat under his mustache, Pennathorne shrugs.  “It rarely 
ever happens.  The villages in Lowest Gelm sometimes send out small groups as 
offerings to the Yubians, whom they apparently look on as gods, but very few venture 
close to the Obsidian Gate of their choosing.  It’s only occurred once while I was on 
patrol; a couple of azzardly bastards made it nearly to the Yubians’ doorstep before 
anyone noticed.  Krrja went to stun them with her blight-ray wand—a thing similar to the 
baton that high priestess was using by the crater—but one of them dodged clear and made 
a run for it.”  He shakes his head.  “The slaves caught him before he’d gotten very far.  
He was dead before he hit the ground.” 
 “And the other?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “They brought him in to meet Verzahl,” Pennathorne replies, deliberately 
indifferent. 
 “So that his personality could be destroyed, his will enslaved to the Yubians and 
their lunatic whims?”  Dr. Honeyman fixes Pennathorne with a look of contempt.  “How 
low will you sink in your single-minded devotion to these fanatics?”  He spits this last 
word out with particular vehemence, his frustration and frazzled nerves beginning to 
bubble over. 
 “What would you have me do?” Pennathorne snaps angrily.  “Yes, I’m grateful 
nearly beyond reckoning to them for bringing you back to life; I could never hope to 
repay that debt.  But there’s also the consideration of wanting to get out of this place 
sometime soon.  Like it or not, the Yubians would seem to be guarding the only route to 
the surface.”  Jaw set beneath his bushy auburn beard, he gives the doctor a look of grim 
resolve.  “So, for now, I do what they ask of me, sometimes happily, sometimes not.  My 
final goal is to get the two of us out of here and back into the open air as quick as we can.  
I’m getting right tired of this miserable pissing burrow.” 
 “Released into the freedom of Upper Gelm,” Dr. Honeyman says sarcastically, 
“only to embark on a murderous errand for our beneficent masters.” 
 Pennathorne makes a small shrugging gesture.  “Once we’re out and free, who’s 
to say what we do?” 
 “What about gratitude?” asks the doctor.  “What about debt and duty?  What 
about helping to change the world?” 
 “I’m just saying that we only need to cooperate for as long as it takes us to get out 
of here.  There are only four days left before we’re to be sent on our way.  Let’s hear 
what more Shultho has to say, get the exact details of what he’d have us do, then decide 
at our leisure whether or not we do it.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman cocks an eyebrow at Pennathorne, suspicions of treachery forming 
in his fevered brain.  “This is certainly a different tune.  Two weeks ago, you were full of 
nothing but praise and devotion for our new masters.” 
 Pennathorne swallows another mouthful of the bland meat.  “I’m tired of being 
ordered about, told where I can and can’t go.  I took my leave of military life twenty 
years ago; I’ve got no interest in returning to anything similar.  It’s also dead pissing dull 
around here, whether I’m slogging through Lowest Gelm on patrol, or Shultho’s lecturing 
me on some useless tidbit.” 
 “You seemed to have earned their trust well enough,” says Dr. Honeyman, a sneer 
in his voice.  “Certainly more than I have.” 
 “I’ve been dealing with them for a good deal longer,” says Pennathorne, “carrying 
out their errands while I waited for them to follow through on their promise to raise you 
from the dead.  Honestly, I think whatever trust they’ve given me is born from their own 
bone-deep arrogance.  What possible threat do we pose to them who’re able to cheat 
death?”  He frowns, scratching absently at his beard.  “Frankly, now that I have you back, 
I’m beginning to get sick of this arse-numbing drag, my comings and goings strictly 
controlled, my time spent either hiking through miles of glowing fungus or hiking 
through miles of pitch-dark tunnel.” 
 “I’ve been allowed access to the two chambers in which you and I sleep, the main 
portion of Shultho’s library, and the hundred or so feet of hallway between them.  You, 
Shultho, and the slaves who bring up Verzahl’s potions are all the company I’ve had in 
this bleak place.” 
 “You’re not missing anything,” says Pennathorne, swallowing a gulp of water.  
“Besides Shultho, I’ve had only Krrja and Gauth for company, and their conversation is 
usually limited to one or two words at a time.” 
 “Have you ever gotten a sense of just how many Yubians there are?” 
 Pennathorne shakes his head.  “Not many, I’d say, but Shultho’s never been 
specific.  I know that there are far more slaves than there are Yubians, but the poor 
brainless naffins don’t do much of anything unless they’re specifically told to.” 
 “The fighters seem somewhat autonomous,” remarks the doctor.  “The 
outnumbered masters have no fear of rebellion?” 
 Again, Pennathorne shakes his head.  “They’re autonomous only insofar as it 
involves snuffing whatever it is they’ve been ordered to snuff.  Shultho told me once that 
it’s impossible for the slaves to harm their Yubian masters by virtue of the conditioning 
they receive, but he’s never elaborated on what that might be.” 
 Dr. Honeyman falls silent, a ruminative expression on his lean face.  “So no 
ordering them to rise up and strike down their masters, I suppose.” 
 Pennathorne peers at him over their modest repast.  “I don’t want to slaughter 
them, I just want to get away from here, get out from under their sway.  No, the best thing 
is to just get the next four days over and done with, then take our leave of this stifling 
hole.  We’ll see how far gratitude takes us after that.” 
 “You’re not just trying to draw me out, are you?” the doctor asks flatly, staring at 
Pennathorne with his dark-rimmed eyes.  “Get me to commit to a mutiny against the 
Yubians, then betray me to your advantage?”  He puts a piece of the flavorless meat into 
his mouth and chews on it slowly, trying not to betray a hint of the treacherous scenarios 
racing through his throbbing brain. 
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 Pennathorne looks dumbfounded.  “You’ve gone shit-eating crazy, Melvin, to 
think such things about me.” 
 “Is that the best you can do?!” Dr. Honeyman snarls, his fury suddenly rising out 
of all proportion. 
 Frowning darkly, Pennathorne pushes himself back from the table and stands up.  
“You need some sleep, I’d wager,” he says evenly, then turns to go. 
 Without a word, Dr. Honeyman lunges after him, certain beyond a doubt that his 
words are nothing but lies.  His sword seems to leap into his hand of its own volition.  
Pulse pounding in his ears, he slashes wildly at Pennathorne’s back, the tip of the razor-
edged blade slicing cleanly through the fabric of Pennathorne’s tunic and tracing a 
gushing red gash across his shoulder blade. 
 Cursing, Pennathorne turns and staggers back, throwing one hand up defensively 
while he fumbles at his weapons with the other.  Dr. Honeyman comes at him 
relentlessly, teeth bared in a rictus of fury.  Backed against the door, Pennathorne 
manages to unsheathe one of his dirks, only to have his hand nearly severed by a swipe 
from the doctor’s sword.  Roaring in pain, he lashes out with his one remaining fist, a 
clumsy blow that Dr. Honeyman dodges easily.  In another second the two of them are 
pressed face-to-face against the door like lovers, the doctor’s blade held across 
Pennathorne’s throat. 
 “Dammit, Pennathorne!”  Dr. Honeyman looks close to tears, though whether 
from sorrow or rage it’s impossible to tell.  “Dammit, man, how did it come to this?” 
 “You tell me,” Pennathorne says quietly, his face pale.  “You’re the one who 
stabbed me in the back.”  Blood streams over his right hand and patters onto the stone 
floor. 
 For a long second they both stand as though frozen, locked in their awful bloody 
embrace, until the doctor finally gives a shuddering gasp and pushes himself away, the 
sword dropping limply to his side.  “Pennathorne…I…”  Staggering back, he stumbles 
into the bed, which slithers against his legs like some huge warm-blooded eel, and he 
shrieks, whirling around to carve a great sinuous wound in its velvety green hide.  The 
thing convulses as hot red blood boils out of the cut and onto the floor, and Dr. 
Honeyman lurches away, retching.  He turns again, seeking escape, finds Pennathorne 
clutching his wounded wrist with an expression of nearly comical vexation on his wan 
face, a puddle of gore collecting around his feet.  Everywhere blood, blood, blood, blood. 
 Eyes rolling back in his head, Dr. Honeyman’s fevered brain finally reaches its 
threshold and he collapses, senseless. 
 
 For a thousand years Hesker the Magnificent sat upon the throne, expanding his 
Empire into lands untouched by law since the passing of the God-King Ceraphod.  The 
knowledge which had been taught to him by the voice without body made the Hyross 
undisputed masters of the Second Phase, and they raised their monuments like fence 
posts across the globe.  Explorers as well as conquerors, they built engines to fly through 
the air and to plumb the depths of the oceans.  Their medicines broke the yoke of disease 
which has ever hung around mankind’s neck, and old age along with it.  Those nations 
who came under Hesker’s rule were to find it both a benefit and a privilege. 
 As the First Phase gave way to the Second, though, so too must the Second give 
way to the Third.  Fecundity into decay, and thence into fecundity again, but all things in 
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their turn must collapse and be consumed.  So it is with everything, so it was with Hesker 
and the Hyross.  It came to pass that the Emperor’s enemies massed their energies 
against him, calling upon aid from the vilest powers at their command.  They made 
unspeakable sacrifices to Excolopt, the Head of Corruption, and so raised up a foul 
plague-wind against which even the Hyross’ incredible medicines were useless.  They 
lured forth Aukurmandros the Whore-Thing, and so bred an army of devils to slaughter 
the debilitated populace.  Portions of the Great Worm Bathrovan were sown like awful 
gardens in certain of the underground cities, and where they took root all life was soon 
extinguished.  Hounded by merciless foes, the Empire of the Hyross shuddered at the first 
pangs of its own mortality. 
 In desperation, Hesker the Magnificent raised shining temples to Ish, the Head of 
Mysteries, and to Oátl, the Head of Mercies, but still the plague-winds blew and the 
devil-men ravaged the countryside.  He sought answers in the city atop the nameless 
mountain, but found it merely empty, with no path open, no wisdom to offer.  Eaten away 
from both outside and in, his once-mighty Empire began to collapse like worm-ridden 
timber.  Scoured by plague and awash in blood, Ahb and Skeron were abandoned to the 
corpse-fires, and the lands of the East fell into chaos. 
 Hesker’s enemies had by now become exceedingly powerful, and a black council 
was assembled to plan the killing stroke that would end the Empire once and for all.  The 
methods they used can only be guessed at, but in their wicked arrogance they sought to 
control the primal energies of the universe itself.  A baleful red star appeared in the sky 
overhead, and the crippled Empire groaned in fear at the sight. 
 Knowing that his end drew near, Hesker hid his viridicine battlegear in a secret 
place, vowing to return for it when the time was right.  From there he went out to greet 
his fate, which was to die beneath one star even as he’d been born beneath seven, and so 
passed again from this World for a time.  With him went the glories of the Hyross, as well 
as the majority of what he’d learned from the voice without body, that collection of secret 
sciences which we now call the Ancient Knowledge.  Into watery ruin went Sarmon and 
the fertile western plains, and what remained was cursed, cut off from the rest of the 
World by dark forces.  Devils invaded the underground cities and destroyed all they 
could find of the Hyross’ fantastic technology, thus demonstrating their contempt for 
what they could not understand.  The scattered survivors of the shattered Empire never 
again spoke the original name of their homeland, calling this new place Gelm, which is 
the syllable for Suffering. 
 And so this World passed into the Third Phase, which is marked by ignorance and 
degeneracy, the wonders of a bygone age all but forgotten.  Know, though, that Hesker is 
bound to return when conditions are right, bringing with him the Ancient Knowledge in 
its full flawless entirety.  Once more will he take up his viridicine battlegear and drive the 
devils from their hives, and so resurrect this haunted land.  Thus shall the darkness of the 
Third Phase give way to the light of the Fourth, in which glories far surpassing those of 
the fallen Hyross shall be realized by the reunited tribes of Man. 

-from Noctomalc Arvo  (Recovered Knowledge, First Part) 
by Yub the Mendler, comp. 463 

 
 The doctor awakens with a start, finds himself lying once again on the warm loaf-
like bed.  A handful of dim blue jellies pulse lazily across the low vaulted ceiling, an 
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echo of the first sight he’d had upon returning to life two weeks ago.  Everything is quiet, 
peaceful.  “Was it all a dream, then?” he asks aloud, half-startled by the sound of his own 
voice. 
 “Not a dream, Teshiad,” comes a whisper from the shadows beside him.  Shultho, 
motionless as a statue, fixes the doctor with his milky green eyes.  “Not a dream, though 
we earnestly wish that it were.” 
 Dr. Honeyman pushes himself up on his elbows, trying to ignore the bed 
squirming beneath him.  “Pennathorne!  What have I done?!” 
 Shultho reaches out and places a single clammy hand against the doctor’s naked 
chest, pressing him gently back onto the couch.  “He lives, and will mend in time.  Even 
now he lies asleep in the healing vats, as Verzahl bends all of his expertise towards 
knitting him back together again in what little time we still have left.” 
 Dr. Honeyman closes his eyes and says nothing. 
 “What happened, Teshiad?” asks Shultho.  “Your chamber is a charnel house.  
What could have caused such a murderous rampage, and against your own beloved 
brother?” 
 “I went mad,” replies Dr. Honeyman in a low voice, eyes still closed, trying to 
sort through the horrific images tumbling through his mind.  “The potions, this place…I 
can’t remember the last time I slept.  It was all too much.”  He draws a deep breath, the 
vision of Pennathorne’s hand, gloved in blood and loosely dangling, branded into his 
memory.  “What did he tell you?” 
 “He refuses to say anything about it.  A misunderstanding, he called it, and would 
speak no more on the subject.”  Shultho sighs.  “The blame is partly ours.  You’ve been 
driven harder than any who’ve come this way before you; in twelve days you’ve learned 
what would take most people a lifetime, and with an adeptness magnificent to behold.  
Verzahl’s potions, though, are of a potency not to be trifled with, especially by one 
unaccustomed to their searing power.”  He gives a small shake of his head.  “We accept a 
portion of the guilt in this matter, Teshiad, but so must you.  Whatever strain you were 
under, you have spilled blood in the house of Yub, in an attack of the most cowardly sort, 
committed against a man once counted as your friend.  The minds reel in shock.” 
 “No more than my own,” murmurs the doctor, suddenly overcome with 
exhaustion.  “I’d fall on my sword if I didn’t so deeply fear a return to the void.”  He 
manages a slim joyless smile.  “Not that I’d know the difference, I suppose.” 
 “Your sword has been confiscated,” says Shultho, “along with your pistol and 
what little ammunition remained in your satchel.  Their fate is tied to your own, and has 
yet to be decided.  Where do we proceed from here, Teshiad?  Belhet would still find a 
use of you, though Emnac will have to make his own decision regarding your future 
together.” 
 “I feel torn to shreds,” mutters Dr. Honeyman.  “Blow the tatters where you may.” 
 “We must wait to find out what Emnac would choose.”  Rising from his seat, 
Shultho pauses by the bedside and stares down at the doctor with his penetrating gaze, the 
artichoke-shaped growth on his head shifting slowly from side to side.  “For the sake of 
all humanity, we hope that he can find forgiveness in his heart; the two of you stand as 
our greatest hope in nearly three centuries.  Should this prove to be the undoing of your 
great purpose, we dread to think how much longer the False Empress will sit on her 
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usurped throne, the Third Phase dragging on over the dark interminable years.”  He turns 
and shuffles out of the room, the door locking behind him with an audible click. 
 Dr. Honeyman spends the next two days in confinement, his meals brought to him 
twice a day by a pale shuffling imbecile.  Mostly he sleeps, troubled by nightmares he 
can’t remember on waking, and reads snippets of Zein Erstlinker, though even 
Lamersilke’s words provide little comfort.  Again he sleeps, again awakens in nameless 
terror, then rises to pace the room, wishing he could speak to Pennathorne, yet in dread of 
such a meeting.  He leaves his food untouched, tries again to sleep.  The long hours crawl 
slowly by. 
 Finally, on the morning that they were originally scheduled to depart, the door 
opens and Pennathorne enters, looking hale as ever.  He closes the door behind him and 
stands on the threshold, regarding Dr. Honeyman where he sits reading at the small table 
by the wall.  His right wrist, visible just below the cuff of his tunic, is bandaged in strips 
of yellow cloth.  The doctor’s sword and dueling pistol hang from the weapons belt 
around his waist. 
 Dr. Honeyman closes his book and sets it on the table in front of him, unable to 
meet Pennathorne’s gaze.  “I have no excuses,” he says, “only regrets and apologies.  
You’d be perfectly within your rights to put that pistol against the back of my head and 
pull the trigger.” 
 “I told you I’d taken my leave of military life,” says Pennathorne, “and that 
includes its heavy-handed justice.”  He steps into the room, glancing casually around at 
its bare walls and simple furnishings.  “You’ve gotten some sleep, then?” 
 Dr. Honeyman nods.  “And reclaimed a portion of my reason in the process.  Not 
an excuse, of course, but…”  He trails off, the image of Pennathorne’s mutilated hand 
flashing across his mind’s eye. 
 “Have I regained your trust?” 
 “You’re the only person on Irsus who’s ever really had it,” replies the doctor, 
turning at last to look Pennathorne in the eye.  “You’ve stood by me through rack and 
ruin; you’ve saved my life more times than I can count.”  He drops his gaze.  “I’m more 
ashamed than I can possibly tell you.” 
 Pennathorne says nothing for a moment, his expression inscrutable.  “Do you 
remember when I was released from the Pentocal?  You met me at that little border town 
between Ormalia and Mauxterone.” 
 “Gernçalaza,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “I thought for sure I’d be burying you there, 
seeing how bad off you were when I finally arrived.” 
 “You still gave me a bucket of shit about how it was my own fault, about how I’d 
let base greed get in the way of good sense again, or something.” 
 “I’d warned you over and over against any scheme to steal from the Sacradex.  It 
took me half a year to convince Empress Agrend to intervene in your defense, and the 
other half to convince the Grand Obros to hear her out.  I couldn’t help but scold you, no 
matter how relieved I was to finally see you free and alive, more or less.” 
 “And I broke your nose for it, didn’t I?” says Pennathorne.  “You delivered your 
little lecture and I jumped up and tried to put a knuckle through the back of your head.” 
 “I was most shocked that you had strength enough to muster it.” 
 “Took every drop I had, as you’ll recall.  I got in that one solid bash, then went 
down like a sack of shit.” 
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 “You were nearly dead from fever and starvation,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “I still 
don’t know how you managed it.” 
 “I wanted to kill you, Melvin,” Pennathorne admits flatly.  “It makes no sense to 
me now that I was so pissing angry, but once you’d had your say I just went blind with 
fury.  A year in the Pentocal had pushed me to my breaking point, and all I wanted to do 
was eat your steaming guts.  If I’d been any stronger…” 
 “But to attack you from behind as I did,” the doctor mumbles, shaking his head, 
“and with such brutality.” 
 “If I hadn’t gone arse-up after that first punch, I’d have chopped off both your 
hands and worn them as earrings,” says Pennathorne.  “You’re forgiven, all right?  Let’s 
just call it even and get on with things; the time has come to take our leave of this pit.” 
 Rising, Dr. Honeyman faces his old comrade with a resolute expression on his 
lean bearded face.  “Lead on, and may I never again give you reason to doubt me.” 
 Pennathorne grins and claps his good hand against the doctor’s shoulder.  
“Shultho said that we’re to meet him in the museum, if I decided not to snuff you.  I’m 
not to give you your weapons back, though, until we’re actually on our way to the 
surface.” 
 Dr. Honeyman nods in acquiescence.  “How’s your wrist?” he asks.  “Did Verzahl 
perform another miracle?” 
 “Close enough to completely healed,” Pennathorne replies, then gestures at the 
table by the wall.  “Best get your book and whatnot, too.  I’ve been led to believe that 
we’ll be leaving directly.” 
 Dr. Honeyman restores Zein Erstlinker to its envelope of parchment wax and 
stows it inside his satchel, then follows Pennathorne out into the dim blue hallway.  They 
take the familiar path to Shultho’s lair, finding him in his usual alcove, his lenses 
arranged above the dissected remains of a cat-sized insectoid, pale and vaguely flea-like 
in appearance.  He finally looks up when Pennathorne clears his throat, the ghost of a 
smile flickering across his soft hairless face as he regards the two men before him.  “So 
forgiveness triumphs in the end,” he says, his tone as close to giddy as the doctor has ever 
heard.  “Thanks be to Belhet, and to Oátl, the Head of Mercies, in whose sweet waters the 
hardest heart dissolves like clay.” 
 “Aye, we’re all made up and ready to go,” says Pennathorne.  “Just point us to the 
exit and we’ll be on our way.” 
 Shultho blinks once, slowly.  “Then you are committed to the arduous journey 
which lies ahead?” 
 “I’ll try my damnedest,” vows Pennathorne, “in thanks for all that you and yours 
have done for us.  The odds seem pretty well against, but I’ve never been one to shy away 
from a challenge, no matter how dead uneven it looks to be.” 
 “And what about you, Teshiad?” asks Shultho, turning to fix the doctor with his 
unblinking gaze.  “Are you finally ready to embrace your destiny?  Are you ready to take 
up the thunderbolt and smite the tyrant who keeps this world in darkness?” 
 “I’m ready to do what I must,” Dr. Honeyman says simply. 
 Shultho nods.  “Then let us move on to the next stage in Belhet’s grand purpose 
for you.  The route must be planned, the blessings of protection bestowed, the tools of 
war presented and explained.”  Standing, he gestures back towards the entrance.  “This, 
though, is not the right place.” 
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 Marching single file through the mind-bending collection, the three of them make 
their way back out into the hallway beyond.  Slowly—for it’s the only speed at which 
Shultho ever moves—they turn the corner, passing by Pennathorne and the doctor’s 
chambers, then turn another corner, before coming at last to a set of double doors at the 
end of the hall.  Shultho knocks several times in a quick staccato pattern and, after the 
sound of much ponderous unbolting, both doors swing slowly inward. 
 Stepping over the threshold, they find themselves at the bottom of an enormous 
shaft, some eighty feet in diameter, a steep carven staircase spiraling up along the wall 
into the distance overhead.  From the center of the floor sprouts a massive column, 
irregular in shape and strangely organic-looking.  Nearly thirty feet around, it’s supported 
along its length by a series of broad beams which span the shaft from side to side.  The 
shaft is lit by thousands upon thousands of luminous floating jellyfish, some almost as 
big as pumpkins, drifting together on currents of air just as their oceanic counterparts 
drift along on currents of water.  Clustered most densely around the central column, they 
each emit a pale bluish glow that together mimics strong moonlight. 
 Ranged around the floor are a dozen slave fighters clad in rough armor, standing 
or shambling listlessly about, along with two men dressed merely in loincloths, who have 
already shut and relocked the doors.  Another figure, familiar to Dr. Honeyman as one of 
their androgynous rescuers, sits at a long semi-circular table situated halfway between the 
doors and the column.  She stands and bows to Shultho, her mass of shimmering white 
hair falling nearly to her waist.  “Greetings, Emnac,” she says to Pennathorne, “and to 
you, Teshiad.  It’s an honor to meet you at last.”  Across her shoulders hangs a length of 
bright green cloth, beneath which she wears a suit of form-fitting black armor, scalloped 
and fluted and marked here and there with sinuous golden runes. 
 “Krrja,” says Pennathorne, nodding at her.  “Looks like this is goodbye.  We’re 
off to meet our fate in Upper Gelm.” 
 “You go with the blessings of the Many-Headed,” she tells him solemnly, “as 
well as the hopes of all humanity.”  Reaching down, she unhooks a tubular object from 
her weapons belt and offers it reverently to Pennathorne. 
 “The blight-ray?”  Pennathorne looks uncertainly at her, then at Shultho.  “Surely 
this shouldn’t be given to me, to be taken and lost somewhere out in the wide world.” 
 “Accept it as a blessing from the Many-Headed,” says Shultho, a tiny smile 
flickering across his face.  He nods approvingly when Pennathorne finally reaches out 
and takes Krrja’s gift.  “It’s a fitting gesture.  The technology of the fallen Hyross passed 
down through the long millennia to those who would restore their lost glory.” 
 Pennathorne turns the wand over in his palm.  Save for a small metal ring grasped 
by the fist-shaped cap, it appears identical to the one they’d seen used by the high 
priestess at the crater.  Inclining his head in thanks, he affixes the ring to a hook on his 
belt. 
 “Has all been made ready?” asks Shultho, turning his gaze on Krrja. 
 “Everything is assembled in the Hall of the Last Hour, as you requested,” she 
replies.  “Cailac is even now gathering the escort to be blessed by Verzahl, after which 
time they will meet you at the Bastion Gate.” 
 “Very good,” says Shultho.  “Gauth will come to relieve you in another day’s 
time.  Be mindful that you make your prayers to Belhet and spend an interval in the 
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healing vats; a lapse in discipline invariably leads to decay and entropy, which are the 
enemies of life as surely as any blade or bullet.” 
 “So taught Yub the Mendler,” interjects Dr. Honeyman, recognizing Shultho’s 
words from one of his lessons.  This elicits a nod of approval from the collections master, 
who turns and starts slowly up the staircase.  Pennathorne and the doctor follow after 
him, awestruck at the massive scale of the construction around them, all of it seamlessly 
fashioned from living rock.  Huge relief carvings along the walls appear to depict 
fantastical creatures and complex geometric designs, but most of these have been 
smashed beyond recognition, making any decisive interpretation all but impossible. 
 “How on Irsus was such a place built?” wonders the doctor in disbelief.  “If 
Shining Calru created the structures in Lowest Gelm, did he also hollow out these 
chambers and monumental spaces?  It would be a labor of centuries, requiring 
hundreds—if not thousands—of workers!” 
 “We cannot know for sure how he did it,” says Shultho, his soft voice drifting 
back to them as they climb, “but this great complex was fashioned by the hand of Shining 
Calru as well, in conjunction with the mighty generator of Lowest Gelm.  For ages 
afterwards the priest-scientists of the Hyross used this as their secret laboratory, 
unraveling the innermost workings of the universe, striving always to expand the Ancient 
Knowledge.”  He pauses to glance around at the defaced carvings and gives a small 
wistful sigh.  “Ah, to have seen it in those days!  To think of the wonders which were 
worked in these hidden halls!  The marvels undreamt of, now lost in the dust of 
history…”  Shaking his head sadly, he turns back up the stairs.  “It was only through the 
blessings of Belhet that the barest portion of the Ancient Knowledge was kept safely 
concealed in a secret chamber far below us, locked away for hundreds of years until it 
was rediscovered by Yub the Mendler.” 
 As they ascend, they become aware of a deep humming sound, so low that it’s felt 
more than heard.  Craning his head around to find the source, Pennathorne brushes 
against one of the luminous jellies and it collapses like a burst balloon, disintegrating into 
filmy shreds that quickly fade and drift towards the floor.  Its fellows seem to take no 
notice, never altering their calm bluish glow. 
 “Where’s that blasted drone coming from?” asks Pennathorne, wiping at a 
smudge of gossamer left on his sleeve. 
 “It is the Guardian Tendril,” says Shultho, gesturing towards the column running 
up through the center of the shaft, “without which life would be impossible in this part of 
Lower Gelm.  It replenishes the atmosphere in these deep underground places; it purifies 
the waters in the aquifers.  What you hear is the sound of its breathing, the rush of blood 
through its mighty veins.” 
 Pausing on the steps, Dr. Honeyman turns to get a better view of the column, 
which he now sees is actually a tangle of individual strands, some no thicker than his 
arm, others as big around as a hogshead.  Smooth and pale, each one is dotted with tiny 
dark stoma, like pinpricks on a parsnip.  “I’ll be damned,” the doctor mutters.  “It’s a 
gigantic root.” 
 “The Tendril, too, was created by Shining Calru as part of this grand project,” 
explains Shultho.  “From a hair’s breadth it grew and expanded, forcing open this central 
passage so that the rest of the complex might be built, and providing it with air and water 
afterwards.” 
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 “How long is it?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “We’ve climbed nearly fifty feet and it 
shows no sign of coming to an end.” 
 “At least many more hundreds of feet,” says Shultho, with a slight shrug of his 
slumped shoulders.  “Possibly thousands.  Its true length is unknown, as its top and 
bottom are beyond our sight.  This shaft measures fully eight hundred feet from floor to 
ceiling, and the Tendril’s circumference remains essentially unchanged for that entire 
distance, suggesting that it’s many times longer.” 
 “Unbelievable,” breathes the doctor, peering up the Guardian Tendril’s dizzying 
height. 
 “Another miracle of the Ancient Knowledge,” says Shultho, “rendered mysterious 
and impenetrable by the passing of the Second Phase.”  Onward they climb, pausing 
occasionally on the semicircular landings ranged along the staircase, where closed doors 
lead onto other levels.  One they discover nearly hidden behind a tightly packed wall of 
rubble, upon which Shultho lays a small hairless hand.  “There are a few more lessons 
left to be taught,” he says, fixing the two of them with his unsettling stare.  “We have 
spoken in passing of the crimes of Ellerine, the False Empress, who came to Gelm 
wearing the bloody badge of the Sacradex.  With witchcraft and guile she penetrated the 
hidden citadel of Seven Stars Falling, and stole from it Hesker’s viridicine battlegear.  
For seven and a half centuries she has exploited its power for her own selfish gain, 
bestriding this shattered land as a black-hearted conqueror, her unnatural ascendancy 
forever postponing Hesker’s return from the land of shadow.” 
 “Yes, yes,” says Dr. Honeyman, waving one of his hands impatiently.  “The 
vilest, most villainous creature ever spewed into existence.  Her murder’s been bought 
and paid for, have no fear.” 
 The collections master peers at him for a long moment, his face looking more 
inhuman in the pallid blue light than ever before.  “We mentioned, too, that the disciples 
of Yub no longer venture into Upper Gelm, though this was not always the case.  Once 
there were a great many of us, ranging far and wide across the face of Gelm as we sought 
after any shred of the Ancient Knowledge.  The holy Mendler pacified the devils and led 
his disciples into the depths of their wretched hives, where many forgotten treasures of 
the fallen Hyross still lay hidden.”  Shultho gestures at the fantastic space around them.  
“This is where they brought their hard-won secrets, deep into their last protected 
sanctuary.  A millennium’s worth of discovery, of scraps painstakingly reclaimed from 
the ashes of the Second Phase.  When the scoundrel Ellerine first made off with Hesker’s 
battlegear, the disciples of Yub were in the vanguard to retrieve it, drawing on all the 
knowledge they’d recovered from the long-vanished Hyross.”  He gives a small sigh and 
shakes his head.  “All for naught.  One by one, the disciples of Yub were slaughtered by 
the False Empress, until the last few survivors retreated here to this hidden refuge.” 
 “Never to venture forth onto the surface again?”  Stepping to the precipitous edge 
of the landing, Dr. Honeyman peers down through the drifting blue jellies to the floor far 
below, where Krrja and her mindless charges stand guard.  “Locked down here for seven 
and a half centuries with nothing but your scraps and remnants?” 
 Shultho blinks, once, then nods.  “We guard the last great repository of lost 
knowledge still left in Gelm—indeed, in all the world—much of it salvaged from the 
ashes by the blessed hand of Yub himself.  We alone actively strive to propagate the 
Ancient Knowledge, methodically seeking out its deficiencies and repairing them.  If this 
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bastion falls, then the False Empress’ reign is like to drag on forever, the nations of man 
degenerating further and further into base animalism.  The disciples of Yub have forsaken 
their freedom to protect the very future of civilization.” 
 “Is it really worth saving, I wonder?” mutters Dr. Honeyman, casting a final 
glance at the figures below him before stepping back from the precipice.  “So what of 
Yub?  How did he come to be the only inhabitant of Mrrmoc, the Murdered City?” 
 Motioning for them to follow, Shultho turns and starts once more up the stairs.  
“After the transition to the Third Phase, Mrrmoc was one of the few cities in Upper Gelm 
that remained as a civilized place.  It withstood onslaughts of invading devils, weathered 
plagues and famine born of black sorcery; even Ellerine turned away at its gates when 
first she came upon it in the mountains.  It was in Mrrmoc that Yub came to adulthood, 
and there that he rediscovered the first meager crumbs of the Ancient Knowledge.  
Centuries later, it was to be the site of Yub’s final resolute stand against the enemy 
Ellerine, when she returned to its hallowed gates as the False Empress.”  Shultho’s 
smooth androgynous features crease in distress and he shakes his head sadly.  “Her 
usurped strength was too great for him, though, and the holy Mendler was brought low.  
The False Empress laid waste to the entire city, slaying every inhabitant and cursing the 
very ground beneath it.  In her boundless cruelty, she imprisoned Yub the Mendler in its 
bleak depths, so that he might suffer alone and bereft throughout the long ages, unable to 
do anything more than pray for the coming of the Fourth Phase and the end of his 
torment.” 
 “So she actually killed an entire city?”  Pennathorne furrows his wooly brows.  
“I’m not sure how you expect the two of us stand up against the likes of that.” 
 “Verzahl has fashioned a new weapon,” replies Shultho simply, refusing for the 
moment to elaborate any further.  Onward they climb, winding around the Guardian 
Tendril on their way towards the distant ceiling.  Two hundred feet, three hundred; they 
soon find themselves lost in a drifting column of ghostly blue jellyfish, the air faintly 
vibrating with the Tendril’s gargantuan breath. 
 “Were you born here, sir Shultho?” asks Dr. Honeyman after a while.  “I would 
imagine it’s an odd place to pass a childhood.” 
 “Verzahl is the only one of our number who was born outside these walls,” 
answers Shultho.  “All the rest of us rose from the birthing vats in our turn, each made 
from the stamp of those who came before us.  Ours is the blood of the first disciples, its 
purity maintained throughout the ages, the process no longer bound to the crudities of 
animal reproduction; indeed, we are each of us separated from our procreative organs at 
an early age, so that our intellect might remain uncorrupted by its base influence.” 
 Scowling, Pennathorne stops abruptly on the stair.  “Did you just say you’ve had 
your yard lopped off as some bothersome oddment?” 
 “A superfluous distraction,” clarifies Shultho, continuing on up the stair, “its 
services no longer necessary to our survival.” 
 “Pray tell how the Yubians achieved that particular miracle?” asks the doctor. 
 “The birthing vats are seeded with the blood-print of our ancestors,” replies 
Shultho, “which was gathered from those few disciples who managed to escape the False 
Empress’ murderous grasp.  It is a laborious process, requiring years to complete, and 
many of its products emerge malformed in mind or body.” 
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 “I’m sure you make your uses of them,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, thinking of the 
Yubians’ idiotic slaves. 
 Continuing on in silence, they finally arrive at the top of the stair after almost an 
hour of steady climbing.  A great mass of pale blue jellyfish floats languidly against the 
ceiling overhead, bright as the full moon.  Around the wall curves a broad gallery, lined 
with more closed doors and guarded by a second contingent of slave fighters.  These 
immediately lunge towards Pennathorne and the doctor with raised weapons, until 
brought to a halt by a sharp command from Shultho. 
 “A thousand apologies, oh wizened master!”  A figure in black scalloped armor 
strides forward, throwing a green sash about his neck, and makes an obsequious little 
bow before Shultho.  A shock of white hair leaps from the top of his head, while a thin 
colorless mustache droops nearly to his belt.  “I was only this moment attending to 
matters in the Hall of the Last Hour, where everything has been assembled as you 
ordered.” 
 “Make no excuses for your negligence, Ushka,” snaps Shultho.  “Such lapses can 
lead to catastrophe, and not just for you alone.” 
 “I am sorry, oh sage and ancient teacher,” coos Ushka, “but these beasts are 
willful.”  He swats at one of the slaves with his sash, the end of which snags on the man’s 
spiky bracer.  Cursing, Ushka tugs at it, but succeeds only in hooking it more firmly in 
place. 
 Shultho fixes him with a withering glare.  “We have suspected for some time that 
you were ill-suited to wear the guard-captain’s gold, Ushka.  Look at the disrespect you 
pay your office.” 
 Pursing his lips, Ushka draws an ebony-handled knife from a scabbard at his 
waist, its long curving blade made from silvery-blue argose glass, glassily translucent 
along its single razor-sharp edge.  Almost effortlessly, he whisks the blade up through the 
offending slave’s armpit, severing the entire limb at the shoulder.  His sash tears free as 
the arm flops heavily to the floor, and the injured slave, jaw slack, stares down at it 
without comprehension.  A crimson torrent pulses out of the awful wound and begins to 
pool at his feet.  “There,” says Ushka, sweeping the tattered end of his sash over his 
shoulder and kicking the twitching limb off the edge of the gallery.  “The insult has been 
avenged.” 
 “What is this murderous impulse stalking Yub’s house of late?!” hisses Shultho, 
leveling a condemnatory finger at the smirking Ushka.  “You will pay your penance, 
impetuous one.  However lowly, the blood of a slave is still a gift from the Many-
Headed, and not to be spilled so wantonly.” 
 “Send it down to Verzahl, then,” sighs Ushka, waving at the poor wretch as he 
clutches at the empty space where his arm used to be.  “A couple of weeks in the healing 
vats and it’ll be as good as new.” 
 “A waste of Verzahl’s time and talents, as you well know,” says Shultho.  “The 
subhuman must die, its life squandered without cause, a victim of your foolish arrogance.  
This is not the first time your reckless disregard for the laws of discipleship have earned 
my admonition, Ushka.  The offense shall be committed again unto the offender, as you 
should have learned long ago.” 
 Ushka cocks his head, an anxious expression creeping onto his face.  “You mean 
to chop off my arm, then?” 
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 “Both arms,” clarifies Shultho, pointing at each of them in turn, “and only one 
shall you get back.  Clearly it will take a hard lesson to penetrate your uncommonly thick 
skull.” 
 “But the dumb beast does not even know its own suffering!” cries Ushka, 
gesturing at the wretch stumbling through his own blood.  “It feels no pain, has no 
understanding of the hurt done to it!” 
 “More is your villainy,” says Shultho.  “Think on this during your time in the 
healing vats.” 
 Face pallid and staring, the wounded slave gives a ragged cough and falls to the 
floor, vainly trying to push himself back up with his remaining arm.  Cursing in disgust, 
Pennathorne yanks one of the pistols from his belt and puts an end to the man’s pitiful 
struggles, the gun’s report echoing through the shaft like a cannon blast.  Over their heads 
the mass of jellies flares suddenly into shining yellow brilliance, followed in a 
descending wave by all the rest.  For a moment the entire vast space from ceiling to floor 
is lit by thousands upon thousands of miniature suns, the Guardian Tendril a gigantic 
golden rope at the center of their orbits, until the last of the gunshot’s reverberations die 
away and the Tendril’s primal hum reasserts itself.  One by one the agitated jellyfish 
return to their quiescent blue state. 
 Both Shultho and Ushka turn to regard Pennathorne with surprise as he tucks the 
gun back into its holster.  “I can’t abide such cruelty,” he growls, stepping back from the 
puddle of gore creeping towards his shoes.  Behind him, Dr. Honeyman stands with fists 
and jaw clenched, the hot reek of blood in his nostrils, the image of Pennathorne’s nearly 
severed hand flashing across his mind’s eye. 
 Shultho makes a concessionary gesture, then turns back to glare at Ushka.  
“Tomorrow you will be stripped of the guard-captain’s green,” he says, “and your 
punishment shall be meted out.  Pray to Belhet that you might yet redeem yourself to 
serve among the disciples of Yub.”  Motioning for Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman to 
follow, the collections master steps around the grim-faced Ushka and heads for the 
doorway at the gallery’s far end. 
 With another rapid series of knocks, the three of them enter a circular chamber 
with a high vaulted ceiling, lit in emerald tones by yet more floating jellies.  Against the 
wall opposite them stand the remains of a green marble statue, now nothing more than 
two muscular legs and a pile of rubble, around which a sort of modest shrine has been 
erected.  In the middle of the floor sits an enormous copper-colored block similar to those 
which marked the entrance to Redlock’s village, though this one is perhaps three and a 
half feet tall by fifteen feet square, inscribed all over with complex geometrical figures 
and indecipherable text.  More defaced carvings decorate the walls. 
 Shultho gestures Pennathorne and the doctor forward, saying, “Welcome to the 
Hall of the Last Hour, which in Shining Calru’s day served as a temple to Ish, the Head 
of Mysteries.” The only other occupants of the room are two loincloth-clad slaves, 
already shutting and barring the doors behind them.  “Later,” continues Shultho, “when 
Aukurmandros’ devil-spawn invaded, it was all but destroyed, as you can see.” 
 Dr. Honeyman approaches the massive block, the inscriptions on its dull coppery 
red surface showing up as nearly black.  “What is this?” he asks, leaning in to examine 
the forms illustrated on top of the cube.  “Some of these figures would seem to be 
mathematical impossibilities.” 
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 “Your impossibilities are as nothing to the Ancient Knowledge,” intones Shultho, 
shuffling forward.  “That is the altar to the Head of Mysteries, writ with what we believe 
are the secrets of the Calru Door; the code upon its surface has yet to be fully untangled.”  
He presses one soft hairless hand against the cube, staring at the inscriptions with his 
milky green gaze.  “This blessed altar…these holy words.  Science and magic wrought 
into a perfect whole.” 
 “I fail to see where magic comes into it,” remarks Dr. Honeyman, crouching 
down to examine the figures on the sides.  “The miracles of the Hyross seem to be the 
product of an uncommonly thorough understanding of mathematics and the natural 
sciences.”  With a fingertip, he traces the form of a torus twisted into a figure eight, 
scrutinizes the incomprehensible characters written beside it.  “How damnably wretched, 
though, not to be able to make heads or tails of it.” 
 “Magic and science,” reiterates Shultho, “arithmetic and prayer, the finite and the 
inconceivable infinite.  All merely parts incarnate of Belhet the Many-Headed, cogs in 
the machine of the universal god.”  He sighs and shakes his head.  “You remain as 
stubborn as ever, Teshiad, unwilling to acknowledge the greater power whence your 
vaunted mathematics and natural sciences are derived.” 
 The doctor looks askance at the collections master, but keeps his peace for the 
time being.  He turns back to the altar, wondering if he might be allowed a minute to 
sketch out a few of the more intriguing diagrams, but Shultho directs their attention to 
several objects arranged along its edge, saying, “Find hereon more blessings of the 
Many-Headed, each one a gift made to you who may yet raise the world out of darkness.” 
 Atop the altar are two long knives of the type wielded by Ushka with such easy 
brutality, their argose glass blades concealed inside sheathes of mottled gray leather.  
Beside these sit two voluminous packs made of the same mottled hide, each containing 
rations of tub-grown meat, a large stoppered flask full of fine yellowish powder, several 
small malachite cubes, and lastly an empty waterskin and a flexible bowl-shaped 
container, both made of leather.  Next to the packs lie two heavy hooded cloaks of 
strange coppery fabric, along with two partial sets of scalloped black armor—cuirass, 
spaulders, and vambraces—marked here and there with golden serpentine runes.  Finally, 
at the corner of the table rests a sealed cylinder and two cubical cases, all fashioned from 
more silvery-blue argose glass. 
 “First take up the ancient blades,” says Shultho, pointing to the ebony-handled 
knives, “which have been forged from argose, the eternal glass, whose secret was lost 
with the fall of the Hyross.  Take care; their edges will bite through all but the toughest of 
materials.”  He gives Dr. Honeyman a pointed look, then gestures to the packs.  “Upper 
Gelm is a place of meager sustenance.  With measured restraint, the rations provided 
should sustain both of you for perhaps twenty days, while a few grains of the yellow 
powder will purify a bowlful of even the most tainted water.  After that, you’ll have to 
harvest what you can from the blighted land.” 
 “What of these cubes?” asks the doctor, lifting one into the light.  “They look 
much like miniature versions of Verzahl’s potion boxes.” 
 “And so they are, Teshiad,” says Shultho.  “Each will yield several doses of an 
elixir of special potency, much different than the vivifiers and brain-stimulants you’ve 
taken thus far.  It’s akin to the strain used by our slave fighters to grant them such 
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imperviousness to pain.  Partake of it when your need is greatest, when you cannot allow 
yourselves to be slowed down by hurt, hunger, or exhaustion.” 
 Pennathorne has already moved on to the scalloped black armor, which he 
discovers is made, not of metal, but of a tough shell-like substance, lightweight and 
exceptionally hard.  The back- and breastplates are held together by bands of elastic 
sinew, which stretch and contract as Pennathorne fits the cuirass over his head and down 
across his shoulders.  “A perfect fit,” he remarks approvingly. 
 “We apologize that the sets are not more complete,” says Shultho.  “It takes a 
great while to create such things, and time, unfortunately, is in short supply.”  He points 
at the golden runes printed on Pennathorne’s breastplate.  “Prayers of power and 
protection, etched by the hand of Verzahl himself.  Here is the mark of the Impervious 
Shield, and here the signs of Prammth, the Head of War.” 
 “And this is the symbol of Gargareg, the Blood-Glutton,” says Dr. Honeyman, 
lifting one of the fluted vambraces from the altar, “meant, I assume, to infuse us with his 
legendary battle-lust.” 
 A smile squirms across Shultho’s tiny lipless mouth.  “You are a testament to 
your people, Teshiad; perhaps the Outer World has not sunk so far into degeneracy as 
we’d thought.” 
 Pennathorne and the doctor take a moment to don the armor over their tunics, 
before turning to the cloaks lying folded beside the packs.  The exteriors are made of 
finely scaled leather, supple and reptilian, while the interiors are lined with thick blonde 
fur.  “Like Captain Lambshead’s box,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman, running a hand over the 
warm lining and feeling it press back against his touch. 
 “The living mantles,” says Shultho, “which will keep you warm and protected 
during the bitter nights in Upper Gelm.  Also, in the manner of certain reptiles, their skins 
will reflect with rough approximation the background upon which they rest, thus 
affording some measure of camouflage while you wear them.” 
 “Must they be fed, or watered?” asks the doctor, turning his this way and that as 
he searches for any sort of orifice or sensory organ. 
 “All they need to survive they obtain from light and air” replies Shultho.  “Even 
meagerly provided for, they may survive a decade or more.” 
 Pennathorne throws the remarkable cloak over his back, its coppery color shifting 
to diffuse green beneath the jellies’ light, then exclaims in surprise as it shifts its weight 
across his shoulders.  “Uhl’s yard!  If that isn’t the oddest damned sensation I’ve ever 
felt!”  He discovers that it can be buttoned shut by way of a kind of organic hook and eye 
system; small claws on one side that fit through cartilaginous rings on the other. 
 Setting his own living mantle aside, Dr. Honeyman asks, “Could this sort of lining 
survive inside an argose glass box, possibly for thousands of years?”  He takes a moment 
to describe the relic they’d been shown by the late captain of the Navigator’s Garland. 
 The black enamel artichoke shifts atop Shultho’s head.  “We are familiar enough 
with such containers—though the process by which the organic membrane inside is 
sustained remains a mystery—but the feather-covered egg you describe is unknown to us.  
Where is this artifact now?” 
 “At the bottom of the Haraldéan,” says Pennathorne, removing his cloak and 
placing it back on the massive block. 
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 “A pity,” sighs Shultho.  Taking the cylinder from the corner of the altar, he hands 
it to Dr. Honeyman, telling him, “You will find herein various maps of Gelm, as well as 
information taken from your lessons which might prove useful.” 
 Unscrewing the end of the cylinder, the doctor withdraws a roll of parchments, 
leafs through them for a moment, then selects a map of the entire continent and smoothes 
it out over the top of the altar.  “So how are we to find the False Empress?  Does she have 
a false capital somewhere?” 
 “Of a sort,” replies Shultho, pointing at a spot near the center of the country, 
somewhat northeast of fabled Mrrmoc.  “Xuad, the City of Fiends, was her center of 
power for several centuries, but more recent reports indicate that she has abandoned it.  
Nowadays she apparently wanders from place to place, remaining for months or years at 
a time in one spot before moving on.  We have some evidence to suggest that she might 
be in this area along the southeastern coast.”  He indicates a swath of territory between 
Xuad and a site labeled Lôthalacál. 
 “You know much for a people who no longer leave this subterranean lair,” 
observes Dr. Honeyman. 
 “There are always agents abroad in Gelm,” says Shultho, “though their numbers 
grow fewer as the Third Phase drags on.”  He points to another spot on the map, this time 
farther south.  “You should begin here, in the city of Cordec Rith, the nearest civilized 
outpost.  It has been some twenty years since we’ve had any contact with them, but if the 
city still stands then someone there will have news of the False Empress’ whereabouts.” 
 “How often did you hear from them under normal circumstances?” asks the 
doctor, leaning down to retrieve LiBale’s much annotated map from his satchel. 
 “After Mrrmoc was destroyed,” says Shultho, “and the disciples of Yub driven 
underground, factions sprang up in the remaining civilized cities which were dedicated to 
opposing the False Empress and bringing the Third Phase to an end.  Periodically they 
send envoys to Shining Calru’s garden, which marks the entrance to this hidden 
laboratory and whose location is part of their most secret doctrine.  There they leave 
offerings for Yub and his fallen disciples.  These include accounts of their struggle 
against the False Empress and her demonic servants, in addition to any newly discovered 
portions of the Ancient Knowledge.” 
 Bent over the altar, Dr. Honeyman nods absently as he compares the Yubians’ 
map with LiBale’s.  “You mentioned a garden?”  He taps the spot on LiBale’s map 
marked The Sorcerer’s Garden.  “Is this its location by any chance?” 
 “Your map is drawn with an admirable accuracy, Teshiad,” replies Shultho, 
smiling thinly.  “Ironic that you would penetrate the mysteries of Calru’s garden from 
within, rather than from without.” 
 “Mysteries I’m ill-equipped to describe to our masters in the Outer World,” 
murmurs Dr. Honeyman, his eyes drifting from The Sorcerer’s Garden to Seven Stars 
Falling to The Uncountable Host.  “How to possibly communicate the wonders of the 
healing vats, or the horrors of your mindless slaves?” 
 “As to that,” says Shultho.  “You should know that escape from Gelm is all but 
impossible, as the coasts are blockaded on all sides by storms and cursed black seas.  It’s 
doubtful that you’d ever make it back to the Outer World, if you were foolish enough to 
turn your back on your divine responsibility.” 
 “What about the Calru Doors?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
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 “Few and far between,” replies Shultho, shaking his head.  “As at least one side of 
the Door must draw on such incredible amounts of power, there were only six ever 
constructed.  We know that one was at drowned Sarmon, while two have been damaged 
so that they only open in the direction of Gelm.  The exact locations of the last three 
remain a mystery, though evidence suggests that they were destroyed during the 
transition to the Third Phase.” 
 “One of them at least still exists,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Or did, nine centuries 
ago.  Arcant Samûlus apparently discovered a Calru Door somewhere in the northeastern 
mountains.  He described stepping through a water-filled gate and suddenly finding 
himself at the bottom of a river, thousands of miles away in the Outer World.” 
 “Ah!” exclaims Shultho, the artichoke-shaped growth shuddering atop his head.  
“That is most interesting.  There is mention of a spear-bearer called Samûlus discovering 
Shining Calru’s garden nearly a millennium ago; he was questioned at length by the 
disciples of Yub and eventually released, though we know not why.  His ultimate fate 
remained unknown, until now.” 
 “He thought the Yubians were spirits,” says Dr. Honeyman, trying to recall the 
pertinent sections of the Magnocactadictum, “sent by the Astral King to guide him in his 
conquest of Gelm.” 
 “He composed a record, then, of his travels here?” asks Shultho. 
 The doctor nods.  “And was very nearly executed for his troubles.  Even now 
most people think he was a madman.  As did I myself, until very recently.” 
 “If only we had more time for you to describe its contents,” Shultho says 
regretfully, “but, alas, the signs have spoken, the time is nigh.  At least we know now that 
another Calru Door escaped the devastation.”  He motions at the larger of the two argose 
glass cases, a foot square and plainly made, held shut by a wide leather strap.  “Open it, 
but carefully, since therein is contained the weapon by which the False Empress will 
meet her end.” 
 Pennathorne exchanges a glance with the doctor, then shrugs.  “Aye, well, seeing 
as you got the maps…”  Stepping forward, he unfastens the strap from around the case 
and gingerly lifts the lid, discovering a squat cylindrical container made of smoky gray 
crystal resting on a cushion of red velvet.  Marked all over with more golden runes, its lid 
is held firmly closed by three latches in the shape of tiny silver skulls.  He goes to 
unfasten the first of these, until he’s brought up short by a sharp hiss from Shultho. 
 “Do not break the seal,” warns the collections master, “unless you are prepared to 
face down utter oblivion.” 
 “Eh?” says Pennathorne, lowering his hands.  “What’s in it?” 
 “A spirit of destruction,” replies Shultho.  “It contains the essence of Thâcor, the 
Head Which Devours, summoned out of Verzahl’s alembic from hints in the Ancient 
Knowledge and through his own incomparable skill.  The vessel is likewise of his design, 
though its creation took him some four centuries to accomplish; the slightest error would 
have meant his doom, for Thâcor is one of the dark faces of Belhet and seeks only to ruin 
and consume.” 
 “So what do we do with it?” asks Pennathorne, giving the crystal cylinder a 
sidelong glance. 
 “The merest drop of Thâcor’s essence will devour anything it touches—metal, 
stone, even the sacred vessel itself, though it would take better than five thousand years 
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for it to eat its way through that crystal.  Its appetite for such base mineral fare, however, 
is nothing compared to its hunger for flesh and blood, which it consumes with horrifying 
speed.” 
 Pennathorne fixes Shultho with a dubious look.  “So the plan is to splash this 
essence on the villain Ellerine without getting any on ourselves, is that right?” 
 Shultho gives a single slow nod.  “Hesker’s stolen battlegear gives her immunity 
to nearly all forms of harm.  Blades and bullets are of little use, since her wounds, no 
matter how grievous, heal with inhuman rapidity.  Her face, in fact, is the only part of her 
actually exposed by the armor.”  He shakes his head.  “Get but a little of Thâcor’s 
essence on her bare flesh and her body shall be entirely destroyed, scoured from inside 
Hesker’s armor like mold from a dish.” 
 “Will Thâcor’s essence not damage the blessed battlegear?” asks Dr. Honeyman, 
leaning in to examine the cylindrical vessel. 
 “Viridicine would appear to be all but immune to Thâcor’s bite,” replies Shultho.  
“Once the False Empress is dead, collect the armor and carefully pour out whatever 
remains inside—back into the sacred vessel or onto the ground, it’s of little matter once 
the thing is done.” 
 Dr. Honeyman straightens back up.  “You’ve sent others on this mission before, 
yes?” 
 Shultho nods again.  “You are the fifth set of assassins to be dispatched by the 
disciples of Yub in the years since we were driven underground.  None of the others, 
though, showed as much promise as have the two of you.  Nor were they armed with 
Thâcor’s ravening spirit, against which there is no defense.” 
 “What did you send them out with before?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “The first were armed with a blade of special power,” answers Shultho, 
“originally made by Hesker himself, and then gifted to Shining Calru.  Yub the Mendler 
wielded it for some centuries before he was brought low in the Murdered City, after 
which it was carried here and made an object of veneration by his disciples.  Despite its 
pedigree, it proved all but useless against the False Empress.  The second party, armed 
with liquid fire, never even met with the enemy, as they were killed by their own 
dangerously unstable weapon; the explosion, apparently, could be heard for miles.  The 
third were captured and presumably eaten by the Pâcosh, while the fate of the fourth and 
most recent remains unknown.” 
 “So at least half—if not three-quarters—of your assassins never actually came 
into contact with their target?”  Dr. Honeyman closes the lid over the crystal cylinder and 
begins to replace the strap around the case.  “Those are discouraging odds.” 
 “The way will be hard,” says Shultho, nodding, “your enemies numerous and 
without mercy, but you yourselves are both hard and merciless men, accustomed to 
privation and violence.  Be assured, you may very well perish in the attempt, either 
destroyed by harsh and pitiless Gelm, devoured by the Whore-Thing’s monstrous 
children, or slain by the False Empress when you actually meet her, as you say, face to 
face.  Know, though, that you go well-armed and thoroughly educated against the rigors 
of the journey, each of you crowned in destiny’s fire more brightly than any of those who 
came before you.  Be mindful, too, of the burdens you bear; the blessings of Belhet the 
Many-Headed and the hopes of all humankind are not to be taken up lightly, or without 
the sincerest devotion.” 
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 His lean dark face expressionless, the doctor meets Shultho’s unblinking gaze for 
a moment, then turns away to put the case holding Thâcor’s essence inside one of the 
packs.  “So what’s that?” he asks, motioning at the smaller case still sitting on the corner 
of the altar.  Less than half the size of the other, it’s lavishly decorated with fanciful 
engravings of flowers and greenery. 
 For a while Shultho makes no response, peering in turn from Pennathorne to the 
doctor as the growth atop his head shifts this way and that.  “We come then to the final 
lesson,” he says at last, “and the hardest by far.”  He turns and walks slowly around the 
altar to the far end of the room, stopping in front of the ruined marble statue.  “Do either 
of you remember the tale of Cuthshum?” 
 “The tender-hearted drayman,” replies Dr. Honeyman, nodding, “whose coddling 
ways with his temperamental ramalekron led to humiliation and defeat of all sorts.  He 
refused to employ anything on them harsher than a peacock’s feather, as I recall.” 
 “Until his wife prayed to the Head of Resolution,” says Shultho, “and was given a 
magical goad that looked like a feather but stung like a hornet.  And though it broke good 
Cuthshum’s heart at first, eventually he learned the importance of the firm hand and the 
resolute strike.”  He falls silent, gazing in turn at the disarticulated legs and the pile of 
rubble at their feet. 
 “Meaning?” the doctor prompts. 
 “Meaning that even as Cuthshum wielded his goad with a breaking heart, so must 
we also.”  He turns and stares at them across the altar, his small hands folded together in 
front of him.  “One of you has been infected with a nascent parasite, dormant for now, 
but certainly fatal within five hundred days.  The curative is contained within that box, 
though it’s of no use unless exposed to viridicine, the only known source of which 
happens to be Hesker’s stolen armor.” 
 For a minute neither Pennathorne nor Dr. Honeyman says anything, their 
expressions shifting from dumbstruck to outraged as they begin to grasp the full meaning 
of Shultho’s words.  “A damned filthy trick,” Pennathorne finally growls.  “A damned 
filthy underhanded trick, unworthy of the magnificent Yubians.” 
 “The idea was not ours,” says Shultho.  “We had faith that you would pursue your 
destiny with the appropriate devotion.  In the end, though, the decision was made without 
us, and no words of ours can undo it.” 
 “Verzahl,” mutters Dr. Honeyman. 
 Shultho sighs.  “He is a cynic, we regret to say.” 
 “Which one?” asks Pennathorne.  “Which one of us has got the bug?” 
 “We know not,” replies Shultho.  “Verzahl refused to reveal which of you he’d 
infected.” 
 “Why not just give it to us both?” Pennathorne snarls angrily.  “Why curse one 
over the other?” 
 Shultho shakes his head.  “It is too late now to wonder at Verzahl’s motivations.  
What’s done is done, and, alas, the river of time flows in only one direction.”  He spreads 
his hands out to them imploringly.  “Think on the future, we beseech you.  A bright and 
burning path has been set at your feet, the blessings of Belhet placed like a fiery crown 
upon your brow.  The signs are strong, the moment ripening swiftly from the green.  The 
blow must be struck, and soon.  Yours are the hands destined to wield the sword.” 
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 “What’s to stop us from killing the False Empress and taking Hesker’s armor for 
ourselves?” the doctor asks pointedly. 
 “Such an unfortunate scenario ultimately changes nothing,” answers Shultho.  
“Our struggle would continue against a new usurper; one, indeed, even fouler in his 
betrayal than Ellerine herself.” 
 Dr. Honeyman makes no response, merely shoots Shultho a final black look as he 
reaches forward to retrieve the decorative box from the altar.  Inside he finds a pad of 
compacted vegetable matter, damp and musty, upon which rests an oblong speckled seed 
the size of a plum pit.  “How does this help?” 
 “The Emperor’s Vine,” says Shultho, “originally created as a gift for Hesker the 
Magnificent by his grand vizier Lustrous Abhulom.  Its seeds will only sprout in close 
proximity to his viridicine armor, and soon thereafter produces blooms and fruit in great 
profusion.  Verzahl bred his coercive parasite to possess a fatal susceptibility to either of 
these.” 
 “So you have a specimen of this plant growing down here somewhere?” inquires 
Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Only a few desiccated samples preserved since the Second Phase,” replies 
Shultho, “so weakened over the long ages as to be of no use against the parasite.  Your 
sole salvation lies in the blossoming of that seed, which can only happen after you’ve 
taken possession of Hesker’s battlegear.” 
 The doctor frowns.  “What happens if it fails to grow?” 
 “Have no fear as to its viability,” Shultho assures him.  “Once the False Empress 
has been slain, you must recover Hesker’s armor and bear it back to the citadel of Seven 
Stars Falling.  During that time the Emperor’s Vine will put forth flowers and fruit, both 
of a rich emerald hue; eat but a little of either and the parasite will quickly be killed.” 
 Dr. Honeyman snaps the lid closed over the seed and stows the flower-etched box 
inside one of the packs.  “You insinuated once that Seven Stars Falling is protected by 
guardians of some sort.  How are we to get past them?” 
 “If the guardians are still active, then Hesker’s armor will keep them at bay.  
Somewhere deep on the lowest level you’ll find a vault of obsidian and gold, to which the 
purloined battlegear must be restored.” 
 “And then?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “How do we get out?” 
 “Beyond the restoration of the Emperor’s stolen power, the signs and portents are 
vague, imprecise.  Be assured that Belhet the Many-Headed, having brought you so far, 
will surely provide you with a path of escape when the time comes.” 
 “That’s awfully vague,” the doctor says flatly. 
 Shultho doesn’t immediately respond, just stands and stares at the two of them 
with his unblinking eyes.  “There is a Calru Door somewhere inside Seven Stars Falling, 
or so the records would suggest.  We can tell you nothing more specific than that.” 
 “Why has Ellerine never made use of it?” asks the doctor. 
 “We cannot say,” replies Shultho, shrugging.  “Perhaps she never discovered it.” 
 “Perhaps it’s broken like all the rest,” grumbles Pennathorne.  “Maybe the other 
side comes out at the bottom of the ocean, or in the belly of a volcano.” 
 Shultho makes no reply. 
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 “Then I guess our course is clear,” says Dr. Honeyman sardonically.  He folds his 
living mantle and straps it to one of the packs, then retrieves his satchel from the floor. 
“Very well, let’s get on with it.” 
 From the Hall of the Last Hour, the three of them head back out to the gallery 
where Ushka still stands guard in stony silence.  At a command from Shultho, he marches 
to a central set of double doors—larger than the rest and bolted, unlike the others, from 
inside the shaft—and begins to unlock them. 
 “Has Cailac come this way yet?” Shultho asks. 
 “He awaits you at the Bastion Gate,” replies Ushka, his tone icy. 
 Shuffling past him without another word, Shultho escorts Pennathorne and Dr. 
Honeyman into a large upward-sloping passageway, roughhewn, unadorned, and dimly 
illuminated by a few sluggish blue jellies.  For a quarter of an hour they ascend in silence, 
coming at last to a spot where the passage abruptly widens into a sort of oblong chamber, 
sealed at one end by an enormous circular door made of blue-black stone.  In front of this 
a small crowd has assembled, two of whom wear green sashes draped across their suits of 
runed black armor, while the rest shuffle idly about in their far more barbaric war-garb. 
 “Salutations, master Shultho.”  One of the guard-captains steps forward and bows 
low before the three of them, his features bearing the soft androgynous cast characteristic 
of the Yubians.  Like Shultho, his hairless head is crowned by a chitinous black growth, 
squat and bulbous and covered in knobby protrusions. “The escort is all assembled.  
Blessed by the hand of Verzahl himself, we stand ready to spill our last drop of blood at 
your command.” 
 The collections master smiles thinly.  “That shouldn’t be necessary, Cailac, at 
least for the present errand.” 
 Bowing again, Cailac turns to regard Pennathorne and the doctor, saying, “It is 
our honor to serve you on this first step of your fateful journey, oh blessed ones; the 
fortunes of the world cannot be an easy load to bear.  Be comforted, though, since you 
travel beneath the shield of the Many-Headed Itself, with the hand of Yub guiding your 
way.” 
 Neither of them responds, still preoccupied as they are with thoughts of betrayal 
and revenge, until Cailac finally moves away and begins gathering his troops.  The other 
guard-captain, a man with nothing more impressive atop his head than a short ruff of 
silvery hair, likewise comes forward to introduce himself and speak a few encouraging 
words, but Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman pay little attention to either his name or his 
platitudes.  Their gloomy reverie is cut short by the sudden tolling of two immense bells 
on either side of the door, rung by a quartet of slaves clothed all in red, which causes the 
green-hued jellies along the ceiling to fade into dimness.  Six times they echo across the 
oblong chamber, until the last shuddering tones die away and everything falls into ghostly 
blue silence. 
 “The time has come for you to leave this place,” says Shultho, fixing his two 
hapless students with an unblinking stare.  “The signs cannot be unread, their meanings 
reinterpreted for our convenience.  A dozen sacrifices were made, blood and entrails 
decoded into augural formulae.  Over and over the sum came out the same; the next 
champions must depart no later than the sixtieth day of the 2,360th year, and in number 
they must total exactly two.” 
 “How serendipitous that we arrived when we did,” mutters Dr. Honeyman. 
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 Taking no notice of the doctor’s jibe, Shultho extends a doughy hand to Cailac 
and his contingent of eight slave fighters.  “It falls to you to escort this blessed pair past 
the Bastion Gate and onwards into Upper Gelm.  Lead them as far as Shining Calru’s 
garden and there make an offering to the sun which remains always hidden from the 
disciples of Yub.” 
 “It will be done, master,” intones Cailac solemnly.  He removes his green sash 
and hands it to Shultho, then lifts an oblong leather pack from the floor and hooks it over 
his shoulder. 
 The silver-haired Yubian gives a command to the bell-ringers, who turn to unbar 
the massive door at the end of the chamber.  The interior side is marked all over with 
golden runes and diagrams of concentric circles, but the exterior has been fashioned into 
the shape of a monstrous scaly face, mouth agape, actual human skulls piled up behind its 
fangs. 
 “Farewell, Emnac.  Farewell, Teshiad.”  Shultho blinks his milky green eyes at 
them, the chitinous artichoke hunkering forward on his head.  “Remember what you have 
learned, and be sure not to stray form the path of devotion.  Remain vigilant against 
devils and their scheming ways, and always take the greatest care when harvesting food 
from the poisoned land.” 
 Pennathorne purses his lips at the collections master.  “I don’t know whether to 
thank you or break all the bones in your face.”  Glancing over at the doctor, he sucks his 
teeth and gives a single short nod.  “Thanks, I suppose, though this latest dirty trick 
leaves a right foul taste in my mouth.” 
 Shultho blinks inscrutably, while behind him Cailac ushers his imbecilic troops 
through the open gate.  Pennathorne follows along after them, leaving Dr. Honeyman 
standing opposite the impassive collections master with a steely-eyed expression on his 
face.  “Of all your lessons, sir Shultho,” the doctor says at last, “I’ve come to most 
appreciate one of the earliest, that nothing is given freely.  ‘A life restored is a life 
enslaved,’ you said, ‘and a blessing is as often a curse in disguise.’  It’s a bitter truth, and 
one that I might have been in danger of forgetting had you not reasserted it so forcefully.”  
He adjusts the satchel and pack across his shoulders and turns to go, adding, “Be sure to 
thank Verzahl for me, too.  He perfectly illustrates that knowledge and morality have 
little bearing upon one another.”  With this, he marches away into the shadows beyond 
the ominous Bastion Gate. 
 
 A great evil has come to Gelm, the greatest indeed since that black council met so 
long ago to plot the end of the Second Phase of this World.  It has come in the guise of an 
Outworlder, a witch bearing the raider’s spear in one hand and the conqueror’s torch in 
the other.  She was first mentioned at the end of the 16th century by the devils of Ghol, 
who called her Eethrameeshesh, meaning ‘White-Faced Sorceress’, and then, a few years 
later, by the Orlac, who claimed to have captured and killed her.  If only they had, then 
the evil which now threatens to consume us would have been extinguished in the womb.  
Indeed, Hesker the Magnificent might have already returned from the land of shadow to 
usher in the Fourth Phase. 
 Instead, with black magic and treachery, with secrets perverted from the Ancient 
Knowledge, the Outworlder witch has managed to steal Hesker’s viridicine battlegear 
from its hiding place.  Somehow she emerged unscathed from the hidden fortress of Seven 
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Stars Falling, clad all in the imperial green, her raider’s spear replaced by Hesker’s 
living lance.  Still she clutched the conqueror’s torch, though, and stormed forth into 
Gelm as the Magnificent One returned.  Do not be fooled, oh Scions of Hesker!  She is 
not the one for whom you wait, not the one come to resurrect the glories of the fallen 
Hyross, not the one whose reign shall be the peace of the Fourth Phase!  Know her for 
the usurper that she is, and resist her to your last breath! 
 Even now, the devils clamor around her, proclaiming her the Tobravirid, rightful 
ruler of Gelm entire.  Having turned their backs on Belhet the Many-Headed, they glorify 
her as an avatar of Aukurmandros the Whore-Thing, since their degeneracy knows no 
limits.  There are rumors that some human settlements have even acceded to her rule, but 
know that she is a False Empress, and that all who support her are forsaken in Belhet’s 
sight, their souls cursed and cast out. 
 For a decade now, the White-Faced Sorceress has wielded her stolen power, 
while Gelm remains broken and corrupted, its people beset.  For yet another decade, the 
Third Phase has dragged on, still with no end in sight.  Indeed, there can be no end as 
long as the sacred battlegear remains in the hands of an imposter.  Her true name has 
been revealed as Ellerine—not Hesker the Magnificent—and it is towards this name, oh 
Scions of Hesker, that you must direct your curses.  She is not the savior of this World; 
she is the destroyer come to call! 

-from Nocto ut Esram Torvo  (Knowledge of the Third Phase, Fourth Part) 
by Yub the Mendler, comp. 1613 

 
 Straight away from the Bastion Gate runs a wide tunnel, its rocky walls glistening 
with nacreous mineral deposits.  Calling the slaves to a momentary halt, Cailac gestures 
Pennathorne and the doctor forward, saying, “Now we travel in darkness and danger.  Be 
vigilant and stay close; it will take two days to reach Shining Calru’s garden and the way 
can be treacherous.”  Behind them, the massive stone door has begun to swing closed, the 
monstrous face slowly blotting out the last rays of pale blue light before plunging them 
into utter blackness.  “Wait a minute longer,” comes Cailac’s disembodied voice.  “Let 
your eyes adjust to the gloom.” 
 “You intend to make this journey in the dark?” asks Dr. Honeyman, tensing 
involuntarily as he anticipates an unseen attack.  Grasping the hilt of the argose glass 
knife on his belt, he finds some comfort, and it occurs to him that Pennathorne still has 
his sword and pistol. 
 “We have torches,” Cailac replies quietly, “but they will merely attract attention 
to us.  Better that we make our way quickly, quietly, and cloaked all in darkness.” 
 “Attention from what?” asks Pennathorne in a low voice. 
 “The path to Upper Gelm is haunted by perils aplenty,” says Cailac, “some of 
which would like nothing more than to feast on our corpses.  A quick word of warning:  
if you hear the faintest sob or whimper from the darkness, hold still as you can and do not 
make a sound.  Your life may depend on it.” 
 “Sobbing?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “High-pitched and keening, like a child,” specifies Cailac.  “Harden your hearts, 
for it’s a voice not made by a human throat.” 
 “Duly noted,” says Pennathorne, reaching up to his weapons belt.  “Here, Melvin, 
it’s time you had your iron and steel back.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman reaches out to take them, realizing as he does so that he’s actually 
able to see, albeit dimly, thanks in large part to a faint luminescence emitted by the 
nacreous deposits on the walls and ceiling.  It’s still an ordeal to reload his pistol, 
however, and at his elbow Pennathorne snarls a curse as he barks his shin against a spur 
of stone. 
 “We make you an offering,” says Cailac, holding out a small wooden box and 
rattling it enticingly.  Dr. Honeyman takes and opens it, finding inside a number of small 
dark pods.  “Namnu seeds,” the guard-captain explains.  “One every few hours will 
enhance your vision so that you may travel swift and sure even in darkness.”  The doctor 
hesitates, until Cailac reaches forward and plucks one of the pods from inside the box.  
“In the name of Lacál, the Head of Radiance,” he says, putting the namnu seed in his 
mouth and crunching it between his teeth. 
 Acquiescing, Dr. Honeyman selects a pod and then hands the box to Pennathorne.  
The taste is nondescript, and for several minutes neither one of them notices any 
difference in their vision.  Everything is at best faintly visible, as though illuminated only 
by weak starlight.  By the time Cailac has finished distributing the namnu seeds among 
the slave fighters, however, the doctor and Pennathorne are able to see with startling 
clarity, as though the full moon had suddenly emerged from behind a bank of clouds. 
 “It must dilate the pupils,” says Dr. Honeyman, rubbing at his eyes, “allowing us 
to take in more of the meager light being exuded by these mineral accretions.” 
 Cailac gives the order and they start forward, four of the slave fighters ranged in 
front of them and four behind.  He sets a brisk pace—very nearly a jog—giving the 
occasional command in a low voice to keep his mindless troops on the proper course.  
They pass occasional side tunnels, yawning black in their enhanced sight, but for the time 
being Cailac maintains a simple straightforward course.  The path rises steadily, 
interrupted here and there by steep piles of rubble where some past geologic upheaval has 
made violent adjustments to the tunnel’s course.  Save for a few pale arachnids, the 
caverns appear all but lifeless, and Pennathorne and the doctor begin to relax in the face 
of Cailac’s warnings. 
 Within an hour, though, they get their first hint of danger.  Entering a large 
chamber with several tunnels heading off into darkness, Cailac guides them towards the 
left, only to bring the party to an abrupt with a single urgent whisper.  At first 
Pennathorne and the doctor hear nothing, but after a moment they detect a faint high-
pitched wail coming from somewhere far ahead of them.  Turning on his heel, Cailac 
leads them quickly down a narrow passageway in the opposite wall.  In tense silence they 
rush through the tunnel, so tight in some spots that they’re forced to turn sideways and 
pass single file.  Coming to a fork in the path, they bear left, then right, then left again.  
After three or four more hours of this breathless, tortuous march, they pause to rest and 
eat another namnu seed. 
 “What about water, sir Cailac?” Dr. Honeyman asks quietly, the tunnel 
brightening around him as the seed takes effect.  “Are we to go thirsty for the next two 
days?” 
 “We’re bound for the Mendler’s Well,” whispers Cailac, “though it will take us 
somewhat longer to get there now.” 
 They spend several more hours hurrying through the labyrinthine caverns of 
Lower Gelm, until finally, slowing nearly to a halt, Cailac says that they’re drawing close 
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to their destination.  Doglegging around a pile of fallen rubble, the tunnel abruptly opens 
into a vast echoing space, the sides and ceiling of which are impossible to make out.  A 
few nacreous stalagmites provide just enough ambient light by which to see, while 
somewhere ahead of them they can hear the sound of lapping water. 
 They proceed cautiously towards the far corner of the vast chamber, where they 
discover a small pond, partly covered by a stone shelf dripping with layers of glowing 
mineral filigree.  Something small and whitish skitters away into the darkness as they 
approach, and Cailac holds up a hand for them to stop.  He waves one of the slave 
fighters towards the water, which the man approaches without the slightest hesitation, 
dropping down on all fours to drink like a dog.  After a moment the Yubian waves the 
others forward as well, though only four of them can fit along the pond’s edge at one 
time.  “Fill your skins,” he whispers to Pennathorne and the doctor, “but do it quickly.  
Danger lurks even here.”  They have to wait their turn while the slaves slake their own 
thirst, and just as they’re kneeling down at the water’s edge, a plaintive cry comes from 
somewhere behind them. 
 “We must go,” hisses Cailac, ushering them across the chamber towards a jagged 
rent in the wall.  Hanging their empty waterskins back over their shoulders, Pennathorne 
and the doctor follow along behind the slave fighters as they squeeze one by one through 
the narrow gap, another cry echoing through the darkness. 
 “What is it?” asks Dr. Honeyman, stumbling over the tunnel’s uneven floor, the 
namnu seeds’ power beginning to fade. 
 Cailac makes no response, the chitinous extrusion merely hunkering down tighter 
to his bald head.  When Dr. Honeyman repeats the question, the Yubian finally replies, 
“They are the spirits of Sebreccer, the Head of Vengeance, which Shining Calru created 
to guard the path to his laboratory against trespassers from Upper Gelm.  They stalk these 
caverns looking for victims to capture and drag back to their lair, for tortures too hideous 
to describe.”  He says no more, merely urges them on faster through the twisting tunnel.  
Eventually they’re forced to pause and quickly consume more namnu seeds, hearing 
behind them another skin-prickling wail, and then another a second later. 
 They rush on, through tight low-ceilinged spaces and vast echoing chambers, 
turning down tunnels both left and right, until it seems certain that their guide is actually 
lost.  Every few minutes they hear another mewling cry from behind them, sometimes 
closer, sometimes farther away, but always relentlessly on their heels.  The slave fighters, 
for their part, remain utterly oblivious, merely maintaining their dogged pace. 
 “We can’t keep this up for much longer,” says Pennathorne, as they pause for a 
gulp of water and another namnu seed, “not without food and a bit of rest.” 
 Cailac doesn’t respond, only gets them up and moving again, driving the slaves 
forward with occasional hissed commands.  Pennathorne and the doctor lose all sense of 
time as they stumble through Gelm’s twisting bowels.  Their revitalized bodies carry 
them tenaciously onwards, even as hunger and exhaustion begin to gnaw at them. 
 Their hurried flight is abruptly interrupted by a section of the tunnel that’s 
collapsed in on itself, choking the passageway with rubble.  With a hushed curse, Cailac 
sends them back the way they’d come, back towards the terrible spirits of Sebreccer.  For 
several anxious minutes they retrace their steps, finally arriving at a side passage leading 
off to the left.  Just then the dreaded wail rises out of the gloom ahead of them, so close it 
sounds like it’s practically in their midst.  Long and sustained, like the keening lament of 
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a young child, it also possesses a tinny buzzing tone, eerily insectoid, leaving no doubt as 
to its inhuman origins.  Drawing his argose glass blade, Cailac motions them back against 
the wall of the passage.  “Not a sound,” he whispers, so softly that it’s almost inaudible. 
 Once more the unnerving cry ululates out of the darkness; a second later a 
creature born from nightmares stalks into the range of their enhanced vision.  The size of 
a year-old arda, it’s something like a wasp and something like a spider, though its posture 
is eerily humanoid, with the first pair of its many legs held up in the manner of a praying 
mantis.  Its head is long and vaguely canine, equipped with two enormous glassy black 
eyes not unlike those of the hunting beetles in Lowest Gelm.  From its lipless jaws 
protrude a fearsome set of interlocking teeth. 
 Swinging its abominable head from side to side, it moves steadily down the 
passageway towards them, giving voice once more to that horrid cry.  Just as it reaches 
the side tunnel it pauses, reaching out with its front legs to probe at the walls and ceiling, 
talons tapping over the stone.  Its fat teardrop-shaped abdomen curls forward beneath it 
like a hornet preparing to sting.  Nearer and nearer it comes to the slave fighter at the end 
of the line, the man seemingly oblivious to the horrible thing closing in on him.  He 
merely stands and stares blankly ahead, his primitive war-picks held loosely at his sides. 
 At last, inevitably, one of the tapping talons clicks against his helmet, and Cailac 
utters a quick hushed command.  In the blink of an eye, the man rouses from his passive 
stupor and aims a pair of furious blows at the monster in front of him, though his face 
remains largely impassive.  Shrieking, the thing clutches its legs about him in a spidery 
hug, stabbing at his armor with the tip of its abdomen. 
 Cailac has already grunted another command at the remaining slave fighters, who 
stampede past the struggling pair into the side tunnel.  “Run!” he snarls at Pennathorne 
and Dr. Honeyman, swishing his blade towards their escape route. 
 “Fight!” barks Pennathorne in response, unholstering his cavalry pistol and firing 
at the furious mass of man and monster on the floor.  Another inhuman shriek and the 
thing unclenches its victim and whirls, spurting ichor from a hole in its back.  Dr. 
Honeyman fires his own pistol a second later, but still it comes at them in a fury, 
gnashing its teeth and slashing the air with its jagged legs.  Fumbling at their belts, both 
men fall back against the wall of the tunnel, while Cailac takes a wild swipe with his 
knife as the monster barrels past.  One of its hind legs parts cleanly near the joint, and the 
thing whirls again, its cries reaching an awful maddened pitch, even as Pennathorne 
raises the blight-ray wand and paints the darkness with its sickly greenish light.  With a 
plaintive mewl, the creature stumbles drunkenly to the ground, limbs spasming.  “Snuff 
it!” Pennathorne cries, swinging the noxious beam towards the ceiling.  Leaping onto the 
monster’s back, Dr. Honeyman drives his argose glass knife down through its 
blasphemous head with every ounce of his reinvigorated strength.  Its skull collapses like 
an eggshell, the tip of his blade biting into the floor beneath. 
 “What have you done?” Cailac asks after a moment of ringing silence.  “By Ish 
and Oátl, what have you done?” 
 “We snuffed what damn well needed to be snuffed,” replies Pennathorne, as he 
carefully recaps the blight-ray wand. 
 Tugging his blade up out of the creature’s head, Dr. Honeyman turns to see how 
the slave fighter has fared.  Breathing heavily, the man has pushed himself to his knees, 
blood coursing down his face where the thing’s talons have cut it to the bone.  “He 
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doesn’t appear to be mortally wounded,” says the doctor, “but we should stop that 
bleeding as soon as we can.” 
 “Stand aside,” orders Cailac, leaning forward to remove the fighter’s helmet.  
Dropping it to the floor, he grasps the man by the hair and tilts his bloody face back, 
peering into it intently.  Then, with one quick lateral motion of his own argose glass 
knife, he severs the man’s head cleanly from his body, deftly moving clear of the arterial 
spray. 
 Pennathorne curses and takes a step forward, while Dr. Honeyman merely blinks 
in surprise as the spurting corpse flops onto the ground.  “The spirits of Sebreccer must 
have their sacrifice!” Cailac snarls, setting the slave fighter’s staring head atop his body.  
“And they’ll certainly come to claim another, now that you’ve managed to slay one of 
their number.”  He slings a few droplets of blood from his blade, telling them, “When 
that happens, you must do as I say and let them have one of the subhumans.  Perhaps 
they’ll be satisfied enough to stop hounding us.” 
 “Why should we let them have anything?” asks Pennathorne, gesturing at the 
monster’s oozing carcass.  “I say we kick shit out of the next one that comes along, and 
the one after that, too.” 
 “You would invite destruction upon us all,” hisses Cailac, “and render future 
journeys between the Bastion Gate and Upper Gelm nearly impossible.  Now, go!” 
 They discover the remaining six slave fighters some five hundred yards down the 
side tunnel, where Cailac’s initial command apparently lost its motivating power.  
Another round of namnu seeds and the guard-captain drives them onwards, warning them 
all to absolute silence.  For a few hours more they pursue this new route, making a half 
dozen turns along the way, until the tunnel abruptly opens onto a vast canyon, its 
opposite side beyond the limit of their vision.  They turn right, following a narrow ledge 
along a sheer rocky wall, barely wide enough for them to pass single file.  From 
somewhere far below them comes the sound of rushing water. 
 Eventually the ledge begins to widen, and they arrive at a natural stone arch 
bridging the canyon, stairs carved into its steep outermost sections.  Cailac finally allows 
the party a few minutes’ respite, and Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman eagerly sit down 
upon the rocky floor.  Almost immediately, though, there comes another keening wail, 
this time emanating from somewhere in front of them, farther down the ledge past the 
great stone bridge.  “This is pissing ridiculous,” Pennathorne growls as the guard-captain 
urges them towards the span.  At first they clamber up the stairs on hands and feet, until 
the incline begins to level out and they’re able to stand.  Another wail echoes weirdly 
across the canyon below them, then another.  Pausing near the top of the bridge, they can 
see, far to the left, three or four indistinct forms scuttling along the ledge towards their 
position. 
 “You have enraged them,” says Cailac, his voice betraying a note of genuine 
anxiety.  He calls to two of the slave fighters and says a few quiet words to them.  
Immediately, both men raise their war-picks and start marching back down the bridge, 
clearly intent on intercepting their pursuers.  Pennathorne shoots the guard-captain a 
black look and makes as if to go after them, but Cailac’s iron grip on his arm stops him 
short.  “Heed our warnings, Emnac, we beg you.  We are near to Shining Calru’s garden; 
a few more hours and you’ll be free in Upper Gelm, while we will still have to make the 
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return journey to the Bastion Gate.  We would ask you again not to make it the worse for 
us.” 
 Pennathorne gnashes his teeth, spits onto the ground, then gestures angrily at 
Cailac to lead on.  As they start down the other side of the bridge, they can hear the sound 
of combat being joined somewhere in the darkness behind them; the scuffle and thwack 
of savage blows, the wordless grunts of the slave fighters, and a refrain of shrieked cries 
so eerily childlike and so thoroughly inhuman as to make their skin crawl with fear.  The 
far side of the canyon turns out to be a mirror image of the one they’ve just left, just 
another wide ledge running along a sheer face of nacreous rock. 
 Turning right, they leave the bridge, and the ghastly clamor across the canyon 
gradually fades.  They pass a handful of tunnel entrances as the ledge wends its way 
beside the abyssal chasm, but Cailac marches steadfastly forward, the faint rush of water 
below them an ever-present torment to their growing thirst.  For the time being, they hear 
no more sounds of pursuit. 
 They finally leave the chasm behind, turning left and starting up a steep winding 
tunnel.   For more immeasurable hours they drag themselves along this grueling route, 
until even the rejuvenated physiques of Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman are worn to 
exhaustion. 
 At long last, after an eternity of hunted flight through Gelm’s tangled guts, they 
catch sight of a glimmer of light ahead of them.  It proves to be the mouth of a cave, 
opening into bright sunshine—the first Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman have seen in two 
and a half months—which is agonizing in their namnu-enhanced sight. 
 “Now we stop, at least for a time,” says Cailac, gesturing towards an alcove on 
their right.  “The spirits of Sebreccer will not venture this far; we may rest in safety until 
the power of the namnu seeds fades from our eyes.”  He posts the four remaining slave 
fighters in the cavern, where three of them immediately flop down onto the floor and fall 
asleep, and the last turns away from the glaring sunlight to keep a bleary-eyed watch.  
“There is water outside, in the garden,” says Cailac, retiring to the alcove with 
Pennathorne and the doctor.  “For now, though, forget your thirst and try to sleep.  The 
hardest part of your journey still lies ahead of you.” 
 They need no further encouragement.  Dropping their packs, both men wrap 
themselves in their living mantles and stretch out on the rocky ground.  A rough bed, to 
be sure, but both of them are soon fast asleep, as soundly as if they were lying on a 
feather mattress in the Brystling Inn. 
 
 When Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman awaken, night has fallen outside and the 
cave is steeped in shadows.  They find themselves refreshed and reenergized, except for 
their nagging thirst and ravenous hunger.  The latter they satisfy with a few slices of dried 
meat from their packs, before assembling out in the cavern with the four slave fighters. 
 “The first leg of your journey is nearly over,” says Cailac.  “Soon you will have to 
make your own way, and we pray to Belhet that your holy mission shall meet with 
success.  Know that your names will be remembered for generations to come.”  Turning, 
he leads them towards the mouth of the cave and the blue-black night beyond. 
 They emerge beneath a beetling cliff, shaggy with vines.  Heady floral perfumes 
drift upon the cool air, and overhead they find a sky smeared with stars, dazzling in its 
beauty.  A bright gibbous moon sits nearly at the apex. 
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 “Behold the garden of Shining Calru,” Cailac intones quietly, his voice tinged 
with reverence.  By the prodigious moonlight they can see that they’re standing at the 
bottom of a deep and narrow valley—more of a canyon, really—the farther side of which 
appears to be little more than half a mile away.  Low bush-like trees spring up from the 
verdure around them, and out of the darkness come the soft croaks and chirrups of unseen 
animal life.  Struck by a sudden thought, Dr. Honeyman finds his compass and tilts it 
towards the light.  The needle trembles, spins wildly for a few seconds, then flips from 
one direction to another.  “There is water nearby,” says Cailac, interrupting the doctor’s 
observations.  He leads them off to the right, only to call them to a halt again before 
they’ve gone barely ten yards.  Up ahead, nearly obscured by the trees, they catch sight of 
the unmistakable flicker of firelight. 
 “Who could it be?” whispers the doctor.  “I thought this place was all but 
unknown to the wider world.” 
 “Pilgrims, perhaps,” murmurs Cailac, “come to make an offering to the disciples 
of Yub.”  Unsheathing his long knife, he motions for them to cautiously proceed.  They 
creep between the low trees, arriving at a clearing mostly occupied by a small pool of 
water.  To one side of the pool burns a good-sized fire, illuminating two cloaked figures 
sitting with bare swords across their laps, who, both unspeaking, start at every rustle off 
in the darkness.  One appears to be a man in grizzled middle age, bristly gray hair 
covering his narrow skull, his features angular and weather-beaten; the other younger, 
somewhere in the fore part of his twenties, with similar hard high-cheeked features and a 
speckling of beard on his chin.  Their weapons are of exotic make, with disk-shaped 
guards and heavy chopping blades, broad across the middle and rounded at the tip.  As 
the older man turns towards them, Cailac catches sight of something that makes him 
grunt in surprise.  Without a word he steps forward, extending his knife towards the 
figures by the fire and crying out, “In the name of Yub the Mendler, enemy of the False 
Empress and scourge of her diabolical minions, make yourselves known!  What brings 
you here to this sacred oasis in the desert of suffering?  Give your allegiances, that we 
might decide whether you live or die!” 
 Leaping up from beside the fire, the two men whirl around and brandish their 
swords as the Yubian guard-captain strides towards them.  Taking in his otherworldly 
appearance at a glance, they both fling themselves down on their faces with loud 
exclamations, the younger man babbling incoherently. 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman hang back for the moment, halting at the edge of 
the shadows to watch events unfold.  Cailac himself marches right up to the two cowering 
wretches, demanding again that they identify themselves or pay with their lives.  The 
older man pushes himself to his knees, the sword abandoned at his side.  “We beg 
forgiveness, oh lord and master,” he says, “for trespassing on this holy ground.”  Despite 
his unfamiliar accent, Pennathorne and the doctor find that they’re able to understand him 
with little difficulty, though they’re forced to move somewhat closer since he speaks in a 
low raspy voice, with his face pointed at the ground.  “We are Hanzor and Tark, both of 
the Order of the Secret Kreeb, who have come here bearing an offering to the disciples of 
Yub.” 
 “Forgiveness, lord!” screeches the other, still lying prostrate upon the turf.  “Do 
not smite us with your magic!” 
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 “Quiet, Tark!” hisses the older man—Hanzor—as he reaches beneath his cloak to 
lift up an argose glass medallion on a thong around his neck.  “See there, master?” he 
asks, still keeping his head lowered.  “The mark of the Secret Kreeb, who fought 
alongside Yub himself in the war against the False Empress.  It names us as friends to his 
disciples, and enemies still to the hated Ellerine Ix Denotic.” 
 Cailac leans forward to examine the medallion.  “From what city have you 
come?” 
 “Sylasp,” replies Hanzor.  “Far to the northeast.” 
 Cailac straightens up and regards the two men before him for a long silent minute.  
“We see truth in your words,” he says at last.  “How deep is your devotion to the cause of 
the holy Mendler?” 
 “As deep as that of our father, the Secret Kreeb, who vowed to never abandon the 
struggle, even unto death.”  Hanzor knocks a fist against Tark’ ribcage, eliciting a 
blubbering avowal of devotion to Yub, the Secret Kreeb, the fallen Hyross, and the 
million Heads of Belhet. 
 Cailac smiles and sheathes his knife.  “Rise, then, and make your offering; we’ve 
received very little knowledge of Upper Gelm lately.” 
 Still kneeling, Hanzor says, “The usurper has started a new war, oh lord and 
master.  Many of those who were still devoted to the cause of the harrowed Mendler have 
already been killed.  Soon there may be none left to make the offerings.”  He pauses, jaw 
clenched beneath his bristly gray beard, seemingly overcome by some haunting memory.  
“Telát has fallen, as has Cordec Rith.  Our own home city of Sylasp has been under 
nearly constant attack for two years now, assailed from the north by the Yolac and from 
the south by the loathsome Pâcosh.” 
 Cailac’s smile crumbles, replaced by a look of grave consternation.  “What of 
Obesta?  What of Barcand?  Is every civilized city in Gelm under attack?” 
 “Barcand fell almost a year ago,” replies Hanzor, “and Obesta is threatened, 
though for now it remains in human hands.  Portheps and Lrrcad still stand strong against 
the False Empress, but most of the smaller villages have already been overrun.” 
 “This is grim news indeed,” Cailac mutters.  “Stand, we beseech you.”  Then, 
motioning towards Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman, he says, “Come and quench your 
thirst, my friends.  We have much to discuss with our comrades here.” 
 Hanzor finally pushes himself to his feet, followed a second later by his cringing 
cohort, who bows over and over again until the older man growls at him to get hold of 
himself.  “Forgiveness, lord,” says Tark.  “Our way has been hard and full of misfortune.  
Three of us, in fact, set out from Sylasp four months ago, but then my sister, Cavenni, got 
the bloody shakes and died halfway through.  We barely had enough wood for her pyre.” 
 Circling around towards the small pool, Dr. Honeyman and Pennathorne squat 
down on its mossy bank to fill their waterskins and drink until their stomachs are 
sloshing.  Cailac calls out to the slave fighters, who shamble forward to arrange 
themselves defensively around the camp, much to the visible appreciation of Hanzor and 
Tark.  “These are Emnac and Teshiad,” says the guard-captain as Pennathorne and Dr. 
Honeyman join them by the fire.  “Like you, they are friends to the disciples of Yub, and 
enemies of the False Empress.” 
 “Unbreakable Fist,” says Pennathorne, then jerks a thumb towards the doctor.  
“Ever Doubtful.” 
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 “It’s good to meet more soldiers in the fight,” says Hanzor, bowing low.  “You 
don’t happen to have a few thousand allies, do you?” 
 “Have no fear,” replies Pennathorne.  “We’re worth a thousand men each.  Fifteen 
hundred if we’ve had a decent meal and a good night’s sleep.” 
 “What of Ellerine?”  asks Cailac.  “Where is the False Empress spending her time 
of late?” 
 Hanzor and Tark exchange glances.  “She conquered Barcand near the beginning 
of last year,” says Hanzor, “and almost immediately began preparing for an attack on 
Obesta.  The Emerald Ship was seen sailing between the southern oases for many weeks 
in a row, presumably plotting the course of her invasion force.  It’s likely she’s already 
on the march.” 
 “The situation is far worse than we could have suspected,” says Cailac. 
 Hanzor gestures to an ironbound chest lying nearby.  “There’s the story, in all its 
bleakness.  Our scribes have done their best to relate the course of this new war since it 
began nearly a decade ago.” 
 “It’s unbelievable,” interjects Dr. Honeyman, shaking his head.  “I never would 
have imagined that there were so many people still living in Gelm.  In the Outer World 
we have the impression that the country is almost entirely unpopulated.” 
 Hanzor fixes Dr. Honeyman with a penetrating look.  “Sylasp is one of the largest 
civilized cities still left.  Not quite seven thousand souls at war with a country full of 
devils.” 
 “Only seven thousand?” asks Pennathorne.  “Sounds pretty sparse to me.” 
 “You are members of the discipleship?” inquires Hanzor.  “From the Outer 
World?” 
 “Honorary members,” replies Pennathorne. 
 “They are the blessed of Belhet,” Cailac says absently, the knobby protrusion on 
his head twisting this way and that.  He frowns thoughtfully at the fire for a minute, then 
fixes Hanzor and Tark with a penetrating look.  “The Many-Headed has chosen for you a 
prominent role in this new war, we think.” 
 Hanzor gives a single short nod, his expression solemn.  “Our lives are for Yub 
and his disciples to use as they may.” 
 “You’ve offered sacrifices during your time here in the garden?” asks Cailac. 
 “Every day for a week,” replies Hanzor. 
 “How have they been received?” 
 Hanzor hesitates, exchanging another look with his fellow.  “It’s hard to say, 
exactly.  They speak of triumph, I think, but at a price.” 
 The guard-captain considers this, then nods.  “At sunrise, we will make our own 
sacrifice and see what it tells us.”  Seeking out the moon sitting high up in the star-
smeared sky, he says, “There are a few hours yet until dawn.  Sleep, if you wish; the 
slave fighters can keep watch.” 
 “You should know, lord,” says Tark, with obvious reluctance, “that there’s a band 
of Rexpagu camped just outside the valley.  They got onto our trail two weeks ago and 
have been following us ever since.” 
 Cailac’s face darkens.  “And you led them here?!” 
 Cringing, Tark drops to his knees.  “There were too many, lord!  They would have 
killed us!  They would have taken the offering!” 
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 “Forgive us, master,” says Hanzor, kneeling next to his groveling companion.  
“We were faced with a black decision.  If the knowledge inside that reliquary ever fell 
into our enemies’ hands—” 
 “The devils do not dare enter the sacred garden, lord!” exclaims Tark, his voice 
muffled by the turf into which it’s pressed.  “They won’t even come close enough to spit 
at us off the cliffs.” 
 “Silence!” snarls Cailac, and for a second the only sounds are the crackle of the 
fire and the trill and chirrup of the nocturnal chorus.  “How many?” he asks at last. 
 “Twenty, at least,” answers Hanzor. 
 “Make your prayers, then,” says Cailac, his soft features hardening into a look of 
cold ruthlessness, “for tonight we make a sacrifice of twenty devils.” 
 
 Praises innumerable to the Masters-Who-Do-Not-Die, and to the mighty and 
immortal Yub still imprisoned within the Murdered City.  Be assured that the struggle 
continues, and that the crimes of the False Empress have not been forgotten.  The holy 
Mendler asked it of us, and the Secret Kreeb did order it so.  Thus shall it always be, even 
unto death. 
 These things have come to pass: 
 It happened that in the 2,348th year of the Third Phase, the usurper, called 
Ellerine, may her name be forever cursed by Belhet Kratonid, began gathering to her a 
great host.  For fully seventeen battle-seasons she had abided in the city of Avor Obex 
without incident, rarely venturing beyond its walls and never for very long.  Nothing 
seemed to stir her from her lair, and so the Scions of Hesker became bolder.  In the north 
outright war erupted with the Orlac devils, devoted subjects of the False Empress, but 
she did not rouse even as they began to suffer heavy losses at the hands of the Sylaspians 
and Vekkadians.  Barcand and Obesta sent knights against the Corax in the south, and so 
too did Cordec Rith and Telát against the Rexpagu.  Thus was joined the most 
widespread attack on the Wicked Nation in nearly a century, one which continued on for 
the better part of eight years before their vile monarch seemed to take any notice. 
  For a time the war against the devils proceeded apace, and talk in the civilized 
cities turned hopeful for the first time in generations.  The augurs, though, began to read 
danger in the sacrifices, its precise form indeterminate.  Scouts were dispersed to every 
corner of Gelm, into territory long given over to evil forces, in a desperate attempt to 
deduce and forestall the threat.  Soon enough it was discovered that a vast villains’ 
pilgrimage had begun, with every able-bodied reaver and raider, devils and humans 
alike, bound for Avor Obex. 
 When the False Empress at last emerged from her lair, it was at the head of some 
two thousand motley troops.  On the last day of the 2,348th year, she swept east out of the 
mountains and fell upon the human village of Duha’s Ease like a hagbird hungry for 
corpse-meat.  She left it a smoking ruin behind her, then veered south into the territory of 
the Uco devils, who had lately refuted her rule and made an uneasy truce with the 
surrounding human settlements.  By the time she’d done bringing the Uco to heel, the 
False Empress’ army had swelled to better than three thousand men, a force which she 
led against Cordec Rith at the outset of the 2,352nd battle-season, marking the real start 
of our current troubles. 

-from An offering of knowledge to the disciples of Yub 
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by scribes of the Order of the Secret Kreeb, comp. 2359 
 
 Looking up from where they kneel on the ground, Hanzor and Tark both appear 
visibly relieved at the Yubian’s words.  “With your help, oh mighty lord and master,” 
says Hanzor, “we will crush them.”  They press their foreheads to the turf once, twice, 
three times, then retrieve their swords and go over to a jumble of packs lying near the 
ironbound chest.  From among these they produce a pair of tongs and a small iron brazier, 
along with two tightly wrapped bundles of cloth, one a rich vermillion and the other a 
deep bluish black, each about as long as a man’s forearm.  These they handle with the 
utmost reverence, arranging them near the fire on either side of the brazier and tongs, 
after which they strip off their cloaks and kneel before their primitive shrine.  Both men 
wear long surcoats of dull coppery scale over heavy leather breeches, as well as tall boots 
sporting pointed metal-capped toes.  Around their necks hang an array of pendants and 
medallions, though only Hanzor wears the one made of argose glass bearing the mark of 
their Order. 
 Taking up the tongs, Tark leans forward and plucks a glowing orange coal from 
the fire, saying, “And there appeared in the sky a baleful red star, summoned by our 
enemies to bring ruin to the world.”  He drops the coal into the brazier, where it lands 
with a burst of sparks.  “So it was that evil seized the land and ground the empire of our 
forefathers between its teeth.”  Setting the tongs aside, he sits back on his haunches and 
falls silent. 
 Now it’s Hanzor’s turn to lean forward, loosening the bundle of vermillion cloth 
and spreading it open to reveal a gilt figurine bristling with arms and heads.  The other 
bundle he leaves undisturbed.  “But the Scions of Hesker do not forget,” he says, sitting 
back to regard the smoldering coal in the brazier.  “For 2,360 years we have striven 
against the darkness, knowing that sooner or later all things must change and give way.”  
He raises his sword and holds it out horizontally in front of him, the heavy leaf-shaped 
blade perfectly counterbalanced by its long flaring hilt.  Reaching out with their left 
hands, both he and Tark rest their palms atop the sword’s keen edge, reciting, roughly in 
unison, “Fecundity into decay, and thence into fecundity again, but all things in their turn 
must collapse and be consumed.  So it is with everything, so it must be with the Third 
Phase and the False Empress.”  Their faces betray nothing as they slide their hands 
towards one another, a thin ribbon of blood coating the edge of the blade.  Setting the 
sword across his lap, Hanzor and his comrade clench their wounded hands into fists, 
squeezing blood between their fingers and into the brazier until the sizzling coal is 
extinguished. 
 “Before the million faces of Belhet Kratonid I make this offering,” says Hanzor, 
repeated a second later by Tark.  “Under the gaze of our father, the Secret Kreeb, who 
laid down his own life in the struggle against the vile usurper, I make this prayer.  
Strengthen my arm, sharpen my sword, harden my heart, and grant me victory over my 
enemies.  If I’m to die, make it a good death, and may my soul unite with the Golden 
Prime at the heart of the universe.”  Their ritual apparently complete, both men rise and 
go to the pool to rinse their bloodied hands. 
 “Have you no prayers to say to your gods?” asks Cailac, regarding Pennathorne 
and Dr. Honeyman expectantly. 
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 Pennathorne grins.  “Give me a thick beard, a lusty wench, plenty of fights, and 
an ocean of pardaquan.” 
 “Your intent is to slaughter them, then?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “These so-called 
devils?” 
 “Their intent is the surely the same for us,” replies Cailac.  “No one may leave 
this place in safety until they’ve been dealt with.” 
 “Could we not sneak around them?” suggests the doctor.  “Surely those two 
fellows—Hanzor and Tark—could guide us out by some secret route.” 
 Cailac shakes his head.  “The devils cannot be allowed to take away the location 
of this holy site.  The knowledge must die with them here, tonight.”  He steps forward, 
meeting the doctor’s steely gray gaze.  “They would slay you, Teshiad, if they could, 
without a flicker of mercy.  You and Emnac both; indeed every one of us who stands now 
in this blessed place.  We know that you are a courageous warrior, even if judged solely 
by your foolish attack on the spirits of Sebreccer.  Will you hesitate now, against a foe as 
deserving of death as any you’ve faced in your time?” 
 Dr. Honeyman purses his lips, his expression darkly ruminative.  “What’s twenty 
more drops in a sea of blood?” he says after a minute.  Laughing humorlessly, he checks 
to make sure his dueling pistol is loaded, then pats the nearly empty ammunition pouch 
hanging from his weapons belt. 
 Satisfied, Cailac rallies his troops with a low call, ordering one to stand guard at 
the campsite.  When the doctor wonders at this, repeating Tark’s assertion that the 
Rexpagu adamantly refuse to enter the valley, Cailac explains, “One at least must be 
spared for the spirits of Sebreccer.”  Without waiting for a retort, he turns to Hanzor and 
Tark where they stand bandaging their injured hands.  “You know where the Rexpagu are 
camped?” 
 “Nearly a mile to the east, at the edge of the ruins,” answers Hanzor.  “They keep 
scouts posted near the path leading down into the valley.” 
 “With this moon up, they’ll see us coming for miles,” says Pennathorne. 
 Cailac snorts contemptuously.  “Let them rouse all twenty of their fellows; it will 
make no difference.  They can be allowed a few minutes to utter their profane entreaties 
to the Whore-Thing and the False Empress before we sweep them from the face of 
existence.” 
 “Diplomacy through arms is no diplomacy at all,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, 
paraphrasing a passage from Zein Erstlinker. 
 Cailac makes a gesture of appeasement.  “Though the devils are doomed to die, 
we vow not to strike the first blow.  We shall let you see what form their sort of 
diplomacy takes.”  He turns to Hanzor and Tark, standing at the ready a few paces away, 
their sheathed swords hanging low at the back of their hips.  “Do you hear?  You are not 
to raise a hand against the Rexpagu until they strike the first blow.  After that, show them 
no mercy.  Lead on, good Kreebians.” 
 With a dutiful bow, Hanzor guides them away from the fire, away from the tunnel 
leading down into Lower Gelm.  For now no one speaks, and they march across the soft 
turf with quick quiet steps, bound for the far end of the narrow valley.  Clusters of pale 
flowers hang from the low trees, their aroma like vanilla and sandalwood, around which 
flutter iridescent silver moths the size of sparrows.  Nearby, something startles and bolts 
across their path, a flash of lean furriness and bulging faceted eyes. 
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 The ground slowly begins to rise, getting rockier beneath their feet, the 
temperature dropping noticeably the higher they climb.  Even without the living 
mantles—left behind with their packs at the campsite—Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman 
find themselves comfortable enough beneath their Yubian clothes and runed armor.  For 
nearly half an hour they traverse the Shining Calru’s incredible garden, until the trees 
finally peter out among the rocks and the turf turns coarse and dry. 
 Calling the party to a halt in the shadows behind a pile of scree, Hanzor gestures 
farther along the path to where a pair of pointed monuments mark its emergence from the 
valley.  “The scouts usually post themselves a couple hundred yards from the sentry 
stones.  Two men at a time, camped on a low rise under a withered old tree.  They’ll 
surely bolt back to the main camp as soon as they see us.” 
 Cailac nods.  “Let them go.  Remember, we do not strike the first blow.  No 
matter what blasphemies they disgorge at us, we respond with nothing more than words.” 
 “At least until they’ve been goaded into attacking us,” Dr. Honeyman says flatly. 
 “Do these devils have slug-throwers of any description?” asks Pennathorne, 
checking the load in his cavalry pistol. 
 “Bows and slings,” replies Tark.  “Up close they fight with clubs and iron axes.” 
 “We should have some distance between us, then,” advises Dr. Honeyman, “in 
case they open fire at the outset.” 
 “We shall send the slave fighters out to surround them,” says Cailac, then turns to 
Tark.  “You go with them, young Kreebian.  Circle around to the opposite side of their 
camp and keep close watch on the proceedings.” 
 Tark bows, touching his forehead deferentially with his fingertips, and the party 
resumes its advance up the slope.  The sentry stones turn out to be twin black obelisks 
slightly taller than a man, between which a faint path leads away onto a rolling moonlit 
plain, covered here and there with mangy patches of scrub.  Hanzor indicates a spot to the 
left, where a craggle of black branches surmounts a low hump of ground.  A second later 
there comes the unmistakable sound of rapid footfalls, and they catch sight of a figure 
sprinting away from the hillock. 
 “The other will surely follow us at a distance,” says Hanzor in a low voice. 
 Cailac seems to take no notice, merely urges them on at a faster pace.  The air is 
cold and dry, the surroundings desolate, nothing at all like the lush comfort of the valley 
garden.  It’s as though they’ve emerged into another world.  After a few minutes they 
catch sight of a fire burning in the distance, some distance to the right of what looks to be 
a complex of ruins, eerie and indistinct in the moonlight.  By the time they’ve closed the 
distance by half, they can see shadowy figures moving back and forth around the blaze, a 
pair of squat circular tents in the background.  Cailac whispers a few words to his troops 
and sends them off to encircle the camp; Tark bows and follows after them.  The four 
remaining men continue forward, counting at least fifteen people gathered around the fire 
now.  Armed and clearly agitated, their voices rise in an urgent unintelligible babble. 
 “In the name of Mother Aukurmandros, be held at bay!”  Stepping forward, one 
of the Rexpagu thrusts both his hands out towards the approaching figures, palms front 
and elbows locked like he’s barring a door.  “By the Mother of Hosts, I command you!”  
His accent is flinty and clipped, noticeably different than that of the Kreebians, but 
deciphered easily enough by Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman.  A wedge-shaped club 
hangs at his hip, its narrowest edge deeply serrated, and across his shoulders drapes a 
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long cloak of blue-black hagbird feathers.  Atop his head, a pointed cap edged in dark fur.  
He tries once more to invoke the power of Mother Aukurmandros before dropping his 
hand and taking a step back.  The four men continue their steady advance, and he cries 
out desperately, “We are subjects of Nascucal, the Bloody-Handed!”  Even this, though, 
fails to stop them. 
 Cailac finally calls them to a halt a hundred feet from the group of Rexpagu, who 
spread out around the fire and raise their weapons defensively.  Some have clubs, others 
short axes with narrow blades.  A few carry long recurved bows, nearly as tall as a man.  
“Who are you to squat like beggars on the doorstep of the gods?” Cailac demands to 
know.  “These ruins are holy ground, which you defile with your presence!  Slink away 
from here, back to your Whore-Mother and the False Empress!” 
 The demeanor of the Rexpagu shifts.  “These gods are dead and gone!” one of 
them calls back, snorting derisively.  “Who are you to come slinking out of that unholy 
pit yonder?  Surely not spirits, since the name of the sacred Mother did not stop you.” 
 Cailac laughs.  “Not spirits, it’s true.  Try again to pierce the veil, you godless 
wretch.” 
 The Rexpagu murmur among themselves.  Lean and high-cheeked, their 
windburned faces are darker and more angular than the Yubians’, forcefully recalling to 
Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman certain of the tribes of Bet’Hurrabet with whom they’ve 
had contact over the years, especially the Cadeeshim and the fierce highland clans of Ul 
Hurra.  “Name yourself, stranger,” another of them demands, “and do it quickly, before 
we send you to meet your dead gods in person.” 
 “We are the true blood of the fallen Hyross,” declares Cailac.  “We are the 
disciples of Yub the Mendler, whom even the False Empress could not kill.  We are your 
enemies, and we demand your withdrawal from this place.” 
 More murmuring between the devils, a few of whom have started edging away 
from the fire.  “Enemies, yes,” says the one who first tried to halt their advance.  “And 
liars, and blasphemers.  Two we followed to the edge of that unwholesome valley, yet 
eight have come out.  What do we take as the meaning of such a thing?”  He lets the 
question hang in the air for a moment, then hisses, “A secret encampment, swarming with 
more of you dung-spawned Scions of Hesker.  Lho’acriost!  The Bloody-Handed will 
give us lands and concubines to rival the pagan lords of old when she hears of this.”  
Encouraged by his words, three of the Rexpagu loose their arrows at Cailac, one of which 
misses his neck by a hair’s breadth, while the other two splinter against his chitinous 
black breastplate. 
 “The choice is made!” the Yubian declares, snatching the long knife from his belt.  
Beside him, Hanzor unsheathes his own heavy-bladed sword and carves a deft arabesque 
through the air, seemingly unfazed by his wounded hand.  Ducking low beneath another 
incoming arrow, the grizzled old warrior snarls an invocation to Belhet Kratonid and 
charges forward, covering the hundred feet that separates him from his foes at a dead run.  
Cailac sprints after him, the knobby growth clutched to his head as though it fears being 
jostled loose.  Pennathorne and the doctor follow close behind, the former wearing an 
expression of ferocious glee on his broad bearded face. 
 Shouting imprecations as the four men gallop towards them, the Rexpagu set 
aside their bows and raise their clubs and axes, apparently intent on enjoying the kill 
close up.  Their curses, however, turn to cries of panic, as the slave fighters suddenly 
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descend on them from out of the darkness, hacking with clumsy savagery at any target 
that presents itself.  A second later Tark emerges from between the tents in a whirl of 
flashing steel, his strokes littering the ground around the fire with severed limbs, 
shattered axe-hafts, a head shorn off at the eyeteeth.  Raising his sword to block a 
crushing overhand blow, the young Kreebian lashes out with his pointed boots and deftly 
cripples his assailant, then pivots, cleaving his heavy blade into another of the attacking 
Rexpagu.  Cailac and Hanzor finally close with their disordered foes, while Pennathorne 
and Dr. Honeyman pause to fire their pistols into the melee, the report of the gunshots 
seeming to unnerve the devils more than anything. 
 Within moments, a dozen of the Rexpagu have been reduced to bleeding 
wreckage, the few survivors routed.  “None must escape!” cries Cailac, chasing a figure 
towards the nearby ruins, while Hanzor and Tark set off after two more who’ve already 
fled past the tents.  For their part, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman stand uncertainly 
amidst the carnage, smoking pistols and bloody swords in their hands.  One of the slave 
fighters mills idly near the decapitated body of his fellow; there’s no sign of the third. 
 “Aye, well,” says Pennathorne, a note of disappointment in his voice.  “Nice to 
have a regular stand-up fight for a change—devils or humans or whatever they are—but 
it turned out a little too easy for my taste.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sucks at his teeth, the smell of blood and gunpowder 
overpowering, nearly intoxicating.  He surveys the slaughter around him, finds that the 
so-called devils appear in every way physically identical to humans, their bodies 
suggesting nothing uniquely evil or fundamentally different from his own.  Shultho had 
told him to feel no remorse when he killed them, and he realizes—inwardly shuddering—
that he doesn’t.  Not because he believes the Yubians, or the Kreebians, and all their talk 
of devils, but because the men lying butchered at his feet are merely a few more grains 
atop a mountain of corpses.  They stir no feelings of pity or remorse inside him; they’re 
meat, merely, and he shudders again at his own callousness.  It’s the same feeling he had 
when he killed the Leethman in the Haggard Meet, that same unsettling lack of emotion.  
“What does it matter?” he says aloud, angrily. 
 Pennathorne gives him a confused squint.  “I’m just saying it wasn’t much of a 
challenge, what with them spooking so easy.  I hardly even broke a sweat.” 
 “Why do you enjoy it so?” asks the doctor.  “All this constant fighting?” 
 Pennathorne scratches at the back of his ear with the pistol barrel.  “Well, I’m 
awfully good at it, for one thing.  Which is lucky, since I was born into a hard world, 
right from the start.  So big I killed my mother on the way out, only to have my old da 
snuffed when I was barely into my doubles.  Then it was off into the high country with 
the dogmen and the Lebriads and the Leethmen, where a fellow generally earned respect 
through brute force.”  He smiles almost wistfully, then shrugs.  “Uhl smiles on a man 
with scars.  It’s basic human nature, bloodthirsty to the core.” 
 “You feel no regret for the lives you’ve helped end here tonight?” 
 Pennathorne regards the corpses at his feet.  “They’d have done the same for me, 
had they any been quicker.  I’ll not lose any sleep over them.”  He shakes his head.  “Uhl 
wants blood and spirits, and people everywhere are eager to provide.  It’s the way of the 
world, Melvin.  Conquer and dominate, that’s the true deep-down craving of our 
primitive hearts.  There are three things you’ll never break a man’s taste for, and one of 
them’s fighting.” 
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 “And what are the other two?  Though I think I can guess.” 
 “Inebriation and copulation,” replies Pennathorne, grinning.  “Personally, I’m a 
great believer in all three.” 
 Dr. Honeyman makes no response, and a moment later Cailac returns, a grim look 
on his face.  “There’s a new urgency to your mission,” he says, crouching down to wipe 
his knife clean on one of the Rexpagu’s feather capes.  “The devil slipped away from me 
among the ruins.  The False Empress may soon come knocking on our very door.” 
 On the other side of the camp appear Hanzor and Tark, dragging between them a 
limp gasping form, whom they cast down roughly by the fireside.  “The other devil lies 
dead,” says Hanzor, “as does one of your soldiers, lord, whose body we discovered 
nearby.” 
 Tark shoves the groaning Rexpagu with his foot.  “I very nearly gutted this one, 
but he’ll likely hang on for a little while longer at least.” 
 Cailac steps in front of their captive, whose hands are clutched around his gory 
midsection.  “Well, you whore-born wretch?  Would you have me end your suffering, or 
shall we draw out your entrails and burn them in the fire while you watch?”  The 
Rexpagu coughs weakly, eyes closed, muttering inarticulately to himself, and Cailac 
crouches down to look him in the face.  “Where is the False Empress?  Where is the one 
you call the Bloody-Handed?  Speak, damn you!”  He grasps the front of the Rexpagu’s 
padded leather jerkin and yanks him forward, eliciting a whimper of agony as the devil’s 
eyes finally open.  “If you had escaped, where would you go?  Where would you go to 
tell the False Empress about this place?”  The Rexpagu offers nothing but a moan in 
response and Cailac shoves him back to the ground, hissing “Then out come your guts!”  
He turns to pry his victim’s clutching fingers away from his belly. 
 There’s a resonant boom as Pennathorne fires his reloaded pistol, and the writhing 
devil slumps back, lifeless.  “Uhl’s yard!” Pennathorne snarls.  “You’re as bad as those 
slithery double-damned Ojos!” 
 Standing, Cailac turns to glare at Pennathorne, the argose glass knife still 
clenched in his fist.  “It is not our place to question the signs, but the minds boggle over 
your weakness, Emnac.  You and Teshiad both.”  He sheathes his blade and looks around 
at the sanguinary campsite.  “Check the tents; perhaps there’s something useful to be 
found.” 
 The Kreebians immediately do as they’re ordered, and a second later Tark calls 
out from the leftmost tent.  Inside they find a low brazier surrounded by pillows and furs, 
amidst which stands a wizened old man, dressed in the manner of the devils outside, but 
with a complexion more akin to Pennathorne’s.  Blinking in stunned surprise, he lowers 
the carven staff he’s holding protectively out in front of him.  “Lho’acriost,” he breathes.  
“Are you from the Outer World?”  His Gelmish is flawless, but his accent is undeniably 
foreign, with the snipped cadence of northwestern Arthestria. 
 Pennathorne nods.  “Me and Melvin both,” he says, gesturing at the doctor.  
“Ferlyng and the Goodacre, respectively.”  He gives their names, then asks, “What about 
you, eh?  Not a native, I gather, despite your costume.” 
 Again the old man blinks, and lowers the staff a little further.  “Scoatrix—” he 
replies in Gelmish, then cuts himself off and shakes his sparsely haired head.  “No, 
it’s…Guldrev,” he says in hesitant Lewlander.  “Oskar Jonarion Victriette-Guldrev.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman cocks an eyebrow.  “Guldrev?  That’s the name of one of the 
Ostrovian royal houses, isn’t it?” 
 Smiling as if at some private joke, the old man gives a little nod.  “Fifty years ago, 
I was Menam Optim of House Victriette, and Prince Consort of House Guldrev.” 
 “How on Irsus did you come to be here?” asks Pennathorne, surveying the ancient 
Ostrovian’s costume, complete with a mantle of black feathers and ornaments of teeth 
and bone.  Hollow ivory tubes protrude through his earlobes, and a tapered golden spur 
bisects his nasal septum.  Beneath his cape he wears a long padded jacket lined in red fur. 
 Resting his staff on the ground, Prince Guldrev—Scoatrix—looks askance at 
Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman.  “I could ask you the same thing.”  His gaze shifts to the 
two Kreebians—a shadow of contempt passing across his face—and thence to Cailac, 
whose appearance seems to unsettle him even more than the sudden arrival of two fellow 
Outworlders. 
 “Know that we can understand your every word,” the Yubian tells him in heavily 
accented Lewlander.  “Know that we mark you as devilkin, and friend to the hated 
Ellerine.  What brought you here among these profane creatures?” 
 Prince Guldrev doesn’t immediately answer, merely leans on his ornate staff and 
chews the inside of his lip.  “You’ve killed them all, then?  All of my—all the Rexpagu?” 
 Cailac nods.  “Their lives have been claimed by the Head of War, their blood 
offered up to Belhet in sacrifice.  Tell your story, devilkin, lest you join them.” 
 Prince Guldrev shrinks back from the guard-captain.  “You’re one of the Yubian 
necromancers, aren’t you?” he says quietly, switching back to Gelmish.  “Lho’acriost!  
Ovain was right!”  Cailac takes a step forward, his soft face coldly threatening, and the 
Prince cowers and clutches the staff to his chest.  “I will tell you!” he cries, eyes clenched 
as though against an imminent blow.  When none comes, he sighs and lowers himself 
stiffly onto a pile of furs.  “I left Arthestria in 2307, bent on claiming the Fifth Kingdom 
for the Sacradex Armrophere and perhaps win a bit of glory for myself in the process.” 
 “So you came here out of religious zeal?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 The Prince makes a small dismissive gesture, gazing absently into the smoldering 
brazier.  “Very little, actually.  Mostly I was bored and restless and absolutely in dread of 
the fate that awaited me when the Guldrev Matriarch died and the title passed on to my 
wife.  I was never much interested in a life of idleness and empty ceremony.  So I 
organized an expedition to Ingtar, made my excuses to the Princess, left the future of the 
Victriette House in the hands of my younger brother, and fled to the other side of the 
Oarbad Ocean to seek my destiny.” 
 “And you’ve managed to survive fifty years in this forsaken place?” asks 
Pennathorne. 
 “It wasn’t easy at first,” replies Prince Guldrev.  “Thirty-four of us set out from 
Bayside Wells, but we lost seven in the crossing, and then another three when we 
smashed into a reef off the eastern coast of Ingtar.  Ten more died from drinking bad 
water soon after we landed.” 
 Pennathorne makes a quick tally on his fingers.  “Leaving you with fourteen.” 
 The Prince gives him a peculiar look, as though perhaps he’s misjudged and 
Pennathorne is in fact a hallucination.  “Yes, that’s right.  Fourteen pilgrims, my younger 
sister among them.”  He rubs a gnarled hand against the white stubble covering his 
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cheeks.  “Over the next year they were all killed, though Bria and three others were 
kidnapped by the Pâcosh early on.  I suppose they might still be alive, somewhere.” 
 “And you yourself were kidnapped by the Rexpagu?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “I was nearly dead when they found me,” says Prince Guldrev.  “They would’ve 
just killed me outright, but for my exotic appearance.  So they nursed be back to health 
and made me a nahlcush, a personal servant to the chieftain.” 
 “A slave,” says Pennathorne. 
 “A slave of special standing,” clarifies the Prince.  “They put a bronze ring in my 
nose and heavy lead bands around my ankles, then branded me with the chieftain’s glyph 
and gave me a new name.  This was all before I knew anything of their language or their 
customs, mind you.  I bore it stoutly, like a noble Ostrovian, but it was a horrifying 
experience, I’m not ashamed to admit.” 
 “You look to have climbed fairly high,” observes Pennathorne, tapping the tip of 
his own crooked nose, “at least judging by the improvement in your gaud and the lack of 
shackles around your pegs.” 
 Again the Prince smiles to himself.  “It’s true that I’ve climbed a bit higher since 
those humble beginnings.  While it might not be the equivalent of a Prince Consort, here I 
gained my position from the bottom up, on my own mettle and merit.” 
 “And sold your soul to your demonic masters in the process,” sneers Cailac. 
 “The Rexpagu are far more honorable than many so-called noblemen I knew back 
in the Outer World,” retorts Prince Guldrev.  “I made what choices I had to in order to 
survive.” 
 “So what choice will you make now, devilkin?” Cailac inquires pointedly. 
 The Prince laughs nervously, trying to maintain his composure in the face of the 
obvious terror he has of the Yubian.  “What choices are available to me?” 
 “Tell us where the False Empress is,” demands Cailac. 
 The Prince shakes his head.  “I could not say for certain.  Somewhere between 
Barcand and Obesta is what I hear whispered on the wind.” 
 “She’s already on the march?” asks Hanzor, obviously dismayed. 
 The Prince nods.  “She left Barcand three months ago.” 
 “What were you and the rest of this devil filth doing here?” asks Cailac. 
 Wiping a sheen of sweat from his lip, Prince Guldrev doesn’t immediately 
respond.  “Pursuing trespassers upon the territory of the Rexpagu,” he says at last. 
 “Territory stolen from the humans of Cordec Rith,” Tark spits furiously. 
 “The inevitable spoils of war,” says the Prince, his tone apologetic.  “A war 
which, I assure you, I’ve tried my best to avoid.  I am merely a pawn in a much larger 
game, following the orders I’ve been given.  My position among the Rexpagu is 
precarious, no matter how high I might climb; I seek only to keep my head down and lead 
as quiet a life as I can under the circumstances.” 
 “Many a sniveling wretch has said the same,” observes Cailac.  “What was your 
plan, once you’d brought these two to ground in the nearby valley?” 
 The Prince shakes his head, gesturing helplessly.  “No one dared pursue them 
inside, so strong was our distrust of that place.  Most of the men were convinced it was 
haunted.  My lord, Orgo Wathámoros, could hardly convince them to camp within sight 
of it, much less recruit anyone to stand lookout on its very doorstep.” 
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 “How long would you have waited?” asks Hanzor.  “We’ve been here for eight 
days.  Why not just abandon the place if it was so horrifying?” 
 Again the Prince hesitates.  “The Orgo desperately wanted to take a captive.  A 
prize to show our chief at Yesh Horma.  His ambition managed to get the better of his 
fear, to put it simply.” 
 “What is your position among these creatures?” asks Cailac.  “Not a chief, not a 
slave, clearly no warrior…” 
 “A scribe,” says Prince Guldrev.  “The Rexpagu are not a highly literate people, 
but their chieftains pride themselves on possessing a certain sophistication.  I’ve taught 
Ostrovian and Weiklanter to five Rexpagu zolamen, for all the good it will do them, and 
helped revive the written form of their own language, which had fallen into disuse.  Six 
months ago His Highness, Zolam Yooróa One-Eye, sent me out with Wathámoros to 
make a thorough survey of the new territory he’d acquired after the fall of Cordec Rith.” 
 “Which brings us here,” murmurs Cailac.  “We know that at least one of your 
cohorts has escaped, devilkin.  Tell us where he’s likeliest to go.” 
 “Northeast,” says the Prince.  “Towards Cordec Rith.  The nearest Rexpagu 
outpost is more than a hundred miles from here.” 
 Cailac frowns thoughtfully.  “Alone and unsupplied, Gelm may yet consume 
him.” 
 “Very possible,” says the Prince, “though even if he does make it back to our 
people, the story he’ll have to tell will only serve to keep them well away from this 
place.” 
 The Yubian taps a finger against the pommel of his long knife.  “So what do we 
do with you now?” 
 The Prince swallows nervously.  “I regret to say that I have little to offer.  Take 
whatever you like from the camp, though there’s not much of value, I’m afraid.” 
 “We believe you,” says Cailac.  “Which leaves the question unanswered.” 
 Prince Guldrev squirms backwards on the furs, raising the staff up in front of him 
again.  “How can I possibly buy my life with what I don’t have?” 
 “You’re certain you have no specific information on the False Empress’ 
whereabouts?” asks Cailac.  “Surely a highly placed scribe in service to the Rexpagu 
chieftain might be in a position to know such things.” 
 “She left Barcand three months ago,” the Prince says again, “at the head of four 
thousand warriors.  They’re following the old road west towards Obesta, but moving very 
slowly from what little I’ve heard.  That’s all I know, truly.” 
 Cailac nods, a contemplative look on his smooth face.  “You will live to see at 
least one more morning, devilkin.  At dawn’s first light we shall make our sacrifice to 
Belhet and see where the signs point us.  So sleep now, if you can, or ponder your sins 
until the sun reappears.” 
 
 It had been over a century since any major human settlement suffered destruction 
by the False Empress, so the fall of Cordec Rith came as a dire blow to the Scions of 
Hesker.  The gains made against the Wicked Nation over the past two decades were 
abandoned as every human in Gelm rushed back to defend their home cities. 
 After putting half the populace of Cordec Rith to the sword and the other half in 
chains, Ellerine Ix Denotic turned northwest towards Telát, arriving at its gates is the 
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middle of the 2,353rd battle-season.  Despite having requested help from Falthoremba, 
the Telátians found themselves facing their foes alone and unaided, and so were defeated 
after much bloody struggle in the 2,354th year.  The False Empress passed the winter in 
the captured city, during which time she enslaved a third of the inhabitants to rebuild its 
ravaged defenses, impressed another third into her steadily growing army, and sacrificed 
the remainder to her dark gods. 
 While the Infinitely Damned gloated over her spoils in Telát, it happened that the 
Falthorembans, not content with mere cowardice, sent emissaries to prostrate themselves 
at her feet.  They pledged obeisance to her rule, and immediately surrendered a portion 
of their own army to her control, nearly five hundred battle-hardened knights, now sworn 
to darkness. 
 During this time, the cities of the north were faring little better against the Wicked 
Nation, which had been greatly reinvigorated by the fall of Cordec Rith.  In the 2,357th 
year, a combined force of Orlac and Yolac overran Vekkad, though many of its 
inhabitants managed to flee to Portheps and Sylasp, both of whom bolted their gates 
against the coming darkness and prayed to Belhet Kratonid for salvation. 

-from An offering of knowledge to the disciples of Yub 
by scribes of the Order of the Secret Kreeb, comp. 2359 

 
 Dawn arrives quickly, the desolate landscape little improved by the light of day.  
In every direction the rolling boulder-strewn landscape runs monotonously away towards 
the horizon, save to the east where the brooding ruins rear up and throw huge black 
shadows on the ground.  Built of greenish marble, in their heyday they must have been 
awesome structures indeed, forming ziggurats and domes and vast patios lined with 
columns, now all toppled and eroded by the relentless onslaught of the ages.  By contrast, 
near the edge of the complex stands an obelisk made of shiny black stone, as 
unblemished as though it had been raised yesterday. 
 With morning’s first light appear the hagbirds, circling high up in the brightening 
sky, and Cailac orders the surviving slave fighter to drag all but one of the corpses a good 
distance from the camp.  The remaining body, a Rexpagu warrior killed by a pistol ball in 
the heart, he arranges before the smoldering remnants of the fire.  Using his argose glass 
knife, he carves a large section of fabric from one of the tents, which he then spreads out 
beside the corpse.  “Stoke the fire,” he tells no one in particular, and Tark obediently sets 
about collecting whatever kindling he can find, mostly pillows and furs from inside the 
tents. 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman seat themselves on the ground just outside the 
tents and make a spare breakfast from the camp’s provisions; dense flattened loaves of 
coarse meal, palatable enough when softened in water—of which the Rexpagu had 
little—or yellowish garsalang oil—of which the Rexpagu had great stores.  Prince 
Guldrev, hunched nearby on a pillow saved from Tark’s supply of kindling, explains to 
them that garsalang oil is rendered from a tuber of the same name, whose fibrous shoots 
can also be fashioned into rope and fabric.  The Rexpagu—indeed all the inhabitants of 
Gelm—have the most profound reverence for so useful a plant, which even serves as the 
focus of a widespread fertility cult.  Pennathorne and the doctor know all this, of course, 
having already learned it from Shultho, but they let the old Ostrovian prattle on while 
they pretend to listen.  He pauses to adjust his position on the pillow, trying to situate 
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himself squarely inside a beam of sunlight streaming between the ruins, then says, 
“Forgive me, I beg you.  I find it comforting, for some reason, to find myself once again 
in the company of fellow Outworlders.  Especially today.”  He casts a furtive glance 
towards Cailac, who’s adopted a meditative pose before his macabre shrine.  “I suspect 
your master means to sacrifice me to his evil gods.  If it comes to that, I beseech you to 
put a quick end to me yourselves.  Don’t let him torture me to death, or afterwards use 
my body in any black magic rituals.  Please, I beg you!  I see that you wear the garb of 
the Yubian necromancers, but if there remains any honorable part of you—some small 
sympathetic part still capable of being moved by pity—promise me that you’ll show 
mercy when the time comes.” 
 “He’s not our master,” Dr. Honeyman says pointedly, “and we’re certainly not 
Yubian necromancers.  Circumstances breed strange siblings, sir Guldrev, as you of all 
people should know.” 
 “You’ll come to no harm while I’m around,” Pennathorne assures him, “not until 
you give me a reason otherwise.” 
 The Prince lapses into silence, seemingly uncertain as to whether he ought to be 
comforted or not.  Leaving him with his thoughts, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman rise 
from their breakfast spot and wander some distance away, while Cailac continues his 
unmoving vigil before the body of the slain Rexpagu warrior.  The Kreebians, too, have 
knelt down in front of the revived fire, though Hanzor keeps a close watch on the three 
Outworlders across from him.  The surviving slave fighter has been sent out to patrol the 
perimeter, and at any particular moment can be seen trudging in a circle around the camp, 
regular as the hands of a clock. 
 “So I’ve been thinking,” remarks Pennathorne, as he and the doctor stop just 
inside the slave fighter’s trajectory, out of earshot of the others.  “Do you believe 
Shultho’s threats were genuine?” 
 “The parasite?” 
 Pennathorne grunts in affirmation.  “I started mulling on it during that jaunt 
through the caverns.  What if it was a just hollow threat?  You know, something to get us 
moving?  Honestly, I’ve hardly felt better in my life, not since I was a youngling.” 
 Dr. Honeyman scratches at his dense black beard and shrugs.  “Are you willing to 
stake your life on the possibility?” 
 Pennathorne grumbles for a second, then spits on the ground.  “It chafes me,” he 
growls, “as bad as that iron collar I was forced to wear in the Pentocal.  Goaded along 
like some dumb beast.” 
  “What else would you have us do?  Pursue our original mission for LiBale and 
the Empress?  You can’t possibly believe we’ll ever see the Outer World again.” 
 “Why not?  Look at where we are; think of how we got here.  I have every reason 
to believe that in good time I’ll be drunk on old Agrend’s appreciation and waist-deep in 
Weiklanter whores.  I can hardly wait.” 
 Dr. Honeyman opens his mouth to retort, then claps it shut and shakes his head.  
“In that case, I’d recommend we finish our errand for the Yubians first.  Once we’ve slain 
Ellerine and cured ourselves of the parasite, then we can see about investigating the other 
two sites on LiBale’s map.”  He makes little effort to hide the sarcasm in his voice. 
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 Unfazed by the doctor’s tone, Pennathorne nods resolutely.  “Very well.  We’re 
southward-bound, then, by the sound of things.  Shouldn’t be too hard to find her, if what 
Guldrev says is true.” 
 “It might be easiest to wait for her at Obesta,” observes Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Just point me towards it,” says Pennathorne. 
 Looking back towards the camp, they see that Cailac has finally roused himself 
from his meditations.  Holding his knife across his palms, he intones a few inaudible 
phrases over the blade, then raises it up, presenting it in turn to the fire in front of him 
and then to the sun, now risen clear of the nearby ruins.  Again he speaks, chant-like, an 
invocation to Belhet, to Yub, to Hesker and the fallen Hyross.  He calls on the Head of 
Vision, of Resolution, of Mysteries.  “Let me be guided by the spirits of the priest-
scientists of old, who could read in all things the code of the universe.”  Leaning forward 
over the section of tent fabric, he grasps a handful of the dead man’s hair and severs his 
head just below the jawline, the argose glass blade passing cleanly through flesh and 
bone alike.  Sitting back with the head held out in front of him, Cailac chants another 
brief prayer as blood streams onto the piece of tent fabric, before gently lobbing the 
gruesome staring thing into the fire.  “Now…show me!” he hisses, hunching forward to 
examine the spreading gore. 
 For nearly half an hour Cailac remains at his auguries, muttering to himself and 
staring fixedly at the stained fabric.  On top of his head, the knobby growth shifts and 
shudders.  No one else makes a sound; indeed, the only noise is the occasional gusting of 
the wind and the screeching of the hagbirds, who’ve descended in a rambunctious 
flapping mob on the corpses near the camp.  Superficially like vultures, only much bigger 
and armed with a long talon on the wrist of each wing, hagbirds will readily dine on 
living prey, but for now seem content to gorge on the abundance of carrion.  Deciding not 
to tempt them, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman move back towards the fire, where the 
Yubian appears to be rousing himself from his observations. 
 “The signs are muddled,” Cailac mutters as they approach.  “Deception is writ 
large—you can see the Traitor’s Rune clearly formed in at least three places—but there 
are certain forms suggesting of mercy, even trust.”  Seemingly irritated, he gives the 
bloody cloth one final perusal, then folds it up and tosses it atop the blackened lump of 
the Rexpagu’s burning head.  “We shall return to Shining Calru’s garden, and there 
decide what course to take.”  He rises to his feet and sheathes his knife.  “You as well, 
devilkin; you’re destined to live a little longer, it would seem.” 
 They set about gathering what supplies they can from the Rexpagu’s camp, 
mostly water and food, as well as several bags of salt and a single small sack of 
stimulative fetfet spice, both highly prized by human and devil alike.  They also 
appropriate a number of furs and four hagbird feather cloaks.  Inside the tent where 
they’d discovered Prince Guldrev, they find a small chest filled with gold coins and 
precious stones, along with a collection of fine clothes—“By devil standards,” remarks 
Hanzor sarcastically—strewn across the floor.  The Prince attributes the former to a 
generous dispensation by Zolam Yooróa for expenses incurred in the course of their 
expedition, and the latter to Orgo Wathámoros’ own vanity.  “My lord was loathe to part 
with any of it,” the Prince sighs.  “He was an effective orgo in many ways, but insatiably 
greedy and as preoccupied as a woman with his looks.  The sacred Mother will likely 
rebirth his spirit as a worm or a dung beetle.” 
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 They load their commandeered supplies onto the Rexpagu’s docile ramalekra, 
who’d apparently gotten loose sometime during the night, only to wander back towards 
the tents once the sun was up.  “Epshi,” Prince Guldrev calls her, a lumbering red-furred 
beast, humped like a Punjiran camel, but bigger even than an urbull, with massive horns 
that curve back towards each other until their tips cross.  Up onto Epshi’s back go the 
food and the water and the chest of riches, followed, unhappily, by Prince Guldrev 
himself.  Before they depart, Cailac has them tear down the tents and stomp out the fire, 
so that from a distance the campsite is all but undetectable. 
 Back down in the valley, they find the other slave fighter squatting by the ashes of 
the Kreebians’ fire, his eyes half-closed in an expression of mindless animal boredom.  
Cailac waves him away, then turns to face the five men across from him.  “An oddly 
matched group, to be sure,” he mutters, “but the signs were clear enough, and there’s no 
time to recast them.”  He shakes his head, the knobby growth hunkering against his scalp.  
“Gather your gear and make your prayers of farewell; each of you has a part to play in the 
coming drama.  The False Empress must be found, and quickly, before she lays waste to 
another human city.” 
 Prince Guldrev peers at the Yubian fearfully.  “What’s to become of me?” 
 “You will help guide these good and holy men to their destiny,” replies Cailac.  
“You will protect them among the devils, whose ways you know so well.  Go 
southwards, towards the ancient road.  Find the False Empress before she reaches Obesta 
and you may yet win back your soul from the jaws of damnation.”  Gesturing at Hanzor 
and Tark, he says, “You, faithful Kreebians, must guard these two Outworlders with your 
lives.  Believe us when we tell you that the very future of humankind lies in their hands.”  
Bowing reverently, both give their solemn vow, and Cailac nods in approval.  “Then 
make ready with all haste; the signs showed that you must be on your way before the sun 
reaches its zenith.” 
 It takes but a few short minutes for the Kreebians’ spare campsite to be broken 
down and redistributed to Epshi’s broad humped back, the imperturbable beast seeming 
to take no notice at all of the increasing load.  Shouldering their own packs, Dr. 
Honeyman and Pennathorne cast a final look around the Sorcerer’s Garden, so 
incongruously lush and fragrant nestled in the midst of such desolation.  The pale vanilla-
scented blossoms which the night before had hung in such profusion from the trees are 
now closed, while the ground has transformed into a carpet of gold- and sapphire- 
colored flowers, their combined aroma something like cinnamon.  Between the flowers 
dart small scintillant creatures with gossamer wings and long ribbon-shaped tails, 
flashing like rainbow-hued gems in the sunlight.  Try as he might, the doctor can never 
get close enough to satisfy himself as to the nature of these strange animals, who flit 
away at the slightest provocation. 
 Before they depart, Hanzor and Tark prostrate themselves once more before the 
Yubian, reaffirming their devotion to Yub and Belhet and vowing not to fail in the task 
they’ve been given.  “Rise up and make your prayers, good Kreebians,” says Cailac, 
spreading his arms in a beneficent gesture.  They make a final bow before retiring to the 
edge of the pond, where they proceed to ritually wash their hands and faces and chant 
inaudible words.  Cailac summons the two surviving slave fighters, then motions at 
Pennathorne and the doctor.  “Emnac, Teshiad, come here that we might say our 
farewells.” 
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 “Best step lively on your way back,” advises Pennathorne, as he and the doctor  
approach.  “You’ve got significantly less bait with you this time around.” 
 Ignoring the jibe, Cailac motions for them to come closer.  “Remember your 
mission, my friends.  Remember what’s at stake.  Walk in the protection of Belhet, and 
may the spirit of Hesker himself guide you.”  He drops his voice lower.  “Keep a close 
eye on that other Outworlder; a man who’s lived so long among devils is not to be 
trusted.”  Without waiting for a response, he turns and strides away, back towards the 
tunnel and Lower Gelm beyond.  His dutiful troops trot after him, carrying between them 
the chest holding the Kreebians’ offering, and the three of them soon disappear among 
the low trees. 
 “Good riddance,” mutters Pennathorne.  “For all their power, the Yubians have 
turned out to be as brutal and dishonorable a bunch as I’ve ever come across.  At least as 
bad as the Chauhn and those slithery Ojos.” 
 “They’re far worse,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “To have so much knowledge, and yet 
still be possessed of such superstition, such boundless cruelty…”  He shakes his head, 
frowning.  “Think of what they might accomplish with their fabulous sciences.  Think of 
the sickness they could cure, the suffering they could alleviate.  Old age, hunger, 
thirst…all of it could be eradicated with their technology.  But they’re content to squat in 
a hole in the middle of this ravaged countryside, overlords of their pathetic little 
kingdom, waiting for a dead emperor to reappear and save the world.”  His tone grows 
steadily more irritated as he considers the crimes of the Yubians, until he finally takes a 
deep breath and waves his hand angrily.  “Let’s go.  I’m done with this place.” 
 They rejoin the Kreebians and Prince Guldrev, and for a minute the five men all 
regard each other with various measures of suspicion and skepticism.  Finally, Hanzor 
coughs gruffly and says, “Time to be on our way.”  He takes hold of Epshi’s lead—a 
leather cord attached to a thick copper ring in her nose—and turns her back towards the 
mouth of the valley.  They proceed at a measured pace, the tiny scintillant creatures 
flitting back and forth across their path, which behind them is littered with leaves and 
flowers knocked from the trees by Epshi’s sweeping horns.  It’s not until they’ve started 
up the slope towards the sentry stones that Hanzor speaks again, asking, “What do you 
know about the lands to the south, devilkin?  With Barcand overtaken and your mistress 
at large, I’d imagine the country is thick with your demonic ilk.” 
 “Envoys and war parties are pouring in from all over Gelm,” says Prince Guldrev.  
“Everyone’s scrambling to claim a portion of the conquered territory.” 
 “Will these hagbird cloaks give us away?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “They’re common enough among the Aukurmandrine Nations,” says the Prince.  
“It’s our pale skins that will draw attention.” 
 Pennathorne passes a cloak each to Dr. Honeyman and the Kreebians.  “We’ll 
wrap scarves around our faces, and keep the hoods up.  What more can we do?” 
 “You must be sure to profess devotion to Nascucal and Mother Aukurmandros 
alike,” the Prince advises.  “A word to the contrary will only serve to rouse the deepest 
suspicion.” 
 “May the Kratonid forgive us,” mutters Tark, looking distastefully at the mass of 
ragged blue-black feathers in his hand. 
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 “I suppose we should let you do the talking,” growls Hanzor, shooting the Prince 
a black look, “but be careful what you say.  In the event we’re given away, you’ll be the 
first to die.” 
 Conversation lapses again, and they emerge from the valley onto the rolling plain 
above just as the sun is reaching its zenith in the cloudless sky.  Turning away from the 
lonely ruins and the Rexpagu’s razed campsite, they point themselves southwards—a fact 
which the doctor’s compass doesn’t properly register until they’re several miles from 
Shining Calru’s garden—and begin to march. 
 It’s a uniquely unattractive country, rocky and monochromatic, everything 
brownish and scrubby and dry.  They spot the occasional animal—lizards and snakes 
mostly—but otherwise there’s practically nothing to break the visual tedium.  At one 
point, in the distance, they see a great flock of hagbirds roosting in a stand of low trees, 
and Hanzor urges the party on at a jog until they’ve gotten past them. 
 For the better part of six hours they trudge across the barren landscape, stopping 
for nothing, covering the better part of twenty miles by Dr. Honeyman’s estimation.  No 
one speaks much during that first day, save for Pennathorne, who hums cheerfully along, 
with occasional lapses into full-throated song, for almost the entire time.  “I can’t tell you 
how pure pissing pleased I am to be back aboveground,” he says, inhaling the cool dry air 
with gusto.  “Now, if only one of you fellows was a buxom wench with no morals and tits 
full of pardie.” 
 “I’d stab you full of holes,” retorts Tark, who’s fallen into an ever sulkier mood 
with each passing mile. 
 Pennathorne widens his eyes in mock surprise, then guffaws and moves to clap 
the young Kreebian on the shoulder.  “Just the kind of fire I like in a wench!” 
 Tark deftly sidesteps the maneuver, then makes a stiff gesture of apology.  
“Forgiveness, lord.  I was expecting to be on my way back home by now, not tromping 
through the wastes in search of the enemy of all mankind.” 
 “There’s no eagerness in you to try and get a little revenge?” asks Pennathorne.  
“What if we win?  You’d be one of the greatest heroes in all of Gelm—in all the world, 
even.  Where’s your bloodlust, boy?  Is there nothing but water in your veins?” 
 Scowling, Tark draws himself up and looks Pennathorne steadily in the eye.  “I’m 
not lacking in courage, I promise you that.  Devils by the score have fallen beneath my 
blade; I alone escaped the massacre at Trâob, where fifty-six Sylaspian knights were 
butchered by the Yolac.  If the False Empress stood here now I’d spit in her face, then 
give my last breath trying to separate her from Hesker’s stolen armor.” 
 “Aye, well, that’s perfect, then,” says Pennathorne, breaking into a grin.  “That’s 
our plan, too.” 
 The sun is sitting low and orange on the horizon by the time the time Hanzor calls 
a halt.  They set up camp in a hollow between two small hills, one of them crowned by a 
dead tree that provides wood enough for a roaring fire.  The temperature drops 
precipitously with the last fading rays of daylight, and the five of them gather around the 
blaze and hunker beneath their feather cloaks, which are fortunately equipped with heavy 
fur linings.  For now, neither Pennathorne nor the doctor bothers with the living mantles 
still strapped to their packs, ignoring them as a reminder of the Yubians’ betrayal. 
 “I guess the four of us ought to divide the watch,” says Pennathorne, gnawing at a 
chunk of the Rexpagu’s coarse bread.  “No need keeping the geezer awake.” 
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 The Kreebians exchange glances.  “Tark and I can take the watches,” says 
Hanzor.  “You two should save your strength for now.” 
 Pennathorne squints in confoundment.  “Where’s the sense in that?  Between the 
four of us, we could all get a good night’s sleep.” 
 “We’ve kept the same rhythm of half-night watches for two months now,” replies 
Hanzor.  “No point in upsetting it now.” 
 “You don’t trust us,” says Dr. Honeyman. 
 Hanzor looks over at him, his expression carefully neutral.  “The Masters-Who-
Do-Not-Die have made us vow to help you, and help you we shall, but the fact remains 
that the Outer World has never sent us anything but cutthroats and thieves.” 
 “Your Order is privy to the secret history of Gelm, such as it is, yes?” asks Dr. 
Honeyman.  “They’ve spent hundreds of years as the Yubians’ studious record keepers?” 
 “We know many things which others do not,” replies Hanzor. 
 “Then surely you know of the other assassins who were sent out against Ellerine,” 
says the doctor, “several of whom were Outworlders themselves.” 
 “And all of whom failed,” mutters Tark. 
 “Clap it shut, you damned pessimist,” growls Pennathorne.  “I plan on feeding the 
False Empress her own guts, then getting back to the Outer World as quick as I can.  This 
little jaunt will make a fine addition to my memoirs.” 
 Prince Guldrev laughs out loud at this, then makes an apologetic gesture.  
“Forgive me, forgive me.  It’s rare that I come across such boundless arrogance.  I wish 
you luck, my friend; you’ll need that and more to overcome the Bloody-Handed.” 
 “We’ve got that and more,” says Pennathorne, grinning. 
 The Prince nods politely, a bemused smirk on his face.  “She’s reigned for seven 
hundred years, and all who’ve stood against her have been crushed and swept aside.  I 
predict a similar outcome for you, if you persist in your murderous intentions.” 
 Dr. Honeyman furrows his brow, as if something very obvious has suddenly 
occurred to him.  “What’s prevented her from destroying the Scions of Hesker in the 
past?  Surely she’s had plenty of time to mount such an attempt by now.” 
 “Only the bloodiest sort of opposition,” Hanzor answers bitterly.  “Thousands 
upon thousands of lives sacrificed over the centuries.  Walls raised up around the cities, 
entrenchments dug, every effort made to fortify and protect the last bastions of 
civilization.  Otherwise, humanity itself may perish from Gelm.” 
 “In olden times, the Scions of Hesker were known to have made peace with 
Nascucal,” remarks Prince Guldrev. 
 “At the expense of their souls,” snarls Hanzor, then shakes his head in disgust.  
“To think that once upon a time Xuad was the greatest human city in all of Gelm.  
Ellerine Ix Denotic has been cursed by Belhet Itself.  She is the enemy of all mankind, 
and those that bow to her can count themselves as the same.” 
 “What an admirably stiff neck you have,” murmurs the Prince.  “I can’t believe it 
hasn’t gotten broken yet.” 
 “Watch your mouth, padobad,” Tark says menacingly.  “Your situation is a risky 
one.” 
 “‘Padobad’?”  Pennathorne screws up his face in concentration, then looks over at 
Dr. Honeyman.  “Seems like I heard that in one of Shultho’s lessons.” 
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 “It’s a brothel slave,” says the doctor.  “The connotation being in a very low sort 
of establishment.” 
 Pennathorne claps a hand against his knee.  “Of course!  How could I forget so 
useful a word?” 
 The Kreebians turn to stare quizzically at the two men across from them, while 
Prince Guldrev takes advantage of the distraction to retreat back a few feet from the fire 
and huddle upon a pile of furs.  “Tark will take first watch,” says Hanzor a moment later.  
“I’ll take the third.  You two can decide for yourselves who gets the second and fourth.”  
Kneeling down on the ground, he bows towards the fire and commences his evening 
prayers.  Without a word, Tark rises and marches up the hill beside them, disappearing 
against the silhouette of the dead tree at its crown. 
 “Aye, well,” says Pennathorne, nodding.  “Thank you for seeing reason.” 
 Hanzor makes no response, and a minute later lies down on his bedroll and closes 
his eyes. 
 Harrumphing in irritation, Pennathorne says in Lewlander, “So far this country’s 
been nothing but one rude pissing bastard after another.” 
 “The Scions of Hesker are rigid as iron bars,” says Prince Guldrev, in the same 
tongue.  “It’s their greatest failing.  Nascucal has offered them truces aplenty, and always 
they spit in her face and continue to make war on the Aukurmandrine Nations.”  Sighing, 
he gives a small fatalistic shrug.  “Those who oppose her are always destroyed in the end; 
the Scions of Hesker must learn to see this if they hope to survive.  As you should, too, 
my friends.”  He stretches himself out on his palette of furs, muttering inaudibly, then 
asks, “What’s happening in the Outer World these days?  When I left, there was plague in 
Philos, war in Muth-Khumir, and Grand Obros Prosterian was on his deathbed.  My 
father was convinced that bad times were coming to Ostrov.  All the more reason for me 
to leave, as I saw it.” 
 “The plague in Weikerlov eventually ended, the war in Muth-Khumir has not,” 
says Dr. Honeyman.  “Grand Obros Prosterian died in 2309, if I remember correctly.  He 
was succeeded by Malphranc the Fourth, who made a great number of enemies and was 
assassinated in 2322.  Vuldrus Galbrea has occupied the Throne of Spears ever since.” 
 “Have the Sacradex come any closer to conquering the world for the Astral 
King?” asks the Prince. 
 “Not especially,” replies the doctor.  “Vuldrus is an old man, and never had the 
greatest hunger for conquest.  The bigger problem by far has been the Urkadians.  They 
invaded Arthestria—again—in the 2330s; Pennathorne and I both took part in the bloody 
business of driving them back across the Steeps.” 
 “Sounds like very little has changed since I left,” Prince Guldrev murmurs 
drowsily. 
 “It rarely ever does,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman. 
 The Prince says nothing in response, and for a while Pennathorne and Dr. 
Honeyman sit in silence by the fire.  The moon, nearly at the full, creeps into the starry 
sky, and every now and then a gust of wind comes barreling between the hills and blows 
the flames into flickering shreds.  “I’ll take the next watch, if you don’t mind,” says the 
doctor at last.  “I’m not the least bit tired; I think I’ll read for a while.”  Pennathorne nods 
agreeably and arranges himself on a fur by the fire, closing his eyes and sighing with 
genuine contentment. 
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 After a couple of hours Tark reappears, and Dr. Honeyman sets aside Zein 
Erstlinker and climbs the hill towards the dead tree.  The ghostly landscape undulates 
away in every direction, inky black trees sprouting up here and there like scraggly 
calligraphy.  The majority of his watch passes without incident, the wind moaning 
between the hills, moon and stars moving slowly around their cosmic pivot.  Just as he’s 
about to return to the camp and wake Hanzor, he catches sight of something moving over 
a rise far away to the south.  Searching for it again, he finds nothing.  Shaking his head, 
he strolls back down the hill to rouse the Kreebian. 
 For the next three days they maintain a steady march across the rolling landscape, 
pausing in the afternoons to eat sparingly from their rations and to let Epshi graze for a 
while at the scrubby growth, her tough lips and tongue stripping bark from the short 
thorny trees with ease.  She apparently requires nothing more than this meager 
sustenance, even as the temperature rises and the men sip more and more frequently from 
their water skins.  Twice they encounter wild ramalekron, smaller and lighter-colored 
than Epshi, one of which appears unexpectedly from around a hill just ahead of them.  
Snorting furiously, it lowers its great horns and charges, until Pennathorne draws the 
blight-ray wand and brings the beast to a stumbling halt. 
 The Kreebians both gasp, awestruck.  “By the million faces of Belhet Kratonid,” 
breathes Hanzor, as the ramalekra staggers forward, slobbering and glassy-eyed. 
 Pennathorne gives the stupefied beast one more lash from the sickly green beam, 
sending it sprawling to the ground, then caps the wand and motions them to hustle along.  
“He’ll recover soon enough, so let’s be on our way.”  Hurrying on, the Kreebians cast 
apprehensive glances at Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman for days afterward. 
 At night they make camp in the lee of the hills, keeping the same schedule of 
watches as on the first night.  The weather remains clear, the stars crystalline, the full 
moon a ghostly white version of the sun.  On their fourth night out, the doctor again spots 
something moving far away to the south, though this time it’s much nearer than before.  
At first he thinks it’s an especially large ramalekra, or even a group of men marching 
close together.  He loses sight of it as it passes behind a hill, then finds it again a minute 
later when it reappears atop another.  “What on Irsus is that?” he mumbles. 
 The form approaches to within a mile or so of the camp and halts.  In the strong 
moonlight, Dr. Honeyman discerns a furry body of immense bulk, vaguely simian in its 
proportions.  It rears up on its hind legs to survey the country ahead of it, revealing horns 
and the gleam of reptilian scales upon its head.  The doctor rubs at his rejuvenated eyes, 
certain that they’re playing tricks on him, and when he looks again the form has turned 
and is disappearing over the rise, dragging a long crocodilian tail behind it.  “What on 
Irsus?” repeats the doctor, dredging his overflowing memory for any mention of such a 
creature in Shultho’s lessons.  The thing does not reappear, and as Dr. Honeyman makes 
his way back down to the camp he starts to wonder if he hadn’t been half asleep and 
dreaming when he saw it.  Even still, he mentions it to Hanzor when he wakes him for the 
third watch. 
 The hard-bitten Kreebian looks surprised, then quickly covers it with a fierce 
frown and a contemptuous harrumph.  “You’ve been listening to that jittery old devilkin, 
have you?  Telling you stories about monsters in the back country?”  He snorts and waves 
his hand at the doctor.  “Go try to spook Tark with that mash, though like as not he’ll 
punch the nose off your face for your trouble.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman looks at him blankly.  “I have no idea what you’re talking about.” 
 Hanzor narrows his eyes.  “This is no time for foolishness, Teshiad.”  He spits out 
the doctor’s Yubian name with a sneer, then harrumphs again and pushes himself to his 
feet.  After the Kreebian has departed for the hilltop, Dr. Honeyman goes over to where 
Prince Guldrev drowses restlessly on his bed of furs.  He starts awake even before the 
doctor touches him, knuckling the sleep from his eyes as he scoots back along the 
ground. 
 “Have no fear,” says Dr. Honeyman, raising his hands in a mollifying gesture.  “I 
just want to ask you about something.”  He describes his impressions of the creature he 
saw, making frequent allowances for distance and darkness.  “Hanzor seemed to think 
you might know something about it.” 
 “Lho’acriost,” breathes the Prince, eyes widening in their nest of wrinkles.  “One 
of the Mother’s despised children.” 
 “Ah, yes,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman.  “Kurbrathornim.  They figure prominently 
in many of the legends of the devil—er, the Aukurmandrine Nations—if I remember 
correctly.” 
 “They are not legends,” vows Prince Guldrev.  “The Kurbrathornim are real, as 
real as the ground beneath our feet.  They were once human, but have been cursed by the 
Mother of Hosts and now live as monsters.  Some of them grow huge and ancient and 
retire to lonely crags and forests to devour unlucky travelers.  The Tree of Blood, for 
instance, is at least a thousand years old, and is certainly among the largest living things 
in all of Gelm.  Once, though, long ago, it was a Falthoremban princess, a woman of 
supreme wickedness.  She murdered her mother and two brothers, and married her 
stepfather, the Falthoremban king.  Mother Aukurmandros could not let her sins go 
unpunished.” 
 “What about the one I saw tonight?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Do you know it?” 
 “Kaza’Kazok,” replies the Prince.  “He’s known to roam the wastes between 
Octramec and Avor Obex, though very few who see him live to tell of it afterwards.  Two 
centuries ago, he was a notorious brigand who terrorized the countryside north of the 
Talon Wood.  Tomorrow we must leave an offering for him, before we proceed any 
further into his realm.” 
 Dr. Honeyman purses his lips in a dubious expression.  “Do whatever you think is 
necessary.” 
 In the morning, the doctor mentions his sighting of Kaza’Kazok to the rest of the 
group, eliciting a snort from Tark and more withering condemnation from Hanzor, while 
Pennathorne merely wonders aloud if such a creature might make good eating.  Prince 
Guldrev, for his part, climbs the low hill and leaves a portion of their rations beneath the 
dead tree.  Hanzor berates him for a fool, but the Prince simply turns his back and makes 
a solemn intonation over the modest offering.  “You’ve picked up the worst habits of 
your adoptive people, devilkin,” calls Hanzor, gnawing at a chunk of the Rexpagu’s 
pilfered bread.  “All their primitive ignorance and superstition, that bastardized mash they 
call a religion.” 
 “What makes his superstitions any more ridiculous than your own?” asks Dr. 
Honeyman, warming his hands over the fire’s dying embers. 
 “The Rexpagu aren’t even human,” interjects Tark, as though that explains 
everything. 
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 Hanzor takes a swig from one of the waterskins, squinting at the doctor 
distastefully.  “A man must choose his side, Teshiad.  Belhet Kratonid, or the Whore-
Thing and her demonic spawn.  Good or evil.  It’s as simple as that.” 
 They depart shortly after sunrise, setting off once again across the barren 
landscape towards the south. Around midday the ground becomes even rockier, strewn 
here and there with enormous boulders scoured smooth by eons of wind and weather.  
They start to pass cairns of piled stones, sometimes decorated with sun-bleached bones, 
many of them undoubtedly human.  Prince Guldrev declares these to be the remains of 
sacrifices made to propitiate Kaza’Kazok, while Hanzor angrily asserts that they’re the 
bodies of refugees from Telát and Cordec Rith, fallen during their flight towards the 
cities in the south.  Epshi becomes increasingly skittish, shying away from the cairns and 
approaching the largest of the boulders with particular trepidation, as though she fears 
what might be lurking on the other side. 
 That evening they set up camp at the foot of a giant block of frowning gray stone, 
a thicket of thorn bushes growing along its leeward side.  They gather enough kindling 
for a meager fire, its anemic flames providing little in the way of either warmth or 
comfort.  Epshi refuses to come anywhere near the looming block, so Tark ties her lead to 
the stump of a lightning-blasted tree some fifty yards away. 
 Gigantic shadows stretch across the ground as the bloated red sun drops below the 
horizon, finally merging all together in the sudden blackness of night.  The wind 
grumbles and howls, and the five men huddle around the paltry fire as they try to ignore 
the palpable eeriness hanging over that place.  Sleep is elusive. 
 Bleary-eyed, they awake the next morning and prepare to resume their journey, 
noting a dark mass of clouds to the east.  Prince Guldrev goes about gathering a second 
offering of food for Kaza’Kazok, until Hanzor snarls at him to put it back where he found 
it.  “In a few days more we enter the Talon Wood,” the Kreebian snaps.  “We’ll need 
every bit of our rations if the road’s overgrown and we have to cut our way through.”  
The Prince acquiesces reluctantly, and the party sets off once again through the ominous 
megaliths. 
 By midday, the wind has picked up and the eastern third of the sky is blocked by 
glowering storm clouds.  “We must find shelter, and quickly,” says Hanzor, urging them 
on at a faster clip.  He finally settles on a massive wedge of stone, forty feet long and 
twenty high, one side of which has been hollowed out by some unusual action of wind or 
water into a long low-ceilinged alcove.  Quickly, they unload their supplies from Epshi’s 
back and stow them inside, even as black clouds roll across the sun and plunge the 
countryside into darkness.  Tark ties Epshi’s lead to a stunted tree a hundred paces from 
their shelter, vowing aloud to turn her loose if the storm becomes too severe. 
 There’s a sudden fulmination of lightning and thunder, and then rain gushes out of 
the heavens in a furious torrent.  It’s a strange and unhealthy sort of precipitation, greasy 
against the skin and stinking of sulfur, and the five men crowd into the low alcove and 
cover their heads against the storm’s assault.  Lightning rakes the sky, and in flashes they 
can see Epshi lower her immense bulk to the ground and turn her face away from the 
onslaught. 
 “By the Mother of Hosts!” cries Prince Guldrev, his voice a puny thing against 
the bellowing storm.  “Look!” 
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 Lighting splits the blackness again, and in its momentary flare they discern a 
monstrous form bearing down on Epshi from behind.  A magnitude of awfulness is 
conveyed in that glimpse; massive shaggy limbs, a long crocodilian tail, saurian spines 
protruding from a hunched and leathery back.  Worst of all is the thing’s abominable 
head, horned and scaly and split by a grinning maw abristle with teeth, its eyes possessed 
of all the predatory coldness of a hungering python.  A second later another flash, the 
terrible Kaza’Kazok reaching out with clawed hands as big as wagon wheels. 
 For a moment the men huddled beneath the stony shelf are too stunned to react.  
Out in the shrieking storm, Epshi bawls in panic as the monster seizes her in a crushing 
embrace, and both Pennathorne and Tark move as if to intervene.  Flinging himself into 
their path, the Prince implores them not to throw their lives away.  “You cannot prevail!” 
he screams over the gale.  “We must stay hidden and pray for salvation!” 
 Drenched by the oily rain, nearly deafened by the wind and thunder, none of them 
can deny the truth of Prince Guldrev’s words.  So they stay hidden, and merely watch as 
the two titanic creatures play out their mortal struggle, the outcome of which is all but 
certain.  Kaza’Kazok, half again as big as Epshi, easily hauls the terror-stricken 
ramalekra back onto her haunches, then grabs hold of her massive horns and tears out her 
throat with his dagger-toothed grin.  Her dying bellow, nearly inaudible over the storm, is 
mercifully brief. 
 Dropping Epshi’s corpse to the ground, Kaza’Kazok raises his gory muzzle 
towards the sky, gloating, it seems, over his kill.  A barrage of lighting momentarily 
illuminates the whole horrific scene, so weird and primeval that even the stoutest heart 
could not help but quaver at the sight. 
 “Mother Aukurmandros protect us,” intones Prince Guldrev, backing himself 
against the rear wall of the alcove.  “Hide us from the eyes that seek us, guard us against 
those who would do us harm.  Hide us from the eyes that seek us, sacred Mother…guard 
us against…”  He chokes on the prayer as Kaza’Kazok’s fiendish head swings in their 
direction. 
 Crouching low, the monster peers into the shadows beneath the stone shelf, and 
the five men freeze stock still, holding their breaths in fear.  Placing one of his gigantic 
hands on the ground, Kaza’Kazok leans even lower, for all the world like a man peering 
beneath a wagon.  Pennathorne and the doctor both ease their pistols from their 
holsters—dry beneath the hagbird feather cloaks—though neither of them believes they’ll 
prove very effective against so formidable a foe.  Prince Guldrev resumes his prayer in a 
strangled whisper, and even the Kreebians mutter entreaties to Belhet Kratonid.  As if in 
response, the storm’s fury abates by a fraction, but the monstrous thing in front of them 
remains. 
 Moving slightly forward, Kaza’Kazok resumes his crouch, searching the alcove at 
the base of the stone with his huge serpents’ eyes.  Whether he’s seen them, smelled 
them, or felt their thudding heartbeats through the soles of his feet, each man knows 
without a doubt that they’ve been discovered.  Not one among them has ever been 
confronted by such a thing before, such an enormity of raw strength and malice, and they 
each in their turn wonder if this isn’t to be the vehicle of their final destruction.  Time 
slows to a crawl. 
 “COME OUT, LITTLE ONESSS.”  The voice comes through the rain as a 
gurgling hiss, impossibly loud, grotesquely inhuman.  The words are garbled, spoken as 
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they are by a creature with more teeth than lips, but unmistakable.  In the alcove, the 
men’s faces adopt various expressions of shock and horror, and Price Guldrev covers his 
face with his wrinkled hands and whimpers.  It seems a blasphemy, even to the irreligious 
doctor, that such an abomination should speak in a human tongue.  “COME OUT,” says 
the awful voice again.  “IT HASSS BEEN NEARLY A MONTH SSSINCCCE I’VE 
TASSSTED ANY TWO-LEGGED MEAT.” 
 “In the name of Mother Aukurmandros, be gone!” shrieks Prince Guldrev, still 
covering his eyes.  “I speak with the voice of She who cursed you!  Flee from here, 
Kurbrathorn, before the sacred Mother rains further damnation down upon you!” 
 Kaza’Kazok chuckles, a gut-rattling rumble that makes the men queasy with fear.  
“VOMIT AND NONSSSENSSSE.  YOUR DUNGPILE GODDESSS HASSS NO 
SSSWAY OVER ME.”  Again he moves closer, until little more than ten feet separates 
him from the threshold of their shelter. 
 Inside the alcove, the five men squeeze themselves against the back wall, hoping 
that it’s deep enough to keep them beyond the reach of Kaza’Kazok’s claws.  The storm 
has begun to subside, and Pennathorne and the doctor nose the barrels of their pistols out 
of their cloaks.  For now, though, they hold their fire, certain that it will accomplish 
nothing more than their own annihilation.  Even still, they’re determined not to sell their 
lives cheaply. 
 “COME OUT!” roars Kaza’Kazok, his fetid breath like the exhalation of a tomb.  
“THERE ISSS NO ESSSCAPE FOR YOU; COME OUT AND BE CONSSSUMED BY 
MIGHTY KAZA’KAZOK!” 
 “You’ll have to make do with our ramalekra, I’m afraid,” retorts Pennathorne, 
whose voice sounds small and tremulous in the wake of the monster’s. 
 Again Kaza’Kazok chuckles.  “IT ISSS MAN-FLESSSH I CRAVE; IT ISSS 
MAN-FLESSSH I SSSHALL HAVE.”  He reaches forward, then pauses, as if a thought 
has just occurred to him.  “THAT SSSMELL…”  Moving forward another couple of feet, 
he inhales noisily, the loathsome bulk of his tongue squirming behind his teeth.  “THE 
SSSTINK OF ANCIENT MAGIC…” 
 “The blight-ray wand?” Dr. Honeyman asks in a whisper.  In response, 
Pennathorne withdraws his pistol and gropes around beneath his cloak to find Krrja’s gift. 
 “WHERE ISSS IT?” Kaza’Kazok demands.  “WHERE ISSS THE 
SSSOURCCCE OF THAT SSSTENCH?”  His talons carve furrows into the sandy earth, 
and he inches his scaly horned head closer to the alcove. 
 Flipping his cloak open, Pennathorne aims a beam of putrescent green light at the 
monstrous visage looming in front of them.  Kaza’Kazok twitches aside as though jabbed 
with a hot brand, then looses an earth-shaking laugh that makes the men’s blood run cold.  
“AHHH!  IT’SSS BEEN MANY LONG YEARSSS SSSINCCCE I FELT THE 
SSSTING OF THE OLD POWERSSS!”  He turns back into the path of the beam, easily 
enduring its discomfort now, and stretches out one huge hand until its claws rest upon the 
threshold of the alcove.  “WHERE DID IT COME FROM?  HOW DID YOU GET IT?  
SSSPEAK!” 
 “It’s a relic of the vanished Hyross,” says Dr. Honeyman, “which we found 
among some ruins far to the northwest.” 
 “I KNOW EVERY SSSTONE BETWEEN HERE AND THE MURDERED 
CCCITY; WHAT RUINSSS DO YOU MEAN?” 
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 “Farther still,” replies the doctor.  “Between Falthoremba and Sylasp.” 
 “GIVE IT TO ME,” says the monster, his claws edging closer towards the men 
huddled beneath the stone shelf.  “SSSUCH POWER ISSS NOT FOR YOU, LITTLE 
ONESSS.  GIVE IT TO MIGHTY KAZA’KAZOK.” 
 His natural obstinacy asserting itself, Pennathorne pointedly replaces the cap over 
the end of the blight-ray wand and stows it back beneath his cloak.  “Why should we, you 
blustering mountain of shit?  Will it buy us our lives?” 
 “YOUR LIVESSS ARE FORFEIT!” snarls Kaza’Kazok.  “I WILL GRIND 
YOUR BONESSS BETWEEN MY TEETH AND LAP THE BRAINSSS FROM YOUR 
SSSHATTERED SKULLSSS!  THERE ISSS NO ESSSCAPE FROM KAZA’KAZOK!”  
He makes a sudden grab beneath the alcove, the men lunging out of the way as his claws 
rake the back wall.  Pennathorne manages to free his argose glass knife and take a clumsy 
stab at the enormous grasping hand, succeeding at least in driving it back out of the 
alcove.  Enraged, Kaza’Kazok hurls himself bodily against the great stone, which 
shudders as though seized by an earthquake. 
 The five men hunker down, minds bent on nothing but escape and finding none.  
Prince Guldrev begins once more to shriek prayers to the Mother of Hosts, until Hanzor 
backhands him into silence.  The storm has finally blown itself out, so that when 
Kaza’Kazok, exhausted, at last ceases his assault, there’s only the sound of the Prince’s 
soft whimpering to disturb the quiet. 
 “Are you ready to negotiate?” asks Dr. Honeyman, peering out to where the 
monster sits in a glowering fury a few yards away. 
 “KAZA’KAZOK DOESSS NOT NEGOTIATE WITH HISSS FOOD!”  Again 
the gigantic hand comes grasping; this time, though, the men are prepared, and 
Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman land a half-dozen solid blows with their argose glass 
blades.  With an eruption of deafening curses, Kaza’Kazok draws back his bloodied hand, 
before throwing himself once more against the megalith. 
 “Stop that damned ruckus!” bellows Pennathorne.  “There’s a crack in the rock 
back here just about big enough for this wand, I’d say!  How do you figure on getting it 
then?” 
 Dropping down to peer at the men beneath the stone shelf again, Kaza’Kazok 
hisses, “YOU HAVE AROUSSSED MY LONG-DORMANT GENEROSSSITY.  GIVE 
ME THE RELIC AND I SSSHALL DEVOUR ONLY THREE OF YOU.” 
 “You’ll devour none of us,” Pennathorne replies, “or you’ll never have it.” 
 “ONE, THEN, AND ONE ONLY.  NEVER BEFORE HASSS KAZA’KAZOK 
BEEN SO MAGNANIMOUSSS.” 
 “Why do you crave it so?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “What possible use is it to the 
mighty Kaza’Kazok?” 
 “I SSSEEEK ANSSSWERSSS TO QUESSSTIONSSS.  ANSSSWERSSS THAT 
CAN ONLY BE FOUND AMONG THE MAGIC OF THE ANCIENTSSS.” 
 Unable to control his curiosity any longer, the doctor asks, “What manner of 
creature are you?  A monster that speaks in the language of man; how can such a thing be 
possible?” 
 “I WASSS ONCCCE HUMAN,” replies Kaza’Kazok, “WITH A NAME OF 
UTTER INCONSSSEQUENCCCE.  THROUGH COURAGE AND GUILE I 
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DISSSCOVERED SSSECRETSSS OF TRANSSSFORMATION; I CREATED POWER 
OUT OF POWERLESSSNESSS.  QUAVER BEFORE MIGHTY KAZA’KAZOK!” 
 “I was told that you were a brigand,” says Dr. Honeyman, “cursed by 
Aukurmandros for your villainy.” 
 “NOT A CURSSSE, BUT A BLESSSING,” clarifies Kaza’Kazok, laughing 
again.  “AND A BLESSSING OF MY OWN MAKING, WITH NO HELP AT ALL 
FROM THE MOTHER OF DUNGHEAPSSS.  POWER MUSSST BE SSSEIZED; THE 
GODSSS WILL NEVER SSSURRENDER IT WILLINGLY.  BUT WHAT ABOUT 
YOU, LITTLE ONESSS?  I SSSEE ANCIENT RUNESSS WRITTEN UPON YOUR 
ARMOR; DID YOU FIND THAT, TOO, AMONG THE RUINSSS?” 
 “What do you know of Ellerine?” asks Dr. Honeyman, ignoring the question for 
the moment. 
 Kaza’Kazok narrows his venomous yellow eyes.  “AHHH!  THE FALSSSE 
EMPRESSS.  HER POWER ALONE SSSSURPASSSESSS MY OWN, BUT IT ISSS 
NOT INNATE.  HESSSKER’SSS RELICSSSS ARE THE FOUNTAINHEAD, AND 
THE FOUNTAINHEAD MAY BE CLAIMED BY ANY WHOSSSE SSSTRENGTH 
ISSS GREAT ENOUGH.  ONE DAY SSSOON THAT WILL BE KAZA’KAZOK!” 
 “We are also enemies of Ellerine,” says Dr. Honeyman, “sent to assess her army’s 
progress towards Obesta.  For over a decade now she’s waged a war of annihilation 
against the Scions of Hesker, who desperately seek to check her relentless advance.” 
 “SSSPEEEDILY, THEN, GIVE ME THE RELIC AND A SSSINGLE 
SSSACRIFICCCE.  I’LL EVEN SSSETTLE FOR THAT WITHERED CREATURE 
WITH THE BALD HEAD; HE LOOKSSS NEAR ENOUGH TO DEATH ASSS IT 
ISSS.” 
 “He is our guide.  We’re not likely to get far without him.” 
 “THEN THE GRISSSTLY ONE WITH THE GRAY HAIR.  BASSSK IN 
KAZA’KAZOK’SSS MERCCCY, FOR YOU SSSHALL NOT SSSEE IT AGAIN.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head resolutely.  “Without our ramalekra, we’ll have to 
carry our own provisions.  The way before us is long and difficult; we’ll need every man 
we have if we hope to face the False Empress.” 
 Kaza’Kazok growls ominously, the ground rumbling underfoot and tickling the 
men’s spines with fear.  “I WILL GRANT YOU ONE DAY MORE TO REACH THE 
EDGE OF THE TALON WOOD, BEYOND WHICH I SSSHALL NOT HUNT YOU.  
ONE DAY, AND ONE DAY ONLY.  AFTER THAT, KAZA’KAZOK MUSSST 
SSSURRENDER TO HISSS HUNGER.”  He taps a claw expectantly at the threshold of 
the alcove.  “GIVE ME THE RELIC AND BE ON YOUR WAY.  FOR NOW YOU 
KEEP YOUR LIVESSS.” 
 “How can we trust you?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “DEFY ME AND YOUR DEATH ISSS CCCERTAIN,” hisses the monster.  
“MAKE YOUR DECCCISSSION QUICKLY; KAZA’KAZOK’SSS MERCCCY 
BEGINSSS TO FADE!” 
 Reluctantly, Pennathorne draws back his cloak and holds up the blight-ray wand, 
moving forward to place it in the divot left by Kaza’Kazok’s claw.  He stumbles back as 
the monster reaches forward to pluck the wand off the ground and hold it up for 
inspection.  Apparently satisfied, Kaza’Kazok turns and lumbers over to Epshi’s shaggy 
corpse.  “ONE DAY MORE,” he repeats, grasping one of her horns, “AND ONE DAY 
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ONLY.”  Dragging the dead ramalekra behind him, he marches away between the wind-
carved boulders, back in the direction he’d come. 
 For a while, the five men merely sit in silence, trying each in their own way to 
comprehend what they’ve just experienced.  The storm clouds have moved far away to 
the west, leaving behind an immaculate blue sky with the sun resting a couple of hours 
past the apex. 
 Pennathorne is the first to speak, his voice startlingly loud in the stillness.  “A 
damned strange thing that was,” he remarks, clambering out of the alcove.  Straightening 
up, he searches their surroundings for any sign of Kaza’Kazok, finding nothing but stones 
and scrub.  “Looks like you owe Melvin and the Prince an apology,” he tells Hanzor, who 
comes crawling out behind him, followed in turn by Tark and Dr. Honeyman. 
 “The Whore-Thing gave forth monsters beyond reckoning,” says Hanzor, his tone 
conciliatory.  “The words of Yub himself, which I seem to have forgotten.  The devils tell 
all kinds of outlandish stories about monsters in the back country; I assumed you 
Outworlders were trying to make a fool of me.  I meant no disrespect.” 
 “Can we make it to Talon Wood in a day’s time?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 The grizzled old Kreebian furrows his brow and glances towards the alcove where 
Prince Guldrev still cowers, praying to Mother Aukurmandros.  “Even at a hard march 
with no delays it would be nearly impossible.” 
 “We have little other choice but to try,” says the doctor. 
 Hanzor nods.  “Gather what you can, then.  We start immediately.” 
 Prince Guldrev initially refuses to emerge from the alcove, certain that 
Kaza’Kazok is lurking nearby, just waiting to pounce once they’re all out in the open.  
“We’re doomed!” he laments, tugging forlornly at the golden spur in his nose.  
“Doomed!”  It’s only when Pennathorne threatens to leave him behind that he finally 
crawls out of his hiding place.  He’s able to carry little more than a waterskin and the 
clothes on his back, and even then he shambles along at barely a walking pace. 
 “How did you ever manage to survive in this country?” asks Pennathorne, hefting 
his pack and a half-dozen waterskins. 
 “I was once as spry as you, my friend,” says the Prince, leaning on his staff.  
“Five decades of Gelmish weather, of the rigors of life here, have taken their toll.  My 
joints grind, my lungs rattle.  The land itself is tainted.” 
 “Tainted by the Whore-Thing and her accursed children,” interjects Hanzor, 
scowling.  “Now let’s get going.  We don’t stop until we reach the edge of the Talon 
Wood.” 
 Inside the alcove remains a goodly store of rations, which they cover with rocks 
in case any of them manage to return by this same route.  Prince Guldrev insists that they 
bring along Wathámoros’ treasure chest, but he’s summarily outvoted; unless, he’s told, 
he carries it himself.  They turn southwards again, the Prince limping behind the rest of 
the group as fast as he’s able.  With the passing storm has come an abrupt rise in 
temperature, so that the ground ahead of them shimmers in the heat.  They strip off their 
cloaks, trying their best to find what little relief they can in the gusts of wind that blow 
sand and stinging grit against their faces.  The Prince keeps up admirably for the first 
hour, but soon begins to fall farther and farther behind, until the other four are forced to 
stop altogether while he catches up. 
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 “This is ridiculous,” hisses Tark.  “We’ll never make it to Talon Wood dragging 
that used-up devilkin with us.  Better to just leave him and get on our way.” 
 “We’ve given our vow to the Masters-Who-Do-Not-Die to protect these men on 
their journey,” Hanzor replies implacably.  “Belhet Kratonid has written it in blood.  
There’s no escaping the burden laid on our shoulders.” 
 “We shouldn’t even be here,” says Tark.  “Not with Sylasp perched on the edge of 
destruction.” 
 “We are sons of the Secret Kreeb first, and citizens of Sylasp second,” says 
Hanzor.  “Our responsibility must be to all the Scions of Hesker, not to a single city 
alone.” 
 “The Scions of Hesker will be that much closer to extinction if Sylasp falls,” 
retorts Tark.  Glancing at Dr. Honeyman and Pennathorne, he takes a step towards his 
fellow Kreebian and drops his voice lower.  “They don’t need our protection; they travel 
with the blessings of the disciples of Yub.  Let them make their meeting with the False 
Empress on their own and let us get back home, where we belong.” 
 “We’re not going back.” 
 Tark clenches his jaw and nods stiffly.  “May the Sylaspian dead forgive you.” 
 “The Yubians gave us something that might get him moving,” interjects Dr. 
Honeyman, “though I’m not sure how you’ll convince him to take it, considering the 
source.” 
 “I’ll convince him,” says Hanzor.  
 Huffing, Prince Guldrev limps up at last, and makes a feeble gesture of apology.  
“I beg…forgiveness.  I’ll recover…soon enough.  Just one moment more…I beg 
you…just one moment…” 
 “We carry with us an elixir which can help ease your suffering,” offers Dr. 
Honeyman, then holds up his hand when the Prince opens his mouth to retort.  “I 
understand your reluctance, given what you believe about us, but there’s little other 
choice.  We can’t afford to wait for you.  If we leave you behind, you’ll surely die.  
Perhaps Kaza’Kazok himself will devour you.” 
 The Prince looks at the four of them in turn, seeing in their faces a unity of 
purpose on the matter.  “You leave me little alternative.” 
 Nodding, Dr. Honeyman places his pack on a rock and finds one of Verzahl’s 
malachite cubes among the clutter inside.  From a small case he produces a cannula and a 
tiny argose glass container shaped like a pair of cupped hands, into which he draws a 
mouthful of viscous pinkish fluid from the glands inside the cube.  He holds it out to the 
Prince, who gives him an apprehensive glance and makes no motion to take the proffered 
dose.  “Have no fear,” says the doctor, then downs it himself as a final inducement, 
before drawing off a second dose. 
 “Mother, forgive me,” sighs Prince Guldrev, taking the cup and lifting it to his 
lips.  Grimacing at the acerbic taste, he passes it back to the doctor and gulps from his 
waterskin.  “I feel nothing,” he says glumly. 
 “Give it a moment,” the doctor advises, then offers up the cupped hands to the 
others.  “Anyone else?” 
 Pennathorne winks and nods his shaggy head.  “I’ll have a snort.”  The Kreebians, 
too, step forward for a dose of the glandular fluid, falling to their knees and receiving it 
with the most solemn sort of reverence.  Afterwards, the five of them resume their march, 
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and as the minutes progress they each begin to detect a numbness spreading through their 
bodies, even through their brains, leaving them striding, loose-limbed and relaxed, across 
the broiling ground.  Even the aged Prince moves along at a much steadier pace, and they 
make steady progress until evening, when the effects begin to wear off and they find 
themselves suddenly hungry and exhausted. 
 “We must have another dose of the sacred fluid,” says Hanzor, as they pause to 
slake their thirst and eat from their rations. 
 “Even with the Yubians’ potion at our disposal, we must be sure not to push 
ourselves too hard,” warns Dr. Honeyman.  “It seems little more than an anesthetic; too 
severe a pace might very well kill Guldrev.”  They each slurp down another round of 
Verzahl’s elixir, tarry for another few minutes while they take effect, then press on as the 
full dark of night settles over them.  After a time, they leave the brooding wind-worn 
megaliths behind and pass onto a flat plain of salt, featureless in every direction, that 
reflects the light of the full moon like a vast snowfield.  It takes them all night to cross, a 
steady crunching march which afterwards none of them can clearly remember.  With 
morning’s first light, they’re dragging along again, the salt pan giving way to sand and 
rock beneath their feet.  The Prince, pale and hollow-eyed, appears on the brink of total 
collapse. 
 “We must stop, at least for a while,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “Much more of this 
will surely kill him.” 
 Hanzor finally agrees to halt until midmorning.  “There’s no way we could have 
made Talon Wood by this afternoon anyway.  As that monster Kaza’Kazok surely knew.” 
 “At least he can’t sneak up on us out here,” remarks Pennathorne, scanning the 
horizon and finding nothing but some low jagged hills far away to the east, silhouetted 
against the sun’s rising glow.  Prince Guldrev lowers himself to the ground—more of a 
controlled fall, really—and gulps from his waterskin, before slumping back and covering 
his face with his cloak.  The rest of the party seat themselves on the rocky ground, 
nibbling at their rations and sipping from the waterskins.  Spent by the passing of 
Verzahl’s elixir, they nod off occasionally into a few minutes of fitful sleep, their dreams 
jumbled and frightening, each man seeing in his turn the slavering bloody smile of 
Kaza’Kazok.  For two or three hours they lay thus stupefied, while high overhead 
hagbirds appear against the lightening sky. 
 
 Almost four years have passed since the horrors at Bloody Hill, not nearly enough 
time to dull the memories that will forever haunt the survivors.  Just less than thirty-seven 
thousand souls had emerged into Urkadia—whittled down from the almost seventy 
thousand who’d set out from Flütgart a year earlier—and these were as beaten and 
demoralized as any I’d seen in all my years of campaigning.  Even Captain 
Pennathorne’s usually irrepressible spirit was in little evidence, and the Penitent 
Dragoons’ victory of two weeks earlier had lost whatever encouraging power it had once 
possessed. 
 We’d managed to penetrate as far as Spans Kadors, a complex of ruins near the 
southern edge of the Urkadian plateau, when our scouts reported a great host of the 
enemy massing to the north.  Commander Alivandes found himself presented with a hard 
decision:  to try and outmaneuver them, or to face them down on the best ground we 
could muster under the circumstances.  For a day and a night the Expeditionary Force 
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rested and fretted, while the Commander and his Captains deliberated on what course to 
take. 
 In the years since then, much has been said about their fateful decision, with some 
decrying it as foolhardy bravado, doomed to catastrophe from the outset.  We’d received 
only the vaguest intelligence on the Urkadians’ numbers—which subsequently turned out 
to be considerable, half again as many as our own—while the terrain in which we found 
ourselves was hilly in the extreme, and riven here and there with deep canyons.  Even 
still, it was finally decided that we should stand and fight, since our waning strength 
would simply be squandered in a desperate dash to escape. 
 So it happened that what still remained of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
was arrayed for battle, the Commander having settled on a spot of level ground some two 
and a half miles wide, bounded on the northerly side by forest and gullies, and on the 
southerly by a great rocky outcropping which rose up from the surrounding plain to a 
height of nearly four hundred feet.  Myself and two others were sent out to achieve the 
pinnacle of this grim cliff and make what assessment we could on the strength of the 
advancing enemy.  This we managed in due course, and I can still remember the sense of 
dreadful foreboding which seized me as I first beheld that vast bloodthirsty horde 
marching along the smoke-filled horizon. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 

by Phildred Mowles, pub. 2342 
 
 They rouse themselves once the sun has passed the first quarter, none of them 
feeling particularly rested by the fitful few hours spent in the rising heat.  The Prince still 
looks dazed and haggard, and it’s with the greatest misgivings that Dr. Honeyman 
distributes another round of Verzahl’s elixir.  A minute later they recommence their 
journey across the featureless plain, Hanzor admonishing them to keep a steady pace.  
“We can’t make the Talon Wood in the time left to us,” he says, “but we can at least 
make a good effort.  Maybe that’ll count for something to that fiend Kaza’Kazok.” 
 “I don’t see any signs of life,” says Pennathorne, shading his eyes and scanning 
the horizon all around them.  “Reminds me of the Salted Blight, only with more 
monsters.” 
 “Long ago this was fertile farmland,” says Tark.  “Vineyards and olive groves and 
oceans of grain.  What a thing to have seen it then.” 
 “‘Until, in the sky, a red star appeared,’” Hanzor paraphrases sourly, “‘and the 
Empire of the Hyross knew that its end was near.’  Don’t any of you forget who’s to 
blame for what happened.  Every one of the Whore-Thing’s children deserves to be 
drowned in blood, every human traitor boiled alive, to pay for the evils of two and a half 
thousand years.” 
 “May Mother Aukurmandros forgive you,” Prince Guldrev mutters from behind 
him, loudly enough to be heard.  “The Hyross were the architects of their own 
destruction, no one else.  A nation of butchers and black magicians, led by a petty tyrant 
who craved power above all.  It was Hesker’s own wicked arrogance that doomed him, 
and the rest of the world along with him.  You should spit on his memory, not laud him 
as a hero!” 
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 The Kreebians both stop in their tracks, their eyes lit by a murderous glare.  For a 
moment they look about to pounce on the decrepit Ostrovian, but Hanzor merely growls, 
“You’ve fallen too far to be redeemed, I’d say,” before making a brisk gesture for them to 
continue on their way. 
 The hours are hot and tedious.  Verzahl’s potion blunts their hunger and thirst so 
thoroughly that they must remind themselves to take occasional sips from their 
waterskins, lest they march past the point of dehydration into unconsciousness and death.  
The landscape remains flat as a plate and utterly devoid of life, the remorseless sun 
staring down at them from a sky like burnished steel.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman, 
gone pale from their long time underground, try to ignore the sensation of their skin 
burning.  Around them the wind alternately murmurs and roars, manifesting sudden dust 
devils that lurch drunkenly in their direction one moment, only to race away and 
disappear the next. 
 At midafternoon they stop for yet another round of the anesthetic elixir, Dr. 
Honeyman likewise insisting that they each have something to eat and a gulp from the 
rapidly slackening waterskins.  “Will there be food and water in the Talon Wood?” he 
asks, tearing off a hunk of the Rexpagu’s coarse bread. 
 “Some of the plants are edible,” replies Hanzor, “if you’re able to boil them first.  
Supposedly, there are some ancient wells scattered around, but the paths leading to them 
are inevitably overgrown and impassable.  The outposts sometimes have water, if they’re 
manned; otherwise, the nearest source is at the Ejaaj Oasis, many miles south of Talon 
Wood.” 
 “How long to get there?” asks the doctor. 
 “If the road is open, perhaps four days.  If not…”  The old Kreebian shrugs. 
 “I guess it wouldn’t be quicker to just try and go around the damnable place?” 
 “Choose a direction and march six hundred miles or so,” says Hanzor. 
 Dr. Honeyman nods ruefully, and the five of them pack away their rations and 
prepare to resume their journey across the interminable wasteland.  As they’re turning 
their faces once again to the south, Pennathorne pauses, peering intently at something 
back in the direction they’ve come.  “Give me your spyglass, Melvin,” he mutters in 
Lewlander.  Squinting through it for a long minute, he says in Gelmish, “There’s 
something back there.  Something big, it looks like.  Maybe a ramalekra.  I can’t tell 
exactly; it’s miles away still.” 
 “Kaza’Kazok?” Prince Guldrev asks anxiously. 
 “Could be,” says Pennathorne, handing the spyglass back to the doctor.  “We’d 
best be on our way.” 
 It soon becomes evident that the object—whatever it might be—is following 
them, though it never gets close enough for a positive identification.  Even still, each man 
feels certain that it’s the ravening Kaza’Kazok come to make good on his threat, although 
none of them actually gives voice to this belief.  As evening closes in they pause for 
another dose of Verzahl’s elixir and the most meager portion of their rations, wondering 
if this isn’t to be their last meal.  Again Pennathorne points the spyglass to the north and 
finds their pursuer still there, distant but inescapable.  As he’s about to break off his vigil, 
Dr. Honeyman suddenly calls his attention to something else off to the southwest, a 
cluster of bumps on the horizon picked out by the setting sun. 
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 “It’s a camp,” says Pennathorne, leveling the spyglass in this new direction.  
“Two or three tents, some wagons and ramalekron, and a great many of those scraggy 
four-legged critters—‘gatterpods’, I think they’re called.  I don’t see any people.” 
 Hanzor takes the spyglass from him.  “Corax, it looks like.  They never travel 
during the day if they can help it, especially under a cloudless sky; they’re absolutely 
terrified of the sun.” 
 “They are heretics,” interjects Prince Guldrev, leaning heavily on his staff.  
“Moon-worshippers, who revile the sun as the source of the killing star that brought an 
end to the Second Phase.  They have turned their backs on the sacred Mother and eagerly 
seek out the black magic of the fallen Hyross.  Their cruelty and cunning are infamous.” 
 “With night coming, they’ll soon be on the move,” Tark points out.  “And out 
here, with the full moon up, they’ll see us for miles.” 
 “We must go as quick as we can,” says Hanzor, gesturing for them to do just that.  
“Try and get past them before they spot us.  Maybe Kaza’Kazok will even forget about us 
and go after their camp instead; there’s certainly more meat to be had.” 
 They press on.  By the time full dark has descended they’re distressed to see that 
they’ve moved very little in relation to the camp on the horizon, which by now has 
obviously begun to rouse.  Once the moon is up they’re quickly spotted; four riders set 
out towards them as the rest of the camp, packed onto their wagons and ramalekron, 
follow along behind. 
 “Corax, definitely,” says Hanzor, squinting through the spyglass.  “Heavily 
armed.” 
 “Will they attack us?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “Without a doubt,” replies the fierce old Kreebian, “if they discover our true 
nature.”  He hands the spyglass back to the doctor, then arranges the hagbird feather 
cloak across his shoulders and wraps a black scarf around his face.  “You’d best be 
convincing in your lies, devilkin,” he warns Prince Guldrev. 
 The Prince nervously rubs a hand across his stubbly jowl.  “The Rexpagu and the 
Corax have a tenuous relationship these days.  I’m not sure what to tell them.” 
 “Think quickly,” says Hanzor.  “Your life hangs in the balance as much as ours.” 
 The Prince tugs nervously at the golden spur in his nose.  “It must be handled 
very delicately.  Speak not a word, as your accents will arouse immediate suspicion.”  He 
glances this way and that, mulling over the imminent confrontation. “We must strive to 
keep the meeting brief, and be on our way as quick as we can.” 
 Hefting their packs, they continue their advance across the plain, all of them 
except for Prince Guldrev careful to conceal themselves beneath their feather cloaks.  The 
riders, still a few miles away, approach them at a steady pace, the gatterpods’ birdlike 
legs giving them a weird loping gait.  It takes the better part of an hour for them to close 
the distance, calling out in guttural Gelmish for the five men to identify themselves. 
 Prince Guldrev stops and gives a small bow.  “I am Scoatrix the Outworlder, 
personal scribe to His Highness, Zolam Yooróa One-Eye.  These are my fahu guardsmen, 
cursed to servitude by the Zolam himself, their tongues cut out by his own hand.  Pay 
them no mind.” 
 The riders shrink back visibly from the four hooded men.  “An odd escort for a 
scribe,” says one, a middle-aged fellow as lean and rangy as his mount, his long 
mustachios braided with sparkling thread.  Nestled over his close-shorn skull sits a hide 
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cap, decorated with black and white feathers and bearing on its front a crescent of beaten 
silver, affixed over his brows so as to give him an ominous horned look.  Like his three 
companions, he’s dressed in a short coat of dark fur, open to reveal a molded leather 
cuirass slathered in amulets of gold and jade and etched ivory.  All of them carry lances 
with long iron blades, as well as carven clubs and short-handled adzes not unlike the 
primitive war-picks that Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman saw among the denizens of 
Lowest Gelm. 
 “Alas,” says the Prince, “they are all that remain.  Some months ago I was 
dispatched from Yesh Horma to make a survey of His Highness’ territories, and thence to 
proceed south to record the fall of Obesta.”  The golden spur, his companions notice, has 
been removed from his septum. 
 The rider snorts.  “And afterwards put a word in Nascucal’s ear on behalf of your 
master Yooróa, eh?”  His mount, covered in tawny fur, snaps its serrated beak and 
scratches at the ground with its claws. 
 Prince Guldrev blinks innocently.  “I will submit his petition to the Bloody-
Handed at the appropriate time and place, along with all the other Aukurmandrine chiefs.  
She will see to it that the conquered territories are properly distributed.” 
 “How long have you been in Gelm, Outworlder?” asks another of the riders, a 
thuggish-looking fellow with a crooked nose and only one ear. 
 “Nearly three times as long as I lived outside of it,” the Prince replies.  “I’ve been 
consecrated in the milk of Mother Aukurmandros; I’ve pledged my loyalty to Nascucal 
Tobravirid.  I am more Gelmish than Outworlder.” 
 “So what occurred to leave you so bereft,” asks the first man, “with only these 
tongueless wretches for company?  Have the Rexpagu’s fortunes fallen so low?” 
 “A week ago we were attacked by Pâcosh raiders,” replies the Prince.  “Most of 
my companions were slain outright, but we five managed to escape, along with my lord, 
Orgo Wathámoros.” 
 “And what’s become of him?” 
 “His wounds were grievous.  He died not four days ago, may the sacred Mother 
bear him speedily to Her breast.” 
 Pursing his lips beneath his ostentatious mustache, the rider silently regards 
Prince Guldrev and his veiled companions for a long minute.  “A tragedy,” he says 
simply.  “You should speak with my master, Orgo Ulmar, whose generosity is rivaled 
only by his cruelty.” 
 The Prince blinks again, momentarily at a loss as to what he should make of this 
statement.  “With respect,” he says, bowing obsequiously, “your master should feel no 
obligation to help one so wretched as myself, to say nothing of these four.  Merely grant 
us the privilege of stepping aside, so that his way might not be impeded by the likes of 
us.” 
 “The Orgo will want to meet you in person,” the rider says firmly, in a tone that 
will brook no argument. 
 They wait in tense awkward silence while the remainder of the Corax cross the 
plain.  There are at least thirty of them altogether, the majority mounted on lean green-
eyed gatterpods, the remaining few riding on the wagons.  The smaller of these is piled 
with a great panoply of gear and supplies, while the other is a massive thing, its six 
wheels each taller than a man, covered by a rounded black canopy embroidered with 
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highly stylized glyphs and radiant moon designs in silver and white.  Both are pulled by 
teams of bull ramalekron even larger than the departed Epshi, their drivers seated on 
tasseled white carpets spread over the beasts’ humped backs.  The Corax all appear to be 
similarly attired, save for a gray-bearded figure in blood red robes seated atop a white 
gatterpod.  Unlike the others, this man’s cap is tall and pointed, fronted by a perforated 
copper disc instead of a silver crescent, and topped by a deep bowl-shaped ornament 
which emits a stuttering trickle of bluish incense smoke.  He confers for some time with 
the mustachioed rider, both of them speaking in low voices and casting glances towards 
the Outworlder scribe and his unmoving guards.  Eventually the robed figure nods and 
tugs on his mount’s reins, guiding it out of sight behind the wagon. 
 For a long while no one speaks.  The Corax mill slowly around, staring with 
varying levels of hostility at Prince Guldrev and his escort, who immediately recognize 
that they’re being surrounded.  For the moment, they can do little more than peer 
huntedly from beneath their hoods. 
 After an agony of waiting, the robed Corax returns, dismounting from his 
gatterpod and handing the reins to one of his companions.  “We welcome you, friend 
Rexpagu,” he says, extending a hand to Prince Guldrev.  “I am Loyabalapis, faithful 
vizier to Ulmar Mogg, who is himself orgo to Zolam Grullo the Inevitable.”  An 
assortment of baubles and charms are sewn to his crimson robes, including teeth and 
bones and locks of hair, alongside various small pendants fashioned out of gold and 
silver, porphyry and jade.  “My master desires to see you.  His heart has been moved by 
your plight, and he wishes to know how he might help.” 
 Prince Guldrev bows with the utmost courtesy.  “We do not warrant the attentions 
of His Magnificence, truly.  We are bound for the nearest outpost along the edge of Talon 
Wood; from there I will send word to my own zolam and await reinforcements.” 
 “His lordship should not be kept waiting,” says Loyabalapis, as though he hadn’t 
heard.  “Have no fear, your companions will be safe enough, as long as they behave 
themselves.”  He gestures with barely disguised impatience towards the rear of the 
wagon. 
 Glancing back at his four cloaked cohorts, the Prince nods absently.  “They’ll 
behave themselves, I’m sure.  The rite of fahu does nothing if not teach humility.”  He 
prevaricates for a moment longer, making a show of arranging his leather and furs, before 
limping away to meet Orgo Ulmar.  The faithful vizier, trailing puffs of smoke from his 
outlandish hat, follows a few paces behind. 
 The Prince’s guards, ostensibly mute as they are, exchange hunted looks, unsure 
of what to make of this unexpected development.  Hidden beneath the hagbird feather 
cloaks, their fingers close around the hafts of their weapons, but for the moment they 
make no move to attack.  Even considering their redoubtable fighting prowess, they’re 
badly outnumbered and effectively surrounded, in addition to facing mounted men on 
foot.  The situation, it seems, has quickly gotten beyond their control. 
 The minutes creep by, the moon inching across the sky.  Ten, fifteen, twenty.  
After nearly half an hour there comes a sudden anguished cry from inside the canopied 
wagon, muffled but unmistakable, and again the Prince’s guards look to one another for 
the signal to attack.  The Corax reposition themselves around the four shrouded figures, 
tightening their circle, but clearly loathe to get too close to the ill-omened fahu.  Beneath 
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their cloaks, the fraudulent guardsmen begin to ease their weapons free, each sensing the 
decisive moment closing in on them. 
 Before it arrives, Loyabalapis the vizier reappears from behind the wagon, the 
incense cup atop his head rekindled and streaming smoke into the night air.  He steps 
forward to face the four men hidden beneath their veils of hagbird feathers, regarding 
them with an expression of penetrating curiosity. 
 “What do you see, wise one?”  From around the corner of the wagon appears a 
new figure, short and slight and reedy of voice, who continues forward to reveal itself as 
a boy of around fourteen, clad in white fur and cloth-of-silver.  His head and face are 
smooth and hairless and covered in pale shimmering powder, his eyelids smudged with 
gold.  This, then, must be the fearsome Orgo Ulmar. 
 “I see masks, my lord,” replies Loyabalapis.  “I see a grand deception.” 
 The boy steps up beside the vizier and surveys the four cloaked men, each of them 
staring back at him with hard eyes, tensed for an imminent attack.  “Remove your 
masks,” he tells them, in a tone unaccustomed to defiance.  “Reveal yourselves, that we 
might speak as friends.”  When they hesitate, he swats petulantly at the air with a length 
of polished black cane topped by a tuft of blond hair.  “There’s no point in continuing 
with this ruse; you’ve been betrayed by the one you trusted.” 
 “What has happened?” Dr. Honeyman asks at last, his voice muffled by the scarf 
drawn across his face. 
 “Scoatrix the Outworlder has deceived you,” replies Orgo Ulmar.  “He is no mere 
scribe, as he told you, but an orgo among the Rexpagu, in service to that one-eyed 
mongrel Yooróa.” 
 The doctor stares at him evenly.  “What have you done to him?” 
 “He’s receiving the reward due a traitor,” says the Orgo.  “There’s no need to 
thank me.” 
 “Have you killed him?” growls Pennathorne. 
 “He lives, for now.”  The Orgo gestures at them with his switch.  “Now show me 
your faces, that I might see if all he told me was true.” 
 The four men exchange glances, none of them yet moving to unmask themselves.  
“What did he tell you?” asks the doctor. 
 Orgo Ulmar sighs in exasperation.  “He said that he was traveling with two 
Sylaspians and two Outworlders, whom he was supposed to be guiding southwards in 
search of Nascucal.  He offered them to me in exchange for safe escort to Cordec Rith, 
but admitted that they were dangerous men, unlikely to be broken to servitude quickly or 
easily.  Now show me your faces, slaves, before I have my men begin your first lesson.” 
 Again they hesitate, and the Orgo makes a brisk gesture with his switch.  One of 
the warriors standing nearby strides forward and bashes Tark across the back of the head 
with his club; the young Kreebian collapses to the ground, knocked nearly senseless by 
the blow.  Hanzor turns, snarling a curse, flinging his cloak back as he tries to free his 
sword from its scabbard, while beside him Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman do likewise.  
Before any of them can bring their weapons to bear, the Corax close in like wolves, 
clubbing all three of them to the ground beside Tark.  They’re quickly divested of their 
cloaks and weapons, leaving them battered and bloody and pressed to their knees at the 
feet of the imperious boy Orgo. 
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 “Now that the relationship of master and servant has been properly established,” 
says Orgo Ulmar, “let us speak like civilized beings.  Scoatrix said you were seeking 
Nascucal.  Tell me why.” 
 Pennathorne forces his split lips into a defiant grin.  “Uhl’s going to be delighted 
to meet you, lad,” he croaks in Lewlander. 
 “We’re scouts,” says Hanzor, “plotting the advance of reinforcements from 
Sylasp and Portheps.  Kill us, if you dare, but know that Belhet’s judgment is coming for 
you, and soon.  The devils and their vile queen will be wiped from the face of Gelm like 
they never existed.” 
 The Orgo doesn’t seem to have heard, focused as he is on the runed black armor 
worn by Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman.  “Tell us your story, Outworlders.  Where are 
you from?  How did you arrive here in Gelm?  What has brought you into alliance with 
the Scions of Hesker and their lost cause?” 
 “We were shipwrecked near Portheps,” Dr. Honeyman answers without 
hesitation, “having sailed across the great eastern ocean from that place you know as 
Altreng.  We’d been sent in search of ancient treasures, but found only misery instead.  If 
not for the Scions of Hesker, we’d certainly be dead.” 
 The Orgo still appears to be only half-listening.  Loyabalapis, however, is 
attending to the prisoners’ every word, his eyes narrowed to glittering black slits.  
“Where did you obtain these artifacts?” he asks, unsheathing one of the argose glass 
blades and turning it over in his hands. 
 “Among some ruins north of Falthoremba,” says the doctor. 
 “That armor looks to be a perfect fit,” remarks Loyabalapis, “as if it had been 
made for you.”  When the doctor makes no response, he frowns in irritation and 
resheathes the blade.  “Perhaps we should adjourn to Your Majesty’s chamber,” he 
suggests to Orgo Ulmar, before gesturing towards the moon sitting huge and round in the 
cold starry sky.  “The Silver Eye is near the full tonight, a man’s deeds under the greatest 
scrutiny by the gods.” 
 “Then let them see the strength of Ulmar Mogg,” says the boy, his reedy voice 
filled with malevolence.  “Sylaspian, Altrengian, Gelmish and Outworlder alike; all will 
bow and be enslaved.”  He bends down to retrieve the other argose glass knife from 
among the weapons piled at his feet.  “Your lives are no longer your own,” he tells his 
kneeling prisoners, as he draws the silvery-blue blade and examines it in the moonlight.  
“If I liked, I could drain all the blood from your bodies and paint my glyph across the 
desert.  Let the Silver Eye see that!  Then the gods would know my name.” 
 The vizier clears his throat uncomfortably.  “Your Eminence is a being of infinite 
formidability, it’s true, as is your father, Zolam Grullo.  Even still, it is important to 
remember the virtues of restraint and discretion, as were taught by the grand sage Nup.  
Let us observe both, my lord, and bring your new slaves to the foot of the traveling 
throne, where we might question them at our leisure.” 
 Frowning, Orgo Ulmar swats sulkily at the air with his hair-topped cane.  He turns 
as if to go, then whirls back around and thrusts the argose glass knife into Tark’s throat.  
The blade penetrates effortlessly, the point emerging from the back of his neck, and for a 
moment Tark merely sits, wide-eyed and gurgling, with his chin propped atop the Orgo’s 
clenched fist.  Withdrawing the blade with a flourish, Ulmar steps back as Tark slumps 
forward onto the ground, convulsing, his blood spilling across the sand. 
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 Hanzor screams and lunges for the Orgo, but the Corax warriors hold him back.  
He fights them like a wild animal, until the man with the long mustachios finally drives 
the butt of his lance into the furious old Kreebian’s belly.  Gasping, Hanzor drops to the 
ground beside Tark’s lifeless body.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman can do little but 
clench their jaws and glare dolefully at the monstrous child, his powdered white face and 
gold-smudged eyes regarding them with almost bored indifference.  “Never doubt my 
power,” he says, a statement addressed not only to his prisoners, but to all those 
assembled around him—Corax, Kreebian, and Outworlder alike.  Without another word, 
he turns and walks back towards the great canopied wagon, the bloody knife held loosely 
by his side. 
 Loyabalapis sighs and signals to the warriors standing guard over the prisoners.  
Heavy shackles are clapped onto their wrists and a collar locked around their necks, all of 
it connected by a thick T-shaped bar which keeps their hands fixed in place in front of 
them.  “Bring them,” the vizier says, and turns to follow his master.  Pennathorne and the 
doctor are hauled to their feet and shoved after him, while Hanzor, limp and sobbing, is 
dragged along behind. 
 “We’re in a tight spot, Melvin,” Pennathorne says quietly in Lewlander.  “Any 
ideas?”  One of their guards prods him with his lance and glowers threateningly, so for 
the moment the question remains unanswered.  The three of them are taken around to the 
rear of the enormous wagon, where they find a pair of sentries in white robes standing on 
either side of a set of gilt and ivory steps.  Both men are bald, bearded, and powerfully 
built, reminding Pennathorne and the doctor in some small way of the Haliorites they 
faced nearly three months ago, though these two men are swart and black-bearded, 
whereas the Haliorites were pale and red-haired.  Around their waists they wear wide 
crimson sashes, into the fronts of which are tucked a pair of unsheathed stilettos, bronze 
blades crossed. 
 The gilt and ivory steps lead up to the back of the wagon, where the canopy has 
been tied back to make a low dark entryway.  Trickles of smoke and a nearly 
overpowering miasma of incense fumes leak out of the wagon’s shadowy interior, as well 
as strains of quiet music and the unmistakable sound of moaning, as of a man in great 
pain.  Orgo Ulmar has already disappeared into this foreboding portal, while Loyabalapis, 
leaning down to fit his tall pointed hat inside, follows close on his heels.  Then come the 
three prisoners, each wondering if they’ll be alive for much longer, but hoping at least to 
see Ulmar Mogg dead before their time is up. 
 
 Despite being lit only by a pair of dim smoldering braziers, the interior of the 
wagon is clearly a sumptuous space, twenty feet wide and almost thirty long.  Rich black 
velvet lines the inside of the canopy, upon which a startling facsimile of the night sky has 
been picked out in diamonds and pearls, and the polished wooden floor is inlaid with 
flowers of jade and lapis lazuli.  Half a dozen gem-encrusted censers swing from slender 
silver chains, but the interior is kept more or less free of smoke by small slits cut through 
the canopy, as well as by a young woman wielding a great fan of white feathers.  At her 
feet sits a male youth, strumming a mournful tune on a small harp-like instrument held in 
his lap.  Both of them are nude and covered from head to toe in golden powder, so that 
they look like living sculptures, sad-eyed and indifferent to their luxurious surroundings. 
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 At the far end of the room sits a chair of lustrous black wood, inlaid with ivory 
and still more gold, and raised up on a dais covered in white fur.  To one side of this 
stands a statue mostly covered by a black tapestry, a base of green marble showing near 
the floor, atop which a pair of alabaster feet are just visible.  On the other side of the dais 
lies the crumpled form of Prince Guldrev, moaning weakly and muttering to himself.  
Orgo Ulmar takes no notice of him, merely mounts the dais and seats himself in the black 
chair, while Loyabalapis stirs the coals in a pair of braziers affixed to the floor.  The 
prisoners are led before the Orgo and shoved to their knees again, before the vizier waves 
the guards out.  “Fetch their belongings, then get us underway,” he says. 
 “What of the dead one?” asks the mustachioed man, who has followed them 
inside and seems to hold some important position among the warriors. 
 “Strip him,” answers the vizier.  “Leave his corpse for the hagbirds.” 
 “He was my son!” Hanzor cries with sudden fury, raising his tear-streaked face to 
glare at Loyabalapis.  “Do not speak of him as though he were offal!” 
 “But he is offal,” the Orgo chides.  “A butchered scrap, of no use at all.” 
 Hanzor’s face reddens, but he holds his anger in check.  “Let me consign his body 
to the fire.  A flask of oil and a torch, that’s all I ask.  Let me release his soul to Belhet.  
Grant me that, at least.” 
 “I grant you nothing,” Orgo Ulmar says coldly.  “Let him rot in the wastes; let his 
soul be reborn as hagbird shit.”  He dismisses the guards with a wave of his switch.  “We 
go.” 
 The warriors bow and depart, only to be replaced by the pair of white-robed 
sentries from outside, who take up positions just behind the kneeling prisoners.  A few 
moments later their cloaks and packs are brought in and piled at the back of the wagon, 
along with Tark’s blood-stained cuirass, the sight of which drives Hanzor to another fit of 
quiet weeping.  One of the sentries closes the rear flap of the canopy, and the floor 
lurches beneath them as the wagon begins to move. 
 For a while no one in the chamber speaks.  The censers swing at the ends of their 
silver chains, tracing arabesques of smoke in the air, while the golden nudes continue at 
their respective duties, fanning and strumming without pause.  The prisoners kneel on the 
rumbling floor, Hanzor hunched and sobbing, while Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman 
keep their bloodied countenances raised up defiantly.  At the foot of the dais the Prince 
whimpers, both hands held over his face. 
 “It is customary to kiss an Orgo’s foot when he sits upon his throne, traveling or 
not,” remarks Ulmar at last, setting the argose glass knife aside and swishing his cane 
through a trail of smoke.  “No matter; you will learn soon enough.  Now, let us speak 
further of this errand you were on.”  He flicks a hand towards Hanzor without actually 
looking at him, and says, “This one tells me you were scouting the advance of troops 
from Sylasp and Portheps, to strike at Nascucal in force.  Surely you know that you 
cannot win against her, not with a million men, or even a million million.  She is as 
invincible as the wind.” 
 “We’ll see,” mutters Pennathorne, infuriated at the idea of being killed by this 
pretentious youngling. 
 “That one—” here the Orgo waves towards the prostrate Prince Guldrev “—tells 
me that you are in fact on a mission for the Yubian necromancers.  He says that with 
black magic you slew an entire Rexpagu war party and took him as prisoner, demanding 
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that he guide you to Nascucal herself.  He says that you intend to slay her and claim 
Hesker’s battlegear for yourselves.” 
 “May Mother Aukurmandros devour you all!” shrieks Prince Guldrev, hunching 
against the floor in agony.  “Villains!  Heretics!  By the Mother of Hosts, I call death and 
damnation down on your heads!” 
 “Be quiet,” snaps the Orgo, “before I have your traitorous hide peeled off your 
bones.” 
 The Prince begins to cackle, an awful sound tinged with madness.  “Kaza’Kazok 
will be the tool of my vengeance,” he titters.  “He comes for you even now.” 
 “Kaza’Kazok is a myth,” Loyabalapis interjects from the rear of the wagon, where 
he is busily searching through the captured equipment, “and Mother Aukurmandros has 
forsaken her children.  True power lies with the Silver Eye, who watches over the Corax 
as the gods’ chosen tribe, the clan of Mogg supreme among them.” 
 Prince Guldrev rolls over to face the vizier, revealing a pair of hollow bloody 
sockets where his eyes used to be, his cheeks streaked with gore.  “I have seen 
Kaza’Kazok, though I cannot see any longer!  I have seen him, and I tell you he is on his 
way!” 
 “Were Kaza’Kazok real, he would tremble at my feet,” says the Orgo.  “Now hold 
your tongue or lose it altogether.”  The Prince at last falls silent, hiding his pitiful visage 
as he rolls back over, and Orgo Ulmar turns his attention once more to the three men 
shackled before him.  “So what is the truth?  Who was your master?  The Scions of 
Hesker or the Yubians?” 
 “What difference does it make?” snarls Pennathorne, exasperated.  “Both of them 
want to crush the False Empress and the Wicked Nation alike.” 
 “It is the Yubian necromancers who guide them,” calls Loyabalapis, having 
discovered the argose glass cylinder inside Dr. Honeyman’s satchel.  “These relics were 
not found by chance, not beneath the gaze of the Silver Eye.  These are gifts of power, 
that much is plain.”  He unscrews the end of the cylinder and begins to examine the pages 
within, his eyes widening as he discovers the exquisitely detailed maps, the notes on 
Yubian magic, the sheaves of information on Nascucal, the Bloody-Handed.  
“Lho’acriost!” he breathes, leafing through the collection with barely constrained 
excitement. 
 “Then Scoatrix spoke the truth,” says the Orgo.  He regards the prisoners with his 
gold-lidded eyes and nods, as if the entire situation was playing out exactly as he’d 
expected.  “In the coming days, you will tell me all that you learned from the Yubians.  
You will tell me where they are hidden, and how I might win their confidence.” 
 Pennathorne cocks his head.  “Win their confidence?” 
 The Orgo smiles cryptically.  “Scoatrix says that you intended to slay Nascucal, 
but claims no knowledge of the method.  Tell me, now, how you expected to accomplish 
such a feat, even with the power of the Yubian necromancers at your command.” 
 “We learned her secret name,” Dr. Honeyman tells him.  “She’s bound to obey 
any command we give her when she hears it.” 
 “I hope she’s a toothsome morsel under all that armor,” remarks Pennathorne, 
managing a lighthearted grin through his bruises.  “The last taste I had was back in 
Ferncliff; none of those Yubian wenches would have anything to do with me.  I’m getting 
a little pent up, if you take my meaning.” 
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 Orgo Ulmar furrows his pallid brow and swats at the air with his cane.  “I can 
have your genitals cut off, if they’re bothering you.”  The boy’s tone is serious enough 
for Pennathorne to swallow his retort, and for a long minute they simply stare at one 
another, the golden harpist’s melancholy song almost drowned out by the rumbling of the 
wagon over the rocky ground.  “I will ask you again,” says the Orgo at last.  “How did 
you mean to slay Nascucal?  As long as she wears the viridicine armor, she is 
invulnerable.  What, then, was your plan?  I will not ask again.” 
 “Perhaps there are answers here,” says Loyabalapis, stepping towards the 
traveling throne with one of the voluminous packs given to Pennathorne and the doctor 
by the Yubians.  He places it at the foot of the throne and begins removing its contents, 
arranging them along the edge of the fur-covered dais.  Both argose glass cases, one of 
Verzahl’s malachite cubes, a flask of the yellowish powder—he handles each with 
excessive care, as though fearful it might explode in his hands.  He also brings one of the 
living mantles, but drops it with a yelp when it squirms in his grasp. 
 “Name these things,” demands Orgo Ulmar.  “Tell me their uses.” 
 “They are special provisions given to us by the Yubians,” says Dr. Honeyman, “to 
sustain us on our journey.  A powder which purifies tainted water, fluids that help to dull 
our hunger, others that reduce our need for sleep.  The cloak is in actuality a living thing, 
created to keep its wearer both warm and camouflaged.” 
 Loyabalapis examines the malachite cube with special interest, seemingly 
mystified by the row of perforations across each of its faces.  Unable for the moment to 
access its contents, he turns his attention to the silvery-blue cases, moving first to open 
the smaller, more decorative of the two. 
 “Do not!” hisses Dr. Honeyman, and the vizier freezes with his fingers a few 
inches from the lid.  “Those cases contain the methods of Nascucal’s death; if not with 
one, then with the other.” 
 “Tell me,” snaps the boy impatiently. 
 Dr. Honeyman hesitates.  “What do you intend to do with us?” 
 Pursing his lips in irritation, the Orgo replies, “That depends on how difficult you 
continue to be.” 
 “Do you seek to kill Nascucal yourself?” asks the doctor.  “Would you seize the 
viridicine armor for your own?” 
 Orgo Ulmar’s look of pique lapses into one of amusement.  “Of course,” he says, 
causing even his faithful vizier to blink in surprise.  Lifting the argose glass knife from 
beside him, he bends forward and severs the strap around the larger case, then flips open 
the lids of both.  “A seed and a cylinder,” he says, with a note of disappointment.  “What 
am I to make of these?” 
 “Do not open that cylinder,” Dr. Honeyman admonishes him.  “It contains an acid 
which will eat through nearly anything, even metal and stone.  The Yubians were 
adamant that we not open it until we were prepared to use it; even then, they said, the 
danger would be as great to us as to Nascucal.” 
 “And the seed?” asks the Orgo, leaning back an inch in his throne. 
 “A poison,” replies Dr. Honeyman, “to be ground up and slipped into her food.” 
 Orgo Ulmar smirks.  “The Bloody-Handed neither eats nor drinks,” he says, and 
the doctor clenches his jaw, silently cursing himself for a fool.  Leaning forward again, 
the Orgo picks up both the seed and the cylinder and examines them in the flickering 
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light of the braziers.  “There is magic here, I can feel it.”  He gives the cylinder a gentle 
shake, raises the speckled seed to his nostrils and sniffs at it experimentally. 
 Loyabalapis watches him intently, as preoccupied with the strange artifacts as his 
master.  “Carefully, Your Eminence; I spy runes of special power written upon that 
cylinder.  It’s sealed with more than just those skull-shaped clasps, I can tell you.  
Though he lies like an Uco spice merchant, I believe the Outworlder when he says there’s 
a dangerous energy contained inside.” 
 “And this?” asks Orgo Ulmar, holding out the speckled pit. 
 Plucking it out of the boy’s palm, Loyabalapis rolls the seed between his hands, 
then brings it to his face for a quick sniff and the briefest dab of his tongue.  Lastly he 
holds it up beside his ear and listens with absurd concentration, before finally handing it 
back to his master.  “It is a seed,” he intones flatly, “though I could not say of what type.  
Not poisonous, I think, but…potent.  Born of nature, though, and not of magic.” 
 “Potency I claim as my own,” declares the Orgo, lifting the seed and placing it 
with exaggerated slowness into his mouth.  Grimacing, he crunches it between his teeth, 
until a minute later he finally swallows triumphantly. 
 At the foot of the traveling throne, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman drop their 
gazes in defeat, realizing now that there’s no escape from Verzahl’s parasite and that one 
of them is doomed to die.  Each has the same hope—that he’s doomed and not the 
other—followed by the same grim awareness that neither of them is likely to escape from 
the clutches of the maniacal Orgo Ulmar. 
 Bleak silence settles over the traveling throne room, since even the golden harpist 
has paused to mend a broken string.  The sounds of Hanzor and Prince Guldrev’s 
suffering have likewise all but disappeared, save for the occasional low moan from the 
latter as he lays curled on his side upon the inlaid floor.  Motionless on the great black 
throne, Orgo Ulmar sits with the crystal cylinder clasped between his hands, his eyes 
closed and face tilted slightly upward in an attitude of expectation.  A long minute passes, 
until finally the vizier clears his throat and gestures at the Orgo apologetically.  “It’s 
nearly the hour for second prayers,” he says.  “Perhaps Your Eminence would care to 
continue this at a later time.” 
 Ulmar frowns and relaxes his grip on the crystal cylinder.  “The seed has done 
nothing; I feel the same as ever.”  Fixing his prisoners with a dire glare, he says, “You 
will live a little longer at least, while I make my prostrations before the Silver Eye.” 
 A second later, as if on command, the wagon comes to a halt, the censers 
swinging in gentle circles beneath the diamond-starred canopy.  Locked as they are in 
their shackles and collars, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman are for the moment allowed to 
retain their chitinous black armor.  “I will need time to examine these runes more 
closely,” mutters Loyabalapis, examining the golden figures stamped across 
Pennathorne’s backplate.  “Some of them are tangled knots, complex even to my eye.” 
 The Orgo doesn’t respond, having risen from the traveling throne and turned 
towards the covered statue with a sudden attitude of reverence.  One of the white-robed 
sentries unfastens the rear flap of the canopy, and Hanzor, Pennathorne, and Dr. 
Honeyman are taken back outside, where they’re led by the mustachioed man to the rear 
of the other wagon.  Several thick iron rings, evenly arranged into three rows, are 
mounted across the planks; each of the prisoners is tethered from his collar to one of 
these by a length of chain, while Prince Guldrev, a strip of cloth tied around his mutilated 
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eyes, is dragged out behind them and placed in an iron cage so cramped that he can’t 
even sit upright.  Placed upon a small wheeled platform, it’s chained to a ring along the 
bottommost row, and the four imprisoned wretches are finally left alone.  The Corax 
move away to kneel and make their prayers to the moon, perched like a bone-white disc 
at the crown of the sky. 
 “So, Prince Guldrev…or is it Orgo Scoatrix?”  Pennathorne raises his hands, 
trying to relieve the pressure of the collar around his neck.  “This is a right deep pile of 
shit you’ve gotten us into; I’m not sure I can even see daylight anymore.”  Hunched 
inside the tiny cage, the Prince merely mutters more loudly to himself, babbling again  
about Mother Aukurmandros and Kaza’Kazok.  Pennathorne shakes his head in disgust 
and turns to Hanzor, who stands, dazed and hollow-eyed, between himself and the doctor.  
“Your boy seemed like a good fellow,” he says.  “Handy with a blade, and certainly not 
lacking for bravery.  He’ll be warmly received at Uhl’s tableside.” 
 The Kreebian stares blankly into space and says nothing, and a few minutes later 
the caravan begins moving again.  For now, the Corax travel without lights, since the 
moon and stars are bright enough to read by.  It’s a cold night, and without their cloaks 
the prisoners suffer grievously from the chill, mitigated only slightly by the brisk pace 
their forced to maintain.  The Corax seem to have no particular marching order; the 
majority remain near the wagons, while a few others range far off ahead and to either 
side, occasionally returning to the main contingent as the mood strikes them.  The white-
robed sentries stay close by the traveling throne room, both of them mounted atop a pair 
of gatterpods the same alabaster color as their robes.  There are a few murmured 
conversations here and there, but for the most part there’s little noise other than the 
occasional snort from the ramalekron and the clank and rattle of the wagons over the 
rocky ground. 
 Pennathorne ducks beneath Hanzor’s chain and wedges himself next to Dr. 
Honeyman as they march.  “Any ideas on getting out of this one?” he asks quietly, in 
Lewlander. 
 Dr. Honeyman gives a slight shake of his head.  “Best leave it up to Uhl,” he says 
sourly.  “He’s gotten us out of tighter spots than this, right?”  In spite of his defeated 
tone, he still finds himself examining the details of their imprisonment for signs of 
weakness, taking note of the number and positions of the surrounding Corax, searching 
the wagon in front of them for something to be improvised into a weapon.  Habits honed 
by a lifetime of danger and narrow escapes.  “I wonder what’s become of Kaza’Kazok?” 
he muses, lapsing back into Gelmish. 
 “He comes,” mutters Prince Guldrev from his miserable cage.  “You will see, 
though I cannot.  He comes, and when he arrives there will be no escape from the 
Mother’s judgment.” 
 “And how will she judge you?” Pennathorne spits, loudly enough to draw a glare 
from one of the Corax marching nearby.  “To think that we put our trust in you, that I 
vowed to protect you from those who would do you harm.  That hairless little licktwat 
should’ve cut out your heart, not your eyes.” 
 “Her judgment of me has already begun,” the Prince replies weakly.  He starts to 
laugh again, the hopeless laugh of a man who’s lost the last tenuous grip on his own 
sanity.  “Really, though, it’s a blessing!  A blessing, even in the midst of suffering, since 
now I won’t have to see his horrible face!  I won’t have to see that bloody smile as it tears 
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me to shreds!  Even in her punishments, the Mother offers a comfort to her beloved 
children!”  He cackles, louder and louder.  “I see, oh sacred Aukurmandros, though I 
have no eyes to see with!  I see that your mercy is as great as your wrath!”  His shouting 
finally draws over one of their captors, who jabs his lance into the cage and hisses at the 
deranged Prince to be quiet. 
 For the next few hours they trudge along in silence behind the wagon, following a 
northeasterly path across the rubble-strewn desert.  At one point, deciding to risk a 
question, Dr. Honeyman asks one of the Corax where they’re bound.  “Octramec,” comes 
the reply, “where Zolam Grullo the Inevitable makes his home.  Best get on your bellies 
and beg the Silver Eye for help before you see him; the father makes the son look like all 
sweetness by comparison.” 
 Shortly before dawn, two of the riders gallop in from the north, intercepted a 
hundred yards from the caravan by the mustachioed commander.  For several minutes 
they engage in what looks to be an urgent conversation, the two riders waving their hands 
back in the direction they’d come, both of them wearing wide-eyed expressions on their 
faces.  “I wonder what that’s all about?” mutters Pennathorne, as the scene passes out of 
sight behind them. 
 “Kaza’Kazok?” suggests the doctor.  He squints towards the northern horizon 
with his restored vision, but finds nothing. 
 Onwards they roll, the three men dragged relentlessly forward, the little cart with 
its wretched cargo clattering next to them.  Hanzor trudges along in stony silence, his 
steps clumsy with exhaustion and despair.  Even now, Pennathorne has to grab him by 
the arm as he trips over a stone and nearly falls.  “You figure they’ll be stopping soon?” 
he asks, as Hanzor draws himself up and lapses back into his stupefied march. 
 “Presumably,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “The sky’s clear and cloudless; look, you can 
see the glimmer of sunrise already.” 
 Indeed, there’s an almost imperceptible lightness growing along the eastern 
horizon, and a minute later, on some imperceptible signal, both wagons come to a halt.  
The mustachioed commander appears from behind them, followed by the two riders with 
whom he’d been talking.  They convene with the white-robed sentries at the rear of the 
traveling throne room, but anything more is lost to the prisoners’ sight as the rest of the 
Corax converge on the smaller wagon and begin to set up their camp for the day.  With 
well-practiced speed, they retrieve dozens of flexible staves of various lengths and 
thicknesses, knowing precisely where each goes and in what order, so that very quickly 
they’ve lashed together the frames for three large dome-shaped shelters.  These are 
covered first in a layer of dark weft, tough but breathable, and then by a layer of heavy 
dun-colored fabric, one side of which has been oiled to make it waterproof.  The Corax 
cover the rocky ground inside with rugs and furs, resulting in a space which could 
comfortably house a dozen people. With a flap for a door and slits cut here and there to 
let the wind pass through, each shelter from a distance looks like little more than a low 
hump of land. 
 By the time the Corax are finished with their labors, the first bright rays of 
morning are chasing the stars from the sky.  The ramalekron are freed form their yokes 
and given a smile pile of dried grasses to eat, while the gatterpods are tethered to three 
long heavy beams arranged in a triangle on the ground near the tents.  Both wagons are 
covered with more of the dun-colored oilcloth, every inch of the exquisitely embroidered 
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canopy over the Orgo’s traveling throne room carefully hidden beneath a nondescript 
brownish tarp.  Without further ceremony, the Corax retreat from the rising sun, leaving 
two men outside to keep watch.  Positioned at either end of the camp on small octagonal 
rugs, they’ve each traded in their hide-and-feather cap for a kind of sunhat with an 
absurdly large brim, some four feet around.  The exterior is encrusted with sand and 
pebbles, as though the men were wearing pieces of the desert itself atop their heads.  
Sitting hunched and cross-legged on the rugs, they’re careful to keep all parts of 
themselves in the shade, while they squint out across the lightening plain with a sort of 
grim apprehension. 
 Still chained to the back of the wagon, the four prisoners are left to fend for 
themselves.  Dr. Honeyman checks on the caged Prince as well as he’s able, discovering 
the old Ostrovian unconscious and barely breathing.  “I’ll be surprised if he makes it to 
nightfall,” the doctor says, straightening up and shaking his head. 
 “A rotten way to go,” sniffs Pennathorne, “but he earned his fate rightly enough.” 
 “I’ll not argue with that,” says the doctor.  “We’ll be close behind him if we don’t 
get any water soon.” 
 The sun is at first a welcome presence, thawing out their cold-benumbed limbs, 
but as the temperature rises they retreat back into the shade behind the wagon.  It 
becomes clear that they’ll eventually have to withdraw beneath the wagon itself, though 
Prince Guldrev’s cage is somewhat too large to fit.  Dr. Honeyman tries to retrieve a rug 
or piece of cloth from inside the tarp-covered wagon to drape over the top of it, but the 
lookout positioned at the back of the caravan barks at him to get down and stop making 
trouble. 
 “There are a several staves still left inside the wagon,” the doctor says quietly to 
Pennathorne and Hanzor.  “We might be able to use them to unscrew these rings we’re 
chained to.  At least then we could try to escape.” 
 “What about these damned manacles?” growls Pennathorne, gingerly adjusting 
the ring around his neck, the flesh beneath raw and bloody from the rough iron. 
 “How close are we to the Talon Wood?” Dr. Honeyman asks Hanzor, who makes 
no sign that he hears the question, even after it’s repeated a second time.  “I think we 
were only a day or two away when we were captured,” the doctor says, turning back to 
Pennathorne.  “Let’s figure three days, then, to get to the nearest outpost.  Maybe four.  
We’ll just have to hope it has water when we arrive.” 
 “We’re going to be right at the edge by that point,” Pennathorne observes grimly.  
“We hardly lasted into the fourth day during that trip through the Salted Blight.  If it 
hadn’t been for those nomads who found us, we’d have gone arse-up for sure.” 
 Next to them, Hanzor suddenly laughs humorlessly.  “The guards aren’t likely to 
just stand by while you work to free us.  Your mission is at an end, my friends; Belhet 
Kratonid has abandoned us.  The power of the Masters-Who-Do-Not-Die has been seized 
by the enemy, the blessed garden will soon be discovered, and the Scions of Hesker will 
go the way of the Hyross.  The fight is lost.  It’s time you resolved yourselves to your 
fate.” 
 “It’s not my fate to die here!” Pennathorne barks, loudly enough to draw the 
attention of the nearby lookout.  Giving Hanzor a clumsy shove, Pennathorne whispers, 
“Get a hold of that spear, Melvin, when he gets close enough.  Hanzor and I will take him 
down as quick as we can.”  He snarls a curse at the Kreebian and drives him back against 
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the wagon, more roughly this time.  Hanzor frowns, unresponsive, and Pennathorne finds 
himself doubting that he’ll be able to rely on the Kreebian in the coming fight. 
 Already the Corax has risen from his rug.  He approaches the chained men with 
quick short steps, striving to stay inside the shadow cast by his enormous hat.  
Brandishing his lance, he snaps at the combatants to desist, then steps forward to stab 
them into compliance when they don’t. 
 With startling speed, Dr. Honeyman seizes the end of the Corax’s weapon, his 
restraints making the grip awkward at best.  Temporarily distracted, the lookout has little 
time to react as Pennathorne takes a single quick step forward and drives the toe of his 
boot into the man’s groin.  Collapsing to the ground, all the poor fellow can do for the 
moment is retch and groan, and Pennathorne and the doctor both make rapid assessments 
on how best to silence him before he can raise the alarm.  In a second, though, the 
decision is taken out of their hands; Hanzor, finally shaking himself out of his stupor, 
steps between them and aims a well-placed kick towards the Corax’s throat.  Having 
failed to divest him of his steel-shod boots, the Kreebian’s long pointed toe passes fully 
through the man’s neck, breaking his spine and killing him instantly. 
 Crouching, Pennathorne peers huntedly around to see if they’ve drawn any 
attention; there’s no sign of the other lookout, and nothing appears to stir in the three 
shelters.  Dr. Honeyman is already at the task of trying to free them, using the dead man’s 
lance as a lever to slowly unscrew the ring from the back of the wagon.  It’s slow and 
clumsy work, but eventually the ring comes free, clanking to the rocky ground at the end 
of Hanzor’s chain. 
 The doctor has already started on Pennathorne’s ring when the other lookout 
appears around the front of Orgo Ulmar’s traveling throne room, striding purposefully in 
their direction.  Pennathorne and Hanzor crowd out of sight behind the wagon, hissing at 
the doctor to lay low, but the guard doesn’t even glance towards them.  Instead, he turns 
and enters one of the tents, whisking his outlandish hat off just as he ducks through the 
flap. 
 Dr. Honeyman resumes his labors with a desperate urgency.  He’s almost 
succeeded in freeing Pennathorne’s ring when the mustachioed commander emerges from 
the tent, followed by the lookout and several other warriors, all wearing sand-encrusted 
sunhats.  Two of them move off towards the tethered gatterpods, and it’s these who first 
spot the escaping prisoners.  Shouting the alarm, the pair raise their lances and rush 
towards the shackled men. 
 “Aye, well, it was a good try,” remarks Pennathorne blithely, grasping hold of his 
chain and yanking the heavy iron ring out of the wood.  Snarling, he whips it around like 
a flail, missing one of the Corax by a finger’s breadth and causing them both to jump 
back in alarm.  From around the opposite side of the wagon appear the commander and a 
handful of others.  Taken by surprise, Dr. Honeyman turns, trying clumsily to raise his 
purloined weapon, only to be met by a crushing blow from the butt of the commander’s 
lance.  His nose breaks, spurting blood, and stars burst across his vision as he falls. 
 Cursing, Pennathorne whirls the chain towards these new foes, but there’s little he 
can do under the circumstances.  With clubs and lance butts they batter him to the 
ground, followed almost immediately by Hanzor, though the hard-bitten old Kreebian 
fights like a madman on the way down.  Afterwards, the Corax beat them into 
unconsciousness, chaining their limp and bloody forms to the wagon again once they’re 
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done.  They’re mindful to remove Hanzor’s deadly footwear this time, along with the soft 
black boots given to Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman by the Yubians.  Overhead the sun 
reaches its zenith, casting its merciless stare down on the debilitated trio, while for the 
second time in as many days, hagbirds begin to circle in the sky above them. 
 
 It was with the greatest Irony that I observed the Week of Fasts that Year, since I 
had no other Alternative but to do so.  The sweet Pap given to me by the Spirits of 
Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) had been consumed some Days earlier, 
and my Store of Water was dwindling perilously low.  Faint with Hunger, I cannot now 
recall in which Direction I was headed, or what Cause impelled me towards it.  Westerly, 
I think, with the Intention perhaps of reaching the Sea, but by then I’d lost my Hope as 
well as my Senses and so had little Concern for my Ultimate Goal. 
 The Countryside was as desolate as any that I’d yet come across in my Journey, 
nothing but Dust and Stone and vast Stretches of Salt where not even the meanest Sort of 
Life existed.  The Heat was relentless, and though It shines as the very Eye of 
Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) Himself, I did curse the Sun in the empty 
Sky, since It blistered my Flesh and tortured me with Thirst.  Only the smallest sips did I 
take from my Waterskin, but it soon grew slack as a Cow’s Teat after Milking.  At Night I 
slept, after a Fashion, my Dreams disturbed by Memories from my Time among the blue-
skinned Devils. 
 Inevitably, the Water disappeared and I knew that my Soul would soon be set 
adrift upon the Ocean of Death.  In Desperation I ate the Waterskin itself, the Interior 
still damp with leftover Moisture, and resumed my directionless March.  I know not how 
long I wandered across that searing Wasteland.  From Time to Time I experienced some 
Relief as Banks of black Clouds moved across the Sky and obscured the Sun’s burning 
Eye, but I quickly discovered that H** had sent the Storms to mock me.  The Rain which 
fell was stinking and unwholesome, soothing enough against my scorched Skin but utterly 
undrinkable.  My Thirst eventually became maddening, my Body weak with crushing 
Exhaustion. 
 Overcome, I clambered across the jagged Ground on all fours, a dying Beast 
without Hope or Reason.  From out of the Air appeared Demons in the Shape of gigantic 
black Vultures, but having Arms like those of a Man, in addition to their great Wings.  
They flapped close around me, or hopped along the Ground on their scaly Legs, all the 
while cursing me in their evil Tongue.  They screeched their Devotion to H** and 
whispered in my Ears of the Torments which awaited me, Body and Soul.  Such 
Awfulness as I cannot even describe. 
 With cracked Lips I uttered my dying Prayer to Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO 
HIS NAME!), but the Words rang hollow and offered no Comfort.  Again I cried out, and 
again received no Response.  My Soul turned cold with Fear.  Foolishly, I had thought 
that the Pit of Fiends marked the lowest Ebb of my Journey, but then at least the Power 
of Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) had burned within my Breast like a 
Candle in Darkness.  Now, hopeless and forsaken, without even the Shield of my Faith to 
protect me, I stared Oblivion in the Face and wept. 

-from the Magnocactadictum 
by Arcant Samûlus, comp. 1475 
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 The sun has barely moved in the sky by the time they return to some semblance of 
consciousness, each of them trying to take stock of his injuries through a haze of pain.  
Thanks to their runed armor, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman have fared somewhat better 
than Hanzor, who rolls onto his side and coughs up a mouthful of blood as soon as he 
awakens.  Pennathorne’s right eye is swollen nearly shut and two of his teeth have been 
knocked out, but this pales in comparison to the crooked ruin of Dr. Honeyman’s nose.  
Unable to staunch the bleeding because of his T-shaped restraints, there’s little else he 
can do except turn his head so he doesn’t drown.  In a flash of morbid humor, he realizes 
that he’ll very likely bleed to death…again.  Only this time there are no Yubians to return 
him to life. 
 Their agonized throes draw the attention of two Corax standing beside Prince 
Guldrev’s cage, who turn to regard the trio of wounded men with expressions of sudden 
eagerness, visible even beneath their enormous sunhats.  After a few quick words, one of 
them hurries off around the corner of the wagon, while the other unties a white scarf from 
around his throat and crouches down towards the exsanguinating doctor. 
 Pennathorne hollers a warning, then cuts it off in surprise as the Corax presses the 
cloth gently over Dr. Honeyman’s broken nose.  The scarf is blood-soaked in moments, 
but by then the first man has returned with two more of his fellows, one whom carries a 
bulging waterskin, the other a pack and a small lidded brazier hanging at the end of a 
chain.  This latter fellow, middle-aged and slightly cross-eyed, wears a tunic of rough red 
cloth, covered all over with dozens of crude bone ornaments and glass baubles, like a 
grubby imitation of the vizier Loyabalapis’ rich crimson robes.  “What about the one in 
the cage?” he asks, setting down the pack and brazier. 
 “Dead,” comes the simple reply. 
 The grubby vizier grunts and removes the lid from the brazier, stirring the coals 
inside and tossing onto them a handful of something that slowly releases a plume of 
yellowish smoke as it burns.  “The Orgo will not be happy,” he says, turning to his pack 
and removing a length of coarse brown fabric, which he passes through the smoke, back 
and forth, as though he were washing it. 
 “Do I need you to tell me that, Malbeed?” snaps the man who’d brought him.  
“These three saw the beast, too, if I heard correctly, so hurry up and get them put back 
together, at least enough that they’re able to speak.  Maybe the Orgo will be satisfied with 
whatever they can tell him, and not mind that the one he sent for has gone dead in the 
sun.” 
 “Make no mention of my name,” warns Malbeed, replacing the blood-soaked 
scarf over Dr. Honeyman’s nose with a fresh dressing.  He spends the next half an hour 
cleaning and dressing their more serious injuries, passing every bandage and implement 
and jar full of salve through the brazier’s smoke, automatically muttering a brief 
invocation to the Silver Eye as he does so.  At the outset, he sprinkles a bitter-tasting 
powder into their mouths which immediately makes their tongues go numb; washed 
down with a gulp of water, it begins to lessen their pain after just a few short minutes.  
Indeed, Dr. Honeyman barely flinches when Malbeed sets his broken nose back in place 
with a nauseating crunch.  During these ministrations, his assistant visits each patient in 
turn and lets them drink their fill from the waterskin.  The water is stale, even musty, but 
tastes as sweet as honey in their parched throats. 
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 After a while, the man who’d gone to fetch Malbeed becomes visibly impatient, 
finally snapping, “That’ll have to do; I can’t put the Orgo off any longer.  Will they 
live?” 
 “Long enough to see you made into a corpse,” interjects Pennathorne, the words 
garbled by his swollen jaw. 
 The man nods and motions at his companion, who moves forward to unchain the 
prisoners from the wagon.  “Gave you something to remember, didn’t we?” he gloats, 
flashing a smile full of gold at them.  He hauls them up by the bar between their 
manacles, though Hanzor, groaning, immediately collapses again. 
 “You’ll have to carry that one,” says Malbeed, putting the lid back on the brazier 
and packing away the last of his supplies.  “I wrapped his broken ribs as well as I could, 
but I doubt he could crawl to the traveling throne right now.” 
 Another pair of Corax have joined them, and these grasp Hanzor under the arms 
and half-carry, half-drag the Kreebian away, while Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman are 
prodded along behind at lance-point.  The Orgo’s wagon, still covered by the brown tarp, 
stands with the rear of its canopy tied open, the gilt and ivory staircase almost blinding in 
the sunlight.  The white-robed sentries, their bald pates protected by broad-brimmed 
sunhats, glower at the prisoners as they approach. 
 The interior of the traveling throne room appears eerily unchanged since their last 
visit.  Beneath the diamond-starred ceiling, the golden nudes still go about their duties, 
the girl waving her feathered fan, the boy playing his mournful song, both vacant and 
staring.  At the far end of the inlaid floor stands the great black chair, the boy on its seat a 
scrawny hairless thing, glittering like a jewel in his white powder and cloth-of-silver 
robes.  Beside him stands the vizier Loyabalapis, his tall pointed cap adding its own 
incense fumes to those pouring from the censers. 
 “Where is Scoatrix?” asks Orgo Ulmar, as the three prisoners are arranged on 
their knees before him. 
 The warrior who’d been sent to fetch them clears his throat uncomfortably.  “I’m 
afraid he’s dead, oh luminous one.” 
 “I warned you not to leave him out in the sun,” Loyabalapis says reproachfully.  
“Your father will be disappointed at the loss.  Yooróa One-Eye will be furious.” 
 “The Rexpagu are dirt beneath my heels,” Ulmar sneers.  “Have the body packed 
in salt; the Zolam will want to see it at least.”  Bowing, the man makes a hasty exit, 
followed by the two others who’ve hauled the crippled Hanzor inside.  Left with his 
prisoners, his faithful vizier, and the impassive living statues, the Orgo purses his thin 
lips and says, “Scoatrix claimed that you encountered one of the Kurbrathornim just 
before we found you.  Tell us what you saw.” 
 “So Kaza’Kazok has shown up at last,” says Pennathorne, with a grim smile.  
“You’d best get moving while you still can.” 
 “Scoatrix spoke the truth, then?” asks the vizier, one wiry gray eyebrow raised 
skeptically.  “How can that be?  The Kurbrathornim are fables.” 
 “What about the Tree of Blood?” asks Dr. Honeyman, recalling his conversation 
with the Prince from a few nights ago. 
 “The Tree of Blood is not one of the Kurbrathornim,” retorts Loyabalapis.  “It is a 
real creature, born far out across the starry ocean—” he gestures at the dazzling galaxy of 
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diamonds above their heads “—and brought to this world by Hesker the Magnificent 
when it was still no bigger than a child’s hand.” 
 A look of incredulity crosses the doctor’s bruised and bandaged face.  “I don’t 
even know what to say to that.  Whatever he may or may not be, I can promise you that 
Kaza’Kazok is very real.  We have seen him.  We have spoken to him.” 
 Now Loyabalapis raises both eyebrows.  “You spoke, did you?  What of?” 
 “He wanted to eat us,” says Pennathorne, “just as he’ll want to eat you, I’d 
imagine.  He’s a fearsome critter, make no mistake.  Best set out another robe for your 
master; I expect he’ll shit this one when Kaza’Kazok finally arrives.” 
 The boy’s lip curls in anger, and he half-rises from the traveling throne.  
Loyabalapis raises a hand, interjecting, “If he’s so fearsome, how were you able to escape 
from him?” 
 “We found a hidey hole he couldn’t get into,” replies Pennathorne.  “Eventually 
he gave up.” 
 “And he didn’t come after you once you’d emerged?” 
 “We struck a bargain,” admits Pennathorne.  “A day’s safety in exchange for a 
trinket given to us by the Yubians.  After that, he’d start hunting us again.”  He coughs 
painfully and blinks with his one good eye.  “Turns out he’s right taken with antiques, if 
you happen to have any Old World relics laying around.” 
 There’s a sudden rumbling of thunder from outside, followed a second later by the 
mustachioed commander tromping up the stairs and into the wagon.  With a perfunctory 
bow, he says, “The creature is little more than two miles away, luminous one, and brings 
with it a great storm.  I’ve already put men to work anchoring the wagons and adding 
more lashings to the tents.” 
 “Kaza’Kazok is real, then, Bardosh?” asks the vizier.  “You’ve seen him with 
your own eyes?” 
 “I can’t attest to its name, wise one, but it looked real enough to me.  A thing such 
as I’ve never seen before, with a great furry body like a ramalekra, but with a head and 
back covered all in horn and scale.  It’s face I can’t even describe, save to say that I 
expect it’ll give me nightmares for weeks to come.” 
 “I doubt you’ll live that long,” remarks Pennathorne, managing a grotesque 
parody of a grin.  “How about you at least take off these shackles,” he asks, turning to the 
Orgo, “so we can face our deaths like men?” 
 There’s another rumble of thunder, louder this time, and Orgo Ulmar narrows his 
gold-rimmed eyes at the prisoners.  “Bardosh, take these three out to meet the monster; 
it’s an old friend of theirs, apparently.  Leave them shackled.  Then come back here and 
rally your warriors.  I will show this Kaza’Kazok the nature of true power.” 
 “But, luminous one…”  Bardosh shifts uncomfortably as the boy’s gaze turns to 
fall upon him.  “It is daylight.  He’ll have us at a disadvantage.” 
 “The storm brings darkness, does it not?” retorts the Orgo.  “Loyabalapis will cast 
spells of strength and protection upon you and your men; he’ll put blessings on your 
weapons that will help to slay the beast.”  A sudden thought occurs to him, and he 
gestures at his vizier impatiently.  “Fetch that crystal container these slaves brought with 
them.”  Acquiescing wordlessly, Loyabalapis goes to an enormous iron-bound trunk in 
the back corner of the room, returning a moment later with the cylinder.  Raising it up in 
one small powdery white hand, the Orgo regards it thoughtfully, then nods.  “I shall 
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destroy the monster.”  He pushes himself out of the throne and whisks his shimmering 
silver robes across the floor.  “Gather your men, Bardosh, and have my mount saddled.  I 
shall go out to meet this Kaza’Kazok myself.” 
 “With respect, Your Eminence,” says Loyabalapis, “it would be unwise to put 
yourself so directly in harm’s way.  Zolam Grullo has entrusted me with your welfare; he 
will not take it well should something happen to you.” 
 “Who is Orgo here, Loyabalapis?” the boy asks flatly, flicking his eyes towards 
the vizier.  “Who stands first among those blessed by the gaze of the Silver Eye?”  
Loyabalapis bows deferentially, his pointed hat puffing smoke, and Ulmar turns back to 
his three kneeling prisoners.  “I will show you what it means to make a mockery of me,” 
he says, setting aside the crystal container and stepping down off the dais.  “I am born of 
the clan Mogg, whose line goes back three thousand years to when Gelm was still whole 
and unbroken.  Our progenitor was Umber Mogg, grand vizier to Hesker the Magnificent 
himself, while our progenitrix was Roa Argose herself, avatar of the Silver Eye.  I am not 
like other men, you putrid animals.  The blood of the divine flows through my veins.”  
Coming to stand in front of Pennathorne, he gazes down into his face imperiously, then 
draws back a hand and deals him a ferocious slap across the face.  His victim barely 
blinks.  Enraged, the Orgo strikes him twice more, then hisses,  “You’ll be dead before 
nightfall, do you hear?!  If Kaza’Kazok does not kill you, I’ll flay you alive myself!”  
With a furious gesture at Bardosh, he dismisses them from his presence. 
 The commander prods Pennathorne and the doctor onto their feet and out of the 
throne room, then sends two of his men back inside to fetch Hanzor.  The camp is abuzz 
with activity, the Corax all wearing their huge sunhats—unnecessarily, perhaps, since the 
sun’s face has been hidden by the advancing edge of the storm—as they go about 
securing the wagons and tents, battening them down with ropes and stakes and piles of 
stone. 
 Bardosh barks a few words at a passing warrior, and in short order Hanzor is 
propped up on a scrawny piebald gatterpod and tied to the saddle.  A moment later, Orgo 
Ulmar appears at the entryway of his traveling throne room, where he stands and surveys 
the scene around him with an air of haughty indifference.  In one hand he carries the 
crystal container, in the other a small ceremonial adze made of silver and ivory.  Dressed 
as always in his cloth-of-silver robes, his hairless white head remains uncovered, a fact 
which elicits a murmur from the other Corax.  “I go to crush and conquer,” he declares, 
brandishing his weapon in front of him.  “Who comes with me?” 
 A burst of thunder quashes the subdued response, but the Orgo’s question seems 
largely rhetorical.  Every one of the Corax gathers at the rear of the traveling throne 
room, their expressions hooded and anxious, as Ulmar descends to the ground.  Behind 
him comes Loyabalapis, who’s traded in his smoking conical headpiece for one of the 
ubiquitous sunhats.  The vizier begins to circulate among the warriors, the brims of their 
hats overlapping as he mutters prayers and touches them in turn on their chests and 
foreheads, then upon each item of weaponry they present to him.  As he does this, the rest 
of the gatterpods are saddled and brought forth, among them a striking beast with inky 
black fur and citrine eyes, clearly belonging to the Orgo. 
 When the individual benedictions are complete, the vizier calls out, “Though it be 
daytime, remember that you still walk in the sight of the Silver Eye.  Protect your Orgo, 
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as you have sworn to do, and keep your courage; the gods detest oath-breakers and 
cowards, and the Silver Eye cannot be deceived.” 
 A nearby explosion of thunder makes the gatterpods shy and snap their beaks, but 
their handlers soothe them with gentle whispers.  In all, twenty men depart from the 
Corax camp, each of them mounted except for Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman.  The two 
Outworlders are chained by their collars to the Orgo’s silver-trimmed saddle, while 
Hanzor’s rickety gatterpod is led along by one of the warriors. 
 “To the north, oh luminous one,” Bardosh says grimly.  “Into the storm.” 
 Slipping the crystal cylinder into a pocket hidden among the folds of his robes, 
Orgo Ulmar lifts up his adze and thrusts it at the bruise-colored sky ahead of them.  “All 
will bow before Mogg!”  His challenge delivered, he urges his sleek black mount 
forward, jerking Pennathorne and the doctor into a brisk march, their unshod feet quickly 
turning bloody on the rocky ground.  In the distance they can see purple flashes of 
lightning among the clouds, thunder rumbling across the landscape. 
 Trudging behind the Orgo’s gatterpod, Pennathorne mumbles in Lewlander, “I 
have to admit, I never expected to meet my end like this.  I always figured on being killed 
in battle, or a drunken brawl, or even by a jealous husband.  But getting captured by a 
power-mad youngling and devoured by a monster I’ve already managed to escape once, 
that’s one I never thought of.”  Glancing around with his good eye, he shrugs in his 
cumbersome restraints.  “Uhl’s got a black sense of humor, though, make no mistake; he 
might have something planned for us yet.” 
 “Ever optimistic, aren’t you?” says Dr. Honeyman, laughing dourly.  “I don’t 
even think your pagan god can get us out of this one.” 
 They’ve gotten barely half a mile from camp when the Corax come to an abrupt 
halt.  A thousand yards ahead of them, outlined against the crepuscular light of the 
gathering storm, rises the unmistakable form of Kaza’Kazok, horned and hairy and 
horrible.  “Lho’acriost!” exclaims Loyabalapis in disbelief.  “The gods of darkness have 
come to walk among us.” 
 “COME FORWARD, LITTLE ONESSS!” roars the monster, his voice louder 
than the thunder.  “COME FORWARD AND PRESSSENT YOURSSSELVESSS TO 
MIGHTY KAZA’KAZOK!” 
 The gatterpods squawk in terror, a few scuttling around in circles as their riders 
fight to bring them under control.  “Leave them,” snaps Orgo Ulmar, trying hard to 
disguise the quaver in his voice.  The Corax dismount, handing their reins to a warrior 
hardly older than the Orgo himself by all appearances, who seems only too happy to stay 
behind with the animals.  Hanzor alone remains in the saddle, his scrawny mount 
blindfolded with a scarf to keep it calm, led along at the back of the party. 
 Taking hold of Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman’s chains, Ulmar waves the group 
forward with his adze.  Most of the men hesitate, glancing by turns at one another, at their 
Orgo and his vizier, and especially towards the monstrous silhouette looming ahead of 
them.  “Forward, you cowards!” the Orgo howls at them.  “I am Ulmar Mogg!  The 
power of the Silver Eye is mine to command!  You need fear nothing but my 
displeasure!”  Haltingly, they start forward again.  By now the sky is crowded with dark 
clouds, flashing and rumbling as though with artillery fire.  The wind, though, hardly 
stirs, and their feet crunch across the ground in the eerie stillness. 
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 As they proceed, some of the warriors begin mumbling prayers to the Silver Eye.  
Closer and closer they get to the awful form of Kaza’Kazok, who sits in the attitude of a 
gigantic cat, squatting patiently on his haunches with his long crocodile tail curled around 
him, a murderous grin on his reptilian face.  Four of the Corax finally break and run, 
fleeing back towards the camp as fast as their legs will carry them.  “Those men have 
killed themselves!” snarls Orgo Ulmar, thrusting his adze at the rest of his quavering 
warriors.  “Do you hear me, Bardosh?  I want them blinded and flayed by nightfall, so 
that the Silver Eye can see what I make of traitors!” 
 In another couple of minutes they’re within fifty feet of the monster, and the Orgo 
waves them to a halt, his gold-lidded eyes wide with amazement.  Behind him, 
Pennathorne suddenly cries out, “Behold the offering we bring you, mighty Kaza’Kazok!  
Two dozen Corax, a handful of gatterpods, and two more fat ramalekron!  All for you, oh 
great and powerful—”  Commander Bardosh turns and cuffs him into silence. 
 “YOU DIDN’T MAKE IT VERY FAR, LITTLE ONESSS,” Kaza’Kazok says in 
his deafening hiss.  “I GRANT YOU A DAY’SSS MERCCCY, AND THISSS ISSS 
THE BESSST YOU CAN DO?” 
 “We strove to comply, mighty Kaza’Kazok,” Dr. Honeyman pipes up, his voice 
nasally from his injury, “but were waylaid by this band of Corax.”  The commander 
moves as if to strike him as well, but Orgo Ulmar halts him with a gesture, then waves 
Loyabalapis forward impatiently. 
 Licking his lips nervously, the vizier takes a single small step.  “Greetings, 
oh…creature.  I speak on behalf of Orgo Ulmar Mogg, son of Zolam Grullo the 
Inevitable, first among the blessed in the sight of the Silver Eye.  Name yourself, that His 
Eminence might know what to call you.” 
 “HE MAY CALL ME MASSSTER,” replies Kaza’Kazok, “SSSINCCCE THAT 
ISSS WHAT I AM.” 
 “The blood of Mogg calls no man—or monster—master!” snarls the Orgo, his 
natural arrogance asserting itself.  “My clan is descended from Roa Argose herself; the 
blood of ancient wizards flows through my veins!  Know, too, that I come armed with the 
magic of the Yubian necromancers.  You would do well to pay me homage, fiend!” 
 Without a word, Kaza’Kazok rises to all fours and starts towards them at a slow 
trot, Corax and Outworlder alike stiffening in fear as he draws closer, their hearts 
quickening as they struggle to stand their ground.  One man, at least, pisses himself, 
announcing it in a sort of disbelieving whisper that surely would have been hilarious 
under different circumstances.  More of the Corax turn and flee back towards their 
mounts, leaving nine men behind, three of them in shackles.  Of these, Orgo Ulmar 
himself appears the least afraid, his hairless white brow furrowed, his powdery lips set in 
a determined line.  Already he’s dropped his prisoners’ chains, one hand groping inside 
his robes for the crystal cylinder.  He pauses, though, when Kaza’Kazok halts a few feet 
away, the monster’s gigantic form looming dark and jagged against the flashing purple 
clouds.  The blindfolded gatterpod, already near to panic, gives a raspy squawk and bolts 
forward, knocking its handler to the ground.  Almost lazily, Kaza’Kazok reaches out as it 
careens past him and swats its head cleanly off its body.  Still tied to the saddle, Hanzor 
grunts as the carcass spins around from the force of the blow and collapses. 
 Loyabalapis, who’s at the front of the party, steps backwards so quickly that he 
stumbles and falls.  “Now, Your Eminence!” he shrieks.  “Loose the Yubian magic!  Save 
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your faithful—”  A massive taloned hand comes crashing down on him, pinning him to 
the ground. 
 “WORMSSS AND INSSSECTS!” the monster roars.  “YOU DARE TO 
DEMAND HOMAGE FROM MIGHTY KAZA’KAZOK?!” With a single thrust of his 
huge arm, he mashes the life out of Loyabalapis, then bellows, “TONIGHT I FEASSST 
UPON TWO-LEGGED MEAT!” 
 Orgo Ulmar misses the death of his faithful vizier, occupied as he is with trying to 
open the crystal container.  Fumbling with the clasps, still holding his ceremonial adze, 
he’s totally unprepared for the savage kick Pennathorne plants in the middle of his back.  
Crying out, the Orgo sprawls forward onto the ground in front of Kaza’Kazok. 
 “YOUR PROSSSTRATIONSSS COME TOO LATE!”  Grabbing up the Orgo as 
if he were a kitten, Kaza’Kazok raises him into the air and gloats for a moment at his 
struggles.  The crystal cylinder lies where the Orgo dropped it, on the ground at 
Kaza’Kazok’s feet. 
 “I call death down upon you!” screams Orgo Ulmar, his reedy voice strangled 
with fear.  “The Silver Eye sees all, and will rain destruction onto the heads of my 
enemies!  Oh, gods above, come to the aid of your beloved son!”  His exhortations turn to 
squeals of pain as Kaza’Kazok begins to squeeze him in his talons. 
 The remaining Corax scatter, even the white-robed sentries; all of them except for 
the mustachioed Bardosh, who rushes forward to thrust his lance at the monster’s scale-
plated belly.  With a swipe of his talons, Kaza’Kazok splits the brave commander open 
like an overripe plum, sending his broad-brimmed hat spinning away across the sand. 
 “WILL NONE OF YOU LEARN MEEKNESSS IN THE FACCCE OF 
SSSTRENGTH?” asks Kaza’Kazok, bringing the Orgo close to his face.  With a sudden 
stomach-turning crunch, he bites of the boy’s head and swallows it whole.  “AHHH!  
THAT TASSSTE!  THAT DELICIOUSSS SSSWEETNESSS!”  As if hardly able to 
control himself, he devours an arm and shoulder, gnashing his bloody grin and slobbering 
vilely. 
 Turning away in horror, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman both pounce on the 
crystal cylinder at the creature’s feet, the doctor managing to grasp it in one of his 
manacled hands.  Kaza’Kazok peers down as though he’d forgotten about them, the 
Orgo’s partly eaten corpse dangling from his fist, and Pennathorne quickly adopts a 
kneeling position, calling out, “We’ve learned very well to be meek in your presence, 
mighty Kaza’Kazok, make no mistake.”  Beside him, Dr. Honeyman follows suit, hiding 
the crystal container in his lap as he bows low before the monster. 
 Narrowing his serpentine eyes, Kaza’Kazok rumbles, “YOUR 
INSSSOLENCCCE HASSS NOT BEEN FORGOTTEN, AND OUR BARGAIN ISSS 
LONG EXXXPIRED.  WHAT ARE YOU TO KAZA’KAZOK BUT FOOD TO BE 
CONSSSUMED?” 
 “We share an enemy in the False Empress,” Dr. Honeyman reminds him, 
somewhat desperately. 
 “And we’ve made you a considerable offering,” says Pennathorne, nodding as 
well as he can towards the camp behind them.  “The majority of which is probably 
escaping as we speak.” 
 Kaza’Kazok nips off the Orgo’s other arm, his manner unhurried.  “WHERE ISSS 
THE OLD ONE WITH THE NOSSSE FULL OF GOLD?” 
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 “He was snuffed by that deranged youngling you’re eating there,” answers 
Pennathorne, glancing involuntarily at the crimson wreckage of Ulmar Mogg.  “His 
corpse is still back at the camp, locked inside a cage on wheels.  It’s like to be the only 
thing left if you don’t hurry.” 
 “The Orgo often boasted of knowing the magic of the ancient Hyross,” Dr. 
Honeyman interjects, hoping to tempt the monster in a different way.  “He claimed he 
possessed a head made of viridicine which could tell the future, though I never saw it 
myself.  If he did have such a thing, I’m sure that nose of yours could sniff it out.  Truly, 
you waste your time with two half-dead wretches such as ourselves, mighty one.”  He 
bows his head and tries to look as miserable as he feels, expecting at any second to be 
torn limb from limb. 
 Still clutching his grisly morsel, Kaza’Kazok rears up on his hind legs, a 
mountain of horns and teeth and bloody claws.  “ANOTHER DAY DO I GIVE YOU, 
LITTLE ONESSS, SSSINCCCE THISSS GAME BEGINSSS TO AMUSSSE ME.  
ESSSCAPE, IF YOU CAN, TO THE TALON WOOD.  I GO TO HUNT THE 
CORAXXX FOR A WHILE.”  With that, he jams the remainder of the Orgo—nothing 
more than a torso and two legs now—into his maw and drops back to all fours.  Like a 
dog carrying off its kill, Kaza’Kazok trots away, leaving Pennathorne and the doctor 
unharmed. 
 Neither of them moves for several seconds, as if surprised by their continued 
existence.  “Uhl’s yard!” hoots Pennathorne at last, rising stiffly to his feet and turning 
around to confirm that the monster is in fact bound for the campsite, which appears to be 
in a state of complete chaos.  “Do you see that, Melvin?  Nothing can stop this adventure!  
Nothing!  Not death, nor monsters either!  I’ve been telling you all along we’ve been 
touched for great things!” 
 “Whatever’s going on,” grunts the doctor, standing up with Verzahl’s crystal 
container clenched in his hand, “let’s take advantage of it and get out of here.” 
 On Bardosh’s body they find a set of keys, among which they eventually discover 
one that unlocks their bonds.  It’s with the greatest feeling of relief that both men stretch 
out their cramped bodies, probing gingerly at the bloody flesh around their wrists and 
necks.  They discover Hanzor lying beneath the headless carcass of his mount, and for a 
moment they fear that he’s dead.  As they cut him free of the saddle, though, he starts to 
groan, and Pennathorne quickly unlocks his collar and manacles as Dr. Honeyman 
examines his injuries. 
 “I don’t think your leg is broken,” the doctor says.  “Any chance you can walk?” 
 Hanzor shakes his head, wincing.  “My ribs.” 
 There’s an eruption of screaming from the Corax camp, carried with unsettling 
clarity across the windless plain, and they turn to see Kaza’Kazok crashing through the 
tents.  Men and gatterpods run hither and thither as they try to escape, shrieking and 
squawking clamorously. 
 “We need to get our gear back,” says Dr. Honeyman, watching grimly as the 
monster runs down a pair of Corax warriors.  “If we hurry, we might even be able to 
rescue a couple of those gatterpods; Kaza’Kazok seems more interested in human prey at 
the moment.”  He turns back to Hanzor and presses Bardosh’s war-adze into his hand.  
“Wait here.  We’ll come back for you.” 
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 Taking the slain commander’s lance and club, Pennathorne and the doctor set off 
back towards the camp.  The analgesic given to them by Malbeed has begun to wear off, 
and they limp along painfully on their bare and bloodied feet, hoping to avoid any actual 
fighting if at all possible.  Kaza’Kazok has run off some distance to the east, roaring as he 
chases after a handful of fleeing figures.  The camp itself has been all but destroyed, the 
smaller wagon turned on its side, its contents scattered, the tents reduced to piles of 
shredded fabric and splintered staves.  The canopy has been torn from the Orgo’s 
traveling throne room, its beautiful inlaid floor exposed to the gray storm-light.  Stepping 
over pieces of one of the white-robed sentries, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman climb the 
gilt and ivory staircase into the back of the wagon, discovering the golden body of the 
fan-bearer lying broken and lifeless on the threshold.  The lute rests near her on the floor, 
but of its player there is no sign. 
 “Made short work of the place, didn’t he?” mutters Pennathorne, surveying the 
devastation around them.  “Looks like Golgachev after the sack.” 
 Dr. Honeyman makes no reply, focused as he is on the enormous trunk sitting in 
the corner behind the Orgo’s overturned throne.  With the iron-shod butt of the 
commander’s lance, he strikes off the lock, discovering their packs and weapons stowed 
inside.  He restores the crystal cylinder to its case, remembering as he does so the image 
of Orgo Ulmar swallowing the seed which was supposed to save them.  Pushing it from 
his mind, the doctor begins to redistribute their gear, finding almost everything present 
and intact.  One of the argose glass knives turns out to be missing, as are both of the 
living mantles, though this latter mystery is at least partly solved when they notice some 
singed remnants in an overturned brazier.  “Must’ve been trying to cook the damned 
things,” says Pennathorne, strapping on his weapons belt and hefting his pack stiffly onto 
his shoulders.  They also retrieve both the Kreebians’ great leaf-shaped swords, 
determined that Hanzor should have his son’s weapon back.  Their boots, however, 
remain unaccounted for, and they leave blotchy red footprints behind them on the 
polished floor. 
 Back outside, Pennathorne squats down to remove the sturdy leather sandals from 
the dead sentry’s feet, while Dr. Honeyman peers around the corner of the wagon in 
search of Kaza’Kazok.  He finds the monster perhaps a quarter-mile to the northeast, 
apparently preoccupied with devouring at least two of the Corax alive; the doctor can 
hear their screaming in between peals of thunder.  “We need to hurry,” he tells 
Pennathorne.  “The storm’s about to break.”  With little difficulty they’re able to obtain 
two more pairs of sandals, as well as two enormous waterskins, both about half-full. 
 Making their way around the enormous carcass of one of the ramalekron, they 
find five gatterpods still tied to the hitching beams, all with saddles on their backs but no 
riders in evidence.  They hiss and snap their beaks at the two men, but Pennathorne and 
the doctor eventually succeed in getting three of them untied and under control.  Hauling 
themselves wearily up into the saddles, they start back to where they left Hanzor, spotting 
Kaza’Kazok far to the east in pursuit of some unfortunate prey. 
 “There’s a discussion to be had about the future of our expedition,” remarks 
Pennathorne.  “Now that we don’t have the seed anymore, what’s our motivation for 
tracking down the False Empress?” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head.  “Let’s get some distance from this place first.  
Once we make the Talon Wood, we can rest and talk about the future.” 
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 They find Hanzor next to Bardosh’s corpse, the commander’s sandals already on 
his feet.  As they lift him into the saddle, the storm finally breaks, deafening them with a 
sudden crack of thunder and dumping sheets of greasy sulfurous rain on their heads.  
Without cloaks, they can do nothing but hunch against the rising wind and blow the 
scummy precipitation off their lips.  Soon they’re barely able to see ten feet in front of 
them, but with the aid of his compass, Dr. Honeyman gets them pointed to the southwest, 
hoping to bypass both the Corax camp and Kaza’Kazok at a goodly distance. 
 The gatterpods trudge along unhappily, cringing at every flash of lightning and 
ground-shaking thunderclap.  They press through the blinding torrent for what seems like 
hours, each of them growing queasier and queasier as they go on, the putrid rain reeking 
in their nostrils.  For an agonizing hour, they retch and groan, racked by the pain of their 
injuries, until the storm finally begins to abate. 
 “It’s unhealthy to stay out in such poison for very long,” croaks Hanzor, coughing 
painfully.  “I’d be worried if we weren’t already half-dead.” 
 “It’ll take more than one little storm to kill me and Melvin,” declares 
Pennathorne, blinking the slimy rain out of his eye.  “Look at how poorly the Corax 
fared.” 
 Hanzor turns his head and peers at Pennathorne with his sunken eyes.  “Looks to 
me like they got pretty close.” 
 The rain slowly peters out altogether—and with it, thankfully, their nausea—
though the clouds, still flashing and growling with thunder, continue to hang low over 
their heads.  The watery gray light of day slips swiftly into inky dusk, and thence into a 
night of utter blackness, lit only by occasional glimmers of lightning. 
 “How about a dose of Verzahl’s potions?” suggests Pennathorne after a while, a 
grimace in his voice.  “My jaw’s a pure throbbing bastard.” 
 Dr. Honeyman agrees readily enough, and the three of them rein their gatterpods 
to a halt and dismount onto the pitch black plain.  While the doctor prepares the elixir—a 
laborious process in the darkness—Pennathorne returns the two heavy swords to Hanzor.  
The old Kreebian accepts them gratefully, though it obviously pains him even to hold 
their weight in his hands.  “I only hope that one day they’ll find their way to our family 
crypt back in Sylasp.” 
 “Be comforted, at least, knowing that Tark’s soul is on its way to the Solar 
Hearth,” says Pennathorne.  “There’ll be a place waiting for him at Uhl’s tableside, make 
no mistake.”  Taking the tiny argose glass container from Dr. Honeyman, he swallows 
the bitter mouthful inside, then says, “We find ourselves at a crossroads, my friends.  
There’s a decision to be made about which direction we take from here.” 
 “We’re still bound for Obesta and the False Empress, aren’t we?” asks Hanzor, 
gulping down his own dose of Verzahl’s elixir. 
 “Aye, well, not necessarily,” answers Pennathorne.  “The fact is that we haven’t 
exactly been willing participants in this venture.  The Yubians forced us into cooperating, 
to put it bluntly.  But now, thanks to Orgo Ulmar, their blackmail no longer has any sway 
over us.” 
 “I don’t understand,” says Hanzor. 
 Dr. Honeyman takes a moment to explain to Hanzor the method of the Yubians’ 
coercions, as well as about the cure that was eaten by the mad boy Orgo.  “Without the 
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seed, one of us is doomed to succumb to the parasite,” he says, “though we were told it 
might take a year and a half for that to happen.” 
 “I’m still skeptical,” interjects Pennathorne.  “What if it ends up taking us more 
than a year and a half to track down the False Empress?  What then?  We just go arse-up 
in the middle of nowhere, the Yubians’ weapon totally wasted?  I still think all that talk 
of parasites was just a ruse to get us moving.” 
 “Well, it looks like we’ll get a chance to find out if you’re right,” says Dr. 
Honeyman, returning the malachite cube and its accoutrements to his pack.  “Provided 
we live that long, of course.” 
 “So where do we go from here?” asks Pennathorne. 
 Before the doctor can reply, Hanzor interrupts him with a curse.  “Damn all 
Outworlders for liars and cowards!  The Masters-Who-Do-Not-Die took you in and 
blessed you with knowledge and power; they armed you against the enemy of all 
humanity and sent you out to save the world.  Now you talk of stealing their gifts and 
abandoning your holy mission?”  He coughs, gasps at the pain in his ribs, coughs again.  
“I made a vow,” he says at last, breathlessly.  “My son, who is dead now, made a vow.  
We’d protect you all the way to the feet of Ellerine Ix Denotic herself, since it was 
supposed to be your destiny to unleash Belhet’s vengeance upon her and help bring 
Hesker back from the dead.  I wonder now that the disciples of Yub were so wrong about 
you.” 
 Silenced by Hanzor’s anger, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman say nothing for a 
long moment.  Overhead the storm clouds have finally begun to break up, revealing 
patches of starlight and glimpses of the shining moon.  “You have no desire to return 
home now?” asks the doctor.  “We’d happily escort you back to Sylasp, if that’s what you 
wanted.  It sounds like the situation there is grim.” 
 “Our father, the Secret Kreeb, bound us to never give up the struggle, even unto 
death,” replies Hanzor.  “It’s not my fate to die in Sylasp, but rather far from home, 
fighting the devils and their wicked queen, as I’ve promised to do.” 
 “You might yet make a difference in Sylasp,” the doctor tells him.  “A leader in 
the defense of the city.  A man of your courage and ability would be a great asset.” 
 Hanzor shakes his hoary head.  “Any gains would only be temporary.  The devils 
outnumber us a thousand to one, and once the False Empress turns her attention 
northwards, Sylasp will surely fall.  She seeks to destroy the Scions of Hesker once and 
for all.  As long as she lives, there’ll be no safety for the humans of Gelm.” 
 “Truth be told,” admits Pennathorne, “we came to Gelm on an entirely different 
errand, seeking information for our allies in the Outer World.  Our first duty, I suppose, 
should lie with them.” 
 The Kreebian spits in contempt.  “Is your errand to save humankind?  Is your 
errand to change the future of the entire world?” 
 “No,” Dr. Honeyman says flatly.  “Our allies in the Outer World have nothing but 
their own selfish ends in mind.” 
 “Yet your loyalty lies with them?” scoffs Hanzor.  “You’re men of strange 
priorities.” 
 The doctor falls silent, Shultho’s prophetic words ringing through his head.  A life 
restored is a life enslaved.  “We will see our errand through for the Yubians,” he says at 
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last.  “I expect it will end in our deaths, but I’ve already lived longer than I was supposed 
to.  Let’s put this notion of destiny to the test, shall we?” 
 Pennathorne nods agreeably.  “We’re far closer to the False Empress right now 
than any of the other spots we’re supposed to investigate for Agrend.  And saving the 
world really would be the perfect capper to my memoirs.  Onwards, I say!” 
 Hanzor lapses into a brief fit of coughing that leaves him wheezing with agony.  
“Let’s be on our way, then,” he gasps when it passes.  “We’ve got many long miles to go 
before we reach the edge of Talon Wood.” 
 Without further ado, the trio climb back into the saddles and point their mounts 
once more to the south.  Verzahl’s elixir has finally begun to blunt their pain and growing 
exhaustion, and overhead the storm clouds have all but disappeared, leaving behind only 
a few lonely wisps limned in starlight.  None of the men bother looking back behind 
them, though each wonders how far they’ve traveled from the Corax camp.  Instead, they 
concentrate on the miles still ahead of them, silently speculating on what new tribulations 
the future has in store. 
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Book Three:  At the Feet of the Gods 
 
 I ask you again, People of Irsus:  Where is your Morality, your Love for your 
Brothers and Sisters?  Why do you see only the differences in one another, rather than 
your Beautiful Similarities?  Quick enough your eyes notice the hue of another Man’s 
Integument, instead of his Form so akin to your own.  How eager you are to spill his 
Blood, to lay his steaming Heart upon the Board, never recognizing in your veins the 
same Blood, in your breast the same Heart.  The struggles of Existence are borne in 
common by all Who exist, whether they be from Urkadia or Outer Khamuth, Tangril or 
Ingtar.  Sorrow and Pain, Hunger and Thirst, Loss and Want; each of us in our turn shall 
drink from the Cup of Suffering and know its bitter draught.  Yet Sympathy remains a 
meager commodity in the World, and Mercy even rarer still. 
 The Explanation is easy enough to see:  The tenets of your thousand False 
Religions prescribe nothing but Separation and War, while the Ideologies of your power-
hungry Rulers demand the same.  You are taught to extend your paltry Kindnesses only to 
the limits of your own Tribe and Temple, beyond which there is nothing but the Pagan 
and Profane, undeserving of any Consideration.  Blindly you follow the crooked paths of 
Fear and Arrogance, making an Enemy out of the Unfamiliar and cursing your Brothers 
for their Differences.  The Time has come to abandon your Corrupt Philosophies!  It is 
time for a New Morality, free from the distortions of Priests and Kings, a Morality based 
merely upon the principles of Mercy and Love, extended to all People, everywhere, 
without exception.  Treat Strangers with the same Compassion as Friends, and War 
might yet disappear into History.  Hearken to the words of the Philosopher Goguette:  
Peace breeds Peace breeds Peace breeds Peace! 

-from Zein Erstlinker (The Outcast) 
by Lamersilke, pub. 1683 

 
 Other than being somewhat temperamental, the commandeered gatterpods also 
prove to be swift and tireless mounts.  By morning’s first light they’ve covered nearly 
forty miles, and as the three men pause to slake their thirst and probe gingerly at their 
wounds, Hanzor points to a hazy line along the horizon ahead of them.  “Talon Wood,” 
he says.  “We’ll make it before sundown at this rate.”  They each take another dose of 
Verzahl’s elixir, though the battered old Kreebian coughs and nearly passes out as he’s 
climbing back into the saddle.  “Get off with you,” he snaps, waving Pennathorne and the 
doctor away and straightening up as well as he’s able.  “I’ll keep on living if it pleases 
Belhet Kratonid to let me.  In the meantime, we must hurry.” 
 By midday the desert has given way to scrofulous grassland, dotted here and there 
with low thorny bushes.  In the distance they spot a small herd of ramalekron, as well as a 
couple of wild gatterpods, and one lone hagbird sailing high up in the sky.  Most 
numerous by far are the deptaron, small sinuous creatures, dark-colored and vaguely 
weasel-like, which skitter through the grass all around them.  “They’ll hunker down 
sometimes when you ride over them,” warns Hanzor, “so take care when you dismount.  
They’re covered all over with venomous spines that’ll go right through the sole of your 
boot.” 
 Their gatterpods turn out to be voracious predators of the strange little rodents, 
killing them with quick snaps of their beaks before flipping them head-first down their 
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gullets, apparently unaffected by the deptaron’s armament.  All three quickly gorge 
themselves on the plentiful prey, after which they no longer bother eating the ones that 
they kill. 
 Just after midday the three men stop again for the usual ritual of elixir, water, and 
rations.  The Talon Wood is now clearly visible, a low dark mass stretching across the 
entire horizon in front of them.  Through the spyglass it appears as an impenetrable tangle 
of viny growth, dark and foreboding. 
 “It looks like there’s an outpost off that way,” says Hanzor, motioning to the 
right.  “Must be unmanned; there’s no flag flying that I can see.  Let’s hope that the 
road’s open behind it.” 
 True to the Kreebian’s prediction, they arrive at the edge of the Talon Wood just 
before sundown.  It proves to be an impassable mass of vines and creepers, a dozen feet 
high at its tallest point, every woody tendril bristling with burrs and thorns and hook-
shaped barbs. 
 “This country offers little in the way of comfort,” observes Dr. Honeyman.  “It’s 
no wonder so few Outworlders return from these shores.” 
 The outpost turns out to be little more than a low round hut with a thatched roof, 
situated next to a small corral enclosed by piles of thorny brush.  The stump of a wooden 
flagpole stands nearby, sawn off a foot above the ground; the rest of it is nowhere in 
evidence.  Circling around to the front of the hut, they find a hitching post and a covered 
cistern on the opposite side.  The door stands wide open—partly wrenched off its hinges, 
in fact—and they notice scorch marks around the frame and along the roof’s overhanging 
thatch, as though someone had tried to set the building on fire.  Pennathorne calls out a 
greeting, but the only reply is silence. 
 Dismounting, he and the doctor hand their reins to Hanzor and approach the hut 
with drawn pistols.  Past the wrecked door they find overturned furniture and smashed 
crockery, a pair of disarranged sleeping pallets, and a dark stain on the floor that’s 
undeniably blood.  There’s a rank animal smell in the air, undoubtedly thanks to the great 
number of deptaron which appear to have taken up residence among the debris, but no 
other sign of the hut’s human inhabitants.  A peek beneath the cistern’s heavy capstone, 
however, reveals two corpses, bloated and reeking, crammed inside. 
 “You figure this is Orgo Ulmar’s handiwork?” asks Pennathorne, grimacing as the 
drops the capstone back into place. 
 “Possibly,” says Dr. Honeyman.  He scratches at his beard and surveys the 
ravaged outpost.  “Doesn’t look like there’s much to be salvaged, but it’ll make a decent 
enough campsite for tonight.” 
 “We’re not staying here,” calls Hanzor from atop his gatterpod.  “We’ve got a 
little daylight left; we’ll push on and make camp inside Talon Wood.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head.  “It’ll be dark within the hour.  Better that we 
start fresh tomorrow morning.” 
 “I’m not staying,” Hanzor says firmly.  “This is a bad place; the air here is tainted.  
Besides, Kaza’Kazok said he wouldn’t hunt us past the edge of Talon Wood.  I’d rather 
not be devoured over a trifle.” 
 Dr. Honeyman finally acquiesces, and he and Pennathorne clamber back up into 
their saddles.  Guiding the gatterpods around the charnel cistern, the trio discovers a path 
of hard-packed gravel behind the outpost, leading straight into a tunnel hacked through 
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the lacerating tangle of Talon Wood, just wide enough for two men to ride abreast.  
Hunching beneath the low thorny ceiling, they enter into gloom and muffling silence, 
their mounts slinking along like nervous cats.  All around them they can hear the quiet 
scuttlings and scramblings of unseen creatures. 
 “How far to the other side?” asks Dr. Honeyman, glancing back and forth into the 
barbed shadows. 
 Hanzor shrugs, wincing at the pain in his ribs.  “The outposts are usually built at 
the narrowest points.  Forty miles?  Fifty?” 
 “So how long will this path remain open?” asks Pennathorne.  “You know, if 
there’s no one around to maintain it.” 
 “A couple of weeks, maybe,” answers Hanzor.  “You can already see new growth 
sprouting from where it’s been cut.” 
 “When was the last time you came this way?” inquires the doctor. 
 Hanzor shakes his grizzled head.  “Never.  I visited Telát in my youth, but that’s 
the farthest south I’d ever been until now.” 
 “Oh,” says the doctor, ducking beneath a vine armed with thorns the length of a 
man’s fingers.  “You speak with such authority; I just assumed you’d been here before.” 
 “The Order of the Secret Kreeb has access to a library of knowledge,” explains 
Hanzor.  “One of the last left in Gelm.  Before we left Sylasp—”  He breaks off abruptly, 
an expression of heartbreaking sadness passing over his haggard face.  “Forgive me,” he 
says gruffly.  “I’m finding it hard…not to think about my children.  When Cavenni died, 
I nearly turned around and went back to Sylasp, but Tark was adamant.  He insisted that 
we fulfill our duty and make the offering to the disciples of Yub.  It was Tark who kept 
me going.”  Coughing to cover a sob, he turns his face away. 
 “I wish I had some words of comfort for you, friend,” says Pennathorne.  
“Sometimes life can be a real bucket of shit.” 
 “What about their mother?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Is she waiting for you back in 
Sylasp?” 
 Straightening up, Hanzor sniffs and gives a humorless laugh.  “She waits for me 
in the family crypt.  Dead twenty years now.” 
 “Bucket of shit,” Pennathorne repeats, his tone sympathetic. 
 “What about you two?” asks Hanzor.  “Do you have wives and children waiting 
for you in the Outer World?” 
 Pennathorne laughs.  “I doubt any woman would put up with me for the length of 
a wedding, much less an entire marriage.  I never much saw the point to it myself, 
especially given my roaming ways.” 
 “I was betrothed for a time,” remarks Dr. Honeyman, ducking under another 
bristling vine.  “Katrine Apalenos-Pettaway, the daughter of a minor Suthdoor baron.  We 
were both ten.” 
 “I never knew that,” says Pennathorne.  “What happened?” 
 The doctor shrugs.  “I went to Arthestria; first to university, then to war.  By the 
time I returned to Lewland, I was a different man.  There was no future for me and 
Katrine.  There never really had been.” 
 Pennathorne nods sagely.  “A taste for adventure makes a man hard to love, as 
Breggin once told me.  Makes them bad husbands and worse fathers.” 
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 “It had more to do with six years at war than a taste for adventure,” Dr. 
Honeyman says dryly. 
 Pennathorne glances over at him and nods again.  “Aye, well, that’ll do it, too.” 
 “No children, then?” interjects Hanzor. 
 “Not that I know of,” replies Pennathorne, “though it’s likelier than not.  I’ve 
plowed many a field in my time; I wouldn’t be surprised if a seed or two hadn’t sprouted 
somewhere.” 
 Dr. Honeyman clicks his tongue reproachfully.  “Bad husbands and worse 
fathers.” 
 “Granted,” says Pennathorne, shrugging, “but my bastards would at least have—” 
 He’s interrupted by a sudden crashing from off to their right, as of something 
slowly breaking its way through the tangled growth.  The three of them rein their mounts 
to a halt and strain their ears at the noise, which sounds like it’s moving parallel to their 
position, though it’s impossible to tell just how far away it might be.  A minute later it 
stops as abruptly as it had started. 
 “What on Irsus was that?” wonders the doctor, easing his pistol back into its 
holster. 
 “Probably a bully-worm,” says Hanzor, flicking the reins to get his gatterpod 
moving again.  “Big bulky beasts covered in a heavy shell.  Slow and sluggish normally, 
but quick enough when they need to be.  They’re not dangerous to people, or so I’ve been 
told, but they’ll run you down if you’re not careful.  The Order’s librarian said the Talon 
Wood is the only place in all of Gelm that they live.” 
 Dr. Honeyman peers around at the darkening tangle.  “So this all appeared in the 
Third Phase, too?  After the great calamity?” 
 The Kreebian nods.  “The ancient chronicles say that this was all fertile farmland, 
its grain and wine sent out to feed the whole Empire.  Hesker himself had a palace around 
here somewhere, on land now swallowed up by this snarled mash.”  He’s quiet for a 
moment, then says, “It will all be restored once Ellerine Ix Denotic is finally defeated.  A 
golden palace looking out over seas of golden grain.  Hesker will return and put things to 
right.” 
 “Do you really believe, deep down in your innermost heart, that such a thing will 
actually happen?” asks Dr. Honeyman, his innate skepticism contending even now 
against all he’s seen and learned.  “Do you really believe that we’re the men to do it?” 
 “I believe it absolutely,” answers Hanzor.  “You’d better, too, if you hope to 
succeed.”  By now, the darkness has become oppressive, so that they can hardly make out 
the boundaries of the razor-throated tunnel.  “We’re probably beyond Kaza’Kazok’s 
reach here,” says Hanzor.  “Let’s get some rest, then we’ll push on to the other side 
tomorrow.” 
 With no real variation in the width of the tunnel, they merely stop where they are 
and tie the gatterpods’ reins to the spiky wall.  Chattering their beaks unhappily, the 
beasts hunker down on their bellies, poised to spring up at the slightest provocation.  The 
last feeble glimmer of evening finally disappears, plunging them into claustrophobic 
darkness, and they seat themselves close together on the gravelly path.  All around them 
the Talon Wood creaks and skitters, and Pennathorne curses in surprise as something 
scuttles over his sandled foot.  “Do you suppose if we built a fire, it’d burn this whole 
place down?” he asks. 
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 “Best not to chance it,” the doctor advises. 
 The close-knit growth seems to provide some insulation from the growing chill of 
night, but without any sort of blanket or cloak for warmth, the three men soon find 
themselves shivering.  Hanzor succumbs to a fit of coughing that leaves him flat on his 
back, gasping in agony, and Dr. Honeyman fumbles in the blackness to prepare a dose of 
Verzahl’s elixir for him.  “Huddle up between Pennathorne and me,” he tells the 
shuddering Kreebian.  “We need to keep as warm as we can.” 
 “Have no fear,” Pennathorne says, scooting over next to Hanzor, “I’ll be gentle as 
a kitten.”  He waggles his eyebrows and guffaws at the old Kreebian’s frown. 
 There’s no talk of watches, as sleep turns out to be an impossibility.  More small 
scuttling things emerge from the Wood, crawling over their hands and feet or, most 
horribly of all, dropping onto them from the ceiling.  Once, something small and crab-
like falls onto Dr. Honeyman’s cheek and he hollers and leaps to his feet, swatting at his 
face in a blind panic.  Now and again they’re actually bitten by these unseen creatures, 
nipped bloody on any bit of skin exposed to attack.  The gatterpods, too, suffer from the 
onslaught; all through the night they squawk and clack their beaks in protest, sometimes 
jumping up and stamping their feat as they try to crush their assailants.  Twice more they 
hear the bully-worm crunching through the growth nearby, and at one point a high-
pitched ululation rises far off to the east, eerily reminding Pennathorne and the doctor of 
the spirits of Sebreccer that they faced during their journey to the surface. 
 It seems an eternity before the first pale gray rays of daylight begin to filter into 
the tunnel.  Rising stiffly from their miserable bed, the three of them swallow a few 
morsels of food and some water, followed by another round of Verzahl’s elixir.  Once the 
numbness has taken hold, Dr. Honeyman looks over their injuries as well as he’s able.  
His broken nose is swollen and throbbing, forcing him to breathe through his mouth, 
while Pennathorne’s jaw is disfigured by a purplish knot the size of a fist.  “I fear you’re 
getting an infection where those teeth were knocked out,” the doctor mutters, squinting 
into Pennathorne’s mouth.  “Ideally, I’d pack the hole with cotton soaked in a tincture of 
tarwood; lacking that, a bit of linen and some strong liquor would suffice.  With neither 
of these handy, I’m not sure what to do.”  He finally decides to cut a tiny piece of fabric 
from the hem of his Yubian tunic and drench it in the secretions from one of the 
malachite cubes.  “I don’t know if this will actually purge the infection, or merely deaden 
the pain, but I’m afraid it’s the best I can manage under the circumstances.” 
 Hanzor is the worst off by far.  Mottled with bruises, unable to find any real relief 
from the pain of his broken ribs, the old Kreebian looks pale and exhausted, a glint of 
fever in the dark hollows of his eyes.  “If I should die,” he grunts, as Dr. Honeyman 
adjusts the bindings around his battered torso, “I’d ask that you burn my corpse to ashes 
afterwards, or at least as thoroughly as you’re able.  Say that you will, so I can at least 
rest easy about it.” 
 “We’ll try our damnedest,” vows Pennathorne.  “We’ll light you up at sundown 
and warm ourselves over your flaming carcass.” 
 Pulling his tunic closed, Hanzor merely nods and limps to a spot a few yards away 
from them.  “I’ll keep my prayers brief,” he says, lowering himself stiffly to his knees.  
While the Kreebian chants his invocations to the anemic sunlight, Pennathorne and Dr. 
Honeyman begin gathering up their gear.  They find a few of their crushed tormentors 
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from the night before—chitinous, multi-legged things with pincers at both ends of their 
lozenge-shaped bodies—some of them nearly as big as a man’s hand. 
 Soon enough, they’re each back in the saddle, continuing their journey through 
the bristling heart of the Talon Wood.  For hours the scenery remains unchanged, mile 
after mile of growth so dense that the midday sun reaches them as nothing but a dim 
diffuse glow.  Thankfully, this means that they remain relatively cool throughout the 
afternoon, helping greatly to conserve their supply of water.  Now and then they pass 
small side tunnels, three or four feet high, that Hanzor identifies as bully-worm tracks, 
and several times more they hear the mysterious creatures responsible for them crashing 
through the brush nearby.  At one point they witness a great swarm of deptaron dashing 
across the path ahead of them, passing from one bully-worm tunnel to another, and the 
gatterpods lunge forward with such eagerness that they nearly topple their riders to the 
ground. 
 “So these animals, too, appeared in the Third Phase?” asks Dr. Honeyman, after 
they’ve regained control of their mounts.  “All these deptaron and bully-worms and 
ramalekron and gatterpods?” 
 Hanzor shakes his head.  “There were deptaron and ramalekron in the Second 
Phase, though I remember reading somewhere that deptaron had soft pelts in ancient 
times.  The bully-worms and gatterpods, on the other hand, are Third Phase beasts, 
through and through.” 
 “But how?” asks the doctor insistently.  “Where did they come from?” 
 “The Whore-Thing gave birth to them, just as she gave birth to the devils and 
Kaza’Kazok,” replies Hanzor.  “Ultimately, they’re not natural creatures, but soulless 
things that’ll be wiped away when Hesker the Magnificent returns to Gelm.” 
 “But what is Aukurmandros?” presses Dr. Honeyman.  “How could she possibly 
give birth to all of these different creatures?  Even the Yubians were damnably vague on 
the subject.” 
 “I don’t know the exact nature of the Whore-Thing,” admits Hanzor.  “She was 
summoned here from spaces-in-between by the enemies of Hesker, who installed her in a 
secret place far away to the north.  There they used her to breed an army of monsters, 
some of them shaped like humans, some like horrible beasts.  After the killing star fell 
and exterminated nearly everything else, they spread and multiplied and became part of 
the Third Phase landscape.”  He pauses to look around at the Talon Wood, at the strange 
rangy gatterpod upon which he rides.  “No matter; they’ll all be destroyed when Hesker 
returns.  There can be no room for monsters in the Fourth Phase, as the Secret Kreeb 
taught us.” 
 “Far away to the north, you say?”  Dr. Honeyman furrows his slender black 
brows, thinking of the third site on LiBale’s map, high up near the northernmost tip of 
Ingtar.  The Uncountable Host.  “No one’s ever found Aukurmandros’ secret lair?  Not 
once in all the twenty-four centuries since the Second Phase ended?” 
 “The north is a dark place,” says Hanzor, “overrun by monsters that would make 
Kaza’Kazok look like all gentleness by comparison.  It’s also home to the Zarzoal, a tribe 
of necromancers and black magicians who frighten even the other devil tribes.  They’re 
some of the evilest creatures in all of Gelm.”  He makes a quick warding gesture and spits 
in contempt. 
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  “Do you never wonder if making peace with Ellerine and the so-called devils 
might not be the best thing to do?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Prince Guldrev said she’d 
offered truces aplenty to the Scions of Hesker, but that they’ve always been rejected.” 
 Hanzor scoffs.  “He tells you this even as she seeks our annihilation.  For a decade 
now she’s led her armies against us, managing to crush fully half of the last human 
settlements in Gelm.  Thousands have died, thousands more enslaved.  Don’t talk to me 
of peace.” 
 “Even though it’s obvious you’re losing this war?” 
 Hanzor shoots the doctor a withering look.  “All the more reason for us to fulfill 
our holy mission.” 
 The gatterpods all start in surprise as a bully-worm begins clambering through the 
growth to their left, close enough that they’re able to make out a low humped shape 
moving among the shadows.  A second later it lunges forward with surprising speed, 
crashing a little way past them, then veers abruptly towards the tunnel.  Onto the path just 
ahead of it emerges one of the pincer-bugs, its claws held up in the air as it scuttles across 
the gravelly ground.  With a splintering crunch, the bully-worm bursts from the thorny 
growth behind it, a great slug-shaped lump, nine feet long at least, covered by 
interlocking bands of greenish-brown shell.  The gatterpods squawk and veer around the 
tunnel in fright, raking their riders against the thorny walls and ceiling, as the bully-worm 
catches up with its prey near the opposite wall.  There’s a glimpse of myriad small legs 
and flexing claws as it raises up its keeled front end and claps it down over the pincer-
bug.  A faint crunching sound drifts down the tunnel. 
 While the bully-worm finishes its meal, the three men dismount from the agitated 
gatterpods and staunch the bleeding from their newly acquired wounds.  “Uhl’s yard!” 
Pennathorne barks, wiping blood from a gash on his forehead.  “I’ve been flayed alive!  
Double-damn every gatterpod and bully-worm and useless pissing thorn bush in 
existence!” 
 Plucking a burr from his hand, Dr. Honeyman gestures at the inert armored mass 
stretched across the majority of the tunnel ahead of them.  “It seems disinclined to move 
out of our way.  You’re sure they won’t attack humans?” 
 Hanzor shrugs.  “That’s what I was told.” 
 Leading their mounts on foot, the men step around the bully-worm’s tail and 
continue down the tunnel, pausing a few yards farther on to climb back into the saddles.  
The bully-worm seems to take no notice of them whatsoever, and it’s still lying 
motionless across the path behind them when they lose sight of it. 
 By late afternoon, it’s obvious that the tunnel has begun to narrow.  Imperceptible 
at first, the lacerating growth hems in closer and closer with each passing mile, until 
finally they’re marching single file, hunched low in their saddles.  “How much farther do 
you figure we’ve got?” asks Pennathorne, bringing his elbows in closer to his body. 
 Coughing as he shifts against his broken ribs, Hanzor groans, “I have no idea.” 
 “We’ve come thirty or forty miles at least,” calls Dr. Honeyman from the rear.  
“With any luck, we’ll be out of here soon.” 
 Another hour passes, the contracting tunnel forcing them at last to dismount and 
continue on foot.  The weak sunlight begins to fade into evening, and they trudge 
doggedly onwards into the deepening shadows.  The razor-edged growth closes in around 
them, catching at their clothes and the gatterpods’ fur.  Just when it appears that they can 
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go no further, Hanzor gives a triumphant yell and staggers forward through a gap in the 
tangle, so narrow that both he and his mount suffer a dozen more cuts as they press 
through.  Behind him, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman do likewise, and the three men 
find themselves once again in the open air. 
 Ahead of them stretches rolling grassland, somewhat less scrubby and unhealthy-
looking than on the northern side of the Talon Wood, and dotted with copses of slender 
trees bearing dark paddle-shaped leaves.  The sun sits low on the western horizon, the sky 
smeared with pink clouds, a gentle breeze blowing across the Talon Wood’s jagged face. 
 A little distance to their right stands another outpost hut, two-thirds of its roof 
burned off, the remaining thatch charred and blackened.  As they circle around towards 
the front, they discover a young ramalekra yoked to a small wagon, though they’re 
relieved to find that it bears little resemblance to the ones belonging to the Corax, being 
covered instead by a white canopy marked with tiny red starbursts. 
 “Spice traders,” says Hanzor in a low voice. 
 “Is that good or bad?” asks Pennathorne. 
 The Kreebian shrugs, wincing slightly at the pain in his ribs.  “We’ll see.” 
 Through the scorched and partly open door they can hear voices, male and female 
by the sound of it, and even as they’re watching the latter emerges around the wrecked 
door, yelping in surprise at the sight of the three men.  A stocky woman with a broad 
wind-burned face and coils of long black hair piled atop her head, she flashes the trio a 
tight smile and takes a step back towards the door.  “Ah, well, hello there, friends.  You 
caught me by surprise.”  Turning her head, she calls, “Rokasa!  Rokasa, come out here!  
We’ve got customers!” 
 In a second, the male figure appears, nearly the doctor’s height but stout as a 
barrel.  Unlike his companion, Rokasa wears a simple leather skullcap atop his bald pate, 
the lack of hair on his scalp more than offset by the shiny black beard, meticulously 
curled into tiny ringlets, on his chin.  Both of them are dressed in leather kirtles partly 
hidden by lengths of beautifully patterned cloth—flowers and birds embroidered in 
brilliant hues—twined around their shoulders and torsos.  Small pouches of various 
colors hang from their belts, alongside daggers in hammered bronze scabbards. 
 “Greetings, friends,” says Rokasa, spreading his hands in a gesture of welcome.  
“I am Toomrokasa Borglamonac; this is my wife, Ipp.  You look to have followed a hard 
road to get here, but I fear this outpost is abandoned.  Ransacked, it looks like.  But no 
matter!  We have food and water enough to spare, as well as garsalang liquor and 
Barcandine wine, if you’re in the mood for something stronger.  Salt, too, and saffron, all 
at a very good price.”  He waves them forward, still talking, as he moves towards the 
wagon.  “I even have a little cinnamon from the Outer World, salvaged off a wreck near 
Octramec.  And fetfet, of course, though there’s not much left, I’m afraid.  I sold most of 
it to a band of Ghol wildlings bound for the fighting near Obesta.  It’s potent stuff, 
though, I promise you, well worth the cost.  If you’d like, I can—”  He stops suddenly 
and turns back around, realizing that the three men haven’t moved from their spots.  
“What’s wrong, friends?” 
 “You’re Uco, yes?” asks Hanzor, his tone carefully neutral.  When Rokasa nods, 
the Kreebian says, “What’s your tribe’s relationship with Ellerine these days?” 
 Rokasa and his wife exchange glances.  “Our zolamen have renewed their ties 
with her,” he replies, “though many of us would prefer that it were otherwise.  A decade 
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ago, the Uco had actually managed to make peace with the Scions of Hesker, before the 
Tobravirid destroyed all our efforts.” 
 “You say there’s fighting near Obesta?” asks Hanzor.  “How far from the city?” 
 Rokasa squints at the three men, particularly at Pennathorne and the doctor.  “I 
couldn’t say exactly.  Four hundred miles?  We left Barcand three weeks ago and caught 
up with her army at the Objed Oasis.  Did a lot of business there, I’m ashamed to say, but 
we’ve all got to earn a living.” 
 Hanzor starts to say something else, but a bout of coughing interrupts him.  
Pennathorne catches him under the arm as he staggers and nearly falls, and Rokasa waves 
at them again to come around to the back of the wagon.  “Bring him here,” the merchant 
says urgently.  “I may have something that can help.”  Still supporting the battered old 
Kreebian, Pennathorne follows after him, while Dr. Honeyman goes to tether their 
gatterpods to the hitching post beside the hut. 
 “By the Mother’s teats, what’s wrong with him?” asks Ipp, watching Hanzor limp 
along behind her husband. 
 “We had a run-in with some Corax recently,” answers Dr. Honeyman, suddenly 
exhausted.  “They killed his son.” 
 Ipp turns and looks at him, horror and sympathy written across her broad face.  
“Is that true?  How awful!”  She drops her gaze away from his blackened eyes and down 
to the strange chitinous armor that he wears, its golden runes smeared with dirt and 
blood.  “Are you from the Outer World?  You and your red-haired friend?  I’ve never 
seen men like you before, though I’ve heard stories.” 
 Dr. Honeyman nods.  “Altreng, I think you’d call it.” 
 “Lho’acriost,” she breathes, touching his breastplate with hesitant fingertips.  “A 
real Outworlder!  I never thought I’d see one for myself.  But why are you here?” 
 “That’s a story too long to tell, madam Ipp,” says the doctor, heading off after his 
companions.  “I’m not sure I know myself anymore.” 
 Hanzor lolls feverishly atop a woven mat on the ground behind the wagon, 
Pennathorne frowning down at him with a concerned expression.  The wagon’s red-
starred canopy has been tied open to reveal a shadowy space crowded with boxes and 
crates and small kegs, between which is just enough open floor space for two people to 
sleep, albeit very close together.  Leather satchels and net bags hang from the ceiling, 
gently swaying as Rokasa roots around in a dark corner.  The scent of a thousand 
different spices emanates from the cluttered interior, a pungent cacophony of pepper and 
cinnamon and sweetbar and lavender and mustard and coriander and tarwood and 
milkroot and vanilla and nutmeg.  At a distance, it’s overpowering; close up, nearly 
inebriating. 
 “Have you given him any water?” asks Dr. Honeyman, crouching down next to 
Hanzor. 
 Pennathorne shakes his head.  “Said he didn’t want it.” 
 “His breathing is dangerously shallow,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman, leaning forward 
to press his ear against the Kreebian’s chest, “and his heart’s laboring.  He’s scalding to 
the touch, too.” 
 “Plague!” hisses Ipp, who’s come around the corner of the wagon.  Covering her 
mouth and nose with a portion of her embroidered sash, she retreats a couple of steps. 
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 “It’s not plague,” the doctor retorts.  “I fear that one of his broken ribs has 
punctured something inside him.” 
 “All we can do is treat the fever and try to ease his pain,” grunts Rokasa, 
emerging from the wagon with a mortar and pestle in one hand and a clay vial in the 
other.  Pennathorne grabs his shoulder and gives him a serious look as he passes, and the 
spice merchant smiles reassuringly.  “You can trust me, friend.  I’ve got no use for a dead 
customer.  By the Mother’s teats, I won’t even charge you for the medicine.”  Seating 
himself next to the groaning Kreebian, Rokasa uncorks the clay vial and dribbles a bit of 
citrus-scented liquid into the mortar, which already contains various coarse colored 
powders and a sprinkling of crumbled herbs.  “Give him a few sips of that,” he tells Dr. 
Honeyman, passing him the vial before grinding away at the mortar in his lap. 
 “I’ll have none of your devil’s poison,” spits Hanzor, pushing the doctor’s hand 
away and struggling to sit up.  “If it’s Belhet’s will for me to live, then I’ll live.  If not…”  
He falls back, coughing, his body bathed in sweat despite the growing chill in the air. 
 “Belhet wants you to take the damned medicine,” says Dr. Honeyman, thrusting 
the vial forward.  “What difference does it make?  You die of fever, you die of poison, 
either way it’s Belhet’s will.  Just drink it.” 
 Grudgingly, Hanzor takes a sip from the vial, recoiling at its sour taste.  The 
doctor makes him take another, then moves aside as Rokasa scoots closer to the 
Kreebian, telling him to lay back and open his tunic.  “Perhaps we should get him into the 
hut,” suggests Dr. Honeyman.  “It’ll be dark in no time.” 
 “No,” says Ipp from the corner of the wagon.  “It’s bad enough we have to stay 
here at all, but I won’t go back inside that place.”  She leans forward, telling them in a 
whisper, “We found a man’s arm inside, laying on top of a table.  Cut off just above the 
elbow.  Oh, Mother protect me, I can hardly think about it without wanting to hide!” 
 “An arm?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “There’s been some bloody business committed here,” says Rokasa, giving the 
pestle a few more turns.  A strong odor of camphor fills the air.  “I would like to have 
slept indoors for a change, but a murdered man’s soul rarely wanders far from the place 
he was killed.  Best to stay out of there altogether.”  A brownish paste has formed inside 
the mortar, and Rokasa raises it up, intoning, “Mother of Hosts, Mother of Life, Mother 
Aukurmandros, I humbly ask for your blessings to help restore health to this man.  Let 
the fever leave his body; let his bones be knit back together.  Know that I am ever your 
loving and devoted child.”  Scooping a portion of the paste out with his fingertips, 
Rokasa leans forward and begins to pat it into a thin layer across Hanzor’s forehead. 
 “Forgive me, Belhet Kratonid,” mutters the old Kreebian, grimacing. 
 “We found the outpost on the other side of the Wood in the same state as this 
one,” Dr. Honeyman tells Rokasa.  “Partly burned, and with obvious signs of bloodshed.” 
 The spice merchant nods, moving from Hanzor’s forehead to his torso, gingerly 
patting the remainder of the paste over his wounded ribs.  “The old laws and customs 
have broken down as the war’s dragged on.  There are thieves and murderers crawling all 
over the countryside, everyone snatching what they can in the chaos.”  He shakes his 
head, disgust showing on his face.  “I haven’t seen it so bad in all my days.” 
 “Nor I,” grunts Hanzor, as Rokasa dabs on the last bit of paste and begins 
muttering a prayer over his broken ribs. 
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 “So will you camp here for the night?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Or will you push on 
for somewhere less haunted?” 
 “We’ll leave in the morning,” says Rokasa, eliciting a scowl from his wife.  He 
wipes his fingers on the bottom edge of his kirtle, then pushes himself to his feet.  “Your 
friend can’t be moved for the next several hours, so we should build a fire and try to keep 
him comfortable until his fever breaks.  Ipp, fetch some food and drink for us, will you?  
Make sure to get a bottle of that garsalang liquor; we could all do with a little warmth and 
good cheer tonight, I think.” 
 “We have no money to repay your kindness,” admits the doctor. 
 Rokasa waves his hand nonchalantly.  “Repay us with your company; we ask for 
nothing more.  Gelm’s fallen into black times—blacker than usual—and a bit of 
camaraderie is a scarce thing.  Best take it when you can.”  Returning the mortar and 
pestle to the wagon, he reemerges with a pair of heavy leather gauntlets and a cleaver-
shaped blade, then sets off towards the edge of Talon Wood to gather kindling for a fire. 
 Ipp, meanwhile, arranges more woven mats in a semicircle near Hanzor, who 
appears to have fallen into a restless slumber.  “How long ago has it been since you came 
to Gelm?” she asks, casting a glance towards the two men standing nearby. 
 “Almost three months,” answers Dr. Honeyman, “though it seems like a thousand 
years.  I can hardly convince myself that Gelm is even on of the same planet as the Outer 
World.  Of course, in some ways they’re very similar.  Warfare and superstition, for 
instance, would appear to be universal, all of Irsus divided tribe by tribe, always 
bickering over whose nonsense is supreme.” 
 “Tell me about the Outer World,” presses Ipp.  “I’ve only heard legends.” 
 “That’s a pretty steep request,” says Pennathorne.  “The world beyond Gelm is a 
vast one indeed; it’s taken me and Melvin a lifetime to see it all, or at least most of it.  
There are whole countries of ice and snow, others of sweltering jungle, still others of 
trackless desert.  Biggest of all is a land called Arthestria, in the middle of which is a lake 
so pissing wide that it takes a week to sail across.  North of that rise the tallest mountains 
in all the world, some so high they bump the moon as it passes.  And there are cities with 
hundreds of thousands—even millions—of people.” 
 “The mountains do not bump the moon,” the doctor says flatly. 
 Pennathorne ignores him.  “Take Damszalliane, where the Weikerlov Empress 
lives.  A beautiful place, crammed to bursting with people from all over the world.  Near 
the center of the city are ten ivory towers, each a hundred feet tall, with great fires 
burning at their tops.  Then there’s the Castle of the Iron Swan, built out of gold-veined 
marble and set up on a hill so that it catches the light from both the sun and the moon; 
even from a hundred miles away, day or night, you can see it twinkling like a star.” 
 Ipp shakes her head in disbelief.  “What gods do you worship in the Outer World?  
Do they pray to Mother Aukurmandros where you’re from?” 
 Pennathorne shakes his head.  “Never heard of her before we came here.  There 
are gods aplenty in the lands beyond this one, though Uhl’s the only one that matters.”  
He grins and settles himself gratefully on a woven mat. 
 “Are the two of you…wizards?” asks Ipp, eyeing their weird runed armor. 
 “We befriended some wizards, I guess you could say,” says Dr. Honeyman, 
laughing bitterly.  “The two of us have gotten caught up with powers far greater our own, 
both here and back in the Outer World, too.” 
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 “You’re not Longspears, are you?” she asks, shrinking away from them. 
 “Longspears?”  The doctor furrows his brow.  “Do you mean the Sacradex?” 
 “Killers,” Ipp whispers fearfully.  “Reavers from the Outer World who come for 
pillage and slaughter.  Even the Tobravirid hates them; anyone bringing her a 
Longspear—living or dead—stands to be richly rewarded.” 
 Dr. Honeyman purses his lips, brooding over all he can remember about Ellerine, 
both as Arcant in the Outer World and False Empress here in Gelm.  “What do you know 
of the Tobravirid?” he asks.  “Where did she come from?  How long has she been here in 
Gelm?” 
 Ipp gnaws at the inside of her lip.  “She was born a thousand years ago in a city 
inside the moon, which had been built in ancient times by Hesker and his wizards.  It was 
there that she found a map, a key, and a magical rope; the last let her climb down from 
the moon, the first helped her find Hesker’s lost fortress, and the key unlocked the door to 
his sacred armor.  She put it on and—poof!—became the Tobravirid, just as Hesker had 
been in ancient times.  Some people think this makes her supreme ruler over all of Gelm; 
some think she’s nothing but a thief and an imposter.” 
 “What about you?” asks Pennathorne.  “What do you think?” 
 Ipp sighs.  “She has more power than anyone else in Gelm—in the world, most 
likely.  It doesn’t matter much what I think.” 
 “Lho’acriost, woman!”  Rokasa appears around the front of the wagon, dragging a 
bundle of thorny brush behind him by a length of rope.  “It’s already full dark and you 
still haven’t gotten our friends any food or water?  You’re worse than a Pâcosh, 
honestly.” 
 With an apologetic little bow, Ipp hurries away.  Rokasa piles some kindling and 
dried grasses in front of the mats, produces a bit of flint and tinder from a pouch on his 
belt, and soon has a decent blaze started among the thorny brush.  While her husband 
tends to the fire, Ipp returns from the wagon with a bottle, a waterskin, a couple of hide 
bags, an iron kettle, and a small carpet rolled up under one arm.  She deposits her load 
between the mats and the fire, unrolling the carpet and arranging atop it a veritable feast 
of salted meats, dried fruits, and loaves of flat round bread.  Plopping the kettle down 
among the flames, she presents the waterskin to Dr. Honeyman, and the bottle to Rokasa. 
 “Ah, thank you, my little hapshi,” the rotund spice merchant coos.  Twisting out 
the cork, he raises the bottle up in a salute to his guests.  “May we pass the night in 
friendship, cradled in the bosom of the blessed Mother.  Let us find some joy in these 
dark times, if we possibly can!”  He swallows a mouthful from the bottle, then goes to 
one knee to offer it to Pennathorne and the doctor.  “Please, as much as you like; we have 
more in the wagon.  Our happiness, in fact, will speed your friend’s recovery; such 
positive emanations can help restore a body to equilibrium.” 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman exchange glances, the same suspicions forming 
in their minds.  Rokasa, raising one eyebrow ever so slightly, holds the bottle up a little 
higher.  “Forgive us, friend,” says the doctor, “we mean no disrespect, but our short time 
in Gelm has taught us to be wary.  We’re complete strangers to you; two of us 
Outworlders, and one an avowed enemy of everything Aukurmandrine.  Why would you 
treat us with such kindness, asking nothing in return?” 
 Rokasa lowers the bottle an inch, his bulk silhouetted against the fire.  “We Uco 
are not like the rest of the nations of Gelm.  We want peace for all people, no matter 
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which tribe they belong to or what gods they worship.  I might try to sell you some fetfet, 
maybe even a little cinnamon, but I mean you no harm, my friends.  Honestly.”  He grins 
through his curly black beard, and again offers up the bottle.  “I’ve seen enough killing in 
my time.  Far better to spill liquor than blood.” 
 “Aye, and indeed,” says Pennathorne, reaching forward to take the bottle from 
Rokasa’s hands.  “If your plan is to get us drunk and rob our carcasses, though, you’d 
best have a few barrels of this in reserve.”  He takes a long gulp, then another.  “Mmm, 
sweet as a maiden’s kiss!  Reminds me of this white-eye the Cadeeshy make out of 
molasses.”  Eyes twinkling, he belches mightily and passes the bottle to the doctor. 
 The garsalang liquor makes three more circuits—Ipp pulling from it just as 
strongly as the men—before Rokasa retrieves the kettle from the fire and sets it atop a flat 
stone beside the rest of their feast.  Inside is a bubbling porridge, greenish in color, 
exuding an aroma that immediately starts everyone’s mouth watering.  They scoop it out 
of the kettle with pieces of bread, followed by bites of the salted meat—ramalekra, as it 
turns out.  The dried fruits, which Rokasa calls kshâleff, prove to be very similar to dates, 
but with a peppery bite offsetting their sweetness.  “These were harvested on the cliffs 
near Lôthalacál,” the spice merchant tells them.  “They’re some of the best in all of 
Gelm.  Most kshâleff come from farther south, in the hills outside of Octramec, but those 
are gatterpod turds compared to these.  I bought two whole crates from some Telátians on 
their way to Barcand last year, and ended up making back more than twice what I paid 
for them.  This is the last of the lot, I’m sorry to say.  I’m not sure when I’ll have a 
chance to get any more.” 
 Stupefied by the liquor and the warm food, Pennathorne and the doctor are hardly 
listening, though it makes little difference to Rokasa.  He prattles on about the kshâleff 
for a minute longer, then complains for a while about the exorbitant price of “properly 
butchered ramalekra meats”, after which he starts to describe the recipe for the porridge 
in painstaking detail.  The pile of burning brush slowly collapses into glowing coals, 
while the moon, nearly at the half, rises into the sky.  The night is cool, but comfortable, 
nothing like the bitter cold in the desert north of Talon Wood.  On the carpet, the dishes 
lie bare, the iron kettle swabbed clean with the last of the bread.  After a while, 
Outworlder and Uco alike slump back onto the mats, gently drunk, each luxuriating in the 
sensation of a full belly. 
 “It has occurred to me,” remarks Rokasa, idly drumming his fingers against his 
belly, “that we never properly finished our introductions.  We gave you our names, but 
were interrupted before you could give us yours.” 
 Forgoing their Yubian monikers for now, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman instead 
introduce themselves by their Outworlder names.  With a little practice, the Uco are able 
to pronounce the unfamiliar syllables competently enough, though both insist on turning 
the doctor’s name into “Hummy-nan.” 
 “So what brought you here to Gelm, my Outworlder friends?” asks Rokasa. 
 “Magic,” Pennathorne answers in all seriousness. 
 “We came here out of curiosity,” interjects Dr. Honeyman.  “Our own, as well as 
that of our…patrons.  Have no fear; we’re not Longspears, we have no designs on 
conquest.  There’s a war going on in the Outer World—several, as a matter of fact—and 
there are those who believe that powerful weapons are hidden here in Gelm.  Technology 
left over from ancient times, from before the great calamity.” 
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 Rokasa nods.  “They’re right, though I’d say that the Tobravirid’s already claimed 
the ultimate prize.  Hesker’s armor, his lance, his magical green ship…those were made 
by the gods themselves.” 
 “So the two of you are here for pillage,” Ipp remarks drowsily. 
 “Not exactly,” says the doctor.  “We’ve come into possession of a few minor 
artifacts—and lost most of them, actually—along with a great deal of indescribably 
bizarre information, which I doubt will be of much use to our patrons.  Not that it matters 
one way or another, as it’s all but impossible for us to return to the Outer World.” 
 Ipp raises herself up on one elbow to slurp the last of the garsalang liquor out of 
the bottle.  “Can the magic that brought you here not also get you home again?” 
 “No,” the doctor replies flatly. 
 “Then be content, if you can,” advises Rokasa.  “My mother always told me, ‘If 
all you have to eat is dirt, then you’d best learn to love the taste.’  Gelm’s a land of little 
comfort these days, but there are places where even an Outworlder might find peace to 
live out his life.  You’d be welcomed in our home city of Avor Gaháb, as well as the 
colony at Yefrood.  Or you could go to Xuad; it’s the biggest city of all, with hundreds of 
people—Uco, Corax, Rexpagu, Ghol, even a few tolerant Scions—all living side by side 
in relative harmony.  Supposedly there are even a few Outworlders living there.” 
 “Why not come with us?” asks Ipp, getting unsteadily to her and peering down at 
Pennathorne and the doctor.  “It might be helpful to have a couple of Outworlder wizards 
by our side.” 
 “Where are you bound?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “North,” says Rokasa.  “Lrrcad first, before the Tobravirid comes to call, then 
Octramec, Cordec Rith, maybe Telát.  I’d like to be back in Gaháb by this time next 
year.” 
 “We’re heading south, I’m afraid,” says Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Take care travelling on the other side of Talon Wood,” Pennathorne warns.  “We 
met a critter called Kaza’Kazok on the way down here, a sort of gigantic furry lizard-man 
who obligingly ate our Corax captors, and very nearly us, too.  Keep clear of him if you 
can.” 
 “You escaped one of the Kurbrathornim?”  Ipp raises her eyebrows at the two 
Outworlders and backs away from them ever so slightly.  “Tell us truly, as friends, are 
you actually men, or are you spirits?” 
 “Not spirits,” says Pennathorne, laughing, “but not mere mortals, either.  We’ve 
been touched by powers beyond, make no mistake.” 
 “Your opinion of yourself grows ever higher,” Dr. Honeyman remarks dryly.  “I 
didn’t think was possible.” 
 “It’s true, it’s true,” whispers Ipp, still staring at Pennathorne.  “I can see a caul of 
multicolored energy glowing faintly all around you.  Oh, Mother of Hosts, it’s true!”  She 
abruptly drops to her knees and bows reverently to the two Outworlders.  “If you won’t 
come with us, at least give us your blessing, so we might be protected by your power.  A 
touch of your hand would more than repay the small kindnesses we’ve shown you.”  She 
inches forward on her knees, head bowed, her palms pressed into the ground. 
 Rokasa rolls over, examining the scene with an uncertain expression on his face.  
“She often sees what I cannot,” he mutters at last, getting onto his own knees and bowing 
low before Pennathorne and the doctor.  “Bless us, friends from the Outer World; we 
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have no concern for politics and alliances, we only want to live our lives in peace and 
safety.  Give us a little of your protection, we beg you.” 
 Dr. Honeyman and Pennathorne look at each other, brows furrowed, discomfited 
by the Uco’s groveling posture, their urgent entreaties.  “I’m afraid a touch from me 
would do little except ruin you for your husband,” Pennathorne tells Ipp.  “We’ve got no 
great power to give you, I promise.  Uhl’s seen fit to smile on us for all the souls we’ve 
sent his way, but that was our own doing, and not something we can pass on.  We’re a 
pair of uncommonly tough old bastards, even uncommonly lucky, but I doubt that’ll rub 
off in a handshake.” 
 “I can see it all around you,” declares Ipp.  “Rays of faint light, like a rainbow, 
coming out of your head and shoulders.  Please, we’re far from home, our way is full of 
danger; a touch from your fingertips is all that I ask.” 
 “This is absurd,” snaps Dr. Honeyman, irritated by her supplications.  “There’s no 
caul of light, there’s no mystical power for you to absorb by touching us.  Stand up, 
dammit.”  Still fresh in the doctor’s mind is the time he spent on his own knees before 
Orgo Ulmar, and he finds it galling to see someone prostrate themselves before him in 
like manner. 
 The Uco both look up at him, Ipp’s face marked by a sort of stubborn 
disappointment, as though stung by his words but still unwilling to believe them.  
Exasperated, Dr. Honeyman gets to his feet.  He reads in their eyes a deep sincerity, a 
desire for nothing more than the briefest touch from his hand, but still he hesitates, 
fiercely averse to encouraging their superstitious beliefs, however minor the gesture 
might seem. 
 The moment stretches on and on, until Pennathorne finally sighs, leans forward, 
and claps a hand on top of each of the Uco’s heads.  “May the teeth of the gods be brittle 
in your presence,” he intones, then slouches back on his mat.  “Any more of that white-
eye left?” 
 Grateful, if somewhat confused, by his blessing, the Uco both utter their thanks 
and push themselves to their feet.  Ipp gathers up the remains of their feast, while her 
husband goes back into the wagon for another bottle of garsalang liquor.  Dr. Honeyman, 
scowling, goes to check on Hanzor. 
 “So are you going to charge me for this one?” asks Pennathorne, when Rokasa 
returns with the bottle. 
 “Your blessing is payment enough,” replies Rokasa, stirring the coals in the fire. 
 His wife appears with a hide blanket for each of them, one of which she tucks 
around the feverishly shivering Hanzor.  “It always gets worse before it gets better,” she 
tells Dr. Honeyman, kneeling by the Kreebian’s side.  He glances at her from beneath his 
black brows, saying nothing, and she hands him a blanket before returning to the fireside. 
 They finish the second bottle of garsalang liquor by midnight, around which time 
Rokasa mutters something about unhitching the ramalekra, then promptly drops off into a 
snoring slumber.  His wife already lies asleep on the mat beside him, and Pennathorne 
tells the doctor to follow their example, while he keeps watch for the next few hours.  Dr. 
Honeyman accepts gratefully, neither of them having had any proper rest in nearly a 
week.  “Even though they betrayed us, it’s fortunate that we underwent the Yubians’ 
revitalization treatments,” the doctor says in Lewlander, stripping off his runed black 
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armor and setting it aside.  “I can’t remember the last time we undertook so rigorous a 
journey.”  He probes at his bruised and abraded body, tenderly wipes his broken nose. 
 “Eight years ago,” says Pennathorne.  “When we went looking for Jema’s Eye in 
the Salted Blight.” 
 “What an ill-conceived scheme that was,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, shaking his 
head.  “I don’t know why I let you talk me into these things.” 
 “Because you’d get bored and lonely otherwise,” answers Pennathorne, grinning.  
“Now get some sleep; there aren’t many hours left until daylight.” 
 
 Just before dawn, while Dr. Honeyman is keeping watch, Hanzor suddenly cries 
out his children’s names, thrashes beneath his blanket, and lies still.  The doctor curses 
under his breath and hurries to the Kreebian’s side, sure that the battered old warrior has 
finally succumbed to his injuries.  The brown paste has melted against Hanzor’s skin, 
dripping down his face, into his hair, smeared like old blood across his chest.  Crouching 
down, Dr. Honeyman checks at his wrist and throat. 
 “Damnation, is he dead?”  Pennathorne, awake now, stands at the doctor’s 
shoulder, frowning down at the motionless Hanzor. 
 “No,” says Dr. Honeyman, breathing a sigh of relief.  “No, he’s still alive.  The 
fever appears to have broken.” 
 “So he’ll make it?” 
 The doctor shrugs.  “It’s hard to say.  Without time to rest and recuperate, it’s 
very likely he’ll still die.” 
 “Maybe we should leave him here with the Uco.” 
 The doctor purses his lips, considering.  “I’m not sure that’s a good idea.  As soon 
as he was well enough, I fear our Kreebian friend here would chop them into kindling.” 
 “I would, too,” comes Hanzor’s voice, weak and gravelly, from at their feet.  “I’d 
leave them for the hagbirds, then come after the two of you with a fury.  I gave my vow; 
you won’t be rid of me that easily.” 
 “Your fever is gone,” Dr. Honeyman tells him, “but your ribs are still broken.  If 
there’s truly no injury to your organs, you might yet survive, but not without rest.  You 
need time to heal.” 
 “I will not be left behind with these creatures,” snarls Hanzor.  “Now get this 
stinking mash off my face.” 
 Behind them, Rokasa and Ipp have begun to rouse, the former groaning as he 
heaves his rotund bulk off the ground.  The first orange glimmers of dawn are showing in 
the east, silhouetting the scruffy grass and the slender paddle-leafed trees.  They can hear 
a bully-worm moving through the growth at the edge of the Talon Wood, and over by the 
hitching post their mounts squawk and clack their beaks at each other. 
 After the medicinal paste is wiped off of Hanzor’s face and body, Dr. Honeyman 
rebinds his ribs with fresh bandages provided by the Uco.  The Kreebian grunts, once, in 
discomfort, but otherwise wears an expression of grim determination on his lined face.  
“Any chance you have three cloaks among your cargo?” the doctor asks Rokasa, who 
stands nearby trying to smooth out his sleep-disordered beard.  “Three cloaks you 
wouldn’t mind bequeathing to your friends from the Outer World?” 
 Frowning, bleary-eyed from the aftereffects of the garsalang liquor, Rokasa 
mutters, “You weren’t so eager to bequeath us with your blessing last night.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman gives a small sigh and secures the end of Hanzor’s bandage.  
Standing up, he turns and holds out his hand.  “I offer it in friendship.  Nothing more, 
nothing less.” 
 Rokasa squints at the proffered hand, then slowly moves to take it in his own.  
Before he can complete the gesture, Ipp appears, grasping the doctor’s fingers and 
pressing them against her forehead, muttering thanks both to him and to the Mother of 
Hosts.  Dr. Honeyman sighs again, but indulges her for fully half a minute before 
extricating himself.  “You’ve saved a man’s life,” he says, turning to shake Rokasa’s 
hand, “and proven to me that a little light might yet be found in this dark country—in this 
dark world, even.  No small accomplishment.  I thank you.” 
 The Uco each bow to him in turn, then begin the task of packing up their wagon 
and preparing to depart.  Rokasa brings Dr. Honeyman three cloaks of  heavy roughspun 
fabric, grayish and coarse, their outsides lightly oiled against the weather.  “Whatever 
you might think,” Rokasa tells him, “we were all of us born from Mother Aukurmandros.  
You and I are brothers, Hummy-nan, and a man takes care of his brother when hard times 
come to him.  Generosity is the first virtue taught by the sacred Mother.” 
 “An unfamiliar sentiment coming from a merchant,” remarks the doctor, “at least 
in my experience.” 
 “You told me you have no coin to pay with,” says Rokasa.  “I believe you.” 
 “What about our armor, our weapons?  Why not demand them in exchange?” 
 Rokasa glances at the golden runes on the doctor’s breast, at the weapons girdling 
his waist, and shakes his head, almost fearfully.  “I wouldn’t dare.”  Behind him, Ipp 
appears, hauling a great earthenware amphora filled with water, from which she refills 
one of the large Corax waterskins.  She also gives the three men a slim stack of the flat 
bread from the night before, apologizing that they haven’t more to offer.  “There’s game 
aplenty, though, and patches of garsalang.  Just be sure to boil everything before you eat 
it, if you possibly can.” 
 Within half an hour, both parties are assembled and ready to go, exchanging their 
last goodbyes and best wishes for the future.  The gatterpods hiss and snap at their riders 
with as much malice as ever, though a few stern words and well-placed thumps bring 
them back into line.  “I suppose I should thank you,” Hanzor growls at the Uco, settling 
himself stiffly in the saddle.  “I feel well enough to slaughter the entire Wicked Nation 
and spit in Ellerine’s face afterwards.” 
 “So you’d guess that her army is about four hundred miles from Obesta?” 
interjects Dr. Honeyman, examining one of the maps from the argose glass tube in his 
satchel. 
 The spice merchant nods.  “Around that, I’d say.  And they’ll surely stop at the 
Ejaaj Oasis for a while before pressing ahead with the attack; it’s the nearest source of 
fresh water besides Obesta itself.” 
 “How far from here to the oasis?” asks the doctor, searching for it along the lower 
portion of the map. 
 “A hundred miles or so,” answers Rokasa. 
 Hanzor tugs on his mount’s reins, pointing it towards the south as though he’s 
preparing to dash off at that very moment.  “We can be there by nightfall tomorrow if we 
hurry.” 
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 “Be careful, my friends,” warns Rokasa.  “War attracts scavengers, both human 
and animal alike.  Be on your guard.” 
 “Come with us, Outworlders!” cries Ipp, stepping past her husband and stretching 
her arms out to Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman.  “Why throw yourselves right into the 
heart of the storm?  Even the caul of power I see around you is no protection against the 
Tobravirid.  Come with us, instead of pursuing your chufcut curiosity.” 
 “We’ve come too far to stop now,” says Pennathorne, shaking his head.  “May 
you travel in safety, friends, with the blessings and protection of whatever god suits you.  
Remember to look out for Kaza’Kazok when you venture north of Talon Wood.”  With 
that, the trio turns and departs into the morning’s gathering light, while Rokasa and Ipp 
wave farewell from the ransacked outpost. 
 Hanzor sets a brisk pace between the scattered trees, which are little more than 
slender fleshy stalks some ten or twelve feet tall, sporting a few large paddle-shaped 
leaves.  “These are called saffa, yes?” asks Dr. Honeyman, passing close enough to pluck 
off one of the purplish leaves.  It’s plump and leathery, nearly a foot long, narrow at the 
base but flaring to the width of a man’s hand at the other end.  Along its lateral edge, he 
discovers a row of tiny red buds. 
 The Kreebian nods.  “Saffa trees, yes.  I’ve heard their blossoms smell like fried 
bread.” 
 “I’ll have to take your word for it,” says Dr. Honeyman, still unable to breathe 
through his broken nose. 
 Pennathorne leans over in his saddle and plucks the leaf out of the doctor’s hand, 
pressing the budding edge into his bushy mustache and snorting deeply.  “Smells like a 
lady’s nethers to me.  Kind of warm and briny.  Can you eat them?” 
 “Depends on the lady,” says Hanzor, to which Pennathorne gives a great ringing 
guffaw.  Switching the reins, the Kreebian urges his mount on faster.  “Give it a try, why 
don’t you?” he calls over his shoulder. 
 Pennathorne regards the leaf appraisingly, then shakes his head and whips it off 
through the air.  “I ate a raw shreed urchin once on a dare and shit blood for a week.  
Think I’ll stick with tub-grown meat and stale bread for the time being.” 
 The rising sun reveals a countryside positively lush in comparison to the 
wastelands north of the Talon Wood, covered in anemic yellowish grass growing nearly 
to the gatterpods’ knees.  Here and there they see narrow menhirs jutting up from the 
ground, blunted and ground down by eons of wind and water.  Some of them are faintly 
marked with what would appear to be deliberate patterns, though so badly eroded that it’s 
impossible to say for certain.  Hanzor asserts that they’re monuments left over from the 
time of the God-King Ceraphod, thousands upon thousands of years ago.  “There’s a 
whole forest of them up near Portheps,” he says.  “Bigger than these; some nearly twenty 
feet tall.  The devils go to worship there at certain times of the year, which makes it easier 
to ambush them.  Or did, before Vekkad fell.  Now it’s all Portheps and Sylasp can do to 
keep the Wicked Nation from battering down their gates.” 
 “What will happen if Ellerine is actually slain?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Will the 
Wicked Nation crumble?  Will the Scions of Hesker be saved?” 
 “There’s no hope at all while she lives,” says Hanzor.  “Much will depend on 
what becomes of Hesker’s battlegear afterwards.  If it’s seized again before it can be 
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returned to Seven Stars Falling, humanity might very well vanish from Gelm altogether.  
This is probably the last chance anyone will have.” 
 “So how do we get close enough to her to get the job done?” asks Pennathorne.  
“Any idea what kind of guard she has?” 
 Hanzor snorts.  “What does she need guards for?” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head at Pennathorne.  “Did you pay any attention 
during Shultho’s lessons?  He mentioned several times that Ellerine usually travels alone 
and unguarded.” 
 Sniffing, Pennathorne waves a hand imperturbably.  “Learning the language was 
the important bit.  I knew you’d get all the rest.” 
 The menhirs disappear after a mile or so, and the saffa trees become more 
numerous, forming stands large enough to shelter the odd family of ramalekron.  The 
temperature rises steadily, until the three men strip off their cloaks and wipe sweat from 
their foreheads, but it’s nothing compared to their recent trek through the scorching 
desert.  Around midday they stop to eat from their rations and take a few gulps from their 
waterskins, while the Dr. Honeyman examines his compass and checks their course on 
several of the maps. 
 As evening descends, they spot the flicker of firelight some distance ahead of 
them.  “A largish camp,” mutters the doctor, squinting through his spyglass.  “A dozen 
tents, maybe forty or fifty men.” 
 Peering through the spyglass himself, Hanzor grunts in disgust at what he sees.  
“Rexpagu and Yolac mostly, mixed in with a handful of Falthorembans.”  He spits and 
hands the spyglass back to the doctor.  “Filthy traitors.  Hesker the Magnificent will show 
them no mercy.” 
 Loathe to repeat their recent experience with the Corax, they turn westward for a 
time, trying to remain out of sight and undetected.  They march until the sun is nothing 
more than a faint glow below the horizon, then make camp in a copse of saffa trees, 
whose plump purplish leaves have begun folding down against their trunks as night falls.  
Unwilling to risk a fire, they hunker down in the darkness, shivering beneath their cloaks.  
Every rustle in the grass sends them reaching for their weapons.  Pennathorne and Dr. 
Honeyman divide the watch between them, insisting that Hanzor rest in preparation for 
the coming fight.  He objects with characteristic vigor, until Pennathorne threatens to 
break all his other ribs.  “Wouldn’t be much good against the False Empress, then, would 
you?” he snaps at the glowering Kreebian.  “Now clap it shut and go to sleep.” 
 In the morning they turn south again, seeing no sign of the camp or its inhabitants 
through the doctor’s spyglass.  In fact, they hardly seen any other living things at all, save 
for a few hagbirds circling in the sky ahead of them.  The trees start to thin out as they 
continue on their way, replaced by clumps of wild garsalang, some of which form great 
woody hillocks covered all over with sprays of spiny purplish fronds. 
 Around midday they notice a faint trail of smoke climbing into the sky ahead of 
them, the spot marked by an increasing number of hagbirds.  The lay of the land prevents 
them from making out the source, but they all agree to give it a wide berth.  “I think we 
need to bear farther west anyway,” says Dr. Honeyman, frowning in turn at the map, then 
at a pair of hazy peaks, nearly invisible, rising far away to their right.  “On this heading, 
I’m afraid we’ll march right past the Ejaaj Oasis.” 
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 Adjusting their course accordingly, they press on, the distant peaks growing 
incrementally bigger as the afternoon progresses.  By early evening, there’s still no sign 
of their destination, and the three men rein their gatterpods to a halt, to consider how they 
should proceed.  In the growing darkness, they perceive an auroral glow gathering along 
the southeastern horizon, which all three of them recognize as the light from a great many 
fires.  Even at this distance, they can faintly hear the clamor of hundreds upon hundreds 
of people and animals, the rumble of wagon wheels, the clang of hammers on anvils, the 
rattle and scrape of arms and armor—all the hubbub of an encamping army. 
 “It would appear that we overshot it by a bit,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman.  “I 
suggest we camp here for the night, then approach at first light and see what we can see.”  
His companions agree readily enough, and they settle on a narrow spot of ground 
between a cluster of saffa trees and a woody hillock of garsalang.  Tethering their 
mounts, the three men sit down for a paltry meal of bread and dried meat, washed down 
with sips of warm musty water. 
 “So how do we go about finding the False Empress?” asks Pennathorne, noisily 
chewing.  “What if she’s not even at the oasis right now?  I remember Shultho saying she 
wandered around a lot.” 
 Hanzor nods.  “With the Emerald Ship at her command, she might be anywhere in 
Gelm, only to return just in time to lead the assault.  We might be forced to delay our 
attack for several days, depending on what we find.” 
 “I should go in alone,” says Dr. Honeyman, squinting at the fire-lit horizon in the 
distance.  “And I should do it tonight, under cover of darkness.” 
 Pennathorne snorts.  “There you go spewing shit out of the wrong end again, 
Melvin.” 
 “One man is less likely to be discovered than three,” says the doctor, lapsing into 
Lewlander, “especially when that one happens to be a Knight of the Ebony Plume.” 
 “I seem to recall that same man getting captured by the Urks,” remarks 
Pennathorne in the same tongue, “until I came along and set him loose.” 
 The doctor narrows his gray eyes.  “That was no fault of mine; we were betrayed 
to the enemy.  Besides, Hanzor’s in no shape to be creeping around in the dark.  Someone 
needs to keep an eye on him.” 
 Pennathorne gnashes his teeth, muttering curses.  “What happens if you end up 
getting yourself killed, eh?  Where’s that leave me and Hanzor?” 
 “Probably close on my heels,” Dr. Honeyman replies matter-of-factly, standing up 
to remove his cloak.  He checks the weapons on his belt, making sure his dueling pistol is 
primed and loaded, before Pennathorne gives him the remaining argose glass knife and 
suggests that he just hack off Ellerine’s head if he sees her.  “As to that,” says the doctor, 
transferring all but a few select items from his satchel to one of the packs, “I’m taking the 
essence of Thâcor with me.  Just in case the opportunity presents itself.”  They’ve 
switched back to Gelmish by now, and Hanzor begins to protest that he’s being denied 
the chance to fulfill his vow, until the doctor assures him that his intent is merely to 
assess the situation at the nearby oasis.  “Daylight will hamper our ability to reconnoiter.  
Now’s the time to find out what we’ll be facing, maybe get an idea of whether or not 
Ellerine is actually here.”  Hanging the satchel across his chest, he puts his cloak back on 
and fastens it shut.  “I’ll be back before dawn.” 
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 Clapping a hand on his the doctor’s shoulders, Pennathorne nods resolutely.  “I’m 
coming after you if you’re not.’ 
 Flashing a thin smile, the doctor turns and disappears into the darkness. 
 
 Every person who was there, and every person who has heard the story since, is 
quick to point to Commander Alivandes as the person most responsible for the disaster at 
Bloody Hill, but this opinion is certainly colored by the general hatred he’d managed to 
instill in the soldiery during the course of the Expedition. Where once he’d been a man of 
integrity and restraint, he instead became a beast consumed by paranoid thoughts and 
prone to outrageous cruelties.  At the last, though, the Commander possessed 
unquestionable courage and tactical brilliance, whose death at Bloody Hill marked the 
first, and only, defeat of his storied career. 
 The fact is that no single person or occurrence can be blamed, and that the tragic 
rout which marked the final calamitous end of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
was, under the circumstances, practically inevitable.  Our bedraggled and demoralized 
army was facing a force nearly twice as strong, fresh and well fed, fighting in their own 
land.  What’s more, only eleven of our original twenty Captains still survived, and the 
replacements which Commander Alivandes had been forced to make were of dubious 
quality.  It was two of these—Bullos and Travorlee, names which have since become 
bywords for treachery—who just before the battle defected along with nine hundred of 
their men to fight on the side of the Urkadians.  Many others deserted outright, and we 
were given orders to treat any man leaving his post as an enemy, to be cut down without 
mercy. 
 Another of the more serious imbalances between the armies was the complete lack 
of artillery on our side.  We’d set out from Flütgart with fifteen bombards and ten 
cannon, but these had long ago been abandoned, their teams of oxen and orothines 
devoured by the starving men.  The Urkadians, on the other hand, were armed with 
several field pieces, including a great number of bronze mortars cast into the shape of 
crouching frogs, one of which succeeded in killing Captain Manbert before the attack 
had even properly commenced.  Those of us who faithfully took up our positions along 
the line that morning had good reason to believe that we were living out our last minutes 
on Irsus.  Most of us, as it turned out, were right. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 

by Phildred Mowles, pub. 2342 
 
 Dr. Honeyman travels like a flitting shadow across the night-draped landscape.  
He moves quickly between points of cover, pausing at each to make a rapid scan of his 
surroundings, a process ingrained during his wartime service and made all but 
involuntarily in the years since.  So many of the missions that he undertook for the Black 
Feathers echo this very moment, alone inside dark and hostile territory.  His memory, still 
discombobulated by his time among the Yubians, presents a vast patchwork of images 
excised from those years and rearranged with little coherence.  On one end, the hurried 
march along the Grönnerpat, just himself and twenty other men, scurrying to reach 
enemy territory well ahead of the Expeditionary Force’s impending invasion; on the 
other, his knife in Vax Lono’s throat, a gentle breeze stirring the tent flap, the lights of 
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Damszalliane glittering in the distance; in between, a confusion of murder and sabotage, 
separated by more hurried marches—or were they flights to escape?—and overshadowed 
by the constant fear of discovery and capture, of torture and execution. 
 Not that that he hadn’t earned such a fate.  From Salutras to Bel Starga to 
Môcûlem and Spans Tebbex, he and his cohorts marked a path of destruction across the 
Urkadian plateau, leaving buildings in flames and bodies in the shadows.  The fire they 
set to destroy the armory at Capit Limina ended up consuming half the city, as did their 
bombing of the garrison at Raplovius.  More numerous, and more demoralizing to the 
Urkadians by far, though, were the hundreds of assassinations they committed—soldiers 
and military commanders of every rank, along with governors, noblemen, slavers, 
merchants—they became increasingly indiscriminate in their choice of targets, on rare 
occasions even murdering whole families, elders and children alike, for the fear it 
produced among the rest of the populace.  It seemed, at the time, a reasonable course of 
action; after all, they were struggling against a belligerent enemy who’d invaded 
Arthestria without provocation, slaughtered its people without mercy.  The Urkadians had 
earned whatever suffering the Black Feathers could provide, and they provided it in 
bloody abundance. 
 Of course, in the years since then, the doctor has come to recognize the evil he 
committed—even as evil is judged in times of war—and to regret it.  He’d known 
violence aplenty growing up in the Southlands, had fought and killed three Ojgodirans by 
the time he was twenty, but never before his time in Urkadia had murder seemed so 
banal.  It was only through years of conscious effort that taking a life ever become 
anything more than merely trivial, though it’s always remained effortless.  His service as 
a Knight of the Ebony Plume showed him the black depths of his own heart, and ever 
afterwards, no matter how much he might ponder and philosophize on the nature of 
humanity, violence has come to him as easily as breathing does to most men. 
 The camp finally comes into view after six or seven miles, a vast conglomeration 
of tents and wagons and bonfires, crowded with men and gatterpods and ramalekron in 
seemingly equal abundance.  Situating himself among a quartet of saffa trees, Dr. 
Honeyman retrieves his spyglass and slowly sweeps its lens across the whole clamoring 
host.  He estimates at least two thousand people, perhaps two-thirds of them actual 
warriors.  The rest look to be camp followers of various sorts—scavengers and 
prostitutes, beggars and orphans, traders in goods both necessary and illicit—which 
invariably accompany any army on the march.  The camp itself appears more or less 
divided along tribal lines, with a dozen different little tent villages set up around some 
central point the doctor can’t make out from his position.  He recognizes the low domes 
of the Corax and the angular brown tents of the Rexpagu.  He sees Falthoremban knights 
among the throng, their red scale armor impossible to miss, as well as four of what are 
certainly Pâcosh, blue-skinned, orange-haired, as savage-looking as actual devils. 
 Stowing his spyglass, the doctor scans the area ahead of him, then moves swiftly 
towards a mound of garsalang a hundred yards farther on, the grass barely rustling in his 
wake. 
 
 Back with the gatterpods, Pennathorne and Hanzor hunch beneath their cloaks, 
the stars and waning moon overhead bathing them in cold meager light.  Neither of them 
has spoken since Dr. Honeyman left; the Kreebian, in fact, appears to have fallen asleep, 
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propped up against the trunk of a tree, his hood pulled low over his face.  Pennathorne, 
meanwhile, checks and rechecks his pistol, cursing himself for having let the doctor go 
on alone.  Forefront in his mind are the nearly two months he spent alone with the 
Yubians, two months spent wondering whether he’d ever actually see his old friend 
again.  For a moment he considers going off after him—surely Hanzor would be safe 
enough here for an hour or two—before growling a curse and checking his pistol again. 
 By midnight, the glow of the fires along the horizon has faded considerably, as 
has the camp’s distant tumult.  Climbing atop the nearby mound of garsalang, 
Pennathorne scans the dark grassland in every direction, searching for any sign of Dr. 
Honeyman among the shifting shadows.  Instead, some distance to the northwest, he sees 
several tiny pinpoints of light, almost certainly torches, moving in their direction. 
 Hopping back down to the ground, he prods Hanzor awake and hisses at him to 
keep quiet.  They edge into the shadows beneath the saffa trees, where the gatterpods 
suddenly start to snap and squawk at one another, before being cuffed into silence by 
Pennathorne.  Turning back to search out the torches again, he mutters, “Damnation, 
they’re coming right this way.” 
 “How many?” asks Hanzor, kneeling stiffly and drawing his own heavy blade 
from its scabbard. 
 “Ten?  Fifteen?  A lot more than just the two of us, that’s for sure.”  Pennathorne 
checks his pistol yet again, moving it around to the front of his belt.  “You might get to 
see your children very soon, my friend.” 
 Hanzor doesn’t respond, and the two of them crouch silently in the shadows, 
listening for approaching footfalls.  The torches appear just to the right of the hillock of 
garsalang, closer now, still bearing almost directly towards them.  They can hear the 
murmur of voices, rising now and then into laughter, along with the unmistakable squawk 
and chatter of several gatterpods, a sound which merely agitates their own animals into 
more hissing and beak-clacking. 
 Another few minutes pass and they’re able to make out a dozen figures, three of 
them mounted, following a course that will take them within a few yards of Pennathorne 
and Hanzor’s hiding place.  Far from being threatening, their mood seems cheerful, even 
jubilant, with more laughter and even snatches of song.  Pennathorne relaxes his grip on 
the cavalry pistol by a fraction. 
 Soon the group is close enough that Pennathorne and Hanzor can make out their 
faces in the torchlight.  Most are young men—Rexpagu, judging by their pointed, fur-
lined caps—but there are also two or three women, equally young.  All of them wear 
hagbird feather cloaks and are variously armed with bows, spears, axes, and wedge-
shaped clubs.  A small two-wheeled cart drawn by a pair of burly youths follows along at 
the rear of the party. 
 Passing the mound of garsalang, the group comes within thirty yards of the saffa 
trees, apparently oblivious to the men hiding among them.  Just as they’re drawing 
parallel with the copse, two of the gatterpods concealed within erupt into an awful hissing 
squabble, startling the Rexpagu into silence and causing them to whirl around and raise 
their weapons.  “Who’s there?” calls one of the mounted men, brandishing his spear.  
“Come on, speak up!  We can see you well enough between those skinny twigs.  Who are 
you?  What’s your business out here?” 
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 “We’re travelers,” Pennathorne calls back noncommittally, “trying to reach the 
Ejaaj Oasis.” 
 “You’re almost there,” says the Rexpagu, urging his mount a couple of steps 
forward.  “Just a few miles further on towards that glow along the horizon.  Have you 
come to join Nascucal’s army?” 
 Pennathorne grins, unclasping the pistol and easing his hand out of his cloak.  
“Aye,” he says, nodding, “Aye, that’s just what we’re here for.” 
 “You should come with us, then,” suggests the Rexpagu.  “We’ve traveled all the 
way from Awklep to take part in the attack on Obesta.” 
 “Aye, well, we’re all right here for tonight,” replies Pennathorne.  “It’s been a 
hard road; those last few miles will just have to wait until morning.” 
 “You can ride in the cart; Nagan and Narstees won’t mind.” 
 Pennathorne sucks at his teeth.  “We’ve got mounts, don’t worry.  Bad-tempered 
shit-brained brutes, but they can take us the rest of the way well enough.” 
 Beneath the furry brim of his cap, the Rexpagu frowns.  “This is dangerous 
country, friend.  Let us at least escort you the rest of the way to the oasis.  The sacred 
Mother would never forgive us if something happened to you that we might have 
prevented.” 
 Pennathorne glances down at Hanzor, still kneeling beside him with his great leaf-
shaped sword held low in the grass.  “How about you come back in the morning?  My 
friend here’s been wounded, and I don’t know that it would do him much good to press 
on right now.” 
 “Where are you from, friend?” interjects another of the mounted men, a squint-
eyed fellow missing the tip of his nose.  “I can’t place your accent.” 
 “Altreng, as a matter of fact,” says Pennathorne, slipping his hand back inside his 
cloak.  “My companion’s a Falthoremban.  There were a couple of others with us, but 
they were killed by partisans near Cordec Rith.  The Scions of Hesker are turning out to 
be stubborn as rats.” 
 The Rexpagu exchange looks among themselves.  “You’re an Outworlder?” calls 
the first man.  “How long have you been in Gelm?” 
 “A year,” answers Pennathorne.  “Shipwrecked on the coast near Lôthalacál.  The 
Falthorembans kindly took me in.” 
 “One of our zolamen is an Outworlder,” says the first man, in the same tone one 
might use upon discovering a shared cousin.  “Abiding at Cordec Rith, of all places.  Did 
you happen to meet him?” 
 “He was away, actually, during our time there,” replies Pennathorne, “but we 
heard a great deal of praise for the work he was doing.  Scoatrix, right?”  At his hip, 
Hanzor makes a low grunting sound, glancing up at him from beneath one grizzled brow. 
 “That’s him,” confirms the squint-eyed man, coolly.  There’s an awkward sort of 
pause, then the man says, “Carnoss is right; you should come on to the oasis with us.  
There are precious few Outworlders in Gelm, even fewer willing to fight for Nascucal 
Tobravirid.  You’ll be welcomed as a brother.  What are your names?” 
 “Pennathorne and Hanzor.” 
 The Rexpagu mull over the unfamiliar Outworlder name to great comic effect, 
largely due to whatever drugs or drink appear to be affecting most of their number.  
Several of them have resumed chatting between themselves and giggling, earning 
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ferocious glares from their three mounted comrades, until Carnoss finally turns in his 
saddle and barks at them all to be quiet, which they do, more or less.  “Now,” he says, 
turning back to face the two men at the edge of the saffa trees, “we should be on our way.  
In the cart or on your own mounts, whichever you prefer.  We’re merely here to escort 
you to the oasis in safety.” 
 Pennathorne furrows his bushy brows, trying to muddle out the Rexpagu’s 
motives, while Carnoss and his companions watch him expectantly.  “Awfully insistent, 
aren’t you?” Pennathorne murmurs, tapping a fingertip against the butt of his pistol as he 
assesses the situation.  Two men, one badly wounded, against a dozen younglings, at least 
half of them cross-eyed on some intoxicant or another.  The gunshot alone would 
probably scare them out of their wits—it would almost certainly send the gatterpods into 
a panic—and allow him and Hanzor to get the drop on them.  It would, he feels sure, be a 
slaughter.  Finally, though, he takes his hand out of his cloak again and gives a single 
terse nod.  “All right, we’ll come with you.  But try any mischief and every one of you 
ends up a corpse, make no mistake.” 
 “We are all brothers here, Pennathorne,” says the squint-eyed rider.  “You insult 
us with that kind of talk.” 
 Pennathorne makes no apology, merely returns the man’s stare with one of his 
own, before bending down to retrieve his pack from the ground.  “What are you doing?” 
Hanzor hisses at him, still kneeling with his bared sword in the grass. 
 “I’ve got no stomach for butchering a bunch of jug-bitten younglings right now,” 
Pennathorne growls.  “If they take a stab at us, then we can go ahead and kill the lot of 
them.  But not right now.”  He moves back to the gatterpods, smacking one of them 
across the beak as it snaps at him, and begins securing his and the doctor’s packs to its 
saddle. 
 Behind him, Hanzor sheathes his sword as surreptitiously as he can, watching the 
Rexpagu with hooded eyes, then comes over as if to prepare his own mount for departure.  
“We can’t just go with them,” he tells Pennathorne quietly.  “Not into the very heart of 
the False Empress’ army.” 
 “Why not?  No one knows us.  We can go in, get what information we can, then 
slip away into the night.” 
 “What about Teshiad?  You intend to just leave him behind?” 
 “He’ll find us,” says Pennathorne, taking a bit of paper and a nub of charcoal out 
of the doctor’s pack.  Gone to the oasis, he scrawls in Lewlander, signing it with a 
stylized letter P, a mark which, along with the corresponding H, he and Dr. Honeyman 
had settled upon years ago as a way of verifying messages from one another.  Folding the 
note in half, he puts it inside the small argose glass case, empty now that the Emperor’s 
Vine seed was eaten by Orgo Ulmar.  Motioning for Hanzor to precede him, Pennathorne 
drops the case onto a patch of grass trampled flat by the gatterpods, then follows along 
behind, the Rexpagu waiting expectantly just beyond the hillock of garsalang. 
 
 The Ejaaj Oasis, as far as the doctor can tell, was at one point actually a small 
village.  He manages to get within five hundred yards of the encampment without being 
seen, hunkering down in the grass so that only the top of his head is visible.  Jutting up 
here and there between the tents are jagged walls of corroded green marble, suggesting 
the outlines of low curving buildings, while off to his left he spots a squat obelisk of 
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black stone, so shiny and pristine that it reflects the light of the surrounding campfires 
like glass.  The largest structure of all, though, appears to be of far more recent and less 
fantastic construction:  an onion-shaped dome made of wood and brick, tarred against the 
rain, protruding incongruously from the center of the great tent city.  Smudges of chalky 
smoke trickle from its pointed top. 
 For an hour or so Dr. Honeyman merely observes.  Most of the camp’s occupants 
have begun to retire for the night, save, of course, for the Corax, whose section far out on 
the edge of the tent city the doctor carefully avoids.  As he’d perceived earlier, the 
encampment is divided by tribe, with panoply and personages among each suggestive of 
chiefs, priests, and other individuals of import, but with no sense of an overarching 
authority or unifying organization between them all.  The groups mix very little, most of 
their limited interactions marked by obvious hostility.  The Corax and the Falthorembans 
look to be particular outcasts; the Rexpagu among the more gregarious of the tribes.  The 
four Pâcosh warriors he’d spotted earlier eventually depart towards the east, their long 
bladed staffs propped over their shoulders. 
 Among them all, though, there’s no sign of the great and powerful Ellerine, and 
certainly no ship, viridicine or otherwise, that he can see.  It occurs to him suddenly that 
among all the records he read on the False Empress—or Nascucal, or Zahm Undying, or 
the Tobravirid, or Ix Denotic, or Gar-Vigos, or Eethrameeshesh, or the Green Queen, the 
White-Faced Sorceress, the Bloody-Handed, the Invincible, or any of the other dozen 
names she’s earned over the centuries—during his time in Shultho’s library, not one of 
them possessed a likeness of the woman herself.  Yub described her as deathly pale, with 
sunken cheeks and eyes like flakes of obsidian, but there were no actual drawings, no 
engravings, no paintings for him to examine.  A taboo, perhaps, or the Yubians’ own 
prejudices at work, he’s not sure which. 
 A small group of what he thinks are Yolac warriors have started up a drunken 
wrestling match nearby, hooting and barking like wild animals.  Lowering himself to his 
belly, Dr. Honeyman slithers through the tall grass a hundred yards in the opposite 
direction, surfacing as silently as a crocodile to resume his observations.  From this new 
vantage point he can see several giant figures circumambulating the onion-shaped dome 
at the center of the encampment, their slow lurching march accompanied by a faint 
droning chant.  A grotesque bunch, at least twice as tall as the surrounding tents, some of 
them are horned, some skull-faced, some beaked and sprouting feathers.  After a moment, 
the doctor realizes that they’re effigies of some sort, their bearers hidden by the 
interposing tents. 
 Still no sign of Ellerine.  Dr. Honeyman assumes that her viridicine battlegear will 
be easy enough to spot, even though the Yubians’ records rarely mentioned it as being 
anything more than jade green and highly ornamented.  A Vekkadian scribe whose name 
he can’t remember called it Pîlozax Trilafeem, ‘Armor of the Shifting Seas’, a reference 
to viridicine’s legendary ability to change forms.  Many sources claimed it was a living 
thing, which could seize and redirect attacks away from the wearer, while the lance was 
usually likened to a striking snake, able to kill opponents standing hundreds, even 
thousands, of feet away.  Then there’s the confusion over the so-called Emerald Ship, the 
vessel which carried Hesker the Magnificent back to Irsus bearing the Ancient 
Knowledge.  A wedge, a tower, a discus, a ziggurat—its forms were impossibly varied. 
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 The doctor finds himself both eager for and in dread of a meeting with Ellerine.  
What if everything he’s heard about her—impossible as it all seems—turns out to be 
true?  So far Gelm has offered no end of surprises, no end of challenges to his 
assumptions about the world.  After his journey through the Calru door, after the wonders 
of Lowest Gelm and the Yubians, after his resurrection, what could possibly be shocking 
about the powers ascribed to the False Empress? 
 Around midnight the doctor begins his retreat from the camp, creeping away 
through the grass like a shadow.  Consulting his compass, he starts back towards where 
he left Pennathorne and Hanzor, wondering along the way what their next course of 
action should be.  After a couple of miles, he pauses to reorient himself, concerned that 
he’s drifted farther west than he needs to be.  The dry brittle grass rattles in the breeze; 
everything else lies still and quiet for as far as the eye can see. 
 Returning the compass to his satchel, Dr. Honeyman pauses, squinting into the 
distance.  There!  A glint of light, far away, glimpsed through a long narrow stand of 
saffa trees.  He pulls the cloak’s hood up over his head, then starts towards the trees in a 
swift crouching run.  Hiding between their trunks, he finds half a dozen points of light 
moving across the night-black plain.  Through his spyglass, he makes out a small party 
marching roughly in the direction of the oasis, fourteen or fifteen men, most of them on 
foot.  Two of the riders give him pause; a familiarity, even at this distance, that leaves a 
sinking feeling in his chest.  Moving through the trees, he gets close enough to confirm 
his fears:  Pennathorne and Hanzor, captured by a Rexpagu war party, surely bound for 
torture and execution at the Ejaaj Oasis.  Checking his pistol, the doctor begins working 
his way towards the tapering end of the stand of saffa trees, his imprisoned companions 
moving slowly towards him. 
 
 Leading the doctor’s mount, Pennathorne and Hanzor begrudgingly climb into 
their saddles and join the Rexpagu, who bow and mutter garbled hellos through their 
intoxication.  Carnoss introduces his two fellow riders as Julroth and the squint-eyed 
Gezzu, naming them as commanders and himself as móhalam of their little band.  “There 
were six more of us when we set out from Awklep,” he says, “but then two died crossing 
Hermit’s Mire, and four more came down with the bloody shakes and had to stay in Avor 
Gaháb.” 
 One of the women marching nearby suddenly bursts into laughter.  “Remember 
how furious Béosha was at being left behind?  Ooh, what a snarling old hagbird!  
Remember how he dragged himself down from the sickroom, shaking so bad he could 
hardly stand up?”  The other Rexpagu around her begin to titter, one of them performing 
an impression of the stricken Béosha to the great amusement of his fellows.  “‘Let’s get 
going, you lazy chufcut milk-drinkers!’ he barked at us—remember that?—right before 
he collapsed and spewed out of both ends.  Oh, Mother forgive me, I almost felt sorry for 
him.”  The others snort and howl with laughter, until Carnoss orders them to be quiet. 
 “You’re a joyful bunch,” remarks Pennathorne, somewhat dourly, still irked over 
having been waylaid by this bunch of naffins.  “I don’t suppose you’ve got a mouthful of 
something strong to spare for a thirsty Outworlder?” 
 “The liquor’s all gone,” answers Carnoss.  “There’s a little fetfet left, I think, and 
I know Gezzu has a few tablets of black sugar which I’m sure he wouldn’t mind sharing.” 
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 “It’s a good thing we finally made it to Ejaaj!” the woman cries jubilantly.  “A 
day or two without liquor or fetfet and we’d have turned on each other like starving 
deptaron.”  The others agree, laughing, while Nagan and Narstees start up a triumphal 
chant, most of which they seem to have forgotten. 
 “By the Mother’s tits!” snarls Carnoss, turning to glare at his inebriated troops.  
“Get yourselves together, or so help me I’ll cut your tongues out!  Let’s not stumble into 
Nascucal’s army like a bunch of brainless gaabim, all right?  We’re warrior-born, every 
one of us!” 
 “I told you not to let them get into the fetfet,” murmurs Julroth, the first thing he’s 
said since Pennathorne and Hanzor joined the group.  He looks to be barely out of his 
teens, but bears scars aplenty on his hands and face, one of which traces a puckered line 
from the corner of his mouth to his earlobe. 
 “I didn’t see the harm,” retorts Carnoss.  “It’s been a long and wearisome road; 
everyone seemed in need of some cheering up.  I figured a little celebration to mark the 
end of our journey would be just the thing.  I didn’t think they’d start carrying on like a 
troop of Uco eunuchs.” 
 “Don’t be such a chufcut lip-dragger, Julroth,” chides the boisterous woman.  
“You’re far too young to be such a tedious old buadhee.”  One or two of the others giggle 
at this, but most of them simply cast cross-wise glances at the scar-faced youth astride his 
gatterpod, their expressions indicative of fearful respect. 
 “Why don’t you just keep quiet for a little while, Kepp?” suggests Julroth, fixing 
her with a wilting stare.  “Don’t open your mouth again until we get to the oasis.”  He 
turns, sweeping a hand towards the rest of the marching Rexpagu.  “That goes for all of 
you, do you hear?  Not a sound until we get to the oasis.  This is still dangerous country 
we’re in, and fools get their throats cut quickest of all.”  His words apparently succeed in 
penetrating their muzzy brains, and the party tromps on in silence, their buoyant mood 
extinguished. 
 Shifting in his saddle, Pennathorne furtively adjusts the pistol at the front of his 
belt, arranging his cloak so it can be quickly drawn it quickly if need be.  Some of the 
Rexpagu on the ground—the ones on fetfet, he presumes—are clearly struggling to 
maintain control, hands pressed against their mouths, nearly dancing with pent-up 
agitation.  It reminds him of the twitchy ginks he saw all through Mauxterone and 
Tamberles, half-crazed on hopping powders, singing and laughing and totally unable to 
keep still.  He’d tried some himself once or twice, but found that it just made him grind 
his teeth.  Uhl’s yard, though, what he wouldn’t give for a drop of pardie right now!  
Sighing, he glances back over his shoulder, wondering how far they’ve come, and finds 
Hanzor peering intently off ahead of them, in the direction of a long narrow copse of 
saffa trees some distance to their right.  “What is it?” 
 Hanzor shakes his head, still staring.  “I thought I saw something.” 
 
 Hidden just inside the tip of the long narrow copse, Dr. Honeyman again focuses 
his spyglass on the approaching Rexpagu war party.  Pennathorne and Hanzor ride side 
by side, just behind the other three riders and surrounded by warriors on foot.  They don’t 
appear to be injured any more than when he left them, nor are they bound or shackled, as 
far as he can tell.  The doctor frowns.  If they’re not prisoners, then what? 
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 A rustling in the grass draws his attention off to the left, where he notices a dark 
form moving diagonally towards the copse, bound for its farther end.  Behind it comes 
another figure, then another, and another, until the doctor counts six in all, creeping 
single-file through the grass.  A glance through his spyglass reveals them to be Pâcosh, 
though it’s impossible to tell if they include the four he saw leaving the Ejaaj Oasis.  By 
the time he notices them, they’re already within a twenty yards of the trees. 
 Cursing silently, baffled at this new turn of events, Dr. Honeyman stows his 
spyglass and unholsters his pistol.  He slinks into the grass, concealing himself near a low 
mound of garsalang where he can see both his former hiding spot as well as the 
approaching Rexpagu.  Peering back and forth, he suddenly notices the barest stirring in 
the grass far off to his right, directly opposite his previous position.  He feels certain that 
it’s more Pâcosh, the two groups taking up positions to ambush the advancing Rexpagu. 
 A moment later, the first group appears as shadowy figures between the trunks of 
the saffa trees, gathering at the spot he’d vacated just moments earlier.  He can barely 
make out a few hushed words, then silence, the six figures so motionless that he’d surely 
miss them if he didn’t know they were there.  Across from them, the grass stands still, 
with not even a breeze to stir it. 
 Dr. Honeyman slowly draws the hammer back on his pistol, the metallic click 
sounding to him like an actual gunshot in the anxious quiet.  Barely turning his head, he 
finds the Rexpagu—and, by extension, Pennathorne and Hanzor—perhaps three hundred 
yards away, seemingly oblivious to the danger lying ahead of them.  He could shout a 
warning, thus giving away his own position, or he could announce his presence with a 
well-placed gunshot.  Patting at his ammo pouch, he assesses targets among the shadows 
between the nearby saffa trees. 
 
 Pennathorne squints across the rolling starlit plain, searching for the slightest 
movement, and shrugs noncommittally.  “Aye, well…maybe.  It’s hard to say from this 
distance.”  Again his hand goes to the pistol beneath his cloak. 
 “What do you see, friend?” asks Carnoss, trotting up beside him. 
 “Not sure,” says Pennathorne.  “Maybe nothing.” 
 “Should we expect trouble so close to the oasis?” asks Hanzor, still searching the 
inky dark beneath the distant trees. 
 “I don’t know,” says Carnoss.  “I wouldn’t have thought so.” 
 “We should bear farther left,” Pennathorne suggests.  “Put some distance between 
us and those trees.” 
 Carnoss agrees, and the party cuts hard eastward, tracing a steep angle away from 
the narrow stand of saffas.  The rest of the Rexpagu, even as intoxicated as they are, pick 
up on the sense of tension and raise their weapons, proceeding forward through the grass 
at a slow jittery march, the fetfet clearly making it hard for some not to run screaming off 
into the night. 
 Pennathorne watches them with furrowed brows, dubious about their 
effectiveness in an actual fight.  Julroth, Gezzu, even Carnoss could probably hold their 
own, but the rest, he figures, wouldn’t be worth a handful of shit, as his old da used to 
say.  If it comes down to it, he could probably just shoot over their heads, while he and 
Hanzor escape in the ensuing panic. 
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 A minute later his theory is put to the test when a gunshot does indeed ring out 
across the plain, followed several seconds later by another.  They come from somewhere 
near the trees; Pennathorne can faintly make out two puffs of smoke rising like ghosts 
over the grass.  Admirably, every one of the Rexpagu holds their ground, though several 
jump in surprise and crouch down in the grass, peering around them in bewilderment.  
Carnoss and his commanders look off in the direction of the shots with puzzled frowns on 
their faces, and it occurs to Pennathorne that they’ve probably never even heard gunfire 
before.  Fortunate, then, that he hadn’t tried to use it as a diversion to escape. 
 Several figures have risen up out of the grass near the trees, crying out in panic.  
There’s a third shot, twenty yards from the site of the first two, and one of the figures 
tumbles back out of sight.  The Rexpagu glance around in complete confusion, looking 
first to each other, then to their mounted leaders, then back to the figures racing in 
different directions across the plain. 
 Grinning, Pennathorne finally draws his pistol and spurs his mount forward, 
charging past the baffled Rexpagu with a hoot of glee on his lips.  “Save some for me, 
Melvin!  Here I come!” 
 
 As soon as the Rexpagu alter their course, the Pâcosh hidden among the trees 
begin to move.  One by one, they squat down and disappear into the grass, and Dr. 
Honeyman scoots farther around behind the little hump of garsalang.  They pass within 
ten feet of him, moving quickly and quietly in single file, clearly bent on an intercept 
course.  Turning his head, the doctor spies the slightest shift in the grass across from him, 
another line of trembling shadows veering towards his unknowing comrades.  The 
decisive moment, it seems, has come. 
 Shifting himself to the other side of the garsalang, he raises his pistol and listens 
to the Pâcosh tread slowly past him, then lifts his head just high enough to see the back of 
the last man in line.  The gunshot is startling in the night’s calm.  Even before the ringing 
echo has died away, Dr. Honeyman is hunkered back behind the garsalang, reloading.  
His motions are smooth, automatic; a few seconds later he pokes his head up on the other 
side of the mound, finds the Pâcosh frozen in place, apparently confused by the noise and 
the sudden collapse of their companion.  A second shot, and this time he sees them look 
up, round-eyed with fear, catching sight of the smoke drifting in the air. 
 He drops again, begins a low hunching run straight away from the garsalang, 
straight away from the trees, the powder flask already in his hand for the next shot.  
Glancing over his shoulder, he sees the remaining four Pâcosh leap to their feet, yelling 
incomprehensibly, and he has time to fire a third time, eliminating fully half the group’s 
number in little more than a minute.  The remaining three scatter in various directions, 
and he squats down to reload his pistol yet again.  A second later he hears Pennathorne’s 
unmistakable hoot, his name faintly bellowed.  A quick peek reveals his old friend riding 
towards him at full tilt, the big Urkadian cavalry pistol held up over his head. 
 More stirrings in the grass, left and right, heads appearing—six, then ten, then a 
dozen, then more—arranged halfway between Pennathorne and the doctor.  The three 
fleeing figures drop into the grass with shrieks of panic as Pennathorne’s cavalry pistol 
barks fire at them, and a moment later he charges right into the midst of the floating 
heads, his gatterpod shrieking as it’s suddenly cut out from under him, both of them 
tumbling head over heels through the grass. 
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 “Pennathorne!”  Already Dr. Honeyman is racing forward, the blood humming in 
his ears, his lean black-bearded face set in an expression of cold concentration.  He fires 
at the nearest head and shoulders—little more than an irregular black hump above the 
grass line, twenty yards away—before holstering his pistol and drawing both his sword 
and the argose glass dagger.  Ahead of him he can see several shadowy figures 
converging on the spot where Pennathorne disappeared, the rest spreading out to meet the 
advancing Rexpagu.  Desperately, the doctor tries to run faster, knowing that even his 
rejuvenated body won’t make it in time. 
 There’s a flash of steel in the grass, and the Pâcosh recoil.  Pennathorne, snarling, 
regains his feet, slashing at them furiously with his sword.  Two move forward to stab at 
him with their bladed staffs; one he sends away with a severed arm, the other succeeds 
only in piercing his cloak.  The rest step up and hem him in, thrusting their weapons at 
his arms and legs, at his face and belly, so that he’s forced to fall back, deflecting half as 
many blow with his chitinous vambraces as he does with his sword. 
 A moment later, Dr. Honeyman rushes past the Pâcosh’s flank in a whirl of 
blades, leaving one man headless and another nearly so.  Pennathorne manages to 
dispatch a third while the others are distracted, but leaves himself open to a blow that 
would have split him open from nipple to navel had it not been for his chitinous black 
cuirass.  He staggers back, as surprised as his attacker at not being dead, golden runes 
gleaming dully through his slashed cloak. 
 It’s more than the Pâcosh can stand.  Shrieking, babbling about sorcery, the 
remaining five turn and race off through the grass.  Some distance away the other 
contingent of ambushers has engaged with the Rexpagu, though their comrades panicked 
screams quickly sap their courage.  By the time Pennathorne and the doctor arrive to lend 
a hand, the rest of the Pâcosh are fleeing into the grass, leaving a handful of dead and 
wounded behind.  The Rexpagu have suffered a few minor injuries but no fatalities, 
largely due to the bravery and quick action of Carnoss and his commanders, as well as 
Hanzor, who drove his gatterpod at the Pâcosh with beak and claw.  The ebullient Kepp 
cheers their victory, while most of her comrades seem too shaken with fear and fetfet to 
celebrate. 
 “What on Irsus is going on?” the doctor asks Pennathorne, the two of them 
standing off to one side as the Rexpagu see to their injured and take prisoners among the 
few surviving Pâcosh. 
 “This bunch of cross-eyed younglings came by and found us,” Pennathorne 
answers quietly, reloading his pistol while he talks.  “Said they were on their way to join 
Ellerine’s army, which I convinced them was our intention, too.  They absolutely insisted 
that we come with them.  For our own safety, they said.  I haven’t been able to figure 
them out.  Oh, and Hanzor’s a Falthoremban.”  Even as he says it, the Kreebian reins his 
mount up in front of them, nodding to Dr. Honeyman in greeting.  Just behind him come 
Carnoss and Julroth, who halt a few yards away while the former dismounts and 
approaches the trio with an air of trepidation. 
 “And who is this, friend Pennathorne?” asks the young Rexpagu móhalam, 
gesturing at the doctor. 
 “A friend of mine,” replies Pennathorne, “from the Outer World.  I thought we’d 
lost him.” 
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 Dr. Honeyman introduces himself, but Carnoss hardly seems to hear.  Instead, 
he’s focused on the pistols in the Outworlders’ hands, the runed black armor showing 
through their cloaks.  “Lho’acriost,” he whispers.  “What kind of men are you?  
Sorcerers?  Are you even men at all?” 
 “We’re men of considerable power,” says Dr. Honeyman, “not to be trifled with.  
Can we count you as a friend?” 
 Carnoss blinks, nodding.  “Of course, yes.  You helped save us from this chufcut 
Pâcosh scum.  We are not merely friends; I owe you the lives of my people.” 
 Julroth, a torch held up in one hand, spurs his mount forward a few steps.  “What 
are those?” he asks, nodding at the pistols.  “A bang, a puff of smoke, and a man dies in 
the distance.  I’ve never seen such a thing before.” 
 “They’re a weapon from the Outer World,” explains Dr. Honeyman, effectively 
drowning out Pennathorne’s answer of “Magic”. 
 “You’ve come to join Nascucal’s army, too?” asks Carnoss, his expression 
belying the awe he feels. 
 The doctor nods.  “Yes.  Absolutely.” 
 Carnoss bows low before them.  “Mother Aukurmandros herself has smiled on 
this meeting.  It’s a momentous night, truly.  With heroes such as yourself behind her, 
Nascucal Tobravirid cannot fail.  Obesta is as good as conquered.” 
 Atop his gatterpod, Hanzor clenches his jaw, but says nothing.  A moment later 
Gezzu rides up, shying away from the Outworlders until Carnoss assures him of their 
loyalty and benevolence.  “They were sent to save us, don’t you see?” Carnoss says.  “If 
not for them, the Pâcosh would have slaughtered us.” 
 “The Mother’s blessings on you,” Gezzu says, bowing stiffly over his saddle.  
“We’ve taken three prisoners, móhalam, and count at least a dozen more Pâcosh slain.” 
 “Did they tell you anything?” asks Carnoss. 
 “The Obestans are offering a bounty on ears collected from Nascucal’s troops,” 
Gezzu replies.  “This particular band of Pâcosh has been roaming the area for weeks, 
attacking anyone coming or going from the Ejaaj Oasis.” 
 Carnoss curls his lip in disgust.  “After she’s done with the Scions of Hesker, 
Nascucal should exterminate the chufcut Pâcosh once and for all.  See that those three are 
bound together so they can’t run, Gezzu.  We’ll present them as a gift to the Tobravirid 
when we arrive.”  His sneer lapses into a smile as he turns back to Pennathorne and Dr. 
Honeyman.  “You’ve saved not only us, but eliminated a scourge on all of Nascucal’s 
people.  You are great and powerful men, truly.  They’ll welcome us at the oasis as 
champions.” 
 The Pâcosh captives are bound neck to neck, hands behind their backs, ankles 
hobbled with lengths of cord so they can manage only short awkward steps.  The three of 
them wear pants and jerkins of black ramalekra fur, and their ropy orange hair is 
concealed beneath black wrappings.  Their skin, too, is deep indigo, almost black, stained 
by the hallucinogenic concoction they smear over their bodies during their religious rites.  
When the doctor had asked about the preparation of this concoction during his studies 
with Shultho, the collections master could offer no specifics, saying only that the recipe 
was the Pâcosh’s most closely guarded secret.  “Besides,” he’d said, waving one of his 
doughy hairless hands dismissively, “its repeated use leads inevitably to madness.  If 
you’re unfortunate enough to encounter the Pâcosh during your travels, you’ll see what 
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we mean.”  At the moment, though, the notorious blue-skinned devils are merely 
glowering dolefully at their captors, now and then bearing their sharpened teeth in a snarl.  
The Rexpagu tie them to the back of the cart and start forward again, glancing towards 
the Outworlders with a mixture of fear and wonder. 
 “A pure strange turn of events, eh?” Pennathorne remarks quietly in Lewlander.  
“Welcomed into the bosom of our enemy.” 
 “It’s a unique opportunity,” replies the doctor, “but we must tread carefully.  One 
wrong word and we’ll be fighting for our lives.” 
 Hanzor rides up next to them, looking around at the Rexpagu with poorly 
concealed contempt.  “I feel like a traitor,” he mutters to his Outworlder companions. 
 “Keep our mission in mind,” Dr. Honeyman tells him in a low voice.  “This may 
very well be the best thing that could’ve happened. 
 “What did you find at the oasis?” asks Pennathorne. 
 “She’s not there,” answers the doctor.  “At least, not that I could tell.” 
 Pennathorne scratches at his bushy beard.  “Let’s hope we don’t have to wait too 
long for her to show up.” 
 They finally arrive at the Ejaaj Oasis a couple of hours before dawn, the massive 
camp sprawling dark and quiet beneath the starry sky.  Fires burning out of sight around 
the base of the central black dome reveal the grotesque effigies still at their steady march, 
the sight of which causes Pennathorne to furrow his brow in consternation.  “What’s 
going on there, do you suppose?” he mutters. 
 “That’s Ejaaj ut Aukurmandros,” says Carnoss, calling the party to a halt.  “The 
Right Breast of the Mother of Hosts.  And that—” he opens his arms to encompass the 
enormous encampment in front of them “—is the force that will claim Gelm for her 
children.  And we will be among them, my friends.  It’s the dawning of a new age for our 
people.” 
 Despite their exhaustion, the Rexpagu manage a few celebratory hoots, appearing 
genuinely exhilarated at having finally made it to their destination.  The Outworlders and 
the Kreebian, however, exchange guarded looks between themselves, each feeling as 
though he were teetering at the edge of a precipice, poised at any moment to go tumbling 
over. 
  
 You wretched and ignorant Beasts, you selfish squabblesome Children!  You turn 
against each other, fighting for scraps, while half-wit Kings and doddering old Priests 
grow fat on the Fruits of your Labor.  In Taxes and in Tithes they wring from you the 
plummest Portion of your Livelihood, so that your Years are spent struggling to meet not 
just your own Needs, but also the Demands of State and Armrophere.  Emperors and 
Obrum will talk at length of National Defense, or the Protection of the Faithful, or the 
cost of Foreign Relations, but as a rule they are a greedy and vainglorious Lot, more 
concerned with their own personal Interests than those of the People they claim to 
protect and defend. 
 Look around you even now, see the Truth in these Words.  Look to Politam 
Magnatherius, where Grand Obros Argrops has called for yet another pointless Crusade 
into Outer Khamuth, a colossal squandering of Lives and Money born from his own 
earlier Failures.  Look to Philos and Syrind, whose Kings have levied crippling Taxes on 
their Subjects, solely to finance the petty Feud which has simmered between their idiotic 
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Dynasties for Generations.  Look to Weikerlov, where the Emperor and his Weiklanter 
Allies have begun a bloody persecution of the Ostrovian Royal Houses, whose Existence 
they see as a Threat to their own Power.  Look to Lewland, where the Merchant Leagues’ 
Influence over the ruling Baronial Council is an Open Secret, or to famine-struck 
Tamberles, whose famously corrupt Nobility continue with their Feasts and Orgies even 
as their People starve. 
 How much longer will the Nations of Irsus allow themselves to be ruled by 
Thieves?  How much longer will they suffer Fools to guide them?  The Right to Rule 
springs direct from the Ruled.  It is a Contract with the People, not Divine Right or Noble 
Entitlement.  Without it, Kings and Priests are merely Obstacles to be removed. 

-from LiCárumet Vançeroff (The Pamphlet on Civilization) 
by Lamersilke, pub. 1697 

 
 The Rexpagu’s jubilation quickly attracts attention.  Torchlight glimmers between 
the tents, and soon a quartet of bare-chested men in long feather skirts appears, whose 
like the doctor doesn’t remember seeing during his reconnaissance.  “Welcome to the 
Ejaaj Oasis,” one of them calls.  “Name your tribes and affiliations, so that we know if 
you come as friend or enemy.” 
 “I am Carnoss, born of the Vabrolia Rexpagu.”  The youthful móhalam rides 
forward, bowing over his saddle.  “I have led this war party here from the city of Awklep, 
so that we might pledge our blood to Nascucal Tobravirid.” 
 “Bless you, brother, bless you,” says the man, moving towards them with his 
torch held high.  “I myself was born into the Yaadroos Rexpagu, before I chose the life of 
an ascetic.  Now I am called Ux-Amrem, sectary of the Cult of the Great Hunger.”  His 
bald head and torso are smeared with ashes, and a spiny belt made from plaited garsalang 
fronds encircles his waist.  Like his companions, he carries a tall staff topped by a brass 
hagbird skull, and a heavy iron chain hangs around his neck, the ends dangling to his 
knees. 
 The sight of the grim-looking quartet seems to strike a note of apprehension in the 
Rexpagu, who draw back, murmuring.  “Scavenger monks,” mutters Gezzu, distastefully. 
 Carnoss, though, merely nods, saying, “You’ve chosen a hard path, brother, but 
one which leads to great rewards.  May the sacred Mother smile on your devotions.”  He 
bows again.  “How long until we march on Obesta?” 
 Ux-Amrem shakes his head.  “Several more days at least; the greater part of the 
army is still on its way.” 
 “So Nascucal isn’t here yet?”  Disappointed, Carnoss gestures towards the cart 
behind him.  “We’d hoped to make her a gift of these Pâcosh we just captured.  They told 
us the Obestans are offering a bounty on every Aukurmandrine slain.” 
 The scavenger monks circle around to get a look at the three sullen prisoners.  
“By our Mother’s mercy!” exclaims Ux-Amrem, thrusting his torch close to the Pâcosh’s 
faces, so that they lunge back against their bonds and spit curses at him. 
 “There’s at least a dozen more lying dead in the grass about four miles behind 
us,” Carnoss remarks casually. 
 “Bless you, bless you!” says Ux-Amrem.  “This must be the bunch that’s been 
attacking us over the last few weeks, butchering anyone who wanders too far from the 
oasis.  We find them sometimes with their ears cut off.” 
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 Carnoss nods.  “For the bounty.” 
 Ux-Amrem turns to survey the whole party, smiling and bobbing his ash-covered 
head.  “Bless you, my brothers and sisters!  Bless you all!  You’ve done a great thing for 
the Tobravirid and her people, and saved many more of our Mother’s children from 
slaughter.” 
 “Much of the credit must be given to these two Outworlders,” says Carnoss, 
gesturing towards Pennathorne and the doctor, “who appeared like a miracle just before 
we were ambushed by the chufcut Pâcosh.  With their magic, they drove our enemies 
screaming into the night, saving many of my own warriors from certain death.  They’re 
heroes.”  He leans forward conspiratorially, telling the scavenger monks, “I think perhaps 
they’re avatars of the Mother’s Smiting Hand, come to aid us in the conquest of Obesta.” 
 The ascetics step forward to peer at the Outworlders’ strange sunburned features.  
“What manner of men are you?” Ux-Amrem asks them.  “What are your names?  Where 
are you from?” 
 Giving their Outworlder names, Pennathorne says, “We’re from a place called 
Lewland, more or less.  You might know it as Altreng.  We were shipwrecked a year ago 
near Lôthalacál and were taken in by the Falthorembans.”  He hooks a thumb at the 
Kreebian seated atop his gatterpod nearby.  “Hanzor’s been our mentor for most of the 
time we’ve been here in Gelm.  A good man, as devoted to Ellerine Tobravirid as any 
Aukurmandrine.”  Beside him, the Kreebian remains carefully expressionless. 
 “Falthoremba was wise to choose peace with the Tobravirid,” says Ux-Amrem, 
bowing slightly towards Hanzor.  “Now, if only the rest of the Scions of Hesker would 
follow their good example.”  He sighs and shakes his head, then turns back to peer at the 
Outworlders.  “So, does this earnest young móhalam speak the truth?  Are you both 
heroes, sent to protect the Mother’s children?  Have you come to fight against the 
enemies of the Tobravirid?” 
 Pennathorne nods.  “Aye, all that.”  He pauses, then he asks, in all casualness, 
“Do you have any idea when Ellerine might be arriving?”  The Cultists of the Great 
Hunger don’t seem to hear him, though, having returned their focus to the exotic 
Outworlders. 
 Finally, Carnoss clears his throat and says, “Tell me, brother, where my people 
and I should make camp.  We wouldn’t want to encroach on anyone’s ground.” 
 “The Rexpagu have pitched their tents somewhat west of here,” says Ux-Amrem.  
“At least six different clans, though two of them have set up a bit farther away.  I don’t 
remember now if Vabrolia was among them.”  He turns to fix Carnoss with a pointed 
look.  “They were all generous souls, though, let me tell you.  Fine examples of the 
Mother’s caring children.” 
 “As are we, brother,” says the young móhalam, smiling thinly.  “Nagan,” he calls 
over his shoulder, “a loaf of bread for each of our hungering brothers here.” 
 The ascetics bow, their chains clinking heavily.  “Bless you,” says Ux-Amrem, 
tilting his staff at Carnoss.  “Generosity feeds one of the mouths of the Great Hunger, for 
both the giver and the receiver.”  Nagan comes forward with four dark loaves in his 
hands, and each of the ascetics bows again as they take one.  “You should visit the 
Temple Ejaaj,” advises Ux-Amrem, pointing towards the dark onion-shaped dome.  “The 
priestesses will want to meet these champions from the Outer World.  They’ll want to 
know about the defeat of the Pâcosh bounty hunters.  You should speak with them as 
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soon as you can.”  He bows again and steps back, apparently signaling the end of the 
conversation. 
 Carnoss returns the bow, mumbling his thanks, then guides the party away to the 
right, in the vague direction of the Rexpagu tents.  The Cultists of the Great Hunger, still 
unmoving, watch them go, before turning and disappearing back into the encampment. 
 It takes them some time to find the other Rexpagu in the dark, though Dr. 
Honeyman could have led them there easily enough based on his earlier observations.  
They finally find two dozen big squarish brown tents, just like the one in which the 
traitorous Prince Guldrev had been discovered, arranged around a small ruined courtyard.  
A couple of low fires smolder atop the pitted green marble, silhouetting several figures 
who stir at the sound of the approaching party.  “Who’s that?” one of them calls, stepping 
forward with some kind of weapon—an axe or a cudgel—held by his side.  Carnoss gives 
his name and clan, and the man grunts and bids him come into the firelight.  The young 
móhalam and his commander Julroth dismount and approach the courtyard, bowing low 
before their fellow tribesmen.  They confer for some time, in voices too low to hear, until 
Carnoss turns and calls for Pennathorne and the doctor to join him. 
 “We can’t help but become famous it seems,” remarks Pennathorne, swinging 
himself down out of the saddle. 
 Including Carnoss and Julroth, there are nine or ten other Rexpagu arranged 
around the smoldering fires, most sitting on mats laid atop the ruined courtyard.  One of 
them—stocky, mustachioed, with a bald head as lumpy as a mound of garsalang—
appears to be in some position of authority, wearing a medallion of beaten silver around 
his neck and a silver spur through his nose.  Squinting hard at the two Outworlders, he 
frowns and shakes his lumpy head.  “They’re in awfully sorry shape for avatars of the 
Smiting Hand,” he harrumphs. 
 Indeed, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman form a bloody and bedraggled pair, 
splotched with bruises, covered in scrapes and lacerations.  Pennathorne’s beard bulges 
grotesquely over his swollen jaw, by now a purplish yellow color suggestive of old fruit, 
while the bandage across the doctor’s broken nose is stiff with dried blood. 
 “Some of the Mother’s avatars have come in guises even less appealing,” says 
Carnoss.  “Think of Vaborobav the Unclean.” 
 Grimacing, the stocky man gives a grudging nod.  “She has been known to choose 
some strange vessels.”  Taking a step forward, he reaches out and moves the flap of 
Pennathorne’s cloak aside, exposing the rune for Prammth, the Head of War, a barbed 
thing like a coil of vine from the Talon Wood, cast in gold and beaten flat.  “Why have 
you come here, Outworlders?” he asks, letting the cloak fall closed again.  “Who sent 
you?” 
 Exchanging a glance with the doctor, Pennathorne shrugs and says, “Aye, well, 
I’m not going to lie to you boys any longer.  The fact is that Mother Aukurmandros did 
send us here to help you.  We might look like two azzardly old geezers from Altreng, 
gone nearly arse-up from the getting here, but don’t be fooled.  We’re going to batter 
down Obesta’s gates with our yards, kick shit out of their army, then seed a generation of 
bastards among the widows.  No need for thanks; just fetch us some wenches and white-
eye and give us room to romp.”  He lapses between Gelmish and Lewlander as he speaks, 
so that the Rexpagu are soon blinking in confusion. 
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 In the momentary silence that follows Pennathorne’s monologue, each of them 
becomes aware of a slow dirge-like chanting coming their way, accompanied by a dull 
clunking like someone striking a plank of wood with a mallet.  The lumpy-headed 
Rexpagu and his fellows start edging back towards the tents, while Carnoss and Julroth 
look around uncertainly.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman, all but imperturbable at the 
moment, hardly stir, though each does put a hand on his pistol. 
 A gigantic figure appears above the tents, lit from below by flickering torchlight.  
It lumbers slowly towards the courtyard, revealing itself as the effigy of a nude female 
figure, big-bellied and enormously breasted, seated atop what looks like a coiled 
centipede.  Mouth slightly agape and filled with fangs, her face is staring and terrible, 
painted red from scalp to chin, while the rest of her body is marked with complex 
swirling patterns of thin blue lines.  In one hand the monstrous woman holds a spray of 
garsalang fronds, in the other a human skull, while atop her bald head perches an actual 
hagbird, glaring at the figures around it with red-rimmed eyes.  The whole massive 
structure is mounted upon a platform carried on the shoulders of at least a dozen men, 
every one of them covered from head to toe in dingy gray robes, their faces hidden 
behind long cowls.  Another robed figure precedes them, chanting and marking time by 
rapping on a slab of argose glass with what appears to be a femur wrapped in leather and 
decorated with feathers. 
 In an impressive display of group coordination, the effigy bearers maneuver their 
burden in between the tents and onto the ruined courtyard, halting just beyond the fire.  
“Pay reverence to Mother Aukurmandros,” drones the herald at the head of the 
procession, “who comes as giver and destroyer.  From her loins we emerge at birth, and 
into her devouring maw we pass at death.”  Clanking the argose glass slab, he groans out 
a few sing-song syllables, then calls,  “Stand and give an ear, the Captive Priestess arrives 
to speak with the voice of the Mother of Hosts.   Pay heed to the words of Pashlasool 
Kurmandri-Aukurtha.” 
 There’s a moment’s expectant pause, before a high thin voice warbles through the 
air, apparently emanating from inside the effigy itself.  “I hear such strange things,” it 
says, almost dreamily.  “There are rumors of a bloody fight out in the grass.  And other 
things, even stranger, about avatars manifesting in the guise of Outworlder sorcerers.  An 
explanation, please, if any of you have one.” 
 Carnoss takes a step forward and kneels in front of the monstrous effigy, humbly 
giving his name and tribal affiliation.  “I am móhalam to a small warrior band who set out 
from Awklep three months ago, determined to pledge our blood to Nascucal Tobravirid, 
rightful Empress of all of Gelm.”  Glancing up at the looming mass in front of him, he 
relates their discovery of Pennathorne and Hanzor in the copse of saffa trees, followed by 
the sudden appearance of Dr. Honeyman just in time to disrupt the Pâcosh’s ambush.  “It 
seemed as though they had been sent especially to help us.  Their weapons, their armor, 
their sudden appearance just as we passed by.  I believe them to be avatars of the sacred 
Mother, oh Captive Priestess, though I have no expertise in such matters.” 
 “Expertise is in the heart,” says the high warbling voice.  “It’s in the soul.  They 
can measure the truth of things, if we merely let them.  Now, where are these 
Outworlders?  Show them to me, so that I might know them better.” 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman move forward a couple of feet, wondering if their 
ruse is about to be uncovered so soon.  They give their names, followed by a brief 
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recounting of their shipwreck near Lothálacál and subsequent discovery by the 
Falthorembans, again pointing out Hanzor as their mentor and guide. 
 “What brought you here to the Ejaaj Oasis?” asks Pashlasool. 
 “We were adventurers back in the Outer World,” says Pennathorne.  “Soldiers.  
When we heard about the war going on down here, we figured we ought to be a part of 
it.” 
 “And you, Hanzor of Falthoremba?” calls Pashlasool.  “Come forward and tell me 
your tale.  I know that your city’s peace with the Tobravirid has caused considerable 
unrest among the Scions of Hesker.  I hear that brother has turned against brother, that 
old friends have overnight become the bitterest of enemies.  How sad it all is!” 
 The old Kreebian, still mounted at the edge of the courtyard, nods stiffly.  “I’ve 
suffered many hardships to be here, it’s true.  I won’t bother you with the telling of them; 
they’re mine to bear alone.  Suffice to say that I’ve resolved to make what difference I 
can in this war.” 
 The surrounding Rexpagu are all watching him, some with more outright hostility 
than others.  “I thought all the Falthoremban knights wore fancy red armor,” observes the 
lumpy-headed fellow.  “You look more like a chufcut beggar.” 
 There’s a smattering of laughter, before the gruesome effigy scolds them into 
silence.  “Are we unmannered savages?  Are we animals?  This man’s suffering is writ in 
every line on his face, and you would mock him?  Be ashamed, you ill-mannered 
wretches.”  The effigy lists slightly as the Priestess inside shifts her position.  “I would 
ask that our new allies—Pennathorne and Honeyman of Altreng, Hanzor of Falthoremba, 
and móhalam Carnoss—return with me to the Temple Ejaaj.  The Great Matron will want 
to see you for herself, to judge whether or not you are really avatars come to aid us.” 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman glance at one another, then back at Hanzor.  
“Aye, well,” remarks Pennathorne at last, “what other choice do we have?”  He and the 
doctor help Hanzor down out of his saddle, before shouldering their packs and signaling 
that they’re ready to go.  The herald raps on his slab of argose glass, groaning out a few 
ceremonial phrases, and the bearers expertly turn their burden around in the tight space 
between the tents. 
 The encampment is just starting to come awake in the first rays of dawn.  Led by 
the chanting herald, the party follows a broad path through a sea of tents, noting the 
costume and regalia of tribes from all over Gelm.  Their procession draws plenty of 
attention, and many people rush forward to kneel to the effigy as it passes, while the 
Captive Priestess inside calls out blessings in her high tremulous voice.  The pace is 
agonizingly slow, and it takes fully half an hour for them to arrive at the Temple Ejaaj. 
 It’s an ugly building, a bulbous onion-shaped carbuncle, encrusted with layer 
upon layer of black tar, utterly devoid of decoration, almost brutal in its inelegance.  Its 
pointed dome burps smoke into the lightening sky.  The whole bleak structure rises from 
a broad marble courtyard, around the edges of which smolder several massive iron 
braziers.  More effigies, each depicting a different monstrous figure, plod slowly around 
the temple’s perimeter, each led by a herald chanting a different invocation. 
 The sole entrance to the Temple Ejaaj appears to be a pair of heavy brass doors, 
banded in iron and set into a massive jamb of petrified wood.  Stepping past the marching 
effigies, the herald raps on one of the doors with his mallet.  A minute later it opens, 
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emitting a cloud of sweet-smelling smoke and a bowed figure in green robes.  “Ah,” it 
says in a cracked and ancient voice, “the Captive Priestess.  How go your devotions?” 
 “The penitents are dedicated, Adjutrix,” replies Pashlasool.  “This last night we 
performed one hundred and twenty circuits of the temple, and not one of them flagged or 
called for his replacement.” 
 “Mother Aukurmandros shall rain blessings down upon us,” says the hunched 
figure, nodding beneath her cowl.  She turns to look at the four men accompanying the 
Captive Priestess, and they get a glimpse of dark eyes in a face like a wrinkled fist.  
“These must be the ones the ascetic told us about.  Their journey has been full of 
hardship, that much is clear.” 
 Carnoss takes this opportunity to introduce himself, coming forward and bowing 
low before the Adjutrix.  Again he recounts the events out in the grasslands, placing 
particular emphasis on the sudden and miraculous appearance of the two Outworlders and 
the Kreebian.  “Even as we were passing by the stand of trees, which only a second 
earlier had been empty, there suddenly came the sound of gatterpods, and we turned and 
saw these two men, Pennathorne and Hanzor, standing between the trunks.  They 
appeared out of nowhere, I swear it!  They told us they were coming here, to the Ejaaj 
Oasis, just as we were, and that perhaps we should all travel together.  Then, a little while 
later, their friend Honeyman appeared just as suddenly, manifesting out of the grass in 
time to spoil an ambush by the Pâcosh.  Those blue-skinned gaabim broke in every 
direction, stricken with terror as Pennathorne and Honeyman slew them from afar with 
their magic.  Never—not in all my days—have I seen anything like it.”  As he talks, the 
effigy of a ramalekra-headed man lurches past, several of its bearers clearly near the 
point of exhaustion.  It comes close to colliding with the Captive Priestess, before 
regaining its balance and staggering out of sight around the side of the temple. 
 Taking no notice of it, the wizened Adjutrix shuffles forward, leaning heavily on 
a gnarled wooden cane.  Stopping in front of the doctor and Pennathorne, she looks them 
up and down, lingering over their exotic features, cocking her head at the golden runes 
glimpsed through their torn cloaks.  She mutters something to herself, then declares, 
simply, “The two of you and the Falthoremban must speak with the Great Matron,” 
before turning and shuffling back towards the great brass doors.  “Blessings on you, 
móhalam Carnoss,” she says, pausing to nod at the young Rexpagu, “and on your people.  
Mother Aukurmandros has shown you something profound tonight.  Think on what has 
happened; wonder at what’s to come.  She’ll reveal the truth to us soon enough.”  She 
halts by the door, beckoning insistently at the Outworlders. 
 “I shall return to my devotions, Adjutrix,” warbles Pashlasool from inside the 
effigy.  Taking the cue, the herald groans his invocation, raps on the argose glass slab, 
and leads his cowled companions and their corpulent burden off around the left side of 
the temple, falling in line behind a creature with the upper half of a hagbird and the lower 
half of a snake. 
 Carnoss looks around uncertainly, then bows in turn to the bowed figure in green 
and the three men.  “Mother’s blessings upon you,” he mumbles, then turns and heads 
back the way they’d come in.  Behind him, the Adjutrix again motions at the Outworlders 
to enter the temple. 
 “What do we do?” Hanzor asks quietly, urgently.  “We can’t go inside; the 
priestesses will find us out for sure.” 
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 “What do you suggest?” retorts Dr. Honeyman in a low voice.  “There’s no going 
back now.  We must see this thing through to the end.”  He adjusts the satchel hanging 
across his chest and starts towards the ponderous brass doors.  Humming cheerfully, 
Pennathorne follows. 
 For a moment, the old Kreebian doesn’t move, merely turns to try and find the 
barely risen sun peeking between the tents.  “Belhet protect us,” he mutters, then strides 
stiffly into the temple. 
 The Adjutrix limps in after him, and the heavy brass door is pushed closed by a 
woman in brown robes.  The interior of the temple is a single large chamber, fifty feet 
across and thirty feet high, flickeringly lit by a large brazier in the middle of the floor, as 
well as by several smaller ones spaced around the periphery.  Smoke fogs the air, a sweet 
piney haze that immediately makes the three men lightheaded, almost sleepy.  Hanzor 
hisses and coughs, and the doctor mutters a warning about inhaled sedatives, but they’re 
momentarily distracted by a voice calling out, “Breathe easy, friends, and have no fear.  
What you smell is the Mother’s love; draw in as much of it as you can.  Breathe easy, 
you’re in no danger here.”  The voice is gentle, serene; a woman’s voice, but deep.  
“Come in, come in.  You three have caused quite a stir, even though I’m told you’ve only 
just arrived.” 
 Through the smoke they can make out several figures off to the left, gathered 
around some bulky object on the floor.  The Adjutrix motions them forward, and the 
three men saunter lazily through the narcotic fumes with muzzy expressions on their 
faces.  The figures turn out to be more women in brown robes, who bow wordlessly and 
step aside to reveal an enormous flattened loaf of turquoise-colored stone, polished to a 
crystalline sheen.  “Ah, me!  What travails the three of you must have suffered!  What 
torments!  You look nearly done for.”  Carved out of the center of the stone is a water-
filled basin large enough to accommodate three or four people, but which is presently 
occupied by a single corpulent woman, totally bereft of either hair or clothes.  Although 
physically similar to the effigy which held the Captive Priestess—fleshy and 
abdominous, buxom to the point of absurdity, even tattooed with the same swirling blue 
patterns—this woman lacks the fangs and glowering expression of that fearsome figure; 
indeed, she exudes an air of calmness and benevolence, her dark face gently smiling.  The 
men find themselves relaxing, all but involuntarily. 
 “Aye,” croaks Pennathorne, his voice rough as gravel in the still smoky air.  “Aye, 
we’ve waded through some shit to get here, it’s true.”  Rubbing a hand against the 
uninjured side of his jaw, he shamelessly eyes the woman’s huge breasts.  “I can’t 
remember the last time I had a bath,” he remarks, grinning through his snarled beard. 
 The Adjutrix snorts disapprovingly from beneath her green cowl, but the woman 
in the stone tub merely smirks and flicks water at Pennathorne.  “I am Gethra Kurmandri-
Aukurtha-Hrrsept-Tantrad-Lescoran, the 126th Great Matron of the Ancient Temple 
Aukurmandrine.  Welcome to Ejaaj Oasis, though I wish it were under happier 
circumstances.” 
 Dr. Honeyman cocks his head at her, trying to focus his thoughts through the 
intoxicating vapors filling the chamber.  “How’s that?” 
 The Great Matron turns to peer at him, faded blue lines curving across her hairless 
brows, over her round cheeks, under her eyes.  “Like any good mother, Aukurmandros 
would prefer that her children not make war on one another.” 
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 “The Scions of Hesker are her children, too, then?” he asks. 
 “Of course,” she answers, seemingly surprised by the question.  “All living things 
come from Mother Aukurmandros, men and beasts alike.  The Scions of Hesker might 
refuse to believe it, they might insist on worshipping Belhet the False, but it’s the truth.” 
 “So you make war on them?” 
 “No, no, no!  What an abhorrent thought!”  The Great Matron looks pained.  
“This war is the Tobravirid’s doing; the Ancient Temple has opposed it from the start.” 
 “Then what are you doing here?” 
 “Washing away the sins of the coming battle, working to purify the souls of both 
murdered and murderer.  If blood must be spilled, we can at least strive to prepare the 
way.”  Again she peers hard at him, as if trying to work something out. 
 “Aye, well, that’s good, then,” says Pennathorne in relief.  “I was worried we’d 
interrupted something important.”  He’s drowsy and relaxed, searching the tub for more 
salacious glimpses. 
 “The Ancient Temple has tended this oasis since before the killing star fell,” says 
the Great Matron, “back when Hesker the Magnificent was still on the throne.  Ah, me!  
How beautiful it must have been!  How peaceful!  The buildings here were all marble and 
porphyry, built among groves of trees—proper trees, like they have far in the north.”  She 
sighs, bobbing slightly in the water.  “So…Pennathorne, Honeyman, Hanzor.  Which of 
you is which?”  She nods as they each identify themselves, then says, “I’m told that 
you’ve traveled a great long way to be here, from the Outer World even.” 
 “Altreng,” clarifies Pennathorne, recounting the by-now established story of their 
shipwreck and subsequent adoption by the Falthorembans.  “I couldn’t say whether we’re 
avatars or not,” he remarks thoughtfully.  “What’s that involve, exactly?” 
 “The answer grows clearer with every passing minute,” replies the Great Matron.  
Propping her arm on the side of the tub, she gestures languidly at the tight-lipped 
Kreebian standing beside the doctor.  “What about you, Hanzor of Falthoremba?  None 
but the royal knights have joined the Tobravirid’s army so far, and I’d guess that you’re 
not one of them.  I’m told they’re as difficult to get out of their armor as Ellerine herself.” 
 “Stolen while I was bathing,” Hanzor says tersely.  “Not all rumors are true.” 
 The Great Matron smiles, and Hanzor blinks in the smoke and looks away.  
“Come closer, Outworlders,” she says, turning towards the other two men.  “Let me get a 
better look at your strange trappings.” 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman exchange glances, then take a single hesitant step 
forward.  “We found the armor among some ruins between Falthoremba and Telát,” says 
the doctor.  “Our weapons came with us from the Outer World.” 
 The Great Matron leans forward, one huge breast flopping free as she rises partly 
out of the tub.  She pushes Pennathorne’s shredded cloak aside and examines the runes on 
his chitinous black cuirass, then slides back into the water, her expression more serious 
than before.  “Perhaps you’d like something to drink?” she asks.  “The waters of the Ejaaj 
Oasis are among the purest in all of Gelm.  They’ve been known to cure illness and 
infirmity of all types.  Plague, deformity, even madness.”  She mutters something to one 
of the brown-robed attendants standing beside the tub, who obediently turns and trots 
towards a tall dome-shaped object off in the smoky gloom.  It gleams dully in the 
braziers’ flickering light, like the top half of a giant golden egg. 
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 Heady from the narcotic fumes and unable to restrain his curiosity, Dr. Honeyman 
follows after the attendant, discovering a narrow golden dome, as tall as a man, embossed 
with swirling patterns similar to those tattooed on the Great Matron.  About halfway up 
the side there’s a sort of chute, jutting like a golden tongue into another basin of polished 
turquoise stone, somewhat smaller than the Matron’s tub.  From higher up on the 
opposite side protrudes an ornate golden crank, which the cowled attendant grasps with 
the utmost reverence.  The mechanism squeaks ever so slightly as she turns it.  After a 
few seconds there’s a muffled thump, and water begins pouring out of a little hinged door 
at the top of the chute.  A second later the flow stops, and the attendant reverses the 
crank, pauses, then repeats the process, until the basin is half full. 
 “What’s in there?” asks Dr. Honeyman, but the brown-robed woman doesn’t even 
glance in his direction.  She picks up a wooden ladle lying on the edge of the basin, fills it 
with water, then offers it to him with a wordless bow.  In the shadow of her hood, he 
glimpses a smooth half-moon of a face, slightly smiling, echoing the dark exotic beauty 
of the Cadeeshim, or even the peninsular Késarôsans.  With a nod of thanks, he takes the 
ladle and swallows a draught of fresh water, so cool and delicious that he almost laughs 
out loud. 
 “It’s so soothing, isn’t it, Honeyman?” calls the Great Matron.  “So refreshing!  It 
brings such peace to both body and soul.  I’ve seen men weep after drinking from the 
sacred well, or dance and laugh like little children.  There have been soldiers through 
here recently who’ve renounced their profession, begging to have the bloodstains washed 
off their souls.  Ah, me!  War turns us all into such beasts!” 
 Dr. Honeyman walks back with the refilled ladle while she’s talking, handing it to 
Hanzor and then to Pennathorne, both of whom evince similar reactions to the sweet 
soothing water.  Pennathorne belches happily, and even the hard-bitten old Kreebian 
appears to relax by a fraction.  Wiping at his mustache with the back of his hand, 
Pennathorne asks, “So, any idea when Ellerine Tobravirid might show up?  We’re wild to 
meet her.”  He tries to grin disarmingly, the effect profoundly spoiled by his swollen jaw. 
 The Great Matron returns his grin with a sardonic smirk, slouching back in the tub 
so that only her round hairless head shows above the waterline.  “You are not avatars of 
the sacred Mother.”  Her tone is matter-of-fact, as though she were merely observing the 
weather.  “And you are not a knight of Falthoremba.  I’d put your accent farther north.  
You’re not a Vekkadian refugee, are you?”  She seems to brighten at the thought. 
 Hanzor squints at her, chewing on his lip.  “Sylasp,” he grunts, giving up all 
pretense. 
 The doctor looks at him sharply, but the Great Matron merely nods and smiles, 
her benevolent demeanor never wavering.  “I didn’t think the Sylaspians had made peace 
with the Tobravirid yet,” she muses, but doesn’t press the issue for the moment.  “So why 
are you here?  I detect some deeper deception at work.” 
 “It’s complicated,” Dr. Honeyman says lamely, then makes a pacifying gesture.  
“We mean you no harm, I promise.” 
 The Great Matron glances at Hanzor.  “Oh, I suspect that’s not entirely true.” 
 Returning her gaze, the Kreebian gives a little shake of his head.  “I don’t want 
your blood.  I thought I would, but I don’t.  Not at the moment, anyway.  There’s only 
one more murder I need to commit before I go to join my family.” 
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 “Assassins, then,” sighs Great Matron.  “You know she cannot be slain, don’t 
you?”  Not waiting for a response, she says, “Are you Yubian necromancers?  I know that 
they’re old enemies of the Tobravirid.” 
 “What makes you think that?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “The markings on your armor.  They look like things I’ve seen in some of the 
ancient texts, from long before the Tobravirid ever arrived in Gelm.  There were several 
stories about Yub and his cabal of necromancers, along with a little list of some of the 
symbols they used.  I remember that horned serpent glyph quite clearly.” 
 Ignoring the question of their association with the Yubians, the doctor asks, “How 
did the Tobravirid arrive in Gelm?  Do you know?  We’ve heard conflicting accounts.” 
 The Great Matron drifts forward in the tub again.  “Maybe you’d like to ask her 
yourself?” 
 The doctor squints one of his blackened eyes at her.  “Does she usually entertain 
questions from potential assassins?” 
 The Great Matron laughs a little at this, crossing her fat tattooed arms atop the 
edge of the tub.  “What does she have to fear from you?  From anyone?  No harm can 
come to her as long as she wears the viridicine armor.”  Chuckling again, she nods.  
“Yes, she’ll talk to you, I’m sure of it.  At least until you decide you’ve had enough of 
living and make a move to attack her.  Then the talking will be over.” 
 “So is she here?” inquires Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Not at the moment,” admits the Great Matron, “but she can be here soon, if we 
send word to her now.  The Emerald Ship travels fast.” 
 “She’s close, then?” 
 A shrug of fleshy blue-etched shoulders.  “I couldn’t say.” 
 The doctor raises one slender black brow.  “Then pray tell how you intend to send 
word to her.” 
 “Are you decided?” asks the Great Matron, her face adopting a serious 
expression.  “Do you want to meet with her?” 
 The three men glance back and forth at each other, momentarily flustered by the 
proposition.  To have hunted the False Empress through so much hardship and suffering, 
only to have her unceremoniously summoned into their presence—it seems ludicrous.  
Still, what better options did they have?  With the Emerald Ship at her command, Ellerine 
could conceivably be anywhere in Gelm.  Without a word passing between them, they 
each recognize that the hunt must end here, at the Ejaaj Oasis.  
 “When might she arrive otherwise?” asks Pennathorne.  “You know, if you don’t 
send her a message that we want to meet with her.” 
 Another shrug, and the Great Matron says, “Two weeks?  A month?  She’ll 
certainly arrive to lead the attack on Obesta, but that’s still some time from now.” 
 Dr. Honeyman furrows his brow.  “If we were to stay here at the oasis until she 
arrived, would you expose us to your fellows?” 
 The Great Matron gives a little snorting laugh.  “I wouldn’t have to.  A day or two 
and you’d expose yourselves, especially when it became known that you’re not actually 
avatars of the sacred Mother.” 
 “What do you plan to tell her,” inquires the doctor, “if we ask you to send word to 
Ellerine?” 
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 “I’ll tell her there’s an envoy to see her,” replies the Great Matron.  “Two 
Outworlders and a Sylaspian.  She’s always shown the greatest interest in the Outer 
World, though I hope for your sake that you’re not Longspears.” 
 “No, not Longspears,” the doctor assures her, then, after looking once more to his 
companions, he gives a decisive nod.  “Yes, we want to meet with her.  Go on and tell her 
we’ll be waiting.” 
 The Great Matron watches them gravely.  “You can give up this foolish idea, you 
know.  You could turn and walk away, leave the oasis and find what life you may in 
Gelm.  Even better, you could abandon that black garb you wear and embrace the love of 
Mother Aukurmandros.  Then you might find true peace here among her children.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head, knowing that there’s no going back now, not for 
any of them.  “We’re ready to meet our fate, whatever it may be.” 
 Sighing, the Great Matron sloshes back against the far side of the tub and motions 
at the Adjutrix, who shambles away through the smoke, past the golden egg to the back 
of the temple, where a collection of enshrined figurines stands before a cubical copper 
altar.  She returns a minute later with a small square box made of argose glass, its 
dimensions and plain seamless construction striking both Pennathorne and the doctor as 
familiar. Placing it reverently on the edge of the tub, she gives it a quick squeeze with her 
fingertips, then lifts off the lid to reveal an interior lined with pale blonde fur. 
 “I’ll be damned,” breathes Dr. Honeyman, as the Adjutrix removes a small ovoid 
object covered in tiny blue and white feathers.  “Where did you get that?” 
 “It’s belonged to the Ancient Temple since the Second Phase,” replies the Great 
Matron.  “A messenger spirit, summoned into being by the Hyross priestesses.  Once it’s 
sent out to look for the Tobravirid, it cannot be called back.  Are you sure you still want 
to meet her?”  The doctor nods, and she leans forward to whisper a few words to the 
feathered egg in the Adjutrix’s withered hand.  It sits there, inertly, for several seconds, 
until the Great Matron repeats her whispers, more forcefully, still to no avail.  Finally, the 
Adjutrix cups it in both her hands and huffs several hot breaths onto it, then holds it back 
out for the Great Matron’s hissed commands.  This time they can see the tiny feathers 
flex, pushing the egg back and forth against the Adjutrix’s palm.  She tosses it up into the 
air, whereupon it springs open like a flower and begins to spin, four broad petals flapping 
like tiny wings.  It hangs in the air long enough for them to note a small pendulous mass 
of eyes and antennae and bristly appendages hanging underneath, before zipping away 
through the air, tracing a tightening spiral through the smoke—up, up, up—until it 
disappears through the hole in the roof.  “Now we wait,” says the Great Matron, drifting 
back in the tub as the Adjutrix replaces the lid on the argose glass box.  “It would be best, 
I think, if you stayed here in the temple.  For your own safety.” 
 “Of course,” says Dr. Honeyman, bowing slightly. 
 Drawing in a deep breath of the soothing fumes, Pennathorne grins and waggles 
his bushy eyebrows at the priestesses.  “Most of my nights have been spent in far worse 
places than this.” 
 The Great Matron smiles at them benignly.  “Let’s get the three of you cleaned up 
and see to those wounds; Mother Aukurmandros would never approve if we left you in 
such a state.” 
 Pennathorne repeats his proposal that he join her in the tub, but the Adjutrix swats 
at him with her cane as she herds the men towards the golden egg-shaped dome.  While 
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one of the brown-robed priestesses begins to turn the crank, a couple of her sisters drag 
over a small tub made of beaten copper, which they methodically fill with the water 
sluicing out of the golden egg.  Despite more libidinous suggestions from Pennathorne, 
the three are left to bathe themselves, while the priestesses return to their prayers. 
 “No need to be fearful,” Pennathorne assures them as they depart.  “I’m gentle as 
a kitten.”  A thought suddenly strikes him, and he asks the Adjutrix, “You’re not all 
virgins, are you?  We won’t be breaking any vows of chastity or somesuch, will we?” 
 The wizened little figure laughs, a croaking sound like the squawking of a 
gatterpod, and shakes her head.  “Not virgins, thanks be to the sacred Mother, but not like 
to despoil ourselves with the likes of you, either.”  She limps away, leaving the three of 
them alone near the wall of the temple. 
 Stripping off their armor and travel-stained clothes, they rinse the stink and grim 
from their bodies as best they can, none of them able to clearly recall the last time they’d 
bathed.  Peeling off blood-encrusted bandages, they carefully clean their wounds, patting 
gently at their bruise-discolored bodies.  Hanzor’s ribs are still lumpy and swollen, 
Pennathorne’s jaw still grotesquely distended.  In the tiny mirror from his shaving kit, the 
doctor can see that his nose is healing noticeably crooked. 
 After they’ve bathed, one of the priestesses gives them a jar of ointment and fresh 
bandages, and once their wounds are cleaned and dressed, they take a moment to knock 
the dirt out of their soiled clothes.  The Adjutrix guides them to the far side of the 
chamber, where two low marble walls come together with the curving interior of the 
temple to form a squarish enclosure, ten feet by ten feet, open on the side facing the brass 
doors.  Presumably a part of whatever ancient structure once stood upon this courtyard, 
the walls are in exceptionally good condition, no doubt because they’d been protected 
from the elements by the temple itself.  The floor of the enclosure is covered in dried 
grasses, the Adjutrix telling them that it’s normally where the priestesses sleep.  “You 
three are welcome to it, though, while you’re guests of the Temple Ejaaj.”  Her tone is  
anything but welcoming.  She offers them more water, which they gratefully accept, but 
no food, meaning they have to make do with the dried meat and stale bread from their 
packs.  “It would be best if you limited yourselves to this chamber while you wait for the 
Tobravirid to arrive.  The prayers of the Great Matron must not be disturbed.”  Without 
another word, she turns and totters away. 
 “Well, Melvin,” remarks Pennathorne, watching her go, “I’d have to declare this 
the weirdest adventure we’ve ever been on.” 
 “Agreed,” murmurs the doctor, stacking their runed armor in a corner with their 
packs. 
 “What about you?” Pennathorne asks Hanzor.  “How does this measure up against 
your life’s exploits?” 
 Hanzor swallows a mouthful of the Yubians’ tub-grown meat, his expression 
distant.  “It’s an honor.  The greatest honor.  Even if I die, I’ll know that I’ve fulfilled my 
vow.  I’ll know that my children didn’t die in vain.  They helped me get here, so I could 
give my life in defense of our people.”  He nods, once.  “I’m content.” 
 Their bellies full, they lie back in the straw, watching the Adjutrix through the 
open side of the enclosure as she goes around placing bundles of herbs and flowers in the 
braziers.  More sweet stultifying smoke fills the air, and soon they each drop off to sleep, 
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lulled by the peace of the Temple Ejaaj and its benign inhabitants, a sheltered harbor 
unexpectedly discovered amidst a sea of enemies. 
 
 The three of them awaken hours later, recognizing purple twilight through the 
hole in the roof.  The atmosphere inside the temple is somewhat clearer, though each of 
them still feels decidedly drowsy.  Peering over the low marble walls of their enclosure, 
they find the priestesses kneeling around the cubical altar at the back of the temple, atop 
which sits the Great Matron in all her fleshy blue-etched nakedness.  Her back is to them, 
arms held open towards the shrines as she chants an invocation to Aukurmandros. 
 The men find more water set out for them, along with what they assume—and 
hope—are chamber pots.  A few minutes later they’re asleep again, only to reawaken in 
the dark of night, the coals in the braziers barely smoldering.  There’s a loud buzzing 
sound coming from somewhere over their heads, a cicada whine that they eventually 
realize is pronouncing words in flat unaccented Gelmish.  “—expect me on the morrow, 
before the sun is gone from the sky.  I have received your message, Great Matron, and 
will set out for the Temple Ejaaj immediately.  Tell your guests they can expect me on the 
morrow, before the sun is gone from the sky.  I have received your message, Great 
Matron—”  They’re able to make out a small object whizzing through the gloom, droning 
its statement over and over again, until the Adjutrix appears like a phantasm near the 
central brazier and hisses something up at it.  Obediently, it settles into her hand and falls 
silent.  Catching sight of them watching her, she holds the little feathered egg out for 
them to see, saying simply, “Prepare yourselves,” before shambling away into the 
shadows. 
 Dropping back behind the wall again, the three men sit close together atop the dry 
grass, conspirators formulating their plot.  “So do we do it as soon as she shows up?” 
Pennathorne asks quietly.  “You know, try and get the drop on her?” 
 “How are we doing it?” inquires Hanzor.  “I never even thought to ask.” 
 Dr. Honeyman explains to him about the essence of Thâcor sealed inside its 
container of smoke-gray crystal.  “The Yubians assured us that it would dissolve the 
False Empress’ body like boiling water on snow.” 
 Hanzor nods.  “Immediately, then.  No words, no hesitation; just hurl it into her 
face as soon as she appears.” 
 “No,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “I want to talk to her first.”  The Kreebian begins to 
object, but the doctor cuts him off with a raised hand.  “It’s safe to assume that she’ll 
come ready for an attack, especially knowing that one of us is Sylaspian.  It’s also safe to 
assume that our effort will ultimately fail, since she’s thus far escaped every other 
assassination attempt against her.  Those are the grim likelihoods.” 
 “There you go again, Melvin,” sighs Pennathorne, “shitting all over our good 
time.” 
 “The point being,” continues the doctor, “that I’d at least like to try and speak 
with her before she kills us.” 
 “What difference will that make?” asks Hanzor. 
 “This journey has mangled my assumptions about the world,” answers Dr. 
Honeyman.  “It’s left me rattled right down to my core.  I have to get some answers if I 
can, even if I’m only able to enjoy them for a few minutes.” 
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 “We’re going to have quite a story to tell around Uhl’s tableside,” says 
Pennathorne, lying back on the grass.  “I expect we’ll be favorites at the Solar Hearth in 
no time.”  He stretches and heaves a great sigh, giving the appearance of a man 
completely at ease. 
 Hanzor scowls at them in the murk.  “So if not immediately, then when?” 
 “We’ll have to judge the situation as it progresses,” says Dr. Honeyman.  “I’m 
sure an opportunity will present itself.” 
 The Kreebian angrily shakes his grizzled head.  “You fool, that’s no plan at all.  
We must strike first, or we’re doomed to fail.  Remember your holy mission, Teshiad.  
Remember the blessings placed upon you by Belhet Itself.  Remember your destiny.” 
 “There’s no such thing as destiny, dammit,” hisses the doctor  “I’m fed up with 
being goaded along by such idiotic notions.  Do you realize that even in the unlikely 
event we actually kill the False Empress, we’re still supposed to return Hesker’s armor to 
his hidden fortress?  Which, if I remember the map correctly, is on an island out across 
the Poisonous League.” 
 “If Belhet wills it,” Hanzor says flatly. 
 Clenching his jaw, Dr. Honeyman makes a low exasperated sound, something 
between a sigh and a growl.  “I am going to talk to her.  I’m going to try and get some 
answers to my questions.”  Lying back, he folds his hands across his chest and closes his 
eyes. 
 “End of conversation,” grunts Pennathorne. 
 They doze off again, awakening at first light as the Great Matron, returned to her 
great turquoise tub, begins groaning a prayer to Mother Aukurmandros, something about 
rinsing blood-drenched souls in a sea of milk.  The braziers have been rekindled, the 
Adjutrix even now dropping packets of herbs into the flames.  White smoke begins to 
billow into the still air.  A few of the brown-robed priestesses lie prostrate around the 
altar, while others are busy carrying buckets between the golden egg and the Great 
Matron’s tub, pausing long enough to dump water over her bald head.  Two more come 
in through the big brass doors with empty buckets in their hands; one of these goes over 
to join the tub-fillers, the other sprawls beside her sisters in front of the altar. 
 “Looks like everybody’s getting rid of their old water,” remarks Pennathorne, 
peering over the top of the wall as he makes use of one of the chamber pots.  He grins at 
his little joke, nodding at the Adjutrix as she waddles through the smoke past their 
enclosure. 
 The hunched figure turns to glare at him from beneath her hood. “The Great 
Matron’s bathwater is distributed to the people, to help cleanse their souls and cure their 
ailments.  It might’ve helped cure you three of the madness you’re obviously suffering 
from, and thereby saved your lives, but I suppose it’s too late for that now.”  She drops 
her final packet and shambles off to tend to her mistress. 
 Setting the chamber pot aside, Pennathorne hitches up his pants and shakes his 
head at the retreating figure.  “They drink some blubberous wench’s bathwater and call 
me mad?”  He blows a contemptuous raspberry, breaking wind almost simultaneously.  
“Ha!” he hoots, as though surprised. 
 “Honestly, Pennathorne,” sighs Dr. Honeyman, sitting atop the straw in the far 
corner of the enclosure, “you’re the vilest creature I’ve ever met.” 
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 “Worse than Orgo Ulmar, or Kaza’Kazok?”  Retreating from his own stink, 
Pennathorne begins gathering what food he can find among their packs.  “What about 
those filthy shardborn Chauhn?” 
 “You’re at least equal to the Chauhn,” replies Dr. Honeyman, flinching as Hanzor 
suddenly cries out in his sleep and starts awake, frightened and disoriented.  “Easy, 
friend, easy,” the doctor tells him.  “You’re safe, at least for the moment.” 
 Hanzor shakes his head, his eyes moist and red-rimmed.  “I was dreaming...about 
Tark and Cavenni.  The three of us were running up a steep hillside, running as fast as we 
could, trying to get away from something behind us, something chasing us.  There were 
big boulders everywhere.”  Again he shakes his head, murmuring, “They couldn’t keep 
up.  I tried to keep them right with me, but they kept falling behind.   After a while, I lost 
them among the boulders.  I could hear them calling for me, calling for help, but I 
couldn’t find them.”  He coughs, sobbing a little, the nightmare still fresh in his mind.  
“Then they were screaming, and I knew they were being killed by whatever’d been 
chasing us.  Oh, my poor children!  I couldn’t find them anywhere, no matter how hard I 
tried.”  He sobs again, and covers his face with his hands. 
 “Our journey’s nearly over,” Pennathorne says gently, crouching down and laying 
a hand on the Kreebian’s shoulder.  “By this time tomorrow, you’ll have either had your 
vengeance against the False Empress, or died trying.  Either way, your children will be 
waiting for you.  Try to think on the future for now.” 
 Sniffing, Hanzor quickly knuckles the tears out of his eyes and straightens up.  
“Forgive me.  It’s the fumes in this place; I can hardly think.” 
 “It’s a shrewd practice,” observes the doctor, watching the smoke from the 
braziers rise and slowly permeate the room.  “What better way to pacify aggressors, or 
stimulate feelings of religiosity in pilgrims, than to simply drug their senses?” 
 Pennathorne takes a deep breath of the drifting vapors.  “It’s as good as stiff belt 
of pardie, anyway.”  He claps Hanzor on the shoulder, then goes back to gathering their 
breakfast.  Ravenous after their long sleep, the three men gorge themselves on the coarse 
rations, washing it down with more sweet water conjured out of the golden egg.  
Afterwards, Hanzor moves to one side of the enclosure and lowers himself stiffly to his 
knees, tilting his face towards the hole in the temple’s roof.  The smoke rising from the 
braziers makes the sunlight look gray and overcast, but Hanzor bows his head towards it 
with the greatest reverence.  Whispering the name of Belhet Kratonid, he begins 
muttering a long and complex prayer, most of it so quiet as to be inaudible. 
 Watching him, Pennathorne says, “Well, Melvin, if this is to be our last day on 
Irsus, I have to tell you that it’s been a real pleasure.  I couldn’t have asked for a steadier 
hand at my side all these years.  You’re a rare fellow, my friend, without equal.” 
 Dr. Honeyman flashes a tight smile through his black beard.  “As are you.  
Truly.”  Clearing his throat, he says, “I think I’ll read for a bit.  If this really is our last 
day of life, I’d like to at least make an attempt to finish Zein Erstlinker.” 
 “What am I supposed to do?” 
 The doctor shrugs.  “Get to work on the memoirs.  There’s paper and charcoal in 
my pack.” 
 Pennathorne blows another raspberry.  “I never figured on facing the final hours 
of my life in quiet contemplation.  Maybe I’ll just go ogle the Great Matron for a while.”  
When he makes the attempt, however, the Adjutrix chases him back to the enclosure like 
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an enraged goose.  Cursing her good-naturedly, Pennathorne retires to a spot against one 
of the low walls, where he busies himself cleaning and inspecting their few remaining 
weapons.  After their fight with the Pâcosh, he finds that they’ve got enough powder and 
shot to load their guns perhaps half a dozen times more; after that, they’ll be nothing 
more that pistol-shaped clubs.  Across from him, Dr. Honeyman lies with his well-
traveled copy of Zein Erstlinker propped open on his chest, while in the corner kneels 
Hanzor, eyes closed, wincing as he tries to stifle his persistent cough. 
 The morning passes in smoky stillness.  Periodically, the Great Matron intones a 
prayer to Mother Aukurmandros, while the brown-robed attendants mutely go about their 
duties and the Adjutrix tends to the braziers.  If not for the changing light visible through 
the hole in the roof, it would seem that they’re frozen in time, trapped here in the Temple 
Ejaaj for all eternity while they wait for the False Empress to arrive. 

Around midday, Hanzor starts coughing hard enough to force a pause in his 
devotions.  Dr. Honeyman suggests a dose of Verzahl’s elixir, of which they still have a 
great store, and the haggard Kreebian agrees with little hesitation.  “With the blessings of 
Belhet and the Masters-Who-Do-Not-Die, I might yet be able to face Ellerine Ix Denotic 
standing upright like a man, and not doubled over like some used-up old buadhee.”  He 
swallows the viscous pinkish fluid reverentially, then resumes his prayer. 

Moments later there comes a faint but growing tumult from outside, a distant 
cheer which rises steadily in volume like the roar of incoming surf.  Soon the entire camp 
is shouting, a cacophony of bellowed names and honorifics which finally resolves itself 
into a single roaring chant:  “TOBRAVIRID!  TOBRAVIRID!  TOBRAVIRID!  
TOBRAVIRID!” 

“Ready yourselves, you three!” calls the Great Matron.  “She comes, and nothing 
can stop her!  Ah, me!  May Mother Aukurmandros have mercy on your souls!” 

Taking her advice, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman don their armor again, 
carefully arranging their cloaks to hide the golden runes.  “Remember,” the doctor says, 
hanging his satchel across his chest, “we’re merely talking to her at first.  I’ll decide 
when we make our attack.”  Locating the crystal cylinder containing Thâcor’s essence, he 
moves the satchel, still open, around onto his hip, within easy reach.  Hanzor mutters a 
final prayer to Belhet Kratonid, and the three of them wait. 

Minute after minute the chant goes on, drowning out all other sound.  It mounts, 
growing even louder, the noise of a great crowd gathering around the temple.  Inside, the 
men catch themselves holding their breaths, hearts thudding.  Finally, a knock at the great 
brass doors, then another, faint against the roaring mob.  Two of the brown-robed 
priestesses trot forward, while the rest retreat to the shrines at the back of the chamber. 

The shouting becomes nearly deafening as the doors swing open.  Bright daylight 
pours into the temple’s gloomy interior and a figure steps over the threshold.  Slender, of 
medium height, clad from head to toe in a suit of lustrous green armor, it looks like a jade 
statue come to life.  “I am here,” says Ellerine, her voice weirdly loud and resonant.  
“Who wishes to speak with me?” 
 “Welcome, oh mighty one,” calls the Great Matron, her voice small against the 
cheering outside.  “Come in and find the peace of Mother Aukurmandros.” 

The priestesses push the brass doors shut, muffling the tumult and plunging the 
chamber back into smoky gloom.  Stepping forward, Ellerine casts her gaze slowly 
around the temple’s interior, nodding respectfully towards the Great Matron and the 
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Adjutrix.  Even in the murk, her viridicine armor appears faintly luminous, revealing a 
surface covered with complex engravings.  It’s form-fitting and highly articulated, 
flexing with her movements like a glossy green skin.  By contrast, her face, framed by an 
ornately flanged helmet and fluted gorget, is alabaster pale, with high cheekbones and an 
aquiline nose.  Catching sight of the three men watching her from the walled sleeping 
enclosure, she raises a green gauntlet towards them and says, “Two Outworlders and a 
Sylaspian.  Surely you’re them.” 

The doctor nods, clearing his throat, then gives a small bow.  “Melvinus 
Honeyman and Young Pennathorne, from Altreng; this is our friend, Hanzor, from the 
city of Sylasp.” 

Ellerine cocks her head slightly, the helmet seeming to change shape in some 
subtle way.  “Are you crusaders?”  Outside, the cheering subsides, so that her voice rings 
like a bell across the marble floor. 

“We’re not Sacradex, if that’s what you’re asking,” says the doctor.  “We’ve 
heard that you offer rich rewards for Longspears, living or dead.” 

A nod of the green helmet—peaked in the center now, instead of flanged along 
the sides—and Ellerine says, “They are a scourge on this land, seeking to seize what does 
not belong to them.  Their putrid philosophy must be allowed no foothold here.”  In her 
left hand she carries a smooth elongate object made of viridicine, four or five feet in 
length and pointed at both ends; Hesker’s magical lance, no doubt. 

“It’s a philosophy that you yourself once believed in,” remarks Dr. Honeyman, 
“or so says the Sacradex Armrophere, who elevated you to Arcant a hundred years after 
you disappeared into Ingtar.”  He wonders, almost idly, if he’s about to be destroyed. 
 The alabaster face smiles enigmatically.  “Why are you here, Outworlders?  You 
and your Sylaspian cohort?  Assassins, I presume.” 

“I have questions,” says the doctor, ignoring the tight-eyed glances from 
Pennathorne and Hanzor.  “Questions that only you can answer.  This place—Ingtar, 
Gelm, whatever you choose to call it—has demolished my sense of the world.  I want—I 
need—some explanations.” 

Ellerine draws closer, and they can see that her armor is decorated all over with 
scenes and figures in shallow relief, each rendered with a seemingly impossible level of 
detail.  Some of the images are familiar enough—animals and plants of all sorts, 
variously costumed peoples shown at work, at war, at play—but many seem to depict 
fantastical monsters, or panoramas of cities and landscapes that surely never existed on 
Irsus.  Others look like maps, or architectural diagrams, or anatomical studies.  Stranger 
still, even as they watch they can see the designs slowly warp and reform into new and 
different images.  “Why should I entertain the requests of assassins?  You are here to kill 
me, are you not?”  She turns to fix her eyes on Hanzor.  “Or have you been sent to make 
peace on behalf of Sylasp?” 

Aided by Verzahl’s anesthetic potion, the old Kreebian warrior draws himself up 
and glares at her defiantly.  “We’ll fight you to the last man.” 
 Ellerine sighs.  “Why would you doom yourselves to extinction?  I ask only that 
you cease your belligerence against me and my people.” 
 “And would they cease their belligerence against us?” retorts Hanzor.  “The 
Whore-Thing and her devil-spawn have warred against the Scions of Hesker since the 
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end of the Second Phase, well before you ever arrived in Gelm.  They’re dedicated to our 
annihilation.” 
 “As you are to theirs,” says Ellerine, coming closer still.  “What about 
Falthoremba?  They saw wisdom and made peace with me, and their city has been spared 
destruction.  I would scatter this army to the winds right now if the Obestans laid down 
their arms and pledged obedience.  I would welcome them into my new Gelmish Empire 
with open arms, a loving and benevolent Empress overseeing the reconciliation of two 
and a half millennia of bloodshed.  This never-ending war need not continue; it is within 
your power to make peace with the Aukurmandrine people.” 
 Hanzor snorts, shaking his head.  “The Aukurmandrine are abominations, bred by 
the enemies of Hesker to first destroy him, and then destroy his descendants.  There can 
be no peace with devils.” 
 “You talk like the stiff-necked Scion warriors of old,” muses Ellerine.  “Yub, 
Ôshept, Ranzod the Lame, the Secret Kreeb…all the ones who fought me tooth and nail 
after I became the Tobravirid.”  She squints at him, the viridicine helm morphing into 
something shaped like a boar’s head, tusks beneath her cheeks, a jade green snout 
perched above her colorless eyebrows.  “They were all defeated, in the end.  None can 
stand against me.” 
 “You proved well enough what sort of creature you were at Mrrmoc,” says 
Hanzor bitterly, as though the slaughter had taken place just yesterday.  “Even now you 
keep Yub imprisoned deep inside its lifeless depths, alive and in agony for all these 
centuries.  Your crimes are past reckoning.” 
 “The destruction of Mrrmoc was not my doing,” says Ellerine.  “Yub and his mad 
disciples struck the fatal blow, unleashing a great fiery wind that scoured the city clean of 
all life.  They had learned some powerful secrets from the scraps left over from the 
Second Phase, magics of terrible potency, which they could not hope to control.”  She 
regards the Kreebian with a mixture of pity and contempt on her face.  “Yub and his 
followers thought nothing of killing thousands of their own people in their zeal to unseat 
me.” 
 “You lie,” growls Hanzor. 
 “They hid themselves away in the lowest gallery of the city,” continues Ellerine, 
stepping closer, “safe and protected while everyone else burned to ashes.  I was in the 
Vault of Echoes—that great central square just below the Gremrian Eye—when the blast 
was loosed; I remember seeing bodies blowing past me through the flames, disintegrating 
into tattered shadows.” 
 “Lies, lies, and more lies,” says Hanzor.  He turns to look at the doctor, his 
expression accusatory.  “What can you hope to learn from this creature?  She weaves a 
tapestry of falsehood and half-truths.  You’ll get no honest answers to your questions.” 
 “When they emerged from their hiding place,” says Ellerine, “and found me still 
alive and everyone else slain, Yub’s followers killed themselves, so great was their horror 
at what they had done.”  The boar’s head has disappeared; now the helmet is covered in 
vines and flowers, every petal crisply rendered in glassy jade.  “Yub went mad, vowing to 
live long enough to see me dead and Hesker the Magnificent returned to Gelm.  He 
sustains himself even now with the Hyross’ black magic, refusing to die, trapped in 
Mrrmoc’s lonely crumbling depths.  Just to spite me.”  She laughs a little, the weird pitch 
of her voice knocking against them like something physical.  “I’m actually curious to see 
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how long he will linger.  He’s already lasted nearly two thousand years altogether; better 
than twice what the vaunted Emperor Hesker ever did.” 
 “I’ve heard all this mash before,” snarls Hanzor.  “Lies and slander, spewed out 
by the devils to excuse the inexcusable.” 
 Ellerine falls silent, considering the three men.  The images on her armor slowly 
shift and reform, the vines and flowers on her helm giving way to complex arrangements 
of an unrecognizable angular script, her gorget taking on the shape of a coiled snake.  “I 
will show you the truth, Sylaspian,” she says at last, the hint of a smile on her pallid face.  
“I will show you which of us speaks lies.” 
 Hanzor frowns, wary.  He waves a ribbon of smoke out of his face.  “How?” 
 “We will go to Mrrmoc,” replies Ellerine.  “The four of us.  Then you can see 
with your own eyes what my lips have told you.” 
 Pennathorne clears his throat.  “Not to spoil the idea, but I don’t know that I’m up 
for another long hike just yet.  A day or two more of rest and recuperation, maybe.  My 
jaw’s still a dead throbbing bastard.” 
 “We can be there by tomorrow,” says Ellerine.  “You need not lift a finger.” 
 “Why would you do this?” asks Dr. Honeyman, both eager and apprehensive at 
the prospect of such a journey.  “Especially if you think we’re assassins.” 
 “I have dwelt now in Gelm for seven hundred and sixty-five years,” she says, 
turning to look at him.  “I’ve traveled the length and breadth of this country a thousand 
times; every rock and ruin is an old familiar friend.  Tedium becomes a crushing burden 
after a few centuries.  These days I take advantage of whatever diversions come my way, 
even if they come in the form of would-be assassins.  After all, nothing I reveal to a 
would-be assassin is likely to spread very far afterwards.”  She says this matter-of-factly, 
without malice, before motioning towards the heavy brass doors with the tip of her lance.  
“Prepare yourselves for the journey; the Emerald Ship arrives even now.” 
 They can hear the crowd outside beginning to raise its voice again, though this 
time it’s more subdued, a sound of awe and apprehension.  Ellerine has already turned, 
striding towards the turquoise tub.  “How go your prayers, Great Matron Gethra?” she 
asks, giving a shallow bow. 
 “Many of your soldiers have given up their swords,” the Great Matron replies.  
“They want no more bloodshed.  The Scions of Hesker are already broken.  Why do you 
seek to obliterate them?” 
 “They bring obliteration upon themselves,” says Ellerine.  “Acknowledgement of 
my rule and peace with my people, this is all I seek.  I shall not raise a hand against them, 
but for those simple terms.  They could go on living exactly as they do now, if only 
they’d learn to coexist peacefully with the Aukurmandrine Nations.”  She shakes her 
head sadly.  “Their own bloodthirsty ideology will be their undoing.” 
 “Give them more time,” urges the Great Matron.  “Let them see how Falthoremba 
is allowed to flourish under your rule.  Let them dwell a little longer over the recent loss 
of Barcand.  Their hatred runs deep; it will take time for them to soften.” 
 Ellerine shakes her head again, resolutely this time.  “I am tired of endless war.  
For the entire history of the Second Phase, Gelm has been a fractured country, its once 
great people reduced to squabbling barbarism.  United, they might once again become 
great.  It is time for order to be restored, so that Gelm—so that all the world—can start 
moving towards the bright and shining future.” 
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 “You talk as though you’re Hesker returned,” growls Hanzor, who’s moved out of 
the enclosure and now stands near the central brazier.  He coughs, briefly, before spitting 
onto the coals in disgust. 
 “Why not?” asks Ellerine, turning to look at him.  “Why not Hesker, come back 
from the dead to reunite Gelm and usher in the glorious Third Phase?” 
 “‘He will come in the same form’,” quotes Hanzor, “‘unchanged, as from the 
prime of his life, when the Empire of the Hyross was still at its zenith.’  You’re not 
Hesker the Magnificent, you’re a foreign witch, who stole the sacred battlegear and now 
seeks to use it for her own gain.” 
 The viridicine armor bristles like a great green shreed urchin.  “To some a savior, 
to others a destroyer,” says Ellerine, her face expressionless.  “A matter of opinion, 
ultimately.  Would you still see Mrrmoc for yourself?” 
 Hanzor hesitates, chewing at his lip.  “I would, but…it’s an evil place, a place of 
death.  For the Scions of Hesker, few worse places exist.  I dread, very much, to go 
there.”  He coughs again, looking embarrassed. 
 “Do you fear to die, Sylaspian?” Ellerine asks.  When he shakes his head, she 
says, “Then you need fear nothing at all, since that is the worst that can happen.”  Again, 
she points the lance at the brass doors. 
 “Farewell, you three,” calls the Great Matron, with a note of regret.  “May Mother 
Aukurmandros bless you, and gather you gently to her breast when the time comes.” 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman bow in farewell, thanking the priestesses for their 
generosity and wishing them all the best.  Hanzor nods stiffly, to no one in particular, and 
stifles a cough.  A pair of the brown-robed priestesses hurry forward to haul open the 
heavy brass doors, while the Adjutrix mutters some incomprehensible incantation and 
waves a smoldering brand at them. 
 Outside, the sunshine is nearly blinding after the gloom inside the Temple Ejaaj.  
The broad courtyard is crowded with people, gathered just far back from the temple itself 
to allow the lumbering effigies to continue their perpetual circumambulation.  At the 
moment, all attention is focused off to the right, where a lustrous jade pyramid, twenty 
feet on a side, is slowly descending from out of the sky towards the crowd.  For a while 
no one even seems to notice the four of them emerge from the temple, though once they 
do another great cheer rises up for the Tobravirid.  Several people throw themselves at 
her feet, alternately begging for her blessing and vowing their lives to her service. 
 “Pennathorne!  Honeyman!”  Carnoss appears out of the crowd, flanked by 
Julroth and Gezzu, the three captive Pâcosh bound and hobbling behind them.  “I knew 
it!  I knew it!  Avatars of the sacred Mother, sent to aid us in the coming fight for Obesta!  
And now here you are, emerging from the Temple Ejaaj at the side of the Tobravirid 
herself!  The Scions of Hesker cannot hope to prevail against us!”  He presses forward, 
trying to grasp the Outworlders’ hands, when suddenly he cries out and stumbles, his fur-
brimmed cap spilling off his head. 
 There’s a confusion of furious movement.  The Pâcosh, somehow freed of their 
bonds, throw themselves at the Rexpagu and grapple at their weapons.  Carnoss tumbles 
to the ground, taking Gezzu with him, while Julroth manages to seize one of the Pâcosh 
around the throat.  The other two attack the scar-faced commander like maddened 
animals, snarling wordlessly through their pointed teeth. 
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 Pressed back by the retreating mob, Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman struggle to 
free their weapons.  One of the Pâcosh lunges forward, Carnoss’ war club raised over his 
head, barreling past them to aim a blow at Ellerine herself.  She watches him with an 
expression of bland resignation, moving her head at the last second so that the weapon 
strikes halfway between her neck and shoulder with a dull clunk.  The armor ripples 
gelatinously, the viridicine closing around the end of the club and holding it fast, even as 
Ellerine reaches out and whisks her hand through the air past the Pâcosh’s throat.  Wide-
eyed with surprise, the man’s head rolls backwards off his neck, severed with surgical 
precision by the blade which has formed along the edge of her gauntlet.  Before the 
corpse has even hit the ground, the living lance lashes out, extending and narrowing in 
Ellerine’s hand so that it nearly triples its length in the blink of an eye.  Its wickedly 
pointed end leaps forward once, then twice; a second later the other two Pâcosh lie as 
dead as their fellow, neat holes punched through their skulls. 
 The three Rexpagu are uninjured save for a bloody gash along Carnoss’ side, the 
work of a small stone blade they discover in one of the Pâcosh’s hands.  “Must be how 
they slipped their tethers,” observes Pennathorne, helping the young móhalam to his feet. 
 “Forgiveness, oh mighty one!” Carnoss cries, lurching past Pennathorne to kneel 
at Ellerine’s feet.  “Those three were meant to be a gift to you.  We captured them two 
nights ago with the aid of these very Outworlders.  They were tied hand and foot when 
we set out this morning; I checked them myself.  A thousand apologies, oh mighty one.  
Take my life, if you must, but spare my two companions.  They deserve none of the 
blame in this.” 
 The crowd has started to press forward again, murmuring among themselves as 
they watch events unfold.  Twenty yards away, an ample space opens up for the 
descending pyramid, which settles gently as a feather on the courtyard.  “You know these 
men?” asks Ellerine, gesturing at Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Oh, indeed,” says Carnoss, nodding.  He relates the tale of their battle with the 
Pâcosh out on the moonlit plain, again asserting his belief that the Outworlders are 
avatars of Mother Aukurmandros.  “If not for them, I expect those chufcut Pâcosh 
would’ve had a few Rexpagu ears to add to their collection.  They’re heroes, oh mighty 
one.  Two of the bravest fighters I’ve ever seen.  The Obestans will flee before them like 
panicked deptaron.” 
 “No doubt,” says Ellerine, turning to regard Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman with 
a smirk.  “Have no fear for your life, faithful Rexpagu.  The Pâcosh are wily creatures, 
devious as snakes.  I will no doubt have to deal with them once and for all after I bring 
the Scions of Hesker to bear.”  She motions for Carnoss to stand, then reaches up to 
remove his club from her viridicine armor.  “Find me again, when I return for the march 
on Obesta,” she says, handing the weapon back to him.  “A man willing to bravely admit 
his own errors is a valuable thing.”  She turns and starts towards the green pyramid, the 
crowd parting automatically before her, bowing or kneeling as she passes.  Muttering 
farewells to Carnoss, Pennathorne and the doctor trot off after her, while Hanzor, casting 
anxious glances at the lifeless Pâcosh, follows reluctantly behind. 
 Like Ellerine’s viridicine armor, the Emerald Ship is covered all over with 
intricate engravings, most illustrating shapes and diagrams of an especially esoteric 
mathematical nature, impossible geometries accompanied by formulae written in an alien 
cipher.  As they approach, an arched portal ripples open in the pyramid’s nearest side. 
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 “Yub awaits us,” says Ellerine, looking back at the three men behind her.  “Let’s 
see what shape the truth takes.”  Smiling, she strides through the arch and disappears into 
the green shadows beyond. 
 “I suspect things are about to get even weirder,” remarks Pennathorne, clearly 
delighted at the prospect.  Shifting the pack across his shoulders, he follows the False 
Empress with the eagerness of a man off to see his lover. 
 Dr. Honeyman starts forward, then turns back when Hanzor makes no move to 
proceed.  Chewing at his lip, the grizzled old Kreebian stares gloomily at the arched 
opening in the side of the pyramid.  “Looks like I’m a coward,” he mutters, flicking his 
sunken eyes towards the doctor. 
 “Fear is nothing to be ashamed of,” Dr. Honeyman tells him.  “It’s what you do 
when you’re afraid that matters.” 
 Hanzor nods, coughing a little.  A second later, his steps leaden, he passes over 
the threshold and into the Emerald Ship, the doctor close behind him. 
 
 The start of the battle which would come to be known as Bloody Hill commenced 
around midmorning, when the sun had risen sufficiently high enough that it wouldn’t be 
in our eyes as we advanced.  It was a grim wait, since we all knew how the fight was sure 
to end.  Finally, though, the war-drums began to beat and the order was given, and the 
bedraggled remnants of the Expeditionary Force started forward.  We were bombarded 
mercilessly by the Urkadian artillery, case shot and cannonballs carving great furrows 
through the massed units.  The man immediately in front of me was hit by a mortar 
round, the blast knocking me to the ground and spattering me with his viscera.  Two of 
my comrades helped me back to my feet, each of us stunned into imbecility by the noise 
and horror of it all, and on we went, trudging doggedly, automatically, thoughtlessly 
towards our doom. 
 It seemed an eternity before the bombardment ceased and we finally closed with 
the Urkadian lines.  I cannot now clearly remember the battle, save to say that it was the 
fiercest combat I’ve ever endured, endless red hours of slaughter and exhaustion and 
maddening fear.  Every soldier of the Expeditionary Force was fighting for his very life, 
which every Urkadian was bent on ending.  Corpses piled up like snow drifts, the blood 
of the slain collecting hip-deep in some spots.  At one point I recall seeing Vax Lono near 
me, driving his coal black war-elk through our ranks, hewing left and right with his 
saber.  I actually raised my pistol and fired at him, but the powder merely fizzled, and he 
passed by unharmed. 
 Eventually, the retreat was sounded and we began to fall back, some towards the 
forested gullies to the north, the rest towards the glowering cliff at the southern edge of 
the battlefield.  I was among the latter, perhaps fifteen thousand men who took refuge 
among the tumbled scree at the base of that grim crag, searching for any sign of our 
captains or Commander as we tried to regroup.  There was a lull as the Urkadians 
dispatched part of their force northwards, while the remainder began reforming their 
lines to the south. 
 Night came—it arrived early in those latitudes—and with it such bitter cold as I 
cannot even describe.  None of us dared to kindle a fire, since the Urkadians would 
immediately target it with their mortars.  As it was, they still bombarded us 
indiscriminately throughout that long night.  Hunkered down, trying desperately to keep 
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warm, we could hear the distant popping as those insidious bronze frogs were fired, 
followed by the escalating whine as the projectiles descended on us from out of the 
blackness, our guts knotting tighter and tighter as they closed in.  Then would come the 
flash and noise of the explosion, the sound of men screaming, and the guilty relief of the 
survivors. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 

by Phildred Mowles, pub. 2342 
 
 The interior of the ship is either deceptively large or deceptively small, it’s hard to 
tell exactly which.  Every surface is the same crystalline green, smooth and unadorned, lit 
by a diffuse glow which seems to come from all around them.  Walls, floor, and ceiling 
are all differing species of trapezoid, the ship’s interior space not at all reflective of its 
exterior pyramidal form. 
 “Pray tell how this all works,” implores Dr. Honeyman, gazing around him in 
amazement.  “Your armor, this ship…just what sort of material is viridicine?” 
 “I do not know its origin for certain,” Ellerine answers apologetically, “but it is 
not from this world, or even this galaxy, and human hands had no part in its making.  It is 
a type of metal, crudely put, similar to quicksilver, but infused with a primitive 
intelligence.” 
 The arch-shaped portal seals shut behind them, disappearing seamlessly into the 
smooth green wall.  They can feel the floor press gently against the soles of their feet, 
meaning that the Emerald Ship must be rising slowly into the air.  A minute later there’s a 
sudden sense of motion, of acceleration, which quickly fades, so that they again feel as 
though they’re standing still. 
 “How do you control it?” asks Pennathorne, furrowing his wooly brows as the 
room shifts subtly around them, elongating, growing narrower.  “I don’t see any kind of 
wheel, or rudder.  What makes it go?” 
 Ellerine shakes her head.  “I do not know.  I doubt even Hesker knew.” 
 “What makes you say that?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “I inherited certain memories when I put on this armor,” replies Ellerine, “most of 
it related to the arcane sciences and mystical formulations of the fallen Hyross.  The 
Ancient Knowledge, as Yub and his followers called it.  The majority of these memories 
are incomprehensible to me—jumbled and impenetrably cryptic—but over the centuries I 
have managed to partly decode, or at least categorize, a great many of them.  So far, 
information on viridicine appears to be almost entirely lacking.”  She pauses, her pale 
face lurid in the soft green glow emanating from every direction.  “I suppose the gods 
wanted to keep a few of their secrets to themselves.” 
 “The gods,” repeats the doctor, flatly. 
 “The beings who taught the Ancient Knowledge to Hesker, and gave him gifts of 
viridicine,” clarifies Ellerine.  “Powerful enough to be gods, at any rate.” 
 “So it’s no problem,” interrupts Pennathorne, glancing around them again, “not to 
be able to see where we’re going?” 
 Ellerine shakes of her head.  “In my mind, I tell the ship where to go, and it goes.”  
She gestures for them to sit, and three vaguely chair-shaped extrusions rise out of the 
floor behind them.  After some hesitation, they sit down, surprised to find the viridicine 
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soft and pliable.  “Now, tell me your story.  Two Outworlders conspiring with a 
Sylaspian to kill the Tobravirid; how has this come to be?  What wrong have I done to 
you?” 
 “Melvin and I are here under duress,” says Pennathorne.  “We’d never even heard 
of you until a couple of months ago.” 
 “I’d heard of you,” interjects Dr. Honeyman.  “Or I’d heard of Arcant Ellerine, 
rather.  Departed on a crusade to conquer Ingtar near the end of the 16th century, never 
heard from again.  Just like so many others.  I think it was Grand Obros Argrops who 
elevated you; he elevated a great many fallen crusaders during his rule, mostly to try and 
gain support for his own military endeavors.” 
 Ellerine stares at him, her expression inscrutable.  “The Sacradex have no 
understanding of Gelm’s true nature.  No one in the Outer World does.  They come here 
expecting plunder and glory, realizing too late that this land has teeth, and that it does not 
give up its secrets without blood.” 
 “So we’ve discovered,” says the doctor. 
 “What brought you here, then?” asks Ellerine. 
 Pennathorne sighs and waves a hand.  “Stinking Urks causing trouble again, 
putting everybody on edge.  Evidence turned up that they might be looking for weapons 
inside Ingtar; you know, a little flash and bang left over from the ancient Hirocenes.”  He 
pauses, momentarily thoughtful.  “You haven’t heard about any Urkadians running 
around here, have you?” 
 Ellerine shakes her head, the helmet transforming into something rounded and 
beetle-like.  “Most Outworlders come to my attention sooner or later,” she says, “and you 
are the first new arrivals that I know of in half a decade.  Tell me about your journey.  
Very few who attempt the crossing to Gelm every actually make it.  Most are consumed 
by the hungering seas which surround us.” 
 “Now we get into deep strangeness,” mumbles Dr. Honeyman, echoing a line 
he’d read in Zein Erstlinker just a couple of hours earlier.  “By an odd turn of events, we 
discovered a portal—a Calru Door—in Altreng.  Under attack and fleeing for our lives, 
we passed through it and were transported to a place later described to us as ‘Lowest 
Gelm’.” 
 Ellerine smirks.  “The Yubian necromancers.  I might have known.” 
 The doctor nods, feeling suddenly ashamed, as though he’d been caught in a lie.  
“They saved me—us—from certain death.  I may actually have been dead, when they 
found us.  I’m still not sure.” 
 “You were dead,” affirms Pennathorne, nodding gravely.  “Dead as dead can be.  
The Yubians brought you back to life.” 
 “Have you heard of such a thing?” asks Dr. Honeyman, looking to Ellerine.  “Is 
there any mention of resurrection in your jumbled memories?” 
 Ellerine nods.  “Necromancy, resurrection, immortality.  I devote little attention to 
them myself, since I am beyond such mortal concerns now.  Besides, such things are 
deeply repugnant to most of my people, who look on life and death as the province of 
Mother Aukurmandros alone.  It keeps them reliably opposed to the Yubians and their 
ilk.” 
 “I thought you sought peace with all the peoples of Gelm,” Hanzor remarks 
bitterly. 
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 “The Yubians are much like the Sacradex crusaders,” says Ellerine.  “Fanatical, 
unreasonable, unrelenting.  Hostility towards my rule may wax and wane among the 
Scions of Hesker, but the Yubians and their kind have never wavered in their opposition.” 
 “Aye, well, don’t expect us to tell you where to find them,” Pennathorne says 
resolutely.  “They might be a slithery bunch, and shitting mad as well, but they saved our 
lives.  I’ll not betray them.” 
 “I know well enough where the Yubians are hiding,” says Ellerine, with a wave of 
her gauntlet.  “Twice I have ventured to Shining Calru’s garden and attempted to 
penetrate the maze of caverns beyond, but to no avail.  The second time it took me the 
better part of a year to find my way back to the surface.”  She examines the two of them 
with a penetrating gaze, her eyes the same crystalline green as her armor.  “So the 
Yubians saved your lives and won you to their cause, painting me as a tyrant to be 
overthrown at any cost.  How different things might have been, if only you had met one 
of my devoted subjects first.” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head.  “We’re here under duress, as Pennathorne said.  
Even as they healed our wounds, the Yubians implanted inside one of us some kind of 
parasite.  They told us it would be fatal in five hundred days, unless we were able to 
effect the complicated cure they provided.” 
 “Which is?” asks Ellerine. 
 “A seed,” answers the doctor, “belonging to a plant called ‘Emperor’s Vine’, 
apparently lethal to the parasite when consumed.  We were told it would bloom only after 
prolonged exposure to viridicine.”  He gives a resigned shrug.  “It’s of little consequence 
now; the seed was destroyed some time ago.” 
 “I still say it was a hollow threat,” Pennathorne reiterates.  “A motivator.  
Honestly, before we met up with those bastard Corax, I was feeling spry as a cat.” 
 Ellerine cocks her head.  “Corax?” 
 Pennathorne curls his lip.  “We were captured by a band of them north of Talon 
Wood.  Led by a deranged youngling named Ulmar Mogg.” 
 “I know the boy’s father,” says Ellerine.  “A temperamental brute, prone to 
violent outbursts.  It surprises me that the other zolamen have let him live as long as he 
has.” 
 “Orgo Ulmar was much the same,” observes Pennathorne.  “He’s dead now, 
though.  Eaten alive by a monster named Kaza’Kazok.” 
 Ellerine makes a soft scoffing sound.  “I have heard of that one, too.  For almost 
two centuries it has come to my ears of a creature terrorizing the wastes between Mrrmoc 
and the Talon Wood.  Try as I might, I have been unable to find him.” 
 “He had no warm words for you,” remarks Dr. Honeyman.  “I daresay he’s got 
designs on your viridicine battlegear; he seems quite intent on becoming the most 
powerful being in all of Gelm.” 
 “I am impatient for our first meeting,” says Ellerine.  “How did you manage to 
escape him?” 
 “We appealed to his arrogance,” replies the doctor, “and he gave us a head start.” 
 “When did you fall in with this Sylaspian?” asks Ellerine, turning her gaze on 
Hanzor. 
 “I am a member of the Order of the Secret Kreeb,” says the hoary old warrior, 
meeting her stare defiantly.  “My son and I had come to the blessed garden bearing an 
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offering for the Masters-Who-Do-Not-Die.  We were charged with protecting these two 
Outworlders on their mission to find you.”  He thrusts his chin out by a fraction.  “We 
made a solemn vow.” 
 “Where is your son now?” 
 The Kreebian’s glare falters.  “Dead,” he intones flatly.  “Murdered by the coward 
Ulmar Mogg, who slew him even as he was unarmed and on his knees.” 
 “A shame,” says Ellerine.  “I remember the Secret Kreeb well.  A superior 
assassin, as fanatically dedicated to Yub and his lost cause as any of the old Scion 
warriors.  The Aukurmandrine Nations quivered in fear at the mention of his name.” 
 “What on Irsus is a Kreeb, anyway?” wonders Pennathorne, furrowing his brow. 
 “It is a word from the ancient Hyross,” explains Ellerine.  “A kind of scorpion, 
highly venomous, which was commonly used as a method of assassination.” 
 “It’s a thorny flower that grows far in the north,” Hanzor snaps.  “The Secret 
Kreeb and his followers adopted it as their symbol.  Don’t listen to this creature’s lies.” 
 “The scorpion lent its name to the flower,” retorts Ellerine, shaking her head, “and 
the Secret Kreeb was long dead by the time his Order adopted it as their symbol.  Truth 
can sometimes be hard to see, my friend, especially from inside your own belly.”  Hanzor 
sneers and looks away, and Ellerine turns back to the two Outworlders.  “So you pursue 
me for the Yubians, out of fear that one of you might die.”  She mulls this over, then 
shakes her head again.  “You made a foolish decision, since now all three of you are 
likely to die.” 
 “You plan to execute us?” asks Pennathorne, seemingly unconcerned.  “Aye, 
well, good luck.  You wouldn’t be the first to try, or the first to fail.” 
 “I have made no decision as to your fate,” says Ellerine.  “It is largely contingent 
on how you behave yourselves.  Be assured that violence will be met with violence, 
amity with amity.  I am, at heart, of a simple and pragmatic nature.” 
 Dr. Honeyman adjusts himself in his viridicine seat.  “Would you actually release 
us, alive and unharmed, at the end of this?” 
 “What would you do afterwards?” asks Ellerine. 
 “Try to finish the mission that brought us here in the first place,” answers 
Pennathorne, “then try to figure a way back to the Outer World.”  Scratching pensively at 
his beard, he asks, “You don’t know of any convenient Calru Doors around, do you?” 
 A shake of the viridicine helmet, marked now with sunbursts and illegible alien 
calligraphy.  “Shining Calru hid his portals with extreme care, and protected them with 
all manner of lethal traps and guardians.” 
 “We were told there might be one at Seven Stars Falling,” says Dr. Honeyman. 
 “It will do you no good, I’m afraid,” says Ellerine, “since it opens far beyond 
Altreng and the Outer World.” 
 The doctor raises his brows expectantly. 
 “Yothroc Unraxea,” Ellerine explains.  “‘The Fortress Overhead’.  A wing of 
Seven Stars Falling, you might call it, wherein Hesker hid his greatest treasures.  Tell me 
more about the mission that brought you here.  Are you looking for Urkadians, or 
weapons, or both?” 
 “We were given a map,” says Dr. Honeyman, moving his satchel onto his lap.  
Out of the corner of his eye, he can see Hanzor and Pennathorne tense up ever so slightly, 
no doubt wondering if he’s about to make his attack.  The False Empress, standing a few 
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feet in front of them, appears unconcerned, completely at ease.  For a brief second, the 
doctor’s fingers close around the cylinder containing Thâcor’s essence, before moving on 
to retrieve the argose glass map case.  Beside him, Hanzor and Pennathorne relax again.  
Finding LiBale’s much annotated map, the doctor presents it to Ellerine, noting the three 
points originally indicated:  Sorcerer’s Garden, Seven Stars Falling, The Uncountable 
Host.  “By now,” he says, returning to his seat, “we’ve uncovered the secrets of the 
Sorcerer’s Garden, while you yourself have already laid claim to the powers of Seven 
Stars Falling.  The Uncountable Host alone remains a mystery, though I have my theories 
as to its significance.” 
 Ellerine smiles as she examines the map.  “Which are?” 
 “I think it’s Aukurmandros’ secret lair,” says the doctor, “though what 
Aukurmandros might actually be, I couldn’t guess.” 
 Ellerine taps the map with a gauntleted finger.  “She is the mother of many 
children, and that is indeed where she lives.” 
 “What is she?” asks Dr. Honeyman, leaning forward in his seat, an eager light in 
his eyes.  “She can’t possibly be the source of all these different birds and beasts and 
people.  It’s absurd!” 
 Still smiling, Ellerine refolds the map and hands it back to him.  “You are, at 
least, partly right; she has no human children.” 
 “Though some of them might look that way,” growls Hanzor.  “The Corax, the 
Rexpagu, Orlac, Yolac…all the Gelmish devils are her children.  Soulless things, 
forsaken by Belhet, without a shred of actual humanity.” 
 “The Aukurmandrine people are as human as you,” retorts Ellerine.  “Do you still 
not understand what led to the end of the Second Phase?  What continues even now, more 
than two thousand years later?  Civil war, Hanzor of Sylasp.  Religious schism.  Hesker 
and the cult of Belhet, arrayed against the followers of an apostatic priestess named 
Aukurmandros.  And the powers that the Hyross commanded meant that escalation 
became a danger to the entire world.” 
 “Who did it?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Which side caused the great calamity?” 
 Ellerine gives a shallow shrug, her pauldrons shaped like crashing waves frozen 
in jade.  “I do not know for certain.  Each side blames the other.” 
 “Her every word is forked,” snarls Hanzor.  “She seeks to confuse you, to distract 
you from the truth.  The enemies of Hesker were renegades, sorcerers driven mad in their 
search for greater and greater power; they used the blackest sorts of magic in their fight 
against him, committed all manner of vile deeds to win the favor of their evil gods.  It 
was them, and them alone, who called the killing star out of the sky.” 
 “Accusations multiply like deptaron,” observes Ellerine.  “The followers of 
Aukurmandros condemned Hesker for what happened, claiming it was his own arrogance 
that brought destruction to the world.  He sought godhood and was punished.”  She 
shrugs again.  “Either way, the killing star fell and the Second Phase ended in fire and 
flood.  Gelm was left shattered by its passing, half the country drowned, half of it 
scorched, everything poisoned by the Hyross’ ruined technology.  And still the old 
divisions remained.  For one group, the priestess Aukurmandros came be deified as the 
Mother of Hosts, while the other revered the fallen Emperor Hesker as the embodiment 
of all past and future glories.  Each a savior to their own people and an object of hatred to 
the other’s, just as they had been during the Second Phase.” 
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 “So what about Aukurmandros’ secret lair?” asks Dr. Honeyman, waggling the 
map in his hand.  “You say she was a priestess in ancient times, but insinuate that she’s 
also alive now, giving birth to creatures in the Third Phase.  What do you mean?  How 
can this be?  Speak plainly, I beg you.” 
 Ellerine inclines her fish-scaled helmet in a conciliatory nod.  “After we visit Yub 
at Mrrmoc, I will take you to meet Aukurmandros.” 
 The three men shift in their chairs, complex expressions of surprise, suspicion, 
and anxiety passing across their faces.  First to the notorious Murdered City, then to the 
lair of the Whore-Thing herself, all in the company of the immortal Tobravirid, borne 
swiftly along in her magical ship; it stretches the brain to the breaking point.  There’s an 
eerie dreamlike quality to the whole thing, a sense of inevitability, something foreboding 
but unavoidable lurking ahead of them.  They’ve each felt it before—during the defeat at 
Bloody Hill, or the ambush in Spans Tebbex, or as captives of Orgo Ulmar—and they 
each recognize it as the presence of death, hovering just over their heads. 
 
 With nothing to measure the passage of time, it’s impossible to tell just how long 
the journey takes.  Dr. Honeyman tries to ask more about Ellerine’s life before she came 
to Gelm, but she becomes reticent, telling him to save some of his questions for their 
journey to see Aukurmandros.  For a while, Pennathorne entertains them with a selection 
of obscene rhymes and bawdy songs, some learned during his youth roaming the Island 
Nations, others from his years campaigning against the Urkadians.  Ellerine seems 
amused, more or less, by his antics, but Hanzor’s mood grows blacker and blacker as they 
go on, until finally he snarls, “Could you give us just a moment’s peace?!”  Concluding 
an especially ribald ode to “Pameline Moppet’s fair tittery-whoppet,” Pennathorne 
obligingly falls silent.  Other than a barely perceptible humming made by the ship, there’s 
nothing to disturb the perfect stillness. 
 For a long while no one speaks, though Hanzor lapses into occasional fits of 
coughing, which grow worse as time passes.  Dr. Honeyman suggests another dose of 
Verzahl’s elixir, and the Kreebian nods, wincing in pain.  Searching his satchel for one of 
the malachite cubes, the doctor’s fingertips again brush the crystal cylinder, and again he 
lets the moment pass. 
 With the living lance secured in a groove along her right cuisse, Ellerine stands in 
front of them in a pose of unguarded ease, hands behind her back as she leans forward to 
watch Dr. Honeyman draw off a cupful of pinkish secretions.  He briefly explains what 
he was told about the glands inside, and she nods politely, like she already knows.  “It’s 
contemptible that the Yubians keep such fantastic knowledge to themselves,” the doctor 
complains, not for the first time.  “The suffering they could help to ease—it’s 
unconscionable!” 
 “They are selfish and conniving creatures,” agrees Ellerine.  “Are you still intent 
on fulfilling their murderous errand, especially now that the cure they promised you is 
destroyed?” 
 Dr. Honeyman opens his mouth to respond, claps it shut, then glances towards 
Pennathorne and Hanzor.  The former appears to have fallen asleep, while the Kreebian 
has swallowed his dose of Verzahl’s elixir and now sits, eyes closed, in an aspect of quiet 
meditation.  “I don’t know,” the doctor says at last.  “We have made certain promises.” 
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 Ellerine nods in understanding.  “A person’s word must count for something.  It is 
important, though, that a man not be too rigid in his allegiances.  Loyalty pledged in 
ignorance should have no sway when the truth is discovered, and blind unthinking 
loyalty—the kind so often demonstrated by the Sacradex and the Yubians—should be 
avoided at all costs, since it amounts to little more than self-imposed slavery.  Think on 
this, Honeyman of Altreng.  Think on your allegiances and the vows you have made.” 
 “Why have you never traveled outside of Gelm?” the doctor asks.  “Have you 
found no Calru Doors which lead to the Outer World?” 
 Ellerine shrugs.  “I have heard rumors, but have never come across one myself.” 
 “Can this formidable vessel not make the journey?” 
 “The Emerald Ship has crossed the black oceans of space,” she says, her helmet 
sprouting horns that curl back towards each other like a ramalekra’s.  “It could certainly 
make the journey from here to the Outer World.  The fact is that I remain in Gelm by 
choice.  It has been difficult enough trying to impose peace here; I cannot imagine the 
effort of doing so in the lands beyond.”  She pauses, as if considering the endeavor, then 
says, “Once I have reunited the Gelmish people I can turn my sights elsewhere, but that 
remains far in the future.  For now, I must content myself with this modest empire.” 
 “Is it really the only way?” muses Dr. Honeyman, half to himself.  “Conquest and 
domination?  The ‘imposition of peace’, to paraphrase your words.” 
 “At this point, I fear that it is,” replies Ellerine.  “I know very little about the 
current situation in the Outer World—other than what you’ve told me—but here in Gelm, 
humanity still exists very much in its most primitive mode.  Tribe versus tribe, faction 
against faction, all of them wallowing in superstition and ignorance.  Cooperation is the 
farthest thing from their minds, unless it is in the form of an alliance against common 
enemies, and even those tend to be short-lived.” 
 “The Outer World is no different,” says the doctor.  “Pennathorne and I have 
spent most of our lives fighting against one group or another.  History suggests it’s 
always been this way, to a greater or lesser degree.  A monotony of strife and bloodshed, 
generation after generation after generation.”  He hesitates, furrowing his brow.  “The 
notion of imposed peace, though, is troubling.  Is there no possibility of diplomacy, of 
mutual coexistence?” 
 “I do not seek the annihilation of the Scions of Hesker,” asserts Ellerine, “merely 
their obedience.  They are free to maintain their faith and customs, but not if it means 
continued warfare with the Aukurmandrine Nations.” 
 “My understanding is that the Aukurmandrine people have as much blood on their 
hands as anyone,” says the doctor.  “Why should the Scions of Hesker acquiesce to your 
rule, when your subjects have fought them remorselessly for millennia?” 
 Ellerine raises a gauntlet in objection.  “All the people of Gelm are my subjects, 
Scion and Aukurmandrine alike.  Some of them just haven’t accepted that fact yet.  Cities 
who resist my overtures are doomed, while those who concede are treated leniently and 
afterwards protected from any who would do them harm.  Look to Falthoremba, which 
has remained unmolested by the Aukurmandrine Nations since they came to my side.  
Then look to Cordec Rith, Telát, Vekkad, Barcand, where resistance led to destruction.” 
 “Belhet Kratonid and the Scions of Hesker will prevail,” intones Hanzor, eyes still 
closed, in the seat beside Dr. Honeyman.  “You will be defeated, Ix Denotic, and the 
sacred battlegear will be restored to Seven Stars Falling.  Sooner or later, all things must 
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change and give way.  Sooner or later, Hesker the Magnificent will return and scour the 
devils from the face of the world.  You can’t avoid destiny.” 
 The False Empress smirks thinly, but offers no rejoinder, and the interior of the 
Emerald Ship again falls into humming silence.  After a while, Pennathorne awakens and 
the three men make a scant meal of their remaining rations, prompting the doctor to ask 
Ellerine if she requires food or water any longer. 
 “I eat rarely,” she responds, “and drink even less.  Several years might pass before 
I do either, making me suspect they are essentially unnecessary at this point.  The armor 
seems to provide me with all the sustenance I need, though I do tend to sluggishness after 
long intervals without sufficient sunlight.” 
 “Like some kind of plant?” Pennathorne asks around a mouthful of bread. 
 “Yes,” replies Ellerine, shrugging, “I suppose.” 
 After their meal, Pennathorne and Hanzor both fall asleep, their chair-shaped 
extrusions reforming into oblong couch-shaped masses.  Dr. Honeyman takes Zein 
Erstlinker out of its envelope of parchment wax and begins to read, though he’s soon 
interrupted by Ellerine asking about its contents and author.  The doctor is only too happy 
to oblige, finding the subject reassuringly familiar in the present circumstances.  
“Lamersilke,” he says, “a pseudonym based on the Weiklanter word for a scourge or 
whip.  His real name is unknown.  He was born sometime in the mid-17th century to a 
minor Tamberlese noble family, who quickly disowned him with the publication of his 
first book.”  Dr. Honeyman holds up the battered tome, a fingertip marking a place 
roughly halfway through.  “‘The Outcast.’  It’s an apt title, the first in what would be a 
long career of provocative tracts, written by a man who was variously imprisoned in and 
banished from a dozen different countries.  He was absurdly progressive for his time—for 
anyone’s time, really—and made enemies of almost every priest and potentate he 
encountered, since he saw them as impediments to true freedom.  They enforced arbitrary 
and unnatural rules on people’s lives, all too often motivated by their own personal greed 
and insecurities.”  Pursing his lips, the doctor peers at Ellerine appraisingly.  “I doubt he 
would have cared much for your decision to ‘impose peace’ on the Gelmish populace.” 
 The helmet shifts, mimicking the texture of hair, perfect green ears forming out of 
the viridicine.  “What would be his solution, then?  Just let them tear at each other 
forever, their civilization mired in perpetual warfare?” 
 “He believed that war would eventually disappear if people could evolve beyond 
a state of superstitious tribalism.  A daunting proposition, he admitted, but he felt 
obligated to at least try and get the process started.  He was an especially virulent critic of 
the Sacradex Armrophere; Grand Obros Argrops went so far as to declare him a volgus 
máblimus, literally a ‘walking sacrifice.’  Any Ebramite who killed him could expect rich 
rewards from the Astral King.  The rest of his days were spent as a marked man, under 
the constant threat of death.  Nothing would dissuade him, though.” 
 “And did he become a victim of his own ideals?” 
 Dr. Honeyman shrugs.  “It’s uncertain.  His last work was published in 1709, after 
which there appears to be no record of him.  The current theory is that he died in the 
Peasant’s Revolution in Ormalia, which he’d written in support of during its earliest 
stages.  Or he might’ve disappeared into Outer Khamuth, a romantic notion he once 
described in a pamphlet dedicated to the crimes of the Punjiran Empire.”  The doctor 
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makes a small gesture of defeat.  “Most likely, though, he was murdered by one of his 
many enemies, some zealot dedicated to the bloodthirsty gods of ignorance.” 
 Ellerine nods thoughtfully, but says nothing, and Dr. Honeyman turns back to his 
book.  Some time later, lulled by the soft drone of the ship, he joins his companions in 
sleep.  It’s a restive slumber, and periodically he jerks awake, groggy and disoriented, to 
find Ellerine standing motionless across from him, her green eyes unblinking. 
 All three of them awaken when the ship lands, brought back to consciousness by 
the sudden absence of the constant background hum.  Ellerine is watching them 
expectantly, lance in hand.  “We have arrived,” she announces.  An archway opens in the 
right-hand wall, through which they can see a patch of rubble-strewn ground, reddish 
with early morning light. 
 Hanzor mutters an entreaty to Belhet Kratonid, and the three men pass out of the 
ship into a narrow defile, no more than half a mile wide, bounded on either side by sheer 
cliff faces.  Behind them the plain gradually widens, sloping downwards, dropping into 
dry rocky hills, while up ahead it grows narrower, finally terminating in an enormous 
rampart some three hundred yards across.  Isolated patches of thorny scrub dot the 
ground; otherwise the surroundings are barren and lifeless.  The wind gusts and groans 
through the cliffs above their heads, but down in the defile the air is nearly still. 
 Feet crunching over the dry gravel, the four figures approach the rampart, Ellerine 
in the lead, Hanzor lagging behind.  Made of enormous granite blocks, the wall rises up 
to a height of seventy or eighty feet, buttressed between more glowering cliffs.  In the 
center is a tall arched gateway, dark as a cave. 
 “It has been over seven centuries since I first stood before the walls of Mrrmoc,” 
says Ellerine, her voice blaringly loud in the stillness.  “The carvings upon them were not 
so eroded as now, and many were still decorated with paint and gold leaf.  But it was an 
old city even then, having been founded in the years before Hesker took the throne.” 
 “What happened here?” asks Dr. Honeyman in hushed tones, nearly overwhelmed 
by the sense of ancientness and desolation around them. 
 “After I became the Tobravirid, many of the Scions of Hesker were not at first 
disposed to fight me.  Some were even willing to consider that I was the prophesied 
return of Hesker the Magnificent, in spirit at least, if not in physical appearance.  The 
Aukurmandrine Nations came to believe that I was an avatar of the sacred Mother, 
though there was some disagreement as to whether I was a creator or destroyer.” 
 They’re close enough now to make out faint engravings on the face of the 
looming rampart, so blunted by the eons that it’s impossible to tell what they once 
depicted.  Five crenellated battlements jut up at regular intervals along the wall, each 
dotted with small rounded windows as emptily staring as the eyes of a skull. 
 “It was Yub and his followers who helped to foment war against me,” continues 
Ellerine, “preaching disunity and calling for righteous bloodshed.  They stirred the 
embers of old hatreds back into a raging fire.”  She pauses, surveying the crumbling walls 
ahead of them.  “That first war lasted more than a century, but they could never kill me, 
and so they could never defeat me.  One by one, I hunted them down.  Many of the 
greatest Scion warriors of the Third Phase died by my own hand, and a few even made a 
good reckoning of themselves before they perished.  The Secret Kreeb actually managed 
to stab me in the eye with a poisoned dagger before I tore out his heart.  It took nearly a 
month for the wound to heal.”  She glances towards Hanzor, whose jaw clenches beneath 
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his scraggly gray beard as he stares stonily into the distance.  “A few of Yub’s disciples 
retreated to Shining Calru’s laboratory, while Yub himself and all the rest fled here.” 
 They start forward again, towards the shadowy maw of the central archway, and 
the wind through the crags overhead rises into an eerie howl.  A sprinkling of pebbles 
clatters down the cliff face to their right, and Pennathorne whirls, pistol already in his 
hand, the gunshot echoing back and forth across the defile.  “Sorry,” he mutters 
sheepishly.  “This place has got me jumpy as a cat.”  Blowing out the pan, he motions for 
them to pay him no mind. 
 “I pursued them here with a small army,” says Ellerine, resuming her tale.  “Right 
to the great gilt and ivory gates that once stood in yon archway.  I demanded their 
surrender, promising to spare the citizens of Mrrmoc if only Yub and his zealots would 
give themselves over to me.  Even then, I did not desire slaughter, merely peace for Gelm 
and its people, which would be impossible as long as the Yubians were at large.”  She 
shakes her head, the helmet adopting the shape of a raptor’s head, the point of its beak 
resting between her colorless brows.  “They refused.” 
 “So you breached the gate and butchered everyone in the city,” interjects Hanzor. 
 Again Ellerine shakes her head.  “The gates were opened to me from within, by a 
guardsman who recognized the sincerity of my pledge.  I commanded my army to hold 
their ground outside, while I entered alone to settle with the Yubians.” 
 They pass into the dark archway, its peaked ceiling twenty feet over their heads, 
the path beneath wide enough for forty men to walk abreast.  Crossing through a dozen 
yards of inky shadows, they emerge onto a broad courtyard filled with crumbling 
statuary.  All around them, the enclosing cliffs have been carved into towers and garrets 
and galleries, all of them collapsing under the weight of millennia.  Droopy-eyed 
windows stare sightlessly into space, ancient disintegrating balconies lolling like tongues 
from the mouths of gaping black doorways.  Dawn’s gathering light does little to 
penetrate the murk beneath the cliffs, reaching the ground as a meager red-tinted glow 
that merely adds to the eeriness of that grim and forbidding place. 
 “Welcome to the Courtyard of the Gremrian Eye,” says Ellerine, gesturing at a 
low curving wall ahead of them, its shape indicating a circle some sixty feet across, fully 
half the width of the courtyard at its widest point.  “There lies the Eye itself, or what 
remains of it.”  As they get closer, they find that the wall encloses empty space, a vast 
circular well of echoing darkness.  “Once upon a time it was covered by a great lens of 
polished glass, designed by the vizier Radiant Gremrio to gather and disperse sunlight 
into the lower galleries of the city.  There were huge mirrors positioned atop the cliffs 
that kept this whole courtyard lit up from dawn until dusk.” 
 Hanzor hangs back, clearly loathe to approach the walled pit, but Pennathorne and 
the doctor follow along after Ellerine in a state of nervous excitement.  They’re both 
carrying their pistols now, cocked and at the ready, both stepping lightly across the ruined 
courtyard as though they’re trying to sneak up on something.  A second later they stop,  
skin prinkling with fear, their ears perceiving a low moaning sound rising from out of the 
pit itself, nearly inaudible over the muttering wind.  Undaunted, Ellerine leans over the 
low wall and calls into the abyss, “Come out, Yub!  Come out!  There are visitors to see 
you!” 
 The moaning ceases abruptly, followed by a long minute of silence.  Ellerine 
repeats her call, and finally a thunderous voice erupts from out of the pit.  “WHO 
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DISTURBS THE STILLNESS OF MRRMOC?!”  The ground shakes beneath their feet, 
dislodging a portion of ancient masonry from the cliff face, which tumbles to the 
courtyard in a cloud of dust and debris. 
 “It is Ellerine Tobravirid, Empress of all Gelm, bringer of the Fourth Phase, 
savior of the world.  Come out, Yub, lest I come in and get you.”  She  straightens up and 
begins circling around to the far side of the wall, seemingly confident that her command 
will be obeyed.  The three men follow along behind her, each of them stricken by varying 
degrees of wonder and dread. 
 Silence now from the yawning pit, broken occasionally by faint rumblings from 
far below them.  On the far side of the courtyard stands another tall archway, also 
gateless and opening into darkness, which, after some minutes more, begins emitting its 
own portentous noises—clankings and rattlings and ominous thuds.  The Outworlders 
shrink back, raising their pistols, while Hanzor looks poised to flee at any moment.  
Ellerine strides fearlessly on, halting beside a squat obelisk of pristine black stone, one of 
six ranged in a circle around the Gremrian Eye.  A hundred yards away, a monstrous 
procession emerges from the shadows beneath the arch, prompting the Kreebian to close 
his eyes in horror and commence a desperate prayer to Belhet Kratonid.  Eight of the 
misshapen things—for no other description will suffice—are the size of large hunting 
dogs, scuttling forward on six legs like gigantic crabs, while the ninth, easily as tall as a 
bull ramalekra, lumbers behind them on only four legs.  Hanzor hazards a quick glance in 
their direction, then looks away again, his face drained of color. 
 As the creatures draw closer, their true bizarre nature becomes clear; their 
‘bodies’ are in fact spherical constructions of argose glass and copper, each topped by a 
miniature obelisk of shiny black stone.  The appendages on the smaller creatures turn out 
to be human arms, sprouting incongruously from the sides of the metal spheres, while the 
larger creature does actually appear to be equipped with shaggy ramalekra legs.  “Uhl’s 
yard…” breathes Pennathorne, his tone a mixture of shock and disgust. 
 The procession halts a few yards away from Ellerine, and a voice calls out, 
“Hearken and behold, the enemy returns!”  They recognize it as the booming voice from 
the pit, though now of a far more human—even feeble—dimension.  “How long has it 
been since you last came here to gloat, evil one?  How long since you came to mock me 
in my anguish?”  It’s a dry and guttural voice, a voice of incredible age, and now they can 
see an elaborately gilt chair affixed to the face of the quadrupedal sphere; held there, in 
fact, by more human hands emerging from its front.  Strapped to the seat is a hunched 
and shrunken figure, swaddled in black robes hemmed with cloth-of-gold.  A withered 
hairless head emerges from the robes like something mummified and reptilian, staring at 
them through a pair of dark bulky goggles. 
 “Two centuries, at least,” replies Ellerine.  “You have added to your menagerie, I 
see.”  She lifts her chin at the massive four-legged construct. 
 “An old bull lost its way and wandered right to where you’re standing,” croaks 
Yub.  “We could hear it stomping around even down in the sub-vaults.  Perfect, just 
perfect.  Yes, yes, yes.  I’d finished work on this largest spirit-pod nearly a decade earlier, 
but never had anything big enough to fill it.”  The eight smaller creatures have spread out 
around the courtyard, picking over bits of debris, seemingly oblivious to the newcomers.  
Reaching up with one matchstick-thin hand, Yub adjusts a set of tiny keys on the side of 
his goggles.  “But why are you here, Ellerine, my old adversary?  And who are these 
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broken wretches you come dragging in behind you?”  The great ‘spirit-pod’ takes a 
plodding step forward on its ramalekra legs, while its human limbs, puny by comparison, 
tilt the gilt chair forward so its occupant can get a better view of the three men standing 
near the remains of the Gremrian Eye. 
 “Oh wise and powerful Yub!  Oh harrowed Mendler, suffering for so long!”  
Hanzor lowers himself painfully to his knees, hands raised in supplication, his face turned 
towards the ground.  “Know that I am your servant, your faithful disciple.  I was born 
into the Order of the Secret Kreeb, as was my father, and his father before him.  The 
False Empress is as much my enemy as yours.  Be assured that I am not here as her 
collaborator, but as her destroyer, if Belhet wills it.” 
 Yub laughs, a wheezing rasp full of bitterness.  “There must be more to you than 
meets the eye, then, Kreebian.  A deep reservoir of power, well-hidden.  All I see is a pile 
of filthy rags brimming with righteous hate.”  His laughter fades into an acrimonious 
sigh.  “Ah, Belhet, where is Hesker the Magnificent?  Where is the promised one, who 
will deliver us from the usurper?  Surely it’s not this gaunt carcass calling itself brother to 
my old comrade, the Secret Kreeb.  Surely not, surely not!  No, no, no!” 
 “I make no claim to be Hesker returned,” Hanzor says evenly.  “I merely vowed 
to fight the False Empress and her devils to my very last breath.  It’s the same promise 
your old comrade made to you, or so we’re told.  ‘Never abandon the struggle, even unto 
death.’”  He glances up at Ellerine, who has turned to look at him with a dispassionate 
expression on her pallid face.  “Events have taken a strange turn, I’ll admit,” he says, 
dropping his gaze again, “but I’m still bound by that vow.  My only purpose is to prepare 
the way for the rightful Tobravirid to return to Gelm.” 
 “What about the two of you?” rasps Yub, adjusting his goggles as he leans 
forward to peer at Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman.  “Outworlders, unless my eyes 
deceive me.  Are you Longspears?  Adventurers?  Treasure-hunters?  Traders blown off 
course?  Speak up!” 
 “We’re adventurers from Altreng,” says Dr. Honeyman, “who ended up here quite 
by accident.”  He relates their discovery of the Calru Door in the hold of Redlock’s ship, 
followed by their subsequent appearance in Lowest Gelm, at which point the desiccated 
form in the gilt chair interrupts him with a hiss. 
 “Shining Calru’s laboratory!  The recovered knowledge!  All my great work!”  
Gasping with excitement, Yub shakes his emaciated hand at them.  “Is it intact?  Did you 
see it?  Are the records still being maintained?  Speak up, speak up!” 
 “The master of the collections was our tutor,” says the doctor.  “A man named 
Shultho.  He had the greatest reverence for you and your work.” 
 “How many?” asks Yub, his voice catching with emotion.  “How many of my 
disciples still live?” 
 “I couldn’t say for certain,” replies the doctor.  “We met only a handful.  Shultho, 
Cailac, Verzahl—” 
 “Verzahl?  Verzahl the Telátian?  Ah, yes, yes, yes!  I knew him!  One of my last 
disciples; a man of extraordinary talents, with a heart of flint.  He had wanted to be here, 
in Mrrmoc, during our last battle with Ellerine, but I insisted he seek refuge in Lower 
Gelm, to continue the fight if we failed to destroy her.” 
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 “What happened here?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “We’ve heard Ellerine’s version of 
the tale, but it’s at odds with what we’ve been told by the Scions of Hesker.  We hoped 
you could help resolve the issue.” 
 “Her army was at the gates,” hisses Yub, “promising defeat and death, defilement 
and slavery.  We had no choice but to do as we did.” 
 “What?” the doctor repeats.  “What did you do?”  On the ground next to him, 
Hanzor hunches lower over his knees, as though fearful of hearing what comes next. 
 “We were gathered in the Deep Lock,” answers Yub, “just above the catacombs.  
Ah, what a stench!  Even now, it pervades the sub-vaults, that very same rank fetor.  The 
smell of it never fails to project back to that day six centuries ago.  Back to those same 
soul-crushing choices, inescapable even now.  Belhet forgive us, we did what we had to 
do.” 
 “Uhl’s yard,” huffs Pennathorne.  “Just tell us what happened, you ugglesome 
scrag.”  He pronounces this tongue-twisting mash of Lewlander and Gelmish without a 
stumble, though the two languages could hardly sound more discordant together. 
 “She had entered the city, don’t you see?” says Yub, almost pleadingly.  “Belhet 
protect us, she was inside the walls!  The False Empress, the enemy of all humankind, 
here in Mrrmoc, my birthplace, our last retreat.  Do you understand?  Can you 
comprehend?  The Head of Doom was staring us in the face!”  His voice rises to a 
strangled shrillness, before he slumps back, gasping.  “Ôshept volunteered to activate the 
weapon.  He and two novices—whose names I can never remember, if indeed I ever 
actually knew them—carried the device all the way up to the first sublevel, to the top of 
the great stair that leads into the Vault of Echoes.  Just below our feet, in fact.  It was 
there that they unleashed our last desperate defense against Ellerine.” 
 “What was the nature of this weapon?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “A jar made of argose glass and Hyross steel,” replies Yub, “two-thirds the height 
of a man, though only half as heavy.  Spirits of wind and fire sealed inside, furious to 
escape.  It took me six long decades to design and build; sixty years studying the Heads 
of Destruction, praying to Belhet for guidance, all while the False Empress gained in 
power and the Scions of Hesker slowly eroded away.”  Sneering, he turns his goggles on 
Ellerine.  “Damn you a thousand times, and a thousand times again, for what you’ve 
done, evil one!  Damn you, damn you, damn you!  Know that you cannot escape the 
vengeance of the Many-Headed, not even if you exterminate every last human in Gelm.  
Eventually your sins will drag you down.” 
 “We shall see,” retorts Ellerine, smirking at Yub’s fury.  “I suppose you still 
intend to live long enough to find out?” 
 “I will pass out of this life only after I know you’re dead, not a second before,” 
hisses Yub.  “Let it take ten more millennia, I’ll bide my time here in Mrrmoc, patiently 
waiting for word of your destruction.  I’ve sacrificed too much—oh, yes, too much, 
indeed!—to be robbed of that satisfaction.” 
 “It was you who developed the longevity treatments practiced by your disciples in 
Lower Gelm, yes?” interjects Dr. Honeyman.  “The ones which have presumably helped 
you yourself live for better than two thousand years?” 
 “The Ancient Knowledge is the source of all such wisdom,” says Yub.  “I merely 
pieced together whatever scraps I could find, filling in the gaps that I was able to along 
the way.  Study and experimentation, just as the great priest-scientists taught.” 
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 “What about resurrection?” asks the doctor.  “What did you learn about that?” 
 “A body recently dead may be returned to life, oh, yes,” croaks Yub, nodding.  
“The measured infusion of certain chemical preparations, the careful application of heat 
and current—yes, yes, yes.  If left for too long, though, a corpse will remain a corpse, no 
matter what efforts are made.”  He adjusts his goggles, refocusing on the Outworlders.  
“You still haven’t told me what has brought you here in the company of the False 
Empress.  How did you spend your time among my disciples?” 
 “They saved us from certain death,” says Pennathorne, “then blackmailed us into 
hunting down Ellerine for them.  Too scared to do it themselves.  I suspect it’s because 
they lop off their danglers, which I suspect would take a toll on any man’s courage.”  He 
makes a chopping motion in front of his crotch, eyes wide with disbelief.  “You didn’t 
teach them to do that, did you?” 
 “They recruited you as the destroyers of the False Empress?”  The Mendler’s tone 
belies his disappointment.  “Ah, Belhet, what has become of my disciples?  Where have 
their brains gone?  Am I doomed to wait here in Mrrmoc forever?”  He lapses into a 
groaning lament, the sound of which brings the eight smaller spirit-pods hurrying back 
from all corners of the ruined courtyard.  Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman raise their 
pistols as the monstrous things mill close around them, seemingly agitated by Yub’s 
rising wail. 
 “The Masters-Who-Do-Not-Die have given the Outworlders a new weapon,” says 
Hanzor, still kneeling dejectedly beside the doctor.  He repeats it, a second later, as Yub 
continues his mindless wail.  “Something Verzahl made, they told me, which would 
destroy the False Empress once and for all.” 
 At the mention of his old disciple, Yub falls silent, turning his goggles from 
Hanzor, to Ellerine, and back again.  “Why does she seem so unconcerned, then?” 
 “Her arrogance will be her destruction,” declares the Kreebian.  He hesitates, then 
adds, “Though I pray it won’t be at the cost of an entire human city.” 
 “We had no other choice!” Yub spits vehemently.  “Didn’t you hear me?  She was 
inside the walls!  Mrrmoc was doomed either way.  Better to be consumed in righteous 
fire than tortured and enslaved by the Empress of Devils.” 
 “How many survived?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “What does it matter?!”  The huge spirit-pod thuds forward, stopping a few feet in 
front of Ellerine, who doesn’t even flinch as it approaches.  They can see now that the 
black obelisk on its back—on all the spirit-pods’ backs—is infused with a purplish glow, 
now and then crackling with flashes of energy, like miniature lightning strikes.  “All of 
them are dead now,” hisses Yub.  “Dead, dead, dead!  And I’m left alone with nothing 
but corpses and ghosts.  Corpses and ghosts!  I made what use I could of the former, but 
the latter—damn them!—have always haunted me.  Oh, yes, I am haunted, every day 
now for centuries, trapped here in a city emptied of everything but suffering.  I tell you, 
though, that I would make the same decision again—just the same!—to save my people 
from the tyranny of this evil creature.” 
 “You see now?” asks Ellerine, turning to the three men standing behind her.  “He 
is mad, a zealot.  I entered Mrrmoc in peace all those years ago; not a single one of her 
citizens died by my hand before Yub’s weapon consumed the city in fire.” 
 “A serpent slithering into the henhouse,” spits Yub.  “Crafty, calculating, spying 
out its victims before it strikes.  Our only choice was to try and kill it, however we could.  
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A tragedy that our effort failed, and a testament to the power of Hesker’s armor, now, 
alas, used for such evil.  Oh, such evil!  Such cold relentless evil!  Witch!  Villainess!  
Usurper!”  Again his temper flares, his wrinkled face clenched around the bulky goggles 
in a hideous snarl.  “Get out, all of you!  Damn you and your graveyard revelries!  Leave 
the dead in peace!  Damn you, damn you!  Let these ghosts remain undisturbed!”  The 
small spirit-pods scuttle about in silent agitation, now and then coming close enough to 
grab at the three men’s clothing before scurrying off, while assiduously avoiding Ellerine. 
 Pennathorne and the doctor help Hanzor to his feet, the three of them inclined to 
follow Yub’s suggestion and take their leave of Mrrmoc.  Ellerine, however, remains 
motionless before the looming spirit-pod, which even now rears back on its shaggy 
columnar legs as though preparing to stomp her through the courtyard and into the Vault 
of Echoes below.  On its back, the black obelisk sparks and flashes, while Yub babbles 
furiously from his gilt chair. 
 Down come the heavy hooves, Ellerine gazing up at them impassively.  In the 
blink of an eye, a thousand thin blades sprout from her armor, passing through flesh, 
bone, and hoof with equal ease.  Pressed low under the weight of the immense spirit-pod, 
Ellerine quickly steps aside, the blades reabsorbed into her armor as quickly as they had 
appeared.  Crippled, the spirit-pod topples over, Yub howling demonically as he’s carried 
down with it. 
 The smaller spirit-pods immediately hurry to Yub’s side, gathering defensively 
around the spasming wreckage of their huge four-legged counterpart.  “Damn you!” 
comes Yub’s strangled rasp.  “Damn you!  Can your appetite for cruelty never be sated?  
Is it bottomless?  Even now, after all these years, must you still come here to torment me?  
How much more humiliation must I suffer?  How much, how much, how much?”  As the 
dust settles, they can see that his gilt chair is still held in place by a few of the 
disembodied human arms at the front of the damaged spirit-pod, enough that he seems to 
have been spared any serious injury from the fall. 
 “I come to talk, and you attack me,” sighs Ellerine, peering down at Yub as he 
writhes against the straps holding him in the chair.  “Then you curse me when I defend 
myself.  That you have remained so stubbornly arrogant after two thousand years is truly 
astonishing, Yub the Mendler.  It is the same intractable attitude which has brought the 
Scions of Hesker to the brink of extinction.  Think on that, my old adversary.” 
 “Get out, get out, get out!” spits Yub, while three of the smaller spirit-pods take 
hold of his gilt chair and lift it upright between them.  “Your end is coming, evil one!  
Yes, yes, yes!  Belhet will not let you escape for much longer, mark my words!”  The 
obelisk atop the wrecked spirit-pod has fallen dark, and a caustic-smelling vapor has 
begun seeping from rents in its argose glass and copper shell.  Blood and a rank greenish 
ichor mingle together in puddles on the ground. 
 “Farewell, then, Yub,” says Ellerine, inclining her winged helmet at the withered 
figure.  “Until we meet again.” 
 “We shan’t meet again, damn you!  Not in this world, or another—no, no, no, not 
ever!  The next I hear of you will be on the news of your death!”  The crazed Mendler 
claws the air with his shrunken hands as the eight remaining spirit-pods begin to retreat, 
bearing away their master in his elaborate chair.  “Mark my words, you’ll be heading to 
the land of shadow long before I do, oh, yes!  Farewell, evil one!  Farewell!  We won’t 
see each other again!” 
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 Turning, Ellerine motions at the three men standing by the ruins of the Gremrian 
Eye, and the four of them wordlessly cross the courtyard, passing once again through the 
great archway and into the rubble-strewn defile beyond.  The Emerald Ship, now shaped 
like a green ziggurat, waits patiently in the distance.  Halting just outside the doorway 
that opens in the ship’s side, Ellerine turns to regard them with her jade-colored eyes.  
“You see now that I spoke the truth.  Mrrmoc’s destruction was not my doing, but Yub’s.  
In his cowardice, he chose to murder scores of his own people, rather than face his own 
death with such courage as befits a great man.  And so, in spite of his crimes, I let him 
live on in his pathetic madness, tormented by ghosts.  Let him die when he is finally 
brave enough.” 
 Hanzor straightens up, his stance resolute, but his eyes betraying a bottomless 
sorrow.  It’s an expression that both Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman recognize from the 
survivors of Bloody Hill, who would talk bravely of their last stand against the 
Urkadians, even as their eyes conveyed nothing but desolation.  “You are still to blame, 
Ellerine Ix Denotic,” the Kreebian says at last, leveling his mournful gaze at her.  “If you 
had never come to Mrrmoc in the first place, if you’d left Yub and his people in peace…”  
He trails off, momentarily overcome.  “They had no other choice but to do as they did.” 
 Ellerine sighs.  “I see that even the truth cannot penetrate your zealotry, Hanzor of 
Sylasp.  A shame.  If you had merely been born Orlac, or Yolac, or Rexpagu, we might 
have been friends.”  She turns to look at the Outworlders.  “What about you?  Does what 
you have seen here have any influence on your thinking?  Are you still resolved to try 
and murder me for the Yubians?” 
 Pennathorne and Dr. Honeyman exchange glances, uncertainty written on their 
faces.  “Uhl’s yard,” Pennathorne huffs sourly.  “I don’t know what to think anymore.”  
Beside him, the doctor shrugs helplessly and shakes his head. 
 “When the time comes,” intones Hanzor, “we will all fulfill the vows we’ve 
made.”  He looks pointedly at his two Outworlder companions.  “You cannot escape your 
destiny.  Not now, not after coming so far.” 
 “What is this new weapon that Yub’s disciples have created?” asks Ellerine.  
“Over the years, they have sent assassins bearing all sorts of armaments against me, and 
all to no avail.  A few have even killed their wielders; did you know that?  Blown apart, 
incinerated, disemboweled, mutilated.  All of them have died, one way or another.  The 
Yubians might speak to you of your glorious destiny, but know that in their eyes you are 
merely a tool, to be used and discarded as needs be.” 
 Dr. Honeyman adjusts the satchel across his chest, trying to arrange his racing 
thoughts.  “The weapon must remain a secret for now.”  Frowning, he adds, “Know, 
though, that I’m no believer in destiny.  I reserve the right to make my own decisions.” 
 “Would you still meet Aukurmandros for yourself?” asks Ellerine. 
 “Yes,” answers the doctor, without hesitation.  “‘The Uncountable Host’ is the 
last great question mark on LiBale’s map.” 
 “Aye, let’s go,” says Pennathorne, waving his hand at the Emerald Ship.  “It’s 
time we took our leave of this dismal place.” 
 “What about you, Hanzor of Sylasp?”  Ellerine raises a gauntlet towards him, its 
surface covered in a pattern of flames. 
 Staring into the middle distance, the grizzled Kreebian nods and stifles a cough.  
“None of us can escape what’s coming,” he murmurs.  “There’s no use in even trying.” 
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 And so it was that in my dying Moment—helpless, alone, and beset by Devils—I 
found myself abandoned by Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!), my Entreaties 
echoing emptily into the Sky.  Flapping their black Wings and laughing, the Devils 
mocked me where I lay, closing in to tear at me with their dreadful Claws.  I mustered 
one last Breath, the Ember of my Faith flaring even as my Life expired, and called one 
final Time on Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) and Wonder of Wonders!—
the Devils shrieked and fled speedily away.  Men in war-like Array appeared, roaring 
Damnation at the fleeing Monsters, and I knew then that they were Spirits sent to save 
me.  I had not been abandoned by Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!), but 
merely tested.  My Faith had not wavered, even at the Moment of Ultimate Truth, and so 
He smiled upon me as a devoted Son, to be blessed with more Life. 
 The Spirit-men quickly gave me Water to drink and, when I was strong enough, 
Meat and Bread to eat.  Six in total, they were swart and high-cheeked Beings, though so 
layered in Robes and Sashes that I rarely saw more than their Eyes.  Gently, they tended 
to my Wounds, displaying a Kindness that I’d not yet encountered during my Journey 
through the Fifth Kingdom, and thus left no Doubt regarding their Divine Origins. 
 I could not say for exactly how many Days I traveled in the company of these 
Spirit-men, since I spent most of the Time prone in the back of a Cart, delirious with 
Fever.  A Week, at least, and perhaps as many as two.  I remember crying out to 
Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) as my Body was racked with Ague, the 
Sound of which seemed to greatly agitate my Hosts.  Even after I had recovered, the mere 
mention of His Name provoked Frowns and disapproving Gestures, as though my base 
Human Tongue weren’t fit to pronounce It.  Finally, they abandoned me at the Foot of a 
Moss-covered Hill, leaving me a full Waterskin and a few Days’ Rations.  When I tried to 
follow they waved me angrily away, sometimes raising a Fist as if to strike me, and 
pointed in a Direction roughly opposite the one they were going. 
 And so I was left alone again, Magnatherius (ALL GLORY TO HIS NAME!) 
having rescued and protected me, as a Sign that I would never be forsaken.  My Wounds 
were healed and my Faith rekindled, and so He saw fit to let me finish my Journey alone, 
since now I was strong enough to face what still lay ahead.  Taking up my Bundle, I 
turned my Feet in the Direction that the Spirit-men had indicated, a Path which would 
ultimately lead me back to Hearth and Home, a Place I’d never thought to see again. 

-from the Magnocactadictum 
by Arcant Samûlus, comp. 1475 

 
 “Aukurmandros’ lair is far to the north,” Ellerine tells them, back inside the ship, 
which has already begun to hum and subtly change shape around them.  “It will take at 
least two days to get there.” 
 Seeming not to hear, the men seat themselves once again in their chair-shaped 
extrusions, each of them preoccupied his own thoughts.  For a while there’s silence inside 
the Emerald Ship, until Pennathorne finally takes up another of his apparently endless 
supply of lewd ballads.  Dr. Honeyman cuts him off with a single glowering look, before 
asking Ellerine, “So where in the Outer World were you born?  I think I read once that 
you were Ormalian.  Can you even remember after all this time?” 
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 She smirks at him, then gestures at Hanzor.  “What do you say, Sylaspian?  What 
do the Scions of Hesker believe about my origins?” 
 “It’s generally known that you came from the Outer World,” answers Hanzor.  
“Some of the devils, I’ve heard, believe you came from outer space—from the moon, or 
some star or another—but this is just a lie to try and link you to Hesker the Magnificent.” 
 “And from where in the Outer World am I supposed to hail?” presses Ellerine. 
 Hanzor hesitates, chewing his lip and frowning.  “You will surely deny it, but the 
truth is plain enough.  You’re from Tembriatis, that mysterious country near the top of 
the world.  You took up the colors of the Sacradex, and came here to pillage the secrets of 
the fallen Hyross.  And now you declare your contempt for the Longspears and offer 
rewards for their death or capture, all to obscure your own vile origins.”  He sneers and 
spits at her feet. 
 Dr. Honeyman furrows his brow.  “Did you say ‘Tembriatis’?  That’s a legend 
even in the Outer World.  An island near the northern pole, supposedly home to a coven 
of powerful witches.” 
 “There’s no other way she could’ve gotten into Seven Stars Falling,” declares 
Hanzor, narrowing his eyes at the False Empress, “no other way she could’ve stolen 
Hesker’s battlegear.   A bred sorceress with the heart of a thief.” 
 “You’re partly right, at least,” says Ellerine.  “I was born in the Outer World, 
though not in mythical Tembriatis.  Rather it was in a nameless village in a territory 
called Drasclaux.” 
 “We’ve been there,” interjects Pennathorne.  “Melvin and I both.  It straddles 
parts of Ormalia and Mauxterone, right?  Just along the Bight of Hengan?” 
 “As you say,” replies Ellerine, nodding, “though my memories of it are so far 
away now as to be like a half-remembered dream.” 
 “A beautiful country,” says Pennathorne, “especially along the coast.  We’ve 
visited it many times over the years.  They make excellent beer there, and a kind of 
peppery fish stew that scorches as much going out as it does coming in.  And the lasses 
are some of the friendliest I’ve ever met.”  He makes a low rumbling in his throat, 
grinning wolfishly. 
 “We spent some of the more peaceful interludes between our adventures in 
southwestern Arthestria,” explains Dr. Honeyman.  “Tamberles, Mauxterone, and 
Ormalia have all remained relatively unaffected by most of the recent turmoil.” 
 “In my time it was a place torn by war,” says Ellerine, “divided into dozens of 
petty kingdoms and minor principalities, all of them vying for power against all the 
others.  My childhood, I think, was spent as an orphan.  I have only the vaguest 
impressions of my parents, and it seems to me that they died when I was still very 
young.”  She shakes her head, the helmet bulging with eyes and tentacles, each perfectly 
frozen in jade.  “Perhaps those are Hesker’s memories, or something confabulated by the 
armor itself.  I do not know for certain.” 
 “Is the armor’s power worth it?” asks the doctor.  “Is it worth losing your 
memories, your very sense of self?” 
 Ellerine’s brow furrows in thought above her aquiline nose.  “My own memories 
were not worth saving,” she says at last.  “From orphan, I became a crusader, consumed 
by the militant philosophy of the Sacradex Armrophere.” 
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 “So you admit it!” hisses Hanzor, leveling an accusatory finger at her.  “You 
came here as a Longspear raider, bent on thievery!” 
 “I did come here at first to conquer this land for the Sacradex, before I learned to 
detest their beliefs as narrow-minded superstition.  They have no understanding of the 
universe’s true nature.  Their creed is one of bloodthirsty arrogance, predisposed to 
conflict; a codification of war as religious duty.”  Ellerine fixes her gaze on Hanzor, who 
lowers his finger.  “The Longspears and the Scions of Hesker have much in common, 
despite the different names of their gods.” 
 “And how are you any different now than when you first arrived?” Hanzor retorts.  
“You seem as bent on conquest today as you must have been when you came here for the 
Sacradex all those centuries ago.” 
 Ellerine shakes her head again.  “The Sacradex desire homogeny; they seek to 
crush out all cultures and religions but their own.  Their grand vision will be fulfilled 
when armropheres to Magnatherius are raised in every capital and every citizen on Irsus 
can recite the Arcants’ Dicta.  I insist on no such sacrifices from the people of Gelm, 
merely peaceful coexistence.” 
 “How did you come to find Hesker’s battlegear?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Seven 
Stars Falling is supposed to be fraught with all kinds of traps and horrible monsters.” 
 “We took the riskier route from Arthestria, across the Sea of Tombs,” says 
Ellerine.  “I cannot now remember how many people were on the ship, or even how the 
journey went, but I do recall the excitement when we finally spied land ahead of us.  It 
tuned out to be an island lying along the Poisonous League, whose noxious vapors made 
the eastern coast all but uninhabitable.  Fortunately, a narrow ridge of mountains 
protected the island’s western coast, and it was here that we made our first camp in the 
Fifth Kingdom.  After some days of exploration, we discovered a little valley hidden high 
up in the cliffs, which turned out to mark the entrance into Seven Stars Falling.” 
 “And the traps and guardians?” asks the doctor. 
 “Many were inactive after so long,” Ellerine replies.  “Others worked only 
partially, though they were still lethal enough.”  She shrugs.  “After a while, it was just 
myself and one other crusader, a man whose name and face I have long since forgotten.  I 
do remember when we finally found the Calru Door leading to Yothroc Unraxea, though.  
We thought it was a well.  One of us—I can’t remember which—fell in as we were trying 
to slake our thirst, and the other jumped in after.” 
 “You mentioned Yothroc Unraxea earlier,” says the doctor, “but were a little 
vague as to the specifics.  ‘The Fortress Overhead,’ I think you called it.” 
 “It is a wing of Seven Stars Falling,” explains Ellerine, “built on the moon.” 
 “On the moon,” Dr. Honeyman repeats incredulously, pointing towards the 
ceiling in order to clarify. 
 “Why does this seem impossible to you,” asks Ellerine, “after all that you have 
seen?”  Dr. Honeyman concedes the point with a gesture, and she continues, “Yothroc 
Unraxea is a modest stronghold, but incredibly ancient, from before the time of 
Ceraphod, even.” 
 “So the Hyross didn’t build it?” says the doctor. 
 A shake of the finned green helmet.  “No human had a hand in its construction; 
indeed, it was old when humankind was still on all fours and the world wore a different 
face.  It was raised sometime in the mists of prehistory, millions of years ago, by a race of 
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incredible power—those same beings, in fact, who bestowed the viridicine battlegear and 
the Ancient Knowledge upon Hesker the Magnificent.” 
 “Which you stole from its rightful resting place,” interrupts Hanzor, “damning us 
all in the process.” 
 “At the time, I was merely bent on saving my own life,” says Ellerine.  “Inside 
Yothroc Unraxea, Hesker’s battlegear was guarded by creatures similar to Yub’s spirit-
pods, but humanoid and built for combat.  My companion was slain, and I was gravely 
wounded—dying, certainly—as I tried to escape them.  I can still clearly remember 
seeing the armor in a niche on the wall—crystalline green surrounded by gold leaf and 
onyx—but I cannot actually recall the moment when I put it on.” 
 “If only Hesker’s guardians had been a little quicker,” growls Hanzor, glowering 
at her blackly. 
 Ellerine ignores him.  “I was immediately struck unconscious, and remained so 
for some time.  My companion’s corpse, puffy and discolored, is still a vivid memory.  
The guardians were ranged around me when I awoke, weapons at the ready, but 
motionless, as if they were waiting for something.  Miraculously, I found my wounds 
already closed and beginning to heal, though I was weak with hunger and thirst.”  She 
pauses, then shrugs and says, “I decided to put on the rest of the armor before I went 
looking for sustenance.  Fully suited, with the living lance in my hand, the guardians 
stood aside and saluted me as the Tobravirid.  After that, it was just a matter of 
convincing the people of Gelm to do the same.” 
 “And the Emerald Ship?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “It was waiting for me in the valley outside Seven Stars Falling,” replies Ellerine.  
“It was shaped like a great green obelisk, and greeted me as an old friend when I 
appeared.” 
 “How fast can it go?” asks Pennathorne, gazing around at the deceptively warped 
interior space. 
 Ellerine smiles and a small hole appears in the ceiling over their heads, widening 
swiftly, the cloudless blue sky suddenly visible, the walls dissolving away all around 
them.  Within a few seconds, the Emerald Ship opens up and reforms, so that they soon 
find themselves sitting on the top of a great green discus, drifting some twenty or thirty 
feet above the barren rocky ground.  To their right rises a line of jagged hills; to their left, 
a wall of glowering cliffs.  The ship is climbing as it flies, gaining both speed and altitude 
at a rapidly increasing rate.  The chair-shaped extrusions begin to readjust against these 
new stresses, holding their passengers in place as the wind presses against them.  Fifty 
feet above the ground and they’re traveling as fast as a galloping arda; a minute later, 
both of these figures have doubled.  Ellerine stands immobile before them, her viridicine 
boots rooted to the deck, her face lifted towards the sun.  Faster and higher they go, faster 
and higher, until speed and distance are lost in the roar of the wind. 
 Then, as quickly as they were outside, they’re back inside, the ship closing up 
around them so that they’re left in perfect humming silence, their hair and clothes in wild 
disarray, their faces numb.  Hanzor, nauseated by the abrupt switch back and forth, 
retches, coughing painfully, and even Dr. Honeyman has to swallow his rising bile.  
Pennathorne alone wears an expression of elation on his face, laughing with delight as he 
smoothes his windblown beard.  “What an arse-clencher!” he hoots.  “Even better than 
roping tortiphants!” 
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 “Such speed is best used sparingly,” says Ellerine.  “Pressed too fast for too long 
and the ship will exhaust itself, to the point where it will have to rest for some time 
before resuming activity.  Through the empty depths of space, though, it can travel very 
fast indeed, and for years at a time.” 
 “It’s all just so unbelievable,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, mostly to himself.  The 
weirdness of this journey—from Ferncliff to Gelm, from reality to absurdity—suddenly 
presses against him like a physical weight.  “What about the gods?  You’ve spoken of 
them in passing, but I would have a plain answer from you.” 
 “My knowledge of them is scant,” Ellerine admits.  “What would you have me 
tell you?” 
 “The truth, damn it all!” snaps the doctor, his anxiety giving way to frustration.  “I 
want to know if I’ve been wrong all this time!  Is the universe governed by logical natural 
laws, as I used to believe, or is it instead shaped by the whims of magical beings like 
Magnatherius and Uhl and Belhet?  And if that’s the case, then which one of them is 
actually in charge?  To whom should I be directing my prayers?” 
 “It is a deep question you pose,” admits Ellerine, “and one without easy answers, 
since lines begin to blur at a certain point.  There do exist beings of mind-boggling power 
in the universe, some of them almost certainly capable of creating new stars or even 
planets.  Some of them have just as surely influenced the course of human civilization; 
consider the effect the Ancient Knowledge has had, or the viridicine battlegear.” 
 “So the gods do exist,” mutters Dr. Honeyman, a mix of disappointment and 
disbelief in his voice. 
 Ellerine raises a gauntlet.  “In a manner of speaking, but not exactly as you 
imagine.  For all their power, the beings I describe still exist within the universe, and so 
are governed by its laws.  And there are laws, Honeyman of Altreng.  In that you are 
absolutely right.  Of all the wonders you have seen and experienced here in Gelm, every 
one of them exists within the bounds of nature.  It is just that those bounds are infinitely 
larger than you ever suspected.”  She smiles at the doctor pityingly.  “Do not lament your 
ignorance in this; human minds are ill-equipped to comprehend the complex motions of 
the universal machine.  At this stage in your development, it is far easier to attribute such 
phenomena—the Calru Doors, Hesker’s armor, this ship—to vague and imprecise 
mechanisms like magic or divine whim.” 
 “It might as well be magic,” remarks Pennathorne, waving his hand to encompass 
their glowing green surroundings.  “And beings who can create stars and planets pretty 
much sound like gods to me.” 
 Ellerine shrugs, eerily realistic battle scenes forming in low relief across her 
cuirass and pauldrons.  “As I said, lines begin to blur at a certain point, depending on how 
one chooses to define godhood.  It comes down to a measure of power, I suppose, though 
none of these beings yet have the power to break the laws of nature.” 
 “But what about the source of the universal machine?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  
“How did the whole thing get started in the first place?” 
 Ellerine laughs, the sound blaring in the enclosed space, and shakes her head.  
“That I do not know; I doubt anyone does.  Perhaps it was a force from outside this 
reality, which even now exists beyond our detection, or some catalyst that ceased to exist 
as soon as the universe came into being.”  She shrugs again.  “Perhaps the universe has 
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always existed, endless and infinite, and no one created it.  Maybe this is just the way 
things always have been and always will be.” 
 “So Magnatherius isn’t the source of all existence, as the Ebramites would have 
us believe?” asks the doctor.  “Or Belhet, as the Scions of Hesker maintain?” 
 “They are symbols,” says Ellerine, “each the embodiment of a particular 
cosmology.  Religion is humanity’s earliest and most primitive attempt at something like 
science, seeking to codify and explain the universe in the most limited terms.  
Magnatherius and Belhet are methods by which their followers make sense of the world, 
however incomplete and idiosyncratic those methods might be.” 
 “Your blasphemy is beyond reckoning,” interjects Hanzor.  “Both of you.  Belhet 
Kratonid’s existence is evident in everything, all around us, each of Its million Heads 
given a form in the world, from the light of the sun, to the changing of the seasons, to the 
shape of the mountains and the course of the rivers.  Each one has a name and a purpose, 
though you might be too blind to see it.” 
 “Semantics,” says Ellerine.  “You point at the sun and name it as Lacál, the Head 
of Radiance, but have no understanding of its true character, no idea how its light is 
created.  Winter passes into spring and you attribute it variously to the Heads of Time, 
Renewal, and Mercies, each one playing its vital part in your esoteric cosmology, but 
none of them providing an actual explanation.  All things merely happen according to the 
impenetrable will of Belhet.” 
 “There’s no further explanation necessary, or even possible!” retorts Hanzor, his 
snarl lapsing into a ragged cough. 
 “On that, Hanzor of Sylasp, you are wrong,” says Ellerine, once his fit has passed.  
“Further explanation is not only possible, given enough time and effort, but also 
necessary, since a greater understanding of the universe can help to improve the lot of 
humankind.” 
 “Or destroy it,” murmurs Dr. Honeyman, thinking of the Hyross and the 
Sunderage, and of his and Pennathorne’s own mission for LiBale and Empress Agrend.  
What would the nations of Arthestria do with Hesker’s battlegear, or the Yubians’ 
incredible knowledge?  He shudders inwardly at the thought, remembering all too well 
the horrors of the last war. 
 “Aye, well,” says Pennathorne, interrupting the doctor’s reverie, “I don’t think I’ll 
be shitting all over the gods just yet.  I’d hate to lose my spot at Uhl’s table.” 
 Dr. Honeyman sighs, feeling suddenly depleted.  “You prove as impervious to 
reason as ever,” he chides Pennathorne, whose only rejoinder is an infuriating grin.  
Looking away, the doctor leans his head back against his chair and closes his eye. 
 He almost immediately opens them again, as Hanzor stands and faces the False 
Empress with clenched fists, a pugilist about to strike.  A second later, the Kreebian turns 
aside and limps to the rear of the chamber, stifling another cough as he lowers himself to 
the floor.  Kneeling, he begins to chant, just loud enough to be heard.  “Belhet Kratonid, 
maker of the worlds, protect me from harm.  Belhet Kratonid, maker of the stars, give me 
strength against my enemies.  Belhet Kratonid, maker of what is outside and what is 
inside, of what came before and what comes after, guide my soul into the Golden Prime, 
where your million Heads are One.”  Three times he bows stiffly over his knees, then 
repeats the prayer, its sing-song cadence lulling the doctor’s eyes closed again.  Soon he’s 
fully asleep, dreaming of a web of crisscrossing metal filaments, its scale vast beyond 
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comprehension.  Pursued by monstrous spiders which turn out to be Yub’s man-armed 
spirit-pods, he follows one strand, then another, then another, trying to find his way to 
some vital central point.  Relentlessly, the spirit-pods chase after him, until he’s 
breathless and panicked, realizing too late that the web has no nexus, no origin, just 
infinite strands, leading everywhere and nowhere at once. 
 
 Inside the Emerald Ship, time again loses all meaning.  Cut off from the day’s 
normal cycle and with little else to do, the three men sleep more than they’re awake.  Dr. 
Honeyman adds a few annotations to LiBale’s map before recommencing with Zein 
Erstlinker, while Hanzor, during his own waking moments, steadfastly refuses to speak to 
anyone but Belhet.  Pennathorne alternately hums and reminisces, spurred on in the latter 
by Ellerine herself, who inquires as to their lives back in the Outer World.  “I was born 
on Mams Yoad,” he tells her, “in the Ferlyng Islands.  My old da was a scoundrel of the 
first order, chased out of every village and farmhold he ever passed through.  My ma was 
either a barmaid in a brothel or a whore in a tavern, I’ve never known exactly which.  
Either way, nothing prepared her loins for the likes of me, and she died in the birthing 
bed, leaving me to be raised by my wild and wayward father.”  His craggy face, still 
bruised and swollen, smiles distantly.  “We had some good times, but he was always in 
trouble, always a victim of his own bad habits.  He was a fiend for drink and a terrible 
gambler, as well as being no great respecter of other men’s wives.  He meant well, at 
least, in his own way, and I was cross-eyed with grief when he was killed.” 
 “How did he meet his end?” asks Ellerine. 
 “The two of us were just walking down the street, not so much as a nod to 
anyone, when this little black-haired smatchet came up and stuck a knife in his back.  To 
this day, I don’t know why he did it, though I can imagine a reason easily enough, 
considering my old da’s habits.  Whatever it was, I beat the little bastard to death with a 
piece of planking right afterwards, right there in the street.  After that, I took off for the 
high country, to live with the nomads for a few years and make a name for myself.”  
Pennathorne tugs contemplatively at his beard.  “That was the first man I ever killed, as a 
matter of fact.  I’m sure he was laughed right out of the Solar Hearth when Uhl heard 
he’d been snuffed by a boy not yet turned thirteen.” 
 Ellerine watches him for a moment, her expression inscrutable.  “So who 
dispatched you and Honeyman here from the Outer World?  You name the Urkadians as 
your enemies, but have given no hint as to your allies.  On whose behalf have you come 
looking for the lost technology of the fallen Hyross?  Or is this a private venture, the 
spoils to be sold to the highest bidder?” 
 “Money has very little lure for us anymore,” interjects Dr. Honeyman, Zein 
Erstlinker lying open across one leg.  He gestures at Pennathorne, saying, “At the core, 
we came here purely for the adventure of it.  Him because he was bored, and me because 
I was curious.  I daresay we’ve both gotten far more than we expected out of the 
bargain.” 
 “Aye, and indeed,” confirms Pennathorne, nodding.  “You’re dead pissing right 
about that.” 
 “But to answer your question,” says the doctor, “we were retained by the 
Weikerlov Empress to come here to Gelm.” 
 “Strong-armed into it, frankly,” grumbles Pennathorne. 
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 “We’ve both had a long association with Empress Agrend,” says the doctor, 
“going back to when Pennathorne and I distinguished ourselves in the last war with 
Urkadia.  She’s been kind enough to help us out of a few difficult predicaments, most 
notably when she pressed for Pennathorne’s release from the Pentocal.” 
 Ellerine smirks.  “The Sacradex are not known give up their prisoners easily.  
What had you done to earn their enmity?” 
 “I stole a gigantic golden trumpet from the Armrophere of Arcant Victus.”  
Pennathorne grins sheepishly.  “Or I tried to, anyway.  Damn thing was so heavy that it 
ended up breaking the cart we’d brought to haul it away in.  Then I tried to stop it rolling 
out onto the ground and it almost crushed me to death.”  He chuckles at the memory.  “I 
ended up getting pinned between the cart and this double-damned horn, while the rest of 
my cohorts all turned tail and ran.  I nearly went arse-up from embarrassment when the 
obrum found me.  Then it was a year in the Pentocal, tortured occasionally by the 
avrocites and their inquisitors while I waited to be executed.”  He claps a hand against the 
doctor’s shoulder, shaking him affectionately.  “If not for Melvin, I might still be there 
now, still waiting to be executed.  I hate to think how pissing bored I’d be.” 
 “Oh, indeed,” Dr. Honeyman remarks dryly.  “I shudder to think how bored I’d 
be, too.”  Despite his sarcasm, the doctor flashes Pennathorne a gracious smile, buoyed 
by his old friend’s unwavering optimism and devotion.  Even for all his crassness and 
superstition, there’s no one else the doctor would rather have by his side in the midst of 
such dangerous strangeness. 
 More timeless time passes inside the Emerald Ship.  Racked by his steadily 
worsening cough, Hanzor takes a double dose of Verzahl’s elixir, then, a little while later, 
two more.  His breathing is labored and ragged, his spittle streaked with crimson.  Dr. 
Honeyman tells him to drink and eat sparingly, certain now that the Kreebian is dying, 
his insides ruptured and bleeding.  “How much longer to Aukurmandros’ lair?” the doctor 
asks after Hanzor has fallen into a feverish sleep. 
 “Not very,” replies Ellerine.  She regards each of them in turn, the images on her 
armor slowly shifting and reshaping.  “There are things you must know before we reach 
our destination.  Aukurmandros makes her lair in the territory of the Zarzoal, who protect 
her from intruders with an obsessive zeal.  They keep meticulous records of any offspring 
she produces, especially her more humanoid progeny.” 
 “You said she didn’t produce any human children,” says Dr. Honeyman, cocking 
his brow at her. 
 “The creatures I speak of are not exactly human,” specifies Ellerine.  “During the 
war between Emperor Hesker and the priestess Aukurmandros, both sides made use of 
the Ancient Knowledge to breed monsters to fight against the other.  Among these were 
creatures which looked like men, but with an insatiable lust for combat and little more 
than an animal intelligence.” 
 “The Yubians manage something similar with the inhabitants of Lowest Gelm,” 
remarks the doctor, thinking of all those unfortunates captured from the luminous fungal 
forest, their minds methodically destroyed by Verzahl’s insidious poisons. 
 “These creatures were born fully formed in their ferociousness,” says Ellerine, 
“not manufactured after the fashion of the Yubians’ slaves.  Their bestial bloodthirsty 
nature was innate.  Savage and remorseless, they wreaked havoc all across Gelm in the 
closing years of the Second Phase.  After the killing star fell, they were gradually 
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exterminated by the remnants of the fallen Hyross, who were themselves now fractured 
into the Scions of Hesker and the Aukurmandrine Nations.” 
 “And somewhere along the way the Scions began identifying the Aukurmandrine 
people with these savage devil-men,” mutters Dr. Honeyman.  “So that’s the secret of the 
Uncountable Host?  It’s something—some creature or device—which can be used to 
breed an army of monsters?” 
 “You have arrived at the essence of the thing, yes,” says Ellerine, nodding. 
 Pennathorne grimaces.  “Can you imagine if the Urks got hold of that?  What a 
pure pissing nightmare!” 
 “By the end of the Second Phase there were several such sites across Gelm,” says 
Ellerine.  “After the killing star fell and the Empire of the Hyross collapsed into ruin, 
there remained only one.” 
 “The lair of Mother Aukurmandros,” mutters the doctor.  “What about all the 
strange animal life, all the gatterpods and bully-worms and such?  Did Aukurmandros—
whatever it is—actually produce all of those, too?” 
 “Some of them were birthed by Aukurmandros, yes,” answers Ellerine.  “Others 
were created by the ancient Hyross viziers—oddities or experiments which then managed 
to survive and multiply in the Third Phase—while some are merely exotic natives, found 
nowhere else in the world.  Ultimately, the specific origins of a great many of Gelm’s 
creatures remain a mystery.” 
 “So what, exactly, is Mother Aukurmandros?” asks Dr. Honeyman.  “Something 
created by the Hyross, obviously, but is she—it—an actual organism?  Maybe several 
organisms?  A machine, perhaps, of some impossibly advanced design?” 
 Another enigmatic smile as Ellerine tells him, “Wait and see, Honeyman of 
Altreng.  Wait and see.” 
 
 After that first endless night, dawn was hardly a more welcome sight, though its 
light revealed a scene of gruesome devastation.   The wreckage of the Embler Valley 
Expeditionary Force, speckled with small fires ignited by the Urkadians’ relentless 
bombardment, lay gathered at the base of that crag we now remember as Bloody Hill.  
Among the rocks, men whimpered and groaned and prayed to their gods, while some 
screamed and called out for help.  Corpses, and pieces of corpses, lay everywhere. 
 Commander Alivandes, although badly injured, had survived the previous day’s 
slaughter, along with six of his captains.  We were ordered to erect what fortifications we 
could out of rocks and salvaged wood, while the seven remaining officers began to 
discuss what course of action to take.  Captains Pennathorne and Stonehouse pressed for 
a swift retreat back towards the Embler Valley, while some of the others, apparently 
viewing this as cowardice, declared that we should make our last glorious stand there at 
the foot of the blood-stained cliff. 
 While our leaders argued and debated, the Urkadians continued to shell us 
intermittently as they shifted their lines around, but otherwise made no move to assault 
our position directly.  Too late we realized they’d dispatched a portion of their forces to 
block our retreat, so that the opportunity for a swift and relatively bloodless escape was 
lost.  Around midday they began to mount small sorties against us, groups of twenty or 
thirty cavalry galloping in from several different directions, firing arrows and flinging 
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torches behind our crude fortifications.  It soon became clear that they had no interest in 
winning our surrender; they were bent on our extermination. 
 That second day dragged on into red-lit evening, and then into pitch-dark night.  
Black hours of bitter cold and sleepless terror, filled with the noise of mortars whining 
through the air and of the explosions which lit up the face of the cliff behind us.  Just 
before dawn another cavalry raid caught us by surprise, killing Captain Stonehouse and 
a great many others.  I myself was hit by two Urkadian arrows; one which broke against 
my mail, and one which carved a furrow across my cheek and nearly tore off my ear as it 
shot past me.  After the Urkadians had drawn off again, I managed to find a doctor to 
sew my face back together, though the poor fellow was shaking so badly that he could 
hardly thread the needle.  His clumsy ministrations would leave me with a ghastly scar 
and a crooked left ear afterwards, but he did the best he could under the circumstances 
and I do not begrudge the man his sloppiness.  At the time, we both assumed that we’d be 
dead in a few hours, whereupon a beautiful face would be of little importance. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 

by Phildred Mowles, pub. 2342 
 
  A few minutes later the quiet hum of the Emerald Ship falls silent and the left-
hand wall opens to reveal deep green shadows and dappled sunlight.  A gentle breeze 
wafts inside, carrying with it a rich earthy smell.  Hanzor awakens from his fitful slumber 
in a daze, coughing and wiping flecks of blood from his bristly white beard.  Helping him 
to sip from the waterskin, Dr. Honeyman urges the old warrior to stay in the ship. 
 “I’ll not be left behind with the decisive moment so close at hand,” Hanzor croaks 
weakly, pain written in every line on his face.  “Our destinies are converging, Teshiad; 
can’t you feel it?  All four of us moving towards that instant which will decide 
humanity’s future.”  He drops his voice lower, staring intently at the doctor with his 
hollow eyes.  “You must not hesitate, Teshiad, when the time comes.  You must strike as 
quick as you can.  There will be no second chance.  Now, prepare a measure of the 
blessed elixir for me and let’s be on our way.”  He ends up taking a triple dose, which 
finally suppresses his cough and benumbs him enough so that he’s able to rise and walk 
without assistance. 
 Leaving the ship, the False Empress leads them out into small clearing surrounded 
by the most massively ancient trees that any of the three men have ever seen.  Unlike the 
succulent saffa trees of southern Gelm, these are a woody species, something like oak 
trees with very small silvery leaves.  Relatively modest in height, it’s their girth which 
boggles the mind, some of them certainly measuring more than a hundred feet around.  
Their craggy bark is encrusted with moss and lichens, which in turn support colonies of 
ferns and yellow mushrooms.  Tiny brightly-colored birds flit among the branches, along 
with fist-sized beetles reminiscent of those in Lowest Gelm.  The air is cool, but humid 
enough that the men soon begin to sweat beneath their clothes. 
 “A right jarring change of scenery,” remarks Pennathorne, peering into the 
shadows beneath the gigantic trees. 
 “This is but a small remnant of the great forest which once covered northern 
Gelm,” says Ellerine, images of unknown animals—things with tendrils and membranous 
wings—appearing on her helm.  “These titans have been witness to thousands of years of 
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Gelmish history; some of them may even have been saplings during the time of the God-
King Ceraphod.” 
 “What do you know about the God-King?” asks Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Almost nothing,” admits Ellerine.  “He ruled over the First Phase of the world 
for three millennia, then disappeared into the mists of history.  Now, let us go and meet 
with Mother Aukurmandros.” 
 Before they’ve even taken a single step, they hear a disturbance off to their right, 
as of something moving swiftly towards them.  Pennathorne and the doctor turn with 
pistols at the ready, but Ellerine appears unperturbed.  A moment later a trio of gatterpods 
appears from between two of the huge trees, each ridden by a figure wearing dark green 
robes beneath a lacquered black breastplate molded to resemble a naked human torso.  
They’re armed with swords and broad-bladed spears.  As evinced by their breastplates, 
the group is comprised of two men and a woman, all of them with crescent-shaped 
ornaments of onyx depending from their ears and nasal septums.  Male and female alike 
wear their dark hair shaved high up into a small round cap atop their heads, save for a 
pair of long braids decorated with more onyx beads which hang down past their ears.  At 
the sight of Ellerine, they emit a few wordless exclamations of surprise, then quickly 
dismount and drive the pointed butts of their spears into the ground.  Tethering their 
gatterpods to the shafts, the trio approaches to within five yards, before dropping to their 
knees and momentarily prostrating themselves in front of the green-armored figure.  “A 
thousand humblest greetings, oh mighty one,” says one of the men, pushing himself to his 
knees.  “We did not know you were coming.” 
 “A spontaneous decision,” says Ellerine, motioning for them to rise.  “No need for 
pomp or ceremony.  Tell me your name, friend Zarzoal.” 
 “Kálbrenor,” he says, getting to his feet, “forward watchman of the Spawnling 
Cataloguers.  This is Chaknoros and Hestanor, also Cataloguers.”  His companions stand 
up and bow, their bead-laden braids clacking against their breastplates.  “We saw the 
Emerald Ship coming in over the southern cliffs,” says Kálbrenor, “and rode here as fast 
as we could to try and welcome you, however crudely.  It is a great honor to meet you, 
Gar-Vigos Tobravirid.” 
 Ellerine smiles graciously and nods her head in thanks.  “‘No welcome is ever 
crude that is given in sincerity.’  The words of the very first Great Matron, if I am not 
mistaken.” 
 Kálbrenor nods solemnly.  “The founder of our faith, who took as her name that 
of the sacred Mother who bore her.” 
 Ellerine looks over at Dr. Honeyman, as if telling him to take note.  “The Great 
Matron Aukurmandros, styled after the goddess whose Temple she founded a few 
centuries before the end of the Second Phase.  The goddess who even now makes her lair 
somewhere here in the ancient remnants of Gelm’s once vast forestland.  Do you see how 
history and myth begin to blur into modern doctrine?” 
 Kálbrenor raises an eyebrow at her uncertainly, then turns to regard the three 
bedraggled figures by her side.  “Lho’acriost,” he breathes, nearly as awe-struck as when 
he’d first seen the Tobravirid.  “Outworlders!  Can it be?  I never thought I’d live to see 
one!”  Pennathorne and the doctor nod in acknowledgment, and Kálbrenor shakes his 
head in astonishment, clearly delighted.  “Gar-Vigos Tobravirid and two actual 
Outworlders!  No one’s going to believe me when I return home from my watch.  But 
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why are you here, mighty one, and with such exotic guests?  I ask reluctantly, and with 
the greatest respect, but the records must be maintained.” 
 “Of course, good Cataloguer.  No offense taken.  I am giving a tour, you might 
say, to these men who have expressed an intent to try and kill me.”  She raises a gauntlet 
as the Zarzoal’s’ expressions of fascination towards the Outworlders turn dark and 
threatening.  “Keep your calm, friends; no harm can come to me.  The viridicine armor 
protects me now as ever.  Even still, I have resolved to try and sway them from their 
murderous course, since I am by nature a merciful being, generous even to my enemies.” 
 Deeply impressed, the Spawnling Cataloguers all bow and mutter their 
admiration, casting reproachful glares at the three would-be assassins.  The woman asks 
after their names and homelands, which they grudgingly give her, while the man called 
Chaknoros comes close and stares in turn at each of them, as though trying to memorize 
their faces.  “Do you intend to visit Aukurmandros herself?” inquires Kálbrenor. 
 Ellerine nods.  “How difficult is the path at the moment?” 
 Kálbrenor shakes his head.  “Mother Aukurmandros has been in a fury of late.  
Three months ago she suddenly birthed an entire herd of gatterpods—the first to appear 
from her womb in five decades—followed by small groups of devil-men, the likes of 
which haven’t been seen in more than a century.  There’s been an active cull ever since.”  
He pauses, frowning at some dark memory.  “Then, five days ago, an uncatalogued 
spawnling was spotted—a predator of some kind—which has so far eluded us in the 
forest.” 
 “Have you any idea what has agitated her so?” asks Ellerine. 
 Kálbrenor hesitates, exchanging glances with his comrades.  “Possibly it’s 
cyclical.  The Council of Augurs is even now poring over records going back to the 
beginning of the Second Phase, trying to find evidence of a pattern.  There was also an 
especially powerful storm just before the gatterpod herd appeared; the pylons around the 
Mother’s lair were seen crackling with energy.”  He shrugs lamely.  “That may have 
roused her.” 
 “What of the uncatalogued spawnling you mentioned?” inquires Ellerine. 
 “There is a debate on that subject, oh mighty one,” interjects the woman named 
Hestanor.  “Kálbrenor would call it uncatalogued, but there are those among us who 
believe it to be a gith-hound.  The descriptions are very similar.” 
 “And what on Irsus is a gith-hound?” asks Pennathorne, again searching the 
shadows between the enormous trees. 
 “Reptilian type, slightly smaller than an adult gatterpod, with four to eight 
prehensile limbs and a better than animal intelligence,” recites Hestanor.  “An 
exceedingly rare spawnling.  It was first catalogued in the 873rd year of the Second Phase, 
and then again a thousand years later.  Indeed, this would only be the third one ever 
recorded.” 
 “The evidence is not as strong as you’d like to think,” Kálbrenor chides her. 
 “He fears that I am right,” says Hestanor, motioning apologetically to her fellow, 
“since the gith-hound is a curse sent by Aukurmandros to punish us.  He does not want to 
admit that the Zarzoal have grown lax in their faith, and that the sacred Mother has taken 
note.” 
 “This is not the time,” Kálbrenor says stiffly.  “Whatever the spawnling’s exact 
classification, it has proven its deadliness.  Since it was first observed, three watchmen 
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have gone missing.  A partly devoured corpse was discovered the day before yesterday; 
of the other two there has been no sign.” 
 “Of course not,” says Hestanor.  “The gith-hound usually consumes its victims 
entirely.” 
 Kálbrenor shoots her a scathing look, then turns back to face the Tobravirid.  
“Either way, and with the greatest respect, I must urge you not to visit the 
Aukurmandrine Shrine right now; the way is too dangerous, the sacred Mother too 
volatile.” 
 Short serrated blades spring from the viridicine armor as Ellerine takes a single 
step forward.  “Do you intend to forbid me to go, Cataloguer?” 
 Gulping, Kálbrenor shakes his head, the tips of his braids clicking against his 
breastplate.  “No, Tobravirid, I will not forbid you.  I offer a warning, nothing more.”  He 
bows low before her, then says, “I would ask, though, that we be allowed to accompany 
you, so as to observe your meeting with Mother Aukurmandros.  There’s no telling how 
she’ll react to your presence right now.  We shall follow at a respectful distance, of 
course.” 
 The blades melt back into her armor, and Ellerine inclines her head in consent.  “I 
have no objection to that.” 
 The Spawnling Cataloguers retrieve their spears and mounts, while the being they 
call Gar-Vigos Tobravirid leads her three unlikely companions north towards the edge of 
the clearing.  Passing between a pair of ancient giants, they enter the mist-shrouded 
forest, soft mossy ground squishing beneath their feet, huge sun-dappled ferns rearing up 
over their heads.  Other than a few birds and beetles, the air is still and quiet. 
 A hundred yards behind them come the Cataloguers, riding single-file, Kálbrenor 
at the front. For a while both groups travel in silence, setting a relatively slow pace 
between the trees; Hanzor, drawn and pale, can go little faster.  After a while, inevitably, 
Pennathorne begins to sing to himself, a perennial favorite about the exploits of a less 
than devout obros named Longyard, a pun referenced at least twice in every verse.  
Despite normally detesting the tune, Dr. Honeyman finds himself comforted by its old 
familiar crudity, and even hums along now and then.  It’s a welcome bit of levity.  He 
can’t stop mulling over Hanzor’s prophetic words, about how they’re quickly moving 
towards the decisive moment, their final inevitable showdown with the False Empress.  
The doctor can sense it, too, that same kind of building anxiety that soldiers, no matter 
what their personal courage, experience just before battle.  Torn over the vows he’s 
made, over the motivations which no longer hold sway, he can’t help but question the 
reasons that have brought him so far.  What are his loyalties at this point?  Even if the 
Yubians did save him and Pennathorne from the hunting beetles in Lowest Gelm, they 
also betrayed them, forcing them to undertake a bloody and dangerous errand with little 
chance of success.  Resurrected and enslaved, just as Shultho said.  With the destruction 
of the seed, though, the Yubians’ hold has been broken, only to be replaced by their 
promise to Hanzor, their vow to see their mission through to the end.  And for what?  
Death, almost certainly; a return to that oblivion which even now the doctor recalls with 
acute dread.  He berates himself for his fear, knowing as he does that awareness ceases at 
death.  A corpse is oblivious to its own situation, so what is there to fear?  He supposes 
it’s the finality that scares him, that feeling of standing at the edge of a precipice and 
knowing that with just one more step, his life would be over, his consciousness utterly 
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extinguished.  He would cease to exist.  And yet here he is, taking that step, just as 
Shultho prophesied he’d do.  “What do you know about destiny?” the doctor asks 
abruptly, glancing at Ellerine marching beside him. 
 “It has its value,” she responds.  “A belief in destiny can be a powerful motivator, 
but utterly hollow at its core.  Prophecy, too, and all the many varieties of soothsaying 
and divination.  The future has no form until it becomes the present, and no clarity until it 
becomes the past.  How absurd, then, to perceive with such certainty things that have not 
yet happened.”  She shrugs, her pauldrons shaped like snarling bears’ heads.  “Such 
notions have their uses, of course.  I actively encourage the belief that I am the spirit of 
Hesker returned to life, though there is no real truth in the assertion.  I am merely the first 
person to discover his battlegear and take possession of its power.” 
 “You are a thief and an imposter,” huffs Hanzor from behind her.  “Exactly what 
the Scions of Hesker believe you to be.” 
 “Not all of them,” Ellerine retorts.  “Falthoremba, for instance, capitulated to my 
rule thanks in large part to the efforts of those who do believe me to be the reincarnation 
of Hesker the Magnificent.  Some of the Scions of Hesker are not so stiff-necked as you.” 
 Hanzor spits angrily.  “And what happens when the glories of the Third Phase 
never come to pass?  It’s been almost eight hundred years since you stole Hesker’s armor, 
yet Gelm remains a shattered land.  Even the most gullible will lose patience after a 
while.” 
 “The process is a slow and laborious one,” admits Ellerine.  “In my vision the 
Fourth Phase begins with a renewed Gelmish Empire, where there is peace between all 
the tribes, Aukurmandrine and Scions alike.  A vision which you and your kind continue 
to stubbornly resist.  Hesker is not coming back from the land of shadow, Hanzor of 
Sylasp.  The Scions’ prophecy is empty nonsense, a twenty-four hundred year old 
political tool which your people must abandon if they wish to prosper.  Why not embrace 
the future, so that your children, and your children’s children, might grow up in safety 
and plenitude?” 
 Hanzor says nothing, merely glares at the back of Ellerine’s winged helmet with 
black vengeance in his eyes, and the conversation lapses again.  Behind them the 
Spawnling Cataloguers maintain their distance, guiding their mounts in near silence 
through the mist.  A minute later, though, and they’ve draw up even with Ellerine and her 
guests, all seven of them searching for the source of the sudden screaming that rings out 
somewhere ahead of them.  They spot movement between the spreading ferns, getting 
closer, the scream clipped off into abrupt silence.  A figure bursts out of the greenery, a 
Zarzoal in breathless panic, his face and chest painted red with blood.  He stops short at 
the sight of the unlikely group in front of him, looking from the Tobravirid to the 
Outworlders to the Cataloguers and back again, before shrieking, “It’s right behind me!” 
and resuming his mad flight past them. 
 Before they even have time to fully process the man’s words, another form bursts 
from the foliage behind him, a sinewy frame covered in mottled green skin, equipped 
with five fearsomely clawed limbs and a blunt froglike head.  Its odd arrangement of legs 
gives it an awkward stuttering gait—counterbalanced by a long muscular tail—which 
doesn’t prevent it from bounding after the fleeing Zarzoal with startling speed.  There’s a 
flurry of motion and noise as the Spawnling Cataloguers hurl their spears and the 
Outworlders fire their pistols, none of which finds its mark.  In another second the 
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creature pounces, claws outstretched towards the man’s back, when suddenly the living 
lance flashes through the air between them, hurled at incredible velocity from Ellerine’s 
gauntlet.  Man and monster both tumble out of sight into the undergrowth, and the 
Cataloguers spur their mounts toward the spot where they disappeared, the Outworlders 
and the Tobravirid following on foot. 
 They discover the man sprawled on the ground where he fell, whimpering as he 
gasps for breath.  A quick check reveals him to be unharmed—the blood on his face 
apparently not his own—but of the monster there’s no sign. 
 “The gith-hound is skilled at camouflage,” mutters Hestanor, turning in her saddle 
to peer apprehensively around them.  “Its skin can change color in the blink of an eye, 
and it’s able to remain stock still for hours at a time, hardly breathing.” 
 Hissing at her to be quiet, Kálbrenor offers the blood-drenched man a waterskin, 
which the poor wretch takes with shaking hands.  “You’re Omnorax, aren’t you?” he 
asks, as the man gulps down a mouthful of water.  “Tell us what happened.” 
 “We were taking part in the cull,” Omnorax replies haltingly.  “Twelve of us in 
all.  A few hours ago we started tracking a small group of devil-men, maybe three or four.  
After a while they split up, and so did we.  I came this way along with two others.  Not a 
quarter of an hour ago we found one of the devil-men—or what was left of him—at the 
foot of a tree.  He’d been torn open and…partly eaten.”  Clenching his jaw, Omnorax 
swallows more water.  “We were just standing there, looking down at him, when 
something fell from the tree onto Telnorax’s back and tore out his throat.  His blood 
sprayed all over me.”  Remembering this, Omnorax lifts the waterskin and rinses his face, 
halting abruptly when he catches sight of the Tobravirid standing nearby.  “Gar-Vigos,” 
he murmurs reverently.  “Have you come to save us from the gith-hound?” 
 “If no one else slays it before my errand here is done, I will do so myself.”  
Ellerine strides off to retrieve her lance, which is half-buried in the bole of an enormous 
tree a hundred feet away.  “It would appear that I have at least reduced its number of 
limbs by one,” she announces, drawing out the lance and finding the mangled remnants 
of a scaly clawed hand transfixed along its length. 
 “You missed,” observes Pennathorne in a tone of mild surprise, as the False 
Empress returns with her weapon. 
 “It happens occasionally,” Ellerine replies, “but never more than once.” 
 “You said there were three of you who found the dead devil-man,” says 
Kálbrenor, turning back to Omnorax.  “What happened to the other?” 
 Omnorax shakes his head, braids clicking against his gore-streaked breastplate.  
“We ran, after Telnorax was killed.  I thought he was right behind me.” 
 Kálbrenor stands, motioning towards his mounted colleagues.  “Hestanor, you and 
Chaknoros take him back to the Evening Station.  Make a record of his account and see if 
you can find any other members of his cull group.”  He helps Omnorax unsteadily to his 
feet, telling him, “Take my gatterpod and go as quick as you can.” 
 “What about you?” asks Hestanor. 
 “The meeting between Gar-Vigos and Aukurmandros must be observed and 
chronicled,” says Kálbrenor, going to fetch their spears from where they’re sticking up 
out of the soft ground.  “I imagine I’ll be safe enough in her company.” 
 Hestanor takes her spear and bows to him over her saddle.  “May the sacred 
Mother protect you.  Watch over him, Gar-Vigos; he’s one of our best.”  She and 
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Chaknoros bid their farewells while Omnorax, looking dazed and exhausted, climbs atop 
Kálbrenor’s mount.  Heading away to the southeast, the three Zarzoal soon disappear 
from sight between the ferns. 
 “How far are we from Aukurmandros?” asks Dr. Honeyman, watching them go. 
 Ellerine defers to the remaining Spawnling Cataloguer, who says, “A mile or so 
farther north.  You four start on ahead, I’ll remain at a distance.”  He glances uneasily 
into the shady undergrowth surrounding them. 
 “Nonsense,” says Ellerine, waving her gauntlet dismissively.  “An unnecessary 
risk.  We will travel side by side.” 
 And so the five of them set off once again through the primeval forest, Ellerine 
and Kálbrenor in the lead.  They see more birds and beetles as they go, along with a 
fleeting glimpse of a small herd of gatterpods dashing through the ferns ahead of them.  
A little while later there comes a strange trilling call from high over their heads, just 
before a large bat-shaped form swoops down out of the canopy and flies away between 
the trees.  Kálbrenor points after it excitedly.  “Look there!  Volant spawnling, avian or 
reptilian type, it appears.  Perhaps a berrofin—very rare indeed!” 
 Dr. Honeyman squints into the trees, but the creature—whatever it was—is gone.  
He shakes his head in wonderment.  “Is all of northern Gelm forested like this?” he asks, 
pushing a drooping frond out of the way as they pass beneath it. 
 “Only a very small portion,” answers Kálbrenor.  “These woodlands cover about 
eight hundred square miles, surrounded on every side by mountains and high tableland.” 
 “And you live out here in the wilderness?” 
 “There are three main villages in the forest,” replies Kálbrenor, “as well as several 
semi-permanent camps.” 
 “Do only the Zarzoal live here?” 
 “Of course.  Ever since the dawn of the Third Phase, when Mother Aukurmandros 
herself appointed us as guardians of this place.  We alone were charged with protecting 
the forest and tending to the Aukurmandrine Shrine, to read the moods of the sacred 
Mother and transmit them to her children.” 
 “And how do you read her moods of late?” asks Ellerine. 
 Kálbrenor hesitates, his expression troubled.  “Her turbulence is indicative, 
mighty one.  It suggests great distress, as well as great anger.  We haven’t observed this 
number of hostile spawnlings in several centuries, not since the most recent schism 
within the Ancient Temple.”  Again he hesitates, then comes to a halt, face downturned.  
“The Council of Augurs believes your war against the Scions might be the cause.  They 
want the assault on Obesta to be…postponed, in order to gauge the reaction of the sacred 
Mother.” 
 Ellerine turns to him, her pallid face expressionless.  “I have received their envoys 
and heard their requests, but they have not convinced me with their evidence.  I cannot 
see the connection which they so adamantly assert.”  She pauses, looking thoughtful.  
“You say that Aukurmandros’ restiveness began three months ago?  I have received 
knowledge recently of a plot by the Yubian necromancers to assassinate me, a plot which 
was put into effect not three months past.  A coincidence, perhaps, or perhaps not.” 
 Kálbrenor furrows his brow in consideration.  “Well, yes…perhaps.  I’ll submit it 
to the Council of Augurs to be considered.  They’re quite certain, though, that the Mother 
disapproves of the war against the Scions.” 
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 “Perhaps they misread her mood,” suggests Ellerine.  “Perhaps she rages not 
against me, but against her children’s lack of support for my rule.  Perhaps she recognizes 
this war as a reluctant last attempt by a compassionate Empress to bring peace to Gelm’s 
people.”  She fixes him with a hard stare, her green eyes burning in her bloodless face.  
“The Council of Augurs would do well to reexamine their conclusions.” 
 “I will mention it to them, certainly,” Kálbrenor says in a small voice.  He bows, 
gesturing for her to proceed ahead of him, when suddenly the gith-hound springs from 
the shadows onto his back.  So abrupt is its attack that for a moment the rest of the group 
isn’t sure what’s happening, until Ellerine reaches down with her clawed gauntlets to lift 
the monster bodily off of the Cataloguer’s sprawled form.  Hissing, it twists violently in 
her grasp, slashing at her face and chest with its talons. 
 Pennathorne and the doctor finally get their pistols unholstered, aiming them 
uncertainly at the flailing mass of scale and claw, while Hanzor merely steps back, one 
hand on his sword, waiting to see how the combat will play out.  A second later, the gith-
hound tears itself free and bounds away again, its hide a shifting green palette which soon 
lost among the foliage. 
 Dr. Honeyman kneels to check on Kálbrenor, who lies groaning on the ground.  
Lowering her gore-stained gauntlets, Ellerine blinks and looks down at them, her face 
rent by a pair of bloodless gashes from the gith-hound’s talons.  “Is he injured?” she asks. 
 “He’s losing a lot of blood,” says the Dr. Honeyman, opening his satchel to find 
his medical kit.  “I need to try and suture these wounds.”  Pennathorne and Hanzor edge 
forward as the doctor retrieves a needle and thread, frowning grimly at the Cataloguer’s 
injuries.  The back of Kálbrenor’s robes are shredded, the flesh beneath lacerated to the 
bone.  A hand-sized piece of his scalp, bitten nearly off by the gith-hound’s razor-edged 
jaws, flops back against his neck.  Moaning, he flexes his hands weakly against the 
ground, as though trying to rise. 
 Ellerine, expressionless, raises the living lance and points it at the wounded 
Cataloguer.  With a brittle hiss, it springs forward in her hand, passing through the base 
of Kálbrenor’s skull and momentarily pinning him to the ground.  He convulses once and 
lies still, and the lance shrinks back to its normal size in the blink of an eye. 
 Startled, the other three men turn to regard Ellerine with anxious frowns, 
wondering if they’re about to follow Kálbrenor into oblivion.  Tucking the needle and 
thread back into his kit, Dr. Honeyman mutters, “A mercy, I suppose,” without once 
looking away from her gashed face. 
 Ellerine shrugs.  “It was less about mercy and more about expediency.  Come, let 
us continue on to the shrine.”  The men hesitate, still taken aback by the sudden 
extinction of a man who only moments before had been standing beside them, whole and 
fully alive, and Ellerine waves her gauntlet dismissively at the Cataloguer’s corpse.  “Do 
not worry about that; his people will find him soon enough I feel sure.” 
 Dr. Honeyman closes his medical kit and drops it back into his satchel, her words 
ringing like an urgent whisper through his head.  Mercy and expediency.  He can feel the 
precipice yawning in front of him.  “Tell me,” the doctor asks evenly, “after we’re done 
here, will you return south to continue your war against the Scions of Hesker?  Are you 
moved at all to spare Obesta, even for a little while?” 
 “They have the power to save themselves at any moment,” replies Ellerine, 
“merely by opening their gates to me.”  One of the gith-hound’s talons has split her lips 
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back to the teeth, giving her a distinct lisp when she speaks, but which doesn’t otherwise 
appear to bother her.  “If they do not, I will batter my way in and bring them to heel by 
force.  I am tired of waiting.” 
 Dr. Honeyman stands, trying to betray nothing of his thoughts.  He glances at 
Pennathorne, receives the barest nod in return, a subtle reassurance between old friends.  
Hanzor, standing beside him, is rigid with barely constrained tension.  The doctor turns 
back to Ellerine, gesturing at her face with a wave of his long fingers.  “Do your wounds 
pain you?” 
 She shakes her head.  “There is discomfort, but not pain, exactly.  These will heal 
in a day or two.” 
 “They don’t bleed, either.  Incredible.”  The doctor takes a step towards her, 
trying to calm the beating of his heart as he peers at her mangled face with the greatest 
interest.  “The tissue itself looks strange.  Squishy and porous.” 
 “Changes wrought by the viridicine,” says Ellerine, “to maintain the body’s 
systems throughout the long ages.” 
 “It’s just…incredible.”  Dr. Honeyman takes another step towards her, nodding.  
“Do you mind if I take a closer look?”  He watches her steadily, trying to exude an air of 
harmless curiosity, one hand resting casually against his satchel.  She consents with a 
gesture, and he approaches to within a few scant inches, gazing down into her pallid face.  
If not for her gruesome injuries, she might be considered beautiful, and for a moment—
the two of them face to face, nearly touching—there’s something almost romantic about 
the scene.  The doctor leans closer, furrowing his brow as he peers at the pink trench 
carved into Ellerine’s cheek, all the more horrible somehow for its bloodlessness.  “My 
magnifying glass,” he mumbles, his hand already inside the satchel, already clutching at 
the crystal cylinder.  He can feel the tiny skull-shaped clasps under his fingertips, the 
cylinder’s lid shifting in his palm.  The decisive moment arrives, and he steps over the 
precipice. 
 At the last second, Ellerine seems to recognize that something’s afoot, her jade 
green eyes flicking over to focus on the doctor’s hand swinging towards her face.  An 
acrid nostril-burning fume fills the air, and she whips up her arm—a blade of viridicine 
forming from wrist to elbow—as she tries to block the doctor’s attack.  His chitinous 
vambrace shatters from the force of the blow, the viridicine blade cleaving through flesh 
and bone alike, the cylinder tipping out of his hand.  It traces a shallow parabola through 
the air, rolling forward to disgorge a blob of viscous colorless fluid that lands on 
Ellerine’s face with a wet sucking sound.  Blood spurting out of his half-severed forearm, 
the doctor stumbles back, nearly falling. 
 Ellerine claps her gauntlets over her face and staggers forward, obviously 
stricken, but doesn’t make a sound as the essence of Thâcor does its work.  Yellowish 
vapor begins trickling from between her fingers, swiftly building to a billowing geyser so 
acidic that it dissolves a hole through the forest canopy as it rises.  The viridicine armor 
fluctuates wildly as she lurches back and forth through the ferns, its surface flickering 
with different scenes and images, or bristling suddenly with spikes and hooks and blades.  
Grim-faced, her three erstwhile companions retreat to observe from a safe distance.  After 
a minute or so, the armor abruptly goes blank and Ellerine flops forward into the 
undergrowth, the spot marked by a vanishing trickle of poisonous vapor. 
 “Is it really done?”  Hanzor takes a hesitant step forward. 
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 “It’s done,” Dr. Honeyman says through clenched teeth, his right hand clenched 
around his wounded left forearm, everything slippery with blood.  He falls to his knees, 
dizzy and exhausted, and Pennathorne rushes to his side, searching their packs for any 
sort of bandage.  “Never again,” the doctor mutters, as Pennathorne, finding nothing 
useful, takes off his tattered cloak and begins tearing it into strips.  “My career of 
bloodshed is over.” 
 Hanzor gives a sudden triumphant hoot and falls to his knees, nearly sobbing.  
“Thanks be to Belhet Kratonid, we have done it!  The usurper has been overthrown, the 
False Empress lies dead!  Oh my children, we have done it!  The vow has been fulfilled!”  
He manages a painful bow, then another, muttering ecstatic prayers. 
 With strips of the shredded cloak, Pennathorne ties off the Dr. Honeyman’s arm 
just below the elbow, trying desperately to stop the bleeding.  The ulna is shattered, 
splintered bone protruding from a horrific gash in his forearm, and the doctor nearly 
faints, both from blood loss and pain.  Rousing himself from his prayers, Hanzor prepares 
a dose of Verzahl’s elixir, but the doctor flatly refuses, murmuring the same excuse he’d 
given to Pennathorne all those months ago after being shot by one of Dogmilk’s gang:  
“Consider it penance.” 
 Finally the wound is staunched and bound, well enough at least for the time being.  
“You’ll lose that arm if we don’t get it set and sewn up properly,” Pennathorne tells him. 
 The doctor gives him a wan smile.  “It’s alright, I don’t need it anymore.  Now, 
help me up.” 
 They find the living lance lying beside the empty crystal cylinder, both of which 
they retrieve as they head towards the spot where Ellerine fell.  The lance is surprisingly 
lightweight, both ends of incredible needle sharpness, but remains inert and unresponsive 
in their hands.  They discover the suit of viridicine armor lying face down on the ground, 
the vegetation around it reduced to wilted brown goo by the acidic vapors.  Slightly 
disjointed from the fall, its surface is flat and motionless, a beautiful glassy jade that 
faintly reflects their images as they gather around it.  Pennathorne prods the helmet with 
the toe of his boot, and it rolls onto its side, empty as a seashell.  “Uhl’s yard,” he 
breathes, eyes wide beneath his bushy brows. 
 Using a stick, they carefully examine each piece of armor for any residue of 
Thâcor’s fearsome essence, finally discovering two small globules in the toes of the 
sabatons.  Placing the crystal cylinder on the ground, Pennathorne carefully pours the 
nondescript slime back into its container, covering his mouth and nose with his cloak as 
he claps the lid shut and fastens the clasps.  “Now what?” he asks, slipping the cylinder 
back into the doctor’s satchel. 
 “Our victory is not quite complete,” says Hanzor.  “We must still take the 
battlegear back to Seven Stars Falling.” 
 “That’s like to be a hard one, what with Melvin’s busted arm,” Pennathorne 
points out.  “We need to get him to a doctor or a shaman or a medicine-man or 
something.  I’m sure there’s another Zarzoal patrol out here somewhere; maybe they 
could help.” 
 “And how do we explain that?” asks Dr. Honeyman, gesturing at the otherworldly 
green armor.  He shakes his head.  “It’s no good just standing around here.  Let’s 
continue on to the Aukurmandrine Shrine while we ponder our options.” 
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 Hanzor gives the doctor a confused look.  “We need to focus on escaping from 
this devil-infested wood, not moving deeper into it.”  He lapses into a fit of coughing that 
leaves his chin flecked with blood. 
 “I’ve fulfilled my promise for now,” snaps Dr. Honeyman, enraged by his own 
complicity in this mad scheme.  “I did what you and the Yubians wanted, and I will at 
least see this so-called goddess with my own eyes before I leave.  It’s one of the sites on 
LiBale’s map, and I mean to investigate it properly.” 
 “Speak to him, Emnac,” pleads Hanzor, turning to Pennathorne.  “Tell him this is 
a dangerous waste of time.  The prophecy is on the cusp of being fulfilled!  Hesker the 
Magnificent stands at the gate, ready to return!” 
 “And pass up the chance to see a goddess?” scoffs Pennathorne.  “Not pissing 
likely.  I say we get on to the shrine and see what’s there.”  Hanzor acquiesces with a 
curse, and Pennathorne gestures at the body of Kálbrenor, lying a few feet away.  “What 
about him?” 
 “Let his people find him,” says Dr. Honeyman, “as Ellerine suggested.” 
 Tearing their cloaks into strips, they string the pieces of viridicine armor together 
and each of them carry a portion slung across their back.  The entire suit appears to have 
shrunk slightly, and altogether weighs no more than eighty pounds, so that between them 
the burden is relatively little.  “Anybody interested in trying it on?” inquires Pennathorne, 
turning the beautifully smooth helmet over in his hands, its glassy surface unmarred by 
his fingerprints. 
 Hanzor grabs the helm away from him, cradling it reverentially.  “Belhet curse 
you a thousand times for the thought.  Now, let’s hurry up and have this blasphemy done 
with.”  Coughing again, he spits blood towards the place where Ellerine collapsed. 
 They resume their march northwards in silence, each man preoccupied with his 
own thoughts.  Ellerine, the False Empress, the Tobravirid, is dead, dethroned after 
almost eight hundred years.  They’ve succeeded in defeating the undefeatable, though 
their reactions to this triumph couldn’t be more different.  Hanzor, despite his anger at 
being compelled to visit the Aukurmandrine Shrine, exudes an air of exhilaration, 
basking in the glow of victory, while the Outworlders appear somber, even regretful.  
Dejected, Pennathorne neither hums nor sings, Dr. Honeyman trudging along beside him 
like a defeated soldier, his wounded arm supported in a makeshift sling.  “I assumed that 
she’d kill me,” the doctor announces after a few minutes, addressing the empty air ahead 
of him. 
 Pennathorne glances at him.  “How’s that?” 
 “I honestly assumed that the three of us would be dead right now,” the doctor 
says.  “Why should we have succeeded where all others have failed?” 
 Pennathorne sighs.  “I’ve told you time and again, Melvin, we’re touched for 
great things.  Even the Yubians recognized it.” 
 “Don’t talk to me about the Yubians,” growls the doctor. 
 Pennathorne raises his hands apologetically.  Then, after a moment, he asks, “So 
why did you do it, eh?  What finally settled you on the idea?” 
 The doctor remains silent, seeming not to have heard.  Mercy and expediency.  
Finally, he says, “She exploited the belief that she was the spirit of Hesker returned to 
Gelm, a belief that she herself acknowledged was baseless.  She used her power to wage 
a savage war of conquest against the Scions of Hesker.  I felt complicit, somehow, in her 
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bloody scheme, if I didn’t try and stop her.  With no Tobravirid to polarize them, perhaps 
the Gelmish tribes might be able to find peace on their own.  With Ellerine as the 
Tobravirid, there would be only bloodshed.  And…”  He hesitates, an expression of 
shame and remorse passing over his wan face.  “And I was…fearful...in a way.  I was 
sure she would kill us once she tired of our company, despite her insinuation that she 
might let us go free.  We’d heard too much, seen too much.”  He shakes his head.  “Better 
to try and kill her first, however small our chances of success.” 
 Pennathorne nods thoughtfully, but offers no reply.  They continue on through the 
forest as swiftly as they can, stopping at every rustle off in the ferns, their weapons 
raised.  Now and then they hear distant hooting noises, which they begin to suspect are 
the Cataloguer patrols and cull groups calling to each other.  At one point, Dr. Honeyman 
suddenly fires at one of the enormous trees in front of them, and it appears that a portion 
of the trunk leaps up and scrambles out of sight into the canopy overhead.  “The gith-
hound, surely,” he mutters, handing the smoking pistol to Pennathorne, which he reloads 
with one of their last remaining bullets. 
 A quarter of an hour later, they arrive at what they presume to be the 
Aukurmandrine Shrine.  The forest abruptly ends at the edge of a vast field, many acres 
in extent, which encompasses a number of buildings constructed of pale green marble.  
Unlike the ruins they’d seen in the southlands, these are mostly intact, elegant rounded 
structures with onion-shaped roofs, surmounted by highly wrought spires and weather 
vanes.  They occur in groups of three or four, connected by short breezeways and 
interspersed with pieces of monumental statuary.  Beyond these, in the center of the field, 
rears an immense peaked dome, ten times the size of the Temple Ejaaj.  It’s encircled by 
a ring of black obelisks, most of them suffused with crackling purplish energy.  
“Damnation,” mutters the doctor, “I meant to ask Ellerine about those.”  Atop the dome 
itself, a huge spindle of the same material sizzles with violet lightning. 
 Hidden in the undergrowth at the forest’s edge, the three of them merely observe 
for a few minutes, searching among the buildings for any signs of guards or gith-hounds.  
For the moment at least, the Aukurmandrine Shrine appears to be deserted. 
 As they start to leave their hiding place, Hanzor, trying hard to stifle his racking 
cough, stumbles and nearly falls.  His lined and weather-beaten face is ashen, the skin 
hanging slack over the hard edges of his skull, eyes staring dully from their deep sockets.  
Wiping his mouth, his hand comes away smeared with blood.  “Looks like I’m not going 
to make it to Seven Stars Falling after all,” he gasps, leaning heavily on Pennathorne.  
“Help me sit, will you?”  Divesting him of his portion of the viridicine armor, 
Pennathorne lowers him onto a lump of moss-covered stone.  The Kreebian coughs 
violently for another minute, finally croaking, “Give me a dose or two of the blessed 
elixir, would you?”  He takes three in all, then swallows a gulp from one of the 
waterskins.  “All right, go on,” he coughs.  “Go and see the abomination if you must.  I’ll 
wait here and keep an eye out for the gith-hound.” 
 “We’ll be back as quick as we can,” says Pennathorne, smiling without 
conviction.  He hefts Hanzor’s share of the armor and takes a couple of limping steps 
forward, turning back to look expectantly at Dr. Honeyman. 
 “Hurry up,” growls Hanzor, stifling a cough.  “Daylight will be fading soon.”  Dr. 
Honeyman finally nods at the old Kreebian, wordlessly, gravely, then turns and follows 
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after Pennathorne.  Neither of them looks back again, focusing instead on the enormous 
pale green dome across the field ahead of them. 
 They emerge from the ferns with pistols at the ready, advancing slowly between 
the clusters of buildings.  Catching a flutter of movement out of the corner of his eye, 
Pennathorne turns and fires, blasting an ornate spire to smithereens and sending the bird 
perched thereupon into mad flight.  Grumbling a curse, he blows out the spent powder 
and starts to reload, only to find their store of ammunition finally spent.  “Use that last 
shot of yours wisely,” he advises the doctor. 
 Between the smaller buildings and the ring of obelisks, they spy a great archway 
in the front of the enormous dome, opening into shadows too dark to penetrate from 
where they stand.   Cautiously, they continue forward.  Some of the buildings have doors 
made of bronze, etched with glyphs and diagrams reminiscent of the those on the altar to 
Ish inside the Hall of the Last Hour, while others merely sport empty archways, 
ominously dark inside. 
 The great archway, decorated with age-blunted carvings, looms just ahead of 
them.  Four massive iron hinges protrude from either side of the arch, evidence that it was 
at one time barred by an equally massive door or gate.  At the moment, though, it’s 
blocked by nothing more than ominous shadows, among which they can make out 
hulking blocky silhouettes, some exhibiting a telltale purple glow.  In the center of the 
vast space there appears to be a sunken courtyard, dimly lit as if by flickering orange 
candlelight.  A low hum suffuses the air, along with a strange burbling sound, and a 
pungent organic reek, swampy and sulfurous, wafts out of the archway.  “Phew!” 
exclaims Pennathorne, wrinkling his nose.  “Reminds me of those mud pots in northern 
Ostrov.  Remember that?  All that hot bubbling gunk, stinking up the air for miles.  Like 
being trapped inside a Mondrager’s arse.” 
 Still searching the muddled shadows inside the Aukurmandrine Shrine, Dr. 
Honeyman doesn’t seem to hear.  “A torch would be helpful,” he murmurs, passing over 
the threshold and into the murk beyond.  Pennathorne follows behind him.  They step 
onto a green marble floor not unlike the one inside the Temple Ejaaj, though this one is 
inlaid with geometric designs in gold and silver.  Two dozen shiny black obelisks of 
various sizes are arranged around the vast space, and the interior walls are covered all 
over with angular nodes of the same material.  A great many of these are infused with a 
soft purplish glow, charging the atmosphere inside the shrine with an electrical energy, 
every hair on the men’s bodies standing on end. 
 Between the obelisks, they can make out the edge of the sunken courtyard, which, 
as they draw closer, they realize is actually a circular pool of bubbling muck, thick and 
olive-brown.  From the center of the pool emerges a cluster of metallic rods, each one 
bright as a glowing coal, around which the glutinous fluid boils and froths. 
 “Is this Aukurmandros, then?” wonders Dr. Honeyman in a soft voice. 
 As if to answer his question, there’s a sudden crack of energy from over their 
heads, where an inverted pyramid of shiny black stone juts down from the peak of the 
ceiling.  Directly below, the metallic rods grow even brighter, and the whole pool begins 
to churn.  Almost-solid shapes appear here and there in the slime, forming and melting 
and reforming again.  Out near the edges, a few of these start to solidify, clambering with 
embryonic limbs at the stepped walls of the pool. 
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 “I’ll be damned,” breathes the doctor, as he moves to get a better view of the 
incredible scene. 
 Another crack from the pyramid overhead, and an answering flash from the rods 
below.  The pool belches and swirls, its surface alive with grasping appendages.  Most of 
the half-formed spawnlings are dragged back down, snatched away from any chance of 
escape and consumed by their brethren.  On the far side of the pool, one does finally 
manage to haul itself free, gooey and gangly as a newborn arda.  The two men recognize 
it as a gatterpod, though undersized and hairless, and as they watch another emerges next 
to it, and another, until finally three ‘newborn’ gatterpods are gathered beside the pool, 
squawking and clacking their beaks at each other. 
 Bushy brows raised in wide-eyed wonder, Pennathorne starts to speak, only to be 
interrupted as something pounces on him from behind, knocking him to his hands and 
knees.  Lean and muscular, with skin the color of shadow, it rends at his back with 
hooked talons. 
 “Pennathorne!”  Dr. Honeyman lashes out with the argose glass knife, carving a 
bloody stripe across the gith-hound’s shoulder.  It hisses, battered from its encounters 
with Ellerine, one of its limbs held close to its body, a red stump where the hand should 
be.  Still, it refuses to abandon its prey so easily.  The doctor strikes again, the blade 
biting deep this time, and the gith-hound finally abandons Pennathorne and leaps towards 
him. 
 Clumsy with pain and blood loss, Dr. Honeyman stumbles, agony shooting 
through his maimed arm as the monster barrels into him.  He falls backwards to the floor 
with the gith-hound on top of him, the knife still clenched in his fist.  The gith-hound 
tears at his runed armor, straining its razor-lined jaws towards his face, while he drives 
the argose glass blade over and over again into its side, its ribs hard as an oaken plank.  
He can feel its claws carving into his flesh wherever he’s not protected by the runed 
armor, and in a flash he remembers the fight with the hunting beetles in Lowest Gelm, 
those last desperate bloody moments of his old life. 
 The gith-hound suddenly flinches, hissing again, rearing up and away from Dr. 
Honeyman, who can see Pennathorne’s sword buried nearly to the hilt behind its 
shoulders.  Whirling, it takes a single wobbly step, streaming blood from a dozen 
wounds, then lowers itself to the ground, voicing a sort of growling sigh as it dies.  Its 
skin quickly fades to a dull dusky gray.  The newly formed gatterpods appear from 
around one of the black obelisks, dashing around the monstrous corpse on their way out 
of the Aukurmandrine Shrine. 
 “Aye, well, at least we finally managed to snuff that slithery bastard,” croaks 
Pennathorne, standing unsteadily beside the carcass.  His neck and shoulder are soaked in 
blood, as is his leg from a gushing wound in his hip.  Coughing, he limps over to the 
where the doctor is lying on the floor and helps him lean up against one of the inert 
obelisks.  “Too bad no one’ll ever hear about this last great adventure of ours,” he 
remarks, sitting down heavily and pressing a hand against his mangled neck.  “It really 
would have been the perfect capper for my memoirs.” 
 Dr. Honeyman swallows, trying to focus through his dizziness.  “I’m dying, 
Pennathorne.” 
 “Aye…me, too.” 
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 The doctor shakes his head, gesturing at the pieces of viridicine armor scattered 
nearby.  “Hesker’s battlegear can save you.  Put it on and take the Emerald Ship back to 
Arthestria.” 
 “You should be the one to put it on and sail out of here,” retorts Pennathorne.  
“Go back to Arthestria and present yourself to Agrend as a hero.  She’ll bury you in gold 
and jewels just to hear the story, mark my words.” 
 Again the doctor shakes his head.  “There’s another war coming with Urkadia.  I 
can’t live through that again.” 
 “You wouldn’t have to,” says Pennathorne.  “Go home to the Goodacre, or down 
to Ul Heshir—it was beautiful there, remember?—or back to the cabin on Cirtaugh.  The 
Urks will never leave Arthestria, even if they managed to conquer it from end to end.  
You could stay out of the war altogether.” 
 “Just knowing that it was happening…knowing how it happened before.”  Dr. 
Honeyman coughs again, fumbling for his waterskin.  “It’s too much.  I’ve seen too 
much, done too much.  I’m sick of the smell of gunpowder and the clash of swords.”  
Pennathorne helps him raise the waterskin to his lips, and he gulps from it thirstily before 
letting it drop.  “Take the armor and leave here, go back and tell Agrend whatever you 
want.  Fight the Urkadians again if you must, if it’s in your heart to do so.  I’m done with 
this resurrected life.” 
 “Oh, clap it shut,” grunts Pennathorne, reaching over to scoop the viridicine 
helmet off the floor beside him.  He turns, raising it towards Dr. Honeyman, but the 
doctor intercepts it with his good hand, so that the two men are left holding it between 
themselves, neither willing to surrender his weakening grip.  “We’ll both drop dead if 
you don’t stop being so damned stubborn,” snarls Pennathorne, trying feebly to wrench 
the helm free. 
 The doctor shakes his head, resolute.  “I’m not putting it on.” 
 “Aye, well, neither am I.” 
 Lying side by side, defiantly unmoving, the two men glare at each other as their 
blood begins to pool on the floor between them.  Nearby, the goddess Aukurmandros 
burbles idiotically, oblivious to their dying. 
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Epilogue 
 
 After her visitor’s tale is complete, Empress Agrend sits speechless for several 
minutes, nodding minutely to herself as she studies him.  It’s been nearly a decade since 
they last saw each other and, despite claiming to have undergone some sort of 
rejuvenation treatment during his travels, he looks more battle-scarred and world-weary 
than ever, his usual fiery spirit in little evidence.  Of course, if his tale is to be believed, 
it’s a wonder that he’s alive at all, much less in a jubilant mood.  She gestures at him with 
a hand heavy with rings.  “So what ultimately decided the issue?” she asks, her clipped 
Weiklanter accent sounding strangely foreign to his ears, grown so accustomed to the 
serpentine syllables of Gelmish.  “Why was it you who put on the armor?” 
 Pennathorne shifts in his sumptuously upholstered chair, all dark polished wood 
and blood-colored velvet.  “He—Melvin—died first.  I tried putting Hesker’s helmet on 
him, but…nothing.”  He shifts again, tugging at his beard, now more gray than auburn, 
and shrugs, forcing casualness despite the distraught expression on his lined face.  “He’d 
taken off for the Solar Hearth without me, so I decided to put the armor on instead.” 
 “You left him there?” 
 “I buried him outside the Aukurmandrine Shrine,” replies Pennathorne.  “I figured 
he’d appreciate the irony.”  He sips from the goblet of pardaquan in his hand, finding 
comfort in its old familiar bite.  “Afterwards, I went back to the Emerald Ship, intent on 
taking Melvin’s suggestion and returning to Arthestria.” 
 The Weikerlov Empress cocks her head at him, her sharp-eyed, square-jawed face 
perched above dark purple robes and an ornate collar made of jet and gold.  Black lace 
covers her hair and a circlet of iron rests upon her brow.  “You had no desire to test the 
ancient prophecy, to see if Hesker really would return from the dead?” 
 Pennathorne takes another sip from the goblet—refilled a dozen times now by an 
attendant with uncanny timing—and shakes his shaggy head.  “I’d had my fill of Gelm—
Ingtar—by then.  After Melvin died…”  He trails off, shakes his head again.  “I just 
wanted to leave that place far behind me.” 
 Empress Agrend looks down at the table between them, its surface covered with 
maps and pages of notes, some written in Dr. Honeyman’s small precise script, others in 
a flowing alphabet the likes of which she’s never seen.  LiBale’s map lies just in front of 
her, its original three locations—The Sorcerer’s Garden, Seven Stars Falling, The 
Uncountable Host—extensively appended to in the doctor’s hand.  It traces the course of 
Pennathorne’s tale exactly, from the Yubians’ underground lair, down through the barbed 
tangle of Talon Wood, and on to the Ejaaj Oasis.  Jotted lines mark their flights to 
Mrrmoc and the Aukurmandrine Shrine in the company of Arcant Ellerine.  A small 
black X is inscribed next to this last location, along with the name Melvinus Honeyman 
in Pennathorne’s heavy block-script.  Underneath this he’s written, ‘Physician and 
Adventurer, slain in the first week of Anafera, 2360.’  Nearly a month ago now.  “So 
what did you do,” the Empress asks, “after you decided to leave the Sundered Country 
behind?” 
 Pennathorne peers down into his nearly empty goblet, and, as if on cue, a side 
door opens to admit a servant in a dapper black uniform, bearing a gilt pitcher in each 
hand.  Bowing before the Empress, he refills Pennathorne’s goblet with pardaquan and 
hers with blue-black wine, then promptly departs the way he came in.  “I thought a good 
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deal,” Pennathorne says after he’s gone, “about where I ought to go next, what I ought to 
do.  I mulled over the fate of Hesker’s battlegear especially.”  Gulping down a mouthful 
of red liquor, he shrugs.  “I figured I ought to at least come back here and give you an 
account of our expedition, let you know just what your gold had bought.” 
 Again Agrend surveys the pages spread across the table, her eyes coming to rest 
on the silvery-blue tube in which they’d been stored.  To one side of this sits a small 
unadorned box of the same material, utterly empty, while on the other side lies a sheathe 
of mottled gray hide, containing a silvery-blue blade of horrifying sharpness.  She rests 
her hand on its ebony hilt.  “And just where is this magical armor now?” 
 Meeting the Empress’ steely gaze, Pennathorne says, “It’s hidden.”  She raises a 
single inked-on eyebrow at him, but for the moment keeps her peace.  “Hidden in a place 
that only I know about,” he continues, “and which I doubt anyone else could find very 
easily.  Don’t bother asking me where; I’ve made up my mind not to tell.” 
 Agrend’s eyes narrow, flashing fire.  “You wish to keep its power for yourself.” 
 “I wish to keep its power out of human hands altogether,” retorts Pennathorne.  
“I’ve seen the chaos it’s wrought in Ingtar, and I have little desire to loose such a storm 
on the Outer World.” 
 “You know that the Urkadians are stirring again, yes?” 
 “So I’ve heard,” says Pennathorne, nodding.  “The viridicine battlegear won’t 
save you.  Even with its help, it would take you a thousand years to kill every Urk north 
of the Steeps, which I’m afraid might be the only way to ensure peace with the Horned 
Empire.”  He shakes his head and takes another swallow of pardaquan.  “I’d suggest 
strengthening the fortifications at Neirgart, Flütgart, and Oel Suoreil.  Rally your allies, 
raise up as big an army as you can, and make sure the Urks know it’s there.  Make it clear 
to Borelium that another invasion will be met with such fury that he’ll think another 
Sunderage has struck.  Be prepared to follow through on your threats.  But don’t believe 
that Hesker’s armor will resolve the war-torn history between Urkadia and Arthestria.” 
 The Empress scowls.  “So you’ve returned empty-handed, then.” 
 “I’ve returned with the information you sent us to find,” snaps Pennathorne.  
“LiBale gave us a map with three locations marked on it and bid us go investigate.  It’s 
not my fault it all turned out to be a useless bucket of shit.” 
 “The armor and ship you describe could be of immense value!” snarls Empress 
Agrend, infuriated by his impertinence.  “Imagine being able to stride into the midst of 
Mars Arkus, right into Borelium’s lair, and strike him dead on his throne!  Imagine the 
fear that kind of power would instill in the hearts of men!  None would dare oppose us!” 
 Pennathorne nods.  “Exactly why I refuse to reveal its whereabouts.” 
 The Empress bites off another furious reply, pursing her narrow lips as she glares 
at him.  “What’s to keep me from handing you over to my interrogators?  They can wring 
tears out of a stone.” 
 “Nothing at all,” admits Pennathorne, looking unconcerned, “though you can bet I 
wouldn’t be sitting here right now if I thought that was a likely possibility.” 
 The Empress’ ire abates by a fraction.  “What about the Yubian parasite?  You 
might still be the infected, after all.  I have the finest physicians in the world at my 
disposal; I’m sure they could help you, if you were willing to help me.” 
 Smirking, Pennathorne shakes his shaggy head.  “I’ll take my chances, I think.” 
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 For a moment the Empress’ anger flares up again, but she tamps it back down and 
moves her bejeweled hand from the knife to the map.  “You’re certain that you found no 
evidence of the Oblus Scalpa in Ingtar, no sign at all that the Urkadians are searching out 
their own secret weapons?”  When Pennathorne shakes his head, she asks, “And you’re 
certain that they have no idea where you’ve hidden this magical battlegear you claim to 
have found?” 
 “Impossible,” says Pennathorne, draining his goblet.  “No one can get to it.  Not 
even me.”  He declines more pardaquan when the dapper servant inevitably appears. 
 Empress Agrend dismisses the man with a wordless gesture, then peers across the 
table at Pennathorne for a long minute.  “So what will you do now, after such an 
adventure?” 
 Gazing past her, Pennathorne doesn’t immediately respond.  On the opposite side 
of the room is a tall arched window, open to reveal a patch of porcelain blue sky, against 
which a pair of birds—sea eagles, judging by their size—wheels past in graceful slow 
motion, their talons tangled; fighting or frolicking, he can’t tell which.  “I’m not sure 
about that yet,” he murmurs, watching them tumble out of sight. 
 “Well, until you decide, you shall be a guest of the Imperial Court.”  The Empress 
extends a perfumed hand, and he leans forward to kiss the heavy iron bracelet around her 
wrist.  She nods at him begrudgingly, then taps a finger against the papers on the table.  
“Let’s hope that something useful might be gleaned from these notes and minor artifacts.  
Something, at least, worth five thousand marks.”  Lifting a page of Dr. Honeyman’s crisp 
measured handwriting, she motions Pennathorne towards the main door at the front of the 
room.  “I’ll send someone out to show you to your quarters.  Don’t hesitate to ask for any 
comfort you might desire.” 
 “A good night’s sleep,” says Pennathorne, rising to go.  “That’s all I want.  Peace 
and quiet and a good night’s sleep.” 
 Agrend fixes him with her steely eyes.  “I can provide you with comfortable 
quarters, free from any disturbance.  The rest is up to your own conscience.” 
 
 Early on the second morning after the Expedition’s calamitous defeat, the rallying 
horn was sounded and we assembled under a sky still filled with stars.  Every one of us 
was exhausted to the marrow, wounded and disheartened.  Despite the unguents that the 
doctor had applied, my face swelled grotesquely where the Urkadian’s arrow had carved 
it open, but I took plenty of white-eye and poppy juice to dull the pain.  A man who 
couldn’t stand and fight at that point was unlikely to do either ever again. 
 After a time it was announced that volunteers were being sought for an assault on 
the enemy’s main force still to our north, the aim being to engage them long enough for 
the rest of the army to escape into the Embler Valley, hopefully with sufficient strength to 
smash through the intervening contingent of Urkadians.  It is with no small amount of 
shame that I admit to hesitating when the call for volunteers went out.  My mind was 
preoccupied with the miniscule chance of survival which lay southwards, back along the 
same bloody route we’d traveled on the way in, back to Arthestria and home and family.  
Time and again I resolved to join my comrades in a glorious death, and time and again I 
did not.  After a quarter of an hour, the call was dropped, and the remainder of us were 
hastily reassembled into new units, while Captains Pennathorne and LiGrâ did likewise 
with the three thousand volunteers they’d raised. 
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 Just before dawn, Commander Alivandes announced that he would be leading the 
volunteers in their attack against Vax Lono’s center.  The men took this as a great 
surprise, having assumed that he would lead the main force in their escape southwards.  
In the end, most of us believe that his wounds were just too dire, and that he chose death 
on the battlefield over retreat and a lingering end.  However much we’d come to despise 
the brute he’d become over the last few months, we each of us recognized his courageous 
sacrifice, and were moved by it, at least a little.  Along with Pennathorne and LiGrâ, the 
Commander rallied the three thousand brave volunteers, bid the Expeditionary Force a 
final farewell, and set off for annihilation atop his war-elk. 
 Meanwhile, the remaining ten thousand or so of us started swiftly southwards, 
half marching around the one side of Bloody Hill, half around the other.  Morning’s light 
found us already regrouped and rapidly approaching the Urkadian contingent, who were 
clearly surprised to see us.  Many of them were still tying on their armor when we 
charged through their encampment at full tilt, hacking down those we could as we passed 
but not stopping to engage them in any serious way.  Such was our lightning-quick fury 
that we cleaved through their disordered force like a spear, speeding towards those 
distant black towers whose ruins marked the entrance to the Embler Valley.  To this very 
day, that last desperate flight from the carnage at Bloody Hill seems like a half-
remembered dream to me, though every other moment of that ill-fated Expedition 
remains starkly etched in my memory.  I could hardly believe, after it was all done, that 
I’d come through it alive. 

-from An Account of the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force 
and the War Inside Urkadia 

by Phildred Mowles, pub. 2342 
 
 Pennathorne leaves the castle after dark, telling the attendant outside his room that 
he’ll be back by morning.  “Been a while since I’ve enjoyed the pleasures of 
Damszalliane,” he remarks with a sly grin.  “Where ought a man go these days to ease his 
loneliness?” 
 One end of the attendant’s meticulously waxed and curled mustachios hitches up 
in a smirk.  “With your fame and money, good sir, I expect you could go anywhere at all.  
More specifically, though, I’d recommend a visit to the ‘ChaCha Maru’—it’s a Khumir 
establishment near the Academics’ Quarter.  Very luxurious.  Bring plenty of gold if you 
decide to visit.” 
 “Duly noted,” says Pennathorne, pressing a couple of coins into the man’s hand. 
 Outside, the night is crisp with late autumn cold, the sky overhead replete with 
stars.  The barest sliver of moon hovers low near the horizon.  Rearing up from a great 
rocky promontory overlooking Damszalliane, the Castle of the Iron Swan is a buttressed 
amalgam of turrets and towers and crenellated walls, lavished with graceful campaniles 
and balconied minarets, all of it made of creamy gold-veined marble.  Pennathorne spares 
it barely a glance, though, as he stands just beyond the outermost guardhouse and surveys 
the glittering sea of lights spread all around him.  With familiar ease, he picks out the 
University and the Irsine Academy, the Arcants’ Spires and Imperial Library.  To the east 
he can make out the lurid flickering glow of Rutters’ Alley, to the north the huge hilltop 
estates of the Ducal Quarter.  Each locale brings with it a specific memory—meeting 
Melvin for the first time at Duchess Válserin’s mansion, or the two of them getting 
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thrown out of every smokehouse along Big Joy Row in a single night, or when the newly 
graduated doctor nearly burned down a wing of the University in an attempt to make 
fireworks—all of them seeming like they happened a thousand years ago.  Sighing 
gruffly, he starts off down the winding avenue that leads into the city, passing through a 
series of gated curtain walls which protect the castle above. 
 Assuming that the Empress has sent someone to follow him, Pennathorne turns 
towards the Academics’ Quarter, striding purposefully along the cobbled streets with his 
cloak swooshing behind him.  Most of the shops and traders have closed up and gone 
home for the day, but there’s a growing bustle of activity just starting in the taverns, 
brothels, smokehouses, and gambling dens.  Pennathorne passes by them all, quickening 
his pace, then turns suddenly down a narrow alley and flattens himself into the shadow of 
the wall.  He quiets his breathing as he strains his ears for sounds of pursuit. 
 A hooded figure appears at the mouth of the alley, pausing uncertainly as it scans 
the darkness beyond.  It takes a hesitant step, then another, and Pennathorne springs from 
the shadows, led by his clenched fist.  A second later his pursuer lies doubled-over and 
gasping on the ground, while Pennathorne, turning on his heel, exits the alley at the far 
end and continues towards the Academics’ Quarter. 
 After a while, satisfied that he’s no longer being followed, Pennathorne veers off 
through a labyrinth of side streets, eventually emerging in a neighborhood of small 
ramshackle structures, some of which appear to be entirely abandoned.  A forlorn-looking 
boardinghouse stands nearby, marked by a crudely lettered sign under a guttering lantern.  
Going around to the tiny stable yard in the back, Pennathorne speaks quietly to a rheumy-
eyed old groom and passes him small bulging purse.  A few minutes later, he’s mounted 
atop a sturdy elk with long straight antlers—a barbek, he thinks it’s called, from the 
forests around Lake Hammlung—which he rides quickly out of the stable yard and away 
from the decrepit boardinghouse. 
 Abandoning his course towards the Academics’ Quarter and the pleasures of the 
ChaCha Maru, Pennathorne turns east, following the straightest course out of 
Damszalliane.  It takes the better part of two hours for him to reach the outskirts of the 
sprawling city, marked by an ancient earthen wall—little more than two long low mounds 
disappearing into the darkness on either side of the road—which had been erected in 
Damszalliane’s infancy, two millennia before the Sunderage. 
 Beyond the city, buildings are replaced by stands of pine and cedar, interspersed 
with jagged bluffs of exposed granite.  The ground is covered with tall brown grass and 
meandering patches of fragrant rosemary.  The road continues off eastward, eventually 
meeting up with the old trackway running north towards Neirgart.  The very same course 
Pennathorne and the doctor took nearly three decades ago after Hex Tyranis Borelium 
invaded Arthestria. 
 He leaves the road after another a mile or so, guiding his mount south through the 
trees.  The ground begins to rise, and Pennathorne soon finds himself at the foot of a low 
broad hill, bald rock dotted with clumps of woody scrub.  It was here, more than twenty 
years ago, that Vax Lono, fresh from crushing the Embler Valley Expeditionary Force at 
Bloody Hill, set up his base camp to lead the siege of Damszalliane.  Pennathorne and the 
doctor had snuck in from the north, bound for the high point of the hill, where a quartet of 
monstrous cannon had been emplaced to bombard the outskirts of the city.  They’d 
slipped in quick and quiet, killing whatever guards they couldn’t sneak past.  Twenty 
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minutes later Vax Lono was dead and the four cannon thoroughly sabotaged, their fuses 
trimmed, charges doubled, muzzles filled with sand and lime pilfered from the camp.  
Three exploded with terrific violence the following morning, when Empress Agrend 
launched an offensive to dislodge the Urkadians, while the last was successfully disarmed 
and captured by the Weiklanter Guardsmen a few hours later. 
 Now, though, instead of urbull-skin tents and heavy artillery, the hill stands empty 
and bare, save for a ziggurat-shaped form standing at its crown, greenish in the starlight.  
Tying his mount to a bush, Pennathorne proceeds on foot.  Just outside the ziggurat 
stands a figure carved from jade, his lean dark face and slender black brows as familiar to 
Pennathorne as his own.  “I started to worry that Agrend had thrown you in the dungeon, 
or had you executed.”  Dr. Honeyman’s voice, blaring in the night’s cold stillness. 
 “Would you have avenged me?” asks Pennathorne, coming to stop just in front of 
him. 
 “A moot question,” replies the doctor, “since you’re neither dead nor 
imprisoned.” 
 Pennathorne shivers slightly and pulls the cloak tighter around this shoulders.  
“She sent someone to follow me.  I guess thinking that I might lead them to the armor.” 
 “You told her you hid it, yes?” 
 “I told her that you died back in Ingtar, and that I’d buried you outside the 
Aukurmandrine Shrine.  Then I put on the armor myself and took the Emerald Ship back 
to the Outer World, where I hid it all, good and proper.  I promised her that it was well 
beyond anyone’s reach, including my own.” 
 Dr. Honeyman nods in satisfaction.  “It was a stroke of genius that we try dividing 
the viridicine armor between us.  A gauntlet apiece, a pauldron, a bracer…how 
beautifully simple.  I still can’t believe that I didn’t think of it.” 
 “You’d given up by then,” says Pennathorne.  “Resigned yourself to die.  I’m just 
glad it actually worked.”  Three days they’d lain inside the shrine, each of them half-clad 
in the viridicine armor, the pieces divided so that their most grievous wounds were 
mostly covered.  Each shrunken green section, stiff and unyielding on the outside, 
stretched like warm rubber when they put a hand or foot into it, fitting as snugly as if it 
had been made for them.  There was warmth, and a welcome numbness in their wounds.  
Incrementally, they crept back from the brink of death.  “I figure, too, that the armor 
cured us of Verzahl’s parasite,” adds Pennathorne, “if ever it actually existed in the first 
place.” 
 “You still have no second thoughts about giving me the armor?” asks the doctor. 
 “We couldn’t have gotten home otherwise,” replies Pennathorne.  “The Emerald 
Ship wasn’t listening to either one of us wearing just bits and pieces of it.  I was only too 
happy when you volunteered to put on the whole warboot to see if that might help.” 
 “You have no desire to keep it for yourself?  You’re truly content to just let it 
go?” 
 Pennathorne nods resolutely.  “It looked like more trouble than it was worth, from 
what I saw in Gelm.  Besides, I’d surely abuse its power beyond all reasonable limits.  
One night drunk on pardie and—wham!—I’m stuffing Borelium’s head up the Cazer’s 
arse and tossing them both in the sea.  It’s probably safer with you than with anyone.”  
They’d had this conversation several times during the long journey from the 
Aukurmandrine Shrine to Damszalliane, the doctor having insisted that they travel 
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entirely overwater so as to minimize their chances of being seen.  For much of that time, 
Dr. Honeyman—or ‘Melvinus Tobravirid’, as Pennathorne took to calling him—merely 
struggled to comprehend and control his newfound powers, an effort he likened to trying 
to stand upright in a strong current, usually on one leg.  His mind had been suddenly 
flooded by an amount of information—much of it utterly incomprehensible—which made 
his education under Shultho seem like little more than a single page torn from some 
vastly greater tome.  Occasionally he would collapse altogether, and Pennathorne could 
only stand by and watch while he writhed and ground his teeth, wrestling with ideas and 
images he couldn’t enunciate. 
 At the moment, though, Dr. Honeyman appears calm and collected, staring off to 
the south, towards the lights of Damszalliane.  “This is the very same view I had twenty 
years ago, while I was slitting Vax Lono’s throat.” 
 “He deserved far worse,” growls Pennathorne, the memories of Bloody Hill still 
fresh after all this time. 
 “Perhaps…”  The doctor lapses into silence, his gaze faraway.  The viridicine 
armor shifts languidly from scene to scene, decorative flanges like webbed fins sprouting 
from the helmet and pauldrons. 
 “So what do you suppose happened to Hanzor?” Pennathorne asks after a minute.  
They’d found no sign of the old Kreebian when they finally left the Aukurmandrine 
Shrine. 
 “Dead, almost certainly,” says the doctor, turning back to fix Pennathorne with 
his gray eyes.  “What will you do now?” 
 Pennathorne tugs at his beard.  “Aye, well, I’m not sure exactly, now that you 
ask.”  He shifts uncomfortably, realizing with sudden certainty that their journeys 
together have come to an end.  “I thought I might go down to Mauxterone.  Maybe buy a 
villa in Drasclaux; some peaceful little spot where I can finally get my memoirs written.  
We may not have saved the world, but our trip to Ingtar still makes for a damn fine 
story.” 
 “A quiet retirement for the irrepressible Young Pennathorne?  I have a hard time 
imagining it.” 
 “I need a rest, I think.  A little time to recover from this latest expedition.  
Besides, it’s only half as much fun adventuring alone.” 
 The doctor smirks.  “And you usually get into twice as much trouble.” 
 “So will you go back to Gelm?” asks Pennathorne.  “Try and put the prophecy to 
the test?” 
 Dr. Honeyman shakes his head.  “Hesker isn’t coming back from the dead.  He 
never will.  It’s time for the Gelmish people to find their own way, without prophecy and 
superstition to guide them.  It’s time for Hesker’s battlegear to be used as something 
more than just a tool of war.” 
 “Somewhere in the Outer World, then?” 
 The doctor glances at the ocean of stars above their heads.  “In a manner of 
speaking.”  Taking a step forward, he places a gauntlet etched with tiny jade feathers on 
Pennathorne’s shoulder.  “You were better than a brother to me.  Go to Drasclaux and 
write your memoirs, Pennathorne.  Hang up your sword and live the rest of your life in 
peace if you can.” 
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 Pennathorne harrumphs once or twice, trying to force aside the tightness that 
suddenly clutches at his chest.  “Peace is likely to be in very short supply soon,” he says 
gruffly, “what with the Urks sharpening their swords again.  I suppose I could always go 
treasure-hunting back in Hepkkaram, or search for lost Phnaranar again in Ul Hurra.” 
 “What about your memoirs?” 
 Pennathorne shrugs, mustering a grin.  “Aye, well, you know I never was much 
for the written word.  Maybe I can find somebody to take dictation while we travel.  
Damnation, why wasn’t I getting you to do that all along?” 
 “I hardly had time enough to read, let alone scribble down your lurid 
reminiscences,” says Dr. Honeyman, and for a moment it’s like they’re back in the 
waterlogged cabin on Cirtaugh, squabbling good-naturedly just to pass the time. 
 “I only hope I can remember them well enough to impress Uhl and his drinking 
companions,” says Pennathorne.  “Guess I’ll be waiting a right long time for you to show 
up at the Solar Hearth, eh?” 
 The doctor shrugs.  “How long does it take to get tired of immortality?” 
 Nodding, Pennathorne forces another grin.  “I’ll save you a spot beside me, right 
next to Uhl himself.  Don’t expect me not to embarrass you.” 
 “You have my full permission.”  With that, the doctor turns and walks back 
towards the Emerald Ship, pausing in the open archway to lift his gauntleted hand in a 
final goodbye.  A moment later he’s gone, the portal sealing shut behind him.  The ship 
begins to hum softly, reconfiguring its shape from ziggurat to pyramid, and from pyramid 
to a smooth inverted teardrop, balanced incongruously on its pointed tip.  Its 
transformation apparently complete, it starts to rise, slowly at first, then faster and faster, 
until soon it’s lost among the stars overhead. 
 Pennathorne stares into the sky for several minutes after the Emerald Ship has 
disappeared, seeking it in every tiny greenish twinkle in the void.  Finally he lets his gaze 
drop back to the rocky hilltop, empty now of everything but memories.  “Bucket of shit,” 
he grumbles aloud, the words immediately swallowed up and forgotten in the cold lonely 
darkness.  Sighing, he turns and starts back down the hill. 
 

The End 


